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Message from the Conference Chair

The 20th International Conference on Conceptual Modeling (ER 2001) was the first ER conference in the 21st Century as well as the first ER conference held in Japan. It was a great honor and pleasure to host such a memorable conference in Yokohama, an exotic and fashionable seafront city. We were particularly pleased with the high quality of the ER 2001 papers, which were gathered from all over the world.
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I would also like to express my special thanks to the other members of the ER 2001 organization team. Steering Committee member Stefano Spaccapietra was in charge of liaison. Hirotaka Sakai, Tok Wang Ling, David Embley, and Mokrane Bouzeghoub assisted us as coordinators. Ryosuke Hotaka made an important contribution to ER 2001 by obtaining support and cooperation from mainly Japanese corporations. Hiroshi Arisawa and Takashi Tomii (Local Arrangement Co-chairs), Kazumasa Yokota (Publicity Chair and Web Master), Michiko Kitagawa (Treasurer and Assistant to the PC Co-chair, H. Kunii), and Mana Nakayama (Registration Chair and Assistant to the Conference Chair, Y. Ishii) all worked hard and contributed to the success of the conference.

Finally, I would like to express my appreciation to Yokohama National University and its President, Dr. Hiroshi Itagaki, for the special support and cooperation.
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Message from the Program Chairs

In this, the first year of the 21st century, the series of International Conferences on Conceptual Modeling (known in short as ER conferences) reached its 20th edition. Continuing a long tradition, the 20th International Conference on Conceptual Modeling (ER 2001) provided an international forum for presenting and discussing current research and applications with the common interest of conceptual modeling.

Our emphasis this year was on internet-based information modeling and systems. Remarkable progress in computers and networking has changed our way of doing business as well as our personal living environment. Business practices are being forced to dramatically evolve to face challenges from worldwide competition, where information and information services play a key role. Individuals are learning to move in a world of over-abundant information, where everything is available to everyone but difficult to find. In both cases conceptual modeling provides a path to semantically rich and meaningful information exchange and thus plays an essential role, particularly in supporting the internet-based information revolution.

ER 2001 covered a wide spectrum of conceptual modeling, from theoretical foundations to implementation. We invited researchers and practitioners from both computer sciences and management information systems to present and share their advances: new ideas and new approaches as well as fruitful experiences and informative experiments.

Acceptance into the conference proceedings was very competitive this year. We received 197 submissions all together. The program committee selected 39 regular papers out of 182 – an acceptance rate of approximately 21%, and 6 industrial presentations out of 15 – an acceptance rate of 40%.

In addition, we were indeed honored to include three very distinguished Keynote Speakers whose abstracts and papers present trends in emerging technologies. Dennis Tsichritzis, an outstanding leader in the field, spoke to us on “The Role of Research in the New Economy.” Umeshwar Dayal, a distinguished researcher, presented “Conceptual Modeling for Collaborative E-Business Processes.” Our third speaker was the father of i-mode, Kei-ichi Enoki, who jump-started the success of the mobile internet business.

The conference would not have been a success without the help of the many volunteers who worked hard to make this conference a success. First, we thank the members of the Technical Program Committee and the external reviewers for their countless hours reviewing the papers. Katsumi Tanaka and Sudha Ram organized a very interesting tutorial program, and timely panel, respectively. Yahiko Kambayashi and Hiroshi Arisawa did a wonderful job bringing together four outstanding workshops on emerging topics. The next debt of thanks goes to Kohki Ohhira and Ricoh Co., Ltd., for maintaining the online reviewing software and hosting the site that handled the submission, distribution, and review of the papers. The software was originally developed for ER 2000 at Salt Lake City by Stephen Liddle who also provided us with valuable advice. We extend very sincere thanks to the members of the Software Research Center of Ricoh
Co., Ltd., including Masumi Narita, Phyllis Anwyl, and Masayuki Kameda for their assistance with Program Committee activities. Finally, we are extremely indebted to Michiko Kitagawa for her devotion to the administrative support at all stages of the conference.

We hope that you found ER 2001 to be stimulating, interesting, and informative.
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Conceptual Modeling for Collaborative E-business Processes

Qiming Chen, Umeshwar Dayal, Meichun Hsu

Hewlett-Packard Laboratories
1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304, USA
dayal@hpl.hp.com

Abstract. As the Web evolves from providing information access into a platform for e-business, there is a need for modeling and automating inter-business interactions. Today, business-to-business interaction based on XML document exchange has been widely discussed. However, there is only limited technology for defining and automating these interactions at the business process level. In this paper, we introduce Common Business Collaboration (CBC) protocols based on common business objects, as well as Inter-business Collaborative Processes (ICP). An ICP expresses process-level business interaction, while allowing complete autonomy of the internal processes at each participating party. The automation of these inter-business collaborative processes is based on a peer-to-peer implementation paradigm, rather than a single centralized process engine. An XML-based CBC Description Language, CBCDL, is introduced to model inter-business collaborative processes. The feasibility and practical value of this approach have been demonstrated through prototypes implemented at HP Laboratories.

1 Introduction

To support inter-business interaction among trading partners, agreement on common protocols at several levels is necessary. Such protocols must cover the vocabulary, the types of documents (or business objects) to be exchanged, the business rules of conversation, and the collaborative business processes between which the participating parties. Fig. 1 shows the layers of a technology stack to support these protocols, and example technologies available today for the different layers.

Most of the existing approaches cover limited layers of the above technology stack. For example, the vocabulary layer is covered by most of the distributed computing architectures such as CORBA [12], e-speak [15], Jini [19], etc. Consortial efforts such as the Common Business Library (CBL) [10,11] from CommerceNet cover the business object layer. BizTalk [3], SOAP [25], and the RosettaNet PIPs (Partner Interface Processes) [24], which address task-level interactions, belong to the conversation layer; ebXML [14], tpaML [26], and WSFL [29] specify business

1 Current Address: Commerce One Laboratories, Cupertino, CA, USA; meichun.hsu@commerceone.com
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There is a need for an integrated approach that combines business object modeling and business process modeling, and that covers all the layers of the technology stack for business interaction. In addition to providing languages to specify bilateral business protocols, industry-wide standard templates for both business objects and business processes are necessary. Otherwise, if each pair of business partners defines its own interaction protocols, there will be too many protocols to follow, thereby making business interactions extremely complicated. We adopt the standard document templates of the Common Business Library (CBL), and introduce CBL document exchange based business processes. We extend the standard Process Definition Language, PDL, defined by the WFC (Workflow Coalition [28]).

There are two conceptually different approaches to managing inter-enterprise business processes. The first approach, typified by current products such as WebLogic Process Integrator and others, is based on the integration of different processes from the different participating enterprises, and requires the use of a single process manager as the integration point. In an inter-enterprise application, however, where each party desires to keep certain internal processing steps and data private, it is difficult to reach agreement on the use of a single process engine.

The second approach is based on reaching agreement on a common process between all participants, and synchronizing peer-executions of this common process based on commonly agreed protocols and process definitions, without relying on any centralized process manager. Toward this end, we introduce the notion of Inter-business Collaborative Processes (ICP). An ICP is defined through the agreement of all the participating parties (or by standards bodies in a given industry). It is not executed on a centralized workflow engine. Instead, each execution of the ICP consists of

---

Fig. 1. Technology Stack for Inter-business Interaction
a set of peer process instances executed collaboratively by the peer engines of the participating parties. These peer instances share the same process definition, but may have private process data and sub-processes. The peer engine of each party is used to schedule, dispatch and control the tasks that that party is responsible for, and the peer engines synchronize their progress in process execution through a messaging protocol. Further, document exchange is made through such process synchronization. In [6] we described collaborative process management from the agent cooperation point of view. In this paper we shall discuss the formal ICP protocol, and integrate it into a general inter-business collaboration framework.

Consider the following scenario, involving two parties: a buyer and a seller. The buyer-side engine, \( A \), creates a logical instance of the purchasing process, and initiates a buyer-side peer instance; \( A \) then notifies the seller-side engine, \( B \), to instantiate a seller-side peer instance of the purchase process. The peer process instances at both sides can be considered as autonomous, but they follow a purchasing protocol with which both the buyer and the seller are willing to comply. In the collaboration, each peer has a role, e.g. buyer-role or seller-role, and is responsible only for the tasks belong to its role. For example, \( A \) only manages the tasks for the buyer-role, and skips the other tasks; \( B \) only manages the tasks for the seller-role. When \( A \) finishes a task, it informs \( B \) of the task status, in order for \( B \) to proceed, and vice versa. The entire purchase process is not handled by any common server, but by the peer-to-peer cooperation of multiple servers. This scenario can be extended to include multiple parties, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Besides combining CBL-based object modeling and ICP-based process modeling, we also provide specifications at the conversation level, to form an integrated Common Business Collaboration (CBC) protocol framework. An XML [1] based
Common Business Collaboration Description Language (CBCDL) that incorporates and extends CBL and the process definition language, PDL, is developed.

Thus, our approach covers multiple layers of the technology stack for business interaction, supports business interactions by means of synchronized peer-executions of the commonly agreed process template, rather than integrating different processes at any single server. By combining CBL and ICP, we extend the goal of providing a community standard from business object modeling to inter-business process modeling. However, it should be understood that a CBC specification is not a complete description of the application but only a description of the interactions between the participating parties.

Section 2 describes inter-business interaction at the business object layer based on CBL document exchange. Section 3 discusses the P2P Inter-business Collaborative Process (ICP) model. Section 4 shows our CBC Description Language (CBCDL) with examples.

2 Business Interaction at the Business Object Layer

E-business interaction is based on a document service architecture, which takes documents as the basic business objects, and document exchange as the basic business interface. The document service architecture enables an enterprise to interact with other enterprises, while shielding it from changes in internal implementation, organization, and processes that might occur in the other enterprises. This elevates business-to-business integration from the system level (invoking applications through API function calls, as is the case with traditional distributed computing infrastructures such as CORBA) to the business level. Defining a business interface in terms of documents rather than APIs also allows for an incremental path to business automation, since applications can be initially handled manually through a Web browser interface, before migrating to fully automated processing.

Several XML languages, such as ebXML, e-speak, tpaML, provide the means to describe vocabulary, statements and documents. However, document based e-business interoperation requires not only standard specification tools, but also standard document templates. Otherwise, for instance, if two trading partners use different formats for purchase orders, then they cannot interoperate; if people reinvent business concepts for each new partnership, there will be too many types of documents; and if each pair of business partners use different bilaterally agreed document templates, it is difficult to support business interaction in a general way. This is the reason for us to support business interaction based on trading community standards, for example CBL or RosettaNet. In this paper, we will use CBL to illustrate our ideas, although a similar approach can be taken with any community standards.

The goal of CBL is to provide reusable semantic components common to many business domains. Such components can be understood by any business through their
common elements (such as address, date, part number, phone number, etc.). CBL is made up of a set of XML building blocks and document templates commonly used in businesses. It provides vocabulary (syntax and semantics) for business concepts, as well as standard document templates for interchanging. The business concepts include

- business description primitives: company, service, product
- business forms: catalog, purchase order, invoice; and
- standard measurements: data, time, location, ...etc.

The document templates, for example, as published by Commerce-Net in xCBL 2.0, include PurchaseOrder, PurchaseOrderResponse, OrderStatusRequest, OrderStatusResult, Invoice, ProductCatalog, and so on. Each document has a header, several core modules, a summary and certain optional attachments. For example, PurchaseOrder has the following fields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PurchaseOrder</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Header</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core Modules</td>
<td>ListOfOrderDetail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>OrderSummary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optional Attachment</td>
<td>Extensions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, CBL has added to XML/DTD the notions of strong typing and inheritance. Furthermore, CBL documents currently are passive information objects. We extend this in the following ways.

First, associated with each type of CBL document (e.g. PurchaseOrder), an enterprise-internal business process for processing the CBL object can be specified. Accordingly, a CBL object can be used to instantiate the corresponding business process with the specific information contained in the CBL document.

Next, document level business rules can be defined based on CBL document exchange. For example, the following rule is defined based on the exchanges of three types of CBL documents in an application-specific context:

“If a purchase order is received, then an invoice and a shipping notice are to be sent back as reply.”

Further, a legal sequence of such rules may be specified as a business process. We shall discuss later how inter-business interaction is handled as a peer-to-peer process.

Since CBL documents contain extensible attachments with changing content, it is unlikely that we can use fixed programs for document accessing and processing. Our solution is to provide tools for generating CBL-oriented data access and processing
programs based on object Document Type Descriptors (DTDs). A DTD (like a schema) provides a grammar that specifies which data structures can occur, and in what sequence. Such schematic information is used to automatically generate programs for basic data access and processing, i.e. creating classes that recognize and process different data elements according to the specification of those elements. For example, from a document including tag SHIPPING_DESTINATION, it is easy to generate a Java method `getShippingDestination()`, provided that the meanings of tags are understood. Automatic program generation allows tasks to be created on the fly for handling the possible extensions of document structures.

3 Inter-business Collaboration Processes (ICP)

The rule in the example given above describes a one-round conversation. Managing an inter-business application by means of individual rules offers a certain degree of flexibility, but it is difficult to scale. An inter-business application may involve concurrent, long-duration, nested tasks for document generation and processing, which are difficult to track through individual rules or single-round conversations. Rule enforcement is server-centric. While the order of rule firing can be controlled at the server site based on the logged operation states, the client is not bound by such state control. For example, a client may send the same purchase order repeatedly without a business reason.

For these reasons, we handle inter-business applications at the process level, and extend business process management from the single-server model to a multi-server peer-to-peer model. We introduce the notion and the implementation framework of Inter-business Collaborative Processes (ICP). An ICP is defined based on a commonly agreed protocol among the participating parties. The execution of an ICP is not based on a centralized workflow engine, but includes multiple individual peer process instances executed by the participating parties. The process definition is used as the common template shared by these peer process instances. The ICP engine at each peer site recognizes its own share of the tasks based on role matching. The synchronization of peer executions is made through messaging.

For example, consider two business partners, one buyer and one seller, each provided with an individual ICP engine. An ICP, such as one for on-line trading, is executed collaboratively by the two engines with each peer executing an individual instance of the common process. The server at the buyer side is responsible for scheduling and dispatching only the tasks to be executed by the buyer (e.g., preparing a purchase order, making a payment), and skips the tasks not matching the role of buyer; it simply waits for the seller side server to handle the tasks on the seller’s side. The engines at both sites exchange task execution status messages for synchronization. The executions of peer process instances at both peers progresses in this way, towards their end steps.
Like any business process, an ICP is modeled as a DAG with nodes representing the steps (or tasks), and arcs representing dependencies among the steps. A task-node is associated with an activity to be executed either by a program (e.g. a software agent) or by a human worker. A route-node specifies the rules and conditions for flow control, process data update, etc. An ICP is associated with a process data container. When an activity is launched, a packet containing a subset of the process data, is passed to it; when it is completed, together with task status information, the data packet, possibly updated during the task execution, is sent back for reconciliation with the process data.

An ICP involves multiple parties, and explicitly specifies the role of each party. The process is defined based on a commonly agreed operational protocol, such as the protocol for on-line purchase or auction. Unlike a conventional process execution, which creates a single process instance, the execution of an ICP consists of a set of individual peer process instances run at the peer sites. These peer process instances are executed based on the same ICP definition, and synchronized through messages.

Each ICP is defined with a list of process-roles, indicating the logical participants. For example, a simple purchase process may have two roles, i.e. buyer and seller.

Each task has a task-role, and that must match one of the process-roles. In the above example, tasks can have roles i.e. buyer and seller.

The process data objects can be specified with sharing scopes, such as public, i.e. sharable by all process-roles (and thus by all peer process instances), or process-role specific. The role-specific data objects are accessible to the peer process instances of the given roles (one or more) only.

Let us assume that an ICP, say P, is defined with process-roles Ra, Rb, Rc, ... . When a logical process instance of P is created, the players, Aa, Ab, Ac, ..., and their roles, Ra, Rb, Rc, ... , respectively, are specified. The player at the creating party obtains a key for this logical process, creates a peer process instance Pa for itself, and associates this key with its peer process instance. Through messaging, it also tells the participating players to create the peer process instances Pb, Pc, ..., corresponding to the roles they chose.

Assume that tasks Ti, Tj, Tk, ... , are to be executed in sequence by the players with roles Ra, Rb, Rc, ... respectively.

Each logical execution of an ICP consists of a set of peer process instances run by the players (engines) of the participating parties. These peer instances observe the same process definition, but may have private process data and sub-processes. Each peer process instance has a role that must match one of the process-roles. An identifier is assigned to each logical execution of an ICP, to correlate and synchronize the peer
executions of the same process; the unique identifier of that logical execution marks all the messages exchanged between the peer process instances.

Player $A_a$, representing the process-instance-role of $R_a$, dispatches and executes $T_i$, and upon receipt of the task return message, $r_i$, forwards it to all other players of the process. Then players $A_a, A_b, A_c, \ldots, \tilde{O}$, all update their process states and schedule the possible next step of their own peer process instance based on that message.

When $A_a, A_c, \tilde{O}$, proceed to activity $T_j$, since the roles represented by them do not match the role of $T_j$, they simply wait for the peer player, that is $A_b$ in this example, to handle it at the peer site.

When $A_b$ proceeds to activity $T_j$, since the role represented by $A_b$ matches that of $T_j$, $T_j$ will be handled by $A_b$.

The execution of peer process instances at all peers progresses in this way, towards their ends.

An important advantage gained from modeling inter-business interactions at the ICP level is the ability to preserve transactional properties. For each player, the documents exchanged, including those sent to and received from the peer players, are kept in the process data container, until all the process instances finish, and then made persistent (commit) or dropped (abort). Upon termination of the process execution, the peer engine initiating the process instance, can act as the coordinator for executing the 2-Phase Commit protocol for synchronizing peer commitment. Introducing a coordinator ensures the consistency of the commit/abort decision, without assuming the use of any global database.

A significant feature of ICP is the combination of document exchange and synchronization of peer process instances. Most of the existing approaches separate the information interface and the activity interface of inter-business collaboration. Under those approaches, such as BEA Process Integrator [2] or TPA [26], document exchanges are made at the action layer rather than at the process layer. We integrate the information and actions of a business interaction into a single ICP definition, making task flow naturally consistent with the document flow.

- The document generation and exchange steps, e.g. preparing business documents according to appropriate business logic, are handled as process tasks.

- The data container for document exchange is the process data container. Each peer process instance maintains an individual process data container. Each task is given a sub-set of the process data (e.g. documents) passed to or generated by the task.
The messages for document exchange are combined with the task return messages.

An action for a task is dispatched to a software agent or a human user to perform, and upon its termination, a task return message is sent back and used to trigger the next step in process execution. Such a task return message contains not only the identification and status information, but also the subset of process data passed to or generated by the action.

When a task return message comes back to the local ICP engine, the subset of the process data passed to the action must be reconciled with the process data after returning. However, before such a message is forwarded to a peer player for synchronizing peer process execution, only the updated data elements that are shared with the player are retained (recall that the sharing scope of each data element is specified in the process definition). A forwarded task return message can carry the appropriate business documents to be delivered. This allows us to integrate document exchange with inter-enterprise collaborative process management.

4 Common Business Collaboration Description Language

To specify inter-business interaction, we have developed the Common Business Collaboration Description Language (CBCDL), which covers multiple layers of the technology stack for business collaboration.

CBC Context Specification

Collaborative business applications are grouped into Common Business Collaboration (CBC) contexts. The top-level XML structure of a CBC context is shown below.

```xml
<CBCcontext>
  <Header>
    ... <!-- name, create date, validated date, author, etc.-->
  </Header>
  <Roles>
    ... <!-- roles appear in the CBC of this context -->
  </Roles>
  <Docs>
    ... <!-- types of the documents that can be exchanged -->
    ... <!-- transition rules for document exchange -->
  </Docs>
  <DataTemplates>
    ... <!-- data containers to be used by the processes of this context -->
  </DataTemplates>
</CBCcontext>
```
For inter-business interaction, the role of each participating party must be distinguishable. For reusability, a CBC definition only specifies the roles rather than specific party names that can play the corresponding roles. The role definitions are included under the <Roles> tag. Each <Role> tag gives the information of a specific role, as shown in the following example.

```xml
<Roles>
  <Role>
    <RoleName>seller</RoleName>
    <RoleDesc>Ö</RoleDesc>
  </Role>
  <Role>
    <RoleName>buyer</RoleName>
    <RoleDesc>Ö</RoleDesc>
  </Role>
</Roles>
```

During business collaboration, such as executing an ICP, a party must be bound to a role to become a player of the process execution. A party may be bound to different roles in different process executions. Player specification is not part of the static ICP definition, but enclosed in the messages for initiating ICP executions. The XML structure of player specification is shown below.

```xml
<Players>
  <Player>
    <RoleName>seller</RoleName>
    <PlayerName>Retailer:OfficeDepot</PlayerName>
  </Player>
  Õ
</Players>
```

Externally to CBC context specifications, information about the potential players, i.e., the enterprises such as Retailer:OfficeDepot, are given in a business registry, including address, email, URL and transport protocol (e.g. http), etc. It is worth noting that the binding of a player and a role is dynamic, allowing a player to play different roles in different ICP executions. In fact, a single ICP engine belonging to a party, can execute multiple ICPs concurrently, and play multiple roles simultaneously in these executions. This also makes CBCDL more flexible than tpaML.

The <docs> section specifies the legal document types allowed in this CBC context, as well as the typing rules for document exchange (conversation). Corresponding to each in-bound document for a request, there may be multiple possible out-bound documents as response. Other general properties of document exchange, such as digital signature, are optional. Conversation control is role-sensitive and context-specific, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
The following are also worth noting.

- Document exchange is context sensitive, and therefore enclosed in `<CBCcontext>`.

- Document exchange may be role-sensitive but optional.

- A DataTemplate holds the definitions and initial values of process data objects, including CBL document templates. These data objects may be updated during ICP execution.

- The process state transition as a result of document exchanging is encapsulated in ICP process definitions. The typing rules of document exchange are used to validate ICP definitions and will be enforced during process execution.
ICP Specification

In developing the ICP specification language, we start by extending the standard Process Definition Language, PDL, defined by the WFC (Workflow Coalition [28]). The ICP specification language is in XML format. When compiled, it is first translated into a DOM (Document Object Model) tree of Java objects, then into a Java class for cooperative process definition.

As an example, an ICP is specified with the following structure. Each ICP has a start point, i.e. the node with an in-bound arc with type “start”; and one or more termination points, i.e. the nodes without an out-bound arc.

```
<ICP name="I" CBCcontext=...>
  <ROLES> Seller, Buyer </ROLES>
  <Task name="T1">
    <Role> Buyer </Role>
    <Desc> Ī </Desc>
    <Action> PurchaseOrderAction </Action>
  </Task>
  <Task name="T2">
    <Role> Seller </Role>
    <Desc> Ī </Desc>
    <Action> PurchaseOrderResponseAction </Action>
  </Task>
  <RouteNode>
  </RouteNode>
  <Arc name="Arc0" type="Start"> <To>T1</To> </Arc>
  <Arc name="Arc1" type="Forward"> <From>T1</From> <To>T2</To>
  </Arc>
  <ProcData>
    <Role> Seller </Role>
    <Template> seller_tpl </Template>
  </ProcData>
  <ProcData>
    <Role> Buyer </Role>
    <Template> buyer_tpl </Template>
  </ProcData>
</ICP>
```

The process, tasks and process data are all role-sensitive. The list of process-roles, such as ibuyeri and i selleri, indicates the logical participants. The role of a task must match one of the process-roles. In this example, tasks can have roles ibuyeri and i selleri. In an inter-enterprise collaborative process execution, each party may want to keep some of the process data private. In the <ProcData> specification, a data template holding the definitions and initial values of process data objects (docu-
ments) can be specified with appropriate sharing scopes. A template or a data object specified in a template, may be public, i.e. sharable by all process-roles (and thus by all peer process instances) or process-role specific. A role-specific template is used by the peer process instances of the given roles (one or more) only, and such templates can be made different for different process-roles. Consider a collaborative process with roles ibuyeri, iselleri and ibanki; some data are private to ibuyeri; some are sharable by ibuyeri and iselleri; some are public to all three roles. A process data container can be updated or expanded at peer process run time.

Action Specification

Conceptually an action specification contains two parts: public interface and private interface.

Under the public interface, the Name, Type, Version, Timeout, etc, may be specified. The Type of an action can be iRegulari (default) or iCanceli (compensate on failure). InBound and OutBound documents consistent with the typing rules of document exchange, are specified. Optionally, another action for canceling the effects of this action can be given.

Under the private interface, the enterprise internal dispatching information of an action is given, such as who will be the physical or logical actor for performing the action. The Implementation of an action can be iAutomatici (by a program), iManuali (by a user through a Web interface), or iProcessi, meaning that an ICP or a private sub-process is to be invoked for that action. When an action represents a program, information about downloading that program is given.

```xml
<Action>

  <Public>
    <Name> PurchaseOrderResponseAction </Name>
    <Type> "Regular" </Type>
    <Desc> Process purchase order </Desc>
    <InBound> PurchaseOrder, Catalog </InBound>
    <OutBound> PurchaseOrderResult, Invoice, ShippingNotice </OutBound>
  </Public>

  <Private>
    <implementation> Automatic </implementation>
    <Method> PurchaseOrderProc </Method>
    <Desc> Program for processing purchase order </Desc>
    <Class> PurchaseOrderProc </Class>
    <URL> file:cba.hp.com/ecarry/CBLclasses </URL>
    <Args> ... </Args>
  </Private>

</Action>
```
Process Nesting and Association

A task may represent a private sub-process. The sub-process binding is dynamic, that is, bound at run time, and this allows it to be designed separately from the host process. The process data of a private sub-process is entirely internal to the parties executing the sub-process.

A task may also represent an ICP to be executed by multiple parties collaboratively. For example, in the ICP iPayment between a iSeller and a iBank, the task CheckCreditTask is executed by the peer playing the role of iBank; this task is performed as a sub-process, CheckCreditProcess, that is also an ICP between the iBank and the iCredit Bureau, without involving the peer playing the role of iBuyer. Data (documents) passed into or out from the ICP CheckCreditProcess are also specified.

```xml
<Task name="CheckCreditTask">
  <Role> Seller </Role>
  <Desc> Check buyer's credit for verifying payment </Desc>
  <Action> CheckCreditAction </Action>
  <OutBound> CheckCreditRequest, CheckCreditResult </OutBound>
</Task>

<Action>
  <Public>
    <Name> =" CheckCreditAction </Name>
    <Type> Regular </Type>
  </Public>
  <Private>
    <implementation> SubProc </Implementation>
    <Process> CheckCreditProcess </Process>
  </Private>
</Action>
```

Conceptually, there is a symmetry in the sub-process relationship

- from the ipurchase process point of view, the ipayment process can be considered as a sub-process representing a necessary step of ipurchase; and
- from the ipayment process point of view, the ipurchase process can be considered as a sub-process representing a sufficient step of ipayment.

In fact, in a multi-party collaboration environment, the ICPs associated in an application context actually form a fabric, and this is our basic view for modeling e-businesses built on one another’s services. For instance, a multi-party e-business application is viewed as the composition of the following processes:

- the ICP ipurchase between the buyer and the seller,
- the ICP ipayment between the seller and the bank, and
- the ICP icredit checking between the bank and the credit bureau.
These ICPs are associated with overlapping players. However, the parties participating in an ICP only agree on the process definition, but not necessarily on the association of that process with other processes. For example, besides the finally resulting document to be used in the process purchase, the internal steps and data of process CreditChecking are invisible to the player buyer of the process purchase.

5 Conclusion

We have presented the Common Business Collaboration protocol framework. In this work we address the combination of two key elements of inter-business interaction: common business objects and inter-enterprise process interaction. A prototype of this framework has been implemented at Hewlett-Packard Labs.

In summary this approach has the following advantages.

- Instead of addressing business interaction at a specific layer, we integrate business object modeling and business process modeling to provide an integrated solution.
- Instead of using individual rules for single-round conversational interactions, we elevate business interaction from the conversation level to the process level.
- Instead of integrating different processes, we support inter-business interaction by peer-to-peer execution and synchronization of common processes.
- In addition to providing tools for specifying bilateral business contracts, we focus on community standards for business collaboration.
- Instead of introducing a new language from scratch, we extend the existing PDL and CBL to develop the XML-based CBCDL.
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The number of cellular phone subscribers in Japan has now topped 60 million, which means that 50% of Japan’s population own cellular phones. That number is greater than the subscribers of fixed-line telephones. In the midst of this mobile phone market much attention has been focused on i-mode.

The i-mode service, which DoCoMo launched on Feb. 22nd, 1999 had 26 million subscribers by July 2001.

i-mode services include voice calls, e-mail and Internet access. An i-mode cellular phone with an HTML browser connects to the Internet through a 9.6kbps packet switched network. This system enables users to receive information from Internet web sites.

We provide over 1,800 sites from 1,000 DoCoMo’s application alliance partners. Under the concept of i-My Concierge, we offer a full range of services, which include ticket booking (airline tickets and concert tickets), selling books and CDs, games, animated pictures, ringing tones, horoscopes, restaurant guides such as ZAGAT, and news including CNN, Bloomberg, and Dow Jones. Weather forecasts are also available. We also provide mobile banking by over 400 banks including CITIBANK, as well as mobile trading and on-line stock selling/buying.

We can directly access more than 46,000 independent web sites through over 100 search engines such as Yahoo, Infoseek, and Lycos.

The cellular phone is a media that directly accesses individuals instead of accessing them through companies or families, and a great advantage is that users always carry their own terminals. i-mode, which has the features of a conventional cellular phone, has captured the consumer market as its core market. Our range has been expanding to the business market, with such services as e-mail, individual scheduling, inventory control and market research.

The advent of i-mode terminals has changed the cellular phone from being simply a tool for i- talking into an intelligent device for i-data collection.

In January, 2001, we introduced JAVA technology and SSL functionality to i-mode so that we could target the game, Intranet and EC markets. On May 30th, 2001 the third generation IMT2000 mobile cellular phone, which is called FOMA, started service in Japan. FOMA enables high-speed data transmission over a network with 2Mbps. i-mode in FOMA provides contents of a richer and higher quality and can, for example, deliver news and concert promotion information with pictures.

The 21st century is the start of an era of multimedia. A huge volume of content will be available in whatever format the user wants, be it voice, the written word, music, picture, or maybe even some format we have not yet thought about. And we
can be sure that the public will choose the most cost effective means of delivery from among the public network, CATV network, broadcast network, packaged media, and mobile multimedia. I am convinced that even in the future, "i-mode" will be spotlighted as the most significant media for "individuals" and "consumers in the business" market.

"i-mode" burst onto the scene at the end of 20th century. In this century, it will change our business style, not only in a mobile communication industry, but in just about every other industry, including some that have not yet been born. We believe "i-mode" will be providing the leading services in multimedia and will contribute to the affluent society way into the future.
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1 What's "New" in the New Economy

It is increasingly becoming clear that there is no separate new Economy. The new Economy is an integral part of the old Economy. It does not operate with completely new rules. On the other hand, it is also widely accepted that there is another type of Economy which is taking shape. The same happened in Art at the beginning of the 20th century. The so called "Art nouveau" was a style of Art in objects and Architecture. Art Nouveau had clear characteristics that set it apart from other styles of Art. It is, therefore, pertinent to look for the new characteristics of the new Economy. In what way is the Economy of today different enough to warrant a new name?

A first characteristic of the new Economy is globalization. Capital is globally accessible and markets are global. As a result, goods and services are produced, traded and consumed in a global way. Whether one is a proponent or an opponent of globalization is irrelevant; the trend is clear. The new Economy is different in terms of its scope, i.e., it is global.

A second characteristic of the new Economy is the importance of immaterial products. As the world market for material goods matures, there is an increasingly important part of the Economy which is based on services and media content. As a result, quality of service and Intellectual Property Rights are becoming essential factors. In addition, there is no apparent limit on launching new services and creating new content. Human creativity is scarce, it is but renewable unlike other resources of our planet.

A third characteristic of the new Economy is the speed of development. New products achieve extraordinary sales volumes in almost no time. An existing product can go out of style or be substituted quickly. The same can be said for companies and whole industry sectors. The ups and downs are not only cyclic but they depend very much on the mood of the consumer. New products are important not only for better functionality, but also to retain the interest and the excitement of consumers and the financial markets.

A fourth characteristic of the new Economy is the rate of innovation. Most sales of even established companies are based on relatively new products. A good brand name standing for quality is not enough. A fast rate of innovation is essential to run ahead of the competition. It is important for companies to have a very dynamic pace of concepts that can be quickly turned into products.

In the rest of the paper we will concentrate exclusively on the innovation characteristic of the new Economy. How can we achieve maximum innovation at reasonable cost? The new Economy changes many aspects of the innovation process for a Company.
- There is a need for peripheral vision, since innovation is a competitive advantage.
- There is a constant fear of disruptive technologies which can completely change the picture.
- There is an aspect of "right-on-time delivery". The timing of innovation is essential.
- Innovation does not need to be provided in-house. Outsourcing of Research projects is increasingly more efficient and creates a vast Research Market.
- Protection is becoming critical. Intellectual Property Rights need to be safeguarded.
- New products and technologies can be obtained through mergers and acquisitions.

Research is the main vehicle for innovation. Companies, however, do not need Research. They need innovation. It is important, therefore, to ponder whether Research as it is traditionally practiced delivers the right innovation process for companies.

2 The Traditional Model of Research

Over the years a traditional model of Research has been developed. It is practiced in excellent Universities and the best Research Centers. This model is based on academic excellence and peer evaluation. The Research activity can be outlined by the following steps. Please notice the analogy to cooking.

1) Take excellent people on the basis of achievements or potential. (ingredients)
2) Give them the resources they need. (seasoning)
3) Provide a stimulating environment for scientific exchange. (heat)
4) Establish a minimum form of supportive management. (stir)
5) Wait patiently and without rushing for the results. (cook)

Like good cooking the basic steps are simple (ingredients + seasoning then heat, stir and cook). Nevertheless it is a real Art to set up a proper Research organization. The driving force in such an environment is peer pressure. The best people produce excellent results to achieve fame matching their peers. The main results are publications and prototypes demonstrating original ideas.

The transfer of the ideas into innovative products is considered a separate activity. It is organized through publications, people and prototypes. An idea picked up from a paper and successfully implemented in practice. People sometimes leave Research and transfer to development. They then carry their know-how into new products. A prototype is picked up as a first version and is reimplemented as a product.

This traditional model of Research is relevant both for theoretical and applied Research. Over the years it has produced the transistor, UNIX, the PC environment, Internet, the Web and most of the extraordinary advances in our discipline. In the last few years, however, the new Economy and its environment are putting a tremendous strain of this model. Many difficulties arise due to the changed economic environment.
The essence of scientific activity has not changed. Its relation to the Economy has, however, evolved.

In a perfect world without narrow corporate, regional or state interests the traditional model of Research is still valid. Our world, however, is not perfect. The model was primarily developed to support science. The benefits to the sponsors by this I mean those who pay were indirect, for example, fame, know-how, people. Today, however, there is a strong concept of the sponsor's value. The result of Research should mainly benefit the organization (company, region, state) that is financing the effort. Patents and not publications are important. Transfer should be carefully organized to the appropriate destinations. The Research activity should be only open to take advantage of other people's ideas. The Research effort should be orchestrated to maximize the sponsor's value.

The traditional Research effort is currently directed from the scientific domain's peers. In such an environment it is difficult to concentrate on a specific problem and it is difficult to redirect. It is easy to lose focus or direction. Innovation in the new Economy, however, has specific needs and specific time frames. There is often a mismatch between what the traditional Research effort delivers and the Innovation that the new Economy needs.

The traditional Research effort is heavily based on excellence. Excellent people working in a free and open environment produce excellent results. There are two difficulties with excellence. First, it does not scale in numbers. It is possible to get ten of the best people in a discipline. If you need one hundred or one thousand, it is impossible. You will probably end up with many mediocre people. Second, there is some sort of relaxation process. Most excellent people become mediocre over the years. There is a need to replenish or reshape. This means that people should either stay a short time and be often replaced, or they have to be shaken up from time to time to stay excellent. Both operations provide discontinuities which are inconsistent with the "right-on-time" requirements of the innovation process in the new Economy.

We argued that the traditional Research Model has to adapt to the new economic environment. In the next section we will outline a more appropriate Research model.

3 A New Model of Research

There is a new emerging Model of Research which provides better sponsor value. In addition, it is more flexible and responds better and faster to the needs of the Research Market. The basic elements remain the same as the traditional Model. But there are some differences in emphasis. The main discrepancies, however, are in the domain of technology transfer.

As in the traditional Research Model we need excellent people, or at least people who are as good as we can get. The new Model does not depend so much on extraordinary individual performance but in a well coordinated collective effort.

As in the traditional Research Model we have to provide the necessary resources. The new Model takes economic feasibility into consideration. We provide adequate labs but within reasonable economic constraints. The idea that in Research every wish is legitimate and honored cannot survive in an era of shareholders value.
As in the traditional Research Model we need a stimulating environment. This is based more on creativity and impact on the Research Market and less on peer evaluation and pressure. People compete to be more effective and not to become famous.

The main differences between the Research Models are in the way that the Research results are evaluated, promoted and used. In addition, there is an indirect influence on the career paths and perspectives of the researchers. The emphasis is on patents and not on publications. In this way sponsor value is maximized. The Research results are successfully promoted and sold in the Research Market. The effort is organized in Competence Centers according to the needs of the Research Market and not according to academic disciplines. There is a multipurpose link between Research and the Economy to maximize Innovation. This link has many channels, all of which should be exploited and each one should be operating based on financial benefits.

The first channel is contract Research. The sponsor and the research team together define a project and sign a contract. The results are delivered according to contractual arrangements. This implies much less flexibility for the researchers but a clear indication of sponsors value plus a financial envelope for the project.

The second channel is consulting. The researchers operate as technology consultants with clear contractual arrangements. This implies high availability of the researchers and an understanding of the clients problems. The researchers do not provide solutions looking for problems. They provide expertise to bear on specific problems that the client identifies. To properly organize this effort we need Knowledge Management within the Research organization. In addition, we need constant contact with the prospective clients, plus a high quality of service.

The third channel is corporate e-learning. The expertise stemming from the Research should be quickly targeted to the people in organizations which can best use it. With this activity we do not merely transfer Research results, but current know-how in a particular domain. This service should be organized in terms of presence and electronic media to provide the appropriate package to the client. It means explaining the Research results not to peers but to normal company development people. It implies the readiness of researchers to appropriate package and promote their expertise in courses for an enumeration.

The fourth channel is start-up companies. When appropriate and economically feasible the know-how should be transferred internally to a new start-up company. The researchers should be encouraged to form a new company. This implies an entrepreneurship mentality plus organized access to outside expertise in Marketing and Venture Capital. The company founders along with the Research team and the organization should all obtain benefits from this effort.

Finally, the fifth channel is the acquisition and marketing of patents. The research organization should actively scout for potential patents among its researchers. Emphasis should not be on the number of patents but on great potential value and immediate promotion of the appropriate patents. This implies a constant and trusted liaison between Research organizations and the operative divisions of Technology companies.

All of these Technology Transfer channels cannot be organized solely by researchers. We need professionals who will seriously undertake all these activities. The researchers, however, should be open and have a clear understanding that all these activities are essential. They are critical for the success of the Research organization and for the individual and collective benefit.
4 Restructuring a Research Organization

It is very seldom, that a Research Organization is created from scratch. In most cases it exists with its history, culture and people. The issue is not how to design a Research Organization according to a new Research Model. The issue is how to reorganize a Research Organization to move it towards a new Research Model. We propose three phases and several steps on how to evolve from a traditional Model to a new Research Model. We assume that we depart with an organization with some history, reasonable fame and a good financial situation. We further assume that its employees are a heterogeneous set of Researchers ranging from excellent and active to mediocre and passive. In short, a situation that does not warrant alarm but is not particularly successful.

Phase I

1) We need to identify a minimum set (less than 10%) of excellent groups. They are built around extraordinary individuals who are authorities, let us call them Research Fellows, on a subject. These groups should be encouraged to operate in the traditional model of research as long as they retain their excellence. The identification and the evaluation of these "Research islands" is not particularly difficult. An external commission can help. Excellence is easy to spot when it is there.

2) We need to create a relatively flat organization with Units that operate autonomously and independently. Each Unit can identify its proper research agenda and it is totally responsible as a cost center. It worries about the quality of its services and obtains the economic benefits from the Research Market. It should be led by a leader with demonstrable management ability, not necessarily a Research Fellow. Each Unit should also have its own administration to make it flexible and independent.

3) All researchers (or at least all new appointments) should have an understanding that their careers are not solely within Research. People should be encouraged to pursue other careers in business or academia after a time period of say 5-10 years. Very few people less than 10% should be retained. Continuous education in technological and managerial subjects is important to help people exit and pursue their careers elsewhere. In short, the Research Center is a step phase and not a permanent destination for most people.

Phase II

In the second phase we need to move a major part of financing, for example, a target of 50% from base Institutional financing to dynamic financing in terms of internally administered funds. We propose at least three funds.
1) A matching FUND A for government sponsored projects. This fund provides extra financing for these groups that are successful in attracting extra government programs and projects.

2) A matching FUND B for industrially sponsored projects. This fund provides extra financing for the groups that are successful in attracting industrial projects from companies.

3) A reorganization FUND C for repositioning of groups and Units. This fund provides extra financing as seed money for positioning groups in new fields or creating new Units.

Phase III

In the third phase we concentrate on active promotion of the tangible Research results, and the generated know-how of the research effort. There are four directions.

1) Consulting services. Professional consulting services should be organized around the technological expertise of the Research effort. Most clients require a mix of expertise which is not solely available in a group. To put together the right package for the client we need to link to other parts of the organization and to amortize expertise over many clients. This implies proper Knowledge Management. Consulting should be a professional and lucrative activity for both the researchers and the units.

2) Corporate Education. Companies require a continuous update of expertise for their staff. This expertise is up-to-date and usually not available in normal educational programs. Active Researchers have such expertise and their know-how should be properly organized and marketed. Large Companies usually have their own in-house activity for such continuous technological education. Smaller companies and individuals need, however, a neutral and appropriate provider of technological know-how. Research organizations are in a position to provide it. It should be organized for lucrative purposes.

3) Start-ups. Technological advances are sometimes best promoted through start ups. The start up effort should again be properly organized. Entrepreneurship know-how should be transmitted to the researchers early on. The potential projects for start ups should be nurtured and followed closely. Marketing contacts and venture capital should be provided. This effort can potentially be lucrative for both the researchers as individuals and the organization. It needs, however, seed money to get started plus a very professional attitude.

4) Active promotion of patents. Patent acquisition and marketing should be organized in a professional way. Individual researchers and units should receive compensation and prospective benefits for patents. This effort requires a special investment to get it started before it is able to get financing from outside. It should be organized from the beginning for financial success.
5 Concluding Remarks

We have emphasized the role for Innovation in the new Economy. We argued that the traditional model of Research is no longer appropriate to provide such Innovation and deliver sponsor's value. We then outlined a new emerging model of Research which seems to be promising. Finally, we enumerated a series of steps to turn around a Research Organization and move it into this new environment.

There is always the question of whether such a restructuring is realistic and urgent. It is realistic since it is happening already at different speeds in many existing Research Organizations. It is also urgent. Sponsor value is not an abstract term. All companies and most government agencies question the role and the costs of their research organizations. Restructuring is painful and takes time. It should happen before cuts and closures create a negative environment. In that case substance and momentum is lost. It is then impossible to effect any constructive changes.

The last question involves quality. Is the new environment capable providing the scientific excellence in quality and the quantum departures in scientific knowledge. The answer is a clear no. The traditional model of Research is inefficient and ill adapted to the needs of the new Economy. It has, however, the potential to provide spectacular results. The new model is better adapted but it cannot produce miracles. The analogy to cooking is relevant.

Excellent ingredients plus high quality seasoning and great care in heating, stirring and cooking can produce excellent results. Adequate ingredients with appropriate seasoning and a fast process for cooking ready for consumption is much more efficient. We cannot expect, however, a gourmet meal.
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Abstract. Business-to-business (B2B) integration can be achieved by programming using a programming language or by modeling in a modeling and execution environment that provides semantic B2B integration concepts. This panel will discuss if semantic B2B integration by modeling is superior to integration by programming.

1 Panel Topic

Many technologies developed in recent times can be deployed to implement semantic B2B integration. Some of them are XML, XSLT, HTTP/S, Java, J2EE, persistent transactional queuing, workflow management, application servers, and legacy application system adapters. With enough "programming power" an enterprise can implement B2B protocols like RosettaNet or ebXML based on these technologies and establish an architecture for the electronic exchange of messages across networks like the Internet with their legacy application systems.

In contrast to this programming approach a modeling approach can be applied to semantic B2B integration. In this case B2B protocols, workflows or transformations can be modeled using graphical user interfaces and the model is interpreted by a semantic B2B integration server. No coding is required at all to define and to execute semantic B2B integration.

The panel will address these different approaches through the following questions:
- Is it possible to follow a 100% modeling approach for semantic B2B integration?
- Is current technology sufficiently expressive to support 100% modeling or do we miss specific functionality?
- What are the runtime challenges like throughput and performance in a modeling and model interpretation approach?
- Is there sufficient understanding of the semantic integration requirements to build a modeling environment?
- Why are so many programming projects started to implement rather than to model semantic B2B integration?
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Abstract. To facilitate development of spatial applications, we investigate the problem of modeling topological constraints in part-whole relationships between spatial objects, where the related objects may themselves be composite. An example would be countries that belong to a supranational organization, where the countries are themselves composed of states. Current topological classification schemes are restricted to simple, bounded, regular, and/or 0-2D spatial data types; do not support the set-based topological constraints required to describe inter-part relationships such as those between members of a supranational organization; and focus primarily on query rather than design. We propose an approach to modeling topological relationships that allows specification of binary and set-based topological constraints on composite spatial objects. This approach does not depend on restricting the type of spatial objects, can be used to describe part-whole and inter-part relationships, and is at a level of detail suitable for use in conceptual modeling.

1 Introduction

Spatial applications must manage complex relationships between spatial objects, objects with associated spatial extents, where the individual spatial objects may be simple (connected) or composite (consisting of disjoint spatial components). Examples are a supranational organization formed from member countries, the division of an administrative region into voting districts, or the structures erected on a building site during construction. Such complex relationships typically involve an asymmetric relationship between spatial objects, where one object the whole can be used to represent a group of other objects the parts. We refer to this as a spatial part-whole (PW) relationship, described in detail in [9]. The spatial relationships between the whole and all of its parts and between the individual parts are important for constraint specification during conceptual design as well as in later stages of database development. These characteristics include orientation, metrics, and topology. Of these, topology serves as a particularly useful descriptor in conceptual application modeling both because of its qualitative, thus more intuitive, nature and
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because unlike orientation and metrics it is preserved through many of the common distortions that can occur in representations of real world objects. The focus of this paper is to develop techniques for modeling topological constraints on spatial PW relationships during requirements analysis and conceptual design that are of general applicability in the context of composite spatial objects.

Classification schemes for binary topological relationships have been the subject of extensive study over the years [2,3,4,5,6,7,11]. The research focus is on the development of mathematical formalisms to precisely specify topological relationships. The majority of topological research to date is based on assumptions that are too restrictive for use as a general modeling technique, assuming objects with simple, bounded, and regular regions and lines embedded in 2D space. However, many spatial applications involve semantic entities having holes, discontinuities, and other irregularities. For example, the land mass of a country such as Indonesia or the spatial distribution of different soil types both involve discontinuous spatial extents. Furthermore, applications such as those measuring location in terms of latitude, longitude, and elevation require 3D spatial objects and embedding space.

Recently, researchers have tried to address the challenges of extending topological research to include a wider range of spatial objects, including regions with holes, lines with multiple end-points [5,6], and composite spatial extents [2,3,4,11]. In [5,6,11], topological relations between spatial objects are described based on boundary and interior intersections between object closures (to regularize spatial extents with holes or discontinuities) and object components or discontinuities (e.g. holes or gaps). The most comprehensive work, in terms of the range of spatial object types considered, is described in [4]; including bounded composite spatial objects formed exclusively from either lines (possibly with self-crossings or extra end-points beyond the usual two), points, or regions (possibly with holes). A mutually exclusive and complete set of binary topological relations touch, in, overlap, disjoint, and cross is defined based on boundary, interior, and object intersections and their dimensions. Separate definitions of boundary and interior are used for each type of composite spatial object. In [3], equivalent definitions for the binary topological relations between composite regions are given in terms of relations between their components, i.e. within any component pair composed of a component from each composite object.

A more comprehensive solution to describing topological relationships between composite objects at the component level is proposed in [2]. This is based on a complete set of adverbs that can be used to refine an existing binary classification scheme by extending it to the component level. The adverbs never, occasionally (or partially if unrelated pairs are disjoint), or entirely are used respectively to describe when no pair, some pair, or every pair of composite object components is related by a given binary topological relationship. The adverbs mostly, mostlyrev, or completely are used respectively to describe when a component from the other composite object can be found that is related by a given binary topological relationship to (1) each of the second composite object's components, (2) each of the first composite object's components, or (3) both, but using the inverse relationship in the second case. For example, the components of two countries such as Indonesia and the Philippines consisting of island archipelagos should ideally never overlap (i.e. no pair of components, one from each country, overlaps). However, if the reality of boundary disputes is considered, the two countries may partially overlap (i.e. there may be
some component pairs with overlap where there are boundary disputes, but otherwise component pairs are disjoint). For formal definitions of these adverbs refer to [2].

In the context of modeling spatial PW relationships, existing topological research has limitations with respect to the range of spatial data types considered, the understandability of the models proposed, and support for modeling n-ary topological relationships (required to model constraints between spatial parts). To the authors' knowledge, none of the binary topological classification schemes to date explicitly consider spatial extents that are not closed; irregularities such as loops, punctures, and cuts; mixed-dimension composites (e.g. a single composite object consisting of regions, lines, and points); or 3D objects and embedding space. In addition, even when the work considers more complex spatial objects, it is fundamentally based on boundaries and interior intersections [3,4,5,6,11]. Although this allows a high degree of expressiveness in terms of being able to precisely describe a wide range of topological configurations, this comes at the price of increased complexity and reduced understandability. An example is the redefinition of boundary and interior required for each type of composite spatial object in [4] or the identification of topological classes by number [6] or complex conjunctions [11] instead of by name.

A further problem is that the definitions of boundary, interior, and dimension used vary depending on the underlying mathematical model assumed and may not match the intuitive understanding the user has of these concepts. For example, the definition of boundary and interior are formulated only in terms of the spatial object itself in algebraic topology; whereas, in point-set topology, they depend on the embedding space as well. This means that the boundary of a line is its end-points in algebraic topology and for a 1D embedding space in point-set topology, but it is the whole line for a 2D or 3D embedding space in point-set topology. Similarly, the concept of dimension is less intuitive if applied to mixed-dimension composites or their intersections.

In the context of analysis and design of spatial applications, we need a different modeling approach to address application developers' requirements. The level of complexity must be suitable for use in early application development phases and for integration with existing conceptual modeling languages. This potentially means sacrificing, to some degree, the expressiveness of the model (i.e. the level of detail that can be specified for a topological relationship) for the sake of generality (i.e. being able to model the range of different types of spatial objects in spatial applications) and clarity (i.e. based on highly intuitive concepts and classifications).

Furthermore, in order to model spatial PW relationships, we must be able to describe the n-ary topological relationships between the parts. Topological research to date has focussed on binary topological relationships suitable only for describing the relationship between the whole and the geometric union of its parts. In the context of multimedia databases, [8] defines an n-ary temporal relation consisting of an ordered, finite sequence of time intervals where any two adjacent intervals have an identical temporal relation. However, ordering is not suitable for describing topological relationships between a set of spatial objects since, in general (except in the special case of 1D space), there is no inherent linear order in space.

In this paper, a simple framework and modeling constructs intended to facilitate specification of general topological constraints between two or more spatial objects, in the context of spatial PW relationships, are proposed. In Section 2, we describe a simple approach to modeling binary topological relationships based fundamentally on
intersection and difference of spatial extents. This is extended to describe n-ary
topological relationships in the Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, we apply these
methods to the spatial PW relationships discussed in [9], using the proposed binary
and n-ary topological relationships to describe constraints on whole-part and part-part
relationships respectively. Examples are given to show the applicability and ease of
use of the approach adopted.

2 Modeling Binary Topological Relationships

A classification scheme that is both simple (i.e. easy to use) and flexible (i.e.
applicable to a wide range of spatial applications) is required to model topological
constraints between the whole and the geometric union of the parts in spatial PW
relationships. Consider the building site example described in Section 1. It is essential
that any structure erected on that site does not extend beyond the site boundary. In an
analogous manner, when an administrative region is divided into voting districts, the
combined spatial extents of the resulting voting districts must be exactly equal to that
of the administrative region. To model these constraints, we require a formal yet
simple method of describing binary topological constraints. In this section, we
propose a method specifically designed to facilitate conceptual modeling of spatial
PW relationships. We first review the assumptions and terminology relevant to the
work presented here. For the purposes of this work, it is sufficient to assume an
Euclidean model of space (1D, 2D, or 3D) with embedded spatial objects. The
classification described here holds under either point-set or algebraic topology;
therefore, either can be used as a theoretical basis for discussion. Since the proposed
classification scheme is based fundamentally on the set-based concepts of intersection
and difference, point-set topology is the more natural choice.

A *spatial extent* is then described as a subset of the points in the embedding space.
The spatial extent is considered to be *connected* if any two of its points can be
connected by a path consisting entirely of points within the spatial extent and
considered to be *disconnected* otherwise. It is *weakly connected* if the same spatial
extent becomes disconnected after removal of a finite number of points and *strongly
connected* otherwise. A spatial extent that is disconnected is called a *composite*
spatial extent consisting of a finite set of *components*, each of which is a connected (weakly
or strongly) spatial extent. A *Geometric Union* (GU) of a finite number of spatial
extents is the set consisting of all the points from each of the spatial extents including
all of their components.

Point-set topology is built from the concept of *neighborhoods*, where there exists a
neighborhood both for every point in space and inside the intersection of any two
neighborhoods for that point. A *near point* for a spatial extent is one where each of its
neighborhoods includes a point in the spatial extent. A spatial extent forms an *open set* if
every point has a neighborhood completely within the spatial extent and forms a *closed set* if
it includes all its near points. A spatial extent is called *unbounded* if open, *bounded* if closed, and *partially
bounded* otherwise. The largest *open set* in the spatial extent is usually called the
*interior* and the rest the *boundary*; however, these terms are not always used
consistently in the literature for the reasons discussed earlier. A spatial extent is called
simple if it is connected and regular if it is bounded and contains no irregularities (e.g. no holes, crossings, isolated missing punctures or cuts, extra end-points).

Finally, we adopt the well-known concept of a minimum bounding box, used to approximate an object's location in the embedding space by the smallest rectilinear rectangle completely enclosing that spatial extent. More generally and without restricting the dimension or the type of figure used, the term minimum bounding figure is used here to refer to any simple, regular bounding figure.

With this foundation, the proposed two-level classification scheme for binary topological relationships (between two spatial extents) can be described. A given spatial extent can consist of a finite number of disconnected or weakly connected parts of the same or different dimensions (from 0D to 3D); can have irregularities such as holes, punctures, cuts, self-crossings, extra end-points and loops; and can be bounded, partially bounded, or unbounded.

The first level of classification is based only on whether the intersection (\(\cap\)) and difference (\(-\)) of the two spatial extents is empty or non-empty, concepts that are easily understandable, intuitive, and not dependent on the dimension of the embedding space. The classification scheme is illustrated in Table 1. Colors are used to distinguish between the two spatial extents and a dotted line used to indicate a partially bounded or unbounded spatial extent. Only simple spatial extents are used in the table for understandability. Composite spatial extents are shown in Fig. 1-3.

After eliminating trivial cases where at least one of the two spatial extents is the empty set, we have the non-intersecting category (the intersection is the empty set) disjoint and the intersecting categories (the intersection is not empty) equal(s), contain(s), inside, and connected as shown in Table 1. So, for example, the equal and contain relationships can be used to model the voting district and building site examples respectively. This set of relationships is complete and mutually exclusive for two non-empty spatial extents, i.e. any topological relationship between two objects falls into exactly one of these categories. For any two non-empty spatial extents, their intersection and differences must be either empty or non-empty. Therefore, by considering exhaustively all the possible permutations (as in Table 1), the resulting categories must be both complete and mutually exclusive. The two non-symmetrical relationships, contain and inside (i.e. contained-by), can be combined through disjunction into one symmetric nested relationship where either the forward difference (A-B) or the reverse difference (B-A), but not both, is the empty set. The connected and disjoint categories have a further level of classification defined when more refinement of the model is required for a specific application.

Connected objects can be further classified based on whether they have a boundary, interior, or mixed overlap, i.e. whether their intersection includes only boundary, only interior, or both boundary and interior points. Since boundary and interior points often represent semantic differences in applications, it is useful to be able to specify whether the intersection involves object boundaries, interiors, or both. For example, in the case of voting districts for a given administrative region, interior points are used to represent administrative jurisdiction and boundary points are used to represent a change in jurisdiction. This example will be discussed further in Section 3, in the context of n-ary topological constraints between spatial parts.
A crucial aspect of the connected sub-categories is that, in contrast to other proposed topological classifications, the only assumption is that every point in a spatial extent must be either a boundary or interior point, but not both. Further definition is left to the user as appropriate to specific application requirements. This approach supports the intuitive notion that boundary points differ semantically from interior points, but does not dictate further those aspects of the definition that may vary between applications.

To illustrate the sub-categories of connected in Fig. 1, we assume a 2D embedding space and point-set boundary and interior definitions dependent on the embedding dimension. Thus a 1D line embedded in 2D space or a single point consists only of boundary points. Note that if we were to assume that the embedding space was 3D instead of 2D, then all the examples shown as Interior-Overlap or Mixed-Overlap would also become Boundary-Overlap. This is because all the points in a 2D area embedded in 3D space are boundary points in point-set topology.

**Table 1. Binary Topological Relationships based on Intersection and Difference**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example(s)</th>
<th>( \cap )</th>
<th>A-B</th>
<th>B-A</th>
<th>( R ) Name (A ( \cap ) R B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>no name (A, B = ( \emptyset ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>no name (B = ( \emptyset ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>no name (A = ( \emptyset ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>Disjoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>Equal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>Contains (Nested)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>Inside (Nested)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>Connected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A disjoint relationship between two spatial entities can be further distinguished based on whether their spatial extents inter-penetrate, i.e. whether the minimum
bounding figures of the two objects intersect. The method used to calculate the minimum bounding figure is application dependent, e.g. with respect to the orientation of the axes and granularity. As with the definition of boundary and interior used for the sub-categories of connected, the decision as to exactly how to determine the minimum bounding figure is left to the user. Separate is a disjoint relationship where the minimum bounding figures of the two spatial extents do not intersect and interpenetrating is a disjoint relationship where they do intersect. This distinction is particularly relevant for the applications involving archipelagos, such as the distribution of soil types discussed in Section 1, where the spatial parts in a spatial PW relationship are widely dispersed. Fig. 2 shows examples of separate and interpenetrating disjoint relationships between two composite spatial extents, one colored red and the other blue. Even two simple spatial extents can have an interpenetrating relationship, as shown by the two minimum bounding boxes in black.

The second level of classification consists of complete and mutually exclusive sub-categories in the specific category. For example, every disjoint relationship is either separate or interpenetrating, but not both. That follows logically from the definition of the two categories based on whether the minimum bounding figures of the two spatial extents intersect. Similarly, mutual exclusivity of the connected subcategories follows logically from the assumption stated earlier that a spatial extent can be completely partitioned into mutually exclusive sets of boundary and interior points.

Thus the seven categories—separate, interpenetrating, equal, contain, inside, boundary-overlap, mixed-overlap, and interior-overlap—represent a complete and mutually exclusive set of binary topological relationships as shown in the preceding discussions. The more general categories—disjoint, nested, connected, and intersecting—can be derived from these seven relationships. Except for contain and inside, all of the relationships are symmetric.

Although the set of topological relationships is complete and mutually exclusive, there may be certain applications that require a model with greater degree of precision even at the requirements analysis and conceptual modeling phases of system development. For applications requiring a more detailed understanding of the topological relationships between components in pairs of composite objects, the adverbs of [2] can be employed with the binary topological relationships introduced in this section. For instance, Fig. 3 (a), (b), and (c) are all examples of the binary inclusion relationship A Contains B. The adverbs from [2] can be used to specify more restrictive constraints and differentiate between these three examples as shown in Fig. 3, with increasing restrictions from (a) to (c). When yet further precision in describing topological relationships is required, e.g. to distinguish between the different cases of boundary-overlap shown in Fig. 1; models involving a more limiting set of assumptions and more complex geometric concepts such as those described in Section 16 are required.

3 Defining Topological Relationships between \( n \) Spatial Extents

The binary topological classification described in Section 2 is sufficient to describe topological constraints between a whole and the GU of its parts (i.e. between the spatial extent of the whole and the GU of the spatial extents of its parts, where the
latter is called the part union). However, n-ary topological relationships are required to describe topological constraints between the parts. For example, the voting districts created for an administrative region cannot have overlapping interiors, as this would allow a single constituent to vote in more than one district. In this section, a general method of modeling n-ary topological relationships is described.

Given some binary topological relationship \( R \) defined for two spatial objects, how can we extend this to \( n \) spatial objects? For example, how can we extend the definition of boundary-overlap to describe the constraint on the set of voting districts, i.e. that none of the voting districts can share interior points? It follows logically that if a binary topological constraint \( R \) is extended to \( n \) spatial objects at least one of three following conditions is true:

1. \( R \) holds for every pair (i.e. all) of the \( n \) spatial objects.
2. \( R \) holds for at least one pair (i.e. some) of the \( n \) spatial objects.
3. \( R \) holds for no pair (i.e. none) of the \( n \) spatial objects.

Although it is clear that this set of three conditions is complete (i.e. given a binary relationship \( R \) and \( n \) spatial extents at least one of the three conditions holds), they are not minimal (since none can be modeled as \( \neg \text{ some} \) or mutually exclusive (since condition 2 does not exclude condition 1). However, the conditions are formulated with reference to conceptual modeling with simplicity and ease of modeling as a priority. It is more intuitive to model \( \text{ none} \) directly and \( \text{ some} \) as \( \text{ at least one} \) as evidenced by common usage in natural language. If required, the constraint \( \text{ at least one but not all} \) can still be expressed as \( \text{ some} \land (\neg \text{ all}) \). This set of conditions is used as the basis for defining modeling constructs to describe n-ary topological relationships. These are defined formally after describing the notation used as follows.

Let \( O = \{ o_1, \ldots, o_i, \ldots, o_j, \ldots, o_n \} \) a finite set of \( n \) spatial extents, where \( n \geq 2 \) and \( i \neq j \).

Let \( R \) a topological expression consisting of:
1. one, a disjunction, or conjunction of the binary relationships from Section 2, or
2. one of the adverbs mostly, mostly_rev, completely, partially, occasionally, entirely, or never from [2] with (1)
3. a disjunction and/or conjunction of (2).

Let \( S \subseteq O \) (a non-empty subset of \( O \)) \( = \{ s_1, \ldots, s_k, \ldots, s_p \} \) a set of \( p \) spatial extents, where \( p \geq 1 \) and \( p \leq n-2 \).

We then define the following four modeling constructs for describing n-ary topological relationships, assuming \( i \neq j \).

\[
\text{all}(R, O)! \quad \forall o_i, o_j \in O \quad (o_i \mathrel{R} o_j) \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{some}(R, O)! \quad \exists o_i, o_j \in O \quad (o_i \mathrel{R} o_j) \quad (2)
\]

\[
\text{none}(R, O)! \quad \exists o_i, o_j \in O \quad (o_i \mathrel{R} o_j) \quad (3)
\]
\[ \text{linked}(R, O) ! \quad \forall o_i, o_j \in O \]

\[
( (o_i \ R \ o_j) \lor (\exists S, \ (o_i \ R \ s_1) \land \ldots \land (s_{k-1} \ R \ s_k) \land \ldots \land (s_p \ R \ o_j) ) )
\]

(4)

The first three constructs are based on the three conditions discussed earlier. The last construct, \textit{linked}, describes a special case of \textit{some} where any two spatial extents in the set can be related directly or indirectly by the given topological expression.

Note that the definition of \( O \) excludes sets of spatial extents having zero members or one member. If \( O \) is empty or has only one member, then \textit{all}, \textit{some}, \textit{none}, and \textit{linked} are defined to be true for all \( R \). If \( O \) has two members, then \textit{all} \iff \textit{some} \iff \textit{linked} for all symmetric \( R \).

These modeling constructs allow specification of general topological relationships between the spatial extents—whether simple or composite—of \( n \) spatial objects. With the adverbs from [2], the same modeling constructs allow specification of topological relationships between components of pairs of \( n \) different composite spatial extents.

There may be some cases where we want to treat a set of composite spatial extents as a set of their individual components. This could be used to model topological constraints between all the individual components of a set of composite spatial extents without any reference to the original composite configurations. To do this, we need to define an additional modeling construct that decomposes a set of spatial extents into the set of all their individual components. That is, given a set \( O \) of \( m \) composite spatial extents \( o_1, o_2, \ldots, o_m \) with \( n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_m \) components respectively and where \( c_{ik} \) is the \( k \)th component of the \( i \)th composite spatial extent \( o_i \), we have the following:

\[
\text{decompose}(O) ! \quad \{o_i, c_{ik}, o_j\} \quad \text{where} \quad 1 \leq i \leq m \quad \text{and} \quad 1 \leq k \leq n_i
\]

(5)

We can then use any of the previously defined constructs for \( n \)-ary topological relationships, replacing \( O \) with \textit{decompose}(\( O \)). For example, consider the case of a national road network, with the entities being individual roads with spatial extents describing their location and geometry. Although a single road usually is a simple polyline, there may be cases where a road may consist of several disconnected segments. For instance, consider a long-distance road that is a freeway for most of the distance, but has a few segments inherited from local road networks that have different names, are not freeways, and may not even be administered by the same transport authority. When modeling the national road network, we want to enforce the constraint that the road network as a whole must be continuous. Since a road can have a composite spatial extent consisting of disconnected segments, this means that there must be some way to travel between every two segments of road in the network. In order to evaluate topological relationships between the set of road segments (rather than roads) in the network, the \textit{decompose} operator is used to refer to individual road segments. The \textit{connected} binary topological operator discussed earlier is used to compare pairs of road segments. The \textit{linked} relation is then used to specify that it must be possible to find a finite sequence of connected pairs linking any two road segments. Assuming that we have the set of roads \( r_1, \ldots, r_n \) in the road network, this constraint would be formally specified as \textit{linked}(\{\textit{connected}, \textit{decompose}(\{r_1, \ldots, r_n\})\}).
4 Topological Constraints on Spatial PW Relationships

In [9], we classify spatial PW relationships based on whether the spatial extent of the whole object is derived from or constraining those of its parts, termed spatial derivation and spatial constraint and illustrated respectively by a supranational organization and a building site. Topological constraints between parts are listed as a secondary characteristic leading to further variants beyond the basic classification. The binary and n-ary topological relationships defined in Sections 2 and 3 respectively can now be used respectively to refine the spatial constraint category based on whole-part topology and to illustrate the definition of additional variants based on part-part topology. Formal definitions for spatial PW relationships are given in [9].

Only the inclusion relationship (part union inside or equals whole) was considered and defined as a sub-category (spatial inclusion) of spatial constraint in [9]. We can use the classification of binary topological relationships proposed in Section 2 to provide a more general method of defining topological relationships between a whole and its parts and to further refine the spatial constraint category. As in [9], the goal is to identify useful types of spatial PW relationships. Therefore, refinement is pragmatic (i.e. where we were aware of clear examples) rather than exhaustive. Following this rationale, three more spatial constraint types are identified: spatial interior, spatial equal, and spatial cover; where the relationship of the part union with the whole is respectively inside, equals, and contains or equals. The spatial inclusion and spatial interior constraints are transitive, since the topological constraint between the part union and the whole can be equivalently expressed as a constraint between each part and the whole individually. Therefore, any sub-components of a structure located on a building site are also located on that building site. The same is not true of spatial cover or equal, and so these categories are not transitive.

Spatial constraint sub-categories are illustrated in the top portion of Fig. 4, with the specific binary topological constraint between the part union and the whole indicated in bold type for each sub-category. Spatial cover is exemplified by a guaranteed phone service coverage area that must be completely covered by (i.e. inside or equal to) the GU of the phone service cells spatial extents. A building site and the structures on that building site represent an example of spatial inclusion, since no structure can extend outside the building site. The stricter constraint of spatial interior applies to house furnishings (referring here to appliances and furniture), since the furnishings must be inside but cannot completely cover the area of the house in order to ensure walking room. Finally, the GU of taxi dispatch zones (the area over which a given taxi driver ranges) must be exactly equal to the metropolitan area covered by the taxi company, i.e. spatial equal. This ensures complete coverage of the metropolitan area without risking cases where the company insurance policy may not be applicable.

Variants of the basic spatial constraint sub-categories can be defined based on additional topological constraints between the parts using the n-ary topological relationships from Section 3, as illustrated by the examples in the bottom portion of Fig. 4. The n-ary topological constraint applicable to a specific example is indicated in bold type. The second argument of the n-ary topological constraint (the set of spatial extents) is omitted in the figure and following discussion for readability.
Spatial P-W relationships

Spatial Derivation

GU equals whole (by definition)
- quick service area for taxis

Spatial Constraint

Spatial cover (\( \geq \))
- building site

Spatial inclusion (\( \subseteq \), transitive)
- taxi zones
- furnishings for house

GU contains or equals whole

GU inside equals whole

GU equals whole
- broadcast zones
- street plan
- utility network

GU inside whole
- grid points for space-dependent attributes

Linked (mixed-overlap)
- phone service cells
- overlay
- space-dependent attribute polygons

Linked (connected, decompose)
- supranational org.
- country - states
- state - counties

All (boundary-overlap or disjoint)
- army companies in battalion
- voting districts
- land-use zones

All (disjoint)
- mountain overlay
- space-dependent attribute polygons

All (separate)
- army companies in battalion
- voting districts
- land-use zones

Fig. 4. Topological Constraints in Spatial Part-Whole Relationships
To ensure that the placement of a set of broadcasting transmitters results in continuous broadcasting coverage across the set of transmitters, the linked(mixed-overlap) constraint is used to specify that there is a sequence of overlapping broadcast zones either a simple, bounded spatial extent. Constraints on a set of phone service cells are similar to those on broadcast zones, except with the additional constraint that every point in a given area has phone service—a that is, is contained in some phone service cell. This is reflected in the use of a spatial constraint (spatial cover) modeling construct for phone cells instead of spatial derivation.

In the transport and utility application examples where a given street or utility component can have a composite spatial extent, decompose is used with the linked(connected) constraint to ensure a continuous transport and utility network (i.e. the whole) with no isolated components (i.e. the parts).

Since boundaries are used to uniquely partition administrative responsibility, there cannot be cases of overlapping interior points for member countries of a supranational organization, states in a country, counties in a state, or voting districts. Similarly, shared interior points would be inconsistent in the case of land-use zones and space-dependent attribute polygons, used to represent differences in permissible land usage or an observed attribute values respectively. The predicate all(boundary-overlap or disjoint) is used to specify the constraint that interior points cannot be shared between parts in a spatial PW relationship.

In the case of army companies, they must be disjoint and spread out (i.e. not interpenetrating so all(separate)) for strategic reasons and to reduce the risk of friendly fire. Sample points used to measure space-dependent attributes should be spread out to improve the sampling accuracy. In this case, disjoint points are necessarily separate, so there is no need to specify this constraint explicitly.

Finally, we have the case of overlays for different thematic attributes over a given region (e.g. mountain vegetation, hydrography, and elevation) in a geographic application. In this case, the constraint all(equal) is used to specify that the spatial extents of overlays must be equal.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we discuss techniques for specifying topological constraints on spatial PW relationships during the analysis and conceptual design phases of spatial application development. A two-level classification scheme for describing binary topological relationships is proposed that is general enough to be suitable for a range of different applications yet is simple to use and understand. The final set of seven relationships—separate, interpenetrating, equal, contain, inside, boundary-overlap, mixed-overlap, and interior-overlap—is complete and mutually exclusive. The defined relationships include those between single and mixed-dimension composites, irregular (with cuts, punctures, holes, self-crossings, extra end-points, loops, etc.), partially bounded or unbounded, and 3D spatial objects. We then define modeling constructs for the specification of n-ary topological relationships. Finally, we show how the proposed techniques can be used to specify topological constraints both between parts and between the whole and parts in spatial PW relationships.
Existing conceptual modeling languages such as UML or spatiotemporal extensions based on UML [1,10] contain provisions for general constraint specification but no specific support for describing topological constraints on spatial composites. The techniques proposed here can be used in conjunction with such languages to add the necessary support. For example, to specify that the set of land-use zones associated with an administrative region must be overlapping, the n-ary topological constraint \texttt{all(boundary-overlap or disjoint)} can be included in curly braces (used to indicate a constraint in UML) on the association link between the administrative regions and land-use zone classes. The efficient implementation of the specified constraints in later development phases requires the use of representation-dependent algorithms to verify intersection and difference of spatial extents and their components (for composite spatial extents). An overview of the types of representations used for 0D-3D spatial objects and associated algorithms used for these operations are described in [12].

Future work includes the extension of set-based constraint specification to other spatial characteristics such as orientation or metrics and the incorporation of time restrictions in the topological modeling techniques proposed here to support spatiotemporal applications.
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Abstract. Rapid development of information technology such as mobile terminals and GPS systems enabled information services that provide location-oriented information based on users’ positions. In this paper, we propose an approach for the modeling of information integration applications that incorporate spatial information sources in addition to conventional information sources to provide appropriate location-oriented information to users. First, we present our approach to the modeling of spatial information sources based on the source description framework. It provides a way to represent the content and the query capability of a spatial information source in a descriptive manner. Then we show a query processing scheme that finds a combination of information sources to respond to given queries and to evaluate them efficiently.

1 Introduction

Recent development of technologies such as GPS (global positioning system), PDA (personal digital assistants), and mobile communication made it easy to obtain the positional information of mobile objects such as mobile users carrying PDAs and vehicles with car navigation systems. Along with this, the progress of digital cartography and Internet technologies enabled new types of services on the network—information sources that provide information within some specific geographic areas, retrieval services which allow map-oriented query interfaces, and so on. In this paper, we call such services spatial information sources. While some approaches to provide location-oriented information to mobile users have already been proposed, they do not consider existing other spatial information sources and their integration.

In this paper, we propose a modeling framework to integrate spatial information sources to provide location-oriented information to users. Our main focus is heterogeneity of spatial information sources. Since existing spatial information sources differ in their contents and query capabilities, integration of such sources requires an appropriate framework to describe the contents and capabilities of spatial information sources. In this paper, we introduce such a description framework and show query processing methodologies that efficiently utilize spatial information source descriptions. Another focus in this paper is the support of distance-based filtering queries because they are essential for the integration of spatial information sources.

For the interoperability of geographic information, there exist other many issues such as coordinate transformation, differences of resolution, and the handling of semantic mismatches and vagueness. While a lot of studies have been performed according to
such interoperability problem for GISs [1], we can see little work on the integration of spatial information sources with consideration of their contents and query capabilities as discussed in this paper. Therefore, we mainly focus on the problem here.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the background and related work of our research. In Section 3, we introduce a common data model, the relational model augmented with spatial data types, to describe spatial information sources. Section 4 provides examples of a user query and source descriptions and introduces some important notions. In Section 5, we show how source descriptions are used in generating query plans to access underlying spatial information sources and to generate query results. Finally, the conclusions and the future work are described in Section 5.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Integration of Heterogeneous Information Sources

There are an emerging number of information sources such as search engines, databases, and document archives are available today. To integrate such heterogeneous information sources and provide useful information to end users, information integration facilities, which select useful information sources based on the given queries and process them over the sources, are required. An approach often taken to tackle this problem is to use an information integration architecture, known as the wrapper/mediator model, which consists of wrappers and a mediator [2]. A wrapper encapsulates each information source and provides a database view that conforms to a common data model, and a mediator integrates information obtained from wrappers and provides an integrated view of the information sources. In this paper, we adopt this approach.

To select information sources to be accessed in processing given queries, a mediator requires a metadata description framework to represent the contents and the query facilities of the underlying information sources. Such a framework requires flexibility to represent heterogeneous information sources and conciseness to enable the generation of efficient query plans. The source description framework, proposed by the Information Manifold system [3], is one of such approaches of metadata description framework. The approach first defines a global schema over the underlying heterogeneous information sources to be integrated; an end user will describe his or her queries over this schema. A source description for each information source specifies the metadata information of the source and consists of two main parts—a contents description specifies to which part of the global schema the contents of the source corresponds, and a capability description describes the types of queries to which the source can produce the query results. Given a query from a user, the mediator utilizes the source descriptions in selecting available information sources for the query and in generating a query plan for the information integration.

2.2 Spatial Information Sources

Development of technologies and standards for digital documents, geographic information, and spatial databases [4], which are the foundations of spatial information source
construction, is steadily in progress. For example, there are an activity of Open GIS consortium [5] and the proposals of POIX [6] (a language for location-oriented information exchange), G-XML [7] (a geographic information description language standardized in Japan), and RWML [8] (a road information description language).


We can also find some research prototypes of location-oriented information services. SpaceTag system [14] enables location-based information display and location-aware communication and information exchange for mobile users. Mobile Info Search (MIS) system [15][16] is a kind of Web search engines, but it provides location-oriented information search facilities. It collects Web pages and extracts address information contained in them. If a user specifies a location, the MIS system presents a local map, business information obtained from Yellow Pages, and related Web pages that are supposed to contain local information.

3 Data Model for Spatial Information Integration

For the integration of spatial information sources, we use a common data model, the relational data model augmented with spatial data types. In this section, we first introduce the basic notions of our framework based on an illustrative example. Then we describe spatial data types used in this paper.

3.1 An Example of Spatial Information Integration Requirement

Source Description Framework In this research, we extend the idea of source description [3] to represent spatial information sources for their integration; some basic notions introduced here are similar to that of [3]. First, a global schema is defined over the information sources to be integrated. The global schema is constructed according to the integration requirement. Next, a wrapper on each information source is built. A wrapper encapsulates the details of the target information source and provides a source view conforming to the global schema.

It is important to use a flexible common data model in describing and integrating heterogeneous information sources. For example, the TSIMMIS system [17] is based on a semistructured data model called OEM. Information Manifold [3] uses the relational data model extended with object-oriented features (e.g., inheritance and object identity) to describe information sources and specify queries. In this paper, we use a data model based on the standard relational data model enhanced with spatial data types such as Point and Rectangle. The model is simple and clear, and has a power to express the contents and the query capabilities of spatial information sources.
Examples of Global Schema and User Query  Let us consider that a mobile user wants to search a nearby restaurant with good reputation from information sources on the network. Assume that we have a global schema for restaurant information as shown in Fig. 1. The Restaurant relation contains information about restaurants. The category attribute represents the type of a restaurant (e.g., “Japanese”). The location attribute stores the location of a restaurant as a Point data value. The Evaluation relation stores evaluation scores for restaurants.

relation Restaurant {
  name string;
  category string;
  address string;
  location point;
};

relation Evaluation {
  name string; // restaurant name
  score real; // 0.0 ~ 3.0
};

Fig. 1. An Example of a Global Schema

Figure 2 shows a query to select names and addresses of the nearest 20 restaurants which have scores more than 2.5 and their distances from the user’s current position are smaller than 1,000 meters, where mypos is a Point value representing user’s current position. In this example, some non-standard SQL constructs are used: the Distance predicate [18] calculates the distance between two points and STOP AFTER clause [19] specifies to retrieve top-N items.

SELECT r.name, r.address
FROM Restaurant as r, Evaluation as e
WHERE r.name = e.name, e.score >= 2.5,
       Distance(r.location, mypos) <= 1000
ORDER BY Distance(r.location, mypos)
STOP AFTER 20

Fig. 2. An Example Query

3.2 Spatial Data Types and Spatial Operators

In this paper, we utilize the relational data model enhanced with spatial data types such as Point and Polygon to describe the information structures of spatial information sources. The reason to adopt the data model is based on the requirement that we need a simple and clear data model with spatial information handling facility. According to spatial data types and spatial operations, the model is based on the OpenGIS proposal [5], a standardization effort for spatial data interoperability. In particular, we take into consideration the specification for accessing spatial information sources via ODBC API using SQL [18].

First, we briefly describe the spatial data types of OpenGIS framework considered in this paper. In the OpenGIS standard, Geometry class is defined as the top-level class for geometry objects. As the sub-classes of Geometry, there exist four classes: Point,
Curve, Surface, and GeometryCollection. Point class is defined for point objects, Curve class is for curve objects which are defined as collections of points, and Surface class is for surface objects which are also defined as collections of points. GeometryCollection class is used to represent collections of Geometry objects. We do not include, however, GeometryCollection class and its subclasses in the scope of the following discussion to simplify the problem.

As some of the classes shown above are in conceptual-level for representing geographic objects in computers, we have to use their representation-level OpenGIS subclasses that have more concrete representations. While we can still use Point class in representation-level, we have to use LineString class and Polygon class instead of Curve class and Surface class, respectively. LineString class is a subclass of Curve and represents curves by collections of line segments, and Polygon class is a subclass of Surface and also represents surface objects by collections of line segments. Therefore, the spatial data types considered in the following part of the paper result in Point, LineString, and Polygon.

For predicates used in queries to specify spatial relationships, we consider the following ones based on the OpenGIS specification for its SQL features [18]. In the following, \(g_1\) and \(g_2\) represent Geometry objects belonging to Point, LineString, or Polygon classes.

- \(equals(g_1, g_2)\): true if the spatial extents of \(g_1\) and \(g_2\) are equal.
- \(disjoint(g_1, g_2)\): true if \(g_1\) and \(g_2\) do not have any overlaps.
- \(intersects(g_1, g_2)\): true when \(g_1\) and \(g_2\) have one or more intersections. Note that the condition \(intersects(g_1, g_2) \iff \neg disjoint(g_1, g_2)\) holds.
- \(touches(g_1, g_2)\): true if \(g_1\) and \(g_2\) touch at one or more points. This predicate is not applicable when both \(g_1\) and \(g_2\) are Point objects.
- \(crosses(g_1, g_2)\): true if \(g_1\) and \(g_2\) have one or more intersections. The difference between \(intersects\) and \(crosses\) is that \(crosses\) is applicable only when the arguments are (LineString, LineString) or (LineString, Polygon). In the former case, the predicate becomes true if two LineString objects have overlaps as Point objects. In the latter case, the predicate becomes true if the overlapped regions of two Polygon objects are Point or LineString objects.
- \(within(g_1, g_2)\): true if \(g_1\) is contained in \(g_2\). When \(equals(g_1, g_2)\) is true, \(within(g_1, g_2)\) becomes false.
- \(contains(g_1, g_2)\): true if \(g_1\) contains \(g_2\). This is equivalent to \(within(g_2, g_1)\).
- \(overlaps(g_1, g_2)\): true if \(g_1\) and \(g_2\) have one or more overlaps. This predicate is applicable only when the arguments are (LineString, LineString) or (Polygon, Polygon). In the former case, the predicate becomes true if two LineString objects have overlaps as Point objects. In the latter case, the predicate becomes true if the overlapped regions of two Polygon objects are Polygon objects (not Point or LineString objects). Note that either of \(equals(g_1, g_2)\), \(within(g_1, g_2)\), and \(contains(g_1, g_2)\) is satisfied, \(overlaps(g_1, g_2)\) becomes false.

\(^1\) Since we did not take GeometryCollection class into consideration, some of the semantics of predicates shown here are simplified ones than their original OpenGIS definitions.
Although the OpenGIS specification contains additional predicate *Relate* to specify spatial topological relationships using pattern matrices, we do not consider it to simplify the discussion.

In addition to spatial predicates, we assume the use of the following functions. They are also contained in the OpenGIS specification.

- *envelope*(g): returns a Polygon object that is the Minimum Bounding Box (MBB) of g.
- *distance*(g₁, g₂): returns the minimal distance between g₁ and g₂.
- *intersection*(g₁, g₂): returns the overlapped region(s) of g₁ and g₂.
- *union*(g₁, g₂): returns the unified region of g₁ and g₂.
- *isempty*(g): returns true if g is an empty region.

In the following discussion, we assume that the *distance* function can be used in the specification of a query: other functions are only used in the query processing.

## 4 Query Specification and Source Descriptions

In the following, we particularly focus on the following two problems in spatial information integration:

- how to select useful spatial information sources for the given query from various information sources.
- how to construct queries to retrieve required information from the selected information sources.

In heterogeneous information integration, we have to take limitations of each information source into consideration. For example, Information Manifold [3] have presented a query planning and processing scheme applicable even when all of the input attributes or the output attributes of an information source are not necessarily specifiable by the mediator. In this paper, however, we do not consider such input/output limitations; the limitations we mainly focus in this paper is that spatial query facilities provided by each spatial information source do not necessarily cover the full set of spatial predicates introduced in Section 3.2.

### 4.1 Description of Queries

In this paper, we describe queries as *conjunctive queries*. Since we have incorporated spatial predicates (e.g., *contains*), spatial functions *distance*, and numerical comparisons using inequality predicates in our framework, our queries have extended forms compared to the conventional conjunctive queries in the standard relational model. Consider the following query: this is a modification of the SQL query shown in Fig. [2]

\[
\text{ans}(n, a) \leftarrow \text{Restaurant}(n, c, a, l), \text{Evaluation}(e, s), \\
n = e, s \geq 2.5, \text{distance}(l, p) \leq 1000,
\]

where l is a Point class variable and p is a constant value of Point class that represents the user’s current position. The query specifies to select the names and the addresses
of the restaurants that have high evaluation scores (≥ 2.5) and are located within 1,000 meters from the user’s current position \( p \). Although the SQL query in Fig.2 specifies ranking and top-\( N \) selection, we omit them since the conjunctive queries do not have such expressive powers.

The general form a conjunctive query is as follows:

\[
\text{ans}(u) \leftarrow R_1(u_1), \ldots, R_n(u_n), c_1, \ldots, c_m, \tag{1}
\]

where \( R_1, \ldots, R_n \ (n \geq 1) \) are global relations, each of \( u, u_1, \ldots, u_n \) is a sequence of variables, and \( c_1, \ldots, c_m \ (m \geq 0) \) are conditions. As a condition, we assume that it has either of the following forms:

- simple comparison \((x \theta y \text{ or } x \theta c)\): where \( x \) and \( y \) are variables bound to primitive attributes, \( c \) is a constant value, and \( \theta \in \{=, \neq, <, >, \leq, \geq\} \) is a comparison predicate.
- spatial predicate-based condition: we allow the spatial predicates introduced in Section 3.2. For example, \( \text{contains}(g_1, g_2), \text{contains}(g, g), \text{and contains}(g, g) \) are specifiable conditions, where \( g, g_1, g_2 \) are variables bound to Geometry class-valued attributes and \( g \) is a constant Geometry object.
- condition based on \( \text{distance} \) function: let \( g, g_1, g_2 \) be variables bound to Geometry class-valued attributes, \( g \) be a constant Geometry object, \( d \) be a real variable, \( d \) be a real constant, and \( \theta \in \{=, \neq, <, >, \leq, \geq\} \) be a comparison operator. We allow the following four cases of conditions: \( \text{distance}(g_1, g_2) \theta d, \text{distance}(g_1, g_2) \theta d, \text{distance}(g, g) \theta d, \text{distance}(g, g) \theta d \).

We assume that every variable appeared in a condition is bound to a constant value or some attribute of a global relation. As exceptional cases, for \( \text{distance}(g_1, g_2) \theta d \) or \( \text{distance}(g, g) \theta d \), we allow that \( d \)'s are free variables.

4.2 Conditions with Spatial Range Restrictions

In this subsection, we introduce the notion of a condition with spatial range restriction. For example, consider the following query:

\[
\text{ans}(n) \leftarrow \text{Restaurant}(n, c, a, l), \text{contains}(g, l).
\]

This query retrieves all names of restaurants such that their locations are contained in the constant spatial region \( g \). In this case, the positions which the variable \( l \) can take are restricted inside of the region \( g \). In such a case, we call \( \text{contains}(g, l) \) a condition with spatial range restriction and \( l \) is called a variable with spatial range restriction. Note that either of the cases that two arguments are variables (e.g., \( \text{contains}(g_1, g_2) \)) and the inclusion relationship is opposite (e.g., \( \text{contains}(l, g) \)) is not a condition with spatial range restriction. Considering the spatial predicates introduced in Section 3.2, the following three cases become the conditions with spatial range restrictions:

- \( \text{equals}(g, g) \) (also \( \text{equals}(g, g) \))
- \( \text{within}(g, g) \)
- \( \text{contains}(g, g) \)
Among three conditions shown above, the condition $equals(g, g)$ is easily reduced by deleting variable $g$ by replacing it with $g$, and the condition $within(g, g)$ is also reducible since it is equivalent to $contains(g, g)$. Therefore, we only consider the case of $contains(g, g)$ in the following discussion.

Additionally, there exists another case of spatial range restriction. Since we have allowed conditions based on the $distance$ function, we can construct queries such as

$$ans(n) \leftarrow Restaurants(n, c, a, l), distance(l, p) \leq 1000.$$ 

In this case, the spatial region which the location variable $l$ can take is restricted by the Position class constant $p$. We also call `$distance(l, p) \leq 1000$' a condition with spatial range restriction. In general, a predicate with $distance$ function becomes a condition with spatial range restriction when it has the form

$$distance(g, g) \theta d,$$

where $g$ is a variable, $g$ is a constant Geometry object, $d$ is a real constant, and $\theta$ is $<$ or $\leq$.

4.3 Examples of Source Descriptions

A source description is a kind of metadata described for each information source and consists of the following two descriptions:

- contents description: describes the contents of the source.
- capability description: represents the query processing capability of the source.

Figure 3 shows examples of source descriptions. There are two global relations $Restaurant$ and $Evaluation$: their definitions have appeared in Section 3.1. As described in the figure, we assume that each source description is associated with exactly one global relation: sources A, B, and C correspond to the global relation $Restaurant$ and source D corresponds to the global relation $Evaluation$. In the following, we denote the set of information sources associated with a global relation $R$ as $sources(R)$.

**Contents Description** We briefly describe the syntax and the semantics of the contents description part. This part specifies the contents of the information source in terms of the global schema. The contents part of source A, for instance, shows that the contents of the source, represented by a relation $S_A(n, c, a, l)$, is associated with the global (virtual) relation $Restaurant$. The notation `$S_A(n, c, a, l) \subseteq Restaurant(n, c, a, l), contains(r, l)$' means that for a relation $ans(n, c, a, l)$ defined as

$$ans(n, c, a, l) \leftarrow Restaurant(n, c, a, l), contains(r, l),$$

the relationship

$$S_A(n, c, a, l) \subseteq ans(n, c, a, l)$$

holds. Namely, it means that the set of tuples provided by source A is a subset of the query result issued to the virtual global database. The symbol `$\subseteq$' means that the contents of the source do not necessarily contain all the query results for the virtual global
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source A</th>
<th>provides restaurant information within the area bounded by the polygon $r$ and allows retrieval by restaurant name and address.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>contents</td>
<td>$S_A(n, c, a, l) \subseteq Restaurant(n, c, a, l), \text{contains}(r, l)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filters</td>
<td>$\langle n: \text{string} \rangle \Rightarrow n = n, \langle a: \text{string} \rangle \Rightarrow a = a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source B</th>
<th>given a query point and a threshold value of distances, this source returns nearby restaurants within the distance threshold. It allows a category-based condition as an additional filter condition.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>contents</td>
<td>$S_B(n, c, a, l) \subseteq Restaurant(n, c, a, l)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filters</td>
<td>$\langle p: \text{Point}, d: \text{real} \rangle \Rightarrow \text{distance}(l, p) \leq d, \langle c: \text{string} \rangle \Rightarrow c = c$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source C</th>
<th>given a restaurant name, this source returns restaurants that match the specified name. An optional polygon value is given, it only considers restaurants within the specified polygon region.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>contents</td>
<td>$S_C(n, c, a, l) \subseteq Restaurant(n, c, a, l)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filters</td>
<td>$\langle n: \text{string} \rangle \Rightarrow n = n, \langle g: \text{Polygon} \rangle \Rightarrow \text{contains}(g, l)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source D</th>
<th>provides restaurant evaluation scores and allows retrieval by restaurant name and/or evaluation score.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>contents</td>
<td>$S_D(n, s) \subseteq Evaluation(n, s)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filters</td>
<td>$\langle n: \text{string} \rangle \Rightarrow n = n, \langle s: \text{real} \rangle \Rightarrow s \theta s (\theta \in {=, \neg, &lt;, &gt;, \leq, \geq})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3.** Examples of Source Description

database. Note that the contents description for source A contains a constant Polygon value $r$ and a contains predicate. It represents that the restaurant information provided by source A is limited within the geographic region of $r$.

The general form of a contents field is defined as

$$\text{contents}: S(u) \subseteq R(u), c_1, \ldots, c_n,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $u$ is a sequence of variables, $R$ is a global relation name, and $c_1, \ldots, c_n$ ($n \geq 0$) are conditions. We allow the following two types of conditions in the specification:

- comparison conditions $x \theta c$: where $x$ is a variable bound to a primitive value of $R$, $c$ is a primitive constant, and $\theta$ is a comparison operator.
- conditions with spatial range restriction: conditions contains($g, g$) and distance($g, g$) $\theta d$ ($\theta \in \{<, \leq\}$) belong to this category, where $g$ is a variable bound to a Geometry class attribute of $R$.

According to the definition, the contents description

$$S(n, c, a, l) \subseteq Restaurant(n, c, a, l), \text{contains}(g, l), \text{distance}(l, p) \leq 5000$$

specifies an information source that contains tuples for the restaurants such that they are contained in the region $g$ and within 5,000 meters from the point $p$. As an another example, the description

$$S(n, c, a, l) \subseteq Restaurant(n, c, a, l), c = \text{“Italian”}$$

specifies a source that provides information about Italian restaurants.
**Capability Description** In the filters part, we describe the query patterns specifiable in a query for the information source. In the notation ‘*pat ⇒ out*’, *pat* enumerates mandatory input arguments (input pattern) and *out* denotes the condition issued to the underlying source when the input arguments are given. For example, if we assign a value “Yokohama” to the input value *a* in the filters part of source A, the condition associated with *a* is activated then we get the result of the query

\[ \text{ans}(n, c, a, l) ← S_A(n, c, a, l), a = \text{“Yokohama”} \]

from source A. When two or more arguments are given, multiple conditions are activated. In such cases, we assume that they are conjunctively connected to generate the query result.

5 Query Processing

In this section, we describe query processing steps to integrate spatial information sources for a given query. The main topics are selection of useful information sources for the query, generation of subqueries to retrieve information from the selected sources, and integration of the retrieved results.

5.1 Overview of Query Processing

Given a query from the user, the mediator constructs a query plan. The construction consists of the following steps:

1. First, the mediator checks the correctness of the given query according to the global schema. Then deletion of redundant variables and simplification of expressions are performed. For example, given an expression ‘*distance*(p, q) ≤ d’ for two constant variables *p* and *q*, we can transform it to a more simplified expression based on the actual distance between *p* and *q* such as ‘100 ≤ d’. Then the query is decomposed into subqueries: a subquery exactly corresponds to one information source and aims to retrieve the required information from the source.

2. Next, selection of useful information sources is performed. For each subquery of the given query, we evaluate the possibility whether the subquery is satisfiable or not for each information source and exclude information sources that have no chance to retrieve tuples for the subquery. For this purpose, we utilize the contents description of each information source.

3. Third, we judge whether each condition of a subquery can be pushed into the underlying information source. In this step, we try to push as many conditions as possible. Since the pushed conditions work to decrease the size of the query results from the information sources, this step is considered to be a kind of query optimization.

4. Finally, we generate the query plan for the integration of partial results from the underlying information sources.

In the following, we mainly focus on Step 2 and 3 since these steps are essential for the integration of heterogeneous spatial information sources, the main topic of our paper.
5.2 Selection of Information Sources

In this subsection, the selection scheme of useful information sources is described. The scheme uses the information in contents descriptions to evaluate the satisfiability of a subquery.

Processing Conditions with Spatial Range Restriction  We can judge the possibility that an information source has a chance to satisfy the given subquery by examining its contents description so that we can exclude information sources not useful for the subquery from the consideration. In the following, we focus on conditions with spatial range restrictions introduced before.

Example 1. Assume that a subquery over the global schema

\[ \text{ans}(n) \leftarrow \text{Restaurant}(n, c, a, l), \text{dist}(l, p) \leq 1000 \]

is given and assume that \( E \in \text{sources(\text{Restaurant})} \); namely, source E corresponds to the global relation \( \text{Restaurant} \). Suppose that the contents description of source E is

\[ S_E(n, c, a, l) \subseteq \text{Restaurant}(n, c, a, l), c = \text{"Italian"}, \text{contains}(x, l). \]

In this case, we can say that source E has a possibility to satisfy the subquery when

\[ \exists l(\text{contains}(x, l) \land \text{dist}(l, p) \leq 1000) \]

is true. The condition is equivalent to the case that the region \( x \) and the circle centered at \( p \) with the radius 1000 (we denote it by \( \text{circle}(p, 1000) \)) has an overlap, namely when

\[ \text{intersects}(x, \text{circle}(p, 1000)) = \text{true} \]

holds.

Based on the above consideration, we formally show our selection scheme. Let the given query be

\[ \text{ans}(u) \leftarrow R_1, \ldots, R_n, c_1, \ldots, c_m, \quad (4) \]

where \( R_i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq n \)) are global relation names and \( c_i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq m \)) are conditions. Let the set of information sources which correspond to the global relation \( R_i \) be \( \text{sources}(R_i) = \{R_{i1}, \ldots, R_{il}\} \) and let the contents description of \( R_{ij} \) (\( 1 \leq j \leq l \)) be

\[ S_{R_{ij}}(v) \subseteq R_i(v), e_1, \ldots, e_s. \quad (5) \]

Assume that \( R_i \) contains a spatial attribute \( a \) (such as “location” attribute in our example). Let \( \{\tilde{c}_1, \ldots, \tilde{c}_{m'}\} \) (\( m' \leq m \)) be the largest subset of \( \{c_1, \ldots, c_m\} \) such that \( \tilde{c}_i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq m' \)) contains the same variable (say \( x \)) that is bound to the attribute \( a \). Also, let \( \{\tilde{e}_1, \ldots, \tilde{e}_{s'}\} \) (\( s' \leq s \)) be the largest subset of \( \{e_1, \ldots, e_s\} \) such that \( \tilde{e}_i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq s' \)) contains the same variable (say \( y \)) that is bound to the attribute \( a \). Now assume that we replace every occurrence of the variable \( y \) in \( \tilde{e}_i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq s' \)) to \( x \). Then consider the formula

\[ \exists x(\tilde{c}_1 \land \cdots \land \tilde{c}_{m'} \land \tilde{e}_1 \land \cdots \land \tilde{e}_{s'}). \quad (6) \]
When this formula is false, the source \( R_{ij} \) has no possibility to satisfy the query condition \( \tilde{c}_1 \land \cdots \land \tilde{c}_{m'} \) so that we can exclude \( R_{ij} \) from the target of the query. The problem whether Eq. (6) is true or false can be determined by taking the intersection of the regions represented by \( \tilde{c}_1, \ldots, \tilde{c}_{m'} \) and \( \tilde{e}_1, \ldots, \tilde{e}_{c} \) (by using the intersection function shown in Section 3.2) and by evaluating its emptiness (by using the isempty function). Such processing scheme of contents description is implementable if a SQL processing system conforming to the OpenGIS specification [18] is available.

It is not efficient, however, to compute intersections of Geometry objects having arbitrary shapes. To reduce the processing cost, we can use the envelope function to compute the MBB of each region and take their intersection to evaluate the possibility that the source \( R_{ij} \) satisfies a given query. In that case, however, we have a possibility that we should access useless information sources since the intersection of MBBs are not necessarily equivalent with the original intersection. This is a tradeoff between the query planning cost and the query processing cost.

So far, we have focused on the cases of spatial attributes. For an atomic attribute, we can also exclude useless information sources from a query evaluation process. For example, for the query

\[
\text{ans}(n) \leftarrow \text{Restaurant}(n, c, a, l), c = \text{"Japanese"},
\]

we can exclude the sources that only provide information of Italian restaurants. The detail of the query processing scheme for this case is omitted since it is not a scope of this paper.

Processing Join Conditions Based on Spatial Relationships

For queries including join conditions with spatial relationships, we can omit redundant join processing by considering contents descriptions.

Example 2. Let \( \text{BusStop}(m, p) \) be a global relation which holds bus stop names \( (m) \) and their positions \( (p) \). Consider the query

\[
\text{ans}(n, m) \leftarrow \text{Restaurant}(n, c, a, l), \text{BusStop}(m, p), \text{distance}(l, p) \leq 200
\]

for the global relation. Assume that sources F and G satisfy \( F \in \text{sources} (\text{Restaurant}) \) and \( G \in \text{sources} (\text{BusStop}) \) and that their contents descriptions are specified as shown below:

\[
S_F(n, c, a, l) \subseteq \text{Restaurant}(n, c, a, l), \text{contains}(r, l)
\]
\[
S_G(m, p) \subseteq \text{BusStop}(m, p), \text{contains}(s, p)
\]

When \( \text{distance}(r, s) \leq 200 \), there is a room that the spatial join condition is satisfied so that we have to issue queries to the sources F and G. When \( \text{distance}(r, s) > 200 \), however, there is no possibility that the join condition is satisfied: therefore, we do not have to consider to process this query.

The detail our approach is given as follows. For a query

\[
\text{ans}(u) \leftarrow R, S, c_1, \ldots, c_n,
\]

(7)
assume that the contents descriptions of the sources \( R_i \in \text{source}(R) \) and \( S_j \in \text{sources}(S) \) are

\[
S_{R_i}(v) \subseteq R(v), e_1, \ldots, e_m \quad (8)
\]

\[
S_{S_j}(w) \subseteq S(w), f_1, \ldots, f_l. \quad (9)
\]

Let \( r \) and \( s \) be the variables bound to spatial attributes \( a_R \) and \( a_S \) of \( R_i \) and \( S_j \), respectively. Then let \( \tilde{e}_1, \ldots, \tilde{e}_{m'} \) (\( m' \leq m \)) be the largest subset of \( \{e_1, \ldots, e_m\} \) such that \( \tilde{e}_i (1 \leq i \leq m') \) is bound to the attribute \( a_R \) and let \( \tilde{f}_1, \ldots, \tilde{f}_{l'} \) (\( l' \leq l \)) be the largest subset of \( \{f_1, \ldots, f_l\} \) such that \( \tilde{f}_j (1 \leq j \leq l') \) is bound to the attribute \( a_S \). Also let \( e \) be the union of the regions corresponding to \( \tilde{e}_1, \ldots, \tilde{e}_{m'} \) and let \( f \) be the union of the regions corresponding to \( \tilde{f}_1, \ldots, \tilde{f}_{l'} \). Based on these definitions, we can use the following strategies:

- when a predicate \( \text{equals}(r, s) \) is included in a query, the join result of \( R_i \) and \( S_j \) by the condition \( \text{equals}(r, s) \) becomes empty if \( \text{intersects}(e, f) = \text{false} \). Therefore, we do not have to the join between \( R_i \) and \( S_j \) according to \( \text{equals}(r, s) \) if this condition is satisfied. Similarly, we can exclude unnecessary joins for the join predicates \( \text{intersects}(r, s), \text{touches}(r, s), \text{crosses}(r, s), \text{within}(r, s), \text{and contains}(r, s) \) by using the predicate \( \text{intersects}(e, f) \) in the judgment.

- when a predicate \( \text{distance}(r, s) \theta d (\theta \in \{=, <, \leq\}) \) is included in a query, we can reduce the judgment to the evaluation of the condition \( \text{distance}(e, f) \leq d \).

Based on the approach shown above, we can omit unnecessary joins between information sources so that the query processing cost will be reduced.

### 5.3 Pushing Conditions Based on Capability Descriptions

To process given queries efficiently, we have to utilize filtering facilities provided by each information source. In this subsection, we discuss how to push query conditions to the underlying sources with the focus on the cases of spatial attributes.

Our approach is to push as many conditions as possible to reduce the size of retrieved query results. For example, when a query

\[
\text{ans}(n) \leftarrow \text{Restaurant}(n, c, a, l), \text{contains}(x, l)
\]

is given, if we have a filtering condition in the capability description that matches to the query condition, such as

\[
\langle g: \text{Geometry} \rangle : \text{contains}(g, p),
\]

we can push the condition \( \text{contains}(x, l) \) to the source. Note that we do not require two predicates are exactly same ones: for instance, \( \text{within} \) and \( \text{contains} \) will match since they have exactly opposite roles.

Even if there is no filtering conditions that matches to the given query condition, we may have a room to find a more general condition as a filtering condition. For example, given the query condition \( \text{equals}(g, g) \), we first try to find the predicate \( \text{equals} \)
in the filtering conditions. If it is failed, we next try to find the filtering condition $\text{intersects}(h, h)$. If the filtering condition is found, we can push $\text{intersects}(g, g)$ to the underlying source, but note that we have to examine whether each retrieved tuple satisfies the condition $\text{equals}(g, g)$ after the retrieval since we have used an weaker condition. For other predicates such as $\text{equals}$, $\text{touches}$, $\text{crosses}$, $\text{within}$, $\text{contains}$, and $\text{overlaps}$, the above strategy to use more general filtering conditions are also applicable when the filtering predicate $\text{intersects}$ is available in the underlying information source. Also, a query containing the $\text{distance}$ function such as

$$\text{ans}(n) \leftarrow \text{Restaurant}(n, c, a, l), \text{distance}(l, p) \leq 1000$$

can be reduced to the processing of an $\text{intersects}$ predicate between the circle centered at $p$ with the radius 1000 and restaurant locations $l$’s.

Summarizing the above discussion, the query processing strategy in our framework is shown as follows:

1. Push as many query conditions as possible into the underlying information sources. Each wrapper has a role to efficiently process the pushed filtering conditions.
2. When pushing query conditions, we use the following strategies:
   (a) if an equivalent filtering condition to the given query condition is available in the information source, we directly push the query condition into the source.
   (b) Otherwise, if a more general condition is applicable, we push the general condition to the source. In this case, we need an additional step to check the retrieved results exactly satisfy the given query condition.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a framework to integrate heterogeneous spatial information sources and provide location-oriented information services to users. It is based on the source description framework in which the contents and the query capabilities of the underlying information sources are declaratively described as source descriptions, and they are used by the mediator in selecting target information sources and generating query plans. The features of the proposed source description framework is as follows:

1. The ability to specify the contents of spatial information sources as queries (possibly include spatial predicates) over the sources.
2. Specification facility of the contents and filter conditions for spatial information sources: the mediator can use these specifications to select target information sources and generate efficient query plans.

We have shown with examples how the mediator selects appropriate information sources and generates query plans using source descriptions. Our future work includes further investigation of source selection and query planning strategies. Since there are various spatial data types and spatial predicates in real spatial information sources, we have to consider their relationships in source selection and plan generation steps.
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Abstract. Topological relationships between spatial objects have been a focus of research on spatial data handling and reasoning for a long time. Especially as predicates they support the design of suitable query languages for spatial data retrieval and analysis in databases. Unfortunately, they are so far only applicable to simplified abstractions of spatial objects like single points, continuous lines, and simple regions, as they occur in systems like current geographical information systems and spatial database systems. Since these abstractions are usually not sufficient to cope with the complexity of geographic reality, their generalization is needed which especially has influence on the nature, definition, and number of their topological relationships. This paper partially closes this gap and first introduces very general spatial data types for complex points and complex regions. It then defines the corresponding complete sets of mutually exclusive, topological relationships.
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1 Introduction

For a long time topological relationships have been a focus of research in disciplines like spatial databases, geographical information systems, CAD/CAM systems, image databases, spatial analysis, computer vision, artificial intelligence, cognitive science, psychology, and linguistics. Topological relationships like overlap, inside, or meet describe purely qualitative properties that characterize the relative positions of spatial objects and that are preserved under continuous transformations such as translation, rotation, and scaling. They exclude any consideration of quantitative measures like distance or direction measures and are associated with notions like adjacency, coincidence, connectivity, inclusion, and continuity. In particular, they are needed for spatial reasoning and in spatial query languages where they are, for instance, employed as part of a filter condition in a query.

Some well known, formal models for the definition of topological relationships have already been proposed (see Section 2.2). But they are essentially tailored to the treatment of simple regions and lines. Simple regions are two-dimensional point sets topologically equivalent to a closed disc, and simple lines are one-dimensional features embedded in the plane with two end points. Points are
not taken into account, since their interrelations are trivial. Unfortunately, the variety and complexity of geographic entities can be hardly modeled with these simple geometric structures. Due to a lack of space, we will confine ourselves to points and regions in this paper. With regard to points, we will allow finite collections of single points as point objects. With regard to regions, the two main extensions relate to separations of the exterior (holes) and to separations of the interior (multiple components). Both extensions ensure closure of geometric operations and are common in geographical applications. Countries, e.g., can be made up of multiple components (islands) and can have holes (enclaves).

The goals of this paper are twofold: first we introduce and formalize spatial data types for complex points and complex regions. Then all possible topological relationships between two complex points and between two complex regions, respectively, are derived from the well known 9-intersection model. For this purpose, we draw up collections of constraints specifying conditions for valid topological relationships and satisfying the properties of completeness and exclusiveness. The property of completeness ensures a full covering of all topological situations. The property of exclusiveness ensures that two different relationships cannot hold for the same two spatial objects.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work regarding spatial objects and topological relationships. Section 3 summarizes the spatial data model for which topological relationships will be investigated. Section 4 explains the strategy for deriving topological relationships from the 9-intersection model. In Section 5 all topological relationships between complex points are analyzed. Section 6 does the same for complex regions. Finally, Section 7 draws some conclusions and discusses future work.

2 Related Work

In this section we discuss some related work about spatial objects as the operands of topological relationships (respectively corresponding predicates) (Section 2.1) and about topological relationships themselves (Section 2.2).

2.1 Spatial Objects

In the past, numerous data models and query languages for spatial data have been proposed with the aim of formulating and processing spatial queries in databases (e.g., [8, 9]). Spatial data types (see [9] for a survey) like point, line, or region are the central concept of these approaches. They provide fundamental abstractions for modeling the structure of geometric entities, their relationships, properties, and operations. Topological predicates operate on instances of these data types, called spatial objects. So far, rather simple object structures (like simple points, lines, and regions) have been used as arguments of topological predicates. In this paper, we are interested in topological predicates on complex spatial objects for two reasons. First, from an application point of view, simple spatial structures are insufficient abstractions of spatial reality. For example,
Italy cannot be modeled by a simple region, since it has the Vatican as a hole and comprises islands in the Mediterranean Sea. Second, from a formal point of view, we have to require closure properties for the spatial data types. This means, e.g., that the geometric intersection, union, and difference of two point, two line, or two region objects, respectively, may not leave the corresponding type definition. Similar considerations lead to a generalization of point objects.

We will give formal definitions of these object structures in Section 3. For the definition of a point data type we use set theory. For the definition of a region data type and its topological predicates we employ the point set paradigm and point set topology [7]. Regions are modeled as infinite point sets in the Euclidean plane. Point set topology permits to distinguish different parts of the point set of a region. Given such a point set, say $A$, these parts identify its boundary $\partial A$, its interior $A^\circ$, and its exterior $A^-$, which are pairwise disjoint. The union of $A^\circ$ and $\partial A$ corresponds to the closure $\overline{A}$ of $A$. The effect of applying the interior operation to a point set is to eliminate dangling points, dangling lines, and boundary parts. The effect of the closure operation is to eliminate cuts and punctures by appropriately supplementing points as well as adding the boundary. Hence, it makes sense only to consider point sets $A$ for which $A = \overline{A^\circ}$ holds. This concept of regularity avoids geometric anomalies in regions and leads to so-called regular closed point sets respectively regions without degeneracies [10].

2.2 Topological Relationships

An important approach for characterizing topological relationships rests on the so-called 9-intersection model [3][4][5]. This model allows one to derive a complete collection of mutually exclusive topological relationships for each combination of spatial types. The model is based on the nine possible intersections of boundary ($\partial A$), interior ($A^\circ$), and exterior ($A^-$) of a spatial object $A$ with the corresponding components of another object $B$. Each intersection is tested with regard to the topologically invariant criteria of emptiness and non-emptiness. $2^9 = 512$ different configurations are possible from which only a certain subset makes sense depending on the definition and combination of spatial objects just considered. For each combination of spatial types this means that each of its predicates can be associated with a unique intersection matrix (Table 1) so that all predicates are mutually exclusive and complete with regard to the topologically invariant criteria of emptiness and non-emptiness. Topological relationships that have been investigated so far are restricted in the sense that their argument objects are not allowed to have the most general, possible structure. It is just the objective of this paper to give the most general definitions of spatial objects and to identify the topological relationships between them.

Topological relationships have been first investigated for simple regions [2][3][4][5]. For two simple regions eight meaningful configurations have been identified which lead to the well known eight predicates called disjoint, meet, overlap, equal, inside, contains, covers, and coveredBy. The 9-intersection model has been extended with further topological invariants (like the dimension of the intersec-
tion components, their types (touching, crossing), the number of components) to discover more details about topological relationships (e.g., [2]).

It is surprising that topological predicates on complex regions have so far not been defined. But the definition of these predicates is particularly important for spatial query languages that aim at integrating complex regions having holes and separations. Two works have so far contributed to a definition of topological relationships for more complex regions. In [1] the so-called TRCR (Topological Relationships for Composite Regions) model only allows sets of disjoint simple regions without holes. But topological relationships between composite regions are defined in an ad hoc manner and are not systematically derived from the underlying model. Moreover, the model is only related to but not directly based on the 9-intersection model. In [6] topological relationships of simple regions with holes are considered. Unfortunately, multi-part regions are not permitted. While the authors take the number of components (area without holes, holes) of two regions into account and consider the large number of topological relationships between all component pairs of both regions, we pursue a global approach that is independent of the number of components. Hence, a further goal of this paper is to provide an integrated treatment of holes and separations for regions and to define topological predicates on complex regions in a systematic way.

Topological predicates between simple points are trivial: either two simple points are disjoint or they are equal. We have a more general view of point objects and consider a complex point as a finite collection of single points. This leads to the necessity of investigating further topological relationships.

### 3 Spatial Data Model

In this section we strive for a very general definition of complex spatial objects in the Euclidean plane \( \mathbb{R}^2 \). The task is to identify those point sets that are admissible for complex point and region objects.

A value of type point is defined as a finite set of points in the plane. Thus a type for complex points can be specified as

\[
\text{point} = \{ P \subset \mathbb{R}^2 \mid P \text{ is finite} \}
\]

We call a value of this type complex point. If \( P \in \text{point} \) is a singleton set, i.e., \( |P| = 1 \), \( P \) is denoted as a simple point. For a simple point \( p \) we specify \( \partial p = \emptyset \) and \( p^\circ = p \), which is the commonly accepted definition. For a complex point \( P = p_1, \ldots, p_n \) we then obviously obtain \( \partial P = \emptyset \) and \( P^\circ = \bigcup_{i=1}^n p_i^\circ \).

Since complex regions can be arbitrary point sets but without the geometric anomalies discussed in Section 2.1, we are now already able to give an appropriate definition of a type for complex regions:
region = \{ R \subset \mathbb{R}^2 \mid R \text{ is bounded and regular closed} \}

This definition is conceptually somehow “structureless” in the sense that only “flat” point sets are considered and no structural information is revealed. The “structured” view of a regular closed set is that of a region possibly consisting of several area-disjoint components and possibly having area-disjoint holes (Figure 1). Boundary, interior, and exterior result from the corresponding operators on arbitrary point sets.

![Fig. 1. A complex region.](image)

4 Deriving Topological Relationships from the 9-Intersection Model

Our strategy for the analysis of topological relationships between two complex points or regions is quite simple and yet very general: instead of applying the 9-intersection model to point sets belonging to simple spatial objects, we extend it to point sets belonging to complex spatial objects. Due to the special features of the objects (point, areal properties), the embedding space (here: \(\mathbb{R}^2\)), the relation between the objects and the embedding space (e.g., it makes a difference whether we consider a point in \(\mathbb{R}\) or in \(\mathbb{R}^2\)), and the employed spatial data model (e.g., discrete, continuous), a number of topological configurations cannot exist and have to be excluded.

Our goal is to determine for each pair of complex spatial data types the corresponding topological constraints or conditions that have to be satisfied; these serve as exclusion criteria for all other impossible configurations. The approach taken starts with the 512 possible matrices and is a two-step process:

(i) For each type combination we give the formalization of a collection of topological constraints for existing relationships in terms of the nine intersections. For each constraint we give reasons for its meaningfulness. The evaluation of each constraint gradually reduces the set of the currently valid matrices by all those matrices not fulfilling the constraint under consideration.

(ii) The existence of topological relationships given by the remaining matrices is verified by realizing prototypical spatial configurations in \(\mathbb{R}^2\), i.e., these configurations can be drawn in the plane.

Still open issues relate to the evaluation order, completeness, and minimality of the collection of constraints. Each constraint is a predicate that is matched
with all intersection matrices under consideration. All constraints must be satisfied together so that they represent a conjunction of predicates. To say it in other words, constraints are all formulated in conjunctive normal form. Since the conjunction (logical and) operator is commutative and associative, the order in which the constraints are evaluated is irrelevant; the final result is always the same. The completeness of the collection of constraints is directly ensured by the second step of the two-step process. The aspect of minimality addresses the possible redundancy of constraints. Redundancy can arise for two reasons. First, several constraints may be correlated in the sense that one of them is more general than the others, i.e., it eliminates at least the matrices excluded by all the other constraints. This can be easily checked by analyzing the constraints themselves and searching for the most non-restrictive and common constraint. Even then the same matrix can be excluded by several constraints simultaneously. Second, a constraint can be covered by some combination of other constraints. This can be checked by a comparison of the matrix collection fulfilling all n constraints with the matrix collection fulfilling n − 1 constraints. If both collections are equal, then the omitted constraint was implied by the combination of the other constraints and is therefore redundant.

5 Topological Relationships between Complex Points

We now present the constraints for two complex point objects A and B. Each constraint is first formulated colloquially and afterwards formalized by employing the nine intersections. Then a rationale is given explaining why the constraint makes sense. We presuppose that A and B are not empty, because topological relationships for empty operands are not meaningful.

**Constraint 1** All intersections comprising an operand with a boundary operator yield the empty set, i.e.,
\[ \forall C \in \{ A\circ, \partial A, A^- \} : C \cap \partial B = \emptyset \land \forall D \in \{ B\circ, \partial B, B^- \} : \partial A \cap D = \emptyset \]

*Rationale.* According to the definition of a complex point \( \partial A = \partial B = \emptyset \) holds. The intersection of the empty set with any other component yields the empty set.

**Constraint 2** The exteriors of two complex point objects always intersect with each other, i.e.,
\[ A^- \cap B^- \neq \emptyset \]

*Rationale.* We know that \( A \cup A^- = \mathbb{R}^2 \) and \( B \cup B^- = \mathbb{R}^2 \). Hence, \( A^- \cap B^- \) is only empty if either (i) \( A = \mathbb{R}^2 \), or (ii) \( B = \mathbb{R}^2 \), or (iii) \( A \cup B = \mathbb{R}^2 \). All three situations are impossible, since A, B, and A \( \cup \) B are finite sets and \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) is an infinite set. Thus \( A \subset \mathbb{R}^2, B \subset \mathbb{R}^2, \) and \( A \cup B \subset \mathbb{R}^2 \) holds.

**Constraint 3** Each non-empty part of a complex point intersects at least one non-empty part of the other complex point, i.e.,
(∀ C ∈ \{A°, A−\} : C ∩ B° ≠ ∅ \lor C ∩ B− ≠ ∅) \land
(∀ D ∈ \{B°, B−\} : A° ∩ D ≠ ∅ \lor A− ∩ D ≠ ∅)

Rationale. We know that \(A° \cup A− = \mathbb{R}^2\) and that \(B° \cup B− = \mathbb{R}^2\). That is, the
complex point \(A\), respectively \(B\), together with its exterior forms a complete
partition of the Euclidean plane. Hence, and because only non-empty object
parts are considered, the interior and the exterior of \(A\), respectively \(B\), must
intersect at least either the interior or the exterior or both parts of \(B\), respectively
\(A\).

Since \(\partial A = \partial B = \emptyset\), the second row and the second column of an intersection
matrix only yield empty intersections, and we do not have to consider them any
further. The remaining intersections are those in the four corners of a matrix.
Hence, in the first and third row and in the first and third column of a matrix
at least one “corner” intersection must yield true so that we find the value 1 in
the matrix there.

It has been checked with a trivial test program that none of the three con-
straints can be omitted (otherwise we would obtain more matrices). As a result,
we obtain five remaining topological relationships between complex points. The
Corresponding matrices and their geometric interpretations are given in Table 2.

![Matrix No. 1](image1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 1</th>
<th>Matrix No. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 1 0</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 1</td>
<td>0 0 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Matrix No. 3](image2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 3</th>
<th>Matrix No. 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 1</td>
<td>0 0 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Matrix No. 5](image3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. The five topological relationship for complex points.**

With each matrix we can associate a name for the corresponding topological
predicate. Matrix 1 describes the relationship *disjoint*, matrix 2 the relationship
equal, matrix 3 the relationship inside, matrix 4 the relationship contains, and matrix 5 the relationship overlap.

6 Topological Relationships between Complex Regions

In this section we identify those topological relationships that can be realized between two non-empty, complex regions $A$ and $B$. We pursue the same strategy as for points and first present constraints that exclude non-existent topological configurations. Note that a part of a complex region denotes either its boundary, interior, or exterior and that all parts are non-empty.

Constraint 1 Each part of a complex region intersects at least one part of the other complex region, i.e.,

$$(\forall C \in \{A^\circ, \partial A, A^-\} : C \cap B^\circ \neq \emptyset \lor C \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset \lor C \cap B^- \neq \emptyset) \land$$

$$(\forall D \in \{B^\circ, \partial B, B^-\} : A^\circ \cap D \neq \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap D \neq \emptyset \lor A^- \cap D \neq \emptyset)$$

Rationale. We know that $A^\circ \cup \partial A \cup A^- = \mathbb{R}^2$ and that $B^\circ \cup \partial B \cup B^- = \mathbb{R}^2$. That is, the complex region $A$, respectively $B$, together with its exterior forms a complete partition of the Euclidean plane. Hence, each part of $A$, respectively $B$, must intersect at least one part of $B$, respectively $A$.

Constraint 2 Neither the interior nor the exterior of a complex region can be completely contained in or equal to the boundary of the other complex region, i.e.,

$$A^\circ \not\subseteq \partial B \land A^- \not\subseteq \partial B \land B^\circ \not\subseteq \partial A \land B^- \not\subseteq \partial A$$

$$\Leftrightarrow (A^\circ \cap B^\circ \neq \emptyset \lor A^\circ \cap B^- \neq \emptyset) \land (A^- \cap B^\circ \neq \emptyset \lor A^- \cap B^- \neq \emptyset) \land (A^\circ \cap B^- \neq \emptyset \lor A^- \cap B^\circ \neq \emptyset) \land (A^\circ \cap B^- \neq \emptyset \lor A^- \cap B^- \neq \emptyset)$$

Rationale. The obvious reason is that the dimension of a boundary with its linear structure is less than the dimensions of the interior and the exterior with their areal structures. The constraint definition shows that the formalization based on subset relationships can be transformed to an equivalent formalization based on the nine intersections. If the interior and the exterior, respectively, of a region is not completely contained in or equal to the boundary of the other region, it intersects either the interior or the exterior or both parts of the other region, and vice versa.

Constraint 3 The exteriors of two complex region objects always intersect with each other, i.e.,

$$A^- \cap B^- \neq \emptyset$$

Rationale. We know that $\overline{A} \cup A^- = \mathbb{R}^2$ and $\overline{B} \cup B^- = \mathbb{R}^2$. Hence, $A^- \cap B^-$ is only empty if either (i) $\overline{A} = \mathbb{R}^2$, or (ii) $\overline{B} = \mathbb{R}^2$, or (iii) $\overline{A} \cup \overline{B} = \mathbb{R}^2$. The situations are all impossible, since $A$, $B$, and hence $A \cup B$ are bounded, but $\mathbb{R}^2$ is unbounded.
Constraint 4 The boundaries of two complex regions are equal if and only if the interiors and the exteriors, respectively, of both regions are equal, i.e.,

\[(\partial A = \partial B \iff A^o = B^o \land A^- = B^-)\]

\[\Leftrightarrow (c \iff d) \iff ((c \land d) \lor (\neg c \land \neg d))\]

where

\[c = A^o \cap \partial B = \emptyset \land \partial A \cap B^o = \emptyset \land \partial A \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset \land \partial A \cap B^- = \emptyset \land \partial A \cap B^- = \emptyset \]

\[d = A^o \cap B^o \neq \emptyset \land A^o \cap \partial B = \emptyset \land A^o \cap B^- = \emptyset \land \partial A \cap B^- = \emptyset \land \partial A \cap B^- = \emptyset \land A^- \cap \partial B = \emptyset \land A^- \cap B^- \neq \emptyset \]

Rationale. This very special constraint expresses that complex regions are uniquely characterized by their boundaries. This is ensured by the Jordan Curve Theorem [7].

Constraint 5 If the boundary of a complex region intersects the interior of the other complex region, both its interior and its exterior intersect the interior of the other region, i.e.,

\[(\partial A \cap B^o \neq \emptyset \Rightarrow (A^o \cap B^o \neq \emptyset \land A^- \cap B^o \neq \emptyset)) \land (A^o \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset \Rightarrow (A^o \cap B^o \neq \emptyset \land A^o \cap B^- \neq \emptyset))\]

\[\Leftrightarrow ((\partial A \cap B^o = \emptyset \lor (A^o \cap B^o \neq \emptyset \land A^- \cap B^o \neq \emptyset)) \land (A^o \cap \partial B = \emptyset \lor (A^o \cap B^o \neq \emptyset \land A^o \cap B^- \neq \emptyset))\]

Rationale. On each side of the boundary of a region there is either the region’s interior or exterior (Jordan Curve Theorem). On both sides of a line intersecting the interior of this region, we find the interior of the region. If the line is part of the boundary of another region, we obtain the intersection of both regions’ interiors and the intersection between the interior of the first region and the exterior of the other region.

Constraint 6 If the boundary of a complex region intersects the exterior of the other complex region, both its interior and its exterior intersect the exterior of the other region, i.e.,

\[(\partial A \cap B^- \neq \emptyset \Rightarrow (A^o \cap B^- \neq \emptyset \land A^- \cap B^- \neq \emptyset)) \land (A^- \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset \Rightarrow (A^- \cap B^o \neq \emptyset \land A^- \cap B^- \neq \emptyset))\]

\[\Leftrightarrow ((\partial A \cap B^- = \emptyset \lor (A^o \cap B^- \neq \emptyset \land A^- \cap B^- \neq \emptyset)) \land (A^- \cap \partial B = \emptyset \lor (A^- \cap B^o \neq \emptyset \land A^- \cap B^- \neq \emptyset))\]

Rationale. The argumentation is similar as for the previous constraint. On each side of the boundary of a region there is either the region’s interior or exterior. On both sides of a line intersecting the exterior of this region, we find the exterior of the region. If the line is part of the boundary of another region, we obtain the intersection of both regions’ exteriors and the intersection between the interior of the first region and the exterior of the other region.

Constraint 7 The boundaries of two complex regions intersect, or the boundary of one region intersects the exterior of the other region, i.e.,
\[ \partial A \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap B^\circ \neq \emptyset \lor A^\circ \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset \]

**Rationale.** Assuming that the constraint is false. Then neither the boundaries of the two regions nor the boundary of one region and the exterior of the other region intersect. Consequently, according to Constraint 1, each boundary of one region intersects the interior of the other region. Without loss of generality, let us consider a point \( p \in A^\circ \cap \partial B \) and an infinite ray \( s \) emanating from \( p \) in an arbitrary direction. Since the component of \( A \) containing \( p \) is bounded, \( s \) encounters the boundary of \( A \) in a point, say, \( q \). This boundary intersects the exterior, the boundary, or the interior of \( B \). According to our assumption the first two cases cannot hold so that \( q \) must lie inside the interior of \( B \). We obtain a similar situation as before, except for the fact that now \( A \) and \( B \) change their roles. We continue to observe the course of \( s \): the ray over and over again alternately encounters a point of \( A^\circ \cap \partial B \) and then a point of \( \partial A \cap B^\circ \). Since the ray can be prolonged arbitrarily, \( A \) and \( B \) must be unbounded. But this is a contradiction to the definition of the region data type. □

**Constraint 8** If the interiors of two complex regions intersect, the interior of one region also intersects the boundary of the other region, or the regions’ boundaries intersect, i.e.,

\[
(A^\circ \cap B^\circ \neq \emptyset \Rightarrow (A^\circ \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap B^\circ \neq \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset)) \]

\[
\Leftrightarrow (A^\circ \cap B^\circ = \emptyset \lor A^\circ \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap B^\circ \neq \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset)
\]

**Rationale.** Let us consider a component of the first region and a component of the second region with intersecting interiors. We have to distinguish three situations. First, if the interiors of both components are equal, also their boundaries are equal and hence intersect. Consequently, also the regions’ boundaries intersect. Second, if the interiors of both components but not their boundaries intersect, one component is contained in the other. Since this is a proper containment (otherwise the boundaries would intersect), the boundary of one component must be inside the interior of the other component. Consequently, the interior of one region intersects the boundary of the other region. Third, if the interiors and the boundaries of the two components intersect, both conclusions of the constraint hold. □

**Constraint 9** If the interior of a complex region intersects the exterior of the other region, either the interior of the first region intersects the boundary of the second region, or the boundary of the first region intersects the exterior of the second region, or both regions’ boundaries intersect, i.e.,

\[
((A^\circ \cap B^- \neq \emptyset \Rightarrow (A^\circ \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap B^- \neq \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset)) \land
\]

\[
(A^- \cap B^\circ \neq \emptyset \Rightarrow (\partial A \cap B^\circ \neq \emptyset \lor A^- \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset))
\]

\[
\Leftrightarrow ((A^\circ \cap B^- = \emptyset \lor A^\circ \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap B^- \neq \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset) \land
\]

\[
(A^- \cap B^\circ = \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap B^\circ \neq \emptyset \lor A^- \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset \lor \partial A \cap \partial B \neq \emptyset))
\]
Rationale. If there is an intersection between the interior of a complex region and the exterior of the other complex region, a few different situations for each component causing the intersection can be distinguished. The first situation is that a component partially intersects the interior and the exterior of the other region. Then the boundary of the other region intersects the interior of the first region.

The second situation is that the interior of a component lies completely inside the exterior of the other region. Several cases can now be distinguished. The first case is that also the boundary (and thus the entire component) lies inside and consequently intersects the exterior of the other region. The second case is that the boundary of a component lies only partially inside the exterior of the other region. Again we obtain an intersection between boundary and exterior. The third case is that the boundary of a component intersects the boundary of the other region. Note that the boundary of the component cannot cross the interior of the other region, since then the interior of the component would not be entirely within the exterior of the other region.

An investigation of the nine constraints with the aid of a trivial test program reveals that all of them are needed with one exception. Constraint 2 is redundant, since the matrices it removes are also eliminated by some combination of the other constraints. Hence it can be omitted. All remaining constraints exclude at least one matrix each. As a result, we obtain 33 topological relationships between complex regions. The corresponding matrices and their geometric interpretation are given in Table 3. The topological relationships between simple regions correspond to the intersection matrices with the numbers 1, 4, 5, 7, 9, 19, 24, and 33.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have defined very general spatial data types for complex points and complex regions in the two-dimensional Euclidean plane on the basis of point set theory and point set topology. The increasing complexity of spatial data types leads to a larger variety of topological relationships. The investigation and formalization of complete collections of mutually exclusive topological relationships between complex points and between complex regions, respectively, has been the main contribution of this paper. It has been done on the basis of the well-known 9-intersection model. We have identified 5 binary relationships between complex points and 33 binary relationships between complex regions.

For future work one could analyze possible topological relationships between complex lines. This first necessitates a formal definition of a corresponding type. Similarly, one could investigate the possible relationships between the three pairs of mixed types. Another problem of interest is the large number of relationships. Whereas the 5 relationships between complex points are manageable by the user, this is not the case for the 33 relationships between complex regions. Here one could think about clustering techniques in the sense of [2].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 1</th>
<th>Matrix No. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 3</th>
<th>Matrix No. 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 5</th>
<th>Matrix No. 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 7</th>
<th>Matrix No. 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 9</th>
<th>Matrix No. 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |
| ![Matrix No. 9](image9) | ![Matrix No. 10](image10) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 11</th>
<th>Matrix No. 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |
| ![Matrix No. 11](image11) | ![Matrix No. 12](image12) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 13</th>
<th>Matrix No. 14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |
<p>| <img src="image13" alt="Matrix No. 13" /> | <img src="image14" alt="Matrix No. 14" /> |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 15</th>
<th>Matrix No. 16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 17</th>
<th>Matrix No. 18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 19</th>
<th>Matrix No. 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 21</th>
<th>Matrix No. 22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 23</th>
<th>Matrix No. 24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 25</th>
<th>Matrix No. 26</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix No. 27</th>
<th>Matrix No. 28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] | \[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\] |
Matrix No. 29
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Matrix No. 30
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Matrix No. 31
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Matrix No. 32
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Matrix No. 33
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Table 3. The 33 topological relationships for complex regions.
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Abstract. We describe DISTIL (DIstributed design of SpaTIo-temporaL data), a web-based conceptual modeling prototype system that can help capture the semantics of spatio-temporal data. Via DISTIL, we describe an annotation-based approach that divides spatio-temporal conceptual design into two steps: first capture the current reality of an application using a conventional conceptual model without considering the spatial aspects, and only then annotate the schema with the spatio-temporal semantics of the application. A database development team can use DISTIL to capture and validate their spatio-temporal data requirements. Using DISTIL we demonstrate that the annotation-based approach for capturing spatio-temporal requirements is straightforward to implement, satisfies ontology-based and cognition-based requirements, and integrates seamlessly into the existing database design methodologies.

1 Introduction

A design support environment automates many of the analyst's tasks in developing software; it helps reduce time and money spent on a project and can improve the quality of the end product. Lately, geographic information is increasingly employed for a wide array of applications—land information systems, environmental modeling, resource management, transportation planning, geo-marketing, geology and archaeology. As a result, there is a need for a mechanism to capture requirements for time-varying geographically referenced data, referred to as spatio-temporal requirements. In this paper, we describe a web-based spatio-temporal conceptual modeling environment called DISTIL (DIstributed design of SpaTIo-temporaL data).

Underlying the geographic applications described above is spatio-temporal data having a theme—the phenomenon or object being observed, and location and time associated with the phenomenon. Via DISTIL, we describe an annotation-based approach that divides spatio-temporal conceptual design into two steps: (i) capture the current reality of an application using a conventional conceptual model without considering the spatial aspects, and only then (ii) annotate the schema with spatial and temporal semantics of the application. Rather than creating any new constructs, DISTIL uses annotations to capture temporal and spatial aspects of the application.

Our work makes several contributions. First, DISTIL is based on an annotation-based approach, which integrates and extends prior research related to spatio-temporal conceptual modeling. We describe an intuitive ontology-based grammar (Appendix)
for annotation, which comprehensively captures semantics related to space and time. Our approach to spatio-temporal conceptual modeling includes a mechanism to capture spatio-temporal semantics comprehensively, e.g., event and state, valid time, existence time and transaction time, various types of geometries associated with spatiality, user-defined granularities, indeterminacy, and topological relationships. Second, DISTIL demonstrates a comprehensive methodology for spatio-temporal conceptual modeling that can be applied to any traditional conceptual model, thereby translating it to a spatio-temporal conceptual model. We show how our proposed approach integrates with conventional conceptual design methodologies. Third, via a spatio-temporal application we demonstrate that our approach to spatio-temporal database design using DISTIL is practical and is straightforward to use. Fourth, DISTIL provides an integrated modeling environment that can be used by a distributed team of users and data analysts; it takes advantage of interconnectivity made possible by the Internet. Fifth, our design tool environment parallels human perception for spatio-temporal data. Mennis et al. [10] cite that humans cognitively store what, where and when data in separate knowledge structures. DISTIL with its two-step approach that first focuses on facts (what) and then on the context (where and when) related to the facts corresponds to the human perception of spatio-temporal data.

In summary, we present a web-based spatio-temporal database design environment that is intuitive from users' point of view, is straightforward to implement from CASE (Computer-Aided Software/System Engineering) tool vendors' perspective, comprehensively captures semantics related to space and time in a way that parallels human cognition, and integrates into existing database design methodologies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we motivate the need for an automated spatio-temporal database design tool using a hydrogeologic application at the United States Geological Survey (USGS). We outline the spatio-temporal ontology in section 3, which is the basis for annotations in DISTIL. In section 4, we describe how DISTIL supports spatio-temporal modeling using the example of section 2. In section 5, we present the architecture of DISTIL that supports spatio-temporal design described in the previous section. Finally, comparison with related work and future directions of our research round out the paper.

2 Motivation

Conceptual database design is widely recognized as an important step in the development of database applications. As a result of conceptual design, a conceptual schema is developed that captures database requirements of the users. This schema is very useful in the event of technology upgrades and transfer, and acts as a communication vehicle between different groups of end-users and the data analyst.

We are designing a database for a group of researchers at USGS who are developing a ground-water flow model for Death Valley [4]. The objective of the ground-water flow model is to characterize regional 3D ground water flow paths so that policy makers can make decisions related to radio-nuclide contaminant transport and the impact of ground water pumping on national parks and local communities in
the region. However, the predictions based on the model are dependent on the data that form an input to this model.

A large part of the input data for this model is geo-referenced and temporal in nature. For example, two key objects of interest for the application are spring-water sites and borehole sites, which are spatial in nature. A spring-water site is a spring represented as a point on the surface of the earth whose location is given by geographic $x$- and $y$-coordinates, with spatial granularity of degree. A borehole site refers to a part of the well whose 3D location is given by the $x$- and $y$-coordinates on the earth's surface with spatial granularity of degree, and depth below land surface with spatial granularity of foot; there can be different borehole sites at different depths at the same surface location. Other input data for the model includes discharge at the spring site and water level at the borehole site, both of which are collected by source agencies. Additionally, there are various hydraulic tests conducted at the borehole site. Borehole sites may include a pump that removes water from the borehole site; this can impact other data collected at the borehole site.

Capturing requirements related to spring-water sites, borehole sites, source agencies and pump lifts has many associated issues and a design tool developed to capture these user requirements should: (i) be based on a comprehensive methodology that adequately captures the semantics related to space and time; (ii) be easy to use from the data analyst's point of view, i.e., include a formalism that is intuitive and that provides spatio-temporal modeling support as an extension from their existing database design paradigm; (iii) incorporate a metaphor that bridges the conceptual gap between a computer system and how human beings perceive the real world; (iv) be straightforward to implement from the perspective of a CASE tool vendor; and (v) support geographically distributed users and data analysts. Having elucidated the spatio-temporal requirements, we briefly describe the spatio-temporal ontology that is the basis for spatio-temporal semantic concepts embedded in DISTIL.

3 Ontology

A *time domain* is denoted by the pair $(T, \leq)$, where $T$ is a nonempty set of *time instants* and $\leq$ is the total order on $T$; e.g., $(\mathbb{Z}, \leq)$ represents a discrete time domain, where the instants are isomorphic to integers. There are two kinds of facts associated with time, *events* and *states*. An event occurs at a point of time, i.e., an event has no duration. A state, on the other hand, has duration, e.g., a storm occurred from 5:07 PM to 5:46 PM. Facts can interact with time in two orthogonal ways [14] resulting in *transaction time* and *valid time*. Valid time denotes when the fact is true in the real world. On the other hand, transaction time links an object to the time it is current in the database. *Existence time*, which applies to objects, is the valid time when an object exists; it is also referred to as a *lifespan* of an entity. *Temporal granularity* is an integral part of temporal data [2] and refers to the measure of temporal datum. Temporal granularities in the same time domain can be related by *coarser than* and *finer than* relationships. For many applications, it is known only approximately when the event occurred and this is referred to as *valid-time indeterminacy* [6]. While the temporal granularity can be specified for existence time and valid time, that for transaction time is system-defined.
We can view the Earth as a spheroid in three-dimensional space; let us assume that $Z^3$ represents the space domain. A spatial object is associated with geometry and position. Geometry represents the shape and size of an object [5]. The position in space is based on co-ordinates in a mathematically defined reference system, e.g., latitude and longitude. Geometry of the spatial object may be 0-, 1- or 2-dimensional corresponding to a point, a line and a region. Like temporal granularity, spatial granularity can be defined for horizontal and vertical dimension [8]; e.g., the granularity of the $x$- and $y$-dimension can be in degree and that of the $z$-dimension may be foot.

Three types of interaction between an object and space-time are possible [12, 17]: (i) moving objects, i.e., position changes but the geometry does not (e.g., car moving on a road network); (ii) objects whose characteristics and position change with time, i.e., change of position by changing geometry (e.g., change of the position of land parcels in a cadastral application); (iii) integration of the above two behaviors, i.e., moving and changing phenomena (e.g., modeling a storm).

In the following sections, we describe how we have incorporated these ontological concepts into DISTIL.

### 4 Spatio-temporal Conceptual Design Using DISTIL

In this section, we illustrate how a typical data analyst interacts with DISTIL, using the example scenario described in section 2. We highlight how DISTIL applies the two-step annotation-based approach to capture the users' spatio-temporal requirements.

#### 4.1 Developing a Core Schema

DISTIL uses USM [13], an extended ER Model [3], as the base model for conventional conceptual design; however, the spatio-temporal modeling methodology exemplified with DISTIL is not specific to USM and can be applied to any conventional conceptual model. As a first step to spatio-temporal design using DISTIL, a data analyst develops a conceptual schema without considering the spatial and temporal aspects of the application; we refer to this as the **core USM schema**. We summarize key terms and terminology related to conceptual modeling, specifically for USM. Next, we show how a core USM schema can be developed using DISTIL.

A real world object is referred to as an *entity*. A collection of entities for which common characteristics are to be modeled is called an *entity class* (or simply *class*). Characteristics or properties of an entity are referred to as *attributes* of the entity class. An *interaction relationship* refers members of one entity class to members of one or more entity classes. The reader is referred to [13] for details related to *weak entity class*, *superclass/subclass*, *composite class* and *grouping class*.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a core USM Schema developed by a data analyst. This schema includes entity classes like **SPRING_SITE**, **BORE_HOLE_SITE**, **SOURCE_AGENCY**, and **PUMPLIFT** and their various attributes.
These entity classes are created by using the constructs on the iUSM Model panel on the left side. For example, the relationship `sp_measures` between `SPRING_SITE` and `SOURCE_AGENCY` relates an entity of `SPRING_SITE` with that of `SOURCE_AGENCY`. Each entity class has associated properties; e.g., `PUMPLIFT` has properties like type and manufacturer (`mfg`).

4.2 Annotating the Core Schema

After having developed a core USM schema without considering spatial and temporal aspects, the data analyst next annotates the spatial and temporal aspects of the application; we refer to the schema with annotations as an Annotated Schema, or an ST-USM Schema. Our annotation-based approach integrates the semantics related to space and time into a traditional conceptual model without adding any special constructs. Since various types of conceptual modeling abstractions (i.e., `entity class`, `attribute`, `relationship`, `subclass`, `composite` and `grouping`) are orthogonal to space and time, the annotations are generic and applicable to all types of conceptual modeling abstractions. We first describe the syntax for annotating spatial and temporal aspects of the application. Next, we show how DISTIL provides a convenient way of
automatically producing these short annotation phrases, which are displayed in the ST-USM schema.

As shown in the Appendix, the overall structure of spatio-temporal annotation phrase is:

\[
\text{〈temporal annotation〉} // \text{〈spatial annotation〉} // \text{〈spatiotemporal annotation〉}
\]

The temporal, spatial, and spatiotemporal annotations are each separated by a double forward slash (//).

The temporal annotation first specifies the existence time (or valid time) followed by the transaction time. The temporal annotation for existence time and transaction time is segregated by a forward slash (/). Any of these aspects can be specified as not being relevant to the associated conceptual construct by using a -. The valid time or existence time can be modeled as an event (E) or a state (S) and has an associated temporal granularity. For example, iS(day)/-// succinctly denotes that entities in the entity class PUMPLIFT have an associated existence time with a temporal granularity of day (day) and the lifespan of entities is modeled as states (S); no transaction time is recorded for such entities. Similarly, iE (min)/T// denotes that entities in the entity class exist in a bitemporal space. The temporal granularity of the event (E) is minute (min). Additionally, we also need to capture transaction time (T) associated with the entities. In this second example, the granularity associated with transaction time is not specified, as it is system-defined.

The spatial annotation includes geometry and position in x-, y- and z-dimension, each dimension segregated by a forward slash (/). For example, i//P(deg)/P(deg)/-// for SPRING_SITE describes a spatial entity with a geometry of points in the x-y plane. The associated spatial granularity is degree.

The interaction between an object and space-time can result in change in the shape and/or change in the position of an object. A spatiotemporal annotation can be specified only if spatial and temporal annotations have already been specified. For example, E(sec)/-//P(deg)/P(deg)/-//Pos@xy denotes that entities in the entity class have only time-varying position while the shape is time-invariant. The geometry of the entities is a point (P) in an x-y plane with a spatial granularity of degree. The position of the entity changes in the x-y plane (Pos@xy) over time and each geometry is valid for time granules (E) measured in second. Our annotation also includes a formalism to model indeterminacy [8]; e.g., an indeterminate state with a probability distribution function [6] is designated as S~. Many times the probability distribution may not be known and a user may make a simplified assumption of a uniform distribution and in that case an indeterminate state is represented as S+-.

Having described the annotations, we next describe how the data analyst can specify annotations in DISTIL.

For each construct in the core USM schema (e.g., Fig. 2) the data analyst together with the users consider whether temporality and spatiality is important for the application. The data analyst asks questions like: Do you want to store the history or only the current value of this fact? Do you want to capture valid time or transaction time, or both? What is the associated temporal granularity? Is it important to store the geographical reference for the objects? What is the geographical shape of the objects? What is the associated spatial granularity? Can the spatial shape/position for these
objects change over time? Accordingly, the data analyst enters the details using a pop-up box as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Specifying the temporal aspects on the core USM schema

Fig. 2 shows that the data analyst enters temporal details which would result in an annotation \( S(\text{day})/\neg// \) for PUMPLIFT. Similarly, the data analyst enters spatial details which would result in an annotation \( I/P(\text{deg})/P(\text{deg})/L(\text{ft}) \) for BORE_HOLE_SITE. This implies that the BORE_HOLE_SITE needs to be represented as a point (P) on the x-y plane and a line (L) on the z-dimension. Additionally, the associated granularity in the x-y plane is degree (deg) and that in the z-dimension is foot (ft).

The data analyst also annotates SPRING_SITE resulting in the annotated schema shown in Fig. 3. The schema is automatically annotated depending on the information filled in the pop-up box. The data analyst can annotate each class, interaction relationship and attribute. Once the data analyst has made the annotated schema, the requirements so collected can be validated with other users. The distributed users may open the same project and make the necessary changes to the schema.

At this point, the data analyst can check if the Annotated Schema is consistent using the Consistency Checker. For example, if a spatial interaction relationship were specified between non-spatial entity classes, the Consistency Checker would give an error message.
4.3 Semantics of the Annotated Schema

The Annotated Schema described in the previous sub-section can be used as communication vehicle between users and data analysts. We now explicate how data analysts can obtain explicit spatial and temporal semantics from the annotated schema; we refer to the schema so obtained as the Translated USM Schema. We use an example of a temporal entity class to briefly describe the semantics of an annotated ST-USM construct via a formal mapping to the USM schema. As USM constructs have been carefully defined, this mapping provides a comprehensive semantics for the richer ST-USM schema. We then show how these mapping rules have been embedded in DISTIL.

The existence time of a temporal entity class refers to the lifespan of the entity and defines the time when the facts associated with the entity can be true. Fig. 4 shows a temporal entity class for which we want to capture the existence time expressed as state (S) with \( g_{et} \) as the granularity name (e.g., day). Based on the users' requirements, the data analyst simply annotates \( \langle \text{ENTITY\_CLASS} \rangle \) as \( iS(\langle g_{et} \rangle) \)
and does not need to contend with the complexity of the underlying semantics or the associated constraints.

Fig. 4 shows the semantics of a simple temporal entity class using USM constructs. In order to express the semantics of a temporal entity class, we need to specify a TEMPORAL_GRANULARITY in which the evolution of the temporal object is embedded. The relationship (ENTITY_CLASS)_has_ET associates an entity with a corresponding TEMPORAL_GRANULARITY. Each TEMPORAL_GRANULARITY is uniquely identified by a granularity_name. The relationship anchor_gran helps create a granularity lattice, which can help a user choose the level of detail associated with facts.

![Diagram of Temporal Entity Class in ST-USM and its semantics in USM]

Each anchor_gran is a recursive relationship (i.e., a relationship where an entity from the same entity set can play different roles) such that each participating granularity optionally has an anchor and each granularity is an anchor for 0-to-many (0:M) other granularities. A finer-than and a coarser-than relationship between granularities is denoted by a recursive relationship groups_into, where one entity plays the role of finer-than and the other the role of coarser-than. The translation from the ST-USM schema to the USM schema also includes constraints, which are implicit in the ST-USM schema but are explicit in the USM schema. An example of such a constraint is that a temporal element formed by the state_periods is well formed, i.e., it is a union of non-overlapping intervals. Details of the semantics for annotated constructs and the associated constraints are outside the scope of this paper and are defined formally elsewhere [7, 8].
We now describe how these semantic mapping rules have been embedded in DISTIL. To view detailed explicit semantics associated with the annotated schema, the data analyst clicks on the iUSM Schema tab to obtain a translated USM schema corresponding to the ST-USM schema (Fig. 5). We have embedded translation rules (e.g., Fig. 4) into DISTIL, which help translate the annotated constructs to an equivalent USM schema with explicit representation of the associated spatiality and temporality. For example, the semantics associated with a temporal entity class PUMPLIFT includes an entity class TEMPORAL_GRANULARITY, which specifies the temporal granularity in which PUMPLIFT is embedded. The relationship PUMPLIFT_has_ET relates an entity from PUMPLIFT with a corresponding temporal granularity. A multi-valued attribute state_periods (with components begin and end) is added to the entity PUMPLIFT because PUMPLIFT lifespan was modeled as state. A multi-valued attribute implies that each PUMPLIFT can have many associated state_periods. Similarly, other constructs of the annotated ST-USM schema are converted to a translated USM schema using the embedded rules in DISTIL.

![Image showing the annotated schema and its semantics using USM](image_url)

**Fig. 5.** Annotated Schema and its semantics using USM

In this section, we described a typical data analyst's interaction with DISTIL. The ST-USM schema can be used as communication vehicle. It can also be used to decide if all the spatio-temporal requirements of the user have been captured and whether the requirements are conflicting. On the other hand, the translated USM schema can be used by the data analyst to subsequently develop the logical schema.
5 Architecture

In this section, we describe the underlying architecture of DISTIL that enables the interaction described in section 4. DISTIL has been implemented using Java 2 (JDK 1.2) and Oracle 8.1.6. The prototype system is currently running on NT workstations. DISTIL can be accessed through a web-browser or be used as a stand-alone application.

As shown in Fig. 1, the data analyst first develops a Core USM Schema during Conventional Conceptual Design using USM Schema Designer. The USM Schema Designer allows the data analyst to develop a core conceptual schema (e.g., Fig. 1) that captures current reality without considering spatial aspects. Our Spatio-temporal Conceptual Design includes annotating the Core USM Schema via Annotation Designer (e.g., Fig. 2) resulting in the ST-USM Schema (e.g., Fig. 3), mapping the ST-USM Schema to a Translated USM Schema (e.g., Fig. 5) through the Semantic Mapper and checking the consistency (i.e., Semantic Error Log) in the ST-USM Schema via Consistency Checker.

As shown in Fig. 6, our proposed Spatio-temporal Conceptual Design implemented via DISTIL integrates with Conventional Conceptual Design and the translated USM Schema (including constraints) merges again with the Conventional Logical Design. The Logical Mapper in Conventional Logical Design includes rules to convert a Translated USM Schema to Relational Schema with spatial support that can be implemented in a relational DBMS (e.g., Oracle Spatial). We also envision incorporating ST-USM Logical Mapper, which would translate the ST-USM schema to an SQL3/Temporal Logical Schema [15, 16] that can be implemented in a temporal DBMS.
6 Related Work

With the growth of geographic applications, recently design tools [1, 9, 11] to support modeling of spatio-temporal databases have been proposed. Perceptory [1] and GeoOOA [9] focus on capturing the semantics associated with geometry of the spatial objects; spatiality of entities is defined by a relationship link with geometry, e.g., point, line and region. A visual schema editor based on MADS [11] helps capturing some spatio-temporal semantics. However, none of these tools provide a mechanism to capture semantics related to granularity and indeterminacy. Granularities related to facts needs to be captured during conceptual design because under-specifying granularities can restrict an application, affect relative ordering of events, and impact topological relationships. Indeterminacy, i.e., don’t know exactly where/when information, is important for many geographic applications. Because these tools do not demonstrate a generic spatio-temporal database design methodology that integrates naturally with conventional conceptual design, methodologies proposed via these tools cannot be easily adopted by existing CASE tools that support conventional conceptual design.

Our approach to spatio-temporal conceptual modeling is comprehensive and captures various aspects related to temporality and spatiality, e.g., valid time, transaction time, events, states, position, geometry, shape, granularities and indeterminacy. Additionally, our proposed annotation-based approach used in DISTIL integrates into existing database design methodologies. Annotating the schema is intuitive from the perspective of data analysts and users as it corresponds to the way human beings perceive spatio-temporal objects. Moreover, incorporating annotation via pop-up boxes into an existing CASE tool is also straightforward to implement.

7 Summary and Future Directions

With advances in technologies like high-resolution satellite-borne imaging systems and global positioning systems, geographic data is finding its way into many traditional applications. In this paper, we described a design support environment for modeling the users’ spatio-temporal requirements that integrates with conventional conceptual design.

We are working on completing various aspects of spatio-temporal conceptual design support provided by DISTIL. We are embedding translation rules associated with complex abstractions, e.g., grouping and composite, and constraints including topological relationships. In future, we plan to conduct more case studies in different application domains and evaluate the design support provided by DISTIL.

We believe that with our annotation-based approach implemented using DISTIL, we have achieved both comprehensiveness and simplicity in spatio-temporal conceptual modeling.
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Appendix: Annotation Syntax Using BNF

\[
\langle\text{ST-USM annotation}\rangle := \varepsilon | \langle\text{temporal annotation}\rangle | \langle\text{spatial annotation}\rangle |
\langle\text{spatiotemporal annotation}\rangle
\]

\[
\langle\text{temporal annotation}\rangle := \varepsilon | \langle\text{valid time}\rangle | \langle\text{transaction time}\rangle
\]

\[
\langle\text{valid time}\rangle := \langle\text{state}\rangle ((g_i)) | \langle\text{indeterminate state}\rangle ((g_i)) | \langle\text{event}\rangle ((g_i)) |
\langle\text{indeterminate event}\rangle ((g_i)) |
\]

\[
\langle\text{transaction time}\rangle := T | -
\]

\[
\langle\text{state}\rangle := S | \text{State}
\]

\[
\langle\text{indeterminate state}\rangle := \langle\text{state}\rangle | \langle\text{indeterminate state}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{event}\rangle := \langle\text{event}\rangle | \langle\text{event}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{indeterminate event}\rangle := \langle\text{event}\rangle | \langle\text{event}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{spatial annotation}\rangle := \varepsilon | \langle\text{horizontal geometry}\rangle | \langle\text{vertical geometry}\rangle
\]

\[
\langle\text{horizontal geometry}\rangle := \langle\text{geometry}\rangle ((g_{sxy})) | \langle\text{geometry}\rangle ((g_{sxy})) |
\]

\[
\langle\text{vertical geometry}\rangle := \langle\text{geometry}\rangle ((g_{sz})) | \langle\text{geometry}\rangle ((g_{sz})) |
\]

\[
\langle\text{geometry}\rangle := \langle\text{point}\rangle | \langle\text{indeterminate point}\rangle | \langle\text{line}\rangle | \langle\text{indeterminate line}\rangle | \langle\text{region}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{point}\rangle := \langle\text{point}\rangle | \langle\text{point}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{indeterminate point}\rangle := \langle\text{point}\rangle | \langle\text{point}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{line}\rangle := \langle\text{line}\rangle | \langle\text{line}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{indeterminate line}\rangle := \langle\text{line}\rangle | \langle\text{line}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{region}\rangle := \langle\text{region}\rangle | \langle\text{region}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{indeterminate region}\rangle := \langle\text{region}\rangle | \langle\text{region}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{spatiotemporal annotation}\rangle := \varepsilon | \langle\text{position varying}\rangle | \langle\text{shape varying}\rangle
\]

\[
\langle\text{position varying}\rangle := \langle\text{position}\rangle @\langle\text{varying in dimension}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{shape varying}\rangle := \langle\text{shape}\rangle @\langle\text{varying in dimension}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{position}\rangle := \langle\text{position}\rangle | \langle\text{position}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{shape}\rangle := \langle\text{shape}\rangle | \langle\text{shape}\rangle |
\]

\[
\langle\text{varying in dimension}\rangle := x | y | z | xy | yz | xz | xyz
\]

\[
\langle g \rangle := \langle\text{day}\rangle | \langle\text{hour}\rangle | \langle\text{minute}\rangle | \langle\text{user defined}\rangle
\]

\[
\langle\text{day}\rangle := \text{day}
\]

\[
\langle\text{hour}\rangle := \text{hr} | \text{hour}
\]

\[
\langle\text{minute}\rangle := \text{min} | \text{minute}
\]

\[
\langle g_{sxy} \rangle := \langle\text{dms degree}\rangle | \langle\text{dms minute}\rangle | \langle\text{user defined}\rangle
\]

\[
\langle g_{sz} \rangle := \langle\text{foot}\rangle | \langle\text{user defined}\rangle
\]

\[
\langle\text{dms degree}\rangle := \text{deg} | \text{degree} | \text{dms-degree} | \text{dms-deg}
\]

\[
\langle\text{dms min}\rangle := \text{dms-min} | \text{dms-minute}
\]

\[
\langle\text{foot}\rangle := \text{ft} | \text{foot}
\]
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Abstract Spatio-temporal extensions to data models have been an active area of research for a number of years. To date, much of this work has focused on the relational data model, with object data models receiving far less consideration. This paper presents a spatio-historical object model that uses a specialized mechanism, called a history, to maintain knowledge about entities that change over time. Key features of the resulting proposal include: (i) consistent representations of primitive spatial and temporal types; (ii) a component-based design in which spatial, temporal and historical extensions are formalized incrementally, for subsequent use together or separately; (iii) a formally specified data model. The model can be used directly during the design of spatio-historical applications, but also forms the basis of an implementation activity developing a spatio-historical object database management system.

1 Introduction

Spatio-temporal databases have been an active area of research for a number of years. Central to this effort has been the development of models to facilitate the description of complex applications with spatial and/or temporal features. Few of these models, however, provide facilities to track both spatial and aspatial changes to data over time. The temporal aspects of conceptual modelling have been considered by several researchers (see [24] for a survey), with more recent proposals dealing with both temporal and spatial concerns (e.g. [14] [16]). There has also recently been considerable interest in models that characterize objects whose properties (spatial and aspatial) are continuously changing – the so-called moving object approaches (e.g. [17] [20]). However, there remain considerable challenges concerning the modelling of discretely changing objects (as
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exemplified by the running example in this paper). Also, any implementation of a data model requires a formally specified model, considering not only the structure of the model and its inherent constraints, but also the pragmatics of how to manipulate and query its entities.

The Tripod project, from which this paper emerges, is seeking to design and prototype a complete spatio-temporal database system. The activity is focusing on the extension of the ODMG standard for object databases \[3\] with facilities for managing vector spatial data, and for describing past states of both spatial and aspatial data. The key principles underpinning the Tripod project are orthogonality and synergy. By orthogonality is meant that the different extensions to the ODMG standard should be coherent in isolation, so that, for example, the Tripod system should be effective as a historical database in which no spatial data is stored, or as a spatial database in which no use is made of the ability to record historical data. By synergy is meant that the system should allow the combined use of spatial and temporal capabilities in a seamless and complementary manner, so that full spatio-temporal applications benefit from integrated facilities without mismatches in the way different features are supported.

Figure \[1\] illustrates the relationships between the different components in the Tripod design. At the core is the ODMG object model, which is a subset of the Tripod object model. The ODMG model is extended with two new sets of primitive types, viz., spatial and temporal types. The spatial types used in Tripod are those of the ROSE algebra \[18\], i.e., Points, Lines and Regions. The temporal types supported in Tripod are one-dimensional versions of the ROSE algebra types Points and Lines, and are known as Instants and TimeIntervals, respectively. The close relationship between the spatial and the temporal types increases consistency in the representation of the different kinds of data. Past states of all ODMG types, including the spatial and temporal types, can be recorded using histories. A history is a collection of timestamp-value pairs, where the timestamp is of a temporal type and the value is of any of the types in the extended ODMG model. Figure \[1\] from Histories inwards, represents a spatio-historical object model. The layers in Figure \[1\] from Histories outwards denote the interfaces that exist to populate, maintain and query instances of a Tripod database. Since the ODMG model does not define an object manipulation language, developers must use a programming language binding to create, update and delete objects. When the state of a database needs to be queried, developers can either write native language application programs or can issue declarative OQL queries. Tripod’s ODL and OQL extend the ODMG ODL and OQL with spatial, historical and spatio-historical constructs. Queries are mapped to
a spatio-historical calculus and then to a spatio-historical algebra. These mappings provide several opportunities for optimization using rewrite rules that are extensions to the techniques used by Fegaras and Maier for optimizing object query languages [6]. Tripod’s language bindings and its extended OQL use the services provided by the extended object model to access and manipulate historical, spatial and aspatial data.

This paper is structured to reflect Tripod’s layered data model, concentrating in particular on the ways in which each layer builds upon the functionality provided by lower levels of the architecture, and how each successive layer conforms to the constraints stemming from these lower layers. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a motivating case study. Section 3 describes the spatial and temporal literal types that Tripod uses to enhance the ODMG type system. Section 4 defines a history as an abstract data type (ADT) underpinned by these temporal types. Section 5 brings together the concepts described in this paper under the unifying framework of a spatio-historical extension to the ODMG object model. Section 6 discusses related work. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 7. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the ODMG object model.

2 A Motivating Example

The longitudinal study (LS) links census and vital events data (e.g., births, deaths, cancer registrations) for a one percent sample of the population of England and Wales — about 500,000 individuals at any one census point. The study was started in 1974 with a sample drawn from the residents of England and Wales born on one of four dates each year and enumerated at the 1971 Census. Selection into the LS is by birth date. The study was designed as a continuous, multi-cohort study, with subsequent samples being drawn at each census, using the same selection criteria, and linked into the study. This study is of particular interest because of the spatial and aspatial changes that entities in the study can undergo. In particular, new members are included by virtue of birth on LS dates or by immigration (if born on LS dates) and excluded by death or emigration, and the enumeration districts in which members reside can change boundaries over time. A much simplified schema (adapting the notation in [3] with extensions to represent historical data) showing the main classes of interest in the LS is presented in Figure 2. Classes and relationships that can change over time are marked with
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a 'H' symbol (i.e., are historical). It should be noted that some of a member’s attributes change over time (e.g., their marital status), whereas others (e.g., their place or date of birth) will not.

3 Spatial and Temporal Extensions to the Type System

This section shows how Tripod extends the ODMG type system with types to support the definition of spatial and temporal values. These extensions augment the set of ODMG structured literals, and support the definition of the mechanism by which Tripod maintains a history of changes in the state of modelled entities and relationships.

Spatial Types

Tripod extends the ODMG literal types with three new types for representing spatial data. These spatial data types (SDTs) are based on the ROSE (RObust Spatial Extensions) approach described in [18]. Underlying the ROSE approach is the notion of a realm. A realm is a finite set of points and non-intersecting line segments defined over a discrete grid that forms the ROSE algebra’s underlying geometric domain. ROSE spatial values are represented in terms of points and line segments in a realm. A realm guarantees that all spatial operations over realm values are error bound and only take, and return, intersection-free spatial values. These properties lead to an algebra with an efficient implementation [19].

The ROSE approach defines an algebra over three SDTs, namely Points, Lines and Regions, and an extensive collection of spatial predicates and operations (including set operations) over these types. Figure 3 shows a small subset of the predicate operations. Every spatial value in the ROSE algebra is set-based, thus facilitating set-at-a-time processing. Roughly speaking, each element of a Points value is a pair of coordinates in the underlying geometry, each element of a Lines value is a set of connected line segments, and each element in a Regions value

| adjacent | : Regions × Regions → bool |
| area_disjoint | : Regions × Regions → bool |
| area_inside | : Regions × Regions → bool |
| border_in_common | : Regions × Lines → bool |
| common_border | : Regions × Lines → Lines |
| encloses | : Regions × Regions → bool |
| equal | : Regions × Regions → bool |
| intersects | : Regions × Lines → bool |
| length | : Lines → float |
| meets | : Regions × Lines → bool |
| not_equal | : Regions × Regions → bool |
| on_border_of | : Points × Lines → bool |
| on_border_of | : Points × Regions → bool |

Fig. 3. Example Spatial Operations

Fig. 4. Spatial Values over a Realm
is a polygon containing a (potentially empty) set of holes. Such collection-based SDTs are useful in modelling the LS, where areas need to be split. Figure 4 shows examples of spatial objects from the LS. Each LS Region is shown as a Regions value, and each LS Member is shown as a Points value. The figure illustrates migration destinations of a subset of the LS Members. At a finer scale, Figure 4 would also show LS Enumeration districts as Regions values contained within LS Regions.

**Temporal Types** Tripod extends the set of ODMG primitive types with two temporal types, called Instants and TimeIntervals. The underlying domain of interpretation is a structure which we refer to as a temporal realm because it is defined to be a one-dimensional specialization of two-dimensional (spatial) realms [15]. Roughly, a temporal realm is a finite set of integers (whereas a spatial realm is a finite integer grid). There are several reasons why we adopt this viewpoint and terminology. Realm values are collections, which we find more suitable than scalars for the kind of set-a-time strategies that are prevalent in query processing architectures. Also, realm operations are well-defined and have a rich set of predicates and constructors with nice closure properties. In addition, we find it useful (for users, developers and researchers) to have realms as a unifying notion for the interpretation of operations on spatial and temporal values. This unified interpretation propagates upwards in the sense that the predicates and operations on realms are defined once and used (possibly after renaming) over both spatial and temporal values. Finally, this allows the reuse of implemented software components, such as those described in [15].

In a temporal realm, we can view a time-point as an integer. Then, an Instants value is a collection of time-points and a TimeIntervals value is a collection of pairs of time-points, where the first element is the start, and the second the end, of a contiguous time-interval. A timestamp is either an Instants value or a TimeIntervals value. Figure 5 illustrates timestamps in graphical form. In Figure 5, A is a TimeIntervals value, and B and C are Instants values. Notice that B happens to be a singleton.

A temporal realm has an additional property to a spatial realm, namely a predefined ordering. In the ROSE algebra, there is no predefined notion of one Points value being ordered with respect to another Points value; any such notion of ordering must be defined within application programs that use the algebra. Temporal realms, however, must exhibit this property if they are to conform to our intuitions. The Tripod temporal algebra, therefore, extends the ROSE Algebra with ordering predicates based on the underlying order of the temporal realm’s integer domain. In addition, the temporal realm uses a calendar that maps from the underlying integer domain to one more suited to human cognition.

![Fig. 5. Example Tripod Timestamps](image-url)
Let $T$ denote the set of all Tripod timestamps. Given $\tau \in T$, representative predicates and operations defined on $T$ are shown in Figure 6. It should be noted that predicates such as $\text{contains}_\omega$ are templates for a pair of signatures parameterized on an element of the set $\{\forall, \exists\}$, representing the two possible semantics of the predicate. For example, must every element of a timestamp $A$ be contained by an element from another timestamp $B$, or just one? The operation names should give readers an intuitive understanding of their meaning based on operations on sets of integers (and integer pairs) and on classical definitions for temporal predicates (such as Allen’s [1], and those defined by Ladkin [13] on sets of intervals). For full details, see the formal semantics in [10, 11] (which follow [18] closely).

The discrete domain underlying the temporal realm is bounded by two integer values that correspond to the earliest and latest representable temporal values. These are given the special names $\text{beginning}$ and $\text{forever}$, and can be referenced as Tripod temporal literals. Additionally, many applications require the formation of $\text{TimeInterval}$ values whose end instant is as yet undecided (i.e., is pseudo-open [22]). For example, a person’s period of employment could be from 1/1/1990 until some as yet unspecified future date. Tripod uses the special temporal value $\text{until}\_\text{changed}$ to allow such $\text{TimeInterval}$ values to be declared. When evaluated during query-processing, any value that references $\text{until}\_\text{changed}$ is bound to a distinguished $\text{Instants}$ value representing the current time $\text{now}$, thus having the effect of closing any pseudo-open $\text{TimeInterval}$ values. When used as a variable, $\text{now}$ acts as a temporal placeholder which is filled with the current system time if and when it is evaluated in some expression.

### The Complete Tripod Type System
The complete set of Tripod types Tripod$T$ can thus be seen to augment the set of ODMG Object Model types ODMG, as follows. Tripod$T = \text{ODMG} \cup \text{TripodLT}$, where Tripod$LT = \text{TripodSLT} \cup \text{TripodTLT}$; Tripod$SLT = \{\text{Points, Lines, Regions, Point, Line, Region}\}$ is the set of Tripod spatial literal types and Tripod$TLT = \{\text{Instants, TimeIntervals, Instant, TimeInterval}\}$ is the set of Tripod temporal literal types. Note that for each collection-based spatial and temporal type there is a corresponding singular type. A collection value can be cast into a set of values of its corresponding singular type. This facilitates the derivation of new values from existing ones by application programmers. Although Tripod timestamps can be used by application designers to complement related primitive types in the ODMG standard (e.g., $\text{Interval}$ or $\text{Time}$), their main purpose is to allow histories to be constructed and operated upon, as described below.
4 Histories

The Tripod history mechanism provides functionality to support the storage, management and querying of entities that change over time. A history models the changes that an entity (or its attributes, or the relationships it participates in) undergoes as the result of assignments made to it. In the Tripod object model, a request for a history to be maintained can be made for any construct to which a value can be assigned, i.e., a history is a history of changes in value and it records episodes of change by identifying these with a timestamp. Each such value is called a snapshot. As a consequence of the possible value assignments that are well defined in the ODMG object model, a history can be kept in the Tripod object model for object identifiers, attribute values, and relationship instances. Thus, a history associates timestamps and snapshots drawn from the domain of exactly one of object identifiers (if the history is of an object), or attribute values (whose type can be any valid Tripod, and hence ODMG, type), or relationship instances (of any ODMG-supported cardinality). In the remainder of this section, a history is defined as an ADT.

4.1 The Structure of Histories

A history is a quadruple \( H = \langle V, \theta, \gamma, \Sigma \rangle \), where \( V \) denotes the domain of values whose changes \( H \) records, \( \theta \) is either \textit{Instants} or \textit{TimeIntervals}, \( \gamma \) is the granularity of \( \theta \), and \( \Sigma \) is a collection of pairs, called states, of the form \( \langle \tau, \sigma \rangle \), where \( \tau \) is a timestamp and \( \sigma \) is a snapshot. In the rest of the paper, let \( T \) denote, as before, the set of all timestamps; \( V \), the set of all snapshots; \( S \), the set of all states; and \( \mathbb{H} \), the set of all histories.

In a Tripod history, a collection \( \Sigma \) of states is constrained to be an injective function from the set \( T_H \) of all timestamps occurring in \( H \) to the set \( V_H \) of all snapshots occurring in \( H \), i.e., for any history \( H \), \( \text{states}_H : \tau \in T_H \rightarrow \sigma \in V_H \).

Therefore, the following invariants hold, for any history \( H = \langle V, \theta, \gamma, \Sigma \rangle \):

1. Every timestamp occurring in \( \Sigma \) is of type \( \theta \in \{\text{Instants, TimeIntervals}\} \) and has granularity \( \gamma \).
2. For every snapshot \( \sigma \) occurring in \( \Sigma \), \( \sigma \in V \).
3. A particular timestamp is associated with at most one snapshot (note that snapshots can be collections), i.e., a history does not record different values as valid at the same time. For example, an LS member cannot be a member of more than one household at the same time.
4. A particular snapshot is associated with at most one timestamp, i.e., all value-equal snapshots within a history are merged together to form a single state with a collection-based timestamp. This process is called \textit{coalescing}.

The notation used later in the paper is as follows. A \textit{TimeIntervals} value is notated as \([t^s_1 - t^e_1, \ldots, t^s_n - t^e_n]\), where each element is a \textit{closed} interval (i.e., the delimiting instants are included). Simple integer values are used rather than calendar-based dates. Although all examples in this paper use the \textit{TimeIntervals}
type, they are equally applicable to the **Instant** type. A single state is notated as \(\langle[1-5, 6-9], r_1\rangle\), where \(r_1\) is, e.g., a snapshot value from the domain of **Regions** that holds between the granules 1 to 5 and 6 to 9, inclusively. A history is notated as exemplified by \(\{V, \theta, \gamma, \langle[1-3, 7-9], \{r_1\}\rangle, \langle[4-5], \{r_1, r_3, r_4\}\rangle, \langle[10-14], \{r_1, r_4\}\rangle\}\), with \(V = \text{bag}(\text{Regions})\), \(\theta = \text{TimeIntervals}\), and \(\gamma = \text{DAY}\).

### 4.2 History Operations

The operations defined for the history ADT can be classified into **constructor**, **update**, **query**, **mutator**, and **merge** operations. A sample of each such group is given in Figure 7. It is exemplified below how they can be given a precise semantics.

In what follows, the dot notation is used to denote the individual elements of a particular state. For example, the timestamp of a particular state \(s\) is denoted by \(s.t\), and the corresponding snapshot by \(s.v\). Where reference is made to an operation defined on the underlying temporal structured literal types, the operation name is **underlined**. Let \(H\) (possibly primed or subscripted) range over \(\mathbb{H}\). Given a history, let \(S_H^t\) denote its state set. Since the state set of a history is a function, its domain is the set of timestamps occurring in it, denoted by \(S_T^H\), and its range the set of snapshots, denoted by \(S_V^H\). The semantics of an operation \(\Omega\) is sometimes characterized by writing: \(\text{post}(\Omega) \Rightarrow \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}\), where each \(p_i\) is a predicate that evaluates to true after \(\Omega\) is carried out. Alternatively, the semantics of \(\Omega\) is sometimes characterized by a rewriting: \(\text{same as above}\). **[10][11]** give, in detail, the semantics of all operations on histories.

**Constructor Operations** A history is empty when created. It is also possible to create a history from the state information contained in another history. The signatures for the **create** operations are given in Figure 7. Their semantics are given by \(\text{post}(H := \text{create}()) \Rightarrow \{\text{isEmpty}(H)\}\) for the empty constructor, and by \(H := \text{create}(H') \equiv H := \text{create}() \cup (\forall s \in S_H^t)\text{[InsertState(create()), s]}\), for the non-empty creator, where \(\cup\) and **InsertState** are defined below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>create</td>
<td>(H \rightarrow H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create</td>
<td>(H \rightarrow H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteTimestamp</td>
<td>(H \times T \rightarrow H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteSnapshot</td>
<td>(H \times V \rightarrow H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteState</td>
<td>(H \times S \rightarrow H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteAll</td>
<td>(H \rightarrow H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InsertState</td>
<td>(H \times S \rightarrow H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UpdateTimestamp</td>
<td>(H \times T \times V \rightarrow H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UpdateSnapshot</td>
<td>(H \times T \times V \rightarrow H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isEmpty</td>
<td>(H \rightarrow \text{bool})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ContainsTimestamp</td>
<td>(H \times T \rightarrow \text{bool})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ContainsSnapshot</td>
<td>(H \times V \rightarrow \text{bool})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ContainsState</td>
<td>(H \times S \rightarrow \text{bool})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FilterByTimestamp</td>
<td>(H \times T \rightarrow H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FilterBySnapshot</td>
<td>(H \times V \rightarrow H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FilterByState</td>
<td>(H \times S \rightarrow H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EarliestState</td>
<td>(H \rightarrow S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LatestState</td>
<td>(H \rightarrow S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetLifespan</td>
<td>(H \rightarrow T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubsetOf</td>
<td>(H \times H \rightarrow \text{bool})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StrictSubsetOf</td>
<td>(H \times H \rightarrow \text{bool})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equals</td>
<td>(H \times H \rightarrow \text{bool})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brackets</td>
<td>(H \times H \rightarrow \text{bool})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 7. Operations on Histories**
**Update Operations** The update operations in the history ADT provide the ability to insert, delete and update states of a history. These operations preserve the invariant properties previously described. Some examples are shown in Figure 7 and some of these are now described in detail.

**InsertState** takes a history $H = \langle V, \theta, \gamma, \Sigma \rangle$ and a state $\langle \tau', \sigma' \rangle$, where $\tau'$ is of type $\theta$ and $\sigma' \in V$, and yields a new history $H' = \langle V, \theta, \gamma, \Sigma' \rangle$. If $\sigma'$ is equal to some $\sigma$ occurring in $\Sigma$ then the timestamp $\tau$ associated with it is recomputed into a timestamp $\tau_+$ that includes $\tau'$, and $\Sigma' = \Sigma \setminus \{\langle \tau, \sigma \rangle \} \cup \{\langle \tau_+, \sigma \rangle \}$. If, on the other hand, $\sigma'$ does not occur in $\Sigma$, then $\Sigma$ is recomputed into a state set $\Sigma_+$ that is everywhere equal to $\Sigma$ except that every state in $\Sigma$ whose timestamp has common points with $\tau'$ has been recomputed so as to make that no longer the case in $\Sigma_+$, and $\Sigma' = \Sigma_+ \cup \{\langle \tau', \sigma' \rangle \}$. The **InsertState** operation can therefore be seen to be a destructive, and hence non-commutative, operation. For example, if $\langle \tau', \sigma' \rangle = \langle [5 - 8], o_2 \rangle$ and $\Sigma = \{[1 - 6], o_1 \}$, then $\Sigma' = \{[1 - 5], o_1 \}$, and if $\langle \tau', \sigma' \rangle = \langle [5 - 8], o_1 \rangle$ and $\Sigma = \{[1 - 6], o_1 \}$, then $\Sigma' = \{[1 - 8], o_1 \}$.

**DeleteTimestamp** takes a history $H = \langle V, \theta, \gamma, \Sigma \rangle$ and a timestamp $\tau$ of type $\theta$ and yields a new history $H' = \langle V, \theta, \gamma, \Sigma' \rangle$. The operation maps $\Sigma$ into a state set $\Sigma'$ in which all states in $\Sigma$ whose timestamp $\tau'$ is such that common points($\tau, \tau'$) is true, have been recomputed so that $\tau$ does not occur in $\Sigma'$, otherwise $\Sigma$ remains unchanged. For example, if $\tau = [2 - 3]$ and $\Sigma = \{[1 - 6], o_1 \}$, then $\Sigma' = \{[1 - 2, 3 - 6], o_1 \}$. More formally, $H' := \text{DeleteTimestamp}(H, \tau) \equiv H' := \text{create()}(\forall s \in S^H \mid \text{common points}(s.t, \tau))(H \parallel s \parallel \text{InsertState}(\text{create()}, (\text{minus}(s.t, \tau), s.v))))$. It can be seen that if the input timestamp has common points with the timestamp of any existing state, then this state is initially deleted (using the specialized difference operator $\parallel$ on histories, defined below), and a new state is inserted whose timestamp is computed using minus, and whose snapshot is the same as in the deleted state. This new state is merged with the history using the merge operator $\parallel$ on histories, defined below.

The **DeleteSnapshot** operation deletes all states within a given history whose snapshot is equal to the input operand.

The remaining update operations assign to existing states either a new timestamp value, $\tau$, or a new snapshot value, $\sigma$. For example, the **UpdateTimestamp** operation updates all states whose timestamps have common points with the input timestamp. There can be several such states and each has its overlapping temporal components updated to the new value.

**Query Operations** Several operations can be used by the higher layers of the Tripod architecture to query a given history. Such operations can be classified into Boolean, retrieval and filtering operations. Signatures for some of these are shown in Figure 7.

Boolean operations leave the a history unchanged and return a Boolean value to indicate the truth or falsity of the predicate they denote. Filtering operations return a (possibly empty) history.
The ContainsTimestamp$\omega$ and FilterBySnapshot operations are now defined to exemplify how query operations can be given a precise semantics. The former is defined as the template ContainsTimestamp$\omega(H, \tau) \equiv (\exists \tau' \in S^H_\omega)[\omega(\tau, \tau')]$. Note that ContainsTimestamp$\omega$ is a template for a collection of signatures parameterized on any predicate operation on Tripod timestamps. Given that before and after are members of that set, they can instantiate the template. For example, if the state sets of two histories $H_1$ and $H_2$ both with $V = \text{Regions}$, $\theta = \text{TimeIntervals}$ and identical $\gamma$, are $\Sigma_1 = \{([1 - 6], r_1), ([9 - 11], r_3)\}$ and $\Sigma_2 = \{([5 - 10], r_2), ([13 - 20], r_4)\}$ then ContainsTimestamp before($H_1$, $[9 - 10]$) = true and ContainsTimestamp after($H_2$, $[21 - 22]$) = false.

In contrast to ContainsTimestamp$\omega$, which queries a history for a true/false reply, the FilterBySnapshot operation exemplifies operations that query histories for a reply that is itself a history. It is defined as $H := \text{FilterBySnapshot}(H', \nu') \equiv H := \text{create()} \uplus (\forall s \in S^H \mid s.v = \nu')[\text{InsertState}(\text{create()}, \langle s.t, \nu' \rangle)]$. For example, if $H_1$ and $H_2$ are as above, then to check whether $H_1$ and $H_2$ (perhaps recording the history of change to the boundaries of two enumeration districts) contain a particular value $v$, one can use FilterBySnapshot($H_1, r_1$) = $H'_1 = \langle V, \gamma, \theta, \{([1 - 6], r_1)\}\rangle$ and FilterBySnapshot($H_2, r_1$) = $H'_2 = \langle V, \gamma, \theta, \{\\rangle$.

The history ADT also provides several binary Boolean operations to test the relationship between two given histories. For example, it is possible to test if one history is a subset or a strict subset of another history, or whether one history is equal to another history using the SubsetOf, StrictSubsetOf and Equals Boolean operations. Finally, the Brackets operation takes two histories $H_1$ and $H_2$ (with identical $\theta$, $\gamma$, and $V$) as arguments, and returns true if the lifespan of $H_2$ is contained within or equal to the lifespan of $H_1$. Formally, let $H_1^e := \text{EarliestState}H_1.t$, $H_1^c := \text{LatestState}H_1.t$, $H_2^e := \text{EarliestState}H_2.t$, and $H_2^c := \text{LatestState}H_2.t$, then Brackets($H_1, H_2$) $\equiv (\text{starts before}(H_1^e, H_2^c) \lor \text{equals}(H_1^e, H_2^c)) \land (\text{starts after}(H_1^c, H_2^e) \lor \text{equals}(H_1^c, H_2^e))$. For example, if the state sets of two histories $H_1$ and $H_2$ are, respectively, $\{([1 - 6], 12), ([9 - 11], 14)\}$ and $\{([2 - 11], 12)\}$ then Brackets($H_1, H_2$) = true.

**Mutator Operations** Tripod provides a collection of functions that transform a given history into another collection that represents a particular view over the history. Such views can be used (for example) by the Tripod query calculus [9] to provide different ways of iterating over a particular history. For example, while some users will want to view a history in its previously described canonical form, other users may want to view a history as a collection of states that are timestamped with individual temporal values. The collections returned by such operations may be ordered according to the semantics of the mutator function and the nature of the resultant collection.

For example, the dissect mutator function returns a set of snapshot/timestamp pairs, with the timestamp consisting of _individual_ (i.e., _Instant_ or _TimeInterval_) temporal elements. Given

```
R := \{\};
for each \((\tau, \sigma)\) in $\Sigma$ do
  for each $\tau'$ in \text{disassemble}(\tau)
    R := R \cup \{(\tau', \sigma)\};
```

**Fig. 8.** The dissect Operation
Given $t$ions are shown in Figure 7.

The history ADT provides several binary operations that, based on different criteria, generate a new history from two others. The operations are shown in Figure 7.

Given $H_1 = \langle V, \theta, \gamma, \Sigma_1 \rangle$ and $H_2 = \langle V, \theta, \gamma, \Sigma_2 \rangle$, $H_1 \uplus H_2 = H_3 = \langle V, \theta, \gamma, \Sigma_3 \rangle$, where $\Sigma_3 = (\text{state}_{H_1} \cup (\text{dom} (\text{state}_{H_1}) \setminus \text{dom} (\text{state}_{H_2})) \cup \text{state}_{H_2})$, where, given a function $f(x)$, its restriction to the set $E$, denoted by $f|E$, is the set of pairs $\langle x, y \rangle$ such that $y = f(x)$ and $x \in E$. In other words, taking the union of two histories is equivalent to taking the union of their state sets but choosing the state in the second argument whenever there is a state in the first argument with the same timestamp but different snapshot. This is to satisfy the invariants that characterize histories. For example, if the state sets of two histories $H_1$ and $H_2$ are as exemplified above, then the state set of $H_3 = H_1 \uplus H_2$ is $\Sigma = \{\langle [1 - 5], r_1 \rangle, \langle [5 - 10], r_2 \rangle, \langle [10 - 11], r_3 \rangle, \langle [13 - 20], r_4 \rangle\}$.

The $\cap$ operation is the history ADT’s equivalent of the set intersection operation, in that, for two histories $H_1$ and $H_2$, its result contains the states that are members of both $H_1$ and $H_2$. This operation however has two variants: one, denoted by $\cap_\tau$, tests for equality between states based on the timestamp values; the other, denoted by $\cap_\sigma$, based on the snapshot value. Once again, any states from $H_2$ that are value equivalent take precedence in the result. For example, if the state sets of two histories $H_1$ and $H_2$ are as exemplified above, then the state set of $H_3 = H_1 \cap_\tau H_2$ is $\Sigma = \{\langle [5 - 6], r_2 \rangle\}$, and the state set of $H_3 = H_1 \cap_\sigma H_2$ is $\Sigma = \{\}$. The $\setminus$ operation corresponds to set difference, in that, for two histories $H_1$ and $H_2$, its result contains all elements of $H_1$ that are not present in $H_2$. There are, again, two versions of this operation: one denoted by $\setminus_\tau$, based on equal timestamp values; the other, denoted by $\setminus_\sigma$, based on equal snapshot values. For example, if the state sets of two histories $H_1$ and $H_2$ are as exemplified above, then the state set of $H_3 = H_1 \setminus_\tau H_2$ is $\Sigma = \{\langle [1 - 5], r_1 \rangle, \langle [10 - 11], r_3 \rangle\}$, and the state set of $H_3 = H_1 \setminus_\sigma H_2$ is $\Sigma = \{\langle [1 - 6], r_1 \rangle, \langle [9 - 11], r_3 \rangle\}$.

5 A Spatio-historical ODMG Object Model

The Tripod Object Model (OM) provides the ability to record the history of change that entities and relationships undergo over time. It extend the ODMG
model with the ability to track the changes caused by assignment operations on any assignable construct that is declared to be historical. In other words, any construct denoted by the left hand side of an assignment operation (i.e., an l-value) can have a record kept of the different values assigned to it over time. More specifically, the history ADT makes it possible to track the changes caused by the creation and deletion of objects, assignments to object attributes, assignments to object relationships, and assignment to named collections. For example, for the LS there is a need to track changes made to an LS member’s marital status, the life events they undergo, and the districts they live in. For each ODMG Object Model concept that is value assignable (i.e., atomic object types, attributes, relationships and collection object types), the Tripod OM provides a historical counterpart.

Although histories can be thought of as collections, they are not denoted by a type constructor. Rather the keyword historical, as a modifier within the ODL, indicates that a history should be maintained of the modified concept. When such declarations are made, the OM internally creates an instance of the history ADT for each historicized concept. This approach has been taken because if the history mechanism were to appear as a type, then declarations such as history<history<set<history<String>>>>, would be syntactically valid, despite their semantics being unclear.

In addition to specifying that a database concept should have its history maintained, the designer can also specify certain defaulted properties of the history, viz., its granularity and its temporal type. Thus, if a history has granularity $\gamma$, then the changes maintained by the history cannot vary more than once for each granule of $\gamma$ (the default is the CHRONON granularity [5]). Any attempt to specify a granularity finer than $\gamma$ will cause the value to be converted to granularity $\gamma$. Also, each change is associated with either an Instants or a TimeIntervals timestamp. The default is TimeIntervals.

```plaintext
historical(TimeIntervals, DAY) class LS_member // spatio-historical class
( extent LS_members )
{
  attribute enum {male, female} sex; // aspatial and not historical
  attribute TimeInstant date_of_birth; // temporal but not historical
  historical(TimeIntervals, DAY) // aspatial historical attribute
  attribute enum {single,married,divorced,widowed} marital_status;
  historical(TimeIntervals, DAY) // spatio-historical relationship
  relationship Enumeration_district resides_in
  inverse Enumeration_district :: has_LS_members;
};

historical(TimeIntervals, DAY) class Enumeration_district // spatio-historical class
( extent Enumeration_districts )
{
  attribute string name; // aspatial and not historical
  historical(TimeIntervals, DAY) // aspatial-historical attribute
  attribute Regions boundary;
  historical(TimeIntervals, DAY) // spatio-historical relationship
  relationship set<LS_member> has_LS_members
  inverse LS_member :: resides_in;
};
```

Fig. 9. Historical Type Definitions
For example, Figure 9 shows how the model in Figure 2 can be declared (but some classes in the latter have been omitted). Note that the boundary attribute of an enumeration district implies a spatio-historical property for every LS member through the `resides_in` relationship.

**Historical Atomic Object Types** In the Tripod OM any user-defined type can be declared as historical. This causes an implicit historical attribute called `lifespan` to be maintained for each instance of that type. The `lifespan` attribute records whether the object is active or inactive at particular times in the modelled reality. This capability allows objects to be de-/reactivated within a particular database, as opposed to being simply inserted and deleted. For example, through the Tripod language bindings, an `LS_member` object `ls1 : T` can be created (using an extended `new` operator) to exist during the time period `[10 − 20]`, and can be subsequently (logically) deleted (using an extended version of the `delete` operator) during the period `[12 − 15]`, where the `lifespan` attribute for `T` denotes a `TimeInterval` history of snapshots drawn from a domain `Status = {active, inactive}`, thus giving `ls1` the history: `[(10 − 12, 15 − 20], active), ([12 − 15], inactive)]`. With specific reference to the LS, this feature allows us to logically delete an `LS_member` when they undergo an *emigration* life event. If an object type is non-historical, then the type can still have historical properties, however its will not have a `lifespan` attribute and deletion will remove current and past states.

**Historical Properties** Any property (attribute or relationship) of an atomic object type can be declared as historical. For example, in Figure 9 `boundary` is a historical attribute and `resides_in` is a historical relationship. In the ODMG object model, the integrity of a relationship is automatically maintained by the ODBMS. This is also the case with historical relationships, although such maintenance is inherently more complex. For example, when a new state is added to the `resides_in` relationship, described above, the inverse history defined by the `LS_member` type must be maintained so that the constraints specified by the Tripod spatio-historical object model are satisfied (as defined in Section 5). Such maintenance is the responsibility of the Tripod kernel.

**Collection Object Histories** An instance of a collection object type is a named object whose component elements are of the same type. This type can be an atomic object type, another collection, or a literal type. A historical collection object type uses the history mechanism to allow the history of change of its composition to be recorded. For example, a named historical collection object called `largestEnumeration_districts` could be created, where each state is a structure `⟨τ,σ⟩`, where `σ ∈ set(Enumeration_district)` denotes the `Enumeration_districts` with area above a given limit at each timestamp `τ`. 
**Inheritance** The ODMG object model supports inheritance-based type-subtype relationships, in which the subtype can specialize, and add to, the state and behaviour of the supertype. This ability gives rise to several important considerations in the Tripod OM regarding specializations of types with historical declarations. Since inheritance is defined to allow the specialization of a type, thus providing more specific information in the subtype, it follows that in the Tripod OM, a subtype may only have a more specialized historical nature than its supertype. Therefore, in the Tripod OM a historical type cannot be specialized into a non-historical type, but a non-historical type can be specialized into a historical one. The properties of a type may be added to by a subtype, or they may be refined according to some restrictions. For the same reasons as stated above, it is only possible for a non-historical property to be specialized to a historical property (on the same domain or a more specific one) in a subtype. The reverse is not possible since this will result in loss of information in the subtype. The substitutability property of the ODMG object model requires that any attribute refined in a subclass is viewable with respect to its superclass. Thus, in the Tripod OM, any non-historical property that is specialized in a subclass to become historical, is viewable as a non-historical property in its supertype. Since the value of a non-historical attribute is implicitly valid at the present time (now), the Tripod OM by default accesses a historical type/property snapshot at now in such circumstances. This function uses the history ADT’s `FilterByTimestamp equals(now)` operation to compute the current value of a historical property. Note that this value could be undefined if every value in the subtype history exists only in the past.

**Containment Constraints** The Tripod OM defines a set of containment constraints on historical objects and their properties. For example, the lifespan of a particular historical object instance must always contain the timestamps associated with each snapshot of its historical properties. If this were not the case then a database would contain historical information that is arguably incorrect. These constraints are defined as follows. For an instance \( o \) of an historical type, with a set of historical object-valued attributes \( \text{attrs} \), the lifespan of \( o \) must bracket the lifespan of each of its attributes, i.e.: \( \forall a \in \text{attrs}, \text{Brackets}(o.lifespan, a.lifespan) = \text{true} \). For an instance \( o \) of an historical type, with a set of historical relationships \( \text{rels} \), the lifespan of \( o \) must bracket the lifespan of each of its relationships, i.e.: \( \forall r \in \text{rels}, \text{Brackets}(o.lifespan, r.lifespan) = \text{true} \). For a historical relationship \( r \), with state set \( \Sigma = \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\} \), where the snapshot value of each \( s_i \) is an instance of an historical type, the timestamp associated with each state must be a subset of the lifespan of its corresponding historical object, i.e.: \( \forall s_i \in \Sigma, \text{ContainsTimestamp surrounds}(s_i.v.lifespan, s_i.t) = \text{true} \). For a historical collection object type \( O \), with state set \( \Sigma = \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\} \), the lifespan of \( O \) must bracket the timestamp in each state: \( \forall s \in O, \text{ContainsTimestamp surrounds}(O.lifespan, s.t) = \text{true} \). Note that the above containment constraints apply only when both concepts are historical. These constraints are invariant properties on historical objects.
An Example For the `LS_member` type declared in Section 5, each `LS_member` object will have a history for each of its historical properties. For example, the `marital_status` attribute is associated with a history with the structure $H_{\text{marital\_status}} = (V, \theta, \gamma, \Sigma)$, where $V \subseteq \{\text{single, married, divorced, widowed}\}$, $\theta = \text{TimeIntervals}$, $\gamma = \text{DAY}$, and $\Sigma$ maps each different `marital_status` value to a `TimeIntervals` value.

\[
\Sigma_{\text{lifespan}} = \{[^{5-40}, 55-95, \text{active}, (^{40-55}, \text{inactive})}\}
\]

\[
\text{sex} = \text{female}
\]

\[
\Sigma_{\text{marital\_status}} = \{(^{10-40}, 55-60, \text{married}), (^{60-75}, \text{divorced})\}
\]

\[
\Sigma_{\text{resides\_in}} = \{[^{5-40}, 75-95, d_1}, (^{55-75}, d_7)\}
\]

A Historical Relationship at $d_1$

\[
\Sigma_{\text{has\_LS\_members}} = \{[^{0-5}, \{\text{ls}_3\}}, (^{5-15}, \{\text{ls}_1, \text{ls}_3\}), (^{15-40}, \{\text{ls}_1\}), (^{40-55}, \{\text{ls}_2\}), (^{75-95}, \{\text{ls}_1\})\}
\]

Fig. 10. Historical, Aspatial Properties

Since `LS_member` is a historical type, each `LS_member` instance also has an implicit `lifespan` attribute which is a history of the form $H_{\text{lifespan}} = \{\text{active, inactive}, \text{TimeIntervals, DAY, } \Sigma\}$. An LS member $ls_1$ could have value assignments as shown in Figure 10.

Note that $ls_1$ resided in enumeration district $d_1$, then emigrated (i.e., was logically deleted), then lived in enumeration district $d_7$, then returned to enumeration district $d_1$. The inverse of the `resides_in` relationship would be defined for each of the referenced objects. For example, for the object $d_1$, `has_LS_members` would be instantiated as shown in Figure 10.

Fig. 11 illustrates the capabilities of the Tripod OM when considering spatial properties of LS objects as they change over time. It shows a single LS Region split into three enumeration districts whose boundaries change between the three states. In addition, the LS member object (associated with a Points value) can change location independently of changes that enumeration districts undergo.

$ls_1$ satisfies the containment constraints of Section 5. Note that the implicit `lifespan` attribute of this object indicates that $ls_1$ had been (logically) deleted from the database during the period $[40 - 55]$ (due to a life event that removed them from the LS). If subsequently the database were updated to reflect that $ls_1$ had a `marital_status` of `widowed` during $[42 - 53]$, then the stored data must still reflect the OM’s containment constraints. It is an implementation issue as to whether this is achieved by either (a) rejecting this new information
as inconsistent with the object’s lifespan, or (b) accepting the new information, and updating the object’s lifespan accordingly. Equally, if $ls_i$ were (logically) deleted during the period $[20 − 30]$, then this operation can either be rejected or the object’s properties can be modified according to the policy set down by the higher layers.

6 Related Work

The contributions reported in this paper build upon the large body of research in the general area of spatial and temporal databases, in both relational and object settings over the last three decades. Much of the recent work in this area has been surveyed in [7]. In general, there are two ways of providing support for spatio-temporal entities. The first of these is to provide tightly-coupled mechanisms for spatio-temporal support, the other is to provide a more general means of supporting the temporal aspects of data, of which spatial entities are just one type. The former of these approaches is exemplified by [25], where a spatio-temporal model and algebra are proposed whose entities are spatial objects (simplicial complexes) that have an integral temporal dimension. While such approaches provide highly specialized mechanisms for maintaining the history of purely spatial entities, these mechanisms have not been extended to aspatial entities. The remainder of this section focuses on data models that use more general mechanisms for storing changes not only to spatial but also to aspatial data, since that is the focus of this paper.

Current research into temporal object models stems from similar work in the relational setting during the 1980s. Such models typically used either tuple or attribute timestamping mechanisms to record the valid time of stored data. The property timestamping approach adopted in this paper can be seen to be an adaptation to an object-oriented setting of the methods employed by, e.g., Gadia [8], who modelled attribute values as functions from temporal elements onto the attribute’s domain, where a temporal element is a union of disjoint time intervals. Such attribute timestamping methods have also been used in a purely spatial setting by researchers such as Langran [14], who proposed a spatial vector model in which stored line segments are used as primitives to produce stored polygons. Each of these polygons is then timestamped with its own attribute history using discrete semantics. These techniques however have not been extended to aspatial data. The operations defined over Tripod temporal types exploit constructs first proposed by Gütting and Schneider in the early 1990s in a spatial setting. Our temporal predicate operations have their foundations in the interval algebra defined by Ladkin [13], which in turn extends that of Allen [1] to unions of convex intervals. There are many proposals of temporal relational models, however few have been implemented (see the excellent survey in [12] for details).

There are also relatively few proposals for temporal object models (see the survey in [21]). Of these, the historical object model proposed by Bertino et al. [2] most closely relates to our work. They propose a temporal extension to the ODMG
object model, called $T$-ODMG, that uses property timestamping. The value for each $T$-ODMG object property is a function of time, using interval-based timestamps that closely resemble the primitive Tripod TimeInterval values. Particular attention is paid to modelling objects that migrate to another type during their lifetimes. While the structural component of $T$-ODMG is well documented, the behavioural aspects of temporal domains is less so. The details of such behaviour are a necessary precursor to the definition of a query language and corresponding optimizer, and without that it is difficult to compare the contributions of this paper with those of [2] in greater detail. There are even fewer proposals for spatio-temporal object models (see the survey in [23]). Of these the MADS model [16] reflects many of the concerns identified by the Tripod object model, including the orthogonal treatment of spatial and aspatial concerns. While the MADS model provides facilities to conceptually model spatio-temporal types and relationships, it does not consider the operations necessary for updating and querying.

Both our data model and that of [2] use a discrete model of time. Other proposals exist for data models that capture objects whose properties (spatial and aspatial) are continuously changing. These models are typified by the moving object approach adopted in [20] and [17]. Such models allow the state of each spatial and aspatial property to be expressed as a continuous function of time. Queries about the position of spatial data can then be inferred by the interpolation of spatial values between known bounds. This provides an expressive mechanism for the representation of moving points and polygons ([17] only considers points). Querying moving object databases is achieved by extending an existing database algebra through a process called lifting. This allows non-temporal kernel algebra operations to be applied to temporal types. It should be noted, however, that such models do not provide comprehensive support for temporally changing aspatial data and object model constructs such as relationships, which are supported in a uniform way by the Tripod data model. In contrast, the Tripod data model and calculus do not model continuous change, as we explicitly target the large body of applications in which objects change in discrete steps; for example cadastral, cartographic, and demographic applications.

7 Summary

The aim of the Tripod project is to design and prototype a complete spatio-temporal database system. This paper presents the core spatio-historical data model which forms the foundations of this work. In particular, this paper has presented a collection of primitive temporal types whose foundations lie in the existing spatial ROSE algebra [18]. The intrinsic relationship between these temporal and spatial types promotes consistent and complementary facilities for representing time and space. The paper has also described how these temporal types can be used to underpin the notion of a history, as a generalized mechanism through which both spatial and aspatial change can be recorded over
time, and shown how Tripod’s spatial and temporal types and the notion of a history can be used to orthogonally extend the ODMG object model to form a spatio-historical object model. Finally, through the use of an example application, the paper has illustrated how these core modelling concepts are used within a spatio-historical database architecture to provide a formal description of the data structures and operations that are necessary to underpin both a query calculus and native language bindings.
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Abstract. For a long time topological predicates between spatial objects have been a main area of research on spatial data handling, reasoning, and query languages. But these predicates still suffer from two main restrictions: first, they are only applicable to simplified abstractions of spatial objects like single points, continuous lines, and simple regions, as they occur in systems like current geographical information systems and spatial database systems. Since these abstractions are usually not sufficient to cope with the complexity of geographic reality, their generalization is needed which especially has influence on the nature and definition of their topological relationships. This paper gives a formal definition of complex crisp regions, which may consist of several components and which may have holes, and it especially shows how topological predicates can be defined on them. Second, topological predicates so far only operate on crisp but not on fuzzy spatial objects which occur frequently in geographical reality. Based on complex crisp regions, this paper gives a definition of their fuzzy counterparts and shows how topological predicates can be defined on them.

1 Introduction

Representing, storing, querying, and manipulating spatial information is important for many non-standard database applications. Specialized systems like geographical information systems (GIS), spatial database systems, and image database systems to some extent provide the needed technology to support these applications. For these systems the development of formal models for spatial objects and for topological relationships between these objects is a topic of great importance and interest, since these models exert a great influence on the efficiency of spatial systems and on the expressiveness of spatial query languages.

In recent years, significant achievements have been made on the design of topological predicates for spatial objects with precisely defined boundaries, so-called crisp spatial objects. However, the structure of spatial objects upon which current topological predicates operate is restricted and not sufficient to cope with the complexity of geographic reality. For spatial regions this means that at most simple regions and topological predicates between them can be found in current GISs and spatial database systems. Only very few approaches exist for more
complexly structured regions. General topological predicates on complex regions possibly consisting of several components and possibly having holes have so far not been designed. But in real applications complex regions are by far more common than simple ones. It is one of the goals of this paper to give a definition of complex crisp regions and to provide topological predicates for them.

Additionally, the current mapping of spatial phenomena of the real world to exclusively crisp spatial objects turns out to be an insufficient abstraction for many spatial applications, because the feature of *spatial vagueness* or *spatial fuzziness* is inherent to many geographic data [2]. Spatial fuzziness captures the property of many spatial objects in reality which do not have sharp boundaries or whose boundaries cannot be precisely determined. Examples are natural, social, or cultural phenomena like land features with continuously changing properties (such as population density, soil quality, vegetation, pollution, temperature, air pressure), oceans, deserts, English speaking areas, or mountains and valleys. We will designate this kind of entities as *fuzzy* spatial objects.

The definition of topological predicates on fuzzy spatial objects in general and fuzzy regions in particular is currently an open problem. For two fuzzy regions $A$ and $B$ we would like to be able to pose and answer queries like

- Do regions $A$ and $B$ overlap a little bit?
- Determine all pairs of regions that nearly completely overlap.
- Does region $A$ somewhat contain region $B$?
- Which regions lie quite inside $B$?

Section 2 discusses related work. In Section 3 we present a formal model of complex crisp and fuzzy regions. For fuzzy regions we use a representation that reduces these objects to collections of so-called crisp $\alpha$-level regions. This enables us to transfer our whole formal framework (and later all the well known implementation methods available) for crisp regions to fuzzy regions. In Section 4 based on well known topological relationships for *simple* crisp regions, in a bottom-up strategy we first define topological predicates for simple crisp regions with holes and afterwards for complex crisp regions with additional multiple components. Section 5 presents an approach for designing topological predicates for fuzzy regions. Finally, Section 6 draws some conclusions.

## 2 Related Work

This section summarizes some related work on the definition and representation of crisp and fuzzy regions (Section 2.1) and on the design and definition of binary topological predicates between regions (Section 2.2).

### 2.1 Crisp and Fuzzy Regions

In the past, a number of data models and query languages for *crisp* spatial data have been proposed with the aim of formulating and processing spatial queries in databases (see [12] for a survey). *Spatial data types* like *point*, *line*,
or region, that are the central concept of these approaches, provide fundamental abstractions for modeling the structure of geometric entities, their relationships, properties, and operations. However, data models expressing spatial vagueness are rare. Exact models \[4, 8, 11\] transfer type systems for spatial objects with sharp boundaries to objects with unclear boundaries. The approaches in \[4, 11\] extend the indeterminate boundary of a region into a boundary zone, called broad boundary, which is situated around the region. The concept of vague regions \[8\] generalizes these approaches in the sense that such a region can be a pair of arbitrarily located, disjoint crisp regions. The kernel region describes the area which definitely belongs to the vague region. The boundary region describes the area for which it is not sure whether it or parts of it belong to the vague region or not. Models based on rough sets \[16\] work with lower and upper approximations of spatial objects. Models based on fuzzy sets \[1, 13, 14\] model the vagueness resulting from the imprecision of the meaning of a concept. A concept like ‘ocean’ or ‘Southern England’ cannot be modeled with crisp but with fuzzy means. Fuzzy spatial data types defined on an abstract (Euclidean space) and on a discrete (grid partition) geometric basis are introduced in \[13, 14\].

2.2 Crisp and Fuzzy Topological Predicates

Our definitions are based on the so-called 9-intersection model \[6\] from which a complete collection of mutually exclusive topological relationships can be derived for each combination of spatial types. The model is based on the nine possible intersections of boundary \((\partial A)\), interior \((A^\circ)\), and exterior \((A^-)\) of a spatial object \(A\) with the corresponding components of another object. Each intersection is tested for the topologically invariant criteria of emptiness and non-emptiness. \(2^9 = 512\) different configurations are possible from which only a certain subset makes sense depending on the combination of spatial objects just considered.

A restriction of the 9-intersection model with respect to regions is that regions must be homeomorphic to the closed disc, that is, they must be connected and are not allowed to have holes. These regions are usually called simple regions. For two simple regions, eight meaningful configurations have been identified which lead to the eight predicates of the set \(T_{sr} = \{\text{disjoint, meet, overlap, equal, inside, contains, covers, and coveredBy}\}\). Each predicate is uniquely determined so that all predicates are mutually exclusive and complete with regard to the topologically invariant criteria of emptiness and non-emptiness.

In this paper we aim at a formal definition of topological predicates for crisp and fuzzy complex regions with multiple parts and possibly with holes. It is surprising that topological predicates on crisp complex regions have so far not been defined. In \[3\] the so-called TRCR (Topological Relationships for Composite Regions) model only allows sets of disjoint simple regions without holes. In \[7\] only topological relationships of simple regions with holes are considered. Topological predicates on fuzzy spatial objects, let them be simple or complex, have so far not been defined.
3 A Model for Crisp and Fuzzy Complex Regions

In this paper we only consider topological predicates that operate on regions. Hence, in this section, we first clarify the structure and semantics of region objects. We begin with an abstract model for very general crisp complex regions, which results in a spatial data type \textit{region}. Based on this specification, we define a data type \textit{fregion} representing a fuzzy region as a collection of crisp regions with special properties. This representation is later used as operand of fuzzy topological predicates.

3.1 Modeling Crisp Regions

Our definition of regions is based on point set theory and point set topology \cite{9}. Regions are embedded into the two-dimensional Euclidean space \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) and are thus point sets. Unfortunately, the use of pure point set theory for their definition causes problems. If regions are modeled as arbitrary point sets, they can suffer from undesired geometric anomalies. These degeneracies relate to isolated or dangling line and point features as well as missing lines and points in the form of cuts and punctures. A process called \textit{regularization} \cite{15} avoids these anomalies.

We briefly summarize some needed concepts from point set topology. Let \( X \) be a set and \( T \subseteq 2^X \). The pair \((X, T)\) is called a \textit{topological space} if the following three axioms hold: (i) \( U, V \in T \Rightarrow U \cap V \in T \), (ii) \( S \subseteq T \Rightarrow \bigcup_{U \in S} U \in T \), and (iii) \( X \in T, \emptyset \in T \). \( T \) is called a \textit{topology} for \( X \). The elements of \( T \) are called \textit{open sets} and their complements in \( X \) are called \textit{closed sets}. Several operations identify certain parts of a set. Let \( S \subseteq X \). The \textit{interior} of \( S \) is defined as the union of all open sets that are contained in \( S \) and is denoted by \( S^\circ \). The \textit{closure} of \( S \) is defined as the intersection of all closed sets that contain \( S \) and is denoted by \( S \). The \textit{exterior} of \( S \) is the union of all open sets that are not contained in \( S \), that is, \( S^- := (X - S)^\circ \). The \textit{boundary} of \( S \) is the intersection of the closure of \( S \) and the closure of the complement of \( S \), that is, \( \partial S := S \cap X - S \). Furthermore, we have \( S = S^\circ \cup \partial S \).

In our case \( X := \mathbb{R}^2 \) holds. The concept of regularity defines a point set \( S \) as \textit{regular closed} if \( S = S^\circ \). We define a \textit{regularization function} \( \text{reg}_c \) which associates a set \( S \) with its corresponding regular closed set as \( \text{reg}_c(S) := S^\circ \). The effect of the \textit{interior} operation is to eliminate dangling points, dangling lines, and boundary parts. The effect of the \textit{closure} operation is to eliminate cuts and punctures by appropriately supplementing points and to add the boundary. We are now already able to give a general definition of a type for complex crisp regions:

\[
\text{region} = \{ R \subseteq \mathbb{R}^2 \mid R \text{ is bounded and regular closed} \}
\]

In fact, this very “structureless” definition models complex crisp regions possibly consisting of several components and possibly having holes. But since the topological predicates of the 9-intersection model only work on simpler regions, we have to take a more fine-grained and structured view of regions.
A simple region is a bounded, regular closed set homeomorphic (that is, topologically equivalent) to a two-dimensional closed disc. This, in particular, means that a simple region has a connected interior, a connected boundary, and a single connected exterior. Hence, it does not consist of several components, and it does not have holes.

The concept of a hole is topologically not inferable since point set topology does not distinguish between outer exterior and inner exteriors of a set. This requires an explicit and constructive definition of a region containing holes and a use of the topological predicates for simple regions. Let \( \pi : \{1, \ldots, k\} \rightarrow \{1, \ldots, n\}, k, n \in \mathbb{N}, k \leq n \), be a total, injective mapping, and let \( \{F_0, \ldots, F_n\} \) be a set of simple regions. The regular set \( F = F_0 - \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} F_i^\circ \) is called a simple region with holes or a face, and \( F_1, \ldots, F_n \) are called holes (Figure 1b) iff

\[
\begin{align*}
(i) \quad & \forall 1 \leq i \leq n : \text{contains}(F_0, F_i) \lor (\text{covers}(F_0, F_i) \land |F_0 \cap F_i| = 1) \\
(ii) \quad & \forall 1 \leq i < j \leq n : \text{disjoint}(F_i, F_j) \lor (\text{meet}(F_i, F_j) \land |F_i \cap F_j| = 1) \\
(iii) \quad & \exists \{\pi(1), \ldots, \pi(k)\} \subseteq \{1, \ldots, n\} : \text{meet}(F_0, F_{\pi(1)}) \land \\
& \quad \text{meet}(F_{\pi(1)}, F_{\pi(2)}) \land \cdots \land \text{meet}(F_{\pi(k-1)}, F_{\pi(k)}) \land \text{meet}(F_{\pi(k)}, F_0) \\
(iv) \quad & \exists \{\pi(1), \ldots, \pi(k)\} \subseteq \{1, \ldots, n\} : \text{meet}(F_{\pi(1)}, F_{\pi(2)}) \land \\
& \quad \text{meet}(F_{\pi(2)}, F_{\pi(3)}) \land \cdots \land \text{meet}(F_{\pi(k-1)}, F_{\pi(k)}) \land \text{meet}(F_{\pi(k)}, F_{\pi(1)})
\end{align*}
\]

The first two conditions allow a hole within a face to touch the boundary of \( F_0 \) or of another hole in at most a single point. This is necessary in order to achieve closure under the geometric operations union, intersection, and difference (see also [10] [12]). For example, subtracting a face \( A \) from a face \( B \) may lead to such a hole in \( B \). On the other hand, to allow two holes to have a partially common border makes no sense because then adjacent holes could be merged to a single hole by eliminating the common border (similarly for adjacency of a hole with the boundary of \( F_0 \)). The third condition prevents the formation of “open hole chains” where any two subsequent holes meet and both the first and the last hole touch \( F_0 \). The fourth condition prevents the formation of “closed hole chains” within the face where any two subsequent holes meet and both the first and the last hole meet. All four conditions together ensure uniqueness of representation, that is, there are no two different interpretations of the point set describing a face. Hence, a face is atomic and cannot be decomposed into two or more faces. For example, the configuration shown in Figure 1a must be interpreted as two faces with two holes and not as a single face with four holes.

Let \( F = F_0 - \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} F_i^\circ \) be a simple region with holes \( F_1, \ldots, F_n \). Then the boundary and the interior of \( F \) are given as follows (Figures 1d and 1e):

\[
\begin{align*}
(i) \quad & \partial F = \bigcup_{i=0}^{n} \partial F_i \\
(ii) \quad & F^\circ = F_0^\circ - \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} F_i
\end{align*}
\]

Let \( \{F_1, \ldots, F_n\} \) be a set of simple regions with holes, that is, faces. The regular set \( F = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} F_i \) is called a (complex) region iff

\[D(x, \epsilon) \text{ denotes a two-dimensional closed disc with center } x \text{ and radius } \epsilon \text{ iff } D(x, \epsilon) = \{y \in X | d(x, y) \leq \epsilon\} \text{ where } d \text{ is a metric on } X.\]
Fig. 1. Unique representation of a face (a), a complex region with five faces (b), a simple region with two holes (c), its boundary (d), and its interior (e).

(i) \(\forall 1 \leq i < j \leq n: F^o_i \cap F^o_j = \emptyset\)
(ii) \(\forall 1 \leq i < j \leq n: \partial F_i \cap \partial F_j = \emptyset \lor |\partial F_i \cap \partial F_j| \text{ is finite}\)

Figure 1b shows an example of a region with five faces. The definition requires a face to be disjoint to another face, or to meet another face in one or several single boundary points, or to lie within a hole of another face and possibly share one or several single boundary points with the boundary of the hole. Faces having common connected boundary parts with other faces or holes are disallowed. The argumentation is similar to that for the face definition.

Let \(F = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} F_i\) be a region with faces \(\{F_1, \ldots, F_n\}\). Then the boundary of \(F\) is given as \(\partial F = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} \partial F_i\), and the interior of \(F\) is given as \(F^o = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} F^o_i = F - \partial F\).

3.2 Some Basic Concepts of Fuzzy Set Theory

Fuzzy set theory [17] is an extension and generalization of Boolean set theory. Let \(X\) be a classical (crisp) set of objects. Membership in a classical subset \(A\) of \(X\) can then be described by the characteristic function \(\chi_A: X \to \{0, 1\}\) such that for all \(x \in X\) holds \(\chi_A(x) = 1\) if and only if \(x \in A\) and \(\chi_A(x) = 0\) otherwise. This function can be generalized such that all elements of \(X\) are mapped to the real interval \([0,1]\) indicating the degree of membership of these elements in the set in question. We call \(\mu_{\tilde{A}}: X \to [0,1]\) the membership function of \(\tilde{A}\), and the set \(\tilde{A} = \{(x, \mu_{\tilde{A}}(x)) \mid x \in X\}\) is called a fuzzy set in \(X\). Elements \(x \in X\) that do (not) belong to \(\tilde{A}\) get the membership value \(\mu_{\tilde{A}}(x) = 1\) (0).

A [strict] \(\alpha\)-cut or [strict] \(\alpha\)-level set of a fuzzy set \(\tilde{A}\) for a specified value \(\alpha\) is the crisp set \(A_\alpha [A^*_\alpha] = \{x \in X \mid \mu_{\tilde{A}}(x) \geq [>] \alpha \land 0 \leq \alpha \leq [<] 1\}\). The strict \(\alpha\)-cut for \(\alpha = 0\) is called support of \(\tilde{A}\), i.e., \(\text{supp}(\tilde{A}) = A^*_0\). For a fuzzy set \(\tilde{A}\) and \(\alpha, \beta \in [0,1]\) we obtain \(X = A_0\) and \(\alpha < \beta \Rightarrow A_\alpha \supseteq A_\beta\). The set of all levels \(\alpha \in [0,1]\) that represent distinct \(\alpha\)-cuts of a given fuzzy set \(\tilde{A}\) is called the level set \(A_{\tilde{A}}\) of \(\tilde{A}\): \(A_{\tilde{A}} = \{\alpha \in [0,1] \mid \exists x \in X : \mu_{\tilde{A}}(x) = \alpha\}\).

3.3 Modeling Fuzzy Regions

A “structureless” definition of fuzzy regions in the sense that only “flat” point sets are considered and no structural information is revealed has been given in
For our purposes we deploy a “semantically richer” characterization and approximation of fuzzy regions which describes them as collections of crisp α-level regions. This view defines a fuzzy region in terms of regularized, nested α-cuts. Let $\tilde{F}$ be a fuzzy region. Then we represent a region $F_\alpha$ for an $\alpha \in [0,1]$ as

$$F_\alpha = \text{reg}_c(\{(x, y) \in \mathbb{R}^2 \mid \mu_{\tilde{F}}(x, y) \geq \alpha\})$$

We call $F_\alpha$ an α-level region. Clearly, $F_\alpha$ is a crisp complex region whose boundary is defined by all points with membership value $\alpha$. In particular, $F_\alpha$ can have holes and consist of multiple parts. The kernel of $\tilde{F}$ is then equal to $F_1$.

4 Topological Predicates on Complex Crisp Regions

It is not an objective of this paper to find all possible topological relationships between two complex regions. We here confine ourselves to a straightforward generalization of the eight topological relationships for simple regions to complex regions. This procedure may be regarded as an ad hoc approach leading to too coarse predicates. But for many spatial applications this predicate collection is practicable enough, and a more fine-grained differentiation is even not desired.

In the following we use as a syntactical simplification the notation $(P_1 \mid P_2 \mid \ldots \mid P_n)(F,G)$ for the term $P_1(F,G) \lor P_2(F,G) \lor \ldots \lor P_n(F,G)$ where $P_i : \text{region} \times \text{region} \rightarrow \mathbb{B}$ is a topological predicate for each $1 \leq i \leq n$. Other structured characterizations given in [13] describe fuzzy regions as multi-component objects, as three-part crisp regions, and as α-partitions.
4.1 Topological Predicates on Simple Regions with Holes

As a first step to a general definition of topological predicates for complex crisp regions we consider such predicates for simple regions with holes and base their definition on the topological predicates for simple regions as they have been derived from the 9-intersection model (Section 2.2).

Let \( F \) and \( G \) be two simple regions with holes, that is, \( F = F_0 - \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} F_i \) and \( G = G_0 - \bigcup_{j=1}^{m} G_j \). We consider \( F \) and \( G \) to be disjoint if they have nothing in common, that is, either \( F_0 \) and \( G_0 \) are disjoint, and thus implicitly also their corresponding holes due to the definition of \( F \) and \( G \), or \( F_0 \) (or \( G_0 \), respectively) and implicitly its holes are completely inside a hole \( G_j \) of \( G \) (\( F_i \) of \( F \), respectively) (Figure 2a). Formally, we can then define the predicate \( \text{disjoint}_{srh} \) as

\[
\text{disjoint}_{srh}(F, G) := \text{disjoint}(F_0, G_0) \lor \\
(\exists 1 \leq i \leq n : \text{inside}(G_0, F_i)) \lor \\
(\exists 1 \leq j \leq m : \text{inside}(F_0, G_j))
\]

The predicate \( \text{meet}_{srh} \) is defined as follows (Figure 2b):

\[
\text{meet}_{srh}(F, G) := \text{meet}(F_0, G_0) \lor \\
(\exists 1 \leq i \leq n : \text{coveredBy}(G_0, F_i)) \lor \\
(\exists 1 \leq j \leq m : \text{coveredBy}(F_0, G_j))
\]

We consider \( F \) to be inside \( G \) if \( F_0 \) is inside \( G_0 \) and if each hole \( G_j \) of \( G \) is either disjoint from \( F_0 \) or inside a hole \( F_i \) of \( F \). (Figure 3a). The definition for the predicate \( \text{inside}_{srh} \) is:

\[
\text{inside}_{srh}(F, G) := \text{inside}(F_0, G_0) \land \\
(\forall 1 \leq j \leq m : \text{disjoint}(F_0, G_j) \lor \\
(\text{inside}(G_j, F_0) \land \exists 1 \leq i \leq n : \text{inside}(G_j, F_i)))
\]

We do not have to take into account the topological relationships between the \( F_i \)'s and \( G_0 \) in our definition, because \( \text{inside}(F_0, G_0) \Rightarrow \text{inside}(F_i, G_0) \) due to \( F_i \subset F_0 \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq n \). The predicate \( \text{contains}_{srh} \) is symmetric to the predicate \( \text{inside}_{srh} \), that is, \( \text{contains}_{srh}(F, G) := \text{inside}_{srh}(G, F) \).

We consider \( F \) and \( G \) to be equal if \( F_0 \) and \( G_0 \) are equal, if \( F \) and \( G \) have the same number of holes, and if each hole \( F_i \) of \( F \) coincides with a hole \( G_j \) of \( G \) and vice-versa, that is,

\[
\text{contains}_{srh}(F, G) := \text{inside}_{srh}(G, F)
\]

The predicate \( \text{disjoint}_{srh} \) is symmetric to the predicate \( \text{inside}_{srh} \), that is, \( \text{disjoint}_{srh}(F, G) := \text{inside}_{srh}(G, F) \).

Fig. 2. Examples for the predicates \( \text{disjoint}_{srh}(F, G) \) (a) and \( \text{meet}_{srh}(F, G) \) (b).
Fig. 3. Examples for the predicates $\text{inside}_{srh}(F,G)$ (a) and $\text{coveredBy}_{srh}(F,G)$ (b).

$equal_{srh}(F,G) := equal(F_0,G_0) \land n = m \land \\
\exists \pi : \{1, \ldots, n\} \to \{1, \ldots, n\}, \pi \text{ bijective,} \\
\forall 1 \leq i \leq n : equal(F_i,G_{\pi(i)})$

$F$ is considered to be covered by $G$ if $F$ is a proper subset of $G$ and if $F$’s boundary touches $G$’s boundary (Figure 3b).

$coveredBy_{srh}(F,G) := \neg((\text{inside}_{srh} \mid \text{equal}_{srh})(F,G)) \land \\
(\text{inside} \mid \text{coveredBy} \mid \text{equal})(F_0,G_0) \land \\
(\forall 1 \leq j \leq m : ((\text{disjoint} \mid \text{meet}_{srh})(F_0,G_j) \lor \\
(\exists 1 \leq i \leq n : (\text{inside} \mid \text{coveredBy} \mid \text{equal})(G_j,F_i))))$

The predicate $\text{covers}_{srh}$ is symmetric to the predicate $\text{coveredBy}_{srh}$, that is, $\text{covers}_{srh}(F,G) := \text{coveredBy}_{srh}(G,F)$.

Finally, the predicate $\text{overlap}_{srh}$ (Figure 4) covers all remaining topological situations. This predicate can, of course, be defined directly in order to give an exact characterization of the remaining topological situations. But this makes the definition unnecessarily complicated and longish. We define instead:

$\text{overlap}_{srh}(F,G) := \neg((\text{disjoint}_{srh} \mid \text{meet}_{srh} \mid \text{coveredBy}_{srh} \mid \text{covers}_{srh} \mid \\
\text{inside}_{srh} \mid \text{contains}_{srh} \mid \text{equal}_{srh})(F,G))$

The set $T_{srh} = \{\text{disjoint}_{srh}, \text{meet}_{srh}, \text{overlap}_{srh}, \text{coveredBy}_{srh}, \text{covers}_{srh}, \text{inside}_{srh}, \text{contains}_{srh}, \text{equal}_{srh}\}$ provides a complete coverage of topological relationships for two simple regions with holes, and its elements are mutually exclusive. Completeness of $T_{srh}$ follows immediately from the complementary

Fig. 4. Examples for the predicate $\text{overlap}_{srh}(F,G)$. 
character of the definition of \( \text{overlap}_{srh} \). Hence, at least one predicate must hold for any pair \( F, G \) of simple regions with holes. Mutual exclusion of each pair of different topological predicates \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) can be proved by showing that \( \neg (P_1(F,G) \land P_2(F,G)) \) holds for any pair \( F, G \). Since we have \( k = 8 \) predicates, we have to check the diversity of \( \frac{1}{2}(k^2 - k) = 28 \) predicate pairs. We will not show the validity for the predicate pairs here in detail but only tell the strategy. First, we can use the mutual exclusion of the topological relationships for simple regions employed in the definition of some predicates. For instance, \( \text{disjoint}_{srh} \) and \( \text{meet}_{srh} \) exclude each other since \( \text{disjoint} \) and \( \text{meet} \) as well as \( \text{inside} \) and \( \text{coveredBy} \) are mutually exclusive in the 9-intersection model. Second, several predicates use the negation of other predicates on simple regions with holes for their definition. For instance, \( \text{overlap}_{srh} \) excludes all other predicates. Similarly, \( \text{coveredBy}_{srh} \) excludes both \( \text{inside}_{srh} \) and \( \text{equal}_{srh} \). Overall, at most one predicate is valid for any pair \( F, G \).

The set \( T_{srh} \) of topological predicates on simple regions with holes is in two ways compatible with the set \( T \) of topological predicates on simple regions obtained by the 9-intersection model. First, if both \( F \) and \( G \) do not have holes, then \( T_{srh} \) and \( T \) coincide. Second, each of the eight topological predicates on simple regions with holes has the same boolean results for the nine intersections as the corresponding predicate on simple regions (see Section 2).

### 4.2 Topological Predicates on Complex Regions

With the aid of the topological predicates on simple regions with holes we are now able to define the corresponding predicates on complex regions. Let \( F = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} F_i \) and \( G = \bigcup_{j=1}^{m} G_j \) be complex regions where the \( F_i \) and \( G_j \) are simple regions possibly with holes. We define the following predicates:

- \( \text{disjoint}_{cr}(F,G) := \forall 1 \leq i \leq n \; \forall 1 \leq j \leq m : \text{disjoint}_{srh}(F_i,G_j) \)
- \( \text{meet}_{cr}(F,G) := \neg \text{disjoint}_{cr}(F,G) \land \)
  \( (\forall 1 \leq i \leq n \; \forall 1 \leq j \leq m : (\text{disjoint}_{srh}|\text{meet}_{srh})(F_i,G_j)) \)
- \( \text{inside}_{cr}(F,G) := \forall 1 \leq i \leq n \; \exists 1 \leq j \leq m : \text{inside}_{srh}(F_i,G_j) \)
- \( \text{contains}_{cr}(F,G) := \text{inside}_{cr}(G,F) \)
- \( \text{equal}_{cr}(F,G) := n = m \land (\exists \pi : \{1, \ldots, n\} \to \{1, \ldots, n\}, \pi \text{ bijective,} \)
  \( \forall 1 \leq i \leq n : \text{equal}_{srh}(F_i,G_{\pi(i)})) \)
- \( \text{coveredBy}_{cr}(F,G) := \neg((\text{inside}_{cr}|\text{equal}_{cr})(F,G)) \land \)
  \( (\forall 1 \leq i \leq n \; \exists 1 \leq j \leq m : \)
  \( (\text{inside}_{srh}|\text{coveredBy}_{srh}|\text{equal}_{srh})(F_i,G_j)) \)
- \( \text{covers}_{cr}(F,G) := \text{coveredBy}_{cr}(G,F) \)
- \( \text{overlap}_{cr}(F,G) := \neg((\text{disjoint}_{cr}|\text{meet}_{cr}|\text{coveredBy}_{cr}|\text{covers}_{cr}| \)
  \( \text{inside}_{cr}|\text{contains}_{cr}|\text{equal}_{cr})(F,G)) \)

With similar arguments as in the last section we can recognize that two complex regions satisfy exactly one of these topological predicates. In other words, the
topological predicates of the set \( T_{cr} = \{ \text{disjoint}_{cr}, \text{meet}_{cr}, \text{inside}_{cr}, \text{contains}_{cr}, \text{equal}_{cr}, \text{coveredBy}_{cr}, \text{covers}_{cr}, \text{overlap}_{cr} \} \) are mutually exclusive and complete. Note that the predicates \( \text{disjoint}_{cr}, \text{meet}_{cr}, \text{equal}_{cr}, \text{and} \text{overlap}_{cr} \) are symmetric whereas the others are not.

One could possibly get the impression that in practice most topological configurations of two complex regions will be classified as overlapping. But this is a fallacy. In many geographic applications spatial partitions (maps) form the basic underlying structure. Their essential feature is a non-overlapping constraint imposed on the regions composing a partition.

5 Topological Predicates on Fuzzy Regions

In this section we introduce a concept of topological predicates for fuzzy regions. In a similar way as we can generalize the characteristic function \( \chi_A : X \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \) to the membership function \( \mu_{\tilde{A}} : X \rightarrow [0, 1] \) (Section 3.2), we can generalize a (binary) predicate \( p_c : X \times Y \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \) to a (binary) fuzzy predicate \( p_f : \tilde{X} \times \tilde{Y} \rightarrow [0, 1] \). Hence, the value of a fuzzy predicate can be interpreted as the degree to which the predicate holds for its operand objects. In our case of topological predicates, \( X = Y = \text{region}, \{0, 1\} = \text{bool}, \) and \( \tilde{X} = \tilde{Y} = \text{fregion} \) hold. For the set \([0, 1]\) we have to introduce a new type \( \text{fbool} \) for fuzzy booleans.

For the definition of fuzzy topological predicates, we take the view of a fuzzy region as a set of \( \alpha \)-level regions (Section 3.3). We know that an \( \alpha \)-level region is a crisp complex region (Section 3.1), and in the last section we have defined topological predicates on complex regions. This preparatory work now enables us to reduce topological predicates on fuzzy regions to topological predicates on collections of crisp regions\(^4\).

The approach presented in this section is generic in the sense that any meaningful collection of topological predicates on complex crisp regions can be the basis for our definition of a collection of topological predicates on complex fuzzy regions. If the former collection additionally fulfils the properties of completeness and mutual exclusion (which is the case for \( T_{cr} \)), the latter collection automatically inherits these properties.

The open question now is how to compute the topological relationships of two collections of \( \alpha \)-level regions, each collection describing a fuzzy region. We use the concept of basic probability assignment \(^5\) for this purpose. A basic probability assignment \( m(F_{\alpha_i}) \) can be associated with each \( \alpha \)-level region \( F_{\alpha_i} \) and can be interpreted as the probability that \( F_{\alpha_i} \) is the “true” representative of \( F \). It is defined as

\[
m(F_{\alpha_i}) = \alpha_i - \alpha_{i+1}
\]

\(^3\) Note that \( \chi_A \) is a unary crisp predicate and that \( \mu_{\tilde{A}} \) is a unary fuzzy predicate.

\(^4\) Another great benefit of this approach is its easy implementability through well known concepts for crisp spatial objects and for crisp topological predicates.
for \(1 \leq i \leq n\) for some \(n \in \mathbb{N}\) with \(\alpha_1 = 1\) and \(\alpha_{n+1} = 0\). That is, \(m\) is built from the differences of successive \(\alpha_i\)'s. It is easy to see that the telescoping sum
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} m(F_{\alpha_i}) = \alpha_1 - \alpha_{n+1} = 1 - 0 = 1.
\]

Let \(\pi_f(F, G)\) be the value that represents a (binary) property \(\pi_f\) between two fuzzy regions \(F\) and \(G\). Based on the work in [5] property \(\pi_f\) of \(F\) and \(G\) can be determined as the summation of weighted predicates by\(^5\)

\[
\pi_f(F, G) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} m(F_{\alpha_i}) \cdot m(G_{\alpha_j}) \cdot \pi_{cr}(F_{\alpha_i}, G_{\alpha_j})
\]

where \(\pi_{cr}(F_{\alpha_i}, G_{\alpha_j})\) yields the value of the corresponding property \(\pi_{cr}\) for two crisp \(\alpha\)-level regions \(F_{\alpha_i}\) and \(G_{\alpha_j}\). This formula is equivalent to

\[
\pi_f(F, G) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\alpha_i - \alpha_{i+1}) \cdot (\alpha_j - \alpha_{j+1}) \cdot \pi_{cr}(F_{\alpha_i}, G_{\alpha_j})
\]

If \(\pi_f\) is a topological predicate of \(T_f = \{\text{disjoint}_f, \text{meet}_f, \text{overlap}_f, \text{equal}_f, \text{inside}_f, \text{contains}_f, \text{covers}_f, \text{coveredBy}_f\}\) between two fuzzy regions, we can compute the degree of the corresponding relationship with the aid of the pertaining crisp topological predicate \(\pi_{cr} \in T_{cr}\). The value of \(\pi_{cr}(F_{\alpha_i}, G_{\alpha_j})\) is either 1 (true) or 0 (false). Once this value has been determined for all combinations of \(\alpha\)-level regions from \(F\) and \(G\), the aggregated value of the topological predicate \(\pi_f(F, G)\) can be computed as shown above. The more fine-grained the level set \(\Lambda\) for the fuzzy regions \(F\) and \(G\) is, the more precisely the fuzziness of topological predicates can be determined.

It remains to show that \(0 \leq \pi_f(F, G) \leq 1\) holds, that is, \(\pi_f\) is really a fuzzy predicate. Since \(\alpha_i - \alpha_{i+1} > 0\) for all \(1 \leq i \leq n\) and since \(\pi_{cr}(F_{\alpha_i}, G_{\alpha_j}) \geq 0\) for all \(1 \leq i, j \leq n\), \(\pi_f(F, G) \geq 0\) holds. We can show the other inequality by determining an upper bound for \(\pi_f(F, G)\):

\[
\pi_f(F, G) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\alpha_i - \alpha_{i+1}) \cdot (\alpha_j - \alpha_{j+1}) \cdot \pi_{cr}(F_{\alpha_i}, G_{\alpha_j})
\]

\[
\leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\alpha_i - \alpha_{i+1}) \cdot (\alpha_j - \alpha_{j+1}) \quad \text{(since } \pi_{cr}(F_{\alpha_i}, G_{\alpha_j}) \leq 1)
\]

\[
= (\alpha_1 - \alpha_2)(\alpha_1 - \alpha_2) + \cdots + (\alpha_1 - \alpha_2)(\alpha_n - \alpha_{n+1}) + \cdots + (\alpha_n - \alpha_{n+1})(\alpha_1 - \alpha_2) + \cdots + (\alpha_n - \alpha_{n+1})(\alpha_n - \alpha_{n+1})
\]

\[
= (\alpha_1 - \alpha_2)((\alpha_1 - \alpha_2) + \cdots + (\alpha_n - \alpha_{n+1})) + \cdots + (\alpha_n - \alpha_{n+1})(\alpha_1 - \alpha_2) + \cdots + (\alpha_n - \alpha_{n+1})
\]

\[
= (\alpha_1 - \alpha_2) + \cdots + (\alpha_n - \alpha_{n+1}) \quad \text{(since } \sum_{i=1}^{n}(\alpha_i - \alpha_{i+1}) = 1)
\]

\[
= 1
\]

Hence, \(\pi_f(F, G) \leq 1\) holds.

---

\(^5\) For reasons of simplicity, we assume that \(\Lambda_{\tilde{F}} = \Lambda_{\tilde{G}} =: \Lambda\). Otherwise, it is not difficult to “synchronize” \(\Lambda_{\tilde{F}}\) and \(\Lambda_{\tilde{G}}\) by forming their union and by reordering and renumbering all levels.
An alternative definition of fuzzy topological predicates, which pursues a similar strategy like the one discussed so far, is based on the topological predicates on simple regions possibly with holes, that is, on predicates $\pi_{srh} \in T_{srh}$. If $F_{\alpha_i}$ is an $\alpha$-level region, let us denote its faces by $F_{\alpha_{i1}}, \ldots, F_{\alpha_{i_f}}$. Similarly, we denote the faces of an $\alpha$-level region $G_{\alpha_j}$ by $G_{\alpha_{j1}}, \ldots, G_{\alpha_{j_g}}$. We can then define a topological predicate $\pi'_f$ as

$$
\pi'_f(F, G) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{f_i} \sum_{j=1}^{g_j} \frac{(\alpha_i - \alpha_{i+1}) \cdot (\alpha_j - \alpha_{j+1}) \cdot \pi_{srh}(F_{\alpha_{ik}}, G_{\alpha_{jl}})}{f_i \cdot g_j}
$$

It is obvious that $\pi'_f(F, G) \geq 0$ holds since all factors have a value greater than or equal to 0. We can also show that $\pi'_f(F, G) \leq 1$ by the following transformations:

$$
\pi'_f(F, G) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{f_i} \sum_{j=1}^{g_j} \frac{(\alpha_i - \alpha_{i+1}) \cdot (\alpha_j - \alpha_{j+1})}{f_i \cdot g_j} \leq 1
$$

Hence, $\pi'_f(F, G) \leq 1$ holds. As a rule the predicates $\pi_f$ and $\pi'_f$ do not yield the same results. Assume that $F_{\alpha_i}$ and $G_{\alpha_j}$ fulfil a predicate $\pi_{cr} \in T_{cr}$. This fact contributes once to the summation process for $\pi_f$. But it does not take into account that possibly several faces $F_{\alpha_{ik}}$ (at least one) of $F_{\alpha_i}$ satisfy the corresponding predicate $\pi_{srh} \in T_{srh}$ with several faces $G_{\alpha_{jl}}$ (at least one) of $G_{\alpha_j}$. This fact contributes several times (at most $f_i \cdot g_j$) to the summation process for $\pi'_f$. Hence, the evaluation process for $\pi'_f$ is more fine-grained than for $\pi_f$.

Both generic predicate definitions reveal their quantitative character. If the predicate $\pi_{cr}(F_{\alpha_i}, G_{\alpha_j})$ and the predicate $\pi_{srh}(F_{\alpha_{ik}}, G_{\alpha_{jl}})$, respectively, is never fulfilled, the predicate $\pi_f(F, G)$ and $\pi'_f(F, G)$, respectively, yields false. The more $\alpha$-level regions of $F$ and $G$ (simple regions with holes of $F_{\alpha_i}$ and $G_{\alpha_j}$) fulfil the predicate $\pi_{cr}(F_{\alpha_i}, G_{\alpha_j})$, the more the validity of the predicate $\pi_f$ ($\pi'_f$) increases. The optimum is reached if all topological predicates are satisfied.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have developed a formal and coherent definition for simple regions with holes, crisp complex regions, fuzzy complex regions, and for corresponding topological predicates. Spatial query languages can now also be employed to pose queries using topological relationships on more complex regions. For fuzzy predicates their computationally determined quantification has to be
additionally considered in a query language. A solution could be to embed adequate qualitative linguistic descriptions of topological relationships as appropriate interpretations of the membership values into spatial query languages. For instance, depending on the membership value yielded by the predicate $inside_f$, we could distinguish between a little bit inside, somewhat inside, quite inside, nearly completely inside, and completely inside. These linguistic terms could then be incorporated into spatial queries. Another subject of further investigation will be how these spatial data types and topological predicates can be implemented in an efficient, numerically robust, and topologically consistent manner.
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Abstract. The paper describes a prototype tool, named DIXSE, which supports the integration of XML Document Type Definitions (DTDs) into a common conceptual schema. The mapping from each individual DTD into the common schema is used to automatically generate wrappers for XML documents, which conform to a given DTD. These wrappers are used to populate the common conceptual schema thereby achieving data integration for XML documents.

1 Introduction

Integrating data from multiple heterogeneous data sources has been a major focus of database research for more than two decades. Heterogeneity, in both conventional and semistructured databases, arises from the adoption of different data models and/or different schemas by two data sources. With the widespread acceptance of the Web as the primary vehicle for data interchange, interest in data integration has been renewed, with a focus on semistructured data. However, little has been proposed yet for data integration of XML documents. XML, as a standard for representing both structured text documents and data on the Web, facilitates data publishing and interchange. This is accomplished through a simple syntax which, unlike HTML, is intended for both human browsing and computer consumption. Among the many advantages of XML over HTML we note that XML separates cleanly information content from presentation details. Moreover, XML tags are user-defined and can therefore be used to describe what data mean as opposed to how they should look. Finally, XML documents can be validated against grammar-like specifications known as Document Type Definitions (DTDs). It must be emphasized, however, that XML is intended as a language for describing the syntactic structure of a document, not its meaning. This makes the data integration task a difficult one for XML data. As pointed out in [23], the key to successful data integration is the identification of interschema relationships. The more expressive the underlying data model(s), the higher the chance of identifying interschema relationships and hence the easier the task of data integration.

The DIXSE system presented in this paper addresses in a semi-automatic fashion the integration problem for XML data. Unlike most approaches, we address the problem from a conceptual modeling perspective. DIXSE is capable of semi-
automatically deriving a common semantic description (in the form of a conceptual schema) from a set of input DTDs and allows the user to enrich and fine-tune this description with additional domain expertise. Given the mapping from input DTDs to the common conceptual schema, DIXSE automatically generates wrappers for XML documents that conform to these DTDs and populates the conceptual schema. Full details about the DIXSE implementation and the case study that has been used to validate the approach can be found in [21].

Approaches to the problem of data integration have generally adopted a traditional schema integration approach for heterogeneous structured databases, or a (more recent) semistructured data integration approach.

In traditional schema integration research, the identification of interschema relationships can be done at different levels of abstraction. In their comprehensive schema integration survey, Ram and Ramesh [19] indicate that the abstraction level at which interschema relationship identification techniques operate defines the nature of available semantic knowledge. Approaches at the conceptual schema level can deduce relationships among objects [14, 25, 1]. Other approaches employ the semantics conveyed by integrity constraints [20] or data values [12] to support data integration. Regardless of the approach, the derived relationships can be modified or confirmed by human integrators. This external input can be viewed as adding domain knowledge that was not captured in the original data sources. The generation of the integrated schema is then driven by the expressiveness of the data model (relational, semantic, object-oriented or logic-based model) chosen to describe the input schemas. The DIXSE system we propose inherits and extends this approach.

Interschema relationship identification is done differently in data integration systems for semistructured data [5, 16, 4, 13, 6]. The lack of a schema in semistructured data sources makes the conceptual schema approach previously described inappropriate. The data integration approach, on the other hand, relies mostly on the query language provided by these systems. The query language supports special constructs for accessing and integrating data sources, such as query primitives for dealing with type or structure mismatches and data restructuring. A problem with semistructured data models is that they do assume a schema, but provide very few modeling abstractions (essentially, only labeled graphs) to capture semantics. Given that the main purpose of XML data is to facilitate data exchange with structure [2], we favor a semi-automatic schema integration approach rather than a data-centered one. The DIXSE system exploits the schematic information provided by XML DTDs to derive a conceptual schema of the information represented by XML data.

Related work with similar motivations has recently been presented in [15, 2]. In [15], the authors also propose a semantic data model as the basis for integrating XML data sources; we differ from them by using a richer data model and a semi-automatic mechanism to derive the target schemas. In [2], pieces of information contained in XML fragments are mapped to domain specific ontologies. Unlike this work, DIXSE combines the conceptual schema definition and mapping creation into a single step. In addition, it supports the notions of user-defined keys and intradocument and interdocument links, which play a central role when performing object identification and object fusion during the data integration phase.

---

2 The schema is mostly needed for interoperability.
DIXSE blends techniques from conventional and semistructured data integration systems into a framework specifically designed for XML data. A metamodeling language, Telos [17,18], is used to represent both the DIXSE data model and the derived conceptual schemas. Telos supports attribution, classification and generalization; it also offers a novel treatment of attributes, which can be exploited to define any conceptual model. Another research project that uses Telos as the target language for mapping DTDs is [7]. We differ from them by providing a user-customized mapping with an emphasis on data integration.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a quick overview of XML and Telos. Section 3 describes the DIXSE framework for mapping DTDs to a Telos conceptual schema, while section 4 outlines the mapping language through which the user can define directives on how the mapping is to be done. Section 5 presents an overview of a case study that involves several XML documents and DTDs for SIGMOD Record publications. Section 6 describes the DIXSE architecture and implementation, while section 7 summarizes the contributions of the paper and suggests directions for further research.

2 XML and Telos

We provide a brief overview of XML and Telos. For more comprehensive information about XML and Telos, the reader is referred to [10] and [17,18], respectively.

XML is used to markup documents for purposes of presentation (like HTML) or further processing. Marked-up documents are called XML documents. The basic component of an XML document is the element, that is, a piece of text bounded by matching tags such as <article> and </article>. The content of an element can be raw text, other elements or a combination of the two. The term subelement is used to describe the relationship between an element and its component elements. In addition, elements may contain attributes. Attributes are name-value pairs specified in the start tag of an element. The structure of an XML document can be described by a Document Type Definition (DTD). A DTD provides a list of elements and attributes contained in a document and the relationships between them. Element type declarations describe the name of the tag being declared (e.g. article) and the allowed contents of that tag, usually referred to as content specification. Attributes are declared for specific element types using attribute-list declarations.

Telos provides facilities for constructing, querying and updating structured knowledge bases. A Telos knowledge base consists of structured objects built out of two kinds of primitive units: individuals and attributes. The first ones are intended to represent entities, while the second ones represent binary relationships between entities or other relationships. Individuals and attributes are treated uniformly by the mechanisms of structuring a knowledge base. The term proposition is used to denote either an individual or an attribute. Propositions are organized along three dimensions: attribution, classification and generalization. The first relates a proposition to the values of all its attributes (by default, attributes in Telos are multivalued). The classification dimension calls for each proposition to be an instance of one or more generic propositions or classes. Propositions (both individuals and
attributes) are classified into tokens (propositions having no instances and representing concrete objects in the modeled domain), simple classes (propositions having tokens as instances; these represent generic concepts), metaclasses (propositions having simple classes as instances), metametaclasses and so on. In addition, ω-classes are propositions with instances from any level. Finally—and orthogonal to the classification dimension—class propositions can be organized in terms of generalization or ISA hierarchies. In general, there will be one such hierarchy for each classification level (i.e., for simple classes, metaclasses, etc.).

3 The DIXSE Framework

The DIXSE framework supports the derivation of a conceptual schema from several input DTDs. The data model used for the conceptual schema offers concepts such as entity, attribute, and mapping. Since Telos is a language for metamodeling, the data model can be extended with additional semantic primitives (e.g., activity, goal, agent) depending on the semantics of the information that is to be integrated. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of a Telos representation of the DIXSE XML model (at the MetaClass and ω levels), a DIXSE conceptual schema for an XML DTD (at the SimpleClass level) and some XML data (at the token or object level). Planes in the figure depict classification levels; gray links represent instance-of links between two consecutive classification levels or between a classification level and the ω-level.

![Fig. 1. Telos representation of the DIXSE data model](image)

3.1 The Data Model

Conceptual schemas are represented in DIXSE as collections of entity types and their attributes. The model supports four main concepts: entity class, entity attribute, mapping and document type. An entity class represents types of objects or concepts
found in the input DTDs. Figure 2 shows a DTD that describes the structure of a hypothetical XML-based SIGMOD Record database. In this schema, there are at least four XML elements that represent different types of entities: SigmodRecord, Issue, Article and Author. The rest of the elements and attributes (such as volume, title, contactAuthor, etc) may be thought as attributes of these entity types. Mappings describe particular conceptual schemas of the information represented by DTDs. A mapping may be thought as a wrapper for a collection of interrelated entity classes. Finally, document types describe DTDs and the collection of mappings attached to them.

Fig. 2. XML DTD SigmodRecord.dtd

Figure 3 offers a complete Telos description of the DIXSE data model in semantic network notation. The figure illustrates the different relationships among DIXSE concepts and how Telos has been used to model them. To improve readability, we have used several drawing conventions. Ellipses represent classes; gray links represent "instance-of" links while black links represent attributes.

In addition to the distinction between entity classes and attributes, the data model classifies attributes along two orthogonal dimensions. The first facility distinguishes three categories of attributes, namely components, properties and links. An attribute is a component when it represents one component (of the structure) of an entity (e.g. XML element name). An attribute is a property when it represents information about the content of an entity (e.g. organization CDATA attribute). Finally, a link attribute represents intradocument or interdocument information (e.g. contactAuthor IDREF and href XLINK attributes).

The distinction between components and properties in our data model is inspired by the difference between XML elements and attributes, according to the XML 1.0 Recommendation [10]. In addition, we have chosen to model IDREF and simple XLINK attributes as special link attributes because they represent special relationships among XML data. Through this distinction, the DIXSE model
recognizes the different roles that each entity attribute plays at the time of data integration.

Attribute categories are represented in Telos using three attribute metaclasses: “hasComponents”, “hasProperties” and “hasLinks”. Instances of metaclass XmlPROPERTYClass (i.e. XmlCDATAProperty, XmlIDProperty and XmlENUMProperty) model different types of XML properties. Each of these attribute metaclasses contains as instances particular entity attributes (i.e. components, properties or links).

The second dimension for classifying attributes models frequently used constraints or characteristics of attribute values, regardless of their category. These constraints are inspired by the constraints that XML itself imposes on elements and attributes, namely: the occurrence and choice indicators for XML elements (i.e. “?”, “*”, “+” and “|”) and the attribute modifiers for XML attributes (i.e. “#FIXED”, “#REQUIRED” and “#IMPLIED”).

Attribute constraints are modeled in Telos using nine attribute metaclasses at the Ω-level. Attribute metaclasses “exactlyOne”, “atMostOne”, “zeroOrMore” and “oneOrMore” are used to model mandatory or optional single-valued attributes (the first two) or multi-valued attributes (the second two). The attribute metaclass “union” is used to restrict an attribute defined in a given class to be exclusive with respect to other “union” attributes (i.e. only one has a value). The attribute metaclass “fixed” is used to restrict an attribute to have a fixed (user-supplied) value. Attribute metaclasses “idRef” and “xLink” restrict an attribute to be the recipient of an intradocument or interdocument reference, respectively. Last, the attribute metaclass “key” restricts an attribute to have exactly one single and unique value. Instances of class XMLFrameworkClass can have a key composed of more than one attribute.

Fig. 3. Telos definition of the DIXSE data model
A mapping consists of a conceptual schema which models the information represented by a given DTD, typically authored for a given context. Mappings attempt to capture the meaning, interpretation or intended use of the data sources to be integrated. Different perspectives or views of the data may lead to different models of relationships among objects. The application context in which relationships are stated is fundamental for capturing the real-world semantics that will drive the data integration process (e.g. a bibliographical library context versus a scientific e-mail directory one).

Finally, a document type describes a given DTD and a collection of mappings (i.e. conceptual schemas) attached to it. Contexts are represented in the data model as distinguishing attributes (string names) of document types, mappings and entity classes. At a higher level, contexts may be thought of as partitions of the semantic model. Each partition clusters information about a specific application domain, and provides the appropriate framework for the creation of unique entity classes and their instances (that is, two conceptual schemas using entity class Author refer to the same concept if they belong to the same context).

Mappings and document types are represented in Telos using two metaclasses: XmlMappingClass and XmlDocumentClass, respectively. To record the origin of entity attributes, we define two attributes metaclasses (sourceMap and sourceDTD) using Telos’ “attributes on attributes” feature.

3.2 Default Mapping

The DIXSE framework supports the derivation of a default conceptual schema for a given DTD. This mapping is based on heuristic rules on what DTD constructs usually represent, and thus captures only partially the semantics conveyed by the data. The main value of this mapping mechanism is that it offers a starting point for a user-defined mapping for a given DTD. Additional domain expertise or contextual knowledge can be added into the default mapping through specifications written in DIXml (see Section 4).

The conceptual schema derivation process takes a single DTD as input and generates a DIXSE conceptual schema as output. Basically, the process analyzes the schematic information provided by the DTD and mines a conceptual representation of it by applying a set of heuristic rules. These rules were discovered by manually trying out derivations, and analyzing the results. As a whole, they aim at identifying a correspondence between elements and attributes of DTDs and entity classes and attributes of the DIXSE model. Since mapping directly all elements with structure into entity classes is likely to lead to excessive fragmentation of the mapping, they also intend to reduce the number of entity classes. Only the most specific rule is applied. Below we describe two mapping rules that drive the derivation process and illustrate their use with examples from SigmodRecord.dtd.

The first default mapping rule (DR1) maps an XML element with complex content model (i.e. excluding #PCDATA, ANY and EMPTY types) into a DIXSE entity class. In addition, it creates: a component attribute for each subelement, a property attribute for each XML CDATA, ID and ENUM attribute, and a link attribute for each XML IDREF or XLINK attribute. For example, this rule is applicable to the author element. The following Telos specification illustrates its mapping:
Another rule (DR3) maps the XML attributes of an EMPTY element into DIXSE entity attributes. The elements’ attributes are collapsed (or inlined) as either property or link attributes of immediate parent elements’ entity classes. Each entity attribute is named with the result of concatenating the EMPTY element name, the string \_ and the proper XML attribute name. EMPTY elements without attributes are not mapped into DIXSE. This rule can be applied to the contact element; the following link attribute definition is included in the element's entity class:

```
SimpleClass Article in XmlEntityClass,
    XmlFrameworkClass with
        hasLinks, atMostOne, idRef
    contact_contactAuthor : XmlSimpleEntity
end
```

The complete set of default mapping rules can be summarized as follows. The first two (DR1 and DR2) are concerned with identifying XML elements that represent entities. For us, elements with structure or atomic elements with distinguishing characteristics (like an ID attribute) embody the notion of a concept or an entity. Therefore, such elements are considered good candidates for DIXSE entity classes. Rules DR3 and DR4 describe how the remaining elements can be mapped into entity attributes. Rules DR5 and DR6 indicate how constraints on element values can be translated into additional knowledge (DIXSE attribute constraints). Last, rule DR7 recognizes the fact that some elements in the DTD (in particular those representing i* or i+ lists, like the articles element) function more as delimiters (non-terminals in the grammar) than as meaningful entities. This rule helps to reduce the number of entity classes in the derived schema.

Figure 4 shows the default conceptual schema derived for “SigmodRecord.dtd”. Please note that only some instance-of links with respect to DIXSE metaclasses are shown to keep the figure relatively uncluttered. Unless otherwise specified, all entity attributes in the figure are instances of the hasComponents attribute category. According to this mapping, there are seven entity classes. Interestingly, users with specific domain expertise may indicate that the entity classes FullText, Address and Name do not represent objects in the underlying data sources. Moreover, they could argue that the derived mapping does not convey much of the implied semantics. To overcome these deficiencies, DIXSE offers the possibility of customizing the default mapping.

### 4 The Mapping Language

DIXml is a declarative mapping language for specifying a DTD mapping to a conceptual schema. This specification annotates a DTD with simple instructions for generating entity classes from DTD element type declarations. In the same spirit of

---

3 The acronym DIXml stands for Data Integration for XML mapping language.
XSL stylesheets [11], DIXml specifications accompany DTDs to provide an extra level of information to XML data.

The DIXml specification model revolves around the idea of directive rules. A directive rule, hereinafter called directive, is the main mapping construct offered by the language. A DIXSE mapping can be defined by a collection of directives (at most one per DTD element declaration type). Each directive describes particular preferences for generating a conceptual representation of an XML element. These preferences are combined with the default mapping rules (presented in Section 3.2) to produce a conceptual schema.

There are five different directive actions, namely: default, create-class, create-attribute, inline, and ignore. The default directive indicates that the default mapping rules (DR1 to DR7) should be applied to the target element. Its inclusion or omission in the mapping specification does not affect the generated conceptual schema. The create-class directive says that the target element should be mapped into an entity class, while the create-attribute directive indicates that the target element should be mapped into a component attribute of immediate parent entity classes, without creating an entity class for it. On the other hand, the inline and ignore directives indicate that neither an entity class nor a component attribute should be created for the target element. In the first case, the meaning of the inline directive is to collapse the target element’s content (both XML subelements and attributes) into entity attributes of immediate parent entity classes. This directive works as a grammar re-writing rule that can be applied to XML elements with content models made of atomic or empty subelements. Last, the ignore directive indicates that neither the target element nor its content should be included in the derived mapping, unless otherwise specified (e.g. keep component directive for a particular subelement).

In addition, the user can provide supplementary information with each of these directives. For example: a different entity class name or attribute label (AS and

4 This constraint prevents recursive collapsing of XML elements.
label clauses); classification or generalization relationships with respect to previously created entity classes (IN and ISA clauses); an indication for mapping XML attributes into entity properties (properties clause); explicit identification of interschema relationships (xLink clause); etc.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- DTD File: DIXSEmapping.dtd  -->
<!-- DIXSE-MAPPING specification -->
<!ELEMENT DIXSEmapping (directive*)>
<!ATTLIST DIXSEmapping name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST DIXSEmapping dtd CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST DIXSEmapping context CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT directive ( default | create-class | create-attr | inline | ignore )>
<!ATTLIST directive elem CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT default EMPTY>
<!-- CREATE-CLASS directive -->
<!ELEMENT create-class (component*)>
<!ATTLIST create-class name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST create-class IN CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST create-class ISA CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST create-class properties (on|off) 'on'>
<!ATTLIST create-class xlink CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT default EMPTY>
<!-- CREATE-ATTR directive -->
<!ELEMENT create-attr EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST create-attr WITH-type CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST create-attr properties (on|off) 'on'>
<!ATTLIST create-attr xlink CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!-- INLINE directive -->
<!ELEMENT inline (component*)>
<!ATTLIST inline naming (on|off) 'off'>
<!ATTLIST inline properties (on|off) 'on'>
<!ATTLIST inline xlink CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT default EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT ignore EMPTY>

Fig. 5. DIXml syntax

A create-class or inline directive body can have zero or more component elements, where each one describes local mapping considerations for a subelement. For example, this allows choosing where the attribute definition should take place or indicating if the component should be part of the entity class key. The system supports a multivalued key per entity class. A component attribute can be part of the entity class key only if its value is single and mandatory. There are five possible component directives: default, ignore, keep, subclassing and union. The first one indicates that the default mapping rules should be applied to the component. The ignore and keep component directives allow us to explicitly discard or consider the element as a candidate component attribute. These directives serve to override any global directive stated for this particular XML element (i.e. ignore directive action). Last, the subclassing and union directives provide explicit instructions on how to map simple alternative components.

DIXml Specifications
Mapping specifications are written in XML. DIXml, as a markup language in its own right, provides a vocabulary to describe DIXSE mappings. The main two elements in this vocabulary are directive and DIXSEmapping. The first one represents a DIXml directive rule, while the second one represents the mapping itself by
encompassing the collection of specified directive rules. Figure 5 shows the end-user syntax of DIXml, given as a DTD grammar.

5 The Case Study

We illustrate DIXSE's data integration approach through a case study. The case study we have adopted is based on the XML version of the ACM SIGMOD Record database [27]. The repository, built by the Araneus Group [3], contains a collection of approximately 1,000 XML documents. The documents are classified according to four different DTDs: HomePage.dtd, ProceedingsPage.dtd, OrdinaryIssuePage.dtd and IndexTermsPage.dtd. The HomePage DTD describes XML documents that represent the SIGMOD Record database as a collection of issues. Issues are firstly organized per year of edition, and then per number. Each issue contains some information about its volume, number and conference details. The ProceedingsPage and OrdinaryIssuePage DTDs describe two different types of issues: conference proceedings and ordinary issues, respectively. Regardless of whether an issue represents a conference proceedings or an ordinary issue, it is characterized by volume, number and date information, along with a collection of sections and articles. Each article has a title and a list of authors, among other relevant information. Last, the IndexTermsPage DTD describes specific indexing information for a SIGMOD Record article (such as its title, abstract, and a list of index terms).

Using the same application context, we process the four DTDs through the DIXSE system. The result of the process is an integrated conceptual schema in the DIXSE repository that encompasses four default mappings (one per each DTD). Figure 6 illustrates the configuration resulting from this schema integration process.

The integrated schema includes fourteen entities. The shared entity classes (i.e. classes whose name is used in more than one conceptual schema definition) represent the points where integration will occur when XML documents are uploaded. In particular, integration will occur for instances of SectionListTuple, ArticlesTuple, Author and FullText. For example, after loading several XML documents representing SIGMOD Record issues, the instances of the Author entity class will be all author objects described in these documents (that is, one object per XML element author). This would allow us to uniformly query the DIXSE repository and, for example, retrieve at the conceptual schema level all the author names that have written an article regardless of where the article was published (i.e. Proceedings or Ordinary issue).

In spite of the above results, the integrated schema does not capture much of the implied semantics of the data. First, it does not model the relationship between the HomePage DTD and the remaining three DTDs. As shown in Figure 6 (see block arrow number 1), the HomePage default conceptual schema is completely isolated from the rest. Moreover, the relationships between Proceedings and Ordinary issues, on one hand, and Proceedings and Index Terms, on the other, are only stated in terms of the sharing of entity classes (see block arrows number 2, 3 and 4). Second, the integrated schema does not provide information on how to uniquely identify objects
from the XML descriptions. Having the same author name in several XML documents will not be considered as the same object. Therefore, a new Author token will be created every time DIXSE uploads an XML document with an author element.

To overcome these deficiencies, we need to provide additional domain knowledge through DIXSE mapping specifications. Figure 7 depicts the integrated conceptual schema obtained after a series of improvements based on our understanding of the semantics of the SIGMOD data (numbered block arrows indicate the entry points for each separate conceptual schema).

The main difference between the two schemas is that the latter models the intended interpretation and usage of the information represented by the SIGMOD Record XML documents, and thus serves as a better guide for data integration. This is demonstrated by the following characteristics: use of meaningful entity class and attribute names (e.g. SigmodRecord instead of HomePage), distinction between two types of SIGMOD Record issues and their common and specialized information (illustrated by isA links in Figure 7), identification of key attributes (depicted by dashed-labeled attributes) and explicit assertion of interschema relationships (shown as thick-labeled attributes). As explained in Section 4, DIXSE seamlessly combines these additional knowledge sources with the schematic information provided by the DTDs.

6 System Architecture

The DIXSE system is based on a data warehouse approach to data integration. The storage mechanism employed is ConceptBase [8], an object base management system
that implements a version of the Telos language. The system, implemented in Java 2, comprises two main subsystems: the Schema Engine and the Document Loader. The first one allows the user to register XML DTDs into the repository, while the second one allows populating the repository with a collection of XML documents conforming to registered DTDs.

Figure 8 depicts the system architecture and the various interactions among its components. The Schema Engine subsystem includes five components: the DTD parser, the XML parser, the Schema Derivator, the Schema Generator and the XSL Wrapper Generator. On the other side, the Document Loader consists of the XSL Processor and the Data Integrator. The communication between these two subsystems is accomplished through the Catalog Manager and the XSL Wrapper Repository.

We use the Xerces Java Parser and Xalan Java Processor as off-the-shelf components [24] (i.e. the XML Parser and the XSL Processor, respectively). Although Xerces is equipped with a DTD Parser, it doesn’t provide external access to the grammar representation it builds. Thus, we have modified and extended the Xerces source code to provide both individual parsing of DTDs and access to their representations (DTD graphs).

The Schema Derivator applies a set of mapping directives to derive a conceptual schema from a DTD graph. These directives combine the knowledge embedded in the set of heuristic rules with any user-customized mapping information, provided in the form of a DIXSE mapping. The output conceptual schema is then used to generate the target schema definition and the corresponding wrapper (i.e. an XSL stylesheet), capable of converting XML documents that comply with the DTD into instances of the generated schema. Information about the generated database schema and wrapper is registered into the repository catalog.
At the time of loading an XML document into the ConceptBase repository, the loader retrieves the corresponding XSL stylesheet that will be used to transform the input document into a database instance. At several points, the XSL Processor interacts with the Data Integrator, which basically performs management of keys, object identification, and IDREF/XLINK value translation. These tasks are done using both conceptual schema and XML data information. The repository catalog is queried and updated during this process. Finally, the ConceptBase repository is populated with the newly created database instance.

7 Conclusions

This paper proposes a semantic framework for XML data integration. The framework, named DIXSE, has been implemented and evaluated with a case study. DIXSE offers a tool, which can be used semi-automatically to generate a conceptual schema from several DTDs. The tool can then parse XML documents to populate the conceptual schema.

Our approach differs from state-of-art data integration systems with respect to three main aspects. Firstly, and unlike [5,16,4,22,9], DIXSE employs conceptual modeling ideas to support data integration at a semantic level rather than at a logical level. Based on heuristics and user input, DIXSE extracts semantic details from DTDs to derive a conceptual schema. Secondly, the DIXSE approach is based on schema integration ideas like many conventional data integration systems [14,25,1]. But unlike them, DIXSE allows the user to enrich and fine-tune the default mapping derived from a set of DTDs. Finally, DIXSE employs a specialized object-based repository to store an integrated and semantically richer version of the data extracted from a collection of heterogeneous XML data sources. With the help of Telos, DIXSE
A Semantic Approach to XML-based Data Integration provides a single framework for uniformly representing and querying conceptual schema information (metadata) and data. The paper includes elements of a detailed case study to illustrate the DIXSE approach.

We plan to try out DIXSE with another case study from the domain of knowledge management to illustrate its usefulness. We also propose to use XML Schema definitions [26] in place of DTDs, extend the implemented system so that it can produce an XML Schema definition from the derived conceptual schema, and generate a single XML document that integrates all the data included in the input XML documents. We expect that these extensions will be quite straightforward.
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Abstract. XML is a common standard for semi-structured and structured data representation and exchange over the Web. This paper describes a semi-automatic process for converting an XML DTD to a schema in a canonical conceptual model based on ORM/NIAM and extended ER models. This process is part of a bottom-up approach for integration of XML sources that takes a set of DTDs and generates an ontology for query purposes. A conceptual schema for a DTD simplifies the integration activity because provides a semantically rich representation of an XML source. The core of the process is a set of conversion rules that consider the DTD structure and heuristics related to default semantic interpretations on such structure in order to generate the corresponding concepts in the canonical conceptual schema.

1 Introduction

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is a W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) standard for semi-structured and structured data representation and exchange over the Web [17]. XML documents may be in accordance to a schematic representation described by a DTD (Document Type Definition). A DTD may be considered a logical model for XML because it describes a hierarchical structure for XML data representation.

Conceptual models provide a high-level abstraction for information concerning to an application domain, being a useful tool for tasks like database design, reverse engineering and semantic integration [1]. Semantic integration technics, in particular, aims at defining a mapping from a global schema to associated local heterogeneous schemas. Such global schema acts as a basis for an integrated service of data manipulation. The integration of conceptual schemas instead of logical schemas is preferable because conceptual models have a more clear semantics and are not bound to a specific data structure.

Considering the semantic integration of XML data, a conceptual representation to XML sources reduces the integration overhead, if compared to a DTD

* This work is partially supported by CAPES Foundation.

representation, because a DTD describes a grammar for semi-structured data description and not data semantics. There are recent proposals related to modeling of semi-structured data [9, 2, 4, 8, 3, 16, 10], but no one accomplishes conceptual abstraction of XML schemas considering heuristics for inferring some semantics about XML data.

We describe in this paper a semi-automatic process for converting a DTD to a conceptual schema in a canonical conceptual model. This canonical model mixes constructs from two common conceptual models to abstract XML schemas. The proposed process is part of an approach for semantic integration of XML sources, under development at the Informatics Institute of Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil [11].

Our process is strongly based on a set of conversion rules that takes into account DTD elements and attributes, syntactical constructs (sequences and choices) and heuristics related to default semantic interpretations to generate the corresponding conceptual concepts. Final adjustments on a preliminary conceptual schema are accomplished by an human analyst (called user).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a terminology to a DTD, required to the definition of the conversion rules. Section 3 briefly comments the Integration Layer - a software component that applies the conversion process. Section 4, 5 and 6 present, respectively, the adopted canonical conceptual model, the conversion rules of a DTD to a conceptual schema, and the further expected manual adjustments on such conceptual schema. Section 7 comments related work and section 8 is dedicated to the conclusion.

2 DTD

The schema of an XML document may be defined by a DTD. A DTD describes a hierarchy of elements, rooted at the root element, and their optional attributes. Figure 1 (a) shows a DTD to the domain of Conferences.

An element content model in a DTD can hold: (i) no content (EMPTY type), free content (ANY type) or only character data (#PCDATA type) - a simple element; (ii) or only component elements or a mix of character data and component elements - a composite element. A composite element may be defined by two DTD syntactical constructs: sequences and choices. A sequence \( e_1, ..., e_n \) defines \( n \) ordered component elements. A choice \( e_1 | .. | e_m \) defines \( m \) alternatives of component elements. A component element may be: (i) another embedded sequence or choice definition - a complex component element; (ii) the name of an element - a simple component element; (iii) or a #PCDATA type - a lexical component element. A simple component element that occurs several times in a sequence is a repeated simple component element.

The regular expression operators ‘?’ , ‘*’ and ‘+’ denote allowed occurrences of component elements. An element content model or a component element followed by a regular expression operator ‘*’ or ‘+’ is a repeatable element.

Attributes can be associated to an element. Each attribute has a name, a data type and optional constraints that restrict its permitted values to an enumeration
or a fixed value, or defines it as a required property. An element with attributes is also considered a composite element.

3 The Integration Layer

The Integration Layer is a component of a mediation framework for querying XML data from heterogeneous XML sources, being responsible to the semantic integration of XML schemas defined by DTDs [11]. It follows a bottom-up integration approach that takes as input a set of DTDs, converts each DTD to a canonical conceptual schema, and performs the semantic integration of these schemas, generating a reference ontology that acts as a front-end for querying XML sources [12]. This approach is supported by a semi-automatic process that considers user intervention to validate the canonical schemas as well as the ontology.

The focus of this paper is on the first task of the integration process, called DTD Conversion, that provides the conversion of a DTD to a conceptual schema. The DTD Conversion process has three phases: (i) Conversion Rules Application; (ii) Analysis of XML Instances and; (iii) User Validation. Phase (i) follows the DTD definition order, applying appropriated rules according to the syntax for element and attribute definition to generate a preliminary conceptual schema. Such rules are detailed in section 5, considering the conversion of the DTD of Figure 1 (a) as an example. The preliminary schema is further validated by the user in phase (iii) to generate the definitive conceptual schema. Section 6 comments this phase. The Analysis of XML Instances is optional, being set to be executed by the user. This phase takes a preliminary conceptual schema generated by phase (i) and tries to infer the cardinality of the relationship between a
component element and its composite element, and a more precise data type to 
#PCDATA component elements. Such information is not available in a DTD but it is required to the semantic integration of conceptual schemas. Details about such analysis as well as the overall integration approach are available in [11].

4 The Canonical Conceptual Model

4.1 Overview

A canonical conceptual model is proposed to represent XML data. Despite of being applied to DTDs, it is able to abstract other semi-structured graph-based logical models, like XML-schema [18] and OEM [13]. This model is not a new formalism for conceptual modeling, but an adapted mix of the ORM/NIAM (Object with Role Model/Natural language Information Analysis Method) [7] and EER (Extended Entity-Relationship) [1] models to support semi-structured data representation.

The conceptual basis of the canonical model comes from ORM/NIAM, and most of the graphical notation comes from EER. Figure 1 (b) presents a corresponding schema in the canonical model to the DTD example. A non-lexical concept (solid rectangle) models information that is composed by other information, like Author. A lexical concept (dotted rectangle) models information that have a direct associated value, like Year. Lexical concepts can be specialized to enumerated lexical concepts, that additionally include a value constraint, like Type. A value constraint denotes an enumeration of permitted values. A root concept (thick rectangle) is provided as a type of non-lexical concept to represent the root object of a semi-structured object hierarchy, like Conference.

We introduce a composition relationship notation (an arrow from the composite to the component concept) to model the relationships in a hierarchy of a semi-structured object. The relationship between Author and its component eMail is an example: an Author may have zero or more eMails, and an eMail belongs to one and only one Author. Inheritance relationships are represented by double-line arrows, as illustrated to Submission, that can be specialized to a Paper or a Tutorial.

Exclusion constraints, borrowed from ORM/NIAM and represented by an "X" circled graphical notation, define disjoint relationships (suitable to support heterogeneous relationships of semi-structured objects). An example is Affiliation, that may be related to an Institution or an Industry.

4.2 Definitions

In order to define the conversion rules from a DTD to a conceptual schema, a tuple-based notation is introduced to the canonical conceptual model constructs.

A conceptual schema $s$ is a 4-uple $s = <NL, L, R, EC>$ where $NL$ is the set of non-lexical concepts, $L$ is the set of lexical concepts, $R$ is the set of binary relationships between concepts and $EC$ is the set of exclusion constraints among
relationships. A non-lexical concept \( nl \in NL \) is a 2-uple \( nl = <n, t> \), where \( n \) is the label of \( nl \) and \( t \) is the type of \( nl \), with \( t \in \{ "non-lexical", "root", "virtual" \} \).

A root concept is a non-lexical concept \( rt \) with \( rt.t = "root" \). A virtual concept is a non-lexical concept \( vt \) with \( vt.t = "virtual" \). A virtual concept is introduced to encapsulate a DTD complex component element. Let \( VL \) be the set of virtual concepts.

A lexical concept \( l \in L \) is a 2-uple \( l = <n, d> \), where \( n \) is the label of \( l \) and \( d \) is the data type of \( l \), with \( d \in \{ string, integer, real, char, date, time \} \). An enumerated lexical concept \( el \) is a lexical concept with an additional property \( PV \), where \( PV \) is the set of \( el \) permitted values. Let \( EL \) be the set of enumerated lexical concepts.

A binary relationship \( r \in R \) is a 3-uple \( r = <c1, c2, t> \), where \( c1 \in NL \) and \( c2 \in \{ NL, L \} \) are references to the related concepts and \( t \) is the type of the relationship, with \( t \in \{ "composition", "inheritance" \} \). An inheritance relationship is a binary relationship \( ir \) with \( ir.t = "inheritance" \), being \( c2 \) an specialization of \( c1 \). A composition relationship is a binary relationship \( cr \) with \( cr.t = "composition" \) and two additional properties \( cp1 \) and \( cp2 \), where \( cp1 \) and \( cp2 \) denote, respectively, the cardinality pairs of \( c1 \) and \( c2 \), and \( c1 \) and \( c2 \) denote, respectively, the source and the target concepts. A named composition relationship \( ncr \) is a composition relationship with an additional property \( nr \), where \( nr \) is the label of the relationship. Let \( IR \) and \( CR \) be, respectively, the set of inheritance and composition relationships.

An exclusion constraint \( ec \in EC \) is a 1-upla \( ec = <ER> \), where \( ER \) is the set of mutual exclusive relationships \( \{ r_1, r_2, ..., r_n \} \), with \( r_i \in R \). The following constraint holds to \( ec.ER: r_1.c1 = r_2.c1 = ... = r_n.c1 \), denoting that a exclusion constraint concerns to the relationships of a concept \( c1 \).

5 Conversion Rules

The conversion rules are the core of the DTD Conversion process. They consider the DTD syntax and heuristics concerning to semantic interpretations on the DTD - called semantic heuristics - with the purpose of generating a conceptual schema that does not require a lot of manual work to provide semantic adjustments. The conversion rules are organized in three classes:

1. **Transformation rules**: convert DTD elements and attributes to conceptual concepts. Such rules, in turn, are organized in two classes:
   - **Non-Lexical rules**: convert composite elements;
   - **Lexical rules**: convert simple elements and attributes.

2. **Restructuring rules**: generate root concepts and simplifies the conceptual schema generated by the application of the transformation rules;

---

1 Currently supported data types. The default data type is *string*.

2 Association relationships are also supported by the canonical model, but are not described here for sake of paper space.
3. **Cardinality rules**: determine the cardinality of source concepts. They are basic rules used by the two previous classes.

The conversion rules are defined and exemplified in the next sections, considering \( \Delta_r(p_1, p_2, ..., p_n) \) the application of the rule \( r \) to the input parameters \( p_1, p_2, ..., p_n \).

### 5.1 Transformation Rules

**Non-lexical Rules** This class of rules makes use of the semantic heuristics. One of them is defined in the following, being responsible to infer a specialization relationship between two elements.

**Definition 1 (Inheritance Heuristics).** Given a pair of DTD element names \((e_1, e_2)\), if a hypernymy relationship between them can be determined by a general or domain thesaurus (\( e_1 \) is broader than \( e_2 \)), and \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) do not have inheritance conflict\(^3\) then \( e_2 \) is a specialization of \( e_1 \).

The CE rule converts a composite element \( E \) to a non-lexical concept. The SCE, RSCE, CCE and LCE rules are related to the conversion of component elements. Table 1 shows the definition of these rules.

The followed reasoning to the conversion of a *sequence* of component elements of an element \( E \), shown in Figure 2 concerns to the generation of default lexical concepts for each component element \( e \), and composition relationships between \( E \) and each \( e \). When \( e \) is a *lexical* or a *complex component element*, a special name is generated to their corresponding concepts. The source cardinality of a composition relationship is defined by the \( SCR, SC \) and \( RSC \) cardinality rules (see section 5.3). The target cardinality is set to \((1,N)\) by default.

\[
<\!ELEMENT E (..., e_1, ..., e_n?, ..., e_p*, ..., (x, y)+)> 
\]

**Fig. 2.** Conversion of a DTD element defined by a *sequence*

---

\(^3\) Inheritance conflict means that there is not a same element in the composition hierarchy rooted at \( e_1 \) but \( e_2 \), and the composition hierarchy rooted at \( e_2 \).
Table 1. Non-Lexical Rules (I)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CE</strong> (Composite Element)</td>
<td>Given a composite element $E$ with name $EName$, generate $nl = &lt;EName, &quot;non-lexical&quot;&gt; \in NL$ if $E$ is not defined as a non-lexical concept, and remove $l \in L$ if $E$ is defined as a lexical concept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCE</strong> (Simple Component Element)</td>
<td>Given a simple component element $e$, with name $eName$, of a composite element $E$ converted to a concept $nl \in NL$, generate $l = &lt;eName, &quot;string&quot;&gt; \in L$ if $e$ is not defined as a lexical or non-lexical concept, and $r = &lt;nl, l, &quot;inheritance&quot;&gt; \in IR$ if $e$ definition is not followed by ‘+’ or ‘*’, and inheritance heuristics holds to $(EName, eName)$; otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RSCE</strong> (Repeated Simple Component Element)</td>
<td>Given a repeated simple component element $e$, with name $eName$, of a composite element $E$ converted to a concept $nl \in NL$, generate $l = &lt;eName, &quot;string&quot;&gt; \in L$ if $e$ is not defined as a lexical or non-lexical concept, and $r = &lt;nl, l, \Delta_{SC}(E,e) \cup \Delta_{SCR}(E,e), (1,N), &quot;composition&quot;&gt; \in CR$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CCE</strong> (Complex Component Element)</td>
<td>Given a complex component element $e$, with name $eName$, of a composite element $E$ converted to a concept $nl \in NL$, generate $nl = &lt;n, &quot;virtual&quot;&gt; \in NL$, where $n = EName + &quot;Component&quot; + sequential, and $r = &lt;nl, l, \Delta_{RSC}(E,e), (1,N), &quot;composition&quot;&gt; \in CR$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LCE</strong> (Lexical Component Element)</td>
<td>Given a lexical component element $e$, with name $eName$, of a composite element $E$ converted to a concept $nl \in NL$, generate $l = &lt;n, &quot;string&quot;&gt; \in L$, where $n = EName + &quot;Text&quot;$, and $r = &lt;nl, l, \Delta_{SC}(E,e) \cup \Delta_{SCR}(E,e), (1,N), &quot;composition&quot;&gt; \in CR$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SCE rule makes use of the inheritance heuristics to check if a simple component $e$ is a specialization of $E$. If so, an inheritance relationship is generated. A virtual concept $vl$ is generated by the CCE rule. Once generated, $vl$ is considered a composite element and the conversion rules are applied to its components.

**Example 1 (DTD example - lines 3 and 6 (partial conversion)).** $\Delta_{CE}(Author) \Rightarrow nl_1 = <Author>; \Delta_{SCE}(Author, EMail*) \Rightarrow l_1 = <EMail,"string">; cr_1 = <nl_1, l_1, (0,N), (1,N)>; \Delta_{CE}(Submission) \Rightarrow nl_2 = <Submission>; \Delta_{CCE}(Submission, (Paper | Tutorial)) \Rightarrow nl_3 = <SubmissionComponent1, "virtual">; cr_2 = <nl_2, nl_3, (1,1), (1,N)>\footnote{For sake of paper space, the type attribute of non-lexical concepts and binary relationships are not shown in the examples.}

The $C$ rule converts a composite element $E$ defined by a choice and their component elements. Such conversion is ruled by the enumeration and exclusion heuristics, defined in the following.

**Definition 2 (Enumeration Heuristics).** Given a component element $e$, with name $eName$, of a composite element $E$, if $e$ is defined as an EMPTY type element without associated attributes, then $e$ is a qualification of $E$ with value $eName$. The $C$ rule converts a composite element $E$ defined by a choice and their component elements. Such conversion is ruled by the enumeration and exclusion heuristics, defined in the following.

**Definition 3 (Exclusion Heuristics).** Given a composite element $E$, with name $EName$, defined by a choice and their set $Sc$ of component elements $e_1, e_2, ..., e_n$, where each element $e_i \in Sc$ has name $e_iName$, the relationship...
between E and their components must match with one of the following exclusion semantics:

1. **Disjoint inheritance semantics**: if the inheritance heuristics hold to (EName, e<i> Name), for all e<i> ∈ Sc, then a disjoint set of inheritance relationships is generated;

2. **Enumeration semantics**: if the enumeration heuristics hold to all e<i> ∈ Sc, then a concept el ∈ EL is generated, with el.PV being the set of e<i> names. A composition relationship from the non-lexical concept corresponding to E to el is also generated;

3. **Disjoint composition semantics**: if the inheritance heuristics and enumeration heuristics do not apply to any e<i> ∈ Sc, a disjoint set of composition relationships is generated;

4. **Mixed semantics**: a mix of the previous exclusion semantics.

Figure 3 illustrates the exclusion semantics described by the exclusion heuristics. Items 1 to 4 of the exclusion heuristics correspond to the items (a) to (d) in Figure 3. To all exclusion semantics, except the enumeration semantics, an exclusion constraint is generated to denote that the component elements are disjoint.

![Fig. 3. Semantic interpretations of a DTD element defined by a choice](image)

The RC rule deals with the conversion of repeatable choices. It does not generate inheritance relationships and exclusion constraints because one or more alternative component elements may be related to E several times. Table 2 shows the definition of the C and RC rules.

**Example 2** (DTD example - lines 15 and 18). \( \Delta_C(\text{Affiliation}) \Rightarrow n_l_1 = <\text{Affiliation}>, l_1 = <\text{Institution}, "string">, l_2 = <\text{Industry}, "string">, c_r_1 = <n_l_1, l_1, (1,1), (1,N)>, c_r_2 = <n_l_1, l_2, (1,1), (1,N)>, e_c = <\{c_r_1, c_r_2\} >; \Delta_{RC}(\text{Program}) \Rightarrow n_l_2 = <\text{Program}>, l_3 = <\text{Session}, "string">, l_4 = <\text{ProgramText}, "string">, c_r_3 = <n_l_2, l_3, (0,N), (1,N)>, c_r_4 = <n_l_2, l_4, (0,N), (1,N)>.}
Table 2. Non-Lexical Rules (II)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C (Choice)</td>
<td>Given a composite element $E$, with name $EName$, defined as a choice and converted to a concept $nl \in NL$, with a set $Se$ of component elements $e_1, e_2, ..., e_n$, where the name of an element $e_i \in Se$ is $e_iName$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Apply $\Delta_{CE}(E)$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Generate $el = \langle n, &quot;string&quot;, {e_1Name, e_2Name, ..., e_kName} \rangle \in EL$, where $n = EName + &quot;Type&quot;,$ and $r = \langle nl, el, \Delta_{UC}({\Delta_{SC}(E,e_1^\prime),$ $\Delta_{SC}(E,e_2^\prime), ...,$ $\Delta_{SC}(E,e_k^\prime)}), (1,N), &quot;composition&quot;\rangle \in CR,$ if exists a subset $Se^\prime = {e_1^\prime, e_2^\prime, ..., e_k^\prime} \subseteq Se$, such that enumeration heuristics holds to $(E, e_i^\prime)$, for all $e_i^\prime \in Se$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. For each $e_i \in Se - Se^\prime$ apply $\Delta_{SCE}(E,e_i)$, $\Delta_{CCE}(E,e_i)$ or $\Delta_{LCE}(E,e_i)$ if $e_i$ is, respectively, a simple, a complex or a lexical component;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Generate $ec = \langle ER\rangle \in EC$, where $ER$ is the set of relationships $r \in R$ generated by this rule, if $SCE$, $CCE$ and $LCE$ rules generate at least one relationship $r \in R$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC (Repeat-</td>
<td>Given a repeatable composite element $E$, with name $EName$, defined as a choice and converted to a concept $nl \in NL$, with a set $Se$ of component elements $e_1, e_2, ..., e_n$, where the name of an element $e_i \in Se$ is $e_iName$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>able Choice)</td>
<td>1. The same of item 1 of C rule;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. The same of item 2 of C rule;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. For each simple component $e_i \in Se - Se^\prime$ generate $l = \langle e_iName, &quot;string&quot;\rangle \in L$ if $e$ is not defined as a lexical or non-lexical concept, and $r = \langle nl, l, (O,N), (1,N), &quot;composition&quot;\rangle \in CR$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. For each $e_i \in Se - Se^\prime$ apply $\Delta_{CCE}(E,e_i)$ or $\Delta_{LCE}(E,e_i)$ if $e_i$ is, respectively, a complex or a lexical component;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lexical Rules  The lexical rules convert simple elements ($SE$ rule) and attributes ($A$ rule), generating correspondent lexical concepts. The $A$ rule can generate an enumerated lexical concept to an attribute if there is a value constraint associated to it. Attributes with the same name of elements in the conceptual schema receive special names because element names have precedence. Table 3 shows the definition of these rules.

Example 3 (DTD example - line 2). $\Delta_{A}(\{Conference, \{Name CDATA REQUIRED, Year CDATA, Place CDATA\}\}) \Rightarrow nl = \langle Conference>, l_1 = \langle Name, "string">, l_2 = \langle Year, "string">, l_3 = \langle Place, "string">, cr_1 = \langle nl, l_1, (1,1), (1,N)\rangle, cr_2 = \langle nl, l_2, (0,1), (1,N)\rangle, cr_3 = \langle nl, l_3, (0,1), (1,N)\rangle$.

5.2 Restructuring Rules

Four rules comprises the restructuring rules, defined in Table 4. The $RTC$ rule identifies non-lexical concepts that are root concepts and properly update them. A root concept is a concept that is not target of any binary relationship.

The other rules simplifies the conceptual schema, removing concepts that behave as additional connections among relevant concepts, like virtual concepts and concepts that may be converted to relationships. The $NR$ rule states that a non-lexical concept $nl$ (not root concept) that is composed by only one concept $c$ is, in fact, an useless intermediate concept in the chain of composition relationships $nl' \rightarrow nl \rightarrow c$. Such chain is reduced to a relationship $r:nl' \rightarrow c$ where $r$ is named with the $nl$ label.
Table 3. Lexical Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SE</strong> (Simple Element)</td>
<td>Given a simple element e with name eName, generate ( l = &lt;\text{eName}, \text{&quot;string&quot;}&gt; \in L ) if e is not defined as a lexical concept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong> (Attributes)</td>
<td>Given a set of attributes ( a_1, a_2, ..., a_n ) defined to an element E with name EName:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Apply ( \Delta CE(E) );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Generate ( l = &lt;n, \text{&quot;string&quot;}&gt; \in L ), where ( n = \text{EN} + \text{&quot;Context&quot;}, ) and ( r = &lt;nl, l, (1,N), \text{&quot;composition&quot;}&gt; \in CR ), if E is #PCDATA or ANY type;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. For each ( a_i \in a_1, a_2, ..., a_n ) with name ( a_i \text{Name} ):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) Define ( n := { \text{EN} + a_i \text{Name} \text{ if } a_i \text{Name} \text{ has name conflict; } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>otherwise; ( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Generate ( l = { &lt;n, \text{&quot;string&quot;}, PV &gt; \in EL \text{ if } a_i \text{ has value constraint; } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>otherwise; ( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and ( r = &lt;nl, l, cp1, (1,N), \text{&quot;composition&quot;}&gt; \in CR, ) where ( cp1 = { (1,1) \text{ if } a_i \text{ is a required attribute; } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0,1) otherwise. ( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example 4. Suppose that line 18 of the DTD example is \(<!ELEMENT Program (Session)+ \)> and the transformation rules generate: \( nl_1 = <\text{Conference}> \), \( nl_2 = <\text{Program}> \), \( nl_3 = <\text{Session}> \), \( cr_1 = <nl_1, nl_2, (1,1), (1,N)> \), \( cr_2 = <nl_2, nl_3, (1,N), (1,N)> \). So, \( \Delta_{RTC}(nl_1) \Rightarrow nl_1 = <\text{Conference}, \text{"root"}> ; \Delta_{NR}(nl_2) \Rightarrow ncr_1 = <nl_1, nl_3, (1,N), (1,N), \text{"composition"}, \text{"Program"}> \), remove \( cr_1 \), \( nl_2 \) and \( cr_2 \).

The **RG** rule considers inheritance relationships from a source non-lexical concept \( nl \) and a set \( C \) of specialized concepts \( \{ c_1, ..., c_n \} \), with \( n > 1 \). In this case, if all elements \( c_i \in C \) are source concepts of a concept \( X \) in a composition relationship, then \( X \) becomes a direct component of \( nl \) (the composition relationships with target \( X \) are generalized).

The **VCR** rule states that a concept \( vl \in VL \) that is a component of a concept \( nl \in NL \), such that the maximum source cardinality of your composition relationship is 1, is an useless intermediate concept in the chain of composition relationships that connects \( nl \) to the set \( C \) of \( vl \) components. In this case, \( vl \) is removed and all \( C \) elements become direct \( nl \) components. Such simplification does not work only if the relationship from \( nl \) to \( vl \) is included in a exclusion constraint of \( nl \), and \( vl \) encapsulates a sequence (called exclusion-sequence constraint).

Example 5. The (partial) application of the transformation rules on line 11 of the DTD example generates: \( nl = <\text{Tutorial}> \), \( vl = <\text{TutorialComponent1}, \text{"virtual"}> \), \( el = <\text{TutorialComponent1Type}, \text{"string"}, \{ \text{basic}, \text{advanced} \}> \), \( cr_1 = <nl, vl, (0,1), (1,N)> \), \( cr_2 = <vl, el, (1,1), (1,N)> \). So, \( \Delta_{VCR}(vl) \Rightarrow cr_3 = <nl, el, (0,1), (1,N)> \), remove \( cr_2 \), \( vl \) and \( cr_1 \).

5.3 Cardinality Rules

The cardinality rules are basic rules used by the transformation and restructuring rules. Table 5 shows the definition of these rules. The **SC** and **SCR** rules
Table 4. Restructuring Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTC (Root Concept)</td>
<td>Given a concept ( nl \in NL ), do ( \text{nl.t := &quot;root&quot; if does not exist } r \in R \text{ such that } r.c2 = nl ).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| NR (Named Relationship) | Given a not root concept \( nl \in NL \) such that exists only one relationship \( r \in CR \) with \( r.c1 = nl \), then:
1. For each \( nl' \in NL \) such that exists a relationship \( r' \in CR \) with \( r'.c1 = nl' \) and \( r'.c2 = nl \):
   (a) Generate \( r'' = < r'.c1, r.c2, \Delta_{UC}(\{r.cp1, r'.cp1\}), r'.cp2, "composition", nl.n> \in NCR \);
   (b) \( ec.ER := ec.ER \cup \{r''\} - \{r'\} \), if exists \( ec \in EC \) such that \( r' \in ec.ER \);
   (c) Remove \( r' \);
2. Remove \( nl \) and \( r \). |
| RG (Relationship Generalization) | Given a concept \( nl \in NL \), if for all relationship \( r \in IR \) such that \( r.c1 = nl \) there is a relationship \( r' \in CR \) such that \( r'.c1 = r.c2 \) and \( r'.c2 = X \), and does not exist \( ec \in EC \) such that \( r' \in ec.ER \), then:
1. Generate \( r'' = < nl, X, \Delta_{UC}(\{r'1.cp1, r'2.cp1, ..., r'n.cp1\}), (1,N), "composition"> \in CR \), where \( \{r'1, r'2, ..., r'n\} \) is the set of all \( r' \in CR \);
2. For each \( r'i \in \{r'1, r'2, ..., r'n\} \) do remove \( r'i \). |
| VCR (Virtual Concept Removal) | Given a concept \( vl \in VL \), component of a concept \( nl \in NL \), and \( r \in CR \) with \( r.cp1.c_{max} = 1 \), where exclusion-sequence constraint does not hold:
1. For each \( r' \in CR \) such that \( r'.c1 = vl \):
   (a) Generate \( r'' = < r'.c1, r.c2, \Delta_{UC}(\{r.cp1, r'.cp1\}), r'.cp2, "composition"> \in CR \);
   (b) If exists \( r'' \in ec.ER \), to an \( ec \in EC \) defined to \( vl \), then:
      \( ec.ER := ec.ER \cup \{r''\} \)
      \( ec.ER := ec.ER \cup \{r''\} - \{r''\} \), if exists \( ec'' \in EC \) such that \( r' \in ec'' \) and \( r \in ec'' \);
      \( ec.ER := ec.ER \cup \{r''\} - \{r''\} \) otherwise;
   (c) Remove \( r'' \);
2. Remove \( nl \) and \( r \). |

Determine cardinalities of a composition relationship between concepts corresponding to a composite element \( E \) and a component element \( e \), considering the case where \( E \) is a repeatable element or not.

The RSC rule defines the source cardinality of a repeated component element \( e \), taking into account the number of occurrences of \( e \) into \( E \) definition. UC rule defines the unified cardinality to a set of cardinalities \( Sc \). The unified cardinality is the broader cardinality for all \( Sc \) elements.

Example 6. Given the DTD element definitions \( <!ELEMENT E_1 (e_1?, \ldots, e_x, \ldots, e_x+)> \) and \( <!ELEMENT E_2 (\ldots, e_i, \ldots, e_k?, \ldots)+> \):
\( \Delta_{SC}(E_1,e_1) \Rightarrow (0,1) \); \( \Delta_{RSC}(E_1,e_x) \Rightarrow (cp_{min} = 1+1, cp_{max} = N) = (2,N) \); \( \Delta_{SCR}(E_2,e_i) \Rightarrow (1,N) \); \( \Delta_{SCR}(E_2,e_k) \Rightarrow (0,N) \).
Given three cardinalities \( cp_1 = (0,1) \), \( cp_2 = (1,1) \) and \( cp_3 = (1,N) \):
\( \Delta_{UC}(\{cp_1,cp_2,cp_3\}) \Rightarrow (0,N) \).

Table 6 shows the application of the conversion rules to the DTD example. Resulting fragments of the conceptual schema are presented to each set of converted DTD lines.
### Table 5. Cardinality Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **SC** (Source Cardinality) | The cardinality \( cp \) of a composite element \( E \) with regard to a component element \( e \) is:  
\[
\begin{align*}
(0,1), & \quad \text{if } e \text{ definition is followed by '+'}; \\
(0,N), & \quad \text{if } e \text{ definition is followed by '*'}; \\
(1,N), & \quad \text{if } e \text{ definition is followed by '?'}; \\
(1,1), & \quad \text{otherwise}.
\end{align*}
\] |
| **SCR** (Source Cardinality with Repetition) | The cardinality \( cp \) of a repeatable composite element \( E \) with regard to a component element \( e \) is:  
\[
\begin{align*}
(0,N), & \quad \text{if } E \text{ is defined as a choice}; \\
(0,N), & \quad \text{if } E \text{ is defined as a sequence followed by '*'}; \\
(1,N), & \quad \text{if } E \text{ is defined as a sequence followed by '+' and } e \text{ definition is followed by '?'}; \\
(1,1), & \quad \text{otherwise}.
\end{align*}
\] |
| **RSC** (Repeated Source Cardinality Rule) | The cardinality pair \( (cp_{min}, cp_{max}) \) of a composite element \( E \) with regard to a \( n \)-repeated target component element \( e \), being \( e_i \) the \( i \)-th occurrence of \( e \) in \( E \), is defined as follows.  
1. For each \( e_i \): \( cp_i := \Delta_{SC}(E,e_i) \) or \( \Delta_{SCR}(E,e_i) \);  
2. \( cp_{min} := \sum_{i=1}^{n} cp_i.c_{min} \);  
3. \( cp_{max} := \begin{cases} 
N & \text{if exists } cp_i \in \{cp_1, cp_2, ..., cp_n\} \text{ such that } cp_i.c_{max} = N; \\
\sum_{i=1}^{n} cp_i.c_{max} & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases} \) |
| **UC** (Unified Cardinality) | Given a set of cardinalities \( S_c \), where each \( cp_i \in S_c \) has the form \( cp_i = (c_{min}, c_{max}) \), the unified cardinality \( ucp \) is defined as follows.  
\[
\begin{align*}
ucp.c_{min} := & \quad \min(cp_1.c_{min}, cp_2.c_{min}, ..., cp_n.c_{min}) \\
ucp.c_{max} := & \quad \begin{cases} 
N & \text{if exists } cp_i \in S_c \text{ such that } cp_i.c_{max} = N; \\
\max(cp_1.c_{min}, cp_2.c_{min}, ..., cp_n.c_{min}) & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\] |

### 6 User Validation

The *user validation* phase concerns to the user intervention with the purpose of validating the preliminary conceptual schema generated through the execution of the conversion rules. Such validation is required to obtain a conceptual schema semantically correct to the considered domain.

The most relevant manual adjustments are related to defaults assumed by the previous phases of the conversion process. Such adjustments are:

- **Target cardinalities of composition relationships**: the default target cardinality of a composition relationship may not be in accordance to the semantics of the domain, even after an analysis of XML instances;
- **Data types of lexical concepts**: the data type of a lexical concept may not match to the real domain of the correspondent element values, even after an analysis of XML instances;
- **Names of composition relationships**: names of elements that become relationships’names in a conceptual schema, according to \( NR \) rule, may not be suitable to the considered domain;
- **Generated names of concepts**: default names for virtual or lexical concepts must also be changed to much expressive names;
- **Merge of lexical concepts**: lexical concepts with the same semantics can be merged in a single representative lexical concept. It occurs when an element and attribute name conflict raises, and two lexical concepts are generated;
Table 6. Application of the Conversion Rules to the DTD Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DTD Lines</th>
<th>Conversion Rules</th>
<th>Conceptual Schema</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 to 2</td>
<td>CE(Conference),</td>
<td>ConferenceName</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCE(Conference,</td>
<td>(1,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Author+), SCE</td>
<td>(0,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Conference, Program), A</td>
<td>(1,N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCE(Conference, Name CDATA REQUIRED, Year CDATA, Place CDATA)</td>
<td>(1,N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE(Conference, Name CDATA REQUIRED, Year CDATA, Place CDATA)</td>
<td>(1,N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 5</td>
<td>CE(Author), SCE</td>
<td>Submission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Author, Name),</td>
<td>(1,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCE(Author, EMail*), SCE(Author, Affiliation), SCE(Author, Submission+), SE(Name), SE(EMail)</td>
<td>(1,N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 to 14</td>
<td>CE(Submission),</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCE(Submission, Title), CCE(Submission, (Paper</td>
<td>Tutorial)), C(SubmissionComponent1), SE(Title), CE(Paper), SCE(Paper, Abstract), SCE(Paper, Body), SE(Abstract), SE(Body), CE(Tutorial), SCE(Tutorial, Duration), CCE(Tutorial, (Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 to 17</td>
<td>CE(Affiliation),</td>
<td>Affiliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCE(Affiliation, Institution), SCE(Affiliation, Industry), SE(Institution), SE(Industry)</td>
<td>(1,N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 22</td>
<td>RC(Program), LCE</td>
<td>Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Program, #PCDATA), SCE(Program, Session), SE(Session), SCE(Session, Subject), SCE(Session, Date), SCE(Session, Time), SE(Subjct), SE(Date), SE(Tutorial),</td>
<td>(1,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restructuring</td>
<td>VCR (SubmissionComponent1), VCR (TutorialComponent1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Exclusion semantics**: a default exclusion semantics can be updated by the user. The most usual case occurs when an implied specialization relationship is not inferred by the inheritance heuristics to all or some of the component elements.
Considering the preliminary conceptual schema shown at Table 6, four updates are supposed to be performed by the user:

- The lexical concepts ConferenceName and Name are merged in a lexical concept Name;
- Adjustments on target cardinalities: (0,1) to Name-Conference and (0,N) to Name-Author (a Name may belong to an Author or a Conference); (1,1) to Program-Conference; (1,1) to EMail - Author; (1,1) to Abstract-Paper and Body-Paper; (1,1) to Text-Program and Session-Program; and (1,1) to Title-Submission;
- The names of the concepts TutorialComponent1Type and ProgramText are reduced to the more readable names Type and Text, respectively;
- There is an implied disjoint inheritance semantics on the relationships from Submission to Paper and Tutorial. This update is manually provided.

On concluding this phase, the resulting conceptual schema is the one shown in Figure 1 (b).

7 Related Work

Several approaches define canonical representations of DTDs for integration purposes. The MIX project [9] and the works of [2] and [4] convert a DTD to a schema in a graph-based model that keeps a hierarchical organization of DTD elements. These schemas, however, are not conceptual schemas in sense that are strongly tied to the DTD structure and do not support semantic relationships. The YAT model [15], for semi-structured data representation, works on a similar way.

Other recent work deal with Web data modeling. One of them presents a conversion of HTML data to a conceptual model. This model follows an object-oriented formalism suitable for semi-structured data [8]. Compared to our canonic model, such a model has a lower abstraction level because it considers only constructs for composition relationships, and offers no support for XML schemas conversion. [3] and [5] propose, respectively, an ORM to XML-Schema and an UML to DTD mapping, for XML schemas design purposes; and [16] queries heterogeneous XML sources through a mediation-based system that uses a predefined domain ontology. All of them follow the opposite approach of the DTD Conversion, mapping a conceptual model to a logical model. Such conversion has a lower complexity level because does not need to infer semantics.

A close approach is followed by [10], that presents a semi-automatic conversion of a schema in XML to the ER model through intermediate mappings to a defined low-level graph-based model called HDM. However, the DTD Conversion does not consider an intermediate data model in the conversion process, and extracts inheritance relationships from XML schemas.
8 Conclusion

We present in this paper a rule-based process for converting a DTD to a conceptual schema suitable to the abstraction of semi-structured data. Such process is a contribution to problem of semantic integration of XML sources. The conversion rules generate conceptual schemas through the automatic inference of some semantics on a DTD, in order to reduce the user intervention. Compared to related work, our process produces a semantically more rich canonical representation of XML data for integration purposes.

The canonic model and the mapping information to a DTD are under definition in OIL (Ontology Inference Language), a language suitable to ontology and conceptual modeling specification [6]. We chose OIL because it allows a standard specification for canonic schemas and the reference ontology, making easy their mapping. OIL has a short and clear syntax and can be converted to the W3C recommended metadata standard RDF [14].

Future work concern to the study of new heuristics to improve the automated support of the conversion process and the conceptual abstraction of XML-schema. We consider first the DTD conversion because DTD is an early and widespread standard for XML logical modeling, whereas XML-Schema is a recent W3C standard. Anyway, the XML-schema conversion is supposed to be simpler than the DTD conversion because XML-schema constructs are much closer to conceptual constructs than the ones of DTDs.

Acknowledgment. We thank Silvana Castano, from Information Science Department of University of Milano, by the suggestions given to the paper content and the co-operation in the development of the integration approach.
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Abstract. Most research on XML has so far largely neglected the data modeling aspects of XML schemas. In this paper, we attempt to make a systematic approach to data modeling capabilities of XML schemas. We first formalize a core set of features among a dozen competing XML schema language proposals and introduce a new notion of XGrammar. The benefits of such formal description is that it is both concise and precise. We then compare the features of XGrammar with those of the Entity-Relationship (ER) model. We especially focus on three data modeling capabilities of XGrammar: (a) the ability to represent ordered binary relationships, (b) the ability to represent a set of semantically equivalent but structurally different types as “one” type using the closure properties, and (c) the ability to represent recursive relationships.

1 Introduction

With the growing popularity of XML (eXtensible Markup Language) defined by W3C, XML schema(s) expressed by schema languages (e.g., DTD [5], XML-Schema [14], RELAX [9]) are being widely used to describe data. Even though XML is largely used for transferring data at present, we envision that in the not-so-distant future, XML schemas will be used as the “external schema” for a large portion of the data. This makes the study of modeling capabilities of XML schemas very important. Furthermore, to bridge with other existing data models, it is becoming increasingly important to understand how to map features of XML schema to those of existing models and vice versa. In this paper, we attempt to make a systematic approach to data description using an XML schema and compare it to the widely-used conceptual model, the Entity-Relationship (ER) model [7]. Our contributions in this paper are as follows:

– We formalize a core set of features found in various XML schema languages into XGrammar – a grammar notation commonly found in formal language theory. The important building blocks of any XML schema language such

* This author is partially supported by NSF grants 0086116, 0085773, 9817773.
1 We differentiate two terms – XML schema(s) and XML-Schema. The former refers to a general term for a schema for XML, while the latter [14] refers to one kind of XML schema language proposed by W3C.
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as element-subelement relationships are well captured in XGrammar in a coherent and precise manner.

– We describe three features of XGrammar in detail and compare them with features of ER model: (a) representing ordered binary relationships, (b) representing a set of semantically equivalent but structurally different types as “one” type using the property that XGrammar is closed under the union boolean operation, and (c) representing recursive relationships using recursive type definitions. By doing so, we also identify features lacking in ER model to natively support the XML model and extend it to EER model.

Besides the new features present in XGrammar, they can also represent data modeling features such as n-ary relationships, composite attributes, generalization hierarchy etc. However, they are still in a development phase for schema language proposals such as RELAX, and we do not focus on them in this paper.

1.1 Background: ER Model and Our Extensions

Entity-Relationship model (ER model) and Entity-Relationship diagram (ER diagram) are defined by Chen in 1970s and has been widely used in data modeling ever since [7]. The basic features of the ER model are entity types and relationship types. An entity type is represented by a rectangular labeled box, and a relationship type is represented by a diamond labeled box in an ER diagram. For our purposes, we use ER diagram notations in [1]. Here a cardinality of an entity in a relationship is represented as a 2-tuple \((minC, maxC)\). We use this 2-tuple notation mainly to distinguish between the cardinalities: \((0, 1)\) and \((1, 1)\), and also \((0, *)\) and \((1, *)\), which are commonly found in XML schemas. Here \(*\) means that there is no upper bound on the cardinality. For instance, the diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates “Dept can have one or many Employees while each Employee can belong to one and only one Dept”. Note that our notations of cardinalities are exactly reverse of those used in [1].

In this paper, we are not concerned with the more advanced features of ER model such as the role of an entity in a relationship, n-ary relationships where \(n > 2\), attributes of a relationship, and constraints. Instead, we focus only on the basic features of the ER model, and extend it with the following additional features:

– *Order in a binary relationship*: ER model is based on a notion of set, and thus does not have a construct for order. However, in XML model, order is important. For instance, the first and second authors of book are different in XML model. To express such ordering in an ER diagram, we denote

![Fig. 1. Cardinality representation in ER model.](image-url)
the in-between edge by a thick line. For instance, there is ordering among Employees in Fig. 1.

- **Element-subelement relationship**: One of the main constructs in XML model is the element-subelement (i.e., parent-child) relationship. We represent this relationship using a dummy “has” relationship in ER model (i.e., a diamond box with the label has). For instance, the relationship that Employee is a subelement of Dept is shown in Fig. 1.

For convenience, we denote ordered and unordered relationships, say $X$ between two entities $A$ and $B$, where the cardinality of $A$ is $(m_1, M_1)$, and the cardinality of $B$ is $(m_2, M_2)$ by $A(m_1, M_1) \xrightarrow{X} B(m_2, M_2)$ and $A(m_1, M_1) \xrightarrow{X} B(m_2, M_2)$, respectively. ER model with our extensions will be referred to as “EER model” throughout the rest of the paper.

1.2 Related Work

Data modeling is an inherent part of database design, and deals with the structure, organization and effective use of data and the information they represent [15]. Such conceptual modeling of the data has been helped by data models such as ER model [7], which models an enterprise as a set of entities and relationships. However these data models cannot specify ordered relationships (i.e., cannot specify order between objects in a relationship). Ordered relationships exist commonly in practice such as the list of authors of a book. XML schemas, on the other hand, can specify such ordered relationships.

Semantic data modeling using XML schemas has been studied in the recent past. ERX [13] extends ER model so that one can represent a style sheet and a collection of documents conforming to one DTD in ERX model. But order is represented in ERX model by an additional order attribute. Other related work include a mapping from XML schema to an extended UML [4], and a mapping from Object-Role Modeling (ORM) to XML schema [2]. Our approach is different from these approaches; we focus on the new features provided by an XML Schema - element-subelement relationships, new datatypes such as ID or IDREF(S), recursive type definitions, and the property that XGrammar is closed under union, and how they are useful to data modeling.

1.3 Outline of the Paper

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe XGrammar that we propose as a formalization of XML schemas. In Sect. 3, we describe in detail the main features of XGrammar for data modeling. In Sect. 4 we show how to convert an XGrammar to EER model, and vice versa. In Sect. 5 an application scenario using the proposed XGrammar and EER model is given. Finally, some concluding remarks are followed in Sect. 6.
Notation for XML Schemas: XGrammar

Recently about a dozen XML schema languages have been proposed. Some proposals aim at full-fledged schema languages while others take a minimalistic approach. Therefore, they are not directly comparable with each other. Nevertheless, we believe it is meaningful to compare the main building blocks of each language. In [10] and [12], present authors analyzed various schema language proposals using comparative analysis and formal language theory and categorized them into different classes.

In this section, we propose a new notation called XGrammar. Instead of choosing one XML schema language as the basic data modeling language, we extract the most important features from the proposed XML schema languages and formalize them into XGrammar. This is an extension of the regular tree grammar definition in [12] (Def. 24), where we used a six tuple notation to precisely describe content models of XML schema languages. In this paper, we extend this 6-tuple notation with attribute definitions and data types.

Informally, XGrammar takes the structural specification feature from DTD and RELAX and the data typing feature from XML-Schema. Therefore, unlike DTD, XGrammar can specify the exact types of attributes. Furthermore, attributes of IDREF(S) type can specify which “target” types the current attributes refer to. XGrammar is thus our attempt to formalize some of the core ideas found in the various XML schema languages proposed recently. The benefits of a formal description is that it is both concise and precise. From RELAX, we borrow the notion of tree and hedge types: the values of a tree type are trees and the values of a hedge type are hedges – a sequence of trees (or an ordered list of trees) [11]. Both tree and hedge types are together called regular expression types in [3].

We use G to denote an XGrammar and L(G) to denote the language that G generates. We assume the existence of a set \( \hat{N} \) of non-terminal names, a set \( \hat{T} \) of terminal names and a set \( \hat{\tau} \) of atomic data types defined in [3] (e.g., string, integer, etc), including ID and IDREF(S). We use the notations: \( \epsilon \) denotes the empty string, “+” for the union, “,” for the concatenation, “a?” for zero or one occurrence, “a*” for the Kleene closure, and “a+” for “a, a*”. Now let us define XGrammar formally:

**Definition 1 (XGrammar)** An XGrammar is denoted by a 7-tuple \( G = (N_T, N_H, T, S, E, H, A) \), where:

- \( N_T \) is a set of non-terminal symbols that are tree types, where \( N_T \subseteq \hat{N} \).
- \( N_H \) is a set of non-terminal symbols that are hedge types, where \( N_H \subseteq \hat{N} \).
- We use \( N \) to denote \( N_T \cup N_H \). Also, we place the constraint \( N_T \cap N_H = \phi \).
- \( T \) is a set of terminal symbols, where \( T \subseteq \hat{T} \).
- \( S \) is a set of start symbols, where \( S \subseteq N \).
- \( E \) is a set of element production rules of the form “\( X \rightarrow a \ RE \)”, where \( X \in N_T \), \( a \in T \), and \( RE \) is:
  \[
  RE ::= \epsilon \ | \ \tau \ | \ n \ | \ (RE) \ | \ RE + RE \ | \ RE, RE \ | \ RE^\gamma \ | \ RE^* \ | \ RE^+
  \]
Table 1. An example XML-Schema library.xsd.

```
<schema xmlns:t='http://www.w3.org/namespace/>
  <element name='Library'>
    <complexType>
      <sequence>
        <element ref='t:Book' minOccurs='0' maxOccurs='unbounded'/>
        <element ref='t:Magazine' minOccurs='0' maxOccurs='unbounded'/>
        <element ref='t:Person' minOccurs='0' maxOccurs='unbounded'/>
      </sequence>
    </complexType>
  </element>
  <element name='Book'>
    <complexType>
      <sequence>
        <element ref='t:EMPTY'/>
      </sequence>
      <attribute name='title' type='string' use='required'/>
      <attribute name='authors' type='IDREFS' use='required'/>
      <attribute name='publicationDate' type='date' use='required'/>
    </complexType>
  </element>
  <element name='Magazine'>
    <complexType>
      <sequence>
        <element ref='t:EMPTY'/>
      </sequence>
      <attribute name='title' type='string' use='required'/>
      <attribute name='editor' type='IDREF' use='optional'/>
      <attribute name='publicationDate' type='date' use='optional'/>
    </complexType>
  </element>
  <element name='Person'>
    <complexType>
      <sequence>
        <element ref='t:Spouse' minOccurs='0' maxOccurs='1'/>
        <element ref='t:Person' minOccurs='0' maxOccurs='unbounded'/>
      </sequence>
      <attribute name='personID' type='ID' use='required'/>
      <attribute name='name' type='string' use='optional'/>
    </complexType>
  </element>
  <element name='Spouse'>
    <complexType mixed='true'/>
  </element>
</schema>
```

where \( \tau \in \hat{T} \) and \( n \in N \). Note that \( RE \) is actually a hedge type, but it might not have a name associated with it. In other words, we can have anonymous hedge types not captured by \( N_H \). Our examples will elaborate this point.

- \( H \) is a set of hedge production rules of the form \( "X \rightarrow RE" \), where \( X \in N_H \), and \( RE \) is the same as the one for \( E \).

- \( A \) is a set of attribute production rules of the form \( "X \rightarrow a RE" \), where \( X \in N, a \in T \), and \( RE ::= \epsilon | \alpha | (RE) | RE, RE \), where \( \alpha \) is an attribute definition expression defined as:

\[
\alpha ::= \begin{cases} 
  "@" a [ "?" ] "::" \tau & \text{if } \tau \notin \{\text{IDREF, IDREFS}\} \\
  "@" a [ "?" ] "::" \tau "\sim\" \text{ if } \tau = \text{IDREF} \\
  "@" a [ "?" ] "::" \tau "\sim\" \text{ if } \tau = \text{IDREFS} \\
\end{cases}
\]

\( RE_1 ::= n | (RE_1) | RE_1 + RE_1 \), where \( n \in N_T \) 
\( RE_2 ::= \epsilon | n | (RE_2) | RE_2 + RE_2 | RE_2, RE_2 | RE_2^2 | RE_2^* | RE_2^+ \), where \( n \in N \)
Table 2. An example DTD `library.dtd` equivalent to `library.xsd` in Table 1.

```xml
<!DOCTYPE Library [ 
<!ELEMENT Library (Book*,Magazine*,Person*)> 
<!ELEMENT Book (EMPTY)> 
<!ELEMENT Magazine (EMPTY)> 
<!ELEMENT Person (Spouse?,Person*)> 
<!ATTLIST Book title CDATA #REQUIRED authors IDREFS #REQUIRED publicationDate CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST Magazine title CDATA #REQUIRED editor IDREF #IMPLIED publicationDate CDATA #IMPLIED> 
<!ATTLIST Person personID ID #REQUIRED name CDATA #IMPLIED> 
<!ELEMENT Spouse (#PCDATA)> ]>
```

Table 3. An example XML Document `library.xml` conforming to schemas defined in Tables 1 and 2.

```xml
<library>
  <book title="Data Structures and Algorithms" authors="aho hopcroft ullman" publicationDate="January, 1983"/>
  <book title="Principles of Compiler Design" authors="aho ullman" publicationDate="1979"/>
  <book title="Introduction to Automata Theory" authors="hopcroft ullman" publicationDate="1979"/>
  <magazine title="Communication of ACM" editor="aho"/>
  <magazine title="IEEE Comp." editor="ullman" publicationDate="Sep, 2000"/>
  <person personID="aho" name="Alfred. V. Aho"> 
    <spouse>WifeOfAho</spouse> 
    <person personID="son1" name="Junior_1 Aho"/>
    <person personID="son2" name="Junior_2 Aho"/>
  </person>
  <person personID="ullman" name="Jeffrey. D. Ullman"> 
    <spouse>WifeOfUllman</spouse> 
  </person>
  <person personID="hopcroft" name="John. E. Hopcroft"/>
</library>
```

For representation, we distinguish attributes from elements in the grammar using “@” as in [6] and specify the type τ of an attribute using “::”. A specified attribute is considered mandatory unless qualified by “?".

Example 1. Consider a scenario of “library” in the real world. Tables 1 and 2 show exemplar schema definitions to model the scenario. Note that not all constraints expressed in Table 1 are expressed in Table 2 due to the insufficient expressive power of DTD. Then, the schema definition can be encoded into XGrammar: \( G^T = (N_T, \epsilon, T, S, E, \epsilon, A) \), where

\[
N_T = \{Library, Book, Magazine, Person, Spouse\} \\
T = \{library, book, magazine, person, spouse, title, authors, editor, publicationDate, personID, name\} \\
S = \{Library\} 
\]
\[ E = \{\text{Library} \rightarrow \text{library} (\text{Book}^*, \text{Magazine}^*, \text{Person}^*), \text{Book} \rightarrow \text{book} (e), \text{Magazine} \rightarrow \text{magazine} (e), \text{Person} \rightarrow \text{person} (\text{Spouse}^?, \text{Person}^*), \text{Spouse} \rightarrow \text{spouse} (\text{string})\} \]

\[ A = \{\text{Library} \rightarrow \text{library}(e), \text{Book} \rightarrow \text{book} (@\text{title} :: \text{string}, @\text{authors} :: \text{IDREFS} \sim \text{Person}^+, @\text{publicationDate} :: \text{date}), \text{Magazine} \rightarrow \text{magazine} (@\text{title} :: \text{string}, @\text{editor}^? :: \text{IDREF} \sim \text{Person}, @\text{publicationDate}^? :: \text{date}), \text{Person} \rightarrow \text{person} (@\text{personID} :: \text{ID}, @\text{name}^? :: \text{string}), \text{Spouse} \rightarrow \text{spouse}(e)\} \]

Observe that the IDREF(S) attributes identify the target types. For instance, an attribute @editor of type IDREF identifies the target type as Person. This means that in a document conforming to this schema, the value of the @editor attribute should be a valid ID value of an element of type Person. In addition, the target type of an IDREFS attribute is specified as a hedge type. For instance, the IDREFS attribute @authors of Book identifies its target type as Person, which is an anonymous hedge type. This means that the value of @authors should be a list of values that are ID values of Person. Table 3 shows an example XML document that conforms to \( G \).

\[ \square \]

### 3 Semantic Data Modeling with XGrammar

Three main features of XGrammar that help to model XML data are as follows:

1. **Ordered binary relationships:** XGrammar can represent ordered binary relationships using element-subelement relationships and IDREF(S) attributes. Such relationships occur commonly in real world scenarios. For example, the authors of a book are typically ordered. The EER model can represent ordered binary relationships.

2. **Union types:** The closure properties of the different XML schema language proposals under boolean set operations are studied in [12]. Here, it was shown that (a) proposals such as DTD and XML-Schema are closed under intersection, but are not closed under union and difference operations, and (b) proposals such as RELAX, XDuce and TREX are closed under intersection, union and difference operations. Since XGrammar is equivalent to RELAX with respect to its structural expressiveness, XGrammar is also closed under all three boolean set operations. Therefore one can define union between any two tree types or hedge types. This is useful for several real-world data integration problems.

For example, we can define one type representing two semantically equivalent but structurally different types. Consider the types \( \text{Book1} \rightarrow \text{book}(\text{Title}, \text{Author}^+) \) and \( \text{Book2} \rightarrow \text{book}(\text{Title}, \text{Author}^+, \text{Publisher}). \) We can take union of these two types, and define the union type as \( \text{Book} \rightarrow \text{book}(\text{Title}, \text{Author}^+, \text{Publisher}^?). \) Similarly consider the types \( \text{Book} \rightarrow \text{book}(\text{Title}, \text{Author}^+, \text{Publisher}^?), \) and \( \text{Magazine}(\text{Name}, \text{Editor}^+), \) we can define the union type as \( \text{ReadingMaterial} \rightarrow (\text{Book} + \text{Magazine}). \)
3. **Recursive types**: XGrammar can represent recursive relationship types using recursive type definitions. In $G_1$ of Example 11, we have a recursive type for Student in its element production rule; here the subelements of a Student represent the children of that Student. Unlike ER model, in general, XML model has two different notions of recursion: structural and semantic recursions. XGrammar can express both using element or attribute production rules, respectively. For instance, consider the classical “employee-manager-subordinate” relationships of ER model in Fig. 2. This model can be best represented by the two DTDs below. DTD (a) forms a recursion semantically if the subord attribute is assumed to point to some employee’s name attributes, while DTD (b) forms a recursion structurally since employee element can contain subord subelement which can in turn contain employee element as child again.

```
// DTD (a)                     // DTD (b)
<ELEMENT employee EMPTY>      <ELEMENT employee (subord*)>
<ATTLIST employee             <ATTLIST employee name ID #REQUIRED
   name ID #REQUIRED          phone CDATA #IMPLIED
   phone CDATA #IMPLIED        addr CDATA #IMPLIED>
   addr CDATA #IMPLIED         <ELEMENT subord (employee)>
   subord IDREFS #IMPLIED>
```

The two DTDs (a) and (b) can be captured in XGrammar differently. Attribute production rule will capture the semantic recursion:

$$A = \{ \text{Employee} \rightarrow \text{employee} (@\text{subord} :: \text{IDREFS} \rightsquigarrow \text{Employee}) \}$$

while element production rule will capture the structural recursion:

$$E = \{ \text{Employee} \rightarrow \text{employee} (\text{Subord}^*), \text{Subord} \rightarrow \text{subord} (\text{Employee}) \}$$

4 **XGrammar & EER Model**

In this section, we discuss the relationships between XGrammar and EER model. Especially, we investigate issues of conversion between the two models.
Fig. 3. An EER model representation of XGrammar $G_1$ of Example 1

4.1 Converting XGrammar to EER Model

XGrammar $G_1$ of Example 1 can be, for instance, converted to EER model as shown in Fig. 3. The different types and production rules are converted as follows:

1. **Tree type**: Every tree type in $N_T$ of XGrammar is represented as an entity type. For instance, in $G_1$ of Example 1 there are five tree types and hence five entity types \{Library, Book, Magazine, Person, Spouse\}.

2. **Element production rule**: For every “child” tree type in the element production rule, a \textit{has ordered} relationship is created. The cardinalities of the parent and child types are decided appropriately based on the regular expression operators such as “,”, “+”, “*”, “?”. For example, consider the element production rule $\text{Library} \rightarrow \text{library} (\text{Book}^*, \text{Magazine}^*, \text{Person}^*)$. There are three child tree types. Therefore in EER model, this element production rule will be represented as three ordered relationships, given by $\text{Library}(1,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} \text{Book}(0,*)$, $\text{Library}(1,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} \text{Magazine}(0,*)$, $\text{Library}(0,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} \text{Person}(0,*)$. Note that since Book and Magazine can occur in the document only as child of Library, the cardinality of Library in these relationships is (1, 1). However, Person can occur as child of either Library or Person. Therefore, the cardinality of Library in this relationship is (0, 1).

3. **IDREF attribute**: IDREF attribute is represented as an \textit{unordered} binary relationship. The cardinality of the type that specifies the IDREF attribute in the relationship is (0, *). For identifying the cardinality of the target types, we consider three cases with examples:

   - **Case 1.** The target type of an IDREF attribute is a union of at least two tree types: For example, consider the attribute rule of type X to specify
@A :: IDREF \sim (B \mid C). This is represented as two unordered relationships $X(0,*) \xrightarrow{A} B(0,1)$ and $X(0,*) \xrightarrow{A} C(0,1)$. This is irrespective of whether the attribute $A$ is optional or not.

- **Case 2:** The target type of an IDREF attribute is a single tree type, and this IDREF attribute is optional: For example, consider the attribute $@\text{editor} :: \text{IDREF} \sim \text{Person}$ for the tree type $\text{Magazine}$ in $G_1$ of Example 1. This is represented as an unordered relationship: $\text{Magazine}(0,*) \xrightarrow{\text{edited}} \text{Person}(0,1)$. Note that the name of the relationship is changed to a verb form (i.e., from “editor” to “edited”) for clarity.

- **Case 3:** The target type of an IDREF attribute is a single tree type, and this IDREF attribute is mandatory: For example, consider the IDREF attribute for tree type $X$ specified as $@A :: \text{IDREF} \sim (B)$. This is represented as one unordered relationship $X(0,*) \xrightarrow{A} B(1,1)$.

4. **IDREFS attribute:** IDREFS attribute is used to specify ordered relationships. As for IDREF attribute, the cardinality of the type that specifies the IDREFS attribute in the relationship is $(0,*)$. For identifying the cardinality of a target type in the relationship, we consider two cases:

- **Case 1:** The IDREFS attribute is optional: For example, consider the attribute rule of type $X$ to specify $@A' :: \text{IDREFS} \sim B^+$. This is represented as $X(0,*) \xrightarrow{A'} B(0,*)$. In other words, the minimum cardinality of a target type in the relationship is 0.

- **Case 2:** The IDREFS attribute is mandatory: This is represented as an ordered binary relationship named with the attribute name just like in the previous case. However, the minimum cardinality of a target type need not be 0. For example, consider the attribute specification for the tree type $\text{Book}$ in $G_1$ of Example 1 given by $@\text{Authors} :: \text{IDREFS} \sim (\text{Person}^+)$. This is represented in the EER diagram as $\text{Book}(0,*) \xrightarrow{\text{authored}} \text{Person}(1,*)$.

The different relationships expressed in $G_1$ of Example 1 are summarized in Table 4. The reader should observe that what we described above are binary relationships expressed in XGrammar. This represents only a subset of the relationships expressible in an XGrammar. For example, $G_1$ of Example 1 specifies other relationships such as “the list of Magazines in Library occur after the list of Books in the Library”. Such order specifications are outside the scope of this paper and not discussed further.

4.2 **Converting EER Model to XGrammar**

XML schema supports constraints such as key and foreign key constraints. Based on these constraints, we define “joinable tree types” – tree types that have a key-foreign key constraint. Joinable tree types are used to represent relationships, similar to key-foreign key constraints in the relational model. The translation of a given EER model to an XGrammar is done using the following steps. These steps are summarized in Table 5.
Table 4. The relationships specified by $G_1$ of Example $1$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>${\text{Spouse}(0,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} \text{Person}(1,1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:n</td>
<td>Ordered</td>
<td>${\text{Library}(1,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} \text{Book}(0,\ast), \text{Library}(1,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} \text{Magazine}(0,\ast), \text{Library}(0,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} \text{Person}(0,\ast), \text{Person}(0,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} \text{Person}(0,\ast)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n:1</td>
<td>Unordered</td>
<td>${\text{Magazine}(0,\ast) \xrightarrow{\text{edited}} \text{Person}(0,1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n:m</td>
<td>Ordered RHS</td>
<td>${\text{Book}(0,\ast) \xrightarrow{\text{authored}} \text{Person}(1,\ast)}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Each entity in EER model is translated to a tree type in $XGrammar$. For example, we will have a tree type corresponding to $Book$, a tree type corresponding to $Magazine$ etc. Every simple attribute can be translated to an attribute for that tree type in $XGrammar$, a composite attribute can be translated to a subelement of the tree type. In our EER example, we have an entity $Book$ with two attributes $name$ and $publicationDate$. They are translated to a tree type $Book$ with an attribute production rule as $Book \rightarrow \text{book}(\ast\text{title}, \ast\text{publicationDate})$.

2. A $1:1$ relationship is translated as follows. Consider a relationship: $A(m_1, M_1) \xrightarrow{R} B(m_2, M_2)$, where $M_1 = M_2 = 1$.
   - $m_1 = 0$ and $m_2 = 0$: This is represented using two different tree types with IDREF or with foreign key constraints (joinable tree types).
   - $m_1 = 1$ (or similarly $m_2 = 1$): This is represented using an element-subelement relationship, where $B$ is a child of $A$ (or vice versa). If $m_2 = 1$, then the content model of the element production rule for $A$ will specify $B$, otherwise if $m_2 = 0$, then the content model will specify $B'$. For example, Fig. 3 has the $1:1$ relationship $\text{Person}(1,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} \text{Spouse}(0,1)$. This is represented in the $XGrammar$ as an element-subelement relationship, where $\text{Spouse}$ is a subelement of $\text{Person}$. If both $m_1 = 1$ and $m_2 = 1$, then we can also represent this relationship using just one tree type as in the ER-relational conversion.

3. A $1:n$ relationship is translated as follows.
   - The relationship is ordered: We can represent this as an element-subelement relationship, or using IDREFS attributes. The EER diagram of Fig. 3 has four ordered $1:n$ relationships. We represent all of them as element-subelement relationships in the $XGrammar$. For example, $\text{Library}(1,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} \text{Book}(0,\ast)$ is represented by having $\text{Book}^*$ as a subelement of $\text{Library}$.
   - The relationship is unordered: We can represent this using IDREFS attribute or using joinable tree types. The EER diagram of Fig. 3 has one unordered $1:n$ relationship $\text{Magazine}(0,\ast) \xrightarrow{\text{edited}} \text{Person}(0,1)$, which is represented by having an IDREF attribute for Magazine as $\ast\text{editor} :: \text{IDREF} \sim \text{Person}$. 


Table 5. Representing the different binary relationships in an XGrammar to satisfy the goodness criterion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship Type</th>
<th>Ordered/Unordered</th>
<th>How to represent them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>{element-subelement, IDREF, joinable tree types}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:n</td>
<td>Ordered</td>
<td>{element-subelement, IDREFS}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:n</td>
<td>Unordered</td>
<td>{IDREF, joinable tree types}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n:m</td>
<td>Ordered</td>
<td>{IDREFS}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n:m</td>
<td>Unordered</td>
<td>{joinable tree types}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. The relationships specified by EER diagram of Fig. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:n</td>
<td>Ordered</td>
<td>( Agency(1,1) \xrightarrow{\text{funds}} ResearchProject(1,\ast) ), ( ResearchProject(1,1) \xrightarrow{\text{produces}} ResearchReport(1,\ast) ), ( ResearchDB(1,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} ResearchTopic(0,\ast) ), ( ResearchDB(1,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} Employee(0,\ast) ), ( ResearchDB(1,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} Agency(0,\ast) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n:1</td>
<td>Unordered</td>
<td>{ResearchReport(0,\ast) \xrightarrow{\text{addresses}} ResearchTopic(0,1), Employee(0,\ast) \xrightarrow{\text{isSupervised}} Employee(0,1), ResearchProject(0,\ast) \xrightarrow{\text{IS-PI}} Employee(1,1)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n:m</td>
<td>Ordered RHS</td>
<td>{ResearchProject(0,\ast) \xrightarrow{\text{hasEmployee}} Employee(1,\ast)}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. A \( n:m \) relationship is translated as follows.
- The relationship is ordered: We can represent this using IDREFS attribute. For example, consider the ordered \( n:m \) relationship in the EER diagram of Fig. 3 \( Book(0,\ast) \xrightarrow{\text{authored}} Person(0,\ast) \). This is represented in XGrammar using IDREFS attribute for Book as @authors? :: IDREFS ~ Person\(^+\).
- The relationship is unordered: This is represented using joinable tree types.

5. A recursive relationship is represented either using semantic recursion or structural recursion. The EER diagram has one recursive relationship, \( Person(0,1) \xrightarrow{\text{has}} Person(0,\ast) \), which is represented using structural recursion in the XGrammar by having Person\(^*\) as a subelement of Person.

5 Application

In this section, we consider a real world example - that of a Research Projects database. This example is modified slightly from the one given in [1] (page 49). We illustrate how this is modeled using XGrammar. The EER diagram is shown in Fig.4. To convert EER diagram to XGrammar, first introduce a root tree type for the XGrammar – ResearchDB. The child elements of the root are the entities
shown in EER diagram through has relationships from ResearchDB. There are six entities in this EER model - \{ResearchDB, ResearchTopic, Agency, Employee, ResearchProject, ResearchReport\}. The entity ResearchDB is mapped to the root tree type for XGrammar. The relationships in this EER diagram are shown in Table 6. For this example, we can represent all the ordered 1 : n relationships using element-subelement relationships, the unordered n : 1 relationships using IDREF attribute, and the ordered n : m relationships using IDREFS attributes. The XGrammar is given by $G_2 = (N_T, \epsilon, T, S, E, \epsilon, A)$, where


$$T = \{researchDB, agency, researchTopic, employee, researchProject, researchReport\}$$

$$S = \{ResearchDB\}$$

$$E = \{ResearchDB \rightarrow researchDB(Agency^*, ResearchTopic^*, Employee^*),
Agency \rightarrow agency(ResearchProject^+), ResearchProject \rightarrow researchProject(ResearchReport^+), Employee \rightarrow employee(\epsilon), ResearchReport \rightarrow researchReport(\epsilon), ResearchTopic \rightarrow researchTopic(\epsilon)\}$$

$$A = \{ResearchDB \rightarrow researchDB(\epsilon),
Agency \rightarrow agency(\text{name :: string, address :: string}),
ResearchTopic \rightarrow researchTopic(\text{name :: string, code :: integer})\}.$$
6 Conclusions

In this paper, we examined several new features provided by XML schemas for data description. In particular, we examined how ordered binary relationships - 1:n (through parent-child relationships and IDREFS attribute) as well as n:m (through IDREFS attribute) can be represented using an XML schema. We also examined the other features provided by XML grammars - representing recursive relationships using recursive type definitions and union types. EER model, conceptualized in the logical design phase, can be mapped onto XGrammar (or its equivalent) and, in turn, mapped into other final data models, such as relational data model, or in some cases, the XML data model itself (i.e., data might be stored as XML documents themselves). We believe that work presented in this paper forms a useful contribution to such scenarios.
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Abstract. In today’s increasingly knowledge-intensive economy, patents and other forms of intellectual property mechanisms are widely used to protect inventions, generate revenue, and build strategic alliances. Techniques from conceptual modelling can be used to analyze the structure of knowledge, highlighting crucial entities and relationships. However, to analyze the strategic significance of particular pieces or bodies of knowledge within an organizational and business context, we need an ontology that captures the social and intentional dimensions of knowledge management. In this paper, we outline the use of the i* strategic actor relationships modelling framework to support IP management. In i*, actors have goals, and know-how and resources for achieving goals. Patents restrict the use of know-how, thus prompting actors to reposition themselves within a network of dependency relationships. Examples from the e-commerce domain are used to illustrate.

1 Introduction

The value of knowledge is increasingly being recognized in today’s knowledge economy and society. In the business arena, how specialized knowledge is created, managed, and used is becoming a crucial factor for success. Conceptual modelling techniques play an important role in managing knowledge in enterprise information systems. As organizations become more complex and dynamic, richer conceptual models are needed to help manage the wider range of enterprise knowledge. Conceptual modelling has focused in the past on static (entities, relationships, states, etc.) and dynamic (flows, transitions, etc.) ontologies. The management of knowledge in a social organizational context requires ontologies that incorporate the intentional and social dimensions [6], so that one can express and reason about motivations and rationales, and capabilities and vulnerabilities of social actors [19, 15].

The management of intellectual property (IP) is an important component of enterprise knowledge management. Patents and other forms of intellectual property mechanisms are used to protect inventions, generate revenue, and build strategic alliances. To manage IP effectively, one needs to understand a wide range of issues from technology innovations to product/service design to competitive strategies. For example:

• What innovative technologies are needed to sustain products and services in my business today and tomorrow?
• Which technologies do I have exclusive rights on, and which ones are owned by other players?
• How does the IP landscape constrain or enable my product and service strategies?
• What options are available to make the best use of IP in a given context, e.g., licensing, alliances, acquisitions, in-house R&D?

These and other issues related to IP management are evolving and expanding rapidly as technological advances continue at a rapid pace, and as various players constantly realign themselves in response. A systematic approach based on conceptual modelling can help manage the complex knowledge needed to support IP management.

This paper outlines an initial attempt to use strategic actor relationships modelling to express some key issues and relationships in IP management, and to illustrate how such models can support analysis and reasoning. We focus on the strategic context of patents. Patents restrict the use of know-how, thus putting constraints on the space of strategic actions that players can adopt. Strategic actors therefore need to assess their means and ends, as well as those of other actors, in seeking favorable positions for themselves within networks of inter-dependencies.

Section 2 briefly reviews the $i^*$ framework, introducing its basic concepts using examples from the e-commerce domain. Section 3 presents a model of the relationships in a typical patent setting. Section 4 considers two examples of the strategic context for IP analysis – business expansion acknowledging patent protection, and the selection of patent-related partners. The impacts of IP on business decision making are explored through $i^*$ modelling. Section 5 discusses our contributions, related work in various areas, as well as future research. The examples are intended for illustrating the modelling framework and are not necessarily accurate reflections of the domain.

2 Strategic Actor Relationships Modelling

Much of conceptual modelling has focused on information content and processes that are to be embedded in automated systems. Such models aim to be precise, detailed, and complete so that the behavior of the target system could be generated. Increasingly, it has been realized that it is equally important to model and analyze the surrounding context of systems so that the right system would be built, and that it would be able to respond to changing needs – the task of requirements engineering. Conceptual modelling techniques therefore need to be extended to encompass systems and world phenomena that are not fully controllable or knowable.

In an agent-oriented modelling approach [15], we treat systems and elements in the environment as only partially knowable and controllable. Agents are autonomous so that their specific actions are ultimately unpredictable. However, in a multi-agent world, the existences of mutual dependencies result in socially constrained behavior. By characterizing the relationships among agents at an intentional level – i.e., in terms of what each agent wants, and how those wants might be satisfied, possibly through other agents – one can express the different ways in which agents could associate with each other, without detailing specific actions and interactions.
This high level of abstraction is quite adequate for supporting the kind of strategic reasoning that is needed for exploring what system to build during the early stages of requirements engineering [16], and offers richer support for reasoning about business processes than conventional (non-intentional) process models [19]. As software agent technologies are beginning to come into the mainstream in network-centric and web-based computing, an agent-oriented modelling paradigm can potentially serve to link all stages of information and knowledge management, from enterprise conception to business process design to system requirements to implementation [7, 3, 20]. This would facilitate business analysis to take advantage of advanced systems technologies, and systems analysis to respond quickly to business level changes.

Intellectual property management is one specialized area of enterprise knowledge management in which the need for strategic modelling and reasoning is quite apparent. An agent-oriented modelling approach offers the potential for systematically relating technology decisions to business design to competitive strategy analysis. In this paper, we explore the use of the i* strategic actor relationships modelling framework to model and reason about IP management issues.

The i* framework consists of two kinds of models. The Strategic Dependency model describes the network of intentional relationships among actors. Actors depend on each other for goals to be achieved, tasks to be performed, and resources to be furnished. These dependencies are intentional in that they are based on underlying concepts such as goal, ability, commitment, belief, and so on [17]. The Strategic Rationale model describes and supports the reasoning that each actor has about its relationships with other actors, its alternative means to achieve goals, and how the qualitative expectations of actors are satisficed by these alternatives. Actors in i* are strategic in that they evaluate their social relationships in terms of opportunities that they offer, and vulnerabilities that they may bring. Strategic actors seek to protect or further their interests.

2.1 The Strategic Dependency Model

Figure 1 shows an example of a Strategic Dependency (SD) model for a buyer-driven e-commerce system. In such a system, the customer depends on a middleman to find a service provider who is willing to accept a price set by the customer. The customer submits a priced request to a middleman. The middleman forwards the request to suppliers. If a supplier decides to accept the request, it makes an agreement with the middleman. The middleman expects the customer to pay for the purchase.

Note that while business processes are often described in terms of sequences of events and actions, what the SD model focuses on are the dependency relationships. In particular, some relationships do not have directly associated actions. In this example, the supplier depends on the middleman to attract more customers, which in turn relies on the customer for loyalty. The customer depends on the supplier for quality service (since the service is coming from the supplier, not from the middleman). Finally, the scheme works only if the prices set by customers are acceptable to suppliers.

A Strategic Dependency (SD) model consists of a set of nodes and links. Each node represents an actor, and each link between two actors indicates that one actor depends on the other for something in order that the former may attain some goal. We
call the depending actor the depender, and the actor who is depended upon the 
dependee. The object around which the dependency relationship centers is called the 
dependum. By depending on another actor for a dependum, an actor (the depender) is 
able to achieve goals that it was not able to without the dependency, or not as easily 
or as well. At the same time, the depender becomes vulnerable. If the dependee fails 
to deliver the dependum, the depender would be adversely affected in its ability to 
achieve its goals.

Fig. 1. Strategic Dependency model of a buyer-driven e-commerce system with middleman

The Strategic Dependency model distinguishes among several types of 
dependencies based on the ontological category of the dependum and the degree of 
freedom the dependee has when delivering the dependum to the depender. In a goal dependency, an actor depends on another to make a condition in the world come true. In Figure 1, the goal dependency Low Price Service Provider Be Found from the 
customer to the middleman means that it is up to the middleman to decide how to find 
the low price service provider.

In a task dependency, an actor depends on another to perform an activity. The 
activity description specifies a particular course of action. For example, the task 
dependency Name A Price [Service] expresses that the middleman depends on the 
customer to name his own price for the service in need by specifying the standard 
procedure for naming a price.
In a *resource dependency*, an actor depends on another for the availability of an entity. The depender takes the availability of the resource to be unproblematic. In Figure 1, the middleman’s dependency on the supplier for *Agreement on Price* is modelled as a resource dependency.

The fourth type of dependency, *softgoal dependency*, is a variant of the first. It is different from a (hard) goal dependency in that there are no a priori, cut-and-dry criteria for what constitutes meeting the goal. The meaning of a softgoal is specified in terms of the methods that are chosen in the course of pursuing the goal. The dependee contributes to the identification of alternatives, but the depender makes the decision. The notion of softgoal allows the model to deal with many of the usually informal concepts. For example, the customer’s dependency on the supplier for *Good Quality [Service]* can be achieved in different ways. The desired degree of how good the quality should be is ultimately decided by the depender.

### 2.2 The Strategic Rationale Model

The Strategic Rationale (SR) model provides a more detailed level of modelling by looking “inside” actors to model internal intentional relationships. Intentional elements (goals, tasks, resources, and softgoals) appear in SR models not only as external dependencies, but also as internal elements arranged into (mostly hierarchical) structures of means-ends, task-decompositions and contribution relationships.

Figure 2 is a SR model of the buyer-driven e-commerce system with middleman corresponding to Figure 1. In this model, the internal rationales of the customer and the middleman are elaborated. The customer’s main goal is that *Service Be Purchased [Service]*. The goal is parameterized on Service so that the graph may be evaluated differently for different services.

One possible way to accomplish this goal is through the task *Purchase By Naming My Own Price [Service]*. It is connected to the goal with a *means-ends* link. This task has two sub-elements connected to it through *decomposition* links – the sub-task *Name A Price [Service]*, and the sub-goal *Low Price Service Provider Be Found*. The purchase task is achievable only if all its sub-elements are achievable.

Naming one’s own price contributes positively (*Help*) to the buyer’s softgoal of *Low Price*, but negatively (*Hurt*) to *Flexibility [Purchasing]* because preferences about schedule, choice of airline, etc., could not be accommodated.

The buyer-driven system may be contrasted with the more familiar seller-driven system in Figure 3. Here, the *Be Middleman* goal is addressed by an alternate task *Sell in Seller Driven Style*. By doing this, the middleman is more profitable as he could earn more revenue by maximizing the margin. Though the higher price might impact *Customer Attraction* negatively (*Hurt* contribution from *Sell at Supplier’s Price [Service]* to *Customer Attraction*), the middleman could regain some customer attraction by *Provide Good Purchasing Environment*. At the same time, the customer can enjoy more *Flexibility [Purchasing]* and is more likely to get *Overall Satisfaction*. 
An interactive qualitative reasoning process [19] is used to evaluate whether an intentional element (goal, task, resource, or softgoal) is viable or not (e.g., whether a softgoal is sufficiently met). In the reasoning process, a semi-automated labeling algorithm propagates a series of labels through the graphs. The propagation depends on the type of link. For example, the positive contribution link types for softgoals are Help (positive but not by itself sufficient to meet the higher goal), Make (positive & sufficient) and Some+ (positive in unknown degree). The corresponding negative types are Hurt, Break and Some-. And means if all subgoals are met, then the higher goal will be sufficiently met. Or means the higher goal will be sufficiently met if any of its subgoals are met.
In $i^*$, the term *actor* is used to refer generically to any unit to which intentional dependencies can be ascribed. An *agent* is an actor with concrete, physical manifestations, such as a human individual or an actual organization. A *role* is an abstract characterization of the behavior of a social actor within some specialized context or domain of endeavor.

### 3 Modelling for IP Management

Intellectual property includes patents, trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets. We will use patents to illustrate our modelling approach.

![Fig. 4. A simplified generic IP management model](image)

Figure 4 provides a model showing some key relationships surrounding a patent. The inventor of Technique X has the goal that the invention be protected. One way to achieve the goal is to hold a patent on the invention. The effect of the patent is represented as a softgoal dependency with the inventor/patent owner as depender. The patent owner depends on others *Not To Make, Use Or Sell The Patented Technique Without License*. Representing the patent as a softgoal reflects its disputable nature, requiring argumentation (possibly in court) to support its effectiveness. When someone other than the patent owner uses technique X (or a close resemblance), this dependency is violated. This is represented by the *Break* contribution link towards the softgoal. The dotted line notation indicates that this is a side effect arising from the “late inventor’s” decision to use technique X. The task *Use Technique* now incurs a sub-goal *Have The Right To Use Technique*. This sub-goal can be met by any of three alternatives – *Buy License*, *Win Right in Court* or *Win Right Out of Court*. All of these are parameterized on [Technique X]. Each
of these is sufficient to overcome the infringement conflict between the patent owner and the patent user – hence the **Break** contributions towards the dotted line **Break**.

This model illustrates the strategic nature of IP management reasoning and action. While there may be social constraints and even legal sanctions on agent behavior, opportunistic agents can choose to violate them and risk the consequences. The patent user may choose different actions depending on its assessments of its own strategic position and the patent owner’s, e.g., requisite resources for prosecuting or defending an infringement.

**Fig. 5.** Some classes of actors in the travel e-business domain

This basic pattern of relationships may appear in various contexts in which IP and potential infringements may occur. To place IP within its broader context (as in Figure 5), one needs to ask a wide range of questions such as:

- **Who are the major players in the business domain?**
- **What kinds of relationships exist among them?**
- **What are the business objectives and criteria of success for these players?**
- **What are the alternative business processes/methods or technologies used in this industry? How are these alternatives serving the business objectives and the quality expectations of players? What are the essential sub-processes/components to implement these alternatives?**
- **What patents or other IP exist within the domain? Who owns them? Who depends on them?**
- **Are there any infringements on the IP rights? How are they likely to be settled?**
- **Should a new innovation be patented or kept as a trade secret? Is the innovation likely to be granted a patent?**

The proposed modelling approach can help address these questions systematically. The next section considers two examples of modelling and reasoning in particular settings.
4 Strategic Issues for IP Management

In this section, we use the online travel booking industry to illustrate strategic issues for IP management. Major products and services provided in this industry are airline ticket sales, hotel reservations, and car rentals. The main players used in our examples are Expedia (www.expedia.com), Travelocity (www.travelocity.com), Hotwire (www.hotwire.com), Priceline (www.priceline.com) and Orbitz (www.orbitz.com). A summary of the major actors is shown in Figure 5.

4.1 Business Expansion Acknowledging Patent Protection

This section considers the strategic reasoning of a company wishing to adopt a new business method but is blocked by a patent.

Travelocity is an online travel booking service. It started with a seller-driven system targeted at regular customers. To expand its business, Travelocity would like to target low price customers as well. However, because Travelocity is aware that Priceline is holding an effective patent on its business method, that patent serves as a constraint on Travelocity’s further expansion. The situation is depicted in Figure 6. The reasoning of Travelocity is shown as a Strategic Rationale model. Goals and their alternatives are shown on the left side whereas quality criteria are positioned on the right side of the SR model. The top part of the figure shows the major kinds of roles and agents in the online travel industry, and how Priceline and Travelocity might encroach on each other’s territory.

In examining the SR model in Figure 6, we see that Travelocity has the main business goal of Goods/Services Be Sold Online (upper left side of the SR model). There are three means to this end: Sell To Regular Customer; Sell To Low Price Customer; Sell To Both Regular And Low Price Customer. To Sell To Both Regular And Low Price Customer, one of the subgoals is Low Price Customer Be Attracted. This goal can be met by Develop New Technique In House or by Use Existing Technique To Attract Customers. The subgoal of Use Existing Technique is Existing Technique Be Available. Three alternative ways to achieve this goal include Buy License From Patent Owner, Form Alliance With Patent Owner, and Use Existing Technique Without License [Name Your Price].

As in Figure 4 of Section 3, the effect of holding a patent is represented as a softgoal dependency from patent owner to patent user Not To Make, Use Or Sell Patented Technique Without License (middle right side of the model). In this case, the fact that Priceline holds a patent on Name Your Price technique constrains the freedom of action that Travelocity has, because the alternative of Use Existing Technique Without License [Name Your Price] Breaks the dependency link from Priceline on others Not To Make, Use Or Sell Without License [Name Your Price]. Since Travelocity is aware that Priceline Owns An Effective Patent [Name Your Price] (expressed by a belief in the model), this belief of Travelocity confirms the Break link.

The alternative Buy License costs more and is not necessarily effective in competing with Expedia (Travelocity’s major competitor). Form Alliance contributes negatively (Some-) to Brand Dominance of Travelocity, but HELPs Low Cost and
aids in (Some+) Minimize Competitor Customer Base. Through alliance, Travelocity could also form more open and reciprocal relationships with Priceline [8]. Therefore, the alternative of Form Alliance is a better choice.

Fig. 6. Reasoning behind business expansion acknowledging patent protection

From this model we can see that i* modelling technique enables methodical consideration of goals and how they can be met. Business objectives can be systematically refined into tasks which may contain further subgoals and subtasks. Evaluation of alternative ways to achieve a goal is realized through qualitative contributions to softgoals. Agent and role concepts are also beneficial in reflecting the
actors’ positions in the industry and in identifying potential relationships between the actors.

The picture would be different, if Travelocity takes a different route. For example, it could use Priceline’s technique without license because of disbelief in the effectiveness of Priceline’s patent. Conflict will arise from the actors’ contradictory beliefs and there will be a need to resolve that conflict. Settle In Court or Settle Privately are two ways of resolving the conflict [14] (as in Figure 4). The two alternatives have different implications on each actor’s goals, which need to be evaluated based on their respective contributions.

4.2 Patent Related Partnerships

Now we consider IP related decisions in the context of overall business objectives. The model in Figure 7 highlights the refinement of softgoals from higher level to lower level, and the reasoning for making choices among alternative options based on both strategic dependency relationships with other actors, and contributions to softgoals from alternative options.

Orbitz is an online travel middleman founded by five airline companies. Its major service is comparison shopping for airline tickets targeted towards regular customers. In order to expand the market, Orbitz could decide to provide low price flight ticket service to price sensitive customers. Figure 7 presents how $i^*$ modelling can support Orbitz’s decision making among alternative ways of providing low price ticket service.

The top part of the model shows the agents and roles of the actors at issue. Orbitz is an alliance founded by airline companies. It is categorized as a special middleman called airline middleman who depends on airline companies for investment and is depended upon by airline companies to Attract More Customers. In this case, it plays more of a seller’s role than a supplier’s role.

The model shows a SR for Orbitz and dependencies for Priceline and Hotwire. In the SR part for Orbitz, softgoals (positioned at the top of the SR) are developed in a systematic way to depict the progress from high level goals to low level goals. Only the most relevant softgoals in this example are presented to simplify the model. The highest level softgoal is Profitability. It is further developed into Short-term Profitability and Long Term Profitability. Minimize Cost and Minimize Business Risk are lower level softgoals to fulfill Short-term Profitability. Competitiveness is one lower level softgoal for Long Term Profitability. Market Advantage and Brand Dominance are softgoals to accomplish Competitiveness of the firm’s business.

The model shows three alternative ways of providing low price ticket service (positioned at the bottom of the SR model for Orbitz): Form Partnership with [Priceline], Buy License [Name Your Price] from Priceline, and Form Partnership with [Hotwire]. Partnership here implies a degree of ownership and usually means both parties invest in a new company and provides support for the new company.

In order to make decisions among the three alternatives, we need to evaluate their different contributions to softgoals as shown in the model as well as the opportunities or vulnerabilities arising from the dependency relationships with other actors. Form Partnership with [Priceline] contributes positively to Minimize Cost and Market

Comparing the dependency relationships (located on the lower left and right side of the model), we can see that Orbitz has more important dependencies on Priceline than the other way around through establishing partnership with Priceline. Therefore, it is difficult and uncertain for Orbitz to enforce the dependency relationships between Orbitz and Priceline. On the other hand, establishing partnership with Hotwire puts Orbitz at an advantage since Hotwire depends to a great extent on Orbitz for Revenue Increase and Brand Recognition while Orbitz’s dependencies on Hotwire are not as important.
After evaluating the three alternatives based on their contributions to softgoals and strategic dependency relationships, one could conclude that establishing partnership with Hotwire is a better choice. This example illustrates the need to assess the viability of dependencies and how they contribute to meeting strategic goals.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

We have outlined an approach to modelling and analyzing IP management issues. The approach is based on an intentional and social ontology that is centered around strategic actor relationships. This ontology allows us to go beyond entity relationships and mechanistic behavior, to deal with the opportunistic behavior of strategic actors. Interdependencies among actors place constraints on their freedom of action. Nevertheless, constraints can be violated due to agent autonomy (unlike in mechanistic systems) as in patent infringement. Strategic actors seek to achieve goals (hard and soft) by exploring and evaluating alternatives, taking into account the opportunities and vulnerabilities arising from various dependency relationships, as illustrated in the patent licensing and alliance partnering examples.

Our approach is complementary to existing frameworks and techniques for IP management. Recent approaches have emphasized systematic IP management processes [12, 13] and analysis, particularly the quantification of economic value of intangible assets and intellectual property [11]. There is also increasing use of computational techniques, e.g., patent database search and retrieval, and cluster analysis to determine distribution of patents among subject areas [9]. Our approach emphasizes the systematic analysis of relationships among strategic actors by extending conceptual modelling techniques. It supports the exploration and management of structural alternatives, based on a qualitative style of reasoning, thus complementing the quantitative orientation of recent IP analysis techniques.

IP management is increasingly connected with other activities in enterprise management [9]. The strategic modelling approach provides a way of linking IP analysis to business strategy analysis and technology analysis. The recent trend towards the patenting of software and business processes and methods makes IP management a direct concern for information systems as well. A strategic conceptual modelling approach can thus provide a unifying framework for enterprise information systems, supporting decision making and the management of change across technical system development, business development, and IP management.

In information systems and software engineering research, enterprise modelling has been of interest, often in connection with requirements engineering. Goal-oriented approaches have been used in this context, and agents or actors are often part of the modelling ontology [4, 1, 10, 2, 5]. However, the *i* approach is distinctive in its treatment of agents/actors as being strategic [15], and thus readily adaptable to the IP analysis domain illustrated in this paper. A related technique was used earlier to model security and trust in a multi-agent context [18].

While this paper has outlined some basic modelling concepts, much remains to be done. Methodologies are needed to guide the development of the models, to help verification and validation, to discover constraints and side effects, and to provide criteria for completeness and adequacy. Other forms of analysis, e.g., scenario-based
analysis, should also be explored. How the strategic analysis of roles leads to policies on roles (e.g. obligations, permissions, and prohibitions) and to behavioral specification (e.g. in UML) needs to be investigated.

There is much potential in the synergy between strategic modelling and the foundational principles in conceptual modelling. For example, in analyzing the content of intellectual properties, one would like to model the inter-relatedness (similarities and differences) among their subject matters. The interaction between intentional concepts and relationships (e.g., strategic actors, intentional dependencies) and non-intentional ones (e.g., specialization, instantiation, aggregation, time, etc.) need to be detailed. Libraries of reusable knowledge about classes of strategic agents and roles, and common patterns of relationships, would be very helpful during modelling and analysis. Knowledge-based techniques and tools are needed to support scalability. These are topics of ongoing research.
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Abstract. Internet information services are developed everywhere. Such services include content generation and functionality support which has to be modeled in a consistent way. Within our projects we developed a methodology resulting in a language SiteLang which allows specification of information services based on the concepts of the story and interaction spaces as well as media objects. The specification can be automatically mapped to implementations.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, ‘internet’ is one of the main buzzwords in journals and newspapers. However, to become a vital and fruitful source for information presentation, extraction, acquisition and maintenance, concepts have to be developed which allow flexible and adaptable services. Fundamental design concepts are required but still missing.

1.1 Variety of Internet Sites

Internet sites differ in their scopes, audiences, intentions, aims, themes and goals. There are six general categories of sites\footnote{ScT00} which usually are not separated but mixed within one site. We use the categorization pattern (from, what, to (2), whom, scenario type).

- **E-business sites** (B\textsuperscript{P}2A\textsubscript{buy}, B\textsuperscript{P}2B\textsubscript{buy}, B\textsuperscript{P}2C\textsubscript{buy}, A\textsuperscript{I}2C\textsubscript{buy}, C\textsuperscript{P}2C\textsubscript{buy}) support advertisement and sale of products (\textsuperscript{P}) or information (\textsuperscript{I}) by business or administration to business (B), administration (A) or customers(C) and are based on buying scenarios (\textsubscript{buy});
- **Edutainment (learning) sites** (B\textsuperscript{K}2C\textsubscript{learn}, C\textsuperscript{K}2C\textsubscript{learn}) support life-long learning of easy-to-grasp and edited knowledge (\textsuperscript{K}) and are based on pedagogical scenarios (\textsubscript{learn});
- **Information sites** (B\textsuperscript{I}2V\textsubscript{inform}, A\textsuperscript{I}2V\textsubscript{inform}, C\textsuperscript{I}2V\textsubscript{inform}) provide all kinds of information, news or knowledge as a service to a certain community or just visitors (V) and are based on information supply scenarios (\textsubscript{inform});
- **Community (group) sites** (G2G\textsubscript{act}, G2V\textsuperscript{inform}\textsubscript{act}) support a well-defined group (G) of users with specific information depending on the scenarios which are specific for actions (\textsubscript{act}) within this community;

Identity (personal) sites \((P^I \times V^{\text{attend}})\) present and advertise a virtual abstract person \((P)\) (company, association, club or private person) in dependence on the mission or (corporate) identity and are based on presentation scenarios \((\text{attend})\);

Entertainment (fan) sites \((B^F \times V^{\text{act}}, V^F \times V^{\text{act}})\) such as games, game advices, hobbies, humor sites provide just fun \((F)\) with associated information and are based on acting \((\text{act})\) of users.

We are interested in information-intensive sites which need a sophisticated database support and which are based on a variety of various stories of their use. For instance, a city site can be based on \((A,G)^I \times 2(V,C,A,B)^{\text{inform}}\).

1.2 Problems in Large Information-Intensive Sites

Internet information services have to cope with a broad variety of problems beside information presentation, information generation and graphics or multimedia design:

- **Personalization** of services depending on user needs and semantics;
- **Adaptation** to the environment currently in use (from WAP to browsers);
- **High usability** also for large sites supporting a variety of use;
- **Various kinds of sites** are mixed within one site;
- **Coping with change** of underlying data in a consistent form.

At the same time we observe challenges which are hard to meet:

- **Full flexibility** of site’s scenarios;
- **Support of tracing** for all users actions;
- **Push-up content just-in-time** depending on actual requirements and demand;
- **Transactional semantics cannot be used** for most of the actions of users.

1.3 Theoretical and Technical Approaches Used

Recent conference series such as CMWWW, Hypertext, SAC, WebDB, WebNet or WWWWW have shown a lot of research in this area. The large research has let to a number of interesting approaches, e.g. [MMA99, CFP99, RSL00, GSV00]. These approaches have been summarized, extended and generalized in [ScT00].

There are some approaches which might be adopted to the development of internet sites. **Workflow** approaches try currently to cover the entire behavior of systems. Wegner’s **interaction machines** [GST00] can be used for formal treatment of information services. Semantics of information services can be based on abstract state machines which enable in reasoning on reliability, consistency, liveness [Tha00]. This semantics neatly fits into the statechart approach. User interface and interaction modeling has achieved the maturity for utilization within information services [Lew00].
Internet site development can be based on a number of theories such as entity-relationship theory [Tha00], codesign of structuring, functionality and interaction [Tha00], abstract state machines [GuM97], theory of interaction and story spaces [Sri01], theory of media objects [FOS00], and abstraction layering of systems development [Tha00].

1.4 Overview on the Paper

This paper gives an introduction into our methodology of modeling internet applications resulting in the Cottbus internet site development language (SiteLang). The language has an operational semantics based on entity-relationship structuring and abstract state machines. It allows specification of entire websites, i.e. of structuring (structure, static integrity constraints), behavior (processes and dynamic semantics), information support (views, units and containers) and of the interaction and story space (scenes, media objects and dialogue steps). The methodology supports applications in different environments, e.g. internet websites, WAP technology, or TV channels. SiteLang has been developed in the cooperation of the Cottbus team (see acknowledgement) and based on components developed by the team members. The theoretical background of this work generalizes the approaches of [FOS00] [Tha00].

2 Site Specification

The aim of specification of large, information-intensive websites is to develop websites which are generatable on the basis of the specification, which are error-prone and which are simple to change. Site specification might be rather complex. For this reason we prefer the following modeling concepts:

**Stories** are collected into the story space. The story space describes the set of all possible intended interactions of actors with the system.

**Scenarios** are used to describe a specific utilization of the website by an actor at a given moment of time. We might have a large variety of scenarios. For this reason, scenarios need to be integrated into the story space.

**Scenes** are macro-steps within a scenario. They involve a number of actors in various roles, rights and occasions. They are supported by media objects.

**Dialogue steps** describe specific actions of enabled actors which act in specific context. Dialogue steps are supporting different scenes. Any scene has a dialogue expression expressing the dialogue workflow.

**Media objects** describe the ‘adornment’ of a scene similar to the movie or drama production.

Each of the concepts has a specific representation formalism defined in the description language SiteLang and will be illustrated in the next parts.

2.1 Story and Scenario Specification

Interaction description can be based on notions developed in linguistics, in movie business or for the description of graphical animations. We use the aids, concepts and experiences for acquiring an adequate conceptual design. The story
of interaction with the information system is the intrigue or plot of a narrative work or an account of events. Stories can be played in different scenarios. The term scenario in the context of information systems stands for the integrated behavioral contents of the interaction with the information system, i.e. what kind of events the information system will consume and what actions will be triggered as a result. Scenarios are separated into dialogues. A dialogue is - in its widest sense - the recorded conversation of two or more persons, especially as an element of drama or fiction. In a literary form, it is a carefully organized exposition, by means of intended conversation, of contrasting attitudes.

The story space can be modeled by many-dimensional (multi-layered) graphs:

\[
\text{Story-space(Site)} = (\{\text{scene}\}, E, \lambda, \kappa)
\]

transitions in \( E \subseteq \{\text{scenes}\} \times \{\text{scenes}\} \)

\( \lambda : \{\text{scene}\} \rightarrow \text{sceneDescription} \)

\( \kappa : E \rightarrow \text{transitionDescription} \)

The function \( \lambda \) is described in detail in the next subsection. Each scene is marked by its identifier. It is associated with a media object, with a set of involved actors, the context of the scene, the applicable representation styles, and a dialogue step expression for the specification of the scene.

The function \( \kappa \) is used for the adornment of transitions by the events which allow to move from one scene to another by interacting of actors. A transition may be blocked until a certain post condition is valid for the acceptance of the completion of the corresponding scene. A transition may be used if a condition is valid for the states of the system. Thus, we define

\[
\text{transitionDescription} \subseteq (\text{events} \cup \text{activities}) \times \text{actors} \times \text{preConds} \times \text{postConds} \times \text{priorities} \times \text{frequencies} \times \text{repetition rates}
\]

Whenever a scenario is running a certain state of the systems may be associated with the scenario. This state might be changed during the scenario, e.g., on the basis of input information provided by the actor or by temporary information used for recording actions of the actor.

A scenario is a run through a system by a cooperating set of actors. A scenario may be cyclic or completely sequential as displayed in Figure 1. A scenario is composed of scenes which are discussed below. We model the order of scenes on scenarios by event sequences. Each scene belongs to a general activity. Each scenario has its history which can be accumulated and used for the representation of the history of the part of the scenario visited so far. This history is used for the escort information \([\text{FST98}]\) attached to the media objects of the scenes of the scenario.

We distinguish between the abstract scenario and the runtime scenario. The later extends the specification of abstract scenarios by instantiation of parameters according to the concrete runtime history, according to the users acting currently in the scenario, and by the environment (channel, technical equipment) currently used.
main story (for example as a sequence)
scenario (run through story space) can or cannot use side paths

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{side story changing} \\
\text{the story state partially}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 1. Story Space Specification Based on Scenarios

The abstract scenario specification consists of

1. dialogue scenes representing actions to be performed for a specific task and
dialogue steps for representation of an episode,
2. actors with information need and interaction requirements,
3. media object satisfying interaction requirements and information need,
4. description of the intention of the dialogue scenes and steps which are con-
sistent with the goals according the mission and outcome of the step and
with the occasions depending on the aim,
5. context of the dialogue scenes and steps which are consistent with tasks and
the history, with particular and environment according to the occasion.

The abstract scenarios are integrated into the story space. An example of
the story space of city information systems is the following brief description
of the www.cottbus.de story space:

\[
\text{Entry } \{ \text{Business } \{ \text{Portrait}^1 | \text{Technology Region} | \text{Real Estate} |} \\
\text{Environment} | \text{Fairs, Exhibitions, Events}^3 | \text{Projects} | \text{Traffic}^1} \} \\
\text{| Culture & Tourism } \{ \text{Portrait} | \text{Tourist Service Center} |} \\
\text{Calendar of Events} | \text{Eating & Dining} | \text{Spare time, Relaxation, Entertainment} | \text{Sport} | \text{Traffic}^2} \} \\
\text{| Inhabitants } \{ \text{Political life} | \text{Town management} | \text{Guide for inhabitants} |} \\
\text{Education} | \text{Social life and Associations} | \text{Traffic} \} \}
\]

For instance, we identified more than 30 scenarios for city information sites:

- tourist content, e.g., inhabitants permanently living in the town, inhabitants
temporarily living in the town, short-term tourist, business man on short
term trip, vacationist planing a trip for more than 5 days, teenager with
uncertain wishes, senior with profile of interest, visitor on week-end trip,
visitor of highlights, festivals;
- official content, e.g., inhabitant on search through directory of public author-
ity, inhabitant on search for emergency cases, inhabitant orienting before
applying in public offices, inhabitant interested in problems of city manage-
ment;
- business content, e.g., investor considering engagement in the area.

In order to handle this variety we used the trick to interview the personnel
currently providing the service outside the web area.
Due to this large variety of scenarios we integrate scenarios and stories to *story trees or graphs* for navigation, usage pattern, etc. We use approaches of case-based reasoning and decision theory. A composition of scenarios in information sites is displayed in Figure 2. We represent scenes by frame boxes and transitions with corresponding events by oval boxes.

![Diagram of scene transitions]

**Fig. 2.** Integration of some Tourist Scenarios into a Tourist Story

### 2.2 Scenes

Scenes are specified on the basis of the following specification frame:

\[
\text{Scene} = ( \text{Scene-ID}, \text{DialogueStepExpression}, \text{MediaObject}, \text{Actors})
\]

- **ActorID**
- **Right**
- **Tasks**
- **Assigned Roles**
- **Representation** (styles, defaults, emphasis, ...)
- **Context** (equipment, channel, particular) 

The scene identification is the conceptual identification of the scene. It is extended by a runtime identification in order to distinguish scenes, to record the communication channel and specific communication restrictions.

The *scene* of an abstract scenario is associated with a consistent *expression of dialogue steps* which are considered in detail in the next subsection.

A scene is supported by *media objects* which are discussed in subsection 3.2. Media objects can be parameterized. Typical parameters are the representation style, the actor frame, and the context frame. Therefore we distinguish between media objects and *runtime media objects* which are send to the actor in a concrete runtime.
Furthermore, **involved actors** are specified in dependence on their profiles, tasks assigned to them, their access and manipulation rights, and their roles to be taken during visiting the scene. This specification is based on [Alt00] and similar to profiles of actors in information systems.

It is our aim to specify generic scenes. Thus, we add the **representation styles** which can be applied to the media object of the scene. Representation depends on the equipment of the actor. In the city site projects, we have experienced with different representation styles: internet display with high-speed channel, internet-display with medium speed display (default style), videotext and WAP display. For instance, for videotext any graphical information is cut out or replaced by textual information.

Finally, the **context of access** is specified. Access determines the display facilities. Channels can be of high or low speed. The particular of using a scene by an actor depends on the scenario history.

### 2.3 Dialogue Step Specification

Dialogue steps are the elementary units of internet sites. They are used to represent the basic state transformations triggered by actors. The distinction between dialogue scenes and dialogue steps is not strict but depends on the application. We use media objects for scenes. Dialogue steps use media objects or parts of them. In some applications we might use scenes consisting of one dialogue step. In this case we can integrate the dialogue step specification directly into the scene specification.

**Dialogue steps** can be represented by tables, e.g. the dialogue steps of an actor \( A \) in a community service:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>step name</th>
<th>on event</th>
<th>precondition</th>
<th>then with unit</th>
<th>using processes</th>
<th>let manipulation</th>
<th>by actor</th>
<th>accept on</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>registration</td>
<td>clickReg(( A )) \land \neg member(( A )) \land permis-( sion(( A ))</td>
<td>membership_choices</td>
<td>collect_Member_Data(( A ))</td>
<td>insert (member, ( A ))</td>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>payment(( A )) = ok</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>withdrawal</td>
<td>click-WDraw(( A ))</td>
<td>member(( A ))</td>
<td>member_Data(( A ))</td>
<td>collect_reason(( A ))</td>
<td>delete(member,( A ))\land send-Messag-( e(( A , Withdraw ) )</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>commit(( A , Withdraw ) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the properties of the actions we conclude, for instance, that after withdrawal a previous member cannot participate in the discussions in the community.

The table frame we have used is called task property frame in [Pae98]. A task property frame is defined by a task name, reasons for task involvement, an aim, a postcondition (enabled next activities), the information from the database, the information for the database, the resources (actor, resources, partner), and a starting situation (precondition, activity, priority, frequency, repetition rate).

We have chosen the frames above instead of the ECA frame which is used for rule triggering systems because of the necessity to be as flexible as possible in the specification. The integration of post-conditions into the pre-conditions of the next dialogue steps is possible whenever the dialogue step has only one output or the post-conditions are identical for all incoming dialogue steps. Also, the trigger framework is too weak and contradictory [Tha00].
Dialogue scenes are represented by frame boxes. We represent dialogue steps by ellipses. The transitions among dialogue steps are represented by curves. Thus, we obtain the graphical representations displayed in Figure 3. The additional information attached to dialogue steps can be omitted whenever we want to have a schema surveyable.

Fig. 3. Representation of Dialogue Steps within a Dialogue Scene

We adopt the graphical notation developed for statecharts, e.g., the default start step of a scene is denoted by a solid circle, the end state by a solid circle surrounded by an empty circle, the history entry into a scene is denoted by an ‘H’ surrounded by an empty circle. Furthermore, we can adopt refinement and clustering, concurrency, delays and time-outs, transient states, event priorities and parameterized states.

The preconditions can specified on the basis integrity constraint pattern [Tha00]: condition, localization (local restrictions, navigation, etc.), validity condition, exception condition, enforcement pattern, conditional operation (for example, synchronization conditions). Further, the precondition can extended by additional context restrictions. The postcondition is used for description of acceptance conditions. If those are invalid the entire dialogue step is not accepted.

Search is a very general functionality of a site. The search can be extended to booking. Thus, we obtain:

- Search patterns depending on information needs and actors, integration with browsing, search iterations;
- Search input: keywords, alternative terms, misspelling, multilingual, natural language searches, text entry support, spelling-reduced searches, fuzzy for-
mulation, modes of searching, clear search options, support for judgement, information retrieval techniques;
- Representation of search results: prioritizing, clustering, navigation support, feedback always or not;
- AI techniques: mining, discovery, concept hierarchies, information structuring, agents, uncertainty, incompleteness, heuristics;
- Search style: search without spelling, scoped searches, expression logics (and, or, NOT), buttons, search capabilities.

This frame is supported by the scene in Figure 4. The entry dialogue step enables in a number of choices such as search via categories (depending on the categories specified for events, restaurants, hotels) or properties (date, time, location, etc.), search via the map and locations, search via direct targeted input or search via full display. On the map several locations are noted. So the user can select those for targeted input. There are also points of interest which might be used for targeted search. If the actor however chooses the full display option then the clarification step allows to restrict the results of the search step by step. At each step the actor can leave the scene. Thus, each step might be the end step. By default, we assume this behavior. Defaults are not displayed. If the actor is coming from the area and made identifiable for the system then the booking dialogue step can be used after successful search. In this case, the actor is allowed to make a booking (with billing) or to ask for a ticket reservation (for example, for the theater). In some search scenes we allow also individual requests. For instance, actors accessing the hotel information scenario might be interested in specific offers such as long term conditions, group service, special tariffs etc. Therefore, we added the individual request dialogue step to the scene above.

The presentation of search results depends on the scene, the restrictions the actor made for the scope of the search. For instance, in the hotel search scene we used the following presentation structure:

---

**Fig. 4.** Dialogue Steps for Event etc. Search
hotelObject = (identification(name, hotelObjects’s link,
area (in raw map)), rooms (# per category),
prices (range per category), equipment (icon-based))
hotelObject’s link = additional (address, contact info, picture(s),
video, map (with different travel details), travel info,
location of closest places of interest, distance info)
+ reservation connection

3 Site Implementation

3.1 The Onion Approach

Layering of applications is one of the general approaches used in Computer
Science. We observe that website functionality and content may be layered as
well. On the outer layer, the presentation facilities may be introduced. Typical
functions are style and context functions. Containers are used to ship the infor-
mation and the functionality provided by the web engine. Their functionality is
described in [FST98]. Containers contain information units which in general are
views enriched by functions for operating on the views. Views may be provide
information to the dialogue or may be used for updating the database. Further,
views may be materialized. If they are materialized then the view handler pro-
vides an automatic refreshment support. Thus, we can use the onion system
architecture displayed in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. The Onion Approach to Stepwise Generation of Sites
3.2 The DBS Functionality Behind

In [FST98] the codesign approach displayed in Figure 6 has been developed. This approach has been generalized to media objects. Media objects consist of abstract containers, supplied DBMS processes and database manipulations requests. Basic media objects [FOS00] are characterized by syntactic expressions, have a semantical meaning and are used within a certain pragmatical framework.

During runtime, the media object is extended by specific escort information [FST98]. This escort information is represented for user support. It allows the user to see the history of steps performed before being in the current state. Escort information is further generated from the story space. In this case a user is informed on alternative paths which could be used to reach the given scene and which might be used for backtracking from the current scene.

For the generation of media objects and their composition on the basis of information units we extend the classical SQL frame to the frame

```sql
generate Mapping : Vars -> Structure
from Views
where Selection condition
represent using Style guide & Abstraction
browsing definition Condition & Navigation
```

Views and therefore the media object may have hidden parameters (for instance, EventID) which are not visible to the actor. They can be parameterized by variables (for instance, :Today). For media objects we reuse ideas developed
for OLAP technology \cite{Tha00}: Views on ER schemata (abstraction on schemata (aggregation, scoping, ...), versions), variations of generation functions display with canonical functionality (drill-down, roll-up, rotate, pivoting, push, pull, dimension, aggregation), using generic evaluation functions and models, implicit incorporation of hierarchies and implicit incorporation of time, space, ....

Scenes are dynamically adapted to the environment, to the specific profile of the actor and extended by the escort information.

The specific representation is selected among the possible representations of the media object. The context of the media object also depends on the scenario history at runtime. Thus, we extend the context of the container by the runtime history depending on the scenario chosen by the actor acting on the site. In order to handle the dynamic changes and the history we record the control information in the scene control component. Finally, the specific actor might obtain during the scenario an identity or other specific information such as products selected for later purchase. This information is stored in the component for scene actors.

For instance, given an internet channel with medium capacity. The entry page of a city information sites may be composed by a star graphics, extended by additional information such as town maps, imprint and contact information. For example, in this case the \texttt{www.cottbus.de} site has the following entry scene specification.

\begin{verbatim}
Add (Add (Add (ComposeGen ( genFrame, ComposeStar(t1, (t2, t3, t4), ov)),
                NavQuick (n1, n2, n3), style2 ), Text (entry), style1),
                NavQuick (townMaps) + imprint + cont1, derivStruct(site), style2)
\end{verbatim}

The corresponding media object which is the central object of the entry page uses the following queries and navigation elements:

\begin{verbatim}
t1 = emblem(pyramid) ....
t3 = RollNav( emblem(tourist), tourPage, repres1)
n1 = Sub( Query( calend (today), order1), repres2)
entry = "Known as the city ... <a> Energie Cottbus </a> ..."
cont1 = ComposeSub( email, guestsBook, seq1)
\end{verbatim}

The event database is used by different parts of the website. Some of the events are accessed frequently. Thus, we use materialization of components of sites. Pages are

- either static, i.e. they have been developed once and stay for a longer period,
- pseudo-static, i.e. generated and transformed to static pages whenever an update of the corresponding data is made, or are
- fully-dynamic, i.e. are generated during processing the request of an actor.

\subsection{The XML-Perl Functionality Behind}

The language Perl neatly support the onion approach since we can use Perl for conservative expansion of views to units, of units to containers, of containers to presentation objects. Further, the database connectivity is entirely supported. This onion generation mechanism is used too for the expansion of XML specifications to page objects.
4 Conclusion

In this paper we presented the Website specification language Site Lang. This language is based on a layering of website specification into the story space, dialogue scenes and dialogue steps. A scenario is in this case a run through the scenes and the story space.

We are concentrated on information-intensive and large websites. Small websites may not need any specification languages. Websites which are not information-intensive can be developed in a similar fashion. The SiteLang does support website specification for e-commerce sites, for information sites, for community sites and for learning (edutainment) sites. Identity sites are usually smaller if they do not include specifics of e-commerce or community sites. Also, entertainment sites are not within the scope of this paper since quality criteria to be applied to such sites [ScT00] are not oriented towards content but rather towards presentation and multimedia objects.

The aim of this paper has also been the brief discussion of the theoretical background of SiteLang. This language is based on an integration of five approaches:

- extended entity-relationship models [Tha00] with components enabling in integrated modeling of structuring, functionality and interaction;
- the theory of media objects [FOS00] specifically developed for website specification;
- investigations for developing a theory of interaction and story spaces [GST00];
- the codesign methodology for an integrated consistent specification of structuring, functionality and interaction of information-intensive applications [Tha00];
- the abstract state machines providing an operational semantics for SiteLang which can be executed and checked [Tha01] and which enables in proof and derivation of site properties.
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Abstract. A contract is an agreement between two or more parties to create business relations or legal obligations between them. A contract will define the set of activities to be performed by parties satisfying a set of terms and conditions (clauses). An e-contract is a contract modeled, specified executed, controlled and monitored by a software system. Typically, a workflow management system is used for e-contract management. E-contracts are complex inter related workflows that have to be specified carefully to satisfy the contract requirements. Most workflow models do not have the capabilities to handle the complexities of these interrelationships. That is, an e-contract does not adhere to activity/task oriented workflow process, thus generating a gap between a conceptual model of e-contract and workflow. Therefore, there is a need for a modeling framework to conceptualize e-contracts and model the complexity of interrelationships. In this paper, we present a framework for conceptually modeling e-contracts (using ER-R data model) and a methodology to translate an e-contract to a workflow that can be executed by a workflow management system.

1. Introduction

A contract is an agreement between two or more parties to create business relations or legal obligations between them. There are several stages involved in a contract such as exchange of information and negotiation, before the execution of the contract. A contract will define a set of activities to be performed by parties satisfying a set of terms and conditions (clauses). Thus, a contract consists of several entities such as parties, activities, and clauses. Each of the activities may involve a considerable period of time for its execution. The terminology of activities is according to the concept of activities as promoted by activity management system [KYH1995]. In rest of the paper, we mean an activity to be a workflow and an activity consists of set of tasks.

In recent years, the penetration of Information Technology into real-life applications has transformed the way business is being transacted. One such application is Electronic Contracts, which made business simple by effectively modeling and managing the processes/tasks involved. An electronic contract (e-contract) is a contract modeled, specified, executed, controlled and monitored by a software system. In e-contracts, all (or a number of) activities are carried out electronically and, thus, overcome the delays involved in the manual system and also personnel biases. In the literature, considerable work has been carried out on the legal
aspects and negotiation stages of e-contracts [GSG2000][KS1998]. In this paper, our focus is to conceptualize and specify e-contracts.

A workflow is concerned with the automation of procedures where documents, information or tasks are passed between participants according to a defined set of rules to achieve, or contribute to, an overall business goal [WfMC1995]. The execution of an e-contract involves several processes/tasks and monitoring activities, which can be represented as workflows. However an e-contract involves the complex inter/intra relationships among workflows in a contract. An e-contract can be seen as a global manifestation over a set of inter-related workflows. Most workflow models do not have the capabilities to provide this global view of an e-contract arising out of these relationships. Due to this, the workflows for an e-contract must be carefully specified and related to meet the contract requirements. Therefore, in this paper, we present a framework for conceptually modeling e-contracts (using ER-R data model [TNCK1991]) and a methodology to translate an e-contract to a workflow that can be executed by a workflow management system. In our approach, the Entity-Relationship (ER) model is extended to model the e-contracts. We call the resulting model as the ER\textsuperscript{EC} model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce e-contracts and Meta-Schemas for e-contracts and workflow. Section 3 presents an ER\textsuperscript{EC} Model for E-Contracts. In section 4, we describe a methodology to translate an e-contract to a workflow. Section 5 discusses related work, and section 6 concludes this paper.

2. E-contracts

In the present work, we consider a typical e-contract consisting of parties, activities and clauses. E-contract and contract are used synonymously in the rest of the paper.

Two or more parties are involved in performing activities of a contract. A contract has a set of clauses. Each party has a well-defined role in a contract, which is specified in the contract document. For example, in a purchase of goods contract, one party is a buyer and there can be many sellers. Even though a contract can have many entities involved, a contract in its simplest form can be characterized as an ordered list consisting of \{P, A, CL\}, where \(P = \{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n\}\) is the set of parties, \(n \geq 2\); A is the set of activities to be performed by different parties; CL is the set of clauses.

A contract will specify how the contract will be executed, the restrictions on the parties involved, etc. Unless it is specified in the contract it can be assumed that

1. One or more parties involved in the contract can enter into a subcontract. A sub contract itself is a contract, thus may have its own parties, activities and clauses. Thus, contracts may be nested.
2. A clause can refer to another clause in the list of clauses of a contract.
3. A contract will have list of activities to be performed, some of the activities may be nested. That is, an activity is composed of other activities. Some activities may be carried out in parallel, and some sequentially.

The contract will be for a specified time period or duration, which will be defined in the contract. This duration will define the active life stage of the contract. It is expected to last till the contract is completed. A contract completion may not occur when some clauses beyond completion of activities need to be adhered to, for example, maintenance and warranty period. The activities will be linked with parties,
and each party will have to carry out one or more activities. The clauses in the contract may list out the activities, however the activities may not be linked with clauses. For example, 70% of the payment is made after the systems received and the remaining amount will be paid in two installments after six months and one year respectively from the date of installation. In this example, the clauses are linked with payment activity, but not vice-versa. This helps us to have a library of common activities that cater to various clauses in the contracts.

2.1. E-contract Meta-schema

Figure 1 shows the meta-schema for a contract using the ER-R model. In addition to entities and relationships, and their attributes, it models exceptions as external rules using ER-R model. Exceptions in e-contracts will play a major role when a process/task deviates from a clause. The exceptions are represented as parallelograms (as rules). For the sake of simplicity, the attributes of entities and relationships are not shown in the ER-R diagram.

The meta-schema of e-contract allows us to capture the conceptual level details about the elements involved in a contract. The entities in the meta-schema are parties, activities, clauses, budget, roles and payments (see Figure 1). Note that this meta-schema also facilitates easier modeling of e-contracts by being a template (see Section 3.2) that can be instantiated for specific applications.

Subcontract is a weak entity of Contract. Though, a subcontract previously exists as a contract, it can also be a part of the main contract for an application. The entities parties, activities and clauses form a relationship with a contract. Activities have relationship with Synchronization, so that there is coordination among the activities during their process. Clauses in a contract are similar to constraints (or Conditions/Rules) in ER-R model. Since a clause can refer another clause, the Clause entity in the meta-schema is self-related. The relationship Lists between Clauses and Activities models the activities in a clause.

Each party plays some role in a contract. The many-to-many relationship between Parties and Roles in the meta-schema represents that one party can have many roles, and different parties can play the same role. Payments is an important entity in e-contracts. Payment transactions are always between the parties, and the payment is made to payee based on the clauses defined in the contract. The Payments in the meta-schema have a ternary relationship with Parties and Budget entities. The budget is continuously monitored during payments so that the expenditure is within the budget. If amount in a payment transaction exceeds the balance budget amount (i.e., budget exceeds), then an exception budget over is raised. Exceptions defined in the meta-schema are associated to entities in the form of Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules. Specific ECA rules can then be bound to contract for versatile exception handling.

Contract events

The information about the contracts including parties, clauses and activities are stored in a database, and are linked with each other. The activities have attributes like Activity Identification, Starting-Date, Ending-Date, Name of Activity, Description, Requirements and Specifications. There may be Payment Schedule linked with the Activity, so that the payment may be done after successful completion of an activity.
Thus, when a contract is being executed, many events will occur and operations on different files (tables) will take place.

An event happens at any point of time and has no duration. At any particular time some action will cause an event to occur. The action like iChange Status of Activityî will cause the occurrence of an event like iStatus Updatedî. A Contract event such as adding of new party may trigger several database operations. Similarly, new activity may trigger several insertions or updates across the tables. The contract events will be caused by the actions in the execution of the contracts. A contract event may lead to several database events, however database event can occur independent of contract events. Suppose, when an address of a party in the contract is changed (a database event), it is not a contract event since it will not effect the execution of the contract. In the Figure 1, we use ER-R model to model an event.

Some of the contract events in the meta-schema are contract completed, subcontract made, subcontract over, new party joined, activity started, activity completed, party violates clauses, activity deviates from clauses, activity updated,
activity requires more budget, payment initiated, payment made, role added and role updated, synchronization of activities not followed.

The event is defined as below:

\[
\text{<event>} ::= \text{<contract_event>} | \text{<database_event>} | \text{<temporal_event>} | \text{<external_event>}
\]

\[
\text{<composite-event>} ::= \text{<event>} \text{AND} \text{<event>}
\]

\[
\text{<contract Event>} ::= \text{started <contract_object> attempted} \\
\text{completed <contract_object> attempted} \\
\text{deviates <CLAUSES> attempted} \\
\text{<ACTIVITY> synchronization attempted} \\
\text{update <contract_object> attempted.}
\]

The database events are associated with data objects (\text{<data_object>}), and \text{<database_event>} is defined as in [TNCK1991]. In the above definitions, \text{<contract_object>} and \text{<data_object>} can be an entity set or a relationship set, and \text{<attribute>} is an attribute of a \text{<contract_object>} or \text{<data_object>}. Further, both contract events and database events can have more events than those specified above. A temporal event is a time-based event, which could be relative (20 minutes after contract starts) or absolute (at 3.00 PM). An External event could be, for example, a document arrived.

Exceptions in a contract are mainly due to the deviations from the clauses defined in the contract. Some of the exceptions in the meta-schema are shown in the Table 1.

\begin{table}
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
(i) & \text{Exception name} & Addition of new party \\
& \text{Event} & Insert a new party attempted \\
& \text{Condition} & New party can not be added during the execution of a contract \\
& \text{Action} & Reject the request \\
\hline
(ii) & \text{Exception name} & Role Changes \\
& \text{Event} & Update the role of a party attempted \\
& \text{Condition} & Change of role violates the clauses. \\
& \text{Action} & Allowed (ROLE updated); Not Allowed \\
\hline
(iii) & \text{Exception name} & Budget over \\
& \text{Event} & Total amount in the budget is over attempted \\
& \text{Condition} & Expenditure exceeds the budget \\
& \text{Action} & Stop work; allocate more budget (BUDGET updated) \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

2.2. ER$^{EC}$ Meta-schema Template

The ER$^{EC}$ meta-schema can be treated as a template of an ER$^{EC}$ model for e-contracts. Because an e-contract has a fixed set of relationships that are commonly held over various entities within the conceptual model for an e-contract. For example, the $i$ has $i$ relationship among the entities contract, parties, clauses and activities will mostly exist in a conceptual model for an e-contract. That is:

A. E-contracts are standardized with some parametric inputs required at specification time for a new e-contract.

B. There are many fixed entities and relationships in an e-contract.
C. Additional flexibility is accommodated by customizing the e-contract instance with more relationships and entities specific to an e-contract being modeled.
D. There is a mix of entity types and entities (representing instances) co-existing in an EREC model. This is a special feature of this model that is used in translating an EREC model to a set of workflows.

2.3. Workflow Meta-schema

Workflow is automation of a business process. Workflow Management Systems (WFMS) have been extensively used in businesses to design, execute, and monitor processes [G+1995]. It provides an efficient environment for collaboration, coordination and communication among agents - people and software programs - to complete activities in a particular order and with certain rules, procedures and constraints.

Fig. 2 illustrates a typical workflow meta-schema [WfMC1995]. Note that workflow is same as an activity, and an activity of a workflow is same as a task as proposed in activity management system [KYH1995]. A reference to an activity should be clear based on whether it is a part of a workflow or an independent activity.

![Fig. 2. A typical workflow meta-schema](image)

2.4. Differences between the Meta-schemas for E-contract and Workflow

In sections 2.1 and 2.3, we presented the meta-schemas for e-contract and workflow. These two models combined together helps in the implementation of an e-contract, thus a mapping between the two models has to be performed. Unfortunately, the mapping may lose some semantics when transforming from a "semantically richer" ER EC (explained in Section 3) model to a workflow. Therefore, the workflow model has to be augmented with a database for storing additional information about parties, clauses, contracts, and any other related data and business processes.

In general, a contract contains a number of clauses, and any deviation from a clause violates the contract. It is required that each clause should be monitored continuously during the entire contract process. Activities are the actual work elements in a contract. A contract consists of large number of activities, and each
activity, in-turn, consists of multiple inter-dependent tasks that need to be coordinated, scheduled and executed. Also, there must be dependency checks among various activities.

The meta-schema of a contract shows exceptions, which occur frequently during the contract process due to the unanticipated possibilities, deviation from clauses, and a violation from contract law. Exceptions may occur asynchronously or occur in scattered places in a contract process (e.g., budget over), and these cannot be directly handled by explicit rule based processing such as IF-THEN-ELSE constructs. Thus, there is a requirement for extra constructs and semantics in a workflow meta-schema to address the exception modeling and management. In addition, the complexity arising due to large number of relationships among the entities shown in e-contract meta-schema cannot be handled with current commercially available WFMSs or research prototypes. Therefore, after mapping an ER-EC schema to a workflow, additional applications may need to be written to monitor and enforce e-contracts. Otherwise, workflow systems need to be enhanced to handle e-contracts. In this paper, our focus is on modeling e-contracts and developing a methodology for translating an e-contract conceptual model to an implementation level workflow or activity.

3. **ER\textsuperscript{EC} Model**

In our approach, we describe an ER\textsuperscript{EC} model as an extension of ER-R [TNCK91] model, to bridge the gap between the complexities in E-Contracts and Workflow process. The conceptual schema in the ER\textsuperscript{EC} model is represented by an ER\textsuperscript{EC} diagram (Figure 1.). An ER\textsuperscript{EC} model has the following constructs for modeling e-contracts:

1. **Contracts** A contract is a legal agreement between multiple parties.
2. **Clauses** A contract consists of many interdependent clauses that need to be fulfilled.
3. **Activities** A clause is fulfilled by successfully executing one or more activities.
4. **Parties** An activity is undertaken by one or more parties.
5. **Exceptions** Exceptions model deviations from fulfillment of contracts.

The above five constructs form the core of ER\textsuperscript{EC} model. First, an e-contract is conceptualized from the requirements collected by the user. Once it is conceptualized, it is presented as a single ER\textsuperscript{EC} model. After that, the clauses within e-contract need to be fulfilled while executing one or more activities. Each activity is handled by one or more parties. Therefore, in an e-contract, the actual work done is modeled by activities. Many times, an activity fails triggering a violation of an important clause in a contract. This gives rise to an exception that needs to be handled by further augmenting activities with exception handling process. We illustrate an ER\textsuperscript{EC} model for an investment example in the next subsection.

3.1. **Investment E-contract - Example**

Suppose, Financial Institution (FI) in a country has different types of investment schemes, and some of the schemes are opened for a short period, and other schemes for a longer period. The FIs periodically issue Bonds or Securities for fixed amount in
which individual investors or the institutional investors can invest (i.e. Bond holders). The payment of interest, which is promised in advance, may be done electronically or through paper instruments.

When an individual/institution invests the amount with FI, they enter into a contract. The terms and conditions of the operation of Bond or security are defined by FI. It has to periodically pay the interest and must return the amount to the holder after the period defined in the contract is over. The investors will be making initial payments through bank. The FI will be periodically paying interest through banks.

Here, the contract and subcontracts involved are:

1. FI and Banks/agencies for accepting the Application Form and initial amount from Investors and sending the Application Forms to FI and collected amount to the account of FI (with FI’s own bank).
2. FI and Banks (in some cases may be different from 1) for periodic payment of interest/warrant/dividend.
3. Among banks for inter bank funds transfer
4. Bank and investor – investor being the account holder of the bank
5. FI and Investors
6. Among the investors for the transfer of ownership
7. Agencies and banks for transfer of funds

In above case (5) is the main contract relevant to our example and others are sub contracts. However, the sub contracts listed in (3) and (4) can exist irrespective of main contract. The contract at (7) is required, if there is a contract between FI and agencies (i.e. not banks). In this case, there has to be another sub contract for the transfer of funds. The clauses in the main contracts will be as indicated by the FI at the time of notification. Table 2. and Table 3. shows some clauses and activities in the investment contract respectively. Table 4. shows some of the rules defined in the meta-schema for the present example.

Table 2. Some clauses in investment contract

| CL-a. | Who can invest (like say citizen of the country and or institutions), how they can invest (like say singly, jointly etc.) |
| CL-b. | Minimum Amount, Maximum Amount and Other restrictions Maturity Period |
| CL-c. | Promise of return, mode and periodicity of interest payment etc. |
| CL-d. | Other conditions like whether Transfer of ownership allowed, Pre-mature withdrawal allowed or not, reinvestment in other schemes allowed or not etc. and penal clauses like payment of additional penal interest in case the interest is not paid in time. |

Figure 3. shows the schema for the contract in our example. In the Figure 3, the instance level information is co-existing with conceptual level information. That is, in the case of Parties, FI is a particular instance of entity Party. But we show it as a specific entity (object) in the entity type Parties. This feature is very much needed to model e-contracts, because the information captured at the instance level of an entity is different from other instances of the same entity type due to its specific behaviour in a contract. For example, the information captured for the Party instance FI is entirely different from the Party instance Investor. This feature is also a feasible solution because of small number of entities involved in each entity-type. In other words, the ER$^E$C meta-schema is a template for modeling e-contracts.
Table 3. Some Activities of FI, Investors and Banks in iInvestment contract

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>FI</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Investors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Submit the signed and completed application and pay the amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Get notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Hold the Bond/Security till maturity or carry out allowed operations like Transfer, pre mature withdrawal etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Tally the periodic interest received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Receive Application Form and Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Send Applications to FI and collected Amount to Flis Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Flis bank will credit the amount collected to Flis Account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Flis Account will be debited for periodic interest and repayment, the amount to be transferred to different bank accounts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Transfer the interest and amount received to the investoris account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another interesting feature of ER EC model is the relationships between the instances of entities. These relationships are in addition to the relationships between entities. That is, for example, consider the relationship between Activity instances iSubmission and iFund-Receipt & Info. to FI and Parties instance iFIi and iInvestorî. Here, the relationship is between the instances of entity types Activities and Parties. The investor submits an application for a bond through a bank/agency. The bank/agency receives the application and the required amount, and sends the information to FI. These low-level relationships among the instances of entity types will help to conceptualize the e-contract and facilitate translation of ER EC model to workflow.

4. Mapping ER EC to Workflow Specification

The mapping of ER EC model to a workflow is done as follows:

Step 1. All parties are mapped to agent types/roles.
Step 2. Activities to workflows and activities in a workflow.
Step 3. Contracts to events that occur.
Step 4. Clauses to conditions that need to be satisfied.
Step 5. Exception handling to additional activities in a workflow.
Step 6. Payments and contracts to documents and additional input/output events.

The above steps for mapping an ER EC model to a workflow needs to be carried out to facilitate an instantiation and execution of an e-contract. The steps are based on the relationship among various constructs in ER EC model. Therefore, first, parties need to be mapped to agents that perform (are responsible for) various activities. Second, the activities themselves need to be mapped to a workflow. This may require additional
business processes to be specified. For example, the activity scrutiny may require a new business process in a FI to be specified. This Scrutiny workflow may require additional agents to be involved in the execution. Third, the contracts and clauses are
mapped to events that need to occur to intimate the satisfaction of a clause or completion of a (sub-)contract. Note that these additional events need to be modeled and specified in the workflow. In case some of the clauses are not satisfied exception handling will take over the processing of a contract. This exception handling may require additional activities (depending on clauses) to be added to the workflow. Payments are also treated as clauses that need to be satisfied. It should be noted that this mapping only handles the i workflow support component required to execute an e-contact. Additional databases and other human-supported activities and business processes need to be specified for the implementation support for e-contracts. Further, ER_EC model's main objective is to facilitate conceptual understanding of dependencies within an e-contract and their mapping to a workflow.

### Table 4. Rules of investment contract for ER_EC model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Rule_Name</th>
<th>Triggering_event</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Resultant_Event</th>
<th>Exception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Allot_Bonds_To_Investors</td>
<td>Amount_Received and Application_Scrutiny_Successful</td>
<td>Decide upon the Bond Allocation policy.</td>
<td>Return the remaining Amount if the Face_Value of Bonds allotted is less than paid amount.</td>
<td>{Allot Bonds, Return Amount, Inform_Depository}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pay_Interest</td>
<td>Due_Date</td>
<td>There should not be any hold on interest payment</td>
<td>Calculate the interest payable and credit it to the investoris Account</td>
<td>{Calculate Interest Due, Amount_Transfer, Bank_Transfer}</td>
<td>Not able to credit * Incorrect_Account_Info, Interest cannot be paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Transfer_Bond</td>
<td>Transfer</td>
<td>There should not be any hold on transfer of ownership</td>
<td>Update the Holder Database</td>
<td>{Get_New_Act_Details, Change_Holder}</td>
<td>Transfer not allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Repay_Bond</td>
<td>Maturity_Period_Over</td>
<td>There should not be any hold on repayment</td>
<td>Calculate_Amount, Transfer_Funds</td>
<td>Reinvest in new scheme, Not able to Repay, Incorrect Account details</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pre_Mature_Closure</td>
<td>Holder_Request</td>
<td>There should not be any hold on pre-mature withdrawal</td>
<td>Calculate_Amount, Transfer_Funds</td>
<td>Premature withdrawal not allowed, Incorrect Account details</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First, the parties are mapped to agents as described in Table 5. In Figure 4, we show how the activities A1, A2, A3, and A4 are mapped to workflows A, B, C, and D, respectively. In Figure 5, we augment workflows B and D with exception handling based on exceptions in Investment ER model.

**Table 5.** Mapping of Parties to Agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workflow</th>
<th>Parties</th>
<th>Payments</th>
<th>(sub-)contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Investor, Bank, agency, FI</td>
<td>Investor -&gt; Bank/Agency Bank/Agency -&gt; FI</td>
<td>Bank Customership Inter-Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>FI, Investor, Bank</td>
<td>FI -&gt; Investor</td>
<td>Agreement, Bank Customership Inter-Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Investor, FI</td>
<td>Investor -&gt; Investor</td>
<td>Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>Bank -&gt; Bank</td>
<td>Inter-bank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After specifying the workflows, they can be incorporated at various parties for supporting e-contracts. For example, workflow A enables an investor (say, Rama) to submit a requisition to buy some ICICI bonds from Citibank. At Citibank, the workflow A will enable relevant information, documents and payments (through his account in Citibank) to be provided by Rama. Further, workflow A will transmit the documents to ICICI and the payment is transferred from Citibank to ICICI. After that, workflow B is initiated at ICICI to scrutinize and allot the bonds to Rama. Once Rama is allotted the bonds, Workflow D is initiated at ICICI to transfer funds to Rama’s account in Citibank, either periodically and/or at maturity time based on the contract. In case, Rama is interested to sell the bonds to another investor, (say, Sunil), the workflow C enables Rama to transfer the ownership of his bonds to Sunil. Here, the workflow C is initiated by Rama and the transfer takes place at ICICI.

**Fig. 4.** Mapping Activities to workflow
E-contracts are complex and difficult to understand and facilitating an implementation of e-contracts is not straightforward. Therefore, we have developed a modeling framework for e-contracts, namely ER\textsuperscript{EC} data model and illustrated an investment ER\textsuperscript{EC} model and its mapping to a workflow. The points that need to be noted are:

1. The ER\textsuperscript{EC} model is a natural way for modeling e-contracts. The important aspects namely, clauses, activities and parties can be easily conceptualized and their relationships can be modeled.

2. Exceptions to clauses are integral part of e-contracts which needs to be modeled carefully. In ER\textsuperscript{EC} model, we provide facilities to link up contracts, activities and exceptions are modeled using rules.

3. A methodology is developed to map an e-contract to many workflows that need to be executed by various parties involved in the contract. Thus, ER\textsuperscript{EC} model is one of the first models to facilitate conceptual modeling of cross-organizational e-contracts that are implemented by cross-organizational workflows.

4. The meta-schema for e-contracts can be augmented to include additional e-contract requirements such as authorization and delegation.

5. Related Work

In the recent years, the research on E-Commerce and related areas made it a challenge to do business electronically. This is mainly due to the increase use of Internet and web driven business processes. The Domain Task Force established by OMG produced a working version of the electronic commerce reference model [O1997]. This model is largely based on the results of OSM (An Open Service Model for

In [GSG2000], a framework for legal e-contracts is developed, but a mechanism for modeling e-contracts is not provided. In [S1980], a contract net protocol is described for structuring contractor and subcontractor market places. A declarative approach to business rules in e-commerce contracts in [G1999] by combining CLP (Courteous Logic Program) and XML. Kersten and Szpakowicz presented modeling business negotiations for electronic commerce using software agents [KS1998]. In [LS1997], a detailed comparison of various workflow metamodels is discussed. But there has been no work on conceptually modeling e-contracts and developing a methodology for mapping an e-contract to workflow. In [TNCK1991] a modeling framework for rule processing and ECA triggers in active databases was developed. This work facilitated conceptual modeling of active databases. In this work, we build on it to develop a novel framework for conceptually modeling e-contracts. Further, in [CKL2000] a framework for e-services is developed as an application built on top of workflow systems. That is, it advocated the idea that the implementation vehicle for e-services is workflows. Along the same lines, we in this paper showed how conceptually modeled e-contracts are mapped to workflows.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on the framework for modeling an e-contract. The meta-schema for electronic contracts is presented and illustrated with a simple example. We proposed an extension to ER model called ER²EC model to represent the complex inter/intra relationships among entities in an electronic contract. We illustrated the utility of this ER²EC model through a detail example. The salient feature of the ER²EC model is the seamless conceptualization of instances and constructs, and relationships among them. This advocated the notion of an ER²EC model to be a template for a class of e-contracts to be supported by a set of parties. In this case, a particular e-contract may involve some of the parties to engage in fulfillment of the e-contract. For example, in the Investment ER²EC model, for a user Rama, the parties involved were Citibank and ICICI and the e-contract was among them. Thus, the notion of conceptual model as a template instantiated at run-time is proposed.

Further, we showed how an e-contract is mapped to a set of workflows that can be executed by different parties. A detailed methodology for this mapping has been provided along with an illustrative example. Overall, in this paper we focused on modeling e-contracts and mapping it to workflows. We are currently working on developing a toolkit for ER²EC data model and facilitate its mapping to workflows in commercially available workflow management systems.
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Abstract. Current RDBMS technology provides little support for building temporal databases. The paper describes a methodology and a CASE tool that is to help practitioners develop correct and efficient relational data structures. The designer builds a temporal ERA schema that is validated by the tool, then converted into a temporal relational schema. This schema can be transformed into a pure relational schema according to various optimization strategies. Finally, the tool generates an active SQL-92 database that automatically maintain entity and relationship states. In addition, it generates a temporal ODBC driver that encapsulates complex temporal operators such as projection, join and aggregation through a small subset of TSQL2. This API allows programmers to develop complex temporal applications as easily as non temporal ones.

1 Introduction

A wide range of database applications manage time-varying data. Existing database technology currently provides little support for managing such data, and using conventional data models and query languages like SQL-92 to cope with such information is particularly difficult [12]. Developers of database applications can create only ad-hoc solutions that must be reinvented each time a new application is developed.

The scientific community has long been interested in this problem [9]. The research has focused on characterizing the semantics of temporal information and on providing expressive and efficient means to model, store and query temporal data.

A lot of those studies concerned temporal data models and query languages. Dozens of extended relational data models have been proposed [13], while about 40 temporal query languages have been defined, most with their own data model, the most complete certainly being TSQL2 [11]. However, it seems that neither standardization bodies nor DBMS editors are really willing to adopt these proposals, so that the problem of maintaining and querying temporal data in an easy and reliable way remains unsolved.

A handful of temporal DBMS prototypes have been proposed [1], [13]. Attention has been paid to performance issues because selection, join, aggregates and duplicates elimination (coalescing) require sophisticated and time consuming algorithms [2].

Several temporally enhanced Entity-Relationship (ER) models have been developed [6]. UML (Unified Modelling Language) also has been extended with temporal semantics and notation (TUML) [14].

Among those studies, few methodologies and tools support have been proposed for temporal database design.
About This Paper

Like for conventional databases, a temporal database design methodology must lead to correct and efficient databases. However, the design of even modest ones can be fairly complex, hence the need for CASE tools, specially for generating the code of the database. This paper describes a simple methodology and a CASE tool that is to help practitioners develop temporal applications based on SQL-92 technology.

These results are part of the TimeStamp project whose the goal is to provide practitioners with practical tools (models, methods, CASE tools and API) to design, manage and exploit temporal databases through standard technologies, such as C, ODBC and SQL-92. Though the models and the languages used are more simple than those available in the literature, the authors feel that they can help developers in mastering their temporal data.

Sections 2, 3 and 4 introduce the concepts of temporal conceptual, logical and physical models for relational temporal databases that are specific to the TimeStamp approach. Section 5 describes the methodology for temporal database design, and presents a CASE tool that automates the processes defined in the methodology.

2 A Temporal Conceptual Model

The database conceptual schema of an information system is the major document through which the user requirements about an application domain are translated into abstract information structures. When the evolution of the components of this application domain is a part of these requirements, this schema must include temporal aspects. This new dimension increases the complexity of the conceptual model, and makes it more difficult to use and to understand. To alleviate this drawback, we have chosen a simple and intuitive formalism that must improve the reliability of the analysis process. This model brings three advantages, which should be evaluated against its loss of expressive power. First, it has been considered easier to use by developers when the time dimension must be taken into account (for instance, temporal consistency through inheritance mechanism is far from trivial). Secondly, the distance between a conceptual schema and its relational expression is narrower, a quality that is appreciated by programmers. Thirdly, schema expressed in a richer model can be converted without loss into simpler structures through semantics-preserving transformations [8].

Though the concepts of temporal conceptual schemas have been specified for long in the literature, we will describe them very briefly [14], [6].

The conceptual model comprises three main constructs, namely entity types, single- valued atomic attributes and N-ary relationship types. Each construct can be non-temporal or temporal. In the first case, only the current states are of interest, while in the latter case, we want to record past, current and future states. In this presentation, we will address the modelling and processing of historical states, that is the past and current states only.

1 Though most of the principles described in this paper can be extended to future states as well, the latter induce some constraints that we do not want to discuss in this paper. For instance, not all data distribution patterns proposed in the physical model can accommodate future states.
The temporal dimension can be based on valid time (/\(v\)), on transaction time (/\(t\)) or on both (/\(b\) for bitemporal). The instances of a non-temporal monotonic entity type (/\(m\)) can be created but never deleted, so that the letter enjoys some properties of temporal entity types. A construct is non-temporal, unless it is marked with a temporal tag: /\(m\), /\(v\), /\(t\) or /\(b\) (Fig. 1). An entity type can have one primary identifier (or key) and some secondary identifiers. A relationship type has 2 or more roles, each of them being taken by an entity type. A role has a cardinality constraint defined by two numbers, the most common values being 0-1, 1-1, 0-N. A non-temporal attribute can be declared stable, i.e., non-updatable. The temporal attributes of the time intervals of the states are implicit.

If an entity type is temporal, then, for each entity that existed or still exists, the birth and death instants (if any) are known (valid time), and/or the recording (in the database) and erasing instants (transaction time) are known. This information is implicit and is not part of the attributes of the entity type. If an attribute is temporal, then all the values associated with an entity are known, together with the instants at which each value was (is) active. The instants are from the valid and/or transaction time dimensions according to the time-tag of the attribute. If a relationship type is temporal, then the birth and death instants are known. The two time dimensions are allowed, according to the time-tag.

To ensure the consistency of the future temporal database, but also to limit its complexity and to make its physical implementation easier and more efficient, the model imposes some constraints of the valid schemas. A conceptual schema is said to be consistent if:

1. the temporal attributes of an entity type have the same time-tag (mixing temporal and non-temporal attribute is allowed);
2. the time-tag of an entity type is the same as that of its temporal attributes; there is no constraints if it has no temporal attributes;
3. each temporal entity type has a primary identifier (or key) made up of mandatory, stable and unrecyclable attributes; there is no constraints on the other identifiers;
4. the entity types that appear in a temporal N-ary relationship type are either temporal or monotonic;
5. the entity type that appears in the [i-1] role of a one-to-many temporal relationship type R has the same time-tag as R; one-to-one relationship types are constrained as if they were one-to-many;

---

2 Though they have the same expressive power in binary relationship types, the ERA cardinality and UML multiplicity have different interpretations.
3 We leave this undemonstrated for space limit.
4 An attribute is unrecyclable if its values cannot be used more than once, even if its parent entity is dead.
6. the entity type that appears in the [0-N] role of a one-to-many temporal relationship type R has a time-tag compatible (in a sense that translates into valid foreign keys as stated in Sec. 3.4) with that of R; one-to-one relationship types are constrained as if they were one-to-many;
7. the entity types that appear in the roles of a N-ary relationship type R have a time-tag that is compatible (same meaning as above) with that of R.

A conceptual schema that meets all these conditions can be translated into a consistent relational schema, as defined in Sec. 3.

3 A Temporal Relational Logical Model

This model defines the interface used by the programmer, that is, the data structures, the operators and the programming interface. We could have adopted a more general temporal relational model, such as that from [12]. However, the fact that the tables derive from a consistent conceptual schema induces specific properties that will simplify the implementation and (hopefully) the mental model of the programmer.

This model comprises tables, columns, primary keys, secondary (i.e., candidate, non-primary) keys and foreign keys. These constructs can be temporal (except for primary keys) or non-temporal, according to the same time-tag as those used in the conceptual model. A table that implements an entity type is called an entity table, while a table that translates a N-ary or many-to-many relationship type is called an relationship table. Only entity tables can be monotonic.

The structure of temporal tables is as usual [12]:
1. valid-time tables have two additional timestamp columns, called Vstart and Vend, such that each row describes a fact (such as a state of an entity or relationship) that was (or is) valid in the application domain during the interval [Vstart,Vend];
2. any transaction-time table has two timestamp columns Tstart and Tend, that define the interval during which the fact was (is) recorded in the database; these columns cannot be updated by users;
3. in a bitemporal table, these four columns are present.

An entity table comprises three kinds of columns, namely the entity identifier, which forms the primary key of the set of current states of the entities, the timestamp columns Vstart, Vend, Tstart, Tend and the other columns, called attribute columns, that can be temporal or not. A relationship table is similarly structured: the relationship identifier, made up of the primary keys of the participating entity types, the timestamp columns and the attribute columns, if any. For simplicity, we ignore the latter in this paper.

---

5 i.e., the domain of the function that R expresses;
6 i.e., the range of the function that R expresses;
7 Though complex mapping rules can be used to translate entity types and relationship types, those that we adopt in the methodology are sufficiently simple to make these concept valid.
8 [i, j) is the standard temporal notation for a left-closed, right-open. Also noted [i, j[.
For each temporal dimension, the right bound of the interval of the current state is set to the infinite future, represented by a valid timestamp, far in the future (noted $\infty$ here).

The entity and relationship tables together form the set of database tables. However, other tables can be built and used, mainly by derivation from database tables. These tables may not enjoy the consistency properties that will be described, and therefore will require special care when used with database tables.

3.1 Temporal State Properties

The base tables of the database derive from the conceptual schema, so that not all data patterns are allowed. In this sense, the model is a subset of those proposed in the literature, e.g., in [12].

Let us first define their properties for temporal tables with one dimension only. The timestamp columns are simply called Start and End, since both kinds of time enjoy the same properties.

The granularity of the valid time clock is such that no two state changes can occur during the same clock tick for any given entity or relationship\(^9\). Similarly, no two states of the same entity/relationship can be recorded during the same transaction time clocktick. This gives a first property: for any state $s$, $s.\text{Start} < s.\text{End}$.

In a temporal entity table, be it transaction or valid time, all the rows related to the same entity form a continuous history, that is, each row, or state $s_1$, but the last one, has a next state $s_2$, such that $s_1.\text{End} = s_2.\text{Start}$. This property derives from the fact that, at each instant of its life, an entity is in one and only one state. Thirdly, any two states $(s_1, s_2)$ such that $s_1.\text{End} = s_2.\text{Start}$ (i.e., that are consecutive) must be different, that is, the values of at least one attribute column are distinct.

In a bitemporal entity table, each transaction time snapshot, i.e., the state of the table known as current at a given instant $T$, must be a valid time entity table that meets the properties described above.

In a temporal relationship table, a row tells that the participating entities were (are) linked during the interval $[\text{Start}, \text{End})$. For any two rows $r_1$ and $r_2$ defined on the same set of entities, either $r_1.\text{End} < r_2.\text{Start}$ or $r_2.\text{End} < r_1.\text{Start}$ hold.

3.2 Consistency State of a Table

The model defines four consistency states: a table can be corrupted, correct, normalized and fully normalized. In these definitions, two rows are said value-equivalent if they have the same values for all the columns (timestamp columns excluded).

A entity table is corrupted if, for some entity $E$ and for some time point, it records at least two different states, i.e., states whose values differ for at least one attribute column. It is correct if, for any two states of the same entity that overlap, the values of the attribute columns are the same. It is normalized if, for any entity, its states do not overlap. It is fully normalized if any entity has a state for each instant of its life (continuous history). All entity tables must be fully normalized. Derived tables, i.e.,

\(^9\) When this property is not ensured by the natural time(s), techniques based on an abstract time line can be used. This point is out of the scope of this paper.
tables resulting from the application of DML operators, that represent some part of the history of a database object must be at least correct.

A relationship table is corrupted if, for some value of the relationship identifier, there exist at least two non value-equivalent rows whose temporal interval overlap. Such a table is correct otherwise.

This classification is irrelevant for plain temporal table that are neither entity or relationship tables. In general, such tables will be said non corrupted.

3.3 Candidate Keys
If EI is the primary identifier of the entity/relationship type described by the valid time table T, then {EI,Vstart} is the primary key of T. {EI,Vend} is a secondary key, as well as {ESI,Vstart} and {ESI,Vend}, where ESI is any secondary identifier of the entity/relationship type. For simplicity these candidate keys will not be represented in the logical schema, though they will be maintained in the database by the triggers of the physical schema. Similarly, the primary key of the transaction time table T is {El,Tstart}. Its secondary keys are derived in the same way as in valid time tables. Finally, the primary key of bitemporal table T is conventionally {EI,Vstart,Tstart}. Note that these definitions are valid for database tables only and not necessarily for derived tables.

![Fig. 2. A logical relational schema showing the transaction/valid timestamp columns. Tables and columns can have time-tags. EMPLOYEE.Project is a temporal foreign key to PROJECT, whose column Name is the entity identifier (eid).](image)

3.4 Foreign Keys
Let us first define this concept for non bitemporal tables. A column or a set of columns FK of a source table S is a foreign key to the target table T, with the primary key (PK,Start), if, for each state s of S where FK is not null, and for each time point p in [s.Start,s.End), there exists at least one state t in T such that s.FK=t.PK and t.Start ≤ p < t.End. This property, which must be checked when tuples are inserted, updated and deleted, is complex and expensive to evaluate for temporal databases in which the target tables are only required to be normalized or even correct [12].

In this model, a foreign key belongs to an entity or relationship table, but the target table always is an entity table. Considering that entity tables are fully normalized by construction (no gap, no overlap), the definition degenerates into a property that is more straightforward and easier (i.e., cheaper) to check. Let us consider the source
table S(..., Start, End, ..., FK) and the target table T(PK, Start, End, ...). S.FK is a
temporal foreign key to S iff,
\[ \forall s \in S, \exists t_1, t_2 \in T: \]
\[ t_1.PK = t_2.PK = s.FK \land t_1.Start \leq s.Start < t_1.End \land t_2.Start < s.End \leq t_2.End \]
For bitemporal databases, this definition must be valid for each snapshot.

The foreign key, its source table and its target table need not have the same time-tag. For instance, a non temporal foreign key (in a temporal or non temporal source table) can reference a non temporal (including monotonic) or a temporal table; a valid time foreign key can reference monotonic, valid time and bitemporal target table. The allowed pairs of source and target time-tags define the compatibility rules, that will not be developed further in this paper.

3.5 Operators

The semantics of the usual relational operators have been extended to temporal tables, while new ones have been designed to cope with specific problems of temporal data [11]. This model includes four extraction operators, namely selection, projection, join, aggregation, and normalization transformations.

**Temporal projection.** This operator returns, for any correct source entity table S and for any subset A of its columns, a temporal table in which only the values of the columns in A are kept. If the set of the projection columns includes the entity identifier, the result is a normalized entity table. Conceptually, the temporal projection can be perceived as a standard projection followed by the merging (or coalescing) of the rows that have the same values of the non-temporal columns, and that either overlap or are consecutive.

**Temporal selection.** This operator returns the rows that meet some selection predicate in a correct source table. The selection can involve the temporal columns, the other columns, or both.

**Temporal join.** Considering two correct temporal source tables S1 and S2, and a predicate P, this operator returns, for each couple of rows (s1, s2) from S1xS2 such that P is true and the temporal interval i1 of s1 and i2 of s2 overlap, a row made up of the column values of both source rows and whose temporal interval is the intersection of i1 and i2. The result is a correct temporal table.

**Temporal aggregation.** Due to the great variety of aggregation queries, the process has been decomposed into four steps that are easy to encapsulate. Let us consider a correct entity table T with one time dimension (the reasoning is similar for other tables). The query class coped with has the general form : select A, f(B) from T group by A, where f is any aggregation function. First, a normalized state table minT is derived by collecting, for each value of A, the smallest intervals during which this value appears in T. This table is joined with T to augment it with the value s of B, giving the correct table minTval. Then, the aggregation is computed through the query select A, f(B) from T group by A. Finally the result is coalesced. In particular, this technique provides an easy way to compute temporal series (in this case, minT is a mere calendar).

---

10 If \( T(E, \text{Start}, \text{End}, A, ...) \) has instances \{ (e1, 20, 45, a1, ..), (e2, 30, 50, a2, ..), (e3, 35, 55, a1, ..) \}, this step generates the states \{ (a1, 20, 35), (a1, 35, 45), (a1, 45, 55), (a2, 30, 50) \}. 

---
**Temporal normalization.** This family of operators augment the consistency state (Sec. 3.2) of a correct table. By merging the value-equivalent overlapping or consecutive states, they produce normalized tables (no overlap), and by inserting the missing states of a non-fully normalized table, they produce a continuous history (no gap, no overlap).

### 3.6 The DML Interface

Though temporal operators can be expressed in pure SQL-92, their expression generally is complex and resource consuming [12], so that providing the programmer with a simple and efficient API to manipulate temporal data is more than a necessity. Developing a complete engine that translates temporal SQL queries would have been unrealistic, so that we chose to implement a (very) small subset of a variant of TSQL2 [11], called miniTSQL, through which the complex operators, such as project, join and aggregate can be specified in a natural way and executed. Combining explicit SQL-92 queries with miniTSQL statements allows programmers to write complex scripts with reasonable effort. The API is a variant of ODBC, through which miniTSQL queries can be executed. The driver performs query analysis and interpretation based on a small repository that describes the database structures and their physical implementation (Sec. 4).

The following program fragment displays the name and salary of the employees of project BIOTECH as on valid time 35. The SQL query uses a temporal projection (including coalescing) and a temporal selection. It replaces about 100 lines of complex code that would have been necessary if operating directly on the tables of Fig. 2.

```c
char name[50], salary [20], output[100];
sword cbname, cbsalary;
...; rc=SQLConnect(hdbc,...); ...
rc=TSQLEXecDirect(hdbc,hstmt,"select snapshot Name, Salary
from EMPLOYEE
where valid(EMPLOYEE) contains
timepoint'35'
and   Project = 'BIOTECH'",type);
rc=SQLBindCol(hstmt,1,SQL_C_CHAR,name,50,cbname);
rc=SQLBindCol(hstmt,2,SQL_C_CHAR,salary,20,cbsalary);
dc { rc = SQLFetch(hstmt);
  if(rc == SQL_NO_DATA) break;
  strcpy(output,"Name: "); strcat(output,name);
  strcat(output,"Salary: "); strcat(output,salary);
  MessageBox(output,"TUPLE",MB_OK);
}while(rc!= SQL_NO_DATA);
...; rc=SQLDisconnect(hdbc); ...
```

To make the programmer's work easier and more reliable, the modification statements **insert**, **delete** and **update** apply on a view that hides the transaction temporal columns $T_{start}$ and $T_{end}$. More specifically, this view returns, respectively, (1) the current states of a transaction time table, (2) all the states of a valid time table and (3) the valid history of a bitemporal table.

11 miniTSQL and Temporal ODBC, as well as a procedural solution to bitemporal coalescing have been defined and prototyped by Olivier Ramlot (Contribution à la mise au point d'un langage d'accès aux bases de données temporelles, Mémoire présenté en vue de l'obtention du grade de Maître en Informatique, Université de Namur, Belgique, 2000).
4 A Temporal Relational Physical Model

The physical schema describes the data structures that actually are implemented in SQL-92. When compared with the logical schema, the physical schema introduces four implementation features.

Data distribution. The logical model represents the evolution of an entity/relationship set as a single table where each row represents a state of an entity/relationship. At the physical level, the states and the rows can be distributed, split and duplicated in order to gain better space occupation and/or improved performance. The first rule concern the distribution and duplication of states.

A bitemporal historical table includes valid current states ($T_{end}=\infty \land V_{end}=\infty$), valid past states ($T_{end}=\infty \land V_{end}<\infty$) and invalid states ($T_{end}<\infty$). This suggest various patterns of distribution, which each has advantages and drawbacks as far as performance and complexity are concerned: all the states in the same table, all the states in the same table + a copy of the valid current states in another table, the valid current states in a table + all the other states in another table, the valid states in a table + the invalid states in another table, to mention the most important. Tables with one dimension only can be organized in a similar way. Should future states be included, they would have to be stored in the same table as the current states.

A logical table comprises all the columns that implement the entity attributes and the one-to-many relationship types (as foreign keys), be they temporal or not. Storing rows in a single table may induce much redundancy so that distributing the columns into temporally homogeneous tables can decrease it dramatically. Three patterns are of particular importance: all the columns are collected in a single table (as in the logical schema), the non temporal columns form a table while a second table collects the temporal columns, the non temporal columns form a table while each temporal column forms a specific table. Other splitting patterns can be useful, that mainly pertain to the temporal normalization domain [16].

Indexing. As in conventional databases, indexes will be defined to improve the access time for the most frequent operations. Besides the primary keys, foreign keys, arguments of group by and order by clauses, frequent selection criteria, are candidate for indexing. Some temporal operators can be accelerated by using auxiliary structures. For instance, an entity table that stores the life span of each entity can be used to quickly check referential constraints in a bitemporal database. A pre-join table $TS$, that stores, for joinable tables $T$ and $S$, the couples ($s,t$) of rows from $T$ and $S$ that overlap, can be use to replace the temporal join $T*S$ by the standard join $T^*TS*S$, which generally is faster.

Automatic data management. Managing a physical temporal database is particular complex, so that its automation must be pushed as far as possible. The approach we have chosen consists in implementing the logical database, as described in Sec. 3, as an active database whose active components are responsible for guaranteeing the consistency properties of the data and controlling the logical/physical mapping. Each logical table is given a set of triggers that control the insert, delete and update

---

12 The change of a single column in a row triggers the insertion of a new state, in which all the unchanged columns are merely copied.
operations by checking their validity and by propagating them among the physical tables.

For instance, the statement,

```sql
insert into EMPLOYEE(Number,Vstart,Salary,Address,Project)
values(:N,:VS,:SAL;ADD,:PRO);
```

triggers a procedure that performs the following operations, that can span several hundreds of lines of code for complex tables:

1. **check**: no current state where `NUMBER=:N` already exists (uniqueness);
2. **check**: no past states, where `NUMBER=:N` already exist (non recyclability);
3. **check**: `Project=:PRO` is a valid temporal foreign key (referential integrity);
4. **check**: `:VS` is a past or current timepoint (pure history);
5. **execute**: `Vend` is set to $\infty$ (current state);
6. **execute**: the state is stored in the physical table(s) (logical/physical mapping);
7. **execute**: the auxiliary structures are updated (logical/physical mapping).

### 5 Methodology and CASE Support for Temporal Databases

Despite the important research area of temporal databases, few methodologies for temporal databases design have been developed.

Some mappings from temporally extended ER models to relational model have been proposed [5], [7], [10], [15]. The models of [5], [7], [15] support only valid time, while the TempEER model [10] supports both valid time and transaction time of data. The TIMEER model [7] captures aspects such as the life span, valid time and transaction time of data too. A set of 31 constraints is defined to enforce the ER-specified time-related semantics in the relational context.

Those mappings allow to configure temporal data in only one way. However, we saw in Sec. 4 that it was possible to distribute data differently. Each data configuration has advantages and drawbacks, and designers must choose the distribution that corresponds best to the needs of their application. So, it would be interesting to allow different configurations, while hiding their complexity to the programmer.

Most often, the mappings are not supported by tools. However, the design of even modest temporal databases can prove very complex so that it cannot, most of the time, be carried out without the support of CASE tools. To mention one example only, a single *update trigger* controlling a bitemporal table with two foreign keys and referenced by another one, and that supports evolution and correction modifications, can be made up of more than 500 lines of complex code.

We will propose a solution to this problem in terms of the TimeStamp methodology for temporal databases design and of an extension of the CASE tool DB-Main that supports it. The products of the methodology are the temporal conceptual, logical and physical schemas, as well as the code necessary to manage and exploit the corresponding temporal relational database, as described in Sections 2, 3 and 4. The CASE tool allows to execute automatically all the processes of the methodology, including code generation, according to three different physical data configurations.
In this section, we first describe the conventional methodology, then we present its extension to temporal data together with the CASE tool DB-Main.

5.1 Conventional Methodology

Database design is usually carried out in three main phases: conceptual design (or analysis), logical design and physical design.

Conceptual design consists in expressing the concepts of the application domain into a high-level abstract model that is independent of the particular data model of the target DBMS. This expression is called the conceptual schema. The goal of logical design is to translate the conceptual schema into a structure adapted to the data model of the DBMS, namely the logical schema. In short, the logical schema is all the programmer have to know, and nothing more, in order to develop programs on the database. Physical design includes choosing technical implementation (e.g., indexes, data storage and clusters) and setting physical parameters.

These methodologies are now mastered and can be considered a integral part of the culture of developers.

5.2 Extension of the Methodology to Temporal Databases and CASE Tool DB-main

The methodology we propose is quite similar to the conventional one. Addressing the temporal dimension of data, merely adds new aspects to the standard processes (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Temporal Database Design Methodology. The information source is symbolically represented by Interview reports.

The tool that is being developed in the TimeStamp project is built as a plug-in of the DB-MAIN generic CASE platform [3]. It supports all the processes of the TimeStamp methodology, including code generation. In this section, we describe the different steps of the methodology and illustrate the main aspects of the tool through the processing of an example.
5.3 Conceptual Design

Temporal conceptual design is made up of three steps: non-temporal analysis, temporal tagging and normalization.

Analysis and Temporal Tagging. In this first step, a non-temporal conceptual schema is built according to any standard methodology. Then, the schema objects that are to be temporally dimensioned are marked with the desire time-tag, namely transaction, valid, bitemporal or monotonic, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Example of raw (un-normalized) temporal conceptual schema. An entity primary identifier is declared by the clause id. The tag /t, /v, /b, /m shows that the entity type, the relationship type or the attribute is timestamped with transaction time (t), valid time (v), both (b=bitemporal) or is monotonic (/m, for entity types only).

CASE Tool Support for Temporal Database Design

Fig. 5. Temporal conceptual design. The main window is that of DB-MAIN. The left hand side window shows the structure of the temporal conceptual design process. The toolbar located in this window is specific to temporal database design. It allows the automatically execution of the main four processes of the methodology. The designer draws the conceptual schema in the right side windows. The right side box shows the properties of the selected object Budget. The property T_HistoryType defines the type of time of the object (Bitemporal). The small box below permits to choose a suffix or a prefix to add automatically to the name of the temporal objects (represented by $). To tag objects, the designer selects a set of objects, then chooses the corresponding time-tag.

CASE support. DB-MAIN includes a graphical schema editor that allows designers to define their schemas according to various styles (UML, ERA, OO, etc.). A special
property (T_HistoryType) is attached to each data structure to define its temporal characteristics. The designer chooses the way object names are tagged to show this property graphically (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).

**Normalization.** Though the concept of normalized conceptual schema is well defined, introducing the time dimension induces new criteria of normalization. In short, a temporally normalized conceptual schema satisfies the consistency rules defined in Sec. 2.

As an example, the schema of Fig. 4 violates rule 5: the relationship type works is *bitemporal* while its 1-1 role is *valid-time* (this will introduce a temporal heterogeneity in the future relational table EMPLOYEE). To fix this problem, we can either mark works as valid time (Fig. 6).

The primary identifier of PROJECT, namely *Name*, is marked as temporal, violating rule 3. Therefore, we create a stable and non recyclable technical primary identifier *Code*, while *Name* becomes a secondary identifier (Fig. 6). This schema now meets all the normalization criteria.

**CASE Support.** The tool checks the properties that a conceptual schema must satisfy. The normalization rules that are violated are reported (Fig. 7).

![Fig. 6. Normalizing temporal relationship type works (left) and making entity primary identifiers non temporal, while preserving the origin uniqueness constraint (right).](image)

![Fig. 7. Temporal normalization tool. The checked schema is in the window. The box on the right cites the violated rules.](image)

**5.4 Logical Design**

The temporal logical design phase consists in translating the conceptual constructs into relational structures and in adding the timestamp columns Vstart, Vend, Tstart and Tend as needed. Regarding the translation process, though sophisticated rules can be designed, we will adopt very simple mapping rules. According to them, an entity type is represented by a table, an attribute by a column, a many-to-many or N-
ary relationship type into a table and foreign keys and a one-to-many relationship type by a mere foreign key.

The time tag of a relational construct is inherited from the conceptual object it derives from (Fig. 8). The temporal columns are then added: \( V_{\text{start}} \) and \( V_{\text{end}} \) for the valid time and bitemporal tables, and \( T_{\text{start}} \) and \( T_{\text{end}} \) for the transaction time and bitemporal tables. The primary keys are defined: \( (E_{I}, V_{\text{start}}) \), \( (E_{I}, T_{\text{start}}) \) and \( (E_{I}, V_{\text{start}}, T_{\text{start}}) \) for respectively valid time, transaction time and bitemporal tables of entity tables. Similar rules apply for relationship tables. Where needed, the foreign keys are made temporal (Fig. 8).

As far as data management is concerned (through insert, delete, update statements), users can only manage current histories. They work then on a view that has the same configuration as the relational schema but that contains only the current histories, that is to say, all the states of a valid time table, the current states \( (T_{\text{end}} = \infty) \) of a transaction time table, and the valid states \( (T_{\text{end}} = \infty) \) of a bitemporal table.

**CASE Support.** The tool automatically transforms conceptual structures into relational constructions including inherited temporal tags. It adds the timestamp columns and defines the temporal foreign keys (Fig. 8).

### 5.5 Physical Design

During the temporal physical design, operational and performance issues are considered. Since no specialized technologies can be relied on, we have to stick to pure SQL-92 data structures. Three optimization techniques are proposed.

1. **Table partitioning.** As briefly discussed in Sec. 4, states and columns can be distributed in different tables to improve the execution time of selected operations. The schema of Fig. 9 shows an example of physical schema in which the current states of each logical table have been duplicated into the specific tables \( C_{\text{EMPLOYEE}} \) and \( C_{\text{PROJECT}} \).

2. **System index.** Standard index must be defined in order to support the most common temporal and non-temporal operations. They are described for monotemporal tables only, to simplify the discussion. A primary key index \( <E_{I}, \text{Start}> \) supports (1) entity history and single state extraction, (2) projection and coalescing that include the entity primary identifier, (3) FK-to-PK temporal joins. An index on a temporal foreign key \( <F_{K}, \text{Start}> \) supports PK-to-FK joins and FK selection. Extracting the current state of an entity can be improved by a \( <E_{I}, \text{End}> \) index, though segregating current states in a specific table will generally be more efficient. Selecting the states that fall in a time interval will profit from an index on \( <\text{Start}, E_{I}> \).

3. **Auxiliary structures.** Besides standard index, additional technical tables can be built to accelerate such operations as temporal aggregation, temporal join or projections, as discussed in Sec. 4.

**CASE Support.** A state data distribution strategy must be chosen. At the present time, three predefined strategies are available, where temporal and non-temporal columns are all grouped in the same table:

1. all the states are in the same table;
2. a table contains the current states and another table the past and invalid states;
3. all the states are grouped in a same table and the current states are duplicated in a specific table (Fig. 9).

The temporal constraints known by the programmers at the logical level must be adapted for each of the three data configurations at the physical level. The expression of the constraints at the physical level remains hidden from the programmers, and those rules will be automatically managed by the triggers of the database.

![Temporal logical design](image)

Fig. 8. Temporal logical design. The relationship types have been transformed into foreign keys and the temporal columns have been added. The clause `tref` symbolizes a temporal foreign key (temporal reference). The arc indicates the target candidate key, which is the entity identifier (eid).

**SQL Code Generation.** Managing and exploiting temporal data involves a high programming overhead. Therefore, it is important to relieve programmers from the burden of writing this code him/herself. The design of the database must include the writing all the technical procedures, particularly the *triggers*, that manage the tables and keep them in a consistent state.

**CASE Support.** A tool generates automatically the SQL code that implements the physical schema. This code can be processed by Oracle 8 and includes the definitions of the tables, views, indexes and triggers necessary to manage the temporal data, according to the physical parameters chosen by the developer. The generation of the temporal ODBC drivers, that implement the stratum architecture, still is under development.

![Physical schema](image)

Fig. 9. Physical schema. The clause `equ` symbolizes an equality constraint, that combines a foreign key (ref) with an inverse inclusion constraint. For each logical table, a complete history table is maintained, together with a new table that includes the current states.
6 Conclusion

The goal of the TimeStamp project, which started in 1997, was to make, as much as possible, the research results in temporal databases available to practitioners, i.e., standard developers and programmers. Considering the richness and the complexity of the concepts of this domain, most of our effort was devoted to simplify them, while retaining enough power and flexibility for making them usable in practical situations.

The simplification has addressed two directions. First, the concepts have been reduced in order to make them easy to understand and to teach. The simplified temporal conceptual model induces a reduced temporal relational logical model, which in turn implies simple and efficient data management techniques. In addition, the methodology we propose is a slight extension of widespread approaches. Secondly, all the burden of developing temporal databases has been taken in charge by a CASE tool and an API has been defined and implemented to make the programming process easier and, more important, more reliable.

Despite this effort, mastering temporal database concepts still is a challenging task, as we experienced when teaching them to practitioners. In particular, understanding bitemporal databases and their dynamic behavior has proved very difficult, and often out of the competence of many ordinary programmers. Since the problem lies in the interpretation of bitemporal data, it cannot be completely solved by merely automating the development processes. Therefore, we consider that education is a major aspect of diffusing temporal database principles, at least as important as developing automated tools and API.

Several questions and points remain unsolved: optimized physical design in the context of the stratum architecture, migration of legacy data to temporal database and coping with schema evolution [4].
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Abstract. Providing integrated access to data from many diverse and heterogeneous Information Servers (ISs) requires deep knowledge, not only about the structure of the data represented at each server, but also about the commonly occurring differences in the intended semantics of this data. Unfortunately, very often there is a lack of such knowledge and the local schemas, being semantically weak as a consequence of the limited expressiveness of traditional data models, do not help the acquisition of this knowledge. In this paper we propose domain-specific metadata as a key for upgrading the semantic level of the local ISs to which an integration system requires access, and for building semantically-rich schema models. We provide a framework for enriching the individual IS schemas with semantic domain knowledge to make explicit the assumptions which may have been made by their designers, are of interest to the integrator (interpreter or user), and which may not be captured using the DDL language of their host servers. The enriched schema semantic knowledge is organised by levels of schematic granularity: database, schema, attribute and instance levels giving rise to semantically-rich schema models.
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1 Introduction

Recent advances in database and communication technologies have led to the wide-spread availability of a variety of Information Servers (ISs), and a corresponding demand for accessing and integrating data across these servers. Information servers include database systems, which may typically be relational or object-oriented, file systems, dedicated data servers for text and image databases.

Attempting to integrate data from many diverse and heterogeneous ISs can be problematic, not only because of the possible differences (heterogeneities) in the structure of the data represented in each server, but also because of the commonly occurring differences in the intended semantics or the content of this data. The same information could be represented in various incompatible structures, and the same structure could be used to represent information with many diverse and incompatible semantics. Unfortunately, current commercially available ISs
generally provide very little support for higher level semantic (conceptual) modelling and do not offer a sufficiently rich set of constructs to adequately model the Real World (RW). As such, their data models are semantically weak in that they do not capture the full semantics of an application in a database nor can they expressively represent the Real World Semantics (RWSs) of its data in an explicit and natural manner. Consequently, databases hide much of the semantics about the objects they represent and may not contain sufficient RWS knowledge associated with these objects and known to the designer. Hence, the real challenge facing integration systems is how to identify semantically (conceptually) related data in different databases and to resolve the schematic (representational) conflicts among this data. This problem is traditionally referred to as the need for semantic interoperability among autonomous and heterogeneous systems [8].

Research into semantic interoperability includes techniques that attempt to provide an architecture, or an overall framework to support interoperability at the semantic level. A number of ideas concerning interoperable IS system approaches can be thought of as constructing answers to queries using views that represent the content and possibly the capabilities of several information servers. Prime examples of such approaches include the unified global schema approach [12] which describes a single integrated view, and the multiple integrated schema approach [6] which creates multiple federated views. Another emerging solution to this problem is the development of information mediators. An information mediator provides seamless access to a collection of related, but possibly heterogeneous and distributed ISs by constructing semantically-rich integrated views of the underlying information sources to which access is required. There are a variety of ways of building information mediators, illustrated by different approaches used in systems such as SIMS [1], COIN [8] and Information Manifold [11], to name but a few. However, one issue that is common to all of these approaches is how to provide semantically-rich integrated views over large numbers of information sources in a way that is both computationally tractable and natural to the developers of new applications.

As semantic interoperability is a process in which knowledge of the semantics of the data is required, it is no surprise that most of these integration ideas rely on a semantic data modelling approach (e.g. functional, object-oriented, frame-based). In particular the mediator approach advocates the use of Knowledge Representation Systems (KRSs), especially those descendent of the KL-One [16] family of Knowledge Representation Languages (KRLs), also known as concept languages or Description Logic (DL) languages. For example, the LOOM knowledge representation system was used in the SIMS project to describe an ontology of the transport domain; CARIN, a dialect of Classic description logic was used in the Information Manifold (IM) project for describing IM world-view concepts. However, description logic and KL-One style languages are not the only languages used for building ontologies. For example, in the context interchange project [8], F-Logic [10] is used to describe ontologies, while in [9], Prolog is used
in a bottom-up approach to ontology construction. It is not clear to date which requirements a language for semantic modelling should satisfy.

In this paper we advocate the use of a Generic Knowledge Model (GKM) that is both DBMS Data Definition Language (DDL) and application-specific semantics independent. The MetaMed GKM (MGKM) is a ‘logical’ knowledge model in the sense that it uses a prefix version of first order predicate calculus (KIF) \[7\] as a way of representing knowledge (of the data being modelled) and as a language for expressing operations on these knowledge structures. At the same time it is an object-oriented model because it adopts the Open Knowledge Base Connectivity (OKBC) knowledge model \[4\] which assumes an ‘object-centric’ view of the world and supports many features (e.g. object-identity, type hierarchy, inheritance, subsumption, and overriding) commonly associated with object-orientation.

This paper is organised in the following way. In the next section we discuss how the MGKM is built. In section 3, we discuss the schema enrichment process and give an example of a semantically enriched schema model. Section 4 contains our conclusions.

2 The MetaMed Generic Knowledge Model

Providing integrated access to information dispersed across diverse ISs requires general familiarity with their contents and structural representations, with their data models and query languages, with their location on existing networks, and more. This, in turn, requires that the semantic model of the integration system provides the necessary ‘vocabulary’ (terms or concepts) and language flexibility for describing such knowledge, and for reasoning about it. As a semantic model for a medical application domain the MGKM should accommodate the necessary body of knowledge required to transform a disparate collection of medical database schemas into semantically enriched schema models, and to provide integration information at the right level of abstraction for end-user applications. Considering that we are particularly interested in capturing the structure (representational details) and the semantic content (the domain about which information is stored) of the individual ISs, the MGKM should provide the necessary body of knowledge for capturing the semantic and structural details of these servers.

In the MGKM, this is achieved by means of an ODMG-93 based knowledge model accompanying the semantic knowledge model of the problem domain. We adopt a subset of the Object Definition Language (ODL) specification based on the ODMG standard \[3\], called ODL\(1^3\)[1], as our GKM for addressing representational heterogeneity in the metadata of schema structures. We also advocate the use of a semantic model of the federation or application domain as our GKM

\[1\] Derived from the 1\(^3\) mediator language proposal, as described in \[2\].
for addressing the heterogeneity of metadata Real World Semantics (RWSs). Currently we are using a master notation of medical terminology and COd-ing REference (CORE) model, called GALEN\(^2\) (Generalised Architecture for Languages, Encyclopaedias and Nomenclatures), as the semantic model used to support the integration of medical ISs.

The Ontolingua OKBC internal Knowledge Representation Language (KRL) is the modelling formalism with which both the MetaMed ODL (MODL\(_1\)) and MetaMed GALEN (MGALEN) knowledge models are built. Both these models express conceptualisations which are specific to particular domains (the ODL and the medical domains) and hence are considered as domain ontologies.

2.1 A Shared Domain Model of Medical Concepts

The MGALEN domain model includes a hierarchical terminological knowledge base with nodes representing all objects, actions and states possible in the domain. In addition, it includes indications of all relationships possible between classes in the model. In MGALEN the primary breakdown is into:

- Generalised-Structures – abstract or physical things with parts independent of time;
- Generalised-Substances – continuous abstract or physical things independent of time;
- Generalised-Processes – changes which occur over time; and
- Modifiers – a heterogeneous grouping of adjectives and qualifiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generalised-Substance</td>
<td>Radiation, Sound</td>
<td>Generalised-Process</td>
<td>Breathing, Clotting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Biological-Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance</td>
<td>Substance</td>
<td>Body-Process</td>
<td>Irradiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body-Substance</td>
<td>Body-Substance</td>
<td>Non-Biological-Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical-Substance</td>
<td>Chemical-Substance</td>
<td>Physical-Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalised-Structure</td>
<td>Generalised-Structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract-Structure</td>
<td>Abstract-Structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid-Structure</td>
<td>Solid-Structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microscopic-Structure</td>
<td>Microscopic-Structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic-Solid-Structure</td>
<td>Organic-Solid-Structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body-Structure</td>
<td>Body-Structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body-Part</td>
<td>Body-Part</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organism</td>
<td>Organism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** A High-Level Taxonomy of Major Elementary Categories in MGALEN

MGALEN further divides structures, substances and processes into organic and inorganic or biological and non-biological categories, as shown in Table 1.

\(^2\) GALEN is a EU-funded project as part of the Advanced Informatics in Medicine programme of the Commission of the European Union, AIM 2012\[13\].
A taxonomy of domain relations is influenced by, and supports, the concept hierarchy (concept taxonomy) outlined in Table 1. It includes indications of all relationships possible between concepts in the model. Here, the primary distinction is between:

- Constructive-Relations, linking processes, structures, and substances together (e.g. Is-Suffering-From, Is-Suspected, Holds-Information-About, Has-Location, etc), and
- Modifier-Relations, linking processes, structures, and substances to modifiers (e.g. Has-Absolute-State, Has-Trend-In-State, Has-Pathological-Status, etc).

Domain relations (also referred to as slots or roles) are used to describe the composition (relationship) between two concepts or two concept values. A domain relation can be seen as a predicate with two arguments: the domain (the concept with which it is associated) and the range (the type of values that it can have). For example, there is an entity in the domain model representing the class (concept) of Lung and an entity representing the concept of Tumour. There is a constructive anatomical-locative relation has-location specified between the Tumour Concept (the domain) and the Lung Concept (the range) with a notation indicating that a disease (e.g. Tumour) is located in a body part (e.g. the Lung). Thus the relationship (has-location Tumour Lung) can be composed. Similarly, modifier relations are specified between a disease and its chronicity, and take one of the following state values: acute, chronic or sub-acute. Thus the relation (has-chronicity Tumour Chronic) can also be composed.

The resulting concepts using this approach are called composite concepts. This allows for detailed description of complex concepts while preserving the structure provided by the individual basic concepts in the description. Compositional modelling provides a mechanism for representing descriptive knowledge using the defined vocabulary. For example, the Right-Lung-Pneumonia concept is a composite concept composed from both the Right-Lung and Pneumonia concepts. Moreover, Right-Lung is a composite concept composed from both the Lung concept and the Right selector concept, and Pneumonia is the name of an Infection located in the Lung. Hence, the KIF axioms shown in Figure 1 hold.

![Fig. 1. A KIF Example of Compositional Modelling of Concepts](image-url)
2.2 A Shared MODL$_{I3}$ Model of Schema Structures

The MGALEN knowledge model provides shared terminology which can be used as a framework for expressing semantic domain knowledge about the content of the underlying ISs in a coherent and consistent manner. Another major problem to be faced in such an environment is related to representational heterogeneity. Representational conflict arises whenever parts of the same reality are represented in different ISs using different representational constructs. This is due, (i) to different perspectives and needs when modelling the same information, (ii) to the rich set of constructs in data models which result in variations in the conceptual database structures, and/or (iii) to different design specifications which lead to different schemas.

Acting as a schema specification language, MODL$_{I3}$ is capable of expressing the representational semantics of the schema structures of a variety of data models and Data Definition Languages (DDLs), (e.g. characteristics of relations including their attributes, primary keys and foreign key relationships). It is however unable and is not intended for capturing the actual semantics of the schema contents. The MODL$_{I3}$ knowledge model is much more restricted and confined compared with the MGALEN semantic model. The MetaMed prototype has so far been developed to handle relational data models, and is currently being extended to handle OO and semi-structured data models. The ODL$_{I3}$ knowledge model offers a concept taxonomy with its primary break-down into Logical-Structure, Value-Type and ODL-Definition, see Figure 2.

Fig. 2. A Fragment of the MODL$_{I3}$ Knowledge Model
Schema constructive relations (Figure 2) are used to link MODL$_I^3$ schemas, classes, attributes and attribute types together. An MODL$_I^3$ relationship can be seen as a predicate with two arguments: the domain — the ODL$_I^3$ concept with which it is associated; and the range — the type of ODL$_I^3$ values that it can have. Given a relational database $B_{Rel}$, the MetaMed ODL$_I^3$ logical model $B_{Rel-MODL}$ is specified in the order-category of MODL$_I^3$ terms and relationships, which essentially defines an object logical view of the underlying relational database with the following sorts: a schema sort $Sch$, a table sort $Tbl$, an attribute sort $Attr$:

- a predicate $Odl-Schema$ of sort $Sch$, where $B_{MODL} \vdash (Odl-Schema Sch)$ if $Sch$ is an IS schema.
- a predicate $Interface$ of sort $Tbl$, where $B_{MODL} \vdash (Interface Tbl)$ if $Tbl$ is a primary relation.
- a predicate $Attribute$ of sort $Attr$, where $B_{MODL} \vdash (Attribute Attr)$ if $Attr$ is an attribute of an Odl-Schema.
- a predicate $Has-Schema-Interface$ of sort $Sch \times Tbl$ ($Has-Schema-Interface Sch Tbl$) if $Tbl$ is a table of the schema $Sch$.
- a predicate $Has-Attribute-Type$ of sort $Attr \times Value-Type$ ($Primitive-Value-Type$: Boolean, Char, String, .. etc), where $B_{MODL} \vdash (Has-Attribute-Type Attr Value-Type)$.
- a predicate $Subclass-Of$ of sort $Tbl_x \times Tbl_y$, where $B_{MODL} \vdash (Subclass-Of Tbl_x Tbl_y)$ if there is an inclusion dependency between $Tbl_x$ and $Tbl_y$ in $B_{rel}$.

In the next section we present a framework for enriching the individual IS schemas with metadata descriptions formulated in terms of the MGKM vocabulary.

### 3 The Schema Enrichment Process

Our schema enrichment process relates the local schema elements to the MGKM concepts that they denote. Accordingly, the different local IS schemas are mapped to the MGKM structures in the component schemas. Thus an interpretation is provided, in the form of descriptive knowledge (metadata), for each local schema element, describing it to our system. Each MGKM schema view should provide a precise description of what information is stored in the local schema it represents.

In the following we discuss the relationship between the relational data model and the MGKM object knowledge model so that we can establish a mapping from the relational model to our object frame-based knowledge representation system. The choice of the relational data model is one of convenience rather than necessity, and is not to be construed as a constraint on the enrichment strategy being proposed.
3.1 MODL$_{I^3}$ — Representing Data Structure

In the first step of our schema enrichment process, the MetaMed schema extraction tool extracts the metadata of the schema to be enriched and automatically builds an MODL$_{I^3}$ description of that schema. Consider the relational database example (Lung-Infection-Database) shown in Figure 3, which is deliberately kept simple for didactical reasons. The database stores information about patients suffering from pneumonia. The identification number Id, Pat-Name, Age, Address and Pat-Doctor for each patient are stored in the Pnem-Patient table.

The treatments taken by each patient are stored in the Treatment table. A patient may undergo different types of treatments during his repeated visits. The Hospital-Employee table holds information about all the employees working in the hospital. The Doctor table identifies those employees of the hospital who are doctors and provides information about their Speciality. Boxed-in attributes are primary key attributes.

The following inclusion dependencies hold in the Lung-Infection-Database:

\[
\text{Doctor.Doc-Id} \subseteq \text{Hospital-Employee.Emp-No} \\
\text{Treatment.Pat-Id} \subseteq \text{Pnem-Patient.Id} \\
\text{Treatment.Doctor-Id} \subseteq \text{Doctor.Id}
\]

Often there is a close correspondence between types in the MODL$_{I^3}$ object knowledge model and relations in the relational model, between relations and interfaces, and between objects and tuples. In reality there is no one-to-one correspondence between relational modelling constructs and the OO modelling con-

---

An inclusion dependency $R.x \subseteq S.y$ between a set of attributes $x$ of relation $R$ and a set of attributes $y$ of relation $S$ means that the values of $x$ must also exist as values of $y$. 

---

Fig. 3. The Lung-Infection-Database — example of a relational database
structs. There are always different ways to map between constructs in one of the data models to constructs in the other. In particular, there are some concepts in the object model for which there are no corresponding concepts in the relational data model. For example, complex objects are not supported by the relational data model — no multivalued or composite attributes are allowed; generalisation/specialisation has no correspondence in the relational data model. When subtype/supertype relationships exist between objects in the domain which is modelled, this is only represented implicitly in relational databases. Also, the concept of object identity is not present in the relational data model.

As an example, we will show how the relational database schemas Pnem-Patient and Doctor of the Lung-Infection-Database are mapped to an MODL₁ schema. The attributes Id, Pat-Name, Age, Address and Pat-Doctor in the Pnem-Patient relation each correspond to a slot defined on the Pnem-Patient type (Interface). A multivalued attribute is defined on the Pnem-Patient type corresponding to different treatments the patient is subjected to. Doctor is defined as a subclass of the Hospital-Employee relation:

(O DL-Schema Lung-Infection-Database).
(Interface Pnem-Patient).
(Interface Hospital-Employee).
(Interface Doctor).
(Interface Treatment).

(Attribute Id).
(Attribute Pat-Name).
(Attribute Age).
(Attribute Address).
(Attribute Pat-Doctor).
(Has-Schema-Class Lung-Infection-Database Pnem-Patient).
(Has-Primary-Key Pnem-Patient Id).
(Has-Foreign-Key Pnem-Patient Pat-Doctor).
(Is-Foreign-Key-Of Pat-Doctor Doctor).
(and (Has-Class-Attribute Pnem-Patient Id)
(Has-Attribute-Type Id Integer)).
(and (Has-Class-Attribute Pnem-Patient Pat-Name)
(Has-Attribute-Type Pat-Name String)).
(and (Has-Class-Attribute Pnem-Patient Pat-Doctor)
(Has-Attribute-Type Pat-Doctor Doctor)).
...
(Subclass-Of Doctor Hospital-Employee).
(Attribute Doc-Id).
(Attribute Speciality).
(and (Has-Class-Attribute Doctor Doc-Id)
(Has-Attribute-Type Doc-Id String)).
If we examine the extension of the relational database, we will find that it stores information about four hospital employees and three patients. Three of the hospital employees are doctors, and two of the patients have undergone treatment, one of them Chris is treated twice. Informally the semantics of the mapping between tuples in the relational database and objects in the MODL$_{I3}$ view is as follows. There is one object for each tuple in the employee table. A combination of the table-name and the primary-key is used to define the correspondence between tuples and objects. For example, the [Pnem-Patient:10] (Oid or frame handle) corresponds to the object patient Chris identified by identification number 10. If we ask the query (Select * from Pnem-Patient where Pat-Name = “Chris”), we will get the following answer:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(and (Id [Pnem-Patient:10] 10)} \\
\text{ (Pat-Name [Pnem-Patient:10] Chris)} \\
\text{ (Age [Pnem-Patient:10] 15)} \\
\text{ (Address [Pnem-Patient:10] 22, Roath Park)} \\
\text{ (Pat-Doctor [Pnem-Patient:10] [Doctor:100])} \\
\text{ (Treatment [Pnem-Patient:10] (Set-Of [Treatment:10:100:02/02/99] [Treatment:10:200:15/01/00])))}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the extension of the view is not physically stored anywhere. The values of the MODL$_{I3}$ classes are computed every time the system is queried. However, to the user of the view, it behaves as if the extension had been physically stored.

### 3.2 MGALEN — Representing Data Semantics

A well-known problem with the relational data model is that it does not provide a rich type structure for values that occur in attributes and relations. Accordingly, the class graph of the generated MODL$_{I3}$ KB (view) is trivial, in that it simply states the ontological commitments made by the relational model as it is mapped to an OO one.

In practice, relational databases have large hidden ontologies that are implicit in their schema design. For example, the database schema designer might have labelled a column Temp, but what was probably meant is ‘temperature in degrees centigrade’. A more sophisticated binding is required to represent the slot Temp not just as an MODL$_{I3}$ Integer, but as a frame denoting ‘temperature in degrees centigrade’. Allowing for semantic values to be drawn from a rich set of types would considerably increase the modelling power (expressiveness) of the relational data model in representing data semantics. In the MetaMed system this is achieved by augmenting the MODL$_{I3}$ view with semantic domain knowledge formulated in terms of the MGALEN semantic model.

The premise that data semantics are values drawn from semantic domains is key to our approach. Knowledge of data semantics is represented in the form
of descriptions (composite concepts) formulated using terms drawn from a semantic domain model (ontology). For example, the assumptions regarding the temperature can be made explicit in the following way:

\[
\text{(and (Temperature Temp) (Has-Dimension Temp Temperature-Unit) (Has-Unit Temp Centigrade))}.
\]

The terms Temperature, Centigrade and the binary links (relationships) Has-Dimension, and Has-Unit are terms drawn from the MGALEN semantic model. Where Temperature is defined as a physical substance feature, Centigrade is defined as a unit modifier concept, and both Has-Dimension and Has-Unit are quantity relations. Given that the process of eliciting semantic domain knowledge is an expensive one, this knowledge should be represented in a form that is sharable and reusable. Also, knowledge of data semantics should be represented in a form from which relevant inferences can be made efficiently.

Figure 4 represents a partial semantic view of the Pnem-Patient table, used in the following discussion to illustrate the semantic enrichment process.

3.2.1 Eliciting Data Semantics

The viability of our approach for semantic interoperability is largely contingent on how knowledge of data semantics can be represented effectively. In this next step of our enrichment process, mapping from data sources to the MGALEN semantic model is enabled by a semantic mapping process, in which semantic domain knowledge of the stored information is gathered. The semantic domain
knowledge (metadata) acquired is organised by levels of schematic granularity — database, schema, attribute and instance levels.

The database level is general — it is knowledge that pertains to all levels of schematic granularity. It includes direct-content metadata about the domain and nature of the information stored in the database schema, as well as content-independent metadata necessary to access the extensions of the database. In our Lung-Infection-Database example, Figure 4, the direct-content metadata could simply be the knowledge that Lung-Infection-Database stores information about patients suffering from lung infection. Associated content metadata could be something like ‘lung infection is an infection located in the lung’ or ‘lung infection is suspected from patients having a history of smoking’.

Hence, the Odl-Schema concept Lung-Infection-Database may be enriched by adding to it the following axiom (rule), described in the KIF formal specification language: the Lung-Infection-Database maintains information about patients suffering from lung infection.

\[(\text{and} (\text{Holds-Information-About} \text{Lung-Infection-Database} \text{Patient}) (\text{Is-Suffering-From} \text{Patient Lung-Infection})).\]

Once this domain knowledge is asserted, the following general associated knowledge is automatically added to the knowledge base of the schema model: Lung infection is an infection, which is located in the lung, and is suspected from patients having a history of smoking.

\[(=> (\text{and} (\text{Infection} ?\text{Inf}) (\text{Is-Located-In} ?\text{Inf Lung})) (\text{Lung-Infection} ?\text{Inf})).\]
\[(=> (\text{Is-Suspected Lung-Infection} ?\text{Pat}) (\text{and} (\text{Patient} ?\text{Pat}) (\text{Has-History-Of} ?\text{Pat Smoking}))).\]

Content-independent metadata at the database level includes information such as the type, location, access rights, owner, creation date, etc. In this respect, the Lung-Infection-Database may be enriched by adding the following knowledge:

\[(\text{Has-Schema-DataModel Lung-Infection-Database Relational}).\]
\[(\text{Has-Schema-Location Lung-Infection-Database http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/Lung-Infection-Database}).\]
\[(\text{and} (\text{Has-DBMS Lung-Infection-Database Oracle}) (\text{Has-DBMS-Version Lung-Infection-Database 8.1}))).\]

The schema level includes an abstract (general) view of the cross-product of the domains of the attributes in a particular relational schema. Accordingly, the Pnem-Patient schema concept may be enriched by adding the general domain knowledge that Pnem-Patient holds information about patients suffering from pneumonia. Of course, the general associated knowledge that a patient is a person or that pneumonia is an infection located in the lung is automatically added to the schema model.
(and (Subclass-Of Pnem-Patient Patient) (Is-Suffering-From Pnem-Patient Pneumonia)).

The following knowledge is automatically added:

\[(\Rightarrow (\text{Patient} \ ?X) \ (\text{Person} \ ?X))\]

\[(\Rightarrow (\text{Pneumonia} \ ?X) \]
\[\quad (\text{and} \ (\text{Infection} \ ?X) \]
\[\quad \quad (\text{Has-Location} \ ?X \text{ Lung})).\]

The schema level is considered to be one level in granularity below the database level. Knowledge captured at this level tends to be more specific and detailed in comparison to that captured at the database level. For example, we may be able to determine from the knowledge captured at the database level that the database stores information about patients suffering from lung infection. At the schema level, however, it may be possible to determine that one particular table of this database is storing information about Pneumonia, a particular type of lung infection.

The attribute level holds the semantic domain knowledge specific to each attribute in a particular schema, as well as additional constraint knowledge about the nature of the information corresponding to each attribute as represented in its respective schema. For example, the Age attribute of the Pnem-Patient schema represents the ages of patients suffering from pneumonia. Also, the ages stored are constrained to patients who are less than 18 years old (see Figure 4). To reflect this knowledge, we first define (Pnem-Patient.Age) as a subrelation of the Has-Person-Age relation of the MGALEN Person concept and then restrict its value to less than 18.

\[(\text{Subrelation-Of} \ Pnem-Patient.Pat-Name \text{ Has-Person-Name}).\]
\[(\text{Subrelation-Of} \ Pnem-Patient.Age \text{ Has-Person-Age}).\]

\[(\Rightarrow (\text{Pnem-Patient.Age} \ ?\text{Age-Value}) \]
\[\quad (\lt (?\text{Age-Value} \ 18))).\]

Subrelation-Of is a binary relationship that maps schema attributes to MGALEN frames (slots). When a schema attribute is defined as subrelation-of an MGALEN frame it inherits all the properties associated with that frame. Accordingly, Pnem-Patient.Age inherits all the properties of the MGALEN Has-Person-Age frame it is a subrelation of (e.g. age must be greater than or equal to zero, a person can have only one age value at a particular point in time ...).

The semantics of the remaining attributes associated with the Pnem-Patient table are defined in the following way:

\[(\text{Subrelation-Of} \ Pnem-Patient.Id \text{ Has-Patient-Identification-Number}).\]
\[(\text{Subrelation-Of} \ Pnem-Patient.Pat-Doctor \text{ Has-Patient-Doctor}).\]
Object identification techniques within a single database rely on the assumption that there is a one-to-one correspondence between RW objects and database objects. This assumption is no longer valid in interoperable IS systems. Accordingly, schema concepts which are intentionally similar at the database, schema or attribute levels may represent different RW objects at the instance (extension) level. Also, the same RW object may be identified, in different ISs, using different representations, primary keys or Oids.

MetaMed, as a schema integration tool, is responsible for defining rules associated with individual instances that assist in determining inter-object equivalences. Let us look at two different examples where direct content metadata plays an important role in determining inter-object relationships in the Lung-Infection-Database.

1. In the same hospital you may find some doctors recording the temperature in Fahrenheit while others do so in Centigrade. Hence, the temperature unit varies with respect to the individual (doctor) who is recording the data. This is possible because the unit used to measure a temperature is not an inherent property of the temperature whereas its dimension is (the dimension of all temperatures taken is temperature-unit-degree, but the magnitude of a temperature can be measured by any unit of the temperature unit degrees such as Fahrenheit or Centigrade). This is an example where direct content metadata is necessary when the data is to be considered for integration:

\[
(\Rightarrow (\text{Interface Treatment})
\quad (\text{Has-Attribute-Value Treatment.Doctor-Id 100}))
\quad (\text{Has-Temperature-Unit-Degree Treatment.Temp Fahrenheit})).
\]

2. Coding and medical records have been closely linked, with coding being offered as a means to improve the ability of handling clinical information. Various medical information systems may use different coding schemes, or even different versions of the same coding scheme (see [5]). Integrating medical data from different ISs may require the mapping of entities to and from existing coding and classification schemes. Knowledge about the coding schemes used to record the data is essential. Such instance level semantic knowledge can be asserted by adding it to the concept representing the Lung-Infection-Database, as it affects the whole database.

\[
(\text{and (Uses-Coding-Scheme Lung-Infection-Database Read-code)}
\quad (\text{has-Read-code-version Read-code 4})).
\]

The accuracy of the system in discovering semantic relationships between the schema terms and the MGALEN semantic model increases as the level of schematic granularity becomes finer. The system uses the knowledge acquired at the previous (higher) levels to discover knowledge at the next level. MetaMed provides a graphical user environment to assist users during this phase of the enrichment process.
4 Conclusion

Clearly, it is not possible to completely define what an object denotes or means, no matter how expressive the modelling language is or how rich the semantic knowledge model can be. In this paper we have presented a formal framework for representing semantic domain knowledge of individual IS schemas. We endeavour to make explicit that knowledge which a human integrator uses implicitly to identify semantically similar schema concepts and to resolve semantic conflicts among schema elements that are to be integrated. The MGKM is an integral part of the MetaMed integration system which allows one to create semantically-rich descriptions of ISs by lifting the IS structural and semantic content into the MGKM vocabulary [14]. The MGKM is also used to reformulate global queries on the integrated schema as queries specific to the individual IS’s query language and terminology [15].
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Abstract. Due to the complexity of modern database applications, semantic information is no longer a unified whole, but arises from multiple sources. Whatever the type of the sources, information fusion raises the crucial problem of inconsistent sets of integrity constraints. While earlier research mostly concentrated on consistency checking, less attention has been paid to the resolution of constraint conflicts in entity-relationship modeling. We suggest four strategies towards conflict resolution: (1) determination of superfluous object types, (2) incremental consistency checking, (3) detection of minimal inconsistent subsets, (4) constraint correction via feedback arc elimination, and apply them to constraint sets containing cardinality constraints and key dependencies.

1 Introduction

Designing a database starts with requirements engineering. A key activity during this process is the development of a conceptual schema. Conceptual schemas describe the properties that the desired information system must achieve, and serves as the basis for the following development phases. Though conceptual modeling represents only a small proportion of the overall development effort, it has a profound impact on the final result. Inadequacies in conceptual design are a major factor in information system failures.

In conceptual design, integrity constraints are used to specify the way by that the elements of a database are associated to each other, and thus describe which database instances are legal, that is, allowed to actually occur during the lifetime of the database.

The acquisition of integrity constraints is far from being trivial. Semantic information is often collected from a number of potentially conflicting perspectives or sources. These sources differ from each other in their viewpoint, precision, reliability or temporal appearance. As practice shows, information fusion may lead to inconsistent constraint sets. However, inconsistencies are not necessarily a problem as long as we know how to act in the presence of them. There are three major questions to be answered: (1) how to recognize inconsistencies, (2) how to report them to the designer, and (3) how to repair them.

Cardinality constraints are among the most popular classes of integrity constraints used in conceptual modeling. They impose restrictions on the number of relationships an object of a given type may be involved in. Generally, every
set of cardinality constraints is satisfiable by the empty database. But even if other legal database instances exist, it may happen that some of the object sets are invariably empty in all of them. An object type is superfluous for a set of integrity constraints if its population is empty in every legal database instance. Usually, superfluous object types are considered to indicate errors in the conceptual schema. A constraint set is called consistent \[19,23\] if it does not force any object type to be superfluous, and inconsistent otherwise.

Consistent sets of cardinality constraints were characterized in \[13,19,23\]. A polynomial-time algorithm for consistency checking was presented in \[12\]. Moreover, \[2\] discusses the consistency of cardinality constraints in the presence of ISA-constraints, while \[14\] studies this question in the presence of key and functional dependencies. Despite several methods for consistency checking proposed in the literature, remarkably little has been said about the problem of resolving inconsistencies. Recognizing, that the collected information is inconsistent, is only half of the battle. Here trouble is just beginning for the responsible database designer: The indicated constraint conflicts have to be localized and fixed.

Due to the size of many conceptual schemas, this problem is difficult to cope with. Resolving inconsistency by arbitrarily removing some constraints can result in the loss of valuable information. This can include information which is actually correct and also information which is useful in managing the conflict. To handle inconsistency intelligently, we require good repair strategies.

Our objective is to present a number of strategies to repair inconsistent constraint sets in entity-relationship modeling. The techniques discussed within this paper are intended to help the designer to find the conflict and to support more appropriate decisions about how to proceed.

2 Integrity Constraints in Entity-Relationship Modeling

We shall assume that the conceptual schemas are defined on the basis of the entity-relationship model (cf. \[3,23\]), which represents data in the form of objects, that is, entities and relationships between them.

Throughout this paper, a database schema is a finite digraph \(S = (V,L)\) without dicycles. Its vertices are the object types declared for some application, its arcs are said to be links. If \((r,c)\) is a link in the schema, then \(c\) is called a component of \(r\). For every object type \(r\), let \(\text{Co}(r)\) denote its component set.

Entity types do not posses components. Designing a database usually starts with specifying entity types to model the basic real-world objects in the target of the database. Relationship types have components. Roughly speaking, each relationship type \(r\) reflects real-world connections between objects of the types in \(\text{Co}(r)\). Note that relationship types themselves may appear as components of other relationship types. Sometimes it is useful to allow an object type to occur several times as a component of the same relationship type. Then, the database schema contains parallel links, and roles are associated to them.

All objects modeled by an object type \(r\) form its population \(u^t\) at moment \(t\). Its members are instances of type \(r\). Entities are instances of entity types, while
relationships are instances of relationship types. Given a relationship type \( r \) with components \( \xi_1, \ldots, \xi_n \), each of its instances may be considered as a tuple from the cartesian product \( \xi_1^t \times \ldots \times \xi_n^t \). A database instance \( S^t \) contains a population \( r^t \) for each object type \( v \) in the database schema \( S \).

Cardinality constraints are regarded as one of the basic constituents of the entity-relationship model. They are already present in Chen’s seminal paper \([3]\), and have been frequently used in conceptual design since then, see \([20,23]\).

Let \( \ell = (r, c) \) be a link. For every object \( c \) in the population \( c^t \), let the degree \( \deg(r^t, c) \) denote the number of all those relationships \( r \) in \( r^t \) that the object \( c \) participates in. A cardinality constraint on \( r \) is a statement \( \text{card}(r, c) = M \) where \( M \) is a set of non-negative integers. A population \( r^t \) satisfies this constraint if, for every object \( c \) in the population \( c^t \), the degree \( \deg(r^t, c) \) lies in \( M \).

![Diagram of a database schema](image)

**Fig. 1.** A database schema with labels for the cardinality constraints.

For most applications, the sets \( M \) are intervals, i.e. of the form \((a, b) = \{a, a + 1, \ldots, b\}\) or \((a, \infty) = \{a, a + 1, \ldots\}\). Throughout, let \( \text{cmin}(r, c) \) denote the minimum value in \( M \), and \( \text{cmax}(r, c) \) the maximum value in \( M \). If \( M \) is infinite, we put \( \text{cmax}(r, c) = \infty \). If no cardinality constraint is specified for a link \((r, c)\), we may assume the trivial cardinality constraint \( \text{card}(r, c) = (0, \infty) \).

Within this paper, we almost exclusively use cardinality constraints to illustrate strategies towards conflict resolution. However, cardinality constraints are not the only constraints available in ER modeling. Key dependencies, for example, are of utmost importance as they are essential for the identification mechanism in databases. A key dependency on \( r \) is a statement \( r : X \rightarrow r \), where \( X \) is a non-empty subset of \( \text{Co}(r) \). A population \( r^t \) satisfies the key dependency if the restrictions \( r[X] \) are mutually distinct for all relationships \( r \) in \( r^t \). A key dependency is unary if \( X \) consists of a single component only.

Databases are used to store and manipulate data representing the target of the database. The typical situation in conceptual design is that we generate a database schema \( S \) together with an application-dependent constraint set \( \Sigma \) declared on it. A database instance \( S^t \) is only meaningful for the application if it satisfies all constraints in \( \Sigma \). Such a database instance is legal for \( \Sigma \).

Constraints are usually not independent. It is well-known that certain cardinality constraints can be used to express key dependencies, and vice versa. Generally, a key dependency \( r : \{c\} \rightarrow r \) is semantically equivalent to the card
nality constraint \( \text{card}(r,c) = (0,1) \). Thus, whenever a unary key dependency is gathered, we immediately have the corresponding cardinality constraint, too.

In [15] a complete list of seven implication rules is given that may be used to derive new cardinality constraints from given ones. A similar result is also presented for sets containing cardinality constraints, key dependencies and non-unary functional dependencies.

3 Constraint Acquisition

The formal specification of semantic constraints is among the most difficult tasks in conceptual design. It does not only demand high abstraction abilities but also tends to be very complex. For the correct utilization of semantic information a deep understanding of logics is required. Sometimes designers misunderstand integrity constraints and, consequently, interpret them badly. Some requirements are even too complicate to be modeled in a straightforward way. In addition, if different designers work together, it may be that they interpret the same constraints in different ways. Each of them has his own constraint acquisition skills, individual experience and knowledge. Mistakes may also occur when information is extracted from sample databases or via reverse engineering. In view of these problems it is desirable to have support for the acquisition of semantic constraints as suggested e.g. in [1].

Example. Let us look at the schema in Figure 1. The relationship type Assigns associates employees and labs with certain projects. Suppose every lab wants to assign at most 10 employees to a single project. This requirement was erroneously modeled by the cardinality constraint \( \text{card}(\text{Assigns}, \text{Lab}) = (0,10) \), which causes an inconsistency as we shall see later on. Mistakes of this kind are often caused by differences between natural language and formal language specifications.

Constraint acquisition is even more difficult in the context of combining or interacting several pieces of information. Due to the size of modern database systems, relevant information has to be assembled from a variety of sources or perspectives. These perspectives usually intersect and give rise to potential conflicts. For example, two schemas modeling overlapping real world situations may possess very different constraint sets specified by their respective designers. Even if each source provides a consistent constraint set, it may happen in practice that the result of merging these sets will be inconsistent.

Ultimately, however, a single consistent perspective is desired. The process of deriving this single consistent perspective is known as information fusion [6]. The problem of information fusion appears frequently in conceptual design, as for example in viewpoint-oriented design or schema integration. While earlier research on schema integration mostly dealt with naming and type conflicts, less attention has been paid to constraint conflicts.

Lee and Ling [18] studied conflicts that arise when schemas represent different constraints on the same concept, such as different cardinality constraints specified for the same link. These conflicts are easy to detect by scanning the
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schema. Usually, the intention is to enforce the most precise constraint. If sample databases are available for the schemas to be combined, the integrated schema should enable the retrieval of all the data in the local databases.

On the other hand, inconsistencies may be caused by conflicting constraints which are specified for different links. Individually consistent parts of a schema can exhibit global inconsistency, due to distributed conflicting data. The combined information must be confirmed or corrected or removed by the designer responsible for the fusion of the gathered information.

4 Consistent Sets of Cardinality Constraints

Consistency checking is a ubiquitous problem in conceptual design. As pointed out in [13,19,23], methods from combinatorial optimization may be used to reason about cardinality constraints. Let us consider a database schema $S = (V, L)$. We obtain the symmetric digraph $D = (V, A)$ of the schema by adding the reverse arc $\ell^{-1} = (c, r)$ for each link $\ell = (r, c)$ in $S$. On the new arc set $A = L \cup L^{-1}$, we define a weight function $\omega : A \to \mathbb{Q} \cup \{\infty\}$ by

$$\omega(a) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{c_{\min}(r, c)} & \text{if } a \text{ is a link } \ell = (r, c), \\
c_{\max}(r, c) & \text{if } a \text{ is the reverse arc } \ell^{-1} = (c, r) \text{ of a link } \ell.
\end{cases}$$

![Fig. 2. The symmetric digraph of the database schema in Fig. 1.](image)

The weight function may easily be extended to walks in $D$. A walk $P$ from a vertex $v_0$ to a vertex $v_k$ is a sequence of arcs $(v_0, v_1), (v_1, v_2), \ldots, (v_{k-1}, v_k)$. Note that we do not claim the arcs in a walk to be pairwise distinct. The weight of a walk $P$ is given by setting $\omega(P) = \prod_{i=1}^{k} \omega((v_{i-1}, v_i))$. A walk is a dipath if the vertices $v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_k$ are mutually distinct, whereas it is a dicycle if $v_0 = v_k$ holds and the vertices $v_1, \ldots, v_k$ are mutually distinct. A dicycle is said to be critical for a constraint set $\Sigma$ if its weight is less than 1.

Characterizations of consistent sets of cardinality constraints were given in [12,13,19,23]. The impact of critical dicycles was first pointed out in [19]. For sets of key dependencies and cardinality constraints, the consistency problem was studied in [14]. We record the derived criterion for further reference.

**Theorem 1** $\Sigma$ is consistent if and only if $D$ contains neither critical dicycles nor arcs of weight 0.
5 Superfluous Object Types

When the criterion in Theorem 1 fails, the constraint under discussion is inconsistent and we may conclude the existence of superfluous object types. Resolving inconsistencies usually means correcting or removing one or more constraints. If no additional information is available, any constraint is a candidate for this. But most constraints do not have any impact on the inconsistency. Thus we have to localize the conflict before we can fix it. The determination of superfluous object types is a helpful strategy to single out potentially incorrect constraints.

An object type \( v \) is said to be superfluous for a constraint set \( \Sigma \) if its population \( v^t \) is empty in every database instance \( S^t \) which is legal for \( \Sigma \).

**Lemma 2** An entity type \( c \) is superfluous for \( \Sigma \) if and only if \( c \) is the component of some relationship type \( r \), such that \( \Sigma \) implies \( \text{card}(r,c) = \emptyset \). A relationship type \( r \) is superfluous for \( \Sigma \) if and only if \( r \) has a component \( c \), such that \( \Sigma \) implies \( \text{card}(r,c) = (0,0) \).

Generally, we do not recommend to compute all implications of a constraint set to detect superfluous object types. It is just the other way round: Detecting superfluous object types enables us to derive further cardinality constraints.

In this section, we present an efficient method to find all superfluous object types for a set of cardinality constraints and key dependencies. Given a database instance \( S^t \), let \( g(v) \) denote the size of its population \( v^t \). If \( S^t \) is legal for a cardinality constraint \( \text{card}(r,c) = M \) the inequality \( g(c) \text{cmin}(r,c) \leq g(r) \leq g(c) \text{cmax}(r,c) \) is evidently valid. Due to the definition of the weight function above, we immediately derive \( g(w) \leq g(v)\omega(a) \) for every arc \( a = (v,w) \) in the symmetric digraph \( D \) of the schema.

For any two object types \( v \) and \( w \), the *distance* from \( v \) to \( w \) is given by \( \text{dist}(v,w) = \inf \{ \omega(P) : P \text{ is a walk from } v \text{ to } w \text{ in } D \} \). By induction on the length of a walk, we may conclude \( g(w) \leq g(v)\text{dist}(v,w) \) for any two object types \( v \) and \( w \), whenever the database instance under inspection is legal. This gives rise to the following observation:

**Lemma 3** An object type \( \underline{w} \) is superfluous for a set \( \Sigma \) of cardinality constraints and key dependencies if there is some object type \( \underline{v} \) with \( \text{dist}(\underline{v},\underline{w}) = 0 \).

Let \( V_0 \) denote the set of those object types which turn out to be superfluous due to this criterion. We may find all of them by a simple scanning procedure:

(S1) \( V_0 \leftarrow \emptyset \);
for \( v \in V \) do for \( w \in V \) do if \( \text{dist}(v,w) = 0 \) then add \( w \) to \( V_0 \); fi; od;

To apply this procedure, we need an efficient method to calculate the distances in the digraph \( D \). This question is known as the all-pairs-shortest-distance problem. Efficient algorithms are given e.g. in [10]. Note, that we do not want to calculate the weight of a shortest dipath between any two vertices. The latter problem is essentially more difficult and known to be NP-complete in general.
Usually, the object types in \( V_0 \) are not the only superfluous ones. A relationship type with a superfluous component is superfluous itself. Further, suppose we are given a cardinality constraint for some link \((r, c)\) where \( r \) is superfluous and \( \text{cmin}(r, c) \) is positive. This claims every object of type \( c \) to participate in at least one relationship of type \( r \). But in legal database instances, there will never exist such a relationship. Thus the component \( c \) is superfluous, too.

**Lemma 4** Let \((r, c)\) be a link in the schema. If \( c \) is superfluous for \( \Sigma \), then \( r \) is superfluous, too. Conversely, if \( r \) is superfluous for \( \Sigma \) and \( \text{cmin}(r, c) \geq 1 \), then \( c \) is superfluous, too.

By constructing suitable example databases, we may prove that the criteria assembled so far are sufficient to describe all superfluous object types for a specified set of cardinality constraints and key dependencies. Note that this result may also be obtained as a consequence of the solution to the implication problem for cardinality constraints and key dependencies.

**Theorem 5** Consider a set \( \Sigma \) of cardinality constraints. An object type \( v \) is superfluous for \( \Sigma \) if and only if it is in \( V_0 \) or may be detected by applying Lemma 4.

This result enables us to establish the set \( V_{su} \) of all superfluous object types for a given set of cardinality constraints and key dependencies. The idea is to start with \( V_0 \) and to gather all other superfluous object types iteratively by Lemma 4. This can be done efficiently if we maintain all arcs entering or leaving the set of superfluous object types recognized so far. Let \( A_{in} \) consist of all arcs which enter the set \( V_0 \), \( A_{out} \) consist of all arcs leaving this set, and \( A_{free} \) consist of all arcs whose vertices both are not in \( V_0 \). Clearly, these three sets can be determined in time \( O(|A|) \).

We now check the criteria in Lemma 4 by studying all arcs entering or leaving the set \( V_{su} \) of those superfluous object types which have already been recognized. Whenever we find a new superfluous object type \( \bar{w} \), we add it to the set \( V_{su} \) and update the sets \( A_{in} \), \( A_{out} \) and \( A_{free} \) accordingly. For every vertex \( \bar{w} \), let \( A^-(\bar{w}) \) be the set of all arcs with initial vertex \( \bar{w} \) in \( D \), and \( A^+(\bar{w}) \) be the set of all arcs with terminal vertex \( \bar{w} \) in \( D \).

(S2) \[ V_{su} \leftarrow V_0; \]
while \( A_{in} \cup A_{out} \neq \emptyset \) do
\[ \text{choose } a \in A_{in} \cup A_{out}; \]
if \( a \in A_{in} \) then delete \( a \) from \( A_{in} \) else delete \( a \) from \( A_{out} \); fi;
if \((a \in A_{in} \) is a link \((w, c)) \) or \((a \in A_{out} \) is a link \((r, w) \) with \( \text{cmin}(r, w) \geq 1 \))
\[ \text{then} \]
\[ \text{add } \bar{w} \text{ to } V_{su}; \]
\[ A_{in} \leftarrow A_{in} \backslash (A^-(\bar{w}) \cap A_{in}) \cup (A^+(\bar{w}) \cap A_{free}); \]
\[ A_{out} \leftarrow A_{out} \cup (A^-(\bar{w}) \cap A_{free}) \backslash (A^+(\bar{w}) \cap A_{out}); \]
\[ A_{free} \leftarrow A_{free} \backslash (A^-(\bar{w}) \cup A^+(\bar{w})); \]
fi;
\[ \text{od; \]
In every run of the while-loop, the size of $A_{in} \cup A_{out} \cup A_{free}$ decreases by at least one. Hence, the step (S2) terminates after at most $|A| = 2|L|$ runs. By Theorem 5 the generated set $V_{su}$ contains all superfluous object types.

**Theorem 6** Given all distances in $D$, the algorithm comprising steps (S1) and (S2) finds all superfluous object types in time $O(|V|^2 + |A|) = O(|V|^2 + |L|)$.

Once we have found the superfluous object types, we may use this information to handle the constraint conflicts which are responsible for their occurrence. In order to resolve the inconsistency it suffices to study those constraints which are specified on superfluous relationship types. In practice, the superfluous object types will usually cover a small portion of the whole schema only.

**Example.** Consider the schema in Figures 1 and 2. The dicycle $C$ from EMPLOYEE via WORKS IN, LAB and ASSIGNS back to EMPLOYEE has weight $\omega(C) = 1/3$. On traversing this dicycle not only once but several times, we obtain walks of arbitrary small weight. This yields $\text{dist}(\text{EMPLOYEE, WORKS IN}) = 0$. Consequently, EMPLOYEE is superfluous for $\Sigma_C$. On applying (S1) we derive the set $V_0$ containing the types EMPLOYEE, WORKS IN, LAB, ASSIGNS, MANAGES and PROJECT. Afterwards, (S2) enables us to detect the set $V_{su} = V_0 \cup \{\text{SPONSORS}\}$ of all superfluous types.

### 6 Incremental Consistency Checking

A straightforward way to resolve the conflicts in an inconsistent constraint set is to delete all superfluous object types from the schema. However, this is usually not recommended. In general, the occurrence of superfluous object types points out a mistake made during the acquisition of constraints. If we do not fix this mistake, it will be a potential source for complications in future design steps or even failures during the lifetime of the database.

A simple strategy to avoid constraint conflicts is **incremental consistency checking**, see [24]. Whenever a new constraint is gathered and should be added to the schema, we first test whether it forces some object type to become superfluous. This enables us to decide whether the new constraint contributes to an inconsistency, and to react accordingly.

A constraint $\sigma$ competes a consistent constraint set $\Sigma$ if the union $\Sigma \cup \{\sigma\}$ is inconsistent. When doing incremental consistency checking, it is profitable to take into account the kind of the new constraint. For the constraints used during ER modeling, we make the following observations.

**Theorem 7** Let $\sigma$ be a key dependency $r : X \rightarrow \xi$. Then $\sigma$ competes $\Sigma$ if and only if $\sigma$ is unary and we have $\text{dist}(r, \xi) < 1$, where $X = \{\xi\}$.

If the key dependency to be added causes a conflict, it has to be refused. This ensures the constraint set to remain consistent. Note that non-unary key dependencies will never compete a given set of cardinality constraints and key
dependencies. The same holds for non-unary functional dependencies, too. Conversely, unary functional dependencies sometimes cause non-trivial inconsistencies. Examples are given in [14]. A complete discussion, however, requires some deep results from discrete optimization and is out of the scope of the paper.

**Theorem 8** Let $\sigma$ be a cardinality constraint $\text{card}(r, c) = M$ with $M \neq \emptyset$. Then $\sigma$ competes $\Sigma$ if and only if $\text{dist}(c, r) < \text{cmin}_\sigma(r, c)$ or $\text{cmax}_\sigma(r, c) < 1/\text{dist}(r, c)$.

If the cardinality constraint to be added causes a conflict, it should be either refused or corrected. The previous result gives rise to an appropriate correction:

(C1) if $\text{dist}(c, r) < \text{cmin}(r, c)$ then $\text{cmin}_{\text{cor}}(r, c) \leftarrow \lceil \text{dist}(c, r) \rceil$; fi;
(C2) if $\text{cmax}(r, c) < 1/\text{dist}(r, c)$ then $\text{cmax}_{\text{cor}}(r, c) \leftarrow \lceil 1/\text{dist}(r, c) \rceil$; fi.

The discussion above gives us a possible strategy to avoid inconsistencies. We simply start with the empty constraint set, and successively add the constraints under inspection. Whenever a new constraint is competing, it has to be refused or corrected before it is added to the constraint set. With this, the generated constraint set always stays consistent.

Of course, the result of this procedure depends on the order in which the constraints are handled: Constraints added later are more likely to be corrected or refused. Often some constraints are more significant or reliable than others. These ones should be considered first.

Incremental consistency checking is useful when a small number of new constraints has to be added to a constraint set which is already known to be consistent. This happens when constraint sets have to be updated due to new requirements. Sometimes, integrity constraints change over time. To avoid undesired and expensive constraint violations by database operations, the specified semantics has to be revised, cf. [21]. Deleting constraints will never cause a new inconsistency, while adding a new constraint can be critical. In this case we should apply the strategy discussed above.

7 Minimal Inconsistent Constraint Sets

When a constraint set is recognized to be inconsistent, we are interested in extracting the conflicting kernels inside this set. We call an inconsistent constraint set $\Sigma_0$ minimal if every proper subset of $\Sigma_0$ is consistent. A good strategy towards conflict resolution is the following: For every minimal inconsistent subset $\Sigma_0$ of $\Sigma$ we choose a constraint $\sigma \in \Sigma_0$ and remove it from $\Sigma$. However, we first need to detect the minimal inconsistent subsets.

We start with some preliminary results on minimal inconsistent subsets of cardinality constraints and key dependencies. If $\Sigma_0$ consists of a single constraint, say $\text{card}(r, c) = M$, then $\Sigma_0$ is minimal inconsistent if and only if $M = (0, 0)$ or $\emptyset$. Clearly, this constraint has to be deleted first in order to avoid trivial conflicts. Usually constraints of this kind only occur as implications of the originally specified constraints. In this case, $\Sigma_0$ is not the reason for the inconsistency but only a symptom, while the real cause of the conflict still has to be found.
Next we are looking for minimal inconsistent subsets containing more than one constraint. Consider a dicycle $C$ in the symmetric digraph $D$ of the schema. Each arc in this dicycle carries a cardinality constraint. Let $\Sigma(C)$ consist of the constraints $\text{card}(r, c) = M$ where either the link $\ell = (r, c)$ or its reverse arc $\ell^{-1} = (c, r)$ belongs to $C$. We say that $\Sigma(C)$ is carried by the dicycle $C$.

**Theorem 9** Let $\Sigma_0$ contain more than one constraint. Then $\Sigma_0$ is minimal inconsistent if and only if it is carried by a critical dicycle in $D$.

The polynomial-time algorithm to decide the existence of a critical dicycle [12] uses single-root-shortest-path methods. This idea may be reused after some slight modification. Since there can be exponentially many minimal inconsistent subsets, we cannot expect a polynomial-time algorithm for their detection. Our goal is rather to obtain a method which determines these subsets quickly with respect to their number. In this section, we develop a method for this task which works fairly well in most situations.

First we add a new root vertex $s$ to the symmetric digraph $D$ and insert arcs
$a = (s, v)$ connecting $s$ to all object types $v$. Moreover we put $\omega(a) = 1$ such that all the new arcs have weight 1. For every object type $v$, we maintain its potential $\pi(v)$ and its parent $p(v)$. Initially we have $\pi(v) = \infty$ and $p(v) = \text{nil}$ for every $v$. For the root $s$ we declare $\pi(s) = 1$ which stays constant during the whole procedure. At each step, the method selects an arc $a = (v, w)$ such that $\pi(v) < \infty$ and $\pi(w) > \pi(v)\omega(a)$ and puts $\pi(v) = \pi(v)\omega(a)$ and $p(v) = v$. If no such arc exists, the algorithm terminates. Note that the resultant potentials $\pi(v)$ are positive rationals storing the minimum weight of a dipath from $s$ to $v$.

Efficient implementations of this idea such as the Bellman-Ford-Moore algorithm use priority queues to handle the order in which the arcs are inspected. For surveys on this topic, see [5, 10].

At each step, the parent digraph $D_P$ is the subgraph of $D$ which contains the arcs $(p(w), w)$ for all object types $w$ with $p(w) \neq \text{nil}$. The parent digraph has an important property which is profitable for our purposes here: We have $\pi(w) \geq \pi(v)\omega(P)$ for every dipath $P$ from a vertex $v$ to a vertex $w$ in the parent digraph $D_P$. In a certain step, let the algorithm described above select an arc $a = (v, w)$ with $\pi(v) < \infty$ and $\pi(w) > \pi(v)\omega(a)$. This arc will be inserted into the parent digraph. Suppose now, the arc $a$ produces a dicycle $C = P \cup \{a\}$, where $P$ is some dipath which has already been in $D_P$. We have $\pi(v) \geq \pi(w)\omega(P)$, which implies $1 > \omega(a)\omega(P) = \omega(C)$, i.e. proves $C$ to be a critical dicycle.

**Theorem 10** If a dicycle occurs in $D_P$, then it is critical. If $\Sigma$ is inconsistent, then $D_P$ will contain a critical dicycle after a finite number of steps.

Thus we have to modify the algorithm as follows. After every step, when a new arc $a = (v, w)$ has been inserted into $P$, we look for a dicycle in $D_P$. This is fairly easy and can be done in linear time $O(|A|)$:

(M) while ($v \neq s$) and ($v \neq w$) do $v \leftarrow p(v)$; od;
if $v = w$ then Output(“Critical dicycle in $D_P$ detected”); fi;
The computational performance of classical shortest-path algorithms in the absence and presence of critical dicycles was studied in [4,5,17]. Heuristic improvements of the algorithms were presented in [9,22], some of which also analyze the parent digraph. The best-known time bound $O(|V||A|)$ is achieved by the Bellman-Ford-Moore algorithm as long as there are no critical dicycles.

**Corollary 11** If $\Sigma$ is consistent, the algorithm proposed above stops in time $O(|V||L|)$. Otherwise it finds a minimal inconsistent subset of $\Sigma$ in finite time.

Whenever we find a critical dicycle $C$, it carries a constraint set $\Sigma(C)$ which is minimal inconsistent. At least one of the constraints in such a set has to be removed or revised in order to resolve the inconsistency. The selection of this constraint is due to the database designer. It suffices to correct the chosen constraint $(r,c) = M$ as follows:

(M1) if $\ell = (r,c)$ lies in $C$ then $c_{\text{min,cor}}(r,c) \leftarrow \lfloor \omega(\ell)/\omega(C) \rfloor$; fi;
(M2) if $\ell^{-1} = (c,r)$ lies in $C$ then $c_{\text{max,cor}}(r,c) \leftarrow \lceil \omega(\ell^{-1})/\omega(C) \rceil$; fi.

In many situations, however, it is perhaps more appropriate to delete the bad constraint by setting $c_{\text{min,cor}}(r,c) = 0$ or $c_{\text{max,cor}}(r,c) = \infty$, respectively. Afterwards, the algorithm has to be restarted with the modified constraint set. By iterated application of the algorithm we are able to find all critical dicycles.

**Example.** Recall the set $\Sigma$ of cardinality constraints specified in Figure 1. The dicycle $C$ from $\text{Employee}$ via $\text{Works in Lab}$ and $\text{Assigns}$ back to $\text{Employee}$ is critical and has weight $\omega(C) = 1/3$. The algorithm presented above finds this dicycle after a suitable number of steps. The set $\Sigma(C)$ of constraints carried by this dicycle is minimal inconsistent. We have to correct one of its constraints. An appropriate choice is to replace $\text{card(Assigns, Lab)} = (0,10)$ by $(0,30)$ or $(0,\infty)$ which will fix the conflict under inspection. When the algorithm is started a second time it will stop without finding another critical dicycle. Consequently the symmetric digraph does no longer contain critical dicycles, and the corrected constraint set is consistent.

Note that the minimal inconsistent subsets are usually not disjoint: Thus the correction of a constraint could eliminate more than just a single minimal inconsistent subset. The essential factor determining the overall running time is the number of mutually disjoint critical dicycles. This number is unknown in advance, but expected to be reasonably small in most practical cases.

### 8 Feedback Arc Elimination

Detecting all minimal inconsistent subsets in $\Sigma$ is without any doubt the most accurate way of resolving inconsistency. Unfortunately, it has two potential disadvantages: First, it is difficult to estimate its running time since we do not know how often the algorithm has to be restarted, i.e. how many conflicts actually have to be treated. But this problem is usually overcome by the processing power of modern computers.
Second, the detection of critical dicycles is a step-by-step process. We have to fix a recognized conflict before we can search for the next one. It is generally impossible to postpone a correction and to circumvent the respective conflict by then. Some designers will prefer methods that investigate all possible corrections in advance and then present the user a list of valid repair plans. Below, we use feedback arc sets to point out a strategy to develop candidate repair plans.

Consider some digraph $G$. A set $F$ of arcs in $G$ is said to be a feedback arc set if it intersects all dicycles in $G$. By deleting all the arcs in a feedback arc set we break every dicycle in $G$. The basic idea to derive a feedback arc set is to choose a linear ordering of the vertices in the digraph $G$, say $v_1, \ldots, v_n$. Then the backward arcs $(v_j, v_i)$, i.e. those with $j > i$, form a feedback arc set. Conversely, every feedback arc set corresponds to some linear ordering of the vertices in $G$.

Feedback arc sets give rise to the following strategy, which immediately resolves all inconsistencies in $\Sigma$: Suppose we have a feedback arc set $F$ in the symmetric digraph $D$. Whenever a link $\ell = (r, c)$ or its reverse arc occur in $F$, the corresponding cardinality constraint $\text{card}(r, c) = M$ has to be corrected:

(F1) if $\ell = (r, c)$ belongs to $F$ then $\text{cmin}_{cor}(r, c) \leftarrow 0$; fi;
(F2) if $\ell^{-1} = (c, r)$ belongs to $F$ then $\text{cmax}_{cor}(r, c) \leftarrow \infty$; fi.

This idea is unsatisfactory in two respects. First, we should not apply this procedure to an arbitrary feedback arc set, but to one which is ‘well-chosen’ for the underlying schema. In particular, it should be small to keep as many of the specified constraints as possible. Thus we ask for a feedback arc set of minimum size. The feedback arc set problem (FAS) is the problem of determining such a set. Unfortunately, this problem is well-known to be NP-hard.

Our second concern is the following: There is no need to break all dicycles in $D$ but only those ones which are critical for the constraint set under inspection. In fact, we are interested in arc sets $F$ which are feedback with respect to the collection of critical dicycles. But it is difficult to control this requirement, without explicitly determining the critical dicycles as done in the previous section. Just the very determination of all candidate arcs, i.e. all arcs lying on some critical dicycle, is computationally equivalent to the detection of all critical dicycles.

The good news, however, is that we are able to restrict the set of all vertices lying on some critical dicycle:

**Lemma 12** Let $C$ be an critical dicycle. For any two vertices $v$ and $w$ on this dicycle we have $\text{dist}(v, w) = 0$.

Thus all vertices on critical dicycles are superfluous and, in particular, belong to the set $V_0$ determined in Section 5. Trivially, the same holds for vertices on arcs of weight 0. Let use consider the reduced digraph $D_R$ which is induced as a subgraph of $D$ by the vertex set $V_0$.

**Theorem 13** The reduced digraph $D_R$ contains all arcs of weight 0 and all critical dicycles from $D$.
It is sufficient to find a feedback arc set $F$ for $D_R$ in order to fix all constraint conflicts. Applying (F1) and (F2) to all the arcs in $F$ raises a valid repair plan. Of course, $D_R$ can still contain some non-critical dicycles and thus some effort might be wasted. For real-world applications, however, one may expect that the reduced digraph $D_R$ is considerably smaller than the whole schema.

In the literature, several algorithms have been proposed for the feedback arc set problem. In [8] an exact solution via branch-and-bound is presented together with a discussion of its computational performance. This method may be used to obtain all minimum size feedback arc sets in $D_R$. The acyclic subgraph polytope is studied in [11] which provides all minimum size feedback arc sets, too. Recent approximative solutions were given in [7,16]. The greedy heuristic in [7] finds small feedback arc sets and executes in time $O(|A|)$. Every feedback arc set yields a candidate repair plan. But it is still the database designer who has to select the candidate which fits best. Due to restrictions imposed by time or manpower, we do not expect the database designer to consider the whole catalogue of possible repair plans. The system should present him a diversified list of repair plans among which the designer is asked to select. We adopted an idea from [16] and implemented a randomized algorithm to generate this list.

Though any feedback arc set may be used to resolve the inconsistency, not each of them is really a good choice in practice. In particular, a feedback arc set might suggest to delete a constraint which is well-known to be valid. To avoid this situation, we propose to remove in advance all those arcs from $D_R$ which carry valid constraints. This speeds up the running time of the algorithm and prevents them from presenting repair plans which can be excluded due to the knowledge of the database designer.

9 Conclusion

In the present paper, we discussed strategies to handle inconsistent constraint sets. The current practice is often deficient in this area. Today, cardinality constraints are embedded in most design tools based on the ER model. While these tools include some basic reasoning methods, they neither offer intelligent consistency checking routines nor routines for semi-automatic conflict resolution.

Applying the strategies presented above, it is possible to give the designer further support in the process of constraint acquisition and conflict management. The strategies are intended to offer suggestions but the designer still controls the process of conflict resolution. In anything but the most trivial cases some intervention is required from the designer. The final selection of the constraint to be corrected must be at the discretion of the individual designer. Though this seems disappointing, we may not expect the system to decide this for us.

When all is going well, the consistency checking routines are invisible to the database designer. But when an inconsistency appears, the support system becomes visible to the designer. The recognized conflict must be reported to the designer, and the semantic information must be returned to a consistent state. In
In the present paper, we did not address the question how complex repairs are to be presented to designer. Nevertheless, the problem of reporting inconsistencies to the designer is equally important. If designers are to accept the introduction of new features to the design tools, they must be able to handle them. The success depends upon the readability of the language in which the conflicts are reported. Often, the person who must deal with the inconsistency is not responsible for it. It is important that the designer understands the nature of the detected conflict in order to give the most appropriate feedback. We propose using natural language descriptions, that can be displayed together with the formal description of the conflict. However this is out of the scope of the present paper, but suggested for future research.
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Abstract. Evaluation of data non-quality in database or datawarehouse systems is a preliminary stage before any data usage and analysis, moreover in the context of data integration where several sources provide more or less redundant or contradictory information items and whose quality is often unknown, imprecise and very heterogeneous. Our application domain is bioinformatics where more than five hundred of semi-structured databanks propose biological information without any quality information (i.e. metadata and statistics describing the production and the management of the biological data). In order to facilitate the multi-source data integration in the context of distributed biological databanks, we propose a technique based on the concepts of quality contract and data source negotiation for a standard wrapper-mediator architecture. A quality source contract allows to specify quality dimensions necessary to the mediator for data extraction among several distributed resources. The source selection is dynamically computed with the contract negotiation which we propose to include into the mediation and the global query processings before data acquisition. The integration of the multi-source biological data is differed for the restitution and combination of the results of the global user’s query by techniques of data recommendation taking into account source quality requirements.

1 Introduction

Maintaining a certain level of quality of data and data sources is challenging in distributed multiple source environments. In practice, assessing data quality in database systems is mainly conducted by professional assessors with more and more cost-competitive auditing practices. Well-known approaches from industrial quality management and software quality assessment have been adapted for data quality and came up with an extension of metadata management [20,13,26,27,25]. Classically, the database literature refers to data quality management as ensuring: 1) syntactic correctness (e.g. constraints enforcement, that prevent "garbage data" from being entered into the database) and 2) semantic correctness (i.e. data in the database truthfully reflect the real world situation). This traditional approach of data quality management has lead to techniques such as

integrity constraints, concurrency control and schema integration for distributed and heterogeneous systems. Techniques such as data tracking, data cleaning and data quality controlling are costly in practice and difficult to adapt efficiently for specific application domains. In the multi-source context, as recent studies show, applications built on top of data warehouses often experience several problems due to the reliability and the quality of integrated data [12]. The main reason is that the local databases participating in providing their data contain incorrect, inaccurate, outdated or poor quality data. The quality of integrated data then becomes even worse unless suitable methods and techniques are employed during the multi-source environment design. Despite the amount of work focuses on semantic heterogeneity among data and metadata [11], the quality of integrated data has been addressed by very few research projects focused on the issues of multi-source data quality control and on the management of enriched metadata [17,4]. As a matter of fact, data quality mainly has been and still is an important research topic independent of database integration. In the biological databanks context, more than five hundreds of databanks store potentially redundant and erroneous information. Here, the question of data cleaning and data mediation is crucial but has not been addressed so far. The richness and the complexity of biological concepts make also very difficult the implementation of a classical mediation system based on a common semi-structured description model of the distributed resources. Moreover, biological databanks are intensively cross-referenced and dependent, they cover several common domains and adopt very close and inter-dependent description models.

2 Related Works

2.1 Mediation and Cleaning of Multi-source Data

We distinguish two main research approaches concerning mediation systems [30].

The first one is a query based approach relying on a common semi-structured data model which represents data coming from heterogeneous sources, and queries expressed in a common query language (TSIMMIS with the model OEM and the language LOREL [2,19], Strudel [6], YAT [5]). To handle the structure and the semantic discrepancies of the resources, appropriate integration views are defined over the data sources with special logic-based object-oriented languages for wrapper and mediator specification.

The second approach is a domain-model based approach. It relies on a common domain model described in the mediator level. This domain model (or metadata schema) captures the basic vocabulary used for the description of information expressed in local databases (Information Manifold [18,14], SIMS with the language LOOM [3], Context Interchange [8], Garlic [1]). Mediators are used to resolve semantic conflicts among independent information sources. Knowledge necessary for this resolution is stored in the form of shared ontologies. In the domain-model base approach, the condition of integration for a new information
source is to provide an exhaustive description of its structure in terms of the domain model. The independence of resource-to-resource and mediator-to-resource description models is essential [11].

Data cleaning objectives are to detect matching records from several input extensional data structures (relational tables, object classes, DTDs), to find out and eliminate duplicate records in the integration process. As mentioned in [7], the main drawback of data cleaning methods is that, besides being a knowledge and time intensive task (since it implies several passes on the data), finding the suitable key for putting together similar records is very difficult. As another drawback, the support for cleaning rules offered in [16] allows matching rules to be applied only to pairs of neighbour records in the same file. Although, the problem of the possible conflict in data values was recognized, few specific solutions were offered [22]. Another problem arising from the proliferation of independent sources, some of them with overlapping information, is the inconsistency of information content, and hence there is a need for methods to resolve such inconsistencies in global answers. Inconsistencies result in multiple candidate answers; the dual problem also exists, that is a global query might have no answer at all. Three usual approaches for reconciling the heterogeneities in data values are (1) to prefer the values from a more reliable database, (2) attach tags with data source identifications to data items and rely on the reputation of the data source [28], (3) store reliability measures of data sources from which a data item originated along with the data item itself [22]. These approaches also suffer from several drawbacks. First, it is not clear how to determine which of the sources is more reliable and how to measure reliability of a source. Second, even if the reliability of the data sources is somehow provided, it is implicitly assumed that the reliability remains the same for all data items from a particular data source. However, the reliability of the data items may be significantly different in the different parts of the source. And third, storing the reliability information or the data source tags along with the data items requires significant modifications in the conventional query processing mechanisms and increases data storage requirements.

2.2 Data Quality and Meta-data Management

There are a number of research investigating issues related to models and methodologies for data quality improvement [29, 27, 25], specifications and metrics for data quality dimensions [13]. Currently, data quality audits are the only practical means for determining quality of data in databases by using the appropriate statistical techniques. Since databases model a portion of the real world which constantly evolves, the data quality estimates become outdated as time passes. Therefore, the estimation process should be repeated periodically depending on the dynamics of the real world. The statistical aspects of data quality have been the primary focus with statistical methods of imputation (i.e., inferring missing data from statistical patterns of available data), predicting accuracy of the estimates based on the given data, data edits (automating detection and handling of
outliers in data). The use of machine learning techniques for data validation and correction is considered in [23]. For example, [24] describes a prototype system for checking correctness of the existing data (called data validation and cleanup). Utilization of statistical techniques for improving correctness of databases and introduction of a new kind of integrity constraints were proposed in [10]. The constraints are derived from a database instance using the conventional statistical techniques (e.g., sampling and regression), and every update of the database is validated against these constraints. If an update does not comply with them, then a user is alerted and prompted to check correctness of the update. Despite the growing importance of data quality for end-users and that many techniques have been proposed to improve and maintain quality of local databases, very few projects try to use quality metadata for multivalued attributes in distributed and quality-heterogeneous environments (DWQ [4], HiQiQ [17]). The use of metadata for data quality evaluation and improvement was advocated in [21] where information producers are encouraged to perform Verification, Validation, and Certification (VV&C) of their data. The metadata help in the process of estimating and maintaining the quality of data. Across different applications domains (such as geographic information systems [9] or digital libraries), a great amount of effort has been invested in the development of metadata standard vocabularies for the exchange of information. For the biological data domain, we are not aware of any kind of project (even among the current standardization works) that tries to specify metadata and to control biological data quality.

3 Example of Biological Information Retrieval from Distributed Databanks

Searching across distributed, disparate biological databases is increasingly difficult and time-consuming for biomedical researchers. Bioinformatics is coming to the forefront to address the problem of drawing effectively and efficiently information from a growing collection of 511 multiple and distributed databanks[1]. For example, suppose a biological researcher working with a gene and wanting to know what gene it is and its DNA sequence, whether the rRNA sequence is known, how the gene is transcribed into mRNA, how the mRNA is translated into that protein, what the protein function is, its cellular location... With the currently available biological banks and tools the researcher has to search the relevant databases one by one and then to locate the information items of interest within the return results.

Our mediator is designed to provide information about genes. The mediator conceptual model is presented in Figure[1]. The mediator of our example will query three existing sources $S_1$ (EMBL[2]), $S_2$ (GenBank[3]) and $S_3$ (SWISS-

---

1 see the Public Catalog of Databases : DBcat, http://www.infobiogen.fr/services/dbcat
2 EMBL (European Molecular Biology Laboratory), http://www.ebi.ac.uk/embl/
for retrieving information on Gene HFE_Human (related to the hemochromatose, a gene hepatic pathology). The raw values are automatically extracted by scripts using the DTD of each source. Four records with their respective Accession Numbers (Acc. Nb.) are extracted for the same gene in EMBL and Genbank and one record is extracted from SWISS-PROT concerning the protein related to gene HFE_Human (see Table 1). The sequence types and sizes are different according to the sources. They correspond to different submitted records with more or less detailed or complete annotations and four different submission dates. Our objective is to systematically extract and aggregate the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Acc. Nb</th>
<th>Seq. Type</th>
<th>Seq. Size</th>
<th>Links for Protein</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMBL (S₁)</td>
<td>Z92910</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>12146</td>
<td>Genbank</td>
<td>Mar. 97</td>
<td>Complete annotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenBank (S₂)</td>
<td>AF204869</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>3043</td>
<td>CAB07442</td>
<td>Nov. 99</td>
<td>No annotation but a relevant information item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenBank</td>
<td>AF184234</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>Genbank</td>
<td>Sept. 99</td>
<td>Detailed but incomplete annotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWISS-PROT (S₃)</td>
<td>Q30201</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>348</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct. 2000</td>
<td>Complete annotation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Example Results for biological information retrieval on gene HFE_Human

most exhaustive information on the expressed genes for instanciating and completing the gene sequence model of our mediator with considering the aspects of data and source quality for the integration process.

In order to define an appropriate data aggregation of all the available information items and rules for mapping the sources’ records, obviously data conflicts have to be resolved due to the different values recorded for the same concept of gene HFE_Human. Traditional data integration approaches suggest a conflict resolution method that either chooses one value over the other (or that computes the average in case of the numerical values). A global query for the gene sequence would retrieve one data value from the source according to the specified data integration rule. For our example, the most complete sequence would be retrieved from S₁ skipping a relevant information item proposed by S₂ in the most recent record. Note that the same source (S₂) may propose several records for the same concept. Now assume the following scenarios:

**Scenario 1:** S₁ updates their data every night, S₂ monthly and S₃ twice a month. In this case, the global query time may determine from which data source the most up-to-date data are retrieved.

**Scenario 2:** S₃ is the server of an institute which does its own sequencing for human species. Sequence data are highly accurate for this species. S₂ data may have sometimes parsing errors and may come from other sites.

---

Scenario 3: $S_1$ and $S_2$ cover more biological domains than $S_3$. $S_1$ is one of the main genetic databanks and $S_3$ is one of the main databanks on proteins. Information items of $S_2$ are usually less complete and accurate than those of $S_3$ for the protein domain.

The above scenarios briefly show that the way of how and when data is populated into the local sources plays an important role for integrating local data for global queries. They also describe source dependencies and data quality dimensions such as freshness, accuracy, completeness or coverage. Up-to-date data does not imply most accurate data nor most complete data. Actually, a global user might be interested in most complete data, and another one might be rather interested in most accurate data. In both cases, it should be possible for these users to specify tolerance thresholds for data and source quality (or, at least, to have technical means to estimate the quality of query results from the different sources). In this perspective, we propose the specification of quality contracts for the sources in order to use dynamically quality requirements in the query processing. This technique enables to offer data integration to end-user according to flexible quality criteria. Our approach is based on a standard mediator-wrapper architecture extending mediation with new functionalities such as the quality contract negotiation. A implicit assumption underlying this research is that we incorporate a set of controls on the top of data sources to enhance the global system’s reliability and its integrated data quality; the final aim is to maintain a high probability of preventing, detecting and eliminating data non-quality for data integration.
4 A Description of the Multi-source Architecture

We argue that database techniques such as having an expressive internal data model and query language, together with a meta-information repository and meta-information analysis techniques constitutes a necessary foundation for a mediator system. In order to alleviate the problem of information overload and confusion when results of a query are presented, the classical solution is to rank the results according to consistent relevance assessments. Our approach is to include quality specifications for sources and send them within the query. Such a functionality for retrieval and integration of information must be supported by an easily extensible, scalable and customizable architecture for addressing a wide range of specific applications such as the biological data domain. In this perspective, we propose a multi-source architecture (see Figure 2). From the application layer, the user can submit a global query to the mediator which conjointly sends the query and a quality contract type to the sources’ wrappers. The wrappers send the corresponding local query to their respective source. Information sources may be cross-referenced, structured or not and with (or without) a meta-information repository. They respond to their wrapper with the query result and a quality contract instance. At the mediation layer, the mediator computes: 1) a conformance score for each source corresponding to the constraint satisfaction with respect to the contract specification, and 2) a conflict score for the queried integrated result which represent the importance of the data conflicts when distinct information items referring the same real-world concept are aggregated into a multi-source object structure. The mediator negotiates with the best sources and combines the query results, before sending it to the user.

5 Source Integration and Quality-Driven Negotiation

We considered the integration as a two-step process with 1) the schema integration and 2) the materialized data integration. As an input, we extract the different biological source schemata and their respective data sets in order to obtain as an output, a reconciled data view for a target schema. Our target schema is the DTD given in Figure 1.

- The first step of schema integration implies: comparing the sources’ and mediator’s schemata, detecting the structural analogies and correspondences, resolving the structural conflicts and transforming the source schemata into a canonical form (the target schema).
- The second step of data values integration implies: clustering and identifying the records that refer the same real object, expressing the criteria that define the conditions for the detection of matching records and eliminating data duplicates and inconsistencies.
5.1 Entity Identification

Anybody may submit biological information to public databanks with more or less formalized submission protocols which usually don’t include names standardization or data quality controls. Erroneous data may be easily entered and cross-referenced. The available data sources have overlapping scopes with different levels of data quality. But the main problem of the biological databanks seems to be the entity identification. This problem arises when information from different information sources related to the same entity has to be merged. The databases may have inconsistent values in equivalent attributes of tuples referring to the same real-world object or may have mismatched attributes in them (i.e., attributes at the different level of abstraction), or have a combination of both. The identification problem appears as a biological description problem which requires a high-level expertise and the specialists’ knowledge. Some tools (such as LocusLink\textsuperscript{5}) propose clusters of records which identify the same biological concept across different biological databanks: they are semantically related but biologists still must validate the correctness of the clusters and resolve interpretation differences among the records. As a starting point of our work, we considered that the biologist’s expertise for entity identification is necessary. One of our objectives is to develop tools to assist the scientist in this task.

\textsuperscript{5} LocusLink, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/LocusLink/
5.2 Selective Structuration

In our example, each biological source propose a HTML document describing partially the gene HFE_Human identified by a particular record accession number. These documents are parsed and converted into the XML format and restructured according to our target schema (see Figure 3).

We use a set of mapping rules for identifying homologous structural elements (tags) based on biological shared ontologies which specifically help to determine the descriptive inclusions and the correspondances between the sources schemata and our target schema. Other rules are based 1) on the acquisition of biological expertise 2) on the results of statistical tools for sequence alignment (such as Blast6) on format equivalence and conversion. In our example, the equivalence between exon positions elements can be automatically found out because the sequences respectively proposed by $S_1$ and $S_2$ have an alignment of 99% and the exons position proposed by $S_2$ is relative with an offset of 664 : exon.position($S_1$.Z92910) = 6364 + exon.position($S_2$.AF184234).

A multi-source data view is built by aggregating exhaustively all the information items available on gene HFE_Human proposed by the different sources if the following conditions are satisfied : i) the data refer to the same biological real-world concept ii) the data conflicts raised between more or less contradictory

---

values are negligible (i.e. under a given threshold) and still allow data aggregation into a multi-source element which can be validated by the biologist. The sources’ identification is mentioned for each value of the multi-source element. We obtain the following multi-source record for the HFE_Human in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image)

**Fig. 4.** Multi-source record aggregating available information on gene HFE_Human

### 5.3 Source Quality Negotiation

In order to provide adequate level of quality, the mediator needs to include capabilities such as negotiation, monitoring and adaptation. These capabilities all require the expected and the provided quality levels to be explicitly specified. Quality dimensions can be specified statically at the time of source integration or dynamically at deployment or runtime. We characterize quality of data and quality of source along named dimensions (mentioned non-exhaustively in Table 2). Specifying abstractly quality dimensions with a name and a domain value gives a flexible approach for deciding which dimension should be provided and implemented for a given application. The transparency of user’s global query processing is weakened by the fact that the user can specify quality contracts for the query results. Based on the matching of user’s quality requirements and
the quality for each local source, source negotiation and data conciliation are generated dynamically by the global query processor of the mediator to ensure the retrieval of high quality data from the multiple local sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Contract Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Time and way the source is accessible based on technical equipment and statistics (example of dimension: serverFailure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshness</td>
<td>How up-to-date the information is (e.g. dataAge, lastUpdate, update-Frequency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>Estimation of waiting time for user searching time and for request/response processing (including the time consumption per-query of the wrapper for translating, negotiating ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Estimation of the number of corrupted data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>Estimation of the number of data for a specific information domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Estimation of the number of data free-of-error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>Estimation of the number of missing data or null values (e.g. NbOfNull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>User grade based on presentation of data results and ease of understanding and using</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 2. Quality Contract Types |

For our particular application, these quality dimensions may be specified in a contract type which represents quality dimensions, specifies the name, the domain and possibly user-defined ordering for each dimension. We can specify examples of source contract types such as: Availability, Freshness and Completeness. A contract is an instance of a contract type that represents a set of quality dimensions specifications for the source. A contract aggregates a number of constraints. Figure 5 presents three contract types and their instances. Contract Conformance corresponds to constraint satisfaction for each dimension of each contract type.

**Definition 1**

We define a conformance score for each source $S_j$ as a weighted function $F$ on the $i$ specified contract types and their $k$ dimensions.

$$\forall S_j, contractType_i, dimensionName_k,$$

$$Conformance(S_j) = F(w_i, w_k, ContractType_i, dimensionName_k, S_j)$$

Each contract type may have particular weights $w_i$ indicating the relative importance of the $i$th contract type for computing the conformance score of each source $S_j$ (e.g. the contract type on Freshness is more important than the one on Completeness). Each dimension of a contract type may have particular weights $w_k$ indicating the relative importance of the $k$th dimension of the contract (e.g. dataAge is more important than updateFrequency). The conformance scores range from 0 to 1. A multi-source object is built for each element of the mediator conceptual model. The next step is to select among the multi-source values those that best match the query and whose source best conforms the quality contract. Given a global query $Q$, the mediator computes the conformance score $Conformance(S, Q, o)$ of each source $S$. Source $S$ responds with the objects that
type Availability = contract {
  serverFailure :enum [halt, initState, rolledBack];
  numberOfFailures :decreasing number fail./month;
  reliability : increasing number;}

S1_Availability = Availability contract {
  serverFailure == initState;
  numberOfFailures <= 0.2 fail./month;
  reliability == 0.999;}

S1_Freshness = Freshness contract {
  dataAge == 8 years, 11 months, 3 days;
  lastUpdate == 52 days;
  updateFrequency == 25 updates/day;}

S1_Completeness = Completeness contract {
  NbOfNullValue : 3/Object;}

Fig. 5. Example of quality source contract types and their instances

best match the query values. The query results contain the values for \( o_i , \ldots , o \) for every object returned.

5.4 Source Conformance and Query Results Scoring

Each object \( o \) in the result for query \( Q \) is ranked according to a conformance score \( Conformance(S, Q, o) \) of the source \( S \) and a conflict score \( Conflict(S, Q, o) \). The values of conflict score range from 0 to 1.

Definition 2

The conflict score \( Conflict(S, Q, o) \) of source \( S \) for query \( Q \) corresponds to the distance between the object \( o \) of \( S \) and \( q \) the queried object of \( Q \). The distance \( Dis(o, q) \) is the sum of data conflict importances:

\[
Dis(o, q) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} I_j \]

with \( I_j \) the \( j \)th data conflict importance such as:

\[
I_j = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if there is no data conflict} \\
0.1 & \text{if the conflict is weak} \\
1 & \text{if the conflict is strong}
\end{cases}
\]  

6 Conclusion

In order to facilitate the multi-source data integration in the context of distributed biological databanks, we propose a technique based on the notions of quality contract and source negotiation. Our approach is based on a standard wrapper-mediator architecture. A quality contract with a source allows to specify quality dimensions necessary to the mediator for data selection between several distributed applications. The selectivity of data sources is dynamically computed during contract negotiation we propose to associate within the global query processing and before data acquisition. The importance of semi-structured data conflicts is evaluated and the quality conformance of sources is scored : the integration of the data is carried out according to the quality of the data required by users. The originality of our approach with respect to data mediation and conciliation is to include specifications quality of source into the query processing. From the biological application point-of-view, we first introduce the notion
of biological integrated data quality and data recommendation for biologists. The complete toolkit for biological data cleaning and biologists’ assistance for expressing mapping rules are under current development. Our final objective is to orientate the current standardization efforts to take into account the quality of biological data and to promote operational techniques and tools to evaluate and improve it.
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Abstract. Data integration systems provide access to a set of heterogeneous, autonomous data sources through a so-called global, or mediated view. There is a general consensus that the best way to describe the global view is through a conceptual data model, and that there are basically two approaches for designing a data integration system. In the global-as-view approach, one defines the concepts in the global schema as views over the sources, whereas in the local-as-view approach, one characterizes the sources as views over the global schema. It is well known that processing queries in the latter approach is similar to query answering with incomplete information, and, therefore, is a complex task. On the other hand, it is a common opinion that query processing is much easier in the former approach. In this paper we show the surprising result that, when the global schema is expressed in terms of a conceptual data model, even a very simple one, query processing becomes difficult in the global-as-view approach also. We demonstrate that the problem of incomplete information arises in this case too, and we illustrate some basic techniques for effectively answering queries posed to the global schema of the data integration system.

1 Introduction

Data integration is the problem of combining the data residing at different sources, and providing the user with a unified view of these data, called global (or, mediated) schema \cite{15,16}. The global schema is therefore a reconciled view of the information, which can be queried by the user. It is the task of the data integration system to free the user from the knowledge on where data are, how data are structured at the sources, and how data are to be merged and reconciled to fit into the global schema.

The interest in this kind of systems has been continuously growing in the last years. Many organizations face the problem of integrating data residing in several sources. Companies that build a Data Warehouse, a Data Mining, or an Enterprise Resource Planning system must address this problem. Also, integrating data in the World Wide Web is the subject of several investigations and projects nowadays. Finally, applications requiring accessing or re-engineering
legacy systems must deal with the problem of integrating data stored in different sources.

The design of a data integration system is a very complex task, which comprises several different issues. Here, we concentrate on the following issues: (i) dealing with heterogeneity of the sources, (ii) specifying the mapping between the global schema and the sources, (iii) processing queries expressed on the global schema.

Issue (i) refers to the fact that typically sources adopt different ontologies, models, and systems for storing data. This poses challenging problems in specifying the global schema. The goal is to design such a schema so as to provide an appropriate abstraction of all the data residing at the sources. One aspect deserving special attention is the choice of the language used to express the global schema. Since such a schema should mediate among different representations of overlapping worlds, the language should provide flexible and powerful representation mechanisms. This is the reason why many authors advocate the use of a conceptual data model for expressing the global schema [5 21 22 3]. In this paper we follow this idea, and investigate the problem of query answering in data integration systems where the global schema is expressed in terms of an extended Entity-Relationship Model.

With regard to issue (ii), two basic approaches have been used to specify the mapping between the sources and the global schema [15 17 18]. The first approach, called global-as-view (also global-schema centric, or simply global-centric), requires that the global schema is expressed in terms of the data sources. More precisely, to every concept of the global schema, a view over the data sources is associated, so that its meaning is specified in terms of the data residing at the sources. The second approach, called local-as-view (or source-centric), requires the global schema to be specified independently from the sources. In turn, the sources are defined as views over the global schema. A comparison of the approaches is reported in [24]. In this paper, we concentrate on the latter approach, which is generally considered sufficiently simple and effective for practical purposes.

Finally, issue (iii) is concerned with one of the most important problems in the design of a data integration system, namely, the choice of the method for computing the answer to queries posed in terms of the global schema. For this purpose, the system should be able to re-express the query in terms of a suitable set of queries posed to the sources. In this reformulation process, the crucial step is deciding how to decompose the query on the global schema into a set of subqueries on the sources, based on the meaning of the mapping. The computed subqueries are then shipped to the sources, and the results are assembled into the final answer. It is well known that processing queries in the local-as-view approach is a difficult task [23 24 14 11 13 7 8]. Indeed, in this approach the only knowledge we have about the data in the global schema is through the views representing the sources, and such views provide only partial information about the data. Therefore, extracting information from the data integration system is similar to query answering with incomplete information, which is a
complex task [25]. On the other hand, query processing looks much easier in the
global-as-view approach, where in general it is assumed that answering a query
basically means unfolding its atoms according to their definitions in terms of the
sources [15].

While this is a common opinion in the literature, we show that our framework
poses new challenges, specially related to the need of taking the semantics of the
conceptual global schema into account during query processing. Indeed, the first
contribution in this paper is to show that the idea of adopting a conceptual data
model for expressing the global schema, makes query processing more involved
than in the simplified framework usually considered in the literature. In partic-
ular, we present the surprising result that the semantics of a data integration
system is best described in terms of a set of databases, rather than a single one,
and this implies that, even in the global-as-view approach, query processing is
intimately connected to the notion of querying incomplete databases.

The second contribution of the paper is the formalization of the notion of
correct answer in a data integration system with a conceptual global schema,
and the presentation of a query processing strategy that is able to provide all
correct answers to a query posed to the system.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the conceptual
data model we use in our approach. Section 3 illustrates a formal framework
for data integration, by describing the main components of a data integration
system, namely, the global schema, the sources, and the mapping between the
two, and by specifying the precise semantics of the system. In Section 4 we
present our query processing algorithm. By reasoning on both the query and the
conceptual global schema, the algorithm is able to compute all correct answers
to a query posed to the global schema. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 The Conceptual Data Model

We present the conceptual model which is at the basis of the integration frame-
work introduced in the next section. The model incorporates the basic features
of the Entity-Relationship (ER) model [10], extended with subset (or is-a) con-
straints on both entities and relationships. Other characteristics that are not
considered in this paper for the sake of simplicity (e.g., domain of attributes,
identification constraints, etc.), can also be added without affecting the results
in the next sections.

An ER schema is a collection of entity, relationship, and attribute definitions
over an alphabet $A$ of symbols. The alphabet $A$ is partitioned into a set of entity
symbols (denoted by $E$), a set of relationship symbols (denoted by $R$), and a set
of attribute symbols (denoted by $A$).

An entity definition has the form

\begin{verbatim}
define entity E
  isa: E_1, \ldots, E_h
  participates in: R_1 : c_1, \ldots, R_\ell : c_\ell
end.
\end{verbatim}
where $E$ is the entity to be defined, the $isa$ clause specifies a set of entities to which $E$ is related via is-a (i.e., the set of entities that are supersets of $E$), and the

**participates in** clause specifies those relationships, with respective components, to which an instance of $E$ must necessarily participate. A \textit{relationship definition} has the form

\begin{verbatim}
define relationship $R$ among $E_1, \ldots, E_n$
  isa: $R_1, \ldots, R_h$
end.
\end{verbatim}

where $R$ is the relationship to be defined, the entities listed in the \textit{among} clause are those among which the relationship is defined (i.e., component $i$ of $R$ is an instance of entity $E_i$), and the $isa$ clause specifies a set of relationships to which $R$ is related via is-a. The number of entities in the \textit{among} clause is the \textit{arity} of $R$. An \textit{attribute definition} has the form

\begin{verbatim}
define attribute $A$ for $X$
  qualification
end.
\end{verbatim}

where $A$ is the attribute to be defined, $X$ is the entity or relationship to which the attribute is associated, and \textit{qualification} consists of none, one, or both of the keywords \textit{functional} and \textit{mandatory}, specifying respectively that each instance of $X$ has a unique value for attribute $A$, and that each instance of $X$ must have a value for attribute $A$. If the \textit{functional} keyword is missing, the attribute is multivalued, and if the \textit{mandatory} keyword is missing, the attribute is optional.

In the definition of an entity or a relationship, the $isa$ clause may be missing. Similarly, in an entity definition, the \textit{participates in} clause may be missing. On the contrary, the \textit{among} clause in a relationship definition must be present.

Notice that in our model each attribute is associated to a unique entity or relationship, i.e., different entities and relationships have disjoint sets of attributes. Also, for the sake of simplicity, we do not consider the specification of the domains of attributes in our model, and we simply assume that attributes have atomic values.

The semantics of an ER schema is defined by specifying when a database satisfies all constraints imposed by the schema. Formally, a database $\mathcal{B}$ is defined over a fixed (infinite) alphabet $\Gamma$ of symbols, each one denoting a semantic value. $\mathcal{B}$ assigns to each entity a subset of $\Gamma$, to each attribute $A$ of an entity a binary relation over $\Gamma$, to each relationship $R$ of arity $n$, a set of $n$-tuples of elements of $\Gamma$, and to each attribute $A$ of a relationship of arity $n$ an $(n + 1)$-ary relation over $\Gamma$. The set of objects assigned by $\mathcal{B}$ to an entity, attribute, or relationship is called the set of its \textit{instances} in $\mathcal{B}$. We say that $\mathcal{B}$ is \textit{legal} with respect to an ER schema $\mathcal{G}$ if the following conditions are satisfied:

\begin{itemize}
  \item For each entity definition as the one above, the set of instances of $E$ is a subset of the sets of instances of $E_1, \ldots, E_h$, and for each pair $R_i : c_i$ in the \textit{participates in} clause of the definition, we have that each instance of $E$ appears as $c_i$-th component is some instance of $R_i$.
\end{itemize}
For each attribute specification as the one above, where \( X \) is an entity, we have that for each instance of \( A \) the first component is an instance of \( X \). Moreover, if the qualification contains the keyword \textbf{mandatory}, then each instance of \( X \) must appear as the first component in some instance of \( A \), and if it contains the keyword \textbf{functional}, then there may be no two instances of \( A \) coinciding on the first component (and differing on the second component). Similar conditions hold for the case where \( X \) is a relationship.

For each relationship specification as the one above, for each instance \((o_1, \ldots, o_n)\) of \( R \) we have that \( o_i \) is an instance of \( E_i \). Moreover, the set of instances of \( R \) is a subset of the sets of instances of \( R_1, \ldots, R_h \).

The language we use to express queries over a global schema expressed in our conceptual model is that of conjunctive queries. Formally, a \textit{conjunctive query} (CQ) \( Q \) of arity \( n \) is written in the form

\[
Q(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \leftarrow \text{conj}(x_1, \ldots, x_n, y_1, \ldots, y_m)
\]

where \( \text{conj}(x_1, \ldots, x_n, y_1, \ldots, y_m) \) is a conjunction of atoms involving constants of \( \Gamma \) and variables \( x_1, \ldots, x_n, y_1, \ldots, y_m \) from an alphabet of variables. The predicates in the atoms are the so-called \textit{concepts} of the conceptual schema, i.e., its entities, relationships and attributes:

- Each entity \( E \) in \( G \) has an associated predicate \( E \) of arity 1. Intuitively, \( E(c) \) asserts that \( c \) is an instance of entity \( E \).
- Each attribute \( A \) for an entity \( E \) has an associated predicate \( A \) of arity 2. Intuitively, \( A(c, d) \) asserts that \( c \) is an instance of entity \( E \) and \( d \) is the value of attribute \( A \) associated to \( c \).
- Each relationship \( R \) among the entities \( E_1, \ldots, E_n \) has an associated predicate \( R \) of arity \( n \).
- Each attribute \( A \) for a relationship \( R \) among the entities \( E_1, \ldots, E_n \) has an associated predicate \( A \) of arity \( n+1 \). Intuitively, \( A(c_1, \ldots, c_n, d) \) asserts that \( (c_1, \ldots, c_n) \) is an instance of relationship \( R \) and \( d \) is the value of attribute \( A \) associated to \( (c_1, \ldots, c_n) \).

From a semantic point of view, the extension of a predicate \( P \) in a database \( B \) coincides with the set of instances that the concept associated to \( P \) has in \( B \). With this consideration, we can turn our attention to the semantics of queries, and simply observe that the semantics of conjunctive queries is the usual one, where the variables in the body are existentially quantified [2]. Thus, the \textit{answer set} \( Q^B \) of \( Q \) over a database \( B \) is the set of tuples \( (c_1, \ldots, c_n) \) of \( B \) for which there are \( d_1, \ldots, d_m \) in \( B \), such that for each atom \( e(b_1, \ldots, b_k) \) in \( \text{conj}(c_1, \ldots, c_n, d_1, \ldots, d_m) \), where each \( b_i \) is one of \( c_1, \ldots, c_n, d_1, \ldots, d_m \), we have that \( (b_1, \ldots, b_k) \in e^B \).

\textbf{Example 1.} Consider the ER schema shown in Figure [1] depicted in the usual graphical notation for the ER model. The elements of such a schema are Person/1, Employee/1, City/1, LivesIn/2, pname/2, salary/2, cname/2, since/2.
Suppose we want to know the names of the employees who live in Rome since 1997. The corresponding CQ is

\[ q(y) \leftarrow \text{Employee}(x), \text{pname}(x, y), \text{Lives}_\text{In}(x, z), \text{since}(x, z, 1997), \text{cname}(z, “Rome”) \]

The answer of \( q \) over the database shown in Figure 2 is Ann.

3 The Formal Framework for Data Integration

In this section we set up a formal framework for data integration. In particular, we describe the main components of a data integration system, namely, the global schema, the sources, and the mapping between the two. Finally, we provide the semantics both of the system, and of query answering.

**Definition 1.** A data integration system \( \mathcal{I} \) is a triple \( \langle G, S, \mathcal{M}_{G, S} \rangle \), where \( G \) is the global schema, \( S \) is the source schema, and \( \mathcal{M}_{G, S} \) is the mapping between \( G \) and \( S \).

We describe the characteristics of the various components of a data integration system in our approach:

- The *global schema* \( G \) is expressed in the conceptual data model described in the previous section.
- The *source schema* \( S \) is constituted by the schemas of the source relations. Note that we assume that the sources are expressed as relational data bases.

![Fig. 1. ER schema of Example 1](image1)

![Fig. 2. Extension of relations of Example 1](image2)
This is not a strong limitation, since, in case of sources of different type, we can assume that suitable wrappers present the data at the source in relational form. Moreover, we observe that all considerations presented in this paper still hold in the case of other types of sources (e.g., semistructured sources).

- The **mapping** $\mathcal{M}_{G,S}$ between $G$ and $S$ is given by associating to each concept $C$ (either entity, relationship, or attribute) in the global schema a query $\mathcal{V}_C$ over the sources. We do not pose any constraint on the language used to express the queries in the mapping. Since sources are relational databases, we simply assume that the language is able to express computations over relational databases. Note that the elements that are assigned a query over the sources by the mapping coincide with the concepts of the global schema.

More precisely, the mapping associates queries to the elements of $G$ as follows:

- The mapping associates a query of arity 1 to each entity of $G$.
- The mapping associates a query of arity 2 to each attribute $A$ defined for an entity in $G$. Intuitively, if the query retrieves $(c, d)$ from the sources, this means that $d$ is a value of the attribute $A$ of the entity instance $c$.
- The mapping associates a query of arity $n$ to each relationship $R$ of arity $n$ in $G$. Intuitively, if the query retrieves the tuple $(c_1, \ldots, c_n)$ from the sources, this means that $(c_1, \ldots, c_n)$ is an instance of $R$.
- The mapping associates a query of arity $n+1$ to each attribute $A$ defined for a relationship $R$ of arity $n$ in $G$. Intuitively, if the query retrieves $(c_1, \ldots, c_n, d)$ from the sources, this means that $d$ is a value of the attribute $A$ of the relationship instance $(c_1, \ldots, c_n)$.

As specified above, the intended meaning of the query $\mathcal{V}_C$ associated to the concept $C$ is that it specifies how to retrieve the data corresponding to $C$ in the global schema starting from the data at the sources. This confirms that we are following the global-as-views approach: the concepts in the global schema are defined as views over the source data.

Notice that all considerations reported in this paper still hold if we choose a different set of elements for specifying the mapping. For example, we could associate a single query of arity $m+1$ to each entity with $m$ attributes (similarly for the relationships).

In order to specify the semantics of a data integration system, we have to characterize, given the set of tuples satisfying the various source relations, which are the data satisfying the global schema. In principle, given a set of data at the sources, one would like to have a corresponding single database for the global schema. Indeed, this is the case for most of the data integration systems described in the literature. However, we will show in the following the surprising result that, due to the presence of the semantic conditions that are implicit in the conceptual schema $G$, in general, we will have to account for a set of databases.

We remind the reader that we assume that the databases involved in our framework (both global databases, and source databases) are defined over a fixed (infinite) alphabet $\Gamma$ of symbols. In order to assign semantics to a data integration system $I = \langle G, S, \mathcal{M}_{G,S} \rangle$, we start by considering a source database
for \( \mathcal{I} \), i.e., a database \( D \) for the source schema \( S \). Based on \( D \), we now specify which is the information content of the global schema \( G \). We call global database for \( \mathcal{I} \) any database for \( G \). A global database \( B \) for \( \mathcal{I} \) is said to be legal with respect to \( D \), or, simply, legal for \( \mathcal{I} \) with respect to \( D \), if:

- \( B \) is legal with respect to \( G \),
- for each element \( e \) of \( G \), the set of tuples \( e^B \) that \( B \) assigns to \( e \) is coherent with set of tuples computed by the associated query \( V_e \) over \( D \), i.e., \( V_e^D \subseteq e^B \).

The above definition implies that sources are considered sound: the data they provide to the integration system satisfy the global schema, but are not necessarily complete [13]. Another possibility would be to consider them exact. When sources are exact, the mapping between the global schema and the sources is defined in such a way that, for every source database \( D \), and every element \( e \) of \( G \), it holds that \( V_e^D = e^B \).

**Example 2.** Figure 3 shows the global schema \( G_1 \) of a data integration system \( \mathcal{I}_1 = \langle G_1, S_1, M_1 \rangle \), where \( \text{age} \) is a functional attribute, \text{Student} has a mandatory participation in the relationship \text{Enrolled}, \text{Enrolled} is-a \text{Member}, and \text{University} is-a \text{Organization}. The schema models persons who can be members of one or more organizations, and students who are enrolled in universities. Suppose that \( S_1 \) is constituted by \( s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5, s_6, s_7, s_8 \), and that the mapping \( M_1 \) is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Person}(x) & \leftarrow s_1(x) \\
\text{Organization}(x) & \leftarrow s_2(x) \\
\text{Member}(x,y) & \leftarrow s_7(x,z), s_8(z,y) \\
\text{Student}(x) & \leftarrow s_3(x,y) \lor s_4(x,z) \\
\text{University}(x) & \leftarrow s_5(x) \\
\text{Enrolled}(x,y) & \leftarrow s_4(x,y) \\
\text{age}(x,y) & \leftarrow s_3(x,y) \lor s_6(x,y,z)
\end{align*}
\]

We are now ready to provide the definition of the semantics of a data integration system in our formalization.

**Definition 2.** Let \( \mathcal{I} = \langle G, S, M_{G,S} \rangle \) be a data integration system, and let \( D \) be a source database for \( \mathcal{I} \). The semantics of \( \mathcal{I} \) with respect to \( D \), denoted \( \text{sem}(\mathcal{I}, D) \), is the set of global databases that are legal for \( \mathcal{I} \) with respect to \( D \).

From the above definition it is easy to see that, in our framework, given a source database \( D \), different situations are possible:

1. No legal global database exists. This happens, in particular, when the data at the sources retrieved by the queries associated to the elements of the global schema do not satisfy the functional attribute constraints.
Example 3. Referring to Example 2 consider a source database $D_1$, where $s_3$ stores the tuple $(t_1, a_1)$, and $s_6$ stores the tuple $(t_1, a_2, v_1)$. The query associated to \textit{age} by the mapping $M_1$ specifies that, in every legal database of $I_1$ both tuples should belong to the extension of \textit{age}. However, \textit{age} is a functional attribute in $G_1$, and therefore no legal database exists for the data integration system $I_1$.

2. Several legal global databases exist. This happens, for example, when the data at the sources retrieved by the queries associated to the global relations do not satisfy the is-a relationships of the global schema. In this case, it may happen that several ways exist to add suitable objects to the elements of $G$ in order to satisfy the constraints. Each such ways yields a legal global database.

Example 4. Referring again to Example 2 consider a source database $D_2$, where $s_1$ stores $p_1$ and $p_2$, $s_2$ stores $o_1$, $s_5$ stores $u_1$, and $s_4$ stores $t_1$, and the pairs $(p_1, o_1)$ and $(p_2, u_1)$ are in the join between $s_7$ and $s_8$. By the mapping $M_1$, it follows that in every legal database of $I_1$, $p_1, p_2 \in \text{Person}$, $(p_1, o_1), (p_2, u_1) \in \text{Member}$, $o_1 \in \text{Organization}$, $t_1 \in \text{Student}$, $u_1 \in \text{University}$. Moreover, since $G_1$ specifies that \textit{Student} has a mandatory participation in the relationship \textit{Enrolled}, in every legal database for $I_1$, $t_1$ \textit{must} be enrolled in a certain university. The key point is that nothing is said in $D_2$ about which university, and therefore we have to accept as legal all databases for $I_1$ that differ in the university in which $t_1$ is enrolled.

In our framework, we assume that the first problem is solved by the queries extracting data at the sources. In other words, we assume that, for any functional attribute $A$, the corresponding query implements a suitable data cleaning strategy that ensures that, for every source database $D$ and every $x$, at most one tuple $(x, y)$ belongs to $V^D_A$ (similar condition holds for functional attributes of relationships). The interested reader is referred to [12] for more details of data cleaning techniques.

The second problem shows that the issue of query answering with incomplete information arises even in the global-as-view approach to data integration. Indeed, the existence of multiple global databases for the data integration system implies that query processing cannot simply reduce to evaluating the query over a single database. Rather, we should in principle take all possible legal global databases into account when answering a query.

It is interesting to observe that there are at least two different strategies to simplify the setting, and overcome this problem:

1. Data integration systems usually adopt a simpler data model (often, a plain relational data model) for expressing the global schema. In this case, the data retrieved from the sources trivially fits into the schema, and can be directly considered as the unique database to be processed during query answering.
2. The queries associated to the elements of the global schema are often considered as exact. In this case, analogously to the previous one, it is easy
to see that the only global database to be considered is the one formed by the data retrieved by the source. However, when data at the sources do not obey all semantic conditions that are implicit in the conceptual global schema, this single database is not coherent with the global schema, and the data integration system is inconsistent. This implies that query answering is meaningless. We argue that, in the usual case of autonomous, heterogeneous sources, it is very unlikely that data fit in the global schema, and therefore, this approach is too restrictive, in the sense that the data integration system would be often inconsistent.

The fact that the problem of incomplete information is overlooked in current approaches can be explained by observing that traditional data integration systems follow one of the above mentioned simplifying strategies: they either express the global schema as a set of plain relations, or consider the sources as exact (see, for instance, [9, 19, 4]). On the contrary, the goal of our work is to study the more general setting where the global schema is expressed in terms of a conceptual model, and sources are considered sound (but not necessarily complete). The above result demonstrates that, in this case, we have to account for multiple global databases, and the results described in Section 4 show how to process queries in this setting.

We conclude the section by defining the notion of query posed to the data integration system. A query $Q$ to a data integration system $I = (\mathcal{G}, \mathcal{S}, \mathcal{M}_G, \mathcal{S})$ is a conjunctive query, whose atoms have symbols in $\mathcal{G}$ as predicates, as illustrated in Section 2. Our goal here is to specify which are the tuples that form the answer to a query posed to a data integration system $I$. The fact that, given a source database $D$, several global databases may exist that are legal for $I$ with respect to $D$ complicates this task. In order to address this problem, we follow a first-order logic approach: a tuple $(c_1, \ldots, c_n)$ is considered an answer to the query only if it is a certain answer, i.e., it satisfies the query in every database that belongs to the semantics of the data integration system.

**Definition 3.** Let $I = (\mathcal{G}, \mathcal{S}, \mathcal{M}_G, \mathcal{S})$ be a data integration system, let $D$ be a source database for $I$, and let $Q$ be a query of arity $n$ to $I$. The set of certain answers $Q^{I,D}$ to $Q$ with respect to $I$ and $D$ is the set of tuples $(c_1, \ldots, c_n)$ such that $(c_1, \ldots, c_n) \in Q^B$, for each $B \in \text{sem}(I, D)$.

**Example 5.** Referring to Example 4, consider the query $Q_1$ to $I_1$:

$$Q_1(x) \leftarrow \text{Member}(x, y), \text{University}(y)$$

It is easy to see that $\{p_2, t_1\}$ is the set of certain answers to $Q_1$ with respect to $I_1$ and $D_2$. Thus, although $D_2$ does not indicate which university $t_1$ is enrolled in, the semantics of $I_1$ specifies that $t_1$ is enrolled in a university in all legal database for $I_1$. Since Member is a generalization of Enrolled, this implies that $t_1$ is in the set of certain answers to $Q_1$ with respect to $I_1$ and $D_2$. 


4 Answering Queries over the Global Schema

In this section we present an algorithm for computing the set of certain answers to queries posed to a data integration system. The key feature of the algorithm is to reason about both the query and the conceptual global schema in order to infer which tuples satisfy the query in all legal databases of the data integration system. Thus, the algorithm does not simply unfold the query on the basis of the mapping, as usually done in data integration systems based on the global-as-view approach. Indeed, we now show that a simple unfolding strategy does not work in our setting.

Example 6. Consider again Example 5 and suppose we simply unfold the query $Q_1$ in the standard way, by substituting each atom with the query that $M_1$ associates to the element in the atom. Then we get the query

$$ q(x) \leftarrow s_7(x, z), s_8(z, y), s_5(y) $$

If we evaluate this query over $D_2$, we get $\{p_2\}$ as result, thus missing the certain answer $t_1$.

Next we illustrate our algorithm for computing all certain answers. The algorithm is able to add more answers to those directly extracted from the sources, by exploiting the semantic conditions expressed in the conceptual global schema.

Let $I = \langle G, S, M_{G,S} \rangle$ be an integration system, let $D$ be a source database, and let $Q$ be a query over the global schema $G$. The algorithm is constituted by three major steps.

1. From the query $Q$, obtain a new query $\exp_G(Q)$ over the elements of the global schema $G$ in which the knowledge in $G$ that is relevant for $Q$ has been compiled in.

2. From $\exp_G(Q)$, compute the query $\unf_{M_{G,S}}(\exp_G(Q))$, by unfolding $\exp_G(Q)$ on the basis of the mapping $M_{G,S}$. The unfolding simply substitutes each atom of $\exp_G(Q)$ with the query associated by $M_{G,S}$ to the element in the atom. The resulting $\unf_{M_{G,S}}(\exp_G(Q))$ is a query over the source relations.

3. Evaluate the query $\unf_{M_{G,S}}(\exp_G(Q))$ over the source database $D$.

The last two steps are quite obvious. Instead, the first one requires to find a way to compile into the query the semantic relations holding among the concepts of the global schema $G$. Such semantic relations can indeed be crucial for inferring the complete set of certain answers.

The basic idea to do so is that the relations among the elements in $G$ can be captured by a suitable rule base $R_G$. To build $R_G$, we introduce a new predicate $P'$ (called primed predicate) for each predicate $P$ associated to an element $P$ of $G$. Then, from the semantics of the ER schema we devise the following rules (expressed in Logic Programming notation [20]):

- for each entity $E$, attribute $A$ and relationship $R$ in $G$, we have:

$$ E'(x) \leftarrow E(x) $$
$$ A'(x, y) \leftarrow A(x, y) $$
$$ R'(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \leftarrow R(x_1, \ldots, x_n) $$
– for each is-a relation between $E$ and $E_i$, or between $R$ and $R_i$ in an entity or relationship definition of $\mathcal{G}$, we have:

$$E'_i(x) \leftarrow E'(x)$$

$$R'_i(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \leftarrow R'(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$$

– for each attribute $A$ for an entity $E$ or a relationship $R$ in an attribute definition in $\mathcal{G}$, we have:

$$E'(x) \leftarrow A'(x, y)$$

$$R'(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \leftarrow A'(x_1, \ldots, x_n, y)$$

– for each relationship $R$ involving an entity $E_i$ as i-th component according to the corresponding relationship definition in $\mathcal{G}$, we have:

$$E'_i(x_i) \leftarrow R'(x_1, \ldots, x_i, \ldots, x_n)$$

– for each mandatory participation of an entity $E$ in a relationship $R_j$ in an entity definition of $\mathcal{G}$, we have:

$$R'_j(f_1(x), \ldots, x, \ldots, f_n(x)) \leftarrow E'(x)$$

where $f_i$ are fresh Skolem functions \textsuperscript{[20]}.

– for each mandatory attribute $A$ for an entity $E$ or a relationship $R$ in an attribute definition of $\mathcal{G}$, we have:

$$A'(x, f(x)) \leftarrow E'(x)$$

$$A'(x_1, \ldots, x_n, f(x)) \leftarrow R'(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$$

where $f$ is a fresh Skolem function.

Once we have defined such a rule base $\mathcal{R}_\mathcal{G}$, we can use it to generate the query $\exp_\mathcal{G}(Q)$ associated to the original query $Q$. This is done as follows:

1. First, we rewrite $Q$ by substituting each predicate $P$ in the body $\text{body}(Q)$ of $Q$ with $P'$. We denote by $Q'$ the resulting query. In the following we call “primed atom” every atom whose predicate is primed.

2. Then we build a partial resolution tree for $Q'$, i.e., a tree having each node labeled by a conjunctive query $q$, with one of the atoms in $\text{body}(q)$ marked as “selected”, obtained as follows.

(a) The root is labeled by $Q'$, and has marked as selected any (primed) atom in $\text{body}(Q')$ (for example the first in left-to-right order).

(b) Except if condition \textsuperscript{[20]} below is satisfied, a node, labeled by a conjunctive query $q$, has one child for each rule $r$ in $\mathcal{R}_\mathcal{G}$ such that there exists a most general unifier $\text{mgu}(\alpha, \text{head}(r))$ between the atom $\alpha$ and the head $\text{head}(r)$ of the rule $r$. Each of such children has the following properties:

\textsuperscript{[20]} We recall that given two atoms $\alpha$ and $\beta$ the most general unifier $\text{mgu}(\alpha, \beta)$ is a most general substitution for the variables in $\alpha$ and $\beta$ that makes $\alpha$ and $\beta$ equal.
– it is labeled by the query obtained from $q$ by replacing the atom $\alpha$ with $\text{body}(r)$ and by substituting the variables with $\text{mgu}(\alpha, \text{head}(r))$;
– it has as marked “selected” one of the primed atoms (for example the first in left-to-right order).

(c) If a node $d$ that is labeled by a query $q$ and there exists a predecessor $d'$ of $d$ labeled by a query $q'$ and a substitution $\theta$ of the variables of $q'$ that makes $q'$ equal to $q$, then $d$ has a single child, which is labeled by the empty query (a query whose body is false).

3. Finally we return as result the query $\text{exp}_G(Q)$ formed as the union of all non-empty queries in the leaves of the partial resolution tree.

The following three observations are crucial for characterizing both the termination and the correctness of our algorithm:

– The termination of the construction of the tree, and thus of the entire algorithm, is guaranteed by the condition (2c) and by the observation that all the rules in $R_G$ have a single atom in the body.
– By exploiting results on partial evaluation of logic programs (see [11]), it can be shown that $\text{exp}_G(Q)$ is equivalent to the original query $Q$ with respect to the global schema $G$, that is, for each database $\mathcal{B}$ that is legal for $G$, the evaluation of $Q$ yields the same result as $\text{exp}_G(Q)$, i.e., $Q^\mathcal{B} = (\text{exp}_G(Q))^\mathcal{B}$.
– The query $\text{exp}_G(Q)$ returned by the algorithm is a union of conjunctive queries. Each disjunct of $\text{exp}_G(Q)$ is a conjunctive query over the predicates of the global schema, i.e., the elements that have an associated query over the sources by virtue of the mapping.

The above observations imply that, if we evaluate $\text{unf}_{M_G,S}(\text{exp}_G(Q))$ over the source database $\mathcal{D}$, we get exactly the set of certain answers $q^I,D$ of $Q$ with respect to $\mathcal{I}$ and $\mathcal{D}$.

With regard to the characterization of the computational complexity of the algorithm, we observe that the number of disjuncts in $\text{exp}_G(Q)$ can be exponential in the number of rules in the rule base $R_G$ (and therefore in the size of the global schema $G$), and in the number of variables in the original query $Q$. Note, however, that this bound is independent of the size of $\mathcal{D}$, i.e., the size of data at the sources. We remind the reader that the evaluation of a union of conjunctive queries can be done in time polynomial with respect to the size of the data. Since $\text{exp}_G(Q)$ is a union of conjunctive queries, we can conclude that, if the queries associated by $M_G,S$ to the elements of $G$ can be evaluated in polynomial time in the size of the data at the sources, then evaluating $\text{unf}_{M_G,S}(\text{exp}_G(Q))$ over $\mathcal{D}$ is also polynomial in the size of the data at the sources. It follows that our query answering algorithm is polynomial with respect to data complexity.

Example 7. Referring again to Example 5, it is possible to see that, by evaluating the unfolding of the query returned by the algorithm, the whole set of certain answers to $Q_1$ with respect to $\mathcal{I}_1$ and $\mathcal{D}_2$ is obtained. In particular, $t_1$ is obtained by processing the rule $\text{Member}'(x,y) \leftarrow \text{Enrolled}'(x,y)$, which takes into account that $\text{Member}$ is a generalization of $\text{Enrolled}$ and the rule $\text{Enrolled}'(x,f(x)) \leftarrow \text{Student}'(x)$, which expresses the mandatory participation of $\text{Student}$ in $\text{Enrolled}$.
5 Conclusions

While it is a common opinion that query processing is an easy task in the global-as-view approach to data integration, we have shown the surprising result that, when the global schema is expressed in terms of a conceptual data model, even a very simple one, query processing becomes difficult. The difficulties basically arise because of the need of dealing with incomplete information, similarly to the case of the local-as-view approach to data integration.

After a logic-based characterization of the data integration system, we have presented a novel query processing algorithm that is able to compute all correct answers to a query posed to the global schema, by reasoning on both the query and the conceptual global schema. We have also shown that query processing, although exponential with respect to the size of the query and the global schema, remains of polynomial data complexity.

We have implemented a first prototype of data integration system based on the presented algorithm. In addition to specifying the global schema in terms of a conceptual data model, the system allows several types of constraints to be expressed on the sources. Although we did not address this issue here, these constraints are used for carrying out several optimizations in accessing the sources. Overall, the first experiments about the performance of the system are extremely encouraging.

In this paper, we used a simple conceptual data model for expressing the global schema, and we used the language of conjunctive queries for expressing queries over the global schema. We observe, however, that all the results presented in the paper can be straightforwardly extended to the class of unions of conjunctive queries. As future work, we aim at enriching the conceptual model with more advanced features, such as disjointness assertions, and cardinality constraints on attributes and relationships. With these features, query answering becomes even more complex, due to the need of performing more sophisticated forms of data cleaning and reconciliation [6,12]. Our goal is to modify the algorithm described in this paper so as to adapt to the new class of semantic conditions represented in the global schema.
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Abstract. During integration of multiple databases, there are a lot of methods to resolve various syntactical and semantic conflicts. However, the replication problem has less been taken into consideration. The replication means that the same entity or attributes may appear in multiple databases. Once they are integrated, the replication should be eliminated from the integrated views and an update occurring at one database should be propagated into the others. In this paper, we will discuss integration of multiple databases by the object deputy model. The model can easily resolve conflicts using switching operations and an object deputy algebra. The replication can also be handled by the object deputy model.

1 Introduction

Along with widespread use of internet, there are more and more information sources on the web. It becomes very important to provide an integrated access to them. Various techniques [3,4,5,7,12] have been developed to create a multidatabase system which is a confederation of preexisting, autonomous, and possibly heterogeneous, database systems. When an information source participates in a multidatabase system, its data model is mapped to a data model that is the same for all participating systems, called the common data model. Many researchers have advocated the use of an object-oriented data model as the common data model because it is semantically rich and can provide a variety of abstraction mechanisms for data integration. Furthermore, the object-oriented data model can define methods that enable arbitrary combinations of information stored in local databases and makes it possible to integrate nontraditional databases through behavioral mapping.

However, the object-oriented model is not enough to provide database interoperability because it has two serious problems. Firstly, it can only provide subclass constructor and support inheritance from superclass to subclass. Data integration needs not only specialization but also aggregation and generalization. Aggregation can be used to integrate component objects distributed in different databases. The attributes and methods of the component objects are inherited by the complex object in the global schema. The generalization can be used to integrate specific objects into general ones. Thus, the object-oriented model...
should be extended with superclass constructor and can define inheritance from a subclass to a superclass and from the component objects to the complex object. Secondly, the view mechanism is very difficult to be implemented. In order to integrate databases, their schemas should be dynamically defined and modified. The view mechanism plays an important role in restructuring the schema resulting from the merging of component schemas.

In this paper, we propose an object deputy approach to integrate multiple databases under a distributed environment. The object deputy model introduced by authors is the extension of the conventional object-oriented data model with the concepts of deputy objects and deputy classes. A deputy object is used to extend and customize its source object(s). Its schema is defined by a deputy class which can be derived by an object deputy algebra. The major features of deputy objects are summarized as follows.

1. A deputy object has its own persistent identifier, and may have additional attributes and methods that are not derived from its source object(s).
2. The attributes and methods of an object can be inherited by its deputy objects. The inheritance is realized through switching operations that can change the names and types of the inherited attributes and methods.
3. There is a bilateral link between an object and one of its deputy objects, which allows not only inheritance but also update propagation between them.

The object deputy model is more flexible than the traditional object-oriented model. It can provide inheritance for specialization, generalization and aggregation. In addition, as we discussed in the paper, the view mechanism is easy to be implemented by the object deputy model. The use of the object deputy model as the common data model can facilitate the creation of the federated schema. Due to heterogeneity, the various conflicts will arise during integration. The object deputy model can resolve these conflicts by switching operations and an object deputy algebra. If there are replications, they can be eliminated from the integrated view and their consistency among the local information sources can be maintained through update propagation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces an object deputy approach for database integration. Resolving conflicts and handling replication are discussed in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Section 5 will give a conclusion.

2 An Object Deputy Approach

There are usually two ways to provide an integrated access to multiple, distributed, heterogeneous information sources. One is based on view mechanisms that are realized by computation methods. That is, the user query is divided into several sub-queries that are executed by information sources. The results of the sub-queries are integrated and returned to the user. The other way is through data warehousing that is based on materialized view mechanisms. At data warehouses, the data of interest are extracted from information source,
and integrated in advance. When a user query is issued, the query is evaluated
directly at the data warehouse, without accessing the underlying information
sources.

In this paper, we will provide an object deputy approach which can com-
bine the above two ways. The basic idea is (1) to select the objects of interest
from information sources, (2) create their materialized deputy objects to avoid
communication delays, and (3) form an integrated and application-specific view
by properly selecting combination of computed and materialized deputy objects,
considering the trade-off problems between storage cost and computation over-
head.

In order to reduce storage overhead, deputy objects derived for integration
are usually not materialized. If the integration requires time-consumption type
conversion, some of them will be materialized. For example, converting images
from a format into another may take too much time. Therefore, the deputy
objects of those image objects with formats different from the uniform one should
be materialized, and the others need not. Thus, an integrated view is realized by
the computed/materialized deputy objects or their mixtures (Even in the same
deputy object, some of its inherited attributes can be defined to be materialized,
and the others to be unmaterized).

The concept of deputy objects was at first introduced by authors for the
unified realization of object views, roles and migration. In order to illustrate
that it is also useful for database integration, we will review its definition.

The object-oriented data model represents real-world entities in term of
objects. Objects are identified by system-defined identifiers which are inde-
pendent of objects’ states. An object has attributes which represent properties
of a corresponding real-world entity. The state of an object is represented by its
attribute values, which are read and written by basic methods. In addition, there
are general methods that represent behavior of objects. Objects having the same
attributes and methods are clustered into classes which make it possible to
avoid specification and storage of redundant information. A formal definition of
objects and classes is given as follows.

Definition 1. Each object has an identifier, attributes and methods. Schema of
objects with the same attributes and methods is defined by a class which consists
of a name, an extent and a type. The extent of a class is a set of objects belonging
to it, called its instances. The type of a class is definitions of its attributes and
methods. A class named as C is represented as

\[ C = \langle \{o\}, \{T_a : a\}, \{m : \{T_p : p\}\} \rangle \]

1. \(\{o\}\) is the extent of \(C\), where \(o\) is one of instances of \(C\).
2. \(\{T_a : a\}\) is the set of attribute definitions of \(C\), where \(a\) and \(T_a\) represent
   name and type of an attribute, respectively. The value of attribute \(a\) of object
   \(o\) is expressed by \(o.a\). For each attribute \(T_a : a\), there are two basic method:
   read\((o, a)\) for reading \(o.a\) and write\((o, a, v)\) for writing \(o.a\) with the new value
   \(v\), expressed as follows.
Deputy objects are defined as extension and customization of objects. An object can have many deputy objects that are used to customize objects for different applications or represent its many facet nature. The schemas of deputy objects are defined by deputy classes that are derived by creating deputy objects as their instances, generating switching operations for inheritance of attributes and methods, and adding definitions for their additional attributes and methods. A formal definition of deputy objects and deputy classes is given as follows.

**Definition 2.** A deputy object is generated from object(s) or other deputy object(s). The latter is called source object(s) of the former. A deputy object must inherit some attributes/methods from its source object. The schema of deputy objects with the same properties is defined by a deputy class, which includes a name, extent and type. Deputy classes are derived from classes of source objects, called source classes. In general, let \( C^s = \langle \{o^s\}, \{T_{a^s} : a^s\}, \{m^s : \{T_{p^s} : p^s\}\} \rangle \) be a source class. Its deputy class \( C^d \) is defined as

\[
C^d = \langle \{o^d \mid (o^d \rightarrow o^s) \vee (o^d \rightarrow \ldots \times o^s \times \ldots) \vee (o^d \rightarrow \{o^s\})\}, \ 
sp(o^s) \vee cp(\ldots \times o^s \times \ldots) \vee gp(\{o^s\}) = true, \ 
\{T_{a^d} : a^d\} \cup \{T_{a^d_+} : a^d_+\}, \{m^d : \{T_{p^d} : p^d\}\} \cup \{m^d_+ : \{T_{p^d_+} : p^d_+\}\}\rangle
\]

1. \( \{o^d \mid (o^d \rightarrow o^s) \vee (o^d \rightarrow \ldots \times o^s \times \ldots) \vee (o^d \rightarrow \{o^s\})\} \) is the extent of \( C^d \), where \( (o^d \rightarrow o^s) \) represents that \( o^d \) is the deputy object of \( o^s \), \( \ldots \times o^s \times \ldots \), or \( \{o^s\} \); \( sp \), \( cp \) and \( gp \) represent selection, combination and grouping predicate, respectively.

2. \( \{T_{a^d} : a^d\} \cup \{T_{a^d_+} : a^d_+\} \) is the set of attribute definitions of \( C^d \).

(a) \( \{T_{a^d} : a^d\} \) is the set of the attributes inherited from \( \{T_{a^s} : a^s\} \) of \( C^s \), of which switching operations are defined as

\[
read(o^d, a^d) \Rightarrow f_{T_{a^d} \rightarrow T_{a^d}}(read(o^s, a^s)),
write(o^d, a^d, v^d) \Rightarrow write(o^s, a^s, f_{T_{a^d} \rightarrow T_{a^s}}(v^d))
\]

(b) \( \{T_{a^d_+} : a^d_+\} \) is the set of the additional attributes of \( C^d \), of which basic methods are defined as

\[
read(o^d, a^d_+) \Rightarrow o^d.a^d_+,
write(o^d, a^d_+, v^d_+) \Rightarrow o^d.a^d_+ := v^d_+
\]
3. \( \{ m^d : \{ T_{p^d} : p^d \} \} \cup \{ m^+_d : \{ T_{p^+_d} : p^+_d \} \} \) is the set of method definitions of \( C^d \).

(a) \( \{ m^d : \{ T_{p^d} : p^d \} \} \) is the set of the methods inherited from \( \{ m^s : \{ T_{p^s} : p^s \} \} \) of \( C^s \), of which are applied through switching operations as

\[
\text{apply}(o^d, m^d, \{ p^d \}) \Rightarrow \uparrow \text{apply}(o^s, m^s, \{ f_{T_{p^d} \rightarrow T_{p^s}}(p^d) \})
\]

(b) \( \{ m^+_d : \{ T_{p^+_d} : p^+_d \} \} \) is the set of the additional methods of \( C^d \), which are applied as

\[
\text{apply}(o^d, m^+_d, \{ p^+_d \})
\]

According to the above definition, deputy objects have persistent identifiers but their attribute values inherited from source objects are still computed through switching operations that need communicate with the underlying information sources. In order to improve performance, queries are required to be evaluated locally since information sources may be remote or unavailable for some time. For this reason, we extend deputy mechanisms to allow deputy objects to materialize their inherited attribute values. The definitions of basic methods for the inherited attribute of which value is materialized are changed as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{read}(o^d, a^d) & \Rightarrow \uparrow o^d.a^d, \\
\text{write}(o^d, a^d, v^d) & \Rightarrow o^d.a^d := v^d \land \text{write}(o^s, a^s, f_{T_{a^d} \rightarrow T_{a^s}}(v^d)), \\
\text{update}(o^d, a^d) & \Rightarrow o^d.a^d := f_{T_{a^s} \rightarrow T_{a^d}}(\text{read}(o^s, a^s))
\end{align*}
\]

That is, the inherited attribute values are precomputed and can be directly read from the deputy object. Thus, queries on the integrated views need not interfere with objects at remote sources. The update of the inherited attribute value of a deputy object need to be reflected in its source object(s). Therefore, the writing method is first to update the precomputed value and then propagate the change into the original one through the switching operation. On the other hand, the update of the original attribute value requires to recompute the inherited attribute value of the deputy object. This operation is realized by introducing another basic method for each inherited attribute. The basic update method updates the inherited attribute value according to its dependence relationship defined by the switching operation. It is triggered when the original attribute value is updated.

After the objects of interest are extracted from multiple heterogeneous information sources by creating their materialized deputy objects, their integration will be realized by an object deputy algebra, which consists of the six algebraic operations: Select, Project, Extend, Union, Join, Grouping.

In order to offer an integrated view, the schema mismatch of objects must be overcome at first. Since the inheritance by switching operations allows the names and types of attributes between objects and their deputy objects to be different, the synonym, homonym and type mismatch problems can be solved by defining appropriate switching operations. After the schema mismatch of objects has been solved, object integration can be realized by applying the object deputy algebra, of which the selection operation is mainly used to select objects of interest for integration. The same kind of real-world entities may be defined in multiple
sources with attributes and methods more or less than what need be included in the integrated view. The project operation can be used to hide unnecessary ones, and the extend operation to add necessary ones (with default values). The objects with the same attributes and methods from different sources can be integrated into a single class by the union operation. If attributes and methods of a real-world entity are distributed in different sources, the conceptually related components can be combined by the join operation. In addition, the same objects replicately defined in different sources can be grouped by the grouping operation.

3 Resolving Conflicts

We firstly build object-oriented interfaces on top of non object-oriented information sources. The interface consists of a set of classes, which defines the properties and messages for a set of objects. Each definitional property has a name followed by its domain. The domain of a definitional property can be a basic type (for example, integer, boolean, string) or a class. The basic operations for messages are implemented in terms of primitives provided by the local information source. That means each local information source is converted into a uniform view. It mainly solves conflicts due to syntactical heterogeneity and different data models.

The next step is how to integrate semantically heterogeneous schemas in an integrated view. There may be various conflicts during integration. They can be resolved through homogenizing, specialization, generalization and aggregation.

3.1 Homogenizing Objects

When integrating several heterogeneous information sources, there are the problems of having different names for equivalent entities or attributes, or having the same name for different entities or attributes. In addition, different expressions, units or level of precision may be used to denote similar information. These conflicts can be resolved by defining deputy objects with switching operations which can rename attributes/methods and change their expressions, units or level of precision. For example, an employee’s monthly income in one database is expressed as salary in another. Suppose that they have different units, Japanese yuan for the monthly income and USA dollar for salary. If they need be homogenized into salary with USA dollar as unit, we can define the deputy object with the following switching operation.

$$\text{Read}(d, \text{salary}) \rightarrow \text{Read}(o, \text{monthly\_salary}) \ast \text{ju\_rate};$$

$$\text{Write}(d, \text{salary}, v) \rightarrow \text{Write}(o, \text{monthly\_salary}, v/\text{ju\_rate})$$

Here \(\text{ju\_rate}\) represents exchange rate from Japanese yuan to USA dollar.

Conflicts involving “missing attributes “ arise when the numbers of attributes are different in semantically equivalent entities across several information sources. There are two ways to resolve this type of conflict. One way is to hide the extra attributes from the entities which have more attributes than other entities. This can be realized by deriving a deputy class using the algebraic operation: Project.
The Project operation is used to derive a deputy class which only inherits part of attributes and methods of a source class. Its formal definition is as follows.

**Definition 3.** Let \( C^s = \langle \{o^s\}, \{T_{a^s} : a^s\}, \{m^s : \{T_{p^s} : p^s\}\} \rangle \) be a source class, \( \{T_{a^s_\ominus} : a^s_\ominus\} \) and \( \{m^s_\ominus : \{T_{p^s_\ominus} : p^s_\ominus\}\} \) be subsets of attributes and methods of \( C^s \) which are allowed to be inherited. A deputy class derived by the Project operation is represented as \( C^d = \text{Project}(C^s, \{T_{a^s_\ominus} : a^s_\ominus\}, \{m^s_\ominus : \{T_{p^s_\ominus} : p^s_\ominus\}\}) \).

1. The extent of \( C^d \) is the set of deputy objects of instances of \( C^s \), which is expressed as
   \[
   \{o^d | o^d \rightarrow o^s\}
   \]
2. The set of attributes of \( C^d \) is defined as \( \{T_{a^d} : a^d\} \), which are inherited from the attributes \( \{T_{a^s_\ominus} : a^s_\ominus\} \) of \( C^s \). The switching operations for inheriting \( T_{a^s_\ominus} : a^s_\ominus \) in form of \( T_{a^d} : a^d_\ominus \) are realized in the following way.
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   \text{read}(o^d, a^d) & \Rightarrow f_{T_{a^d} \leftarrow T_{a^s_\ominus}}(\text{read}(o^s, a^s)), \\
   \text{write}(o^d, a^d_\ominus, v^d_\ominus) & \Rightarrow \text{write}(o^s, a^s_\ominus, f_{T_{a^d} \leftarrow T_{a^s_\ominus}}(v^s_\ominus))
   \end{align*}
   \]
3. The set of methods of \( C^d \) is defined as \( \{m^d_\ominus : \{T_{p^d_\ominus} : p^d_\ominus\}\} \), which are inherited from the methods \( \{m^s_\ominus : \{T_{p^s_\ominus} : p^s_\ominus\}\} \) of \( C^s \). The switching operation for inheriting \( m^s_\ominus : \{T_{p^s_\ominus} : p^s_\ominus\} \) in form of \( m^d_\ominus : \{T_{p^d_\ominus} : p^d_\ominus\} \) is realized in the following way.
   \[
   \text{apply}(o^d, m^d_\ominus, \{p^d_\ominus\}) \Rightarrow f_{T_{p^d_\ominus} \leftarrow T_{p^s_\ominus}}(\text{apply}(o^s, m^s_\ominus, \{f_{T_{p^d_\ominus} \leftarrow T_{p^s_\ominus}}(p^s_\ominus)\}))
   \]

The other way is to add the extra attributes to the entities which have less attributes than other entities. This can be realized by deriving a deputy class using the algebraic operation: Extend. The Extend operation is used to derive a deputy class of which instances are extended with additional attributes and methods that can not be derived from a source class. Its formal definition is as follows.

**Definition 4.** Let \( C^s = \langle \{o^s\}, \{T_{a^s} : a^s\}, \{m^s : \{T_{p^s} : p^s\}\} \rangle \) be a source class, \( \{T_{a^d_+} : a^d_+\} \) and \( \{m^d_+ : \{T_{p^d_+} : p^d_+\}\} \) be sets of additional attributes and methods. A deputy class derived by the Extend operation is represented as \( C^d = \text{Extend}(C^s, \{T_{a^d_+} : a^d_+\}, \{m^d_+ : \{T_{p^d_+} : p^d_+\}\}) \).

1. The extent of \( C^d \) is the set of deputy objects of instances of \( C^s \), which is expressed as
   \[
   \{o^d | o^d \rightarrow o^s\}
   \]
2. The set of attributes of \( C^d \) is defined as union of attributes \( \{T_{a^d} : a^d\} \) inherited from the attributes \( \{T_{a^s} : a^s\} \) of \( C^s \) and its additional attributes \( \{T_{a^d_+} : a^d_+\} \), expressed as \( \{T_{a^d} : a^d\} \cup \{T_{a^d_+} : a^d_+\} \).
(a) The switching operations for inheriting $T_{a^s} : a^s$ in form of $T_{a^d} : a^d$ are realized in the following way.

$\text{read}(o^d, a^d) \Rightarrow \uparrow f_{T_{a^s} \rightarrow T_{a^d}}(\text{read}(o^s, a^s))$,

$\text{write}(o^d, a^d, v^d) \Rightarrow \text{write}(o^s, a^s, f_{T_{a^d} \rightarrow T_{a^s}}(v^d))$

(b) For each additional attribute $T_{a^d_+} : a^d_+$, the following two basic methods are realized, which are operated independently of the source object.

$\text{read}(o^d, a^d_+) \Rightarrow \uparrow o^d.a^d_+$,

$\text{write}(o^d, a^d_+, v^d) \Rightarrow o^d.a^d_+ := v^d$

3. The set of methods of $C^d$ is defined as union of methods $\{m^d : \{T_{p^d} : p^d\}\}$ inherited from the methods $\{m^s : \{T_{p^s} : p^s\}\}$ of $C^s$ and its additional methods $\{m^d_+ : \{T_{p^d_+} : p^d_+\}\}$, expressed as $\{m^d : \{T_{p^d} : p^d\}\} \cup \{m^d_+ : \{T_{p^d_+} : p^d_+\}\}$.

(a) The switching operation for inheriting $m^s : \{T_{p^s} : p^s\}$ in form of $m^d : \{T_{p^d} : p^d\}$ is realized in the following way.

$\text{apply}(o^d, m^d, \{p^d\}) \Rightarrow \uparrow \text{apply}(o^s, m^s, f_{T_{p^d} \rightarrow T_{p^s}}(p^d))$

(b) For each additional method $m^d_+ : \{T_{p^d_+} : p^d_+\}$, the following switching operation is realized, which is applied independently of the source object.

$\text{apply}(o^d, m^d_+, \{p^d_+\})$

3.2 Specialization

Each application may have its own integrated views which select their needed objects from local information sources. The specialization abstract mechanism can be used to achieve such an objective. For example, an application wants to access all of undergraduates. There is a student class including both the graduates and the undergraduates in one information source and an undergraduate class in the other. In order to integrate the student class and the undergraduate class for the application, the student class should be specialized so that it can be integrated with the undergraduate class. We can define a deputy class as the specialization of the student class. The deputy class only contains deputy objects of student objects which are undergraduates.

The formal definition of the Select operation is as follows. It is used to derive a deputy class of which instances are the deputy objects of the instances of a source class selected according to a selection predicate.

**Definition 5.** Let $C^s = \langle \{o^s\}, \{T_{a^s} : a^s\}, \{m^s : \{T_{p^s} : p^s\}\} \rangle$ be a source class. A deputy class derived by the Select operation is represented as $C^d = \text{Select}(C^s, sp)$, where $sp$ is a selection predicate.

1. The extent of $C^d$ is the set of deputy objects of instances of $C^s$ which satisfy the selection predicate $sp$, expressed as

$$\{ o^d | o^d \rightarrow o^s, sp(o^s) == \text{true} \}$$

2. The set of attributes of $C^d$ is defined as $\{T_{a^d} : a^d\}$, which are inherited from the attributes $\{T_{a^s} : a^s\}$ of $C^s$. The switching operations for inheriting $T_{a^s} : a^s$ in form of $T_{a^d} : a^d$ are realized in the following way.
Definition 6. Let \( C_1^s = \langle \{ o_1^s \}, \{ T_{a_1} : a_1^s \}, \{ m_1^s : \{ T_{p_1}^s : p_1^s \} \} \rangle, \ldots, C_m^s = \langle \{ o_m^s \}, \{ T_{a_m} : a_m^s \}, \{ m_m^s : \{ T_{p_m}^s : p_m^s \} \} \rangle \) be source classes, \( \{ T_{a} : a^s \} = \{ T_{a_1} : a_1^s \} \cap \ldots \cap \{ T_{a_m} : a_m^s \} \) and \( \{ m^s : \{ T_{p}^s : p^s \} \} = \{ m_1^s : \{ T_{p_1}^s : p_1^s \} \} \cap \ldots \cap \{ m_m^s : \{ T_{p_m}^s : p_m^s \} \} \) be common sets of attributes and methods of \( C_1^s, \ldots, C_m^s \). A deputy class derived by the \textbf{Union} operation is represented as \( C^d = \text{Union}(C_1^s, \ldots, C_m^s) \).

1. The extent of \( C^d \) is union of sets of deputy objects of instances of \( C_1^s, \ldots, C_m^s \), which is expressed as
   \[
   \{ o_1^d | o_1^d \rightarrow o_1^s \} \cup \ldots \cup \{ o_m^d | o_m^d \rightarrow o_m^s \}
   \]

2. The set of attributes of \( C^d \) is defined as \( \{ T_{a} : a^d \} \), which are inherited from the common attributes \( \{ T_{a} : a^s \} \) of \( C_1^s, \ldots, C_m^s \). The switching operations for inheriting \( T_{a} : a^s \) in form of \( T_{a} : a^d \) are realized in the following way.
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   \text{read}(o_1^d, a^d) &\Rightarrow f_{T_{a} \rightarrow T_{a}^d}(\text{read}(o_1^s, a^s)) \\
   \text{write}(o_1^d, a^d, v^d) &\Rightarrow \text{write}(o_1^s, a^s, f_{T_{a} \rightarrow T_{a}^d}(v^d)) \\
   \ldots \\
   \text{read}(o_m^d, a^d) &\Rightarrow f_{T_{a} \rightarrow T_{a}^d}(\text{read}(o_m^s, a^s)) \\
   \text{write}(o_m^d, a^d, v^d) &\Rightarrow \text{write}(o_m^s, a^s, f_{T_{a} \rightarrow T_{a}^d}(v^d))
   \end{align*}
   \]

3. The set of methods of \( C^d \) is defined as \( \{ m^d : \{ T_{p} : p^d \} \} \), which are inherited from the common methods \( \{ m^s : \{ T_{p}^s : p^s \} \} \) of \( C_1^s, \ldots, C_m^s \). The switching operations for inheriting \( m^s \) in form of \( m^d \) are realized in the following way.
\[
\text{apply}(o_1^d, m^d, \{p^d\}) \Rightarrow \uparrow \text{apply}(o_1^s, m^s, \{f_{T_{p_1^d \rightarrow T_{p_1^s}}}(p^d)\}) \\
\vdots \\
\text{apply}(o_m^d, m^d, \{p^d\}) \Rightarrow \uparrow \text{apply}(o_m^s, m^s, \{f_{T_{p_m^d \rightarrow T_{p_m^s}}}(p^d)\})
\]

### 3.4 Aggregation

Attributes of a complex entity of real world may be distributed in different databases. Suppose each research report is requested to be reviewed by another researcher and the review result is stored in the reviewer’s private database. In order to offer an integrated view, these two conceptually related components need be combined. A complex deputy object, namely a deputy object having several source component objects, is useful for such a purpose. The algebraic operation: Join provided by object deputy model can be used to derive automatically a complex deputy class.

The formal definition of the \textbf{Join} operation is as follows. It is used to derive a deputy class of which instances are deputy objects for aggregating instances of source classes according to a combination predicate.

\textbf{Definition 7.} Let \(C_1^s = \langle \{o_1^s\}, \{T_{a_1^s} : a_1^s\}, \{m_1^s : \{T_{p_1^s} : p_1^s\}\} \rangle \), ..., \(C_n^s = \langle \{o_n^s\}, \{T_{a_n^s} : a_n^s\}, \{m_n^s : \{T_{p_n^s} : p_n^s\}\} \rangle \) be source classes. A deputy class derived by the \textbf{Join} operation is represented as \(C^d = \text{Join}(C_1^s, ..., C_n^s, cp)\), where \(cp\) is a combination predicate.

1. The extent of \(C^d\) is the set of deputy objects of aggregations of instances of \(C_1^s, ..., C_n^s\) satisfying the combination predicate \(cp\), which is expressed as

\[
\{o^d | o^d \rightarrow o_1^s \times ... \times o_n^s, cp(o_1^s \times ... \times o_n^s) = \text{true}\}
\]

2. The set of attributes of \(C^d\) is defined as the union of attribute sets \(\{T_{a_1^d} : a_1^d\}, ..., \{T_{a_n^d} : a_n^d\}\) respectively inherited from \(C_1^s, ..., C_n^s\), expressed as \(\{T_{a_1^d} : a_1^d\} \cup \ldots \cup \{T_{a_n^d} : a_n^d\}\). The switching operations for attributes \(\{T_{a_1^d} : a_1^d\}, ..., \{T_{a_n^d} : a_n^d\}\) respectively inherited from the attributes \(\{T_{a_1^s} : a_1^s\}\) of \(C_1^s\), ..., \(\{T_{a_n^s} : a_n^s\}\) of \(C_n^s\) are realized in the following way.

\[
\text{read}(o^d, a_1^d) \Rightarrow \uparrow f_{T_{a_1^d \rightarrow T_{a_1^s}}} (\text{read}(o_1^s, a_1^s)), \\
\text{write}(o^d, a_1^d, v_1^d) \Rightarrow \text{write}(o_1^s, a_1^s, f_{T_{a_1^d \rightarrow T_{a_1^s}}} (v_1^d)) \\
\vdots \\
\text{read}(o^d, a_n^d) \Rightarrow \uparrow f_{T_{a_n^d \rightarrow T_{a_n^s}}} (\text{read}(o_n^s, a_n^s)), \\
\text{write}(o^d, a_n^d, v_n^d) \Rightarrow \text{write}(o_n^s, a_n^s, f_{T_{a_n^d \rightarrow T_{a_n^s}}} (v_n^d))
\]

3. The set of methods of \(C^d\) is defined as the union of method sets \(\{m_1^d : \{T_{p_1^d} : p_1^d\}\}, ..., \{m_n^d : \{T_{p_n^d} : p_n^d\}\}\) respectively inherited from \(C_1^s, ..., C_n^s\), expressed as \(\{m_1^d : \{T_{p_1^d} : p_1^d\}\} \cup \ldots \cup \{m_n^d : \{T_{p_n^d} : p_n^d\}\}\). The switching operations for methods \(\{m_1^d : \{T_{p_1^d} : p_1^d\}\}, ..., \{m_n^d : \{T_{p_n^d} : p_n^d\}\}\) respectively inherited from the methods \(\{m_1^s : \{T_{p_1^s} : p_1^s\}\}\) of \(C_1^s\), ..., \(\{m_n^s : \{T_{p_n^s} : p_n^s\}\}\) of \(C_n^s\) are realized in the following way.
apply(o^d, m^d_1, \{p^d_1\}) \Rightarrow \uparrow apply(o^s_1, m^s_1, \{f_{T^d_{r_1}} \rightarrow T^d_{r_1}(p^d_1)\})

\ldots

apply(o^d, m^d_n, \{p^d_n\}) \Rightarrow \uparrow apply(o^s_n, m^s_n, \{f_{T^d_{r_n}} \rightarrow T^d_{r_n}(p^d_n)\})

It should be noted that the complex deputy object is different from the usual complex object. It can restrict usage of attributes and methods of its components by switching operations while the usual complex object can use attributes of its component objects without any limitation through navigation. In addition, the semantic constraints on the component source objects of a complex deputy object can be defined by the combination predicate, which can be enforced through update propagation (since a complex deputy object and its source component objects are linked bilaterally, the update on any component source object can be propagated to the complex deputy object.)

4 Handling Replication

When integrating several databases, there exist replications. Replications means that the same entities or attributes may appear at different databases. In the integrated views, the replications need be eliminated. The integrated system is usually used both to access the data and to update the stored information. When an object is modified in the integrated view, all of replications at the local information sources should be updated at the same time. In addition, any modification on one of the replications should be propagated into the others. Therefore, we need a mechanism to handle replications in the integrated views.

The attribute replication may arise when several objects are combined into a complex deputy object. In this case, all of the replicated attributes are inherited as a single attribute by the complex deputy object. For example, a student has two records in different databases. One record has attributes including name and age while the other has attributes including name and address. When two records are integrated, the name attribute will be replicated. The attributes of the student are inherited by the deputy object in the following way.

\[ d \rightarrow r_1 \times r_2; \]
\[ read(d, \text{name}) \rightarrow read(r_1, \text{name}) \lor read(r_2, \text{name}); \]
\[ write(d, \text{name}, v) \rightarrow write(r_1, \text{name}, v) \land write(r_2, \text{name}, v) \]
\[ read(d, \text{age}) \rightarrow read(r_1, \text{age}); \]
\[ write(d, \text{age}, v) \rightarrow write(r_1, \text{age}, v) \]
\[ read(d, \text{address}) \rightarrow read(r_2, \text{address}); \]
\[ write(d, \text{address}, v) \rightarrow write(r_2, \text{address}, v) \]

Here, r1 and r2 represent the two records of the student. d is a deputy object used to integrate r1 and r2. That means any one of the replicated attributes can be read but all of them should be written with the new value at the same time.

The entity replication may arise when a deputy class is defined as the union of several classes. The replication can be handled by deriving a deputy class of the deputy class through the algebraic operation: Grouping. The Grouping operation is used to derive a deputy class of which instances are deputy objects
for grouping instances of a source class according to a grouping predicate. That is, the replicated objects are grouped by a single deputy object. The formal definition of the Grouping operation is as follows.

**Definition 8.** Let \( C^s = \langle \{o^s\}, \{T_{o^s} : a^s\}, \{m^s : \{T_{p^s} : p^s\}\} \rangle \) be a source class. A deputy class derived by the Grouping operation is represented as \( C^d = \text{Grouping} (C^s, gp) \), where \( gp \) is a grouping predicate.

1. The extent of \( C^d \) is the set of deputy objects for grouping instances of \( C^s \) according to the grouping predicate \( gp \), which is expressed as
   \[
   \{o^d | o^d \rightarrow \{o^s\}, gp(\{o^s\}) = \text{true} \}
   \]

2. The set of attributes of \( C^d \) is defined as \( \{T_{o^d} : a^d\} \) which are inherited from the attributes \( \{T_{o^s} : a^s\} \) of \( C^s \). The switching operations for inheriting \( T_{a^s} : a^s \) in form of \( T_{a^d} : a^d \) are realized in the following way.
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   \text{read}(o^d, a^d) \Rightarrow & \uparrow f(T_{o^s}) \rightarrow T_{o^d}((\text{read}(o^s, a^s)), \\
   \text{write}(o^d, a^d, v^d) \Rightarrow & \{\text{write}(o^s, a^s, f_{T_{a^d} \rightarrow T_{a^s}}(v^d))\}
   \end{align*}
   \]

3. The set of methods of \( C^d \) is defined as \( \{m^d : \{T_{p^d} : p^d\}\} \) which are inherited from the methods \( \{m^s : \{T_{p^s} : p^s\}\} \) of \( C^s \). The switching operation for inheriting \( m^s : \{T_{p^s} : p^s\} \) in form of \( m^d : \{T_{p^d} : p^d\} \) is realized in the following way.
   \[
   \text{apply}(o^d, m^d, \{p^d\}) \Rightarrow \{\uparrow \text{apply}(o^s, m^s, f_{T_{p^d} \rightarrow T_{p^s}}(p^d))\}
   \]

Suppose \( o_1, o_2 \) and \( o_3 \) with attribute \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) are the replicated objects which are grouped by the deputy object \( d \). \( d \) inherits attributes \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) of \( o_1 \), \( o_2 \) and \( o_3 \) in the following way.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{read}(d, a_1) \rightarrow & \text{read}(o_1, a_1) \lor \text{read}(o_2, a_1) \lor \text{read}(o_3, a_1) \\
\text{write}(d, a_1, v_1) \rightarrow & \text{write}(o_1, a_1, v_1) \land \text{write}(o_2, a_1, v_1) \land \text{write}(o_3, a_1, v_1) \\
\text{read}(d, a_2) \rightarrow & \text{read}(o_1, a_2) \lor \text{read}(o_2, a_2) \lor \text{read}(o_3, a_2) \\
\text{write}(d, a_2, v_2) \rightarrow & \text{write}(o_1, a_2, v_2) \land \text{write}(o_2, a_2, v_2) \land \text{write}(o_3, a_2, v_2)
\end{align*}
\]

The above way can guarantee that any modification on the integrated view can be reflected in all of the replicated attributes and entities. Because the integrated view can be used as the bridge among the autonomous information sources, any update on the object in an information source can be propagated into another information source.

Consider the first example again. If the record \( r_1 \) is modified with a new name, the deputy object \( d \) will be notified with the update because there exists a pointer from \( r_1 \) to \( d \). \( d \) can read the new name and then write the new name to \( r_2 \). Thus, \( r_2 \) is also updated with the new name.

In the similar way, the second example can deal with updates occurring in the local information sources. Suppose the attribute \( a_1 \) of the object \( o_2 \) is modified with a new value \( v_1 \). The deputy object \( d \) will be notified with the update. Because the update is from the object \( o_2 \), the new value can be read
from o2. Using the writing operation, the new value can be written into all of the replicated objects o1, o2 and o3. Because the attribute a1 of the object o2 has been modified before the update broadcasting, it does not need to be updated once again. It can be detected by comparing the new value with the current attribute value of the object o2. This method can avoid a lot of unnecessary modification.

Suppose o1 and o2 have the replicated attribute a and they are combined by the deputy object d1. Furthermore, d1 and d2 represent the replicated entities. They are grouped by a deputy object d. If the attribute a of the object o2 is modified, the attribute a of the object o1 will be updated using the deputy object d1 as the bridge. Once the attribute a of both o1 and o2 has been updated, it shows that attribute a of the deputy object d1 is updated. The update will be propagated to the deputy object d2 through the deputy object d. By comparing d1.a with the new value, the d1.a does not need to be updated once again. Thus, rewriting o1.a and o2.a can be avoided.

If there are attribute value conflicts, they can be resolved through update propagation. It means that the latest updated one is preferable. For example, the stock information is usually updated with the latest one. If the update does not occur, the conflict can be found by comparing the replicated attribute values when they are read. The latest updated one is always used to replace the other different values. In this way, the consistency among the replicated attributes can be maintained.

5 Conclusion

A lot of research efforts [3,4,5,7,12] have been made to integrate heterogeneous information sources under the distributed environment. Object-oriented approach is thought as a good solution to the problem of the heterogeneous system interoperability because the object-oriented model is semantically rich and can define complex mapping even for information sources without database schema. In addition, methods can be used to resolve various syntactic and semantic conflicts. Especially, the inheritance mechanism can incrementally refine class for specialization and factor out the commonalities from several different class descriptions as a more general superclass. The object-oriented view mechanism is a major way to achieve such an objective.

However, the traditional object-oriented data model is not enough flexible so that its view mechanism is difficult to be implemented. Although a lot of view mechanisms [1,2,6,7,10] were published, to our knowledge, almost no commercial object-oriented databases provide true view supports. We know that flexibility of relational databases is due to their data independence that enables data to be divided and combined very easily. Similarly, a flexible object-oriented database should also allow objects to be restructured. Without this feature, view mechanisms are difficult to be incorporated into object-oriented databases.

We extended the traditional object-oriented data model with deputy objects. An object can have many deputy objects and a single deputy object can share
multiple objects. Thus, although the encapsulation feature of object-oriented database limits capability of object restructuring, dividing and combining objects can still be done indirectly through their deputy objects. That is, the object deputy model enables object views to be easily realized. Thus, an object deputy approach is a better way to realize database integration.
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Abstract. Range-aggregate queries on the data cube are powerful tools for analysis in data warehouse environments. Cubetree is a technique materializing a data cube through an R-tree. It provides efficient data accessibility, but involves some drawbacks to traverse all the internal and leaf nodes within given query ranges to compute range-aggregate queries. In this paper, we propose a novel index structure for materializing a data cube, called aggregate cubetree. Each record in all internal nodes of an aggregate cubetree stores the aggregate value of all child nodes of it. Therefore, range-aggregate queries on an aggregate cubetree can be processed without visiting child nodes whose parent node is fully included in the query range, by using the aggregate values in the records of each internal node. The aggregate cubetree is superior to the original cubetree because it can execute queries with a smaller number of node accesses, and shows even better performance than the original cubetree as the query range becomes larger.

1 Introduction

Data warehouse⁴ is a database system for analysis, which extracts, integrates, and transforms data from an OLTP database, and stores them in efficient structures for analysis. Relational databases use star schemas⁴ for representing analysis data. The fact table is the center of the star schema, and it consists of dimension attributes related to the dimension tables and measure attributes that are numeric values. The queries executed on the fact table are made up of group operations on measure attributes and aggregate operations⁴ on measure attributes. In data warehouse environments, generally, the size of the fact table is so large, and the number of the dimension attributes is also abundant, that the query processing can be time consuming.

Various methods have been proposed to solve this problem. The scheme maintaining materialized views⁴⁹⁹¹⁰ for the fact table through the data cube⁴¹¹¹² is one of those. The data cube is an operation that computes aggregate

⁴ This work was supported by the Brain Korea 21 Project
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functions over all possible groups in the fact table. By keeping the result of the data cube operation as a materialized view, fast query execution can be possible through the summary information of the fact table.

This materialized view is stored as a relation, and the size can be large. Therefore, there is an overhead for creating an additional index on the materialized view in order to execute queries through it efficiently. \[7\][8] worked out this problem by organizing this materialized view into an R-tree-like\[5\][13] cubetree, but there are some drawbacks to traverse all internal and leaf nodes in the query range to compute range-aggregate queries\[6\].

In this paper, we propose the aggregate cubetree. Each record in the internal nodes of the aggregate cubetree stores aggregate values of all child nodes of it; thus it is possible to process range-aggregate query efficiently, because not all the child nodes need to be accessed, when their parent records are included in the query range.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the range-aggregate query and presents the cubetrees proposed in \[7\][8]. In section 3, we introduce the aggregate cubetree that is enhanced against the original cubetree, and present the structure and algorithms of it. In section 4, we summarize our experiment results, and section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

2.1 Range-Aggregate Query

An example of a range-aggregate query over a relation $F(D_1, D_2, ..., D_n, M)$ is as follows

```
SELECT Aggregate-Function(M) 
FROM F 
WHERE $l_1 <= D_1 <= h_1$ 
and $l_2 <= D_2 <= h_2$ 
and ... 
and $l_k <= D_k <= h_k$ 
```

$F$ is a fact table that a range-aggregate query is executed on. $D_1, D_2, ..., D_n$ are dimension attributes, and $M$ is a measure attribute. In order to determine the query range, $k$ of $n$ dimension attributes ($D_1, D_2, ..., D_k, k <= n$) are used. Generally, aggregate functions are COUNT, SUM, AVG, MIN, and MAX, and a range-aggregate query is classified as a range-COUNT query, a range-SUM query, and etc., according to the aggregate function used in the query.

In order to execute this range-aggregate query on a fact table, we must scan the entire records in the table, and apply an aggregate function to the tuples that satisfy given query range. If there is any materialized view organized of data cube, the query can be executed over $k$-dimensional hyper-plane ($D_1, D_2, ..., D_k$)
of it. In general, the size of a fact table is very large. Thus it is too expensive to scan all records in the fact table. However, it is relatively less expensive to scan all records in the hyper-plane of the data cube, which have already been aggregated. If the cubetree proposed in [7][8] is used as the structure of the data cube, it is unnecessary to access all records of the hyper-plane within the query range from the R-tree to process query. But it is still expensive to access all leaf nodes of the cubetree within the query range.

2.2 Cubetree

The Cubetree is a tree structure for storing a data cube. If the data cube is built on the fact table that has n dimension attributes, it is composed of hyper-planes from n-dimension to 0-dimension. The basic idea of [7][8] is mapping these n to 0-dimensional hyper-planes into n-dimensional space, constructing n-dimensional data, and storing them in an R-tree. The data cube organized as n-1 to 0-dimensional data except for the original n-dimensional data is called dataless cubetree, and the cubetrees made up of several n-1 dimensional R-trees from dataless cubetree is called reduced cubetree. When the data cube is composed as the reduced cubetree, the size of data cube can be reduced and the clustering effects can be improved. Other techniques such as sorting and bulk loading can also be applied to improve the clustering effects.

However, the original cubetree proposed in [7][8] requires accessing all the leaf nodes within the query range to process a range-aggregate query. That is a primary factor that reduces the query performance as the size of a query range gets larger. In data warehouse environments, aggregate queries are frequently requested on a large range, and the queries that have to access almost parts of leaf nodes are often requested. In this case, the original cubetree can show worse performance than scanning the entire table.

We proposed a technique that does not have to access all the leaf nodes within a query range, called the aggregate cubetree. In section 3, we will explain the structure and algorithms of the aggregate cubetree.

3 Aggregate Cubetree

3.1 The Structure

The basic structure of the aggregate cubetree is similar to that of the original cubetree based on R-tree. Each node in the tree is composed of a number of records. Leaf node records are made up of dimension attributes and aggregate value of measure attribute which are components of data cube records, and internal node records are composed of MBR, child node pointer, and the aggregate value. We define an aggregate value as the value of an aggregate function of all leaf node records in the MBR. This aggregate value can be calculated from the aggregate values in all its child node records, and each aggregate value of all
these child nodes can be obtained in the same way. By using these aggregate values stored in each internal node record, it is possible to execute range-aggregate queries without accessing all the leaf nodes in the query range.

With the original cubetree, range-aggregate queries are executed as range queries applied to R-tree. The range queries on R-tree are performed recursively by searching nodes overlapping the query range and executing range queries on the child nodes. In case of the range query, the data in the selected leaf nodes are final results. In case of the range-aggregate query, however, the result of aggregate function on the data in the selected leaf node is the output. So, in order to execute range-aggregate queries on the original cubetree, all the leaf nodes within the query range must be accessed.

Aggregate cubetree processes a range-aggregate query as follows. For the records in the nodes overlapping the query range, range-aggregate query is executed recursively as an original cubetree. However, for the records in the nodes fully included in the query range, the query processor uses the aggregate values in each record.

![Diagram of Aggregate Cubetree](image)

Fig. 1. Aggregate Cubetree
Thus, range-aggregate queries on the aggregate cubetree can be performed without visiting child nodes whose parent node is fully included in the query range, by using the aggregate values in the records of each internal node.

Fig. 1 shows the example of the aggregate cubetree. Each internal node consists of three records. The root node contains record \( R_1, R_2, \) and \( R_3 \). Each record stores the MBR, the child node pointer, and the aggregate value. Record \( R_1 \) stores the aggregate value of records \( R_{11}, R_{12}, \) and \( R_{13} \) that are in the child node of it, and \( R_{11}, R_{12}, \) and \( R_{13} \) also store the aggregate values of the records in each leaf node that is the child nodes of them. So when the range-SUM query of Fig. 1 is requested, the query can be performed without accessing all the leaf nodes in query range. By using the aggregate values of the records \( R_2, R_{13}, \) and \( R_{31} \) that are exactly included in the query range, the nodes below \( R_2, R_{13}, \) and \( R_{31} \) don’t need to be accessed. The leaf nodes that have to be accessed are the some rest leaf nodes in the query range that are below \( R_{12} \) and \( R_{32} \). Therefore, the number of node accesses can be reduced compared with the cubetree, and it is self-evident.

3.2 The Algorithms

**Insert Algorithm** Algorithm 1 is the insert algorithm of aggregate cubetree. It is similar to that of R-tree, but the aggregate value of a parent node is updated through AdjustTree, and the MBR is recalculated when it is needed.

**Algorithm 1: Insert Algorithm of Aggregate Cubetree**

```plaintext
Procedure Insert(record)
Input: record : tuple to be inserted
begin

1: leafNode ← chooseLeaf(record);
2: if leafNode.Addrecord(record) == SUCCESS then
3:   leafNode.UpdateMBR();
4: else
5:   AdjustTree(leafNode);
end

end
```

**Range-Aggregate Query Algorithm** Algorithm 2 is the range-SUM query algorithm, and it is executed recursively. If the MBR in each record is fully included in the query range, the aggregate value, SUM in each record is added to the result, and if the MBR is overlapped with the query range, the range-SUM query is executed on the records of child node recursively.
Other range-aggregate queries like range-COUNT, range-AVG, range-MIN, and range-MAX can be executed by the similar way.

In case of range-COUNT query, the number of leaf records are stored as the aggregate values. Like range-SUM query algorithm, the aggregate values are added to the result for records within the query range.

In order to execute range-AVG queries, both the SUM and COUNT values are maintained as aggregate values. By the algorithms for range-SUM and range-COUNT queries, the SUM and COUNT values are computed, and the AVG value is calculated from them.

In case of range-MIN and range-MAX, the minimum(maximum) values of leaf nodes are used as the aggregate values. The range-MIN(range-MAX) queries are performed in a similar way. The minimum(maximum) value is picked up with traversing nodes in the query range. When the MBR is included in the query range, the minimum(maximum) value of the MBR is used instead of visiting the child nodes.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Range-SUM Algorithm of Aggregate Cubetree}
\begin{algorithmic}
\Procedure{RangeSUM}{rect, node}
\Input{rect : query range}
\Input{node : initial node of the query}
\Output{result : sum of all records of the leaf node within the query range}
\begin{align*}
1: & \qquad \text{result} \leftarrow 0; \\
2: & \quad \text{foreach record in node do} \\
3: & \quad \qquad \text{if rect.Inclusion(record.mbr) == TRUE then} \\
4: & \quad \quad \quad \text{result} \leftarrow \text{result} + \text{record.SUM}; \\
5: & \quad \quad \text{else if rect.Overlap(record.mbr) == TRUE then} \\
6: & \quad \quad \quad \text{result} \leftarrow \text{result} + \text{RangeSUM(rect, record.node)}; \\
7: & \quad \quad \text{end} \\
8: & \text{return result;}
\end{align*}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

3.3 Overlapped MBRs

MBRs in the R-tree can be overlapped, and physical coordinates of low level MBR can be included in the several higher level MBRs. Fig.2 shows this situation. In Fig.2, although physical coordinates of MBR $M_{1a}$ are included in the $k$ overlapped MBRs $M_1$, $M_2$, ..., $M_k$, only one MBR $M_1$ can be the parent of it, and the aggregate value of MBR $M_{1a}$ is reflected in the aggregate value of the parent MBR $M_1$. 
When a range-aggregate query including MBR $M_{1a}$ is requested, if the parent MBR $M_1$ is fully included in the query range, the query is executed using the aggregate value of $M_1$ reflecting the aggregate value of the child MBR $M_{1a}$, and if the parent MBR $M_1$ just overlap with the query range, the query is performed through the aggregate value of the child MBR $M_{1a}$.

![Fig. 2. Overlapped MBRs](image)

3.4 The Aggregate Values

The aggregate values of the aggregate cubetree that are stored with MBRs are determined by the aggregate function used for composing the data cube. In case of COUNT, SUM, MIN, and MAX, the aggregate value is the result of each function, and for the AVG function, both COUNT and SUM value are used together. If several aggregate functions are used together for the data cube, the aggregate values are composed of each value of all appropriate aggregate functions. For example, if the data cube is constructed with SUM and MAX function, the aggregate value in each MBR stores the SUM and MAX value of the MBR.

4 Experiments

We constructed original cubetrees and aggregate cubetrees from data cubes, executed range-aggregate queries on each tree, and measured the numbers of node accesses. The data we used are synthetic data from 2-dimension to 5-dimension, and the size is 10,000, 100,000, and 1,000,000. We generated datasets following uniform distribution and zipf-distribution. The size of tree node is 4 kbytes, and the maximum number of records in a node depends on the dimension of the tree. In case of 2-dimensional data, the maximum number of records in a node is 340, and 169 for 5-dimensional data. The machine used for these experiments is Ultra Sparc II 333 MHz, and the OS is Solaris 7.
4.1 Size of the Query Range

We executed range-aggregate queries on each tree with varying query range size, and measured the number of node accesses. The query range size is the ratio of the length of query range to domain size of each dimension, and it is between 0 and 1. We executed each query 100 times, and used the average number of node accesses. Fig. 3 is the result of the experiments that measure the number of node accesses and execution time for query ranges from 0.1 to 0.9 on a million dataset.

It shows that the aggregate cubetree needs smaller number of node accesses than the original cubetree. In case of the original cubetree, the number of node accesses is increasing rapidly as the query size grows, but the aggregate cubetree shows linear increment of node accesses because it don’t have to access all the leaf nodes within the query range. It is remarkable that the difference of performance becomes prominent, as the query range is larger. This is because the proportion of MBRs fully included in the query range becomes bigger as the query range is larger. Generally, the MBRs located in the center of the query range are the parts fully included in the query range, and the MBRs around the query range are the parts whose leaf nodes need to be accessed. Thus, the larger query range becomes, the smaller the ratio of the leaf nodes accesses is.

4.2 Number of Records in the Data Cube

We observed the number of node accesses with changing the number of records in the data cube. The size of query range is 0.5, and 100 queries are executed on each dataset. We used the average value of node accesses. Fig. 4 shows the ratio of the average node accesses on the aggregate cubetree, when the average value of node accesses on the original cubetree is set to 1.

As the number of records is larger, the number of nodes to be accessed is reduced compared with the original R-tree, and practically, the query can be performed with 60% node accesses of the original cubetree in case of the million data set.

4.3 Dimension of the Data Cube

We examined the number of node accesses as the dimension of data varies. The size of data is 1,000,000 and the size of query range is 0.5. We used the average number of node accesses. Fig. 5 is the ratio of the average node accesses on the aggregate cubetree, when the average value of node accesses on the original cubetree is set to 1.

When the dimension is high, the node access ratio of the aggregate cubetree is higher than that of low dimension. It is not only because the number of overlap between each MBR increases, but also because the data become sparse and the size of each MBR enlarges, as the dimension gets higher. If the size of MBR gets larger, the probability that the MBR is fully included in the query range decreases, thus the case of accessing leaf nodes became frequent. And it is also
Fig. 3. Node accesses and execution time as the query range size varies.
because the proportion of the number of data to the entire space decreases, as the dimension gets higher. As the result of section 4.2, the performance of the aggregate cubetree increases with large data.

However, it is always possible to execute the range-aggregate query on the aggregate cubetree with a smaller number of node accesses than on the original cubetree. (The ratio is always below 1.)

4.4 Distribution of Data

The last experiments are for examining the effect of the distribution of data. The size of data is 1,000,000, the dimension of the data is 2, and the size of query range is 0.5. We used the average number of node accesses. Fig. 6 is the ratio of the average node accesses on the aggregate cubetree, when the average value of node accesses on the original cubetree is set to 1.

As the level of data skew gets higher, the benefit of the aggregate cubetree decreases a little. However, the number of node accesses is always small compared with the original cubetree.

5 Conclusions

Range-aggregate queries are very time-consuming processing in data warehouse environments. Therefore, efficient materializing technique of data cube is needed. Previous method presents the cubetree that materializing the data cube into a tree structure, but it has a drawback to access too many leaf nodes.

In this paper, we proposed aggregate cubetree, method for materializing data cube. Aggregate cubetree stores the aggregate values in each MBR of all internal
Fig. 5. Node access ratio as the dimension of data varies

Fig. 6. Node access ratio as the distribution of data varies
nodes, thus efficient execution of the range-aggregate query is possible without accessing all leaf nodes within the query range. Experiments show that the aggregate cubetree is superior to the original cubetree because it can always execute queries with a small number of node accesses, and as query range is larger, it shows better performance relatively.

In the future we will generalize this idea, and apply it to existing tree structures.
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Abstract. Traditionally data warehouses were queried by high level users (executive management, business analysts) only. As the range of potential users with data warehouse access is steadily growing, this assumption is no longer appropriate and the necessity of proper access control mechanisms arises. The security capabilities of available commercial OLAP systems are highly proprietary and the syntax of their security constraints is not suitable for design and documentation purposes. Also, approaches trying to derive the access control policies from the operational data sources have not been very successful, as the relational model is predominate in operational systems while OLAP systems make use of the non-traditional multidimensional model. Access control schemes do not map easily. We approach the issue from the application side by introducing a methodology and a language for conceptual OLAP security design.

1 Introduction

With the use of data warehousing and online analytical processing (OLAP) for decision support applications new security issues arise. Data warehouses by their very nature create a security conflict [7]. On the one hand, the goal is to make all necessary data accessible as easy as possible. Especially exploratory ad-hoc OLAP analysis requires this open nature. On the other hand, the data is usually very valuable and sensitive. Traditionally data warehouses were queried by high level users (executive management, business analysts) only, which was used as an excuse for OLAP vendors not to provide support for fine grained access control. This assumption is, however, no longer appropriate. The range of potential users of analysis tools querying a data warehouse is steadily growing, up to customers and partners. Protecting the sensitive data from unauthorized access more and more becomes an issue, which leads to the necessity of proper access control policies for end-user access to the data warehouse. Not every user should be able to access all data.

Deriving the access control policies from the operational data sources is very difficult although some research efforts are made in this area [15]. Data from different systems (with different policies) is consolidated. Also, the users of the operational...
systems are not the same as the users of the data warehouse. However, the main problem is, that the relational model is predominate in operational systems while OLAP systems make use of the non-traditional multidimensional model. Access control schemes do not map easily. Protection is not defined in terms of tables, but dimensions, hierarchical paths, granularity levels.

The need for proper OLAP security design arises. However, the tools’ security capabilities are highly proprietary and the syntax of their security constraints is not suitable for design and documentation purposes. In order to approach the topic from the application side, the classical database design methodology (requirement analysis, conceptual, logical, and physical design) should be applied to OLAP security as well. Such a multiphase methodology (adapted from [4]) is discussed in [13]. The main scope of this paper is the conceptual design phase.

We explore these issues in the context of the GOAL project which aims at studying the integration of geographical information systems (GIS) and data warehouse technology. In this project we are responsible for data integrity and security. Two pilot applications (A1 and A2) have been defined for the project. Application A1 is concerned about visitor admissions to the castles and other monuments in Southern Bohemia, Czech Republic. Application A2 deals with the drinking water distribution and consumption in the Western Bohemian region close to the city Sokolov, CZ. Throughout this paper we use application A1 as a case study. It turns out to be quite suitable for discussing security questions. The castle management is organized in a hierarchical way. All but two of the castles are managed by a regional institute, but still keep a certain degree of independence. They are only willing to provide their data for integration in a central data warehouse if they trust the installed security measures. Different user groups with only restricted access to the data warehouse have been defined. However, the developed concepts should be applicable for most other OLAP applications as well.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 covers the principles of multidimensional modeling using our ADAPTed UML notation [14]. Section 3 introduces our conceptual security model and a multidimensional security constraint language (MDSCL). Finally, section 4 concludes the paper and presents possible future work.

2 Multidimensional Modeling

In the introduction we already mentioned the multidimensional alignment of OLAP data. The multidimensional model differs from the relational one mainly by explicitly distinguishing qualitative (i.e. dimension) entities and quantitative entities (i.e. analytical measures). Another typical characteristic of OLAP models is the hierarchical structure of the dimension entities (hence called dimension levels).
2.1 Conceptual Model and ADAPTed UML

A conceptual (or semantic) model is a system independent image of reality, i.e. it is not relevant which database (or OLAP) software will finally be used. Various requirements for conceptual data models have been discussed in the literature (e.g. [5]). Among these the minimalism criteria leads to the conclusion to include only as many model elements as necessary. Thus, constructs like explicit dimensions and hierarchies are not considered part of the conceptual level as they are not real world objects but only pre-thought navigation paths for the OLAP application.

Several multidimensional models (e.g. [3]) and graphical design notations (e.g. M/ER [16]) have been proposed but there is no standard in sight. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [11] has emerged as a de-facto standard for modeling complex software systems. In the data warehouse and OLAP area, however, UML based notations do not yet find too much acceptance in practice, either. If an explicit conceptual modeling is done at all, usually an intuitive ER like notation is used. The ADAPT\textsuperscript{2} notation [1, 2] seems to be one of the few exceptions. It is for example mentioned at different ORACLE Express user group conferences. However, ADAPT lacks a proper formalization and sometimes a clear definition of its semantics.

In order to have a proper foundation for our security modeling approach, we tried to eliminate these disadvantages by creating a UML based notation named iADAPTed UML\i (which uses ADAPT symbols as stereotypes) [14]. The conceptual (meta) model that has been developed for conceptual OLAP models (see figure 1) introduces the elements cube, measure, dimension level, and dimension attribute (sometimes also referred to as a level property). The dimension levels are organized in partial orders (implicit dimensions). The granularity of a cube is defined through a set of base dimension levels.

![Fig 1. Meta model for conceptual OLAP models with ADAPTed UML notation elements](image)

\textsuperscript{2} ADAPT is a trademark of Symmetry Corporation, San Rafael, CA, U.S.A.
Fig. 2. ADAPT symbols as stereotypes in ADAPTed UML

Besides the mentioned model elements the meta model also contains references to core UML elements for their graphical representation in ADAPTed UML. The dependencies between cube and measure are drawn as associations with a defined navigability, the dimension hierarchies are represented by aggregations. ADAPT symbols are used as graphical stereotypes as shown in figure 2 [14].

Fig. 3. Conceptual model of the scenario

Figure 3 shows the scenario data model, GOAL application A1 [8], in ADAPTed UML notation. There are two separate cubes (People and Services) with different sets of measures. People facts store the data containing the visitor admissions to the historical monuments. Services contains the data concerning the services consumed by the visitors within a monument visit. Four dimensions exist in total, two of them (Time
and Geography) are shared by both cubes. Facts of the People cube are on a Tour granularity level, while facts of the Services cube are of less detail (Object granularity level). You should note that as mentioned above no explicit (i.e. named) dimensions and hierarchies are included in the diagram; they exist only implicitly through the chained dimension levels.

In classical database design usually only the schema level is considered. However, in the OLAP world it makes sense to look at the instances of more or less static (so called slow-changing) dimensions already at design time in order to verify the aggregation paths. For this purpose dimension tree diagrams are introduced in ADAPTed UML. On the conceptual level dimension trees originate from a dimension level with maximum granularity, i.e. a leaf in the conceptual OLAP model. As the root of a dimension tree a virtual All dimension element is presented as the super aggregate of the model. Figure 4 shows a (slightly modified) excerpt of the geographic hierarchy of GOAL application A1.

![Figure 4. Example of a dimension tree](image)

### 2.2 Logical Model and MDX

As part of the logical design the system-independent conceptual model is transformed into a logical (system-dependent) implementation model. Restrictions of the chosen system (i.e. DBMS or OLAP software) have to be taken into account. In the case of relational databases there is a unique (i.e. the one and only) relational model. However, in the multidimensional case of OLAP systems, the logical models of different products differ significantly. We use a logical OLAP model that is based on the Microsoft Analysis Services (shipped with SQL Server 2000 [10]). Additionally to the above model elements dimensions and hierarchies are introduced [14]. Some problems that might arise when translating a conceptual OLAP model into a specific logical one are also elaborated in [6].

As part of the OLEDB for OLAP specification Microsoft proposes a CREATE CUBE statement as part of the DDL capabilities of the MDX (multidimensional expressions) query language. It shares much of the SQL-92 syntax and semantics of the CREATE TABLE statement. Although it is originally only intended for creating local
cubes (stored in a local data file) the syntax is well suited as a general means for describing logical Analysis Services OLAP models. The BNF for the CREATE CUBE statement can be found in the Microsoft SQL Server documentation [10]. As an example, a logical model of the scenario's People cube (see figure 3) would be specified with a CREATE CUBE statement like the following one:

```sql
CREATE CUBE People
(
  DIMENSION Time,
  HIERARCHY Week,
    LEVEL [All Time] TYPE ALL,
    LEVEL Week,
    LEVEL Day,
    LEVEL [Part of day],
  HIERARCHY Calendar,
    LEVEL [All Time] TYPE ALL,
    LEVEL Year,
    LEVEL Quarter,
    LEVEL Month,
    LEVEL Day,
    LEVEL [Part of day],
  HIERARCHY [Day of week],
    LEVEL [All Time] TYPE ALL,
    LEVEL [Day of week],
    LEVEL Day,
    LEVEL [Part of day],
  DIMENSION Visitors,
    HIERARCHY Category,
    LEVEL Category,
    HIERARCHY Language,
    LEVEL Language,
    HIERARCHY [Group type],
    LEVEL [Group type],
    HIERARCHY [Payment type],
    LEVEL [Payment type],
  DIMENSION Geography,
    LEVEL Region,
    LEVEL Object,
    LEVEL Tour,
  MEASURE Count
    FUNCTION SUM,
  MEASURE Price
    FUNCTION SUM
    FORMAT "Currency",
  MEASURE Waiting
    FUNCTION SUM
)
```

3 Modeling OLAP Security

Especially the conceptual security design phase requires an in-depth reflection. A first approach for conceptual modeling of security semantics can be found in [12]. Security semantics are defined as the security-relevant knowledge about the application domain. They are mainly concerned with the secrecy and privacy of information.

Our security model for OLAP is based on the assumption of a central (administrator-based) security policy. The access restrictions are defined as authorization constraints making the identification of security objects and subjects necessary. At this point we assume the notion of (non-overlapping, non-hierarchical) roles as security subjects [17]. Therefore, in addition to the above elements (cubes, dimensions, etc.) the element role is introduced. Authorization constraints can either be positive (explicit grants) or negative (explicit denials). We base the security model on an open world policy (i.e., access to data is allowed unless explicitly denied) with negative authorization constraints. This corresponds to the open nature of OLAP systems. Additionally, we limit our security model to read access. The typical queries in OLAP systems are read-only. There are some systems that support write-back mechanisms (e.g., for future plan data), but these will not be considered in our model.
In [13] an analysis of OLAP security requirements is presented. As different applications lead to very different requirements (with different complexities), basic and advanced (high-level) requirements are distinguished. In the following section we propose a security constraint language to express OLAP security policies in a way that is suitable for subsequent design phases.

### 3.1 Specifying OLAP Security Constraints with MDSCL

The requirements have to be concretized and to some degree formalized in order to support the subsequent (conceptual and logical) design phases. In this section we present a multidimensional security constraint language (MDSCL) that is based on MDX with a syntax similar to the one of the CREATE CUBE statement presented in [10]. We use this approach rather than e.g. a formal tuple-based notation in order to make the language readable by system administrators and designers, or end-users.

Even though our language definition is linked to the MDX representation of the logical OLAP model used by Microsoft, we kept it as system independent as possible. It should thus be usable to define security restrictions for any target system. MDSCL is, however, dependent on our conceptual OLAP and security model described above. In order to express the (negative) authorization constraints, we propose a set of HIDE statements. The following BNF representation contains some restrictions that limit the (intuitively) possible number of HIDE statements in several ways. This is done for simplification reasons; bear in mind that we are acting on a conceptual abstraction level:

```plaintext
<hide cube statement> ::= HIDE CUBE <cube name>
                  FOR ROLE <role name>

<hide measure statement> ::= HIDE MEASURE
                  <measure name> [ WHERE <slicing constraint> ]
                  FOR ROLE <role name>

<hide slice statement> ::= HIDE SLICE WHERE
                  <slicing constraint> { AND <slicing constraint> } 
                  FOR ROLE <role name>

<hide level statement> ::= HIDE LEVEL <string>
                  [ WHERE <slicing constraint> ] FOR ROLE <role name>

<slicing constraint> ::= <level name>
                  <compare operator> <member name>

(role name) ::= <legal name>

(cube name) ::= <legal name>

(measure name) ::= [ <cube name> "." ] <legal name>

(level name) ::= <legal name>

(member name) ::= "" <string> "" 

(compare operator) ::= 

(legal name) ::= <unquoted name> | <quoted name>
```
We explicitly model the access by different roles (security subjects). This fact raises the question whether one single diagram should be used to present the policy for all roles or whether a distinct diagram should be used for each individual role. The right decision depends on the number of roles and the complexity of the security policy.

The design of the security semantics is based on the conceptual OLAP model represented as an ADAPTed UML diagram. This diagram can be extended by MDSCL expressions using the UML notation for constraints. Constraints can be drawn as UML notes bound to the model element that they concern. This fits perfectly for MDSCL as each constraint controls the access to a certain model element (cube, measure, dimension level). Figure 5 shows the scenario model with some sample MDSCL constraints.

![Diagram](image_url)

**Fig. 5.** Scenario model with sample MDSCL constraints

Besides this administrator or designer view it is possible to create graphical representations of restricted end-user views as well (e.g. for documentation purposes). De-
pending on the complexity of the constraints they result in hidden model elements (cubes, measures, dimension levels) or in hidden dimension members, which can be expressed by hidden (or somehow marked or labeled) elements in the ADAPTed UML model or dimension tree diagrams.

3.3 Examples and Constraint Types

In the following we will give some concrete examples for the supported security constraint types by using the GOAL application A1 data model as a scenario.

**HIDE CUBE.** The following HIDE CUBE statement hides the *People* cube from a *ServiceProvider* role's view, users with that role will not be able to access any measure of that cube:

```
HIDE CUBE People FOR ROLE ServiceProvider
```

**HIDE MEASURE.** In order to hide the *Price* measure of the *Services* cube for a *ServiceProvider* role, the following HIDE MEASURE statement would be used:

```
HIDE MEASURE Services.Price FOR ROLE ServiceProvider
```

Note the dot-notation for distinguishing measures of different cubes with the same measure name. The graphical representation would be similar to the one in the previous example.

**HIDE SLICE.** The HIDE SLICE statement specifies a cube slice to be hidden from a role's view. At this point only equal (i=î) and not equal (i!=î) are supported as compare operators, as others would require a proper ordering of the dimension members.

The following example hides all but the *Hluboka* object from the view of Hluboka's object manager. In order to prevent falsified or unclear data on a *Region* level, that dimension level should usually also be hidden with a HIDE LEVEL statement (see below).

```
HIDE SLICE WHERE Object != "Hluboka"
    FOR ROLE HlubokaManager
```

If multidimensional slices (dices) should be hidden, the HIDE SLICE statement can include multiple constraints connected with an AND keyword. The following example allows access to current (year 2001) data only for the Hluboka object:

```
HIDE SLICE WHERE Object != "Hluboka" AND Year = "2001"
    FOR ROLE HlubokaManager
```
**HIDE LEVEL.** A HIDE LEVEL statement is used to remove certain detail levels from a role’s view. This usually makes only sense for the finest (leaf) granularity levels (in order to hide detail data, while access to aggregate data is allowed). Or, if certain cube slices are hidden (see above), a HIDE LEVEL statement could be used to make sure levels with filtered (and thus falsified) values cannot be queried.

The following example hides the *Tour* granularity level of the geographical hierarchy for a certain restricted role:

```
HIDE LEVEL Tour FOR ROLE RestrictedRole
```

A special case of hiding levels of detail is hiding a whole hierarchy (i.e. all levels in a hierarchy). When this is done, the user can only query aggregates over all members of that dimension.

**HIDE LEVEL WHERE.** We already presented simple HIDE SLICE and HIDE LEVEL constraints. For more complex policies it might be necessary to combine such two restrictions into a single constraint. Consider an object manager who can drill down to the *Tour* level for his own object but only to an *Object* level for the others. Such a constraint can be expressed by the following extended HIDE LEVEL statement:

```
HIDE LEVEL Tour WHERE Object != "Hluboka"
    FOR ROLE HlubokaManager
```

In the example only one dimension hierarchy is affected (*Tour* and *Object* belong to the same dimension), i.e. we are hiding levels of detail in slices of the same dimension (rather than a different dimension). This distinction is more important on a logical than on a conceptual level as the possibilities to implement the constraints differ significantly. The example creates data on different granularity levels in one dimension (some data exists on a *Tour* level, some only on an *Object* level). This is sometimes referred to as a frayed dimension (see figure 6).

![Fig. 6. Frayed dimension due to member filtering](image-url)
Finally, if levels of detail should be hidden in certain slices of a different dimension, the HIDE LEVEL statement can be used in a similar way as above. However, the implementation is more challenging if two different dimensions are involved. The following statements make sure data on the Day and Part of day detail levels is only accessible for the Hluboka object:

```plaintext
HIDE LEVEL [Part of day] WHERE Object != "Hluboka"
FOR ROLE HlubokaManager

HIDE LEVEL Day WHERE Object != "Hluboka"
FOR ROLE HlubokaManager
```

**HIDE MEASURE WHERE.** Similar to the previous case a HIDE MEASURE statement can be extended to include a slicing constraint limiting the restriction to certain cube slices. For example the following statement only hides the Price measure only for objects other than Hluboka:

```plaintext
HIDE MEASURE Price WHERE Object != "Hluboka"
FOR ROLE HlubokaManager
```

### 3.4 Evaluation and Possible Extensions

In this subsection we will evaluate the presented approach and outline possible extensions. Considering the OLAP security requirements presented in [13] we have addressed all but two of them. This restriction as well as other aspects will be discussed as follows:

- **Dynamic or data driven policies**, in which the sensitivity of certain cube cells depends not only on structural information (metadata, dimension members) but on the actual measure values themselves, are not supported. They are only applicable in very specific contexts and it is hardly possible to find a suitable and yet simple notation for them. However, we have addressed even quite complex dependencies within dimension data (e.g. if the sensitivity of dimension A depends on the content of dimension B) by means of the HIDE SLICE, HIDE LEVEL WHERE, and HIDE MEASURE WHERE constraint types.

- **Inference control.** In our model we have only considered direct access to sensitive data. Controlling indirect access by means of so called tracker queries has not been addressed. An example is the existence of a parallel classification in addition the regular navigation paths of the OLAP model [18]. Inference control measures are not available out of the box by any common OLAP system and the required efforts are probably not feasible for most real life projects.

- **Hiding the existence.** In security critical applications it may be necessary to hide the existence of sensitive data, i.e. it is not sufficient to provide unauthorized users with null values of certain facts. This is not only a matter of security, end-user transparency and user-friendliness are also effected. In general, OLAP security can be implemented on metadata, dimension member, or fact data level (see next section). However, the mechanisms of the different systems differ significantly, also in
their capabilities of hiding the existence of sensitive data. This hence becomes an implementation issue rather than a conceptual design issue.

- **Non-conflicting constraint set.** For large applications it might be necessary that a large set of security constraints needs to be expressed at the conceptual level. Checking for consistency of the specified constraints is one of the more difficult tasks of the design. At this point we have avoided most sources for conflicts through model simplifications (only negative authorizations, no role hierarchies). Possible extension to MDSCL, however, might make conflict resolution measures necessary.

- **Security subjects.** We have limited our model to very simple security subjects (non-hierarchical, non-overlapping roles). Role based access control models usually provide the possibility of role hierarchies [17]. A role can usually have a number of more specific sub-roles and one superior role. A role hierarchy is interpreted in such way that the authorizations or constraints of a superior role are inherited to subordinate roles. For positive authorizations this approach produces intuitively useful results. For the utilized negative authorization approach this would mean that a more specialized role would inherit the negative authorizations (i.e. denials) resulting in even more restricted access. On the other hand, also an inversion of the inheritance direction would not necessarily make more sense, either.

- **Positive and negative authorizations.** Additionally, due to the difficulty to keep the constraint set consistent we have limited our security model to negative authorizations. In principle a combination of negative and positive authorizations would be possible (i.e. HIDE and SHOW statements). Nevertheless, a combination with role hierarchies would make a conflict resolution strategy even more difficult.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a methodology and language for conceptual modeling of OLAP security. Even though we used a rather pragmatic approach (limiting our model in several ways), it should be applicable not only for the GOAL prototype applications, but also for most other real-life projects. The aim was not to create an exhaustive model that would be able to cover all special requirements that might come up in rare occasions, but rather to present an approach that would be applicable in practice. Also throughout the design of the methodology we had the idea of a possible tool support in mind.

The Microsoft Analysis Services are capable of storing their metadata (i.e. the physical data model) in the Microsoft Repository. The data model used (the Metadata Coalition Open Information Model [9]) is published and open. Other vendors will possibly follow that example, as the same data model is used by the OLE DB for

---

3 By now the Meta Metadata Coalition (MDC) and the OMG have announced that their competitive meta models, the OIM and the CWM will be merged into a single one. The MDC will become a part of the OMG, details are, however, not yet available.
OLAP standard. On the other side, many modeling tools provide the possibility to store UML models in the repository as well. The UML model is also part of the OIM. It would thus make sense to use the repository as a central media to synchronize the conceptual and logical models (e.g. in for of ADAPTed UML diagrams) with the physical model of the OLAP tool. Such an architecture is already promising without the security aspect, but if the security constraints are also stored in the repository, a security implementation tool can make use of that as well.

Figure 7 shows a coarse architecture for integrating the different aspects of the proposed methodology. The ADAPTed UML diagrams are being used to support modeling and design. MDSCL constraints are utilized to define the security semantics. Through the diagrams, the validation of different user views becomes possible already at an early design stage, i.e. before the implementation of the system. This implementation process can then be supported by tools that make use of the models in the repository. The evaluation of this architecture idea and a possible realization are, however, subject to future work.
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Abstract. A Data Warehouse (DW) can be used to integrate data from multiple distributed data sources. A DW can be seen as a set of materialized views that determine its schema and its content in terms of the schema and the content of the data sources. DW applications require high query performance. For this reason, the design of a typical DW consists of selecting views to materialize that are able to answer a set of input user queries. However, the cost of answering the queries has to be balanced against the cost of maintaining the materialized views. In an evolving DW application, new queries need to be answered by the DW. An incremental selection of materialized views uses the materialized views already in the DW to answer parts of the new queries, and avoids the re-implementation of the DW from scratch. This incremental design is complex and an exhaustive approach is not feasible. We have developed a randomized approach for incrementally selecting a set of views that are able to answer a set of input user queries locally while minimizing a combination of the query evaluation and view maintenance cost. In this process we exploit “common sub-expressions” among new queries and between new queries and old views. Our approach is implemented and we report on its experimental evaluation.

1 Introduction

A Data Warehouse (DW) is a repository of information integrated from multiple data sources. A DW is devoted to On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) and Decision Support System (DSS) applications [30,15,11,2]. Current DWs accumulate enormous quantities of data. OLAP queries are complex data intensive queries involving grouping/aggregation and sequential scans. Therefore, query evaluation in the DW has to be efficient in order to guarantee fast answers to the analysts. The data stored in a DW need to be eventually updated in response to updates of the source data.

A DW is usually seen as a set of materialized views defined over the relations of the data sources. These views determine its schema and content in terms of the schema and the content of the data sources. In order to achieve high query
performance, the queries are evaluated using exclusively the materialized views. The query evaluation cost of a set of queries is the cost of evaluating these queries rewritten completely over the materialized views. The materialized views are usually maintained incrementally. In an incremental strategy, only the changes that must be applied to the views are computed from the changes of the source relations. The DW view maintenance cost is the cost of propagating the source relation changes to the materialized views that are affected by these changes.

A central problem in the design of a DW is the selection of views to materialize given a set of input queries that the DW has to satisfy. When designing a DW, one of the most significant challenges is the minimization of the query evaluation cost. However, maintaining the materialized views is a particularly time consuming process that makes part of the data unavailable for querying. Therefore, in order to ensure sufficient availability of the stored data and satisfactory query response time, a reduction in the query evaluation cost must be balanced against an increase in the view maintenance cost. Many approaches attempt to appropriately select views for materialization that exploit common sub-expressions between the input queries and minimize a combination of the query evaluation and the view maintenance cost. This last solution, though more complex, achieves a balance between query performance and availability of the data.

**The problem.** DWs are dynamic and evolve over time. As the needs of the analysts expand, new queries need to be satisfied by the DW. Some of these new queries can be answered by the views that are already materialized in the DW. In general though, new materialized views need to be added to the DW either for answering the new queries or for improving the evaluation performance of the new queries. The new queries are then answered through rewritings over the old views, or over the new views, or partially over the old views. Re-implementing the whole DW from scratch for dealing with the new queries is complex and implies the unavailability of the data for a long period of time. In [29], we avoid re-implementation and present an incremental approach that selects new views for materialization that minimizes the combined cost of evaluating the new queries and maintaining the new materialized views. We also provide transformation rules that generate alternative view selections for materialization and query evaluation plans for the queries from the views in the form of AND/OR dags. Each view in a view selection is used for evaluating at least one new query. The transformation rules are shown to be sound and complete. In this sense, by exhaustively applying the rules, the view selection that minimizes the combined cost can be found. Nevertheless, for a large number of complex queries, the search space can be very big. In real cases, it is unfeasible to use an exhaustive algorithm for exploring it.

**Contribution.** In this paper, we present a randomized approach for the incremental design of a DW that is, for the selection of new views to materialize in the DW. The approach is based on the Simulated Annealing process. Since its first appearance [16], Simulated Annealing has been used in a variety of optimiza-
tion problems. In the Database area, it has been used for query optimization \[13\] \[24\] \[23\] \[13\]. Even though it has been studied in research works, it has not been adopted in commercial products. The reason is that randomized algorithms such as Simulated Annealing, although they return far better results than heuristic or greedy algorithms, they require a longer running time \[22\]. In the incremental design of a DW, the time restrictions are not so crucial. Further, Simulated Annealing is especially well suited to optimization problems with large search spaces and with cost functions that manifest a large number of local minima \[14\] as is the case here. Thus, Simulated Annealing is a good candidate for incrementally designing a DW.

Some parameters of the simulated annealing algorithm depend on the problem addressed while others are implementation-dependent. For the problem in hand, we use multiquery AND/OR dags (AO dags) and transformations rules to define a search space suitable for applying the Simulated Annealing. The search space is a graph of states. The states of the search space (nodes of the graph) are multiquery AO dags. A move from one state to another in the search space (an edge of the graph) roughly corresponds to application of a transformation rule. The cost of each state is the combined cost of evaluating the new queries according to the evaluation plans represented in a state and maintaining new materialized views. Note that our approach does not depend on the way these costs are assessed.

We have implemented the Simulated Annealing approach for incrementally designing a DW. We have first run a number of experiments to choose the implementation dependent parameters. The approach is then applied for selecting views defined over a real-world star schema \[15\] comprising one fact table and three dimension tables with three to four hierarchy levels. The number of dimensions and hierarchy levels of this schema and the number of types of views are intentionally kept small so that the solution returned by our approach can be compared with that of the exhaustive algorithm when a number of the parameters of the problem vary.

**Outline.** The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews related work. Section 3 introduces multiquery AO dags, states formally the incremental design problem in terms of multiquery AO dags, and describes the transformation rules. In Section 4 we briefly present the Simulated Annealing algorithm, and we show how the problem-dependent and implementation dependent parameters are defined for the incremental design problem. Section 5 deals with implementation issues and presents experimental results. We conclude in Section 6 and provide directions for further work.

## 2 Related Work

Although many works deal with the design of a DW, only few of them address dynamic issues. The works dealing with the design of a DW can be classified according to the class of queries and views considered, the cost function they attempt to minimize, the constraints that impose to the problem, and the approach adopted for solving it. \[12\] aims at minimizing the query evaluation cost in the
context of aggregations and multidimensional analysis under a space constraint. In the same context, [1] proposes techniques that consider only the relevant elements in the search space of the problem. Given a materialized SQL view, [21] presents an exhaustive approach as well as heuristics for selecting auxiliary views that minimize the total view maintenance cost. Given an SPJ view, [20] derives, using key and referential integrity constraints, a set of auxiliary views, other than the base relations, that eliminate the need to access the base relations when maintaining both the initial and the auxiliary views (i.e. that makes the views altogether self-maintainable). In [9] greedy algorithms are provided for selecting views to materialize that minimize the query evaluation cost under a space constraint. A integer programming solution for selecting views that minimize the combined cost is given in [31]. A variation of the DW design problem endeavoring to select a set of views that minimizes the query evaluation cost under a total maintenance cost constraint is adopted in [10]. None of the previous approaches requires the queries to be answerable exclusively from the materialized views in a non-trivial manner (that is, without considering that the source relations and the materialized views reside in the same site, and without replicating all the source relation at the DW). This requirement is taken into account in [27] where the problem of configuring a DW without space restrictions is addressed for a class of select-join queries. This work is extended in [28] in order to take into account space restrictions, multiquery optimization over the maintenance expressions, and the use of auxiliary views when maintaining other views. [26] deals with the same problem for a class of PSJ queries under space restrictions.

The approaches adopted by the previous papers are tailored for the static DW design problem. An incremental version of the DW design problem (dynamic DW design) is addressed in [29], [17] presents a system that dynamically materializes information at multiple levels of granularity. However, this approach is not based on a given set of queries for selecting view materializations but it cashes the results of incoming queries in order to match the workload and maintenance restrictions. [25] deals with a problem that is somehow complementary to the incremental design problem: detect materialized views that become redundant in an evolving DW. We are not aware of any work using the Simulated Annealing process for the design of a DW. Papers using Simulated Annealing for optimizing queries are cited in the introduction.

3 Problem Formulation and Transformation Rules

We present in this section an AO dag representation for multiple queries and views. We then formulate the problem in terms of AO dags and describe informally the AO dag transformation rules introduced in [29].

3.1 Problem Formulation

Multiquery AO dags [5,21] provide a convenient, compact, representation of alternative ways of evaluating multiple queries from source relations and views
and of subexpression sharing between relations and views. This representation is quite general to allow for complex queries including grouping/aggregation queries that are extensively used in DWing applications. It distinguishes between AND nodes that correspond to views (henceforth view nodes) and OR nodes that correspond to operations (henceforth operation nodes). An extension of these dags with marked view nodes allows the representation of views already materialized in the DW (old views).

Consider the following source relations that form a star schema:

- Location(Store, City, Country, Continent) abbreviated as L
- Product(Item, Type, Category) abbreviated as P
- Time(Date, Month, Quarter, Year) abbreviated as T
- Sales(Store, Item, Date, Amount) abbreviated as S

S is a fact table comprising one measure attribute Amount and foreign key attributes to the dimension tables L, P, and T. The dimension tables comprise different hierarchy attributes. We have used this schema for applying our approach in the experiments.

As an example, a small multiquery AO dag representing alternative ways of evaluating three queries Q1, Q2, and Q3 from the source relations is shown in Figure 1(a). These queries join the fact and the dimension tables and aggregate the resulting table at different aggregation levels. For simplicity only the fact table S and the dimension tables L and P are involved. In Figure 1(a), small circles represent operation nodes while bigger ones represent view nodes. An operation node is labeled by the corresponding operation, and a view node by a view name. Some view nodes correspond to the queries Q1, Q2 and Q3. These view nodes are labeled by the names of the queries and are called query nodes. Marked view nodes (old materialized views) are shown by filled black circles (view nodes V2 and P in Figure 1(a)). Only two types of operations are involved: (a) a binary

Fig. 1. (a) A multiquery AO dag for the queries Q1, Q2, and Q3, (b) Initial multiquery AO dag.
one, the natural join operation, \( \Join_A \), where \( A \) denotes the attribute on which the join is performed, and (b) a unary one, the generalized projection operation \( [7], \pi_X, \text{sum}(A) \), where \( X \) is a set of grouping attributes from the dimension relations and \( A \) is a measure attribute aggregated by the aggregate function \( \text{sum} \). For concreteness the aggregated measure \( \text{sum}(A) \) is omitted in the figures. Three different alternative plans for query \( Q_1 \), two for query \( Q_2 \), and one for query \( Q_3 \) are depicted in the multiquery AO dag of Figure 1(a). Note that some views (expressions) are shared between the plans of different queries. For instance, view \( V_5 \) is shared between a plan of query \( Q_1 \) and a plan of query \( Q_2 \), while query \( Q_3 \) is a view node in an evaluation plan of query \( Q_2 \).

Some other AO dags for the queries \( Q_1, Q_2 \) and \( Q_3 \) are shown in Figures 1(b), 2(a), and 2(b). These multiquery AO dags are subdags of the multiquery AO dag of Figure 1(a). In contrast to the multiquery AO dag of Figure 1(a), in the multiquery AO dags of Figures 1(b), 2(a), and 2(b) the sink nodes are not necessarily source relations. In a multiquery AO dag for a set of queries, all the query nodes are present, and the same holds for the marked nodes. All the root nodes are query nodes (but a query node is not necessarily a root node). The sink nodes are view nodes and represent materialized views. Those of the sink nodes that are not marked are the new views to materialize in the DW. For instance in the multiquery AO dag of Figure 2(b), the materialized views are the views (or relations) \( L, S, P, V_2 \), and \( V_5 \), of which \( L, S, \) and \( V_5 \) are new views to materialize in the DW, and \( P, V_2 \) are views already materialized in the DW (old views). For each query node, at least one evaluation plan from the sink nodes is represented. Note that since the sink nodes represent (old and new) materialized views, every query can be evaluated using the materialized views. Every sink node that is not a marked node occurs in at least one query evaluation plan.

The incremental design problem that we address in this paper can now be formulated as follows. Consider a multiquery AO dag \( G \), for a set \( Q \) of new queries and a set \( V_0 \) of old views, which represents alternative evaluation plans for the queries in \( Q \) over the source relations. \( G \) is given as input to the problem. The goal is to find a multiquery AO dag \( G' \) for \( Q \) and \( V_0 \), subdag of \( G \), such that the combined cost of evaluating the queries in \( Q \) according to the query evaluation plans represented in \( G' \), and maintaining the new materialized views represented in \( G' \) is minimal. In our simplified example we let the multiquery AO dag of Figure 1(a) be the input to the problem.

### 3.2 An Example of Application of the Rules

In order to deal with the problem we first construct a multiquery AO dag \( G_0 \) from \( G \) as follows: Remove from \( G \) all the nodes and edges that appear solely in evaluation plans of the marked nodes (and not in those of any other query). \( G_0 \) is called initial multiquery AO dag. All the marked nodes in \( G_0 \) are sink nodes. In our example, the initial multiquery AO dag is shown in Figure 1(b). The intuition behind the construction of the initial multiquery AO dag is the following: since the marked nodes represent views that are materialized and thus are available, their evaluation need not be represented in the multiquery AO dag.
The initial multiquery AO dag is the starting point from which we can apply two transformation rules for multiquery AO dags. Consider a multiquery AO dag $G$. The first transformation rule (called here New Materialized View Creation)
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**Fig. 2.** A multiquery AO dag for $Q_1$, $Q_2$, and $Q_3$ after an application of (a) the first rule, and (b) the second rule.

can be applied to a view node $V$ in $G$ that is not a sink node and to a query node $Q$ in $G$ that can be evaluated in $G$ using $V$. Nodes $V$ and $Q$ can coincide. New Materialized View Creation rule makes node $V$ a sink node (new materialized view) and forces query $Q$ to be evaluated using $V$. In order to do so, first, it removes from $G$ all the nodes and the edges that are solely used for evaluating $V$ (and not any other query). Then, it removes from $G$ all the nodes and edges that are solely used for evaluating $Q$ without using $V$. Figure 2(a) shows the result of applying the New Materialized View Creation rule to the view node $V_5$ and the query node $Q_2$ of the multiquery AO dag of Figure 1(b). Note that view node $V_5$ is now a sink node and query $Q_2$ can be evaluated only using $V_5$. The evaluation plans of the other queries are not affected.

The second transformation rule (called here Evaluation Plan Elimination) can be applied to a view node $V$ in $G$ that is a sink or query node and to a query node $Q$ in $G$ that can be evaluated in $G$ using $V$ but also without using $V$. Evaluation Plan Elimination rule forces $Q$ to be evaluated using $V$. Thus, it removes from $G$ all the nodes and edges that are solely used for evaluating $Q$ without using $V$. Figure 2(b) shows the result of applying the Evaluation Plan Elimination rule to the view node $V_2$ and the query node $Q_1$ of the multiquery AO dag of Figure 2(a). Note that query $Q_2$ can now be evaluated only using $V_2$. The evaluation plans of the other queries are not affected.

If we assume that a new materialized view is used in at least one optimal query evaluation plan of a new query (that is, views are not materialized in the DW exclusively for supporting the view maintenance process) the previous two rules are sound and complete. This means that an optimal solution to the problem (a multiquery AO dag, subdag of the initial multiquery AO dag,
that yields the minimal combined cost) can be obtained by finitely applying in sequence the two transformation rules to the initial multiquery AO dag.

4 The Randomized Approach

Each solution to an optimization problem can be seen as a state in a search space. Each state has a cost associated with it which is given by a cost function. The states are connected by directed edges that are defined by moves. A move set is the set of moves available to go from one state to another. A move that reduce the cost of a state is called downhill move, while one that increases the cost of a state is called uphill move. Two states are called adjacent if one can go from one to the other by one move. A local minimum is a state that has the lowest cost among all its adjacent states. A global minimum is a state that has the lowest cost among all the states. In a search space there can be more than one local and global minimum. The optimal solution to the problem corresponds to a global minimum. Randomized algorithms perform a “random” walk through a solution space along the edges defined by the moves. Simulated Annealing is a randomized algorithm that has been successfully applied to a great number of different optimization problems. It has theoretical foundations and simplicity. We show in this section how the Simulated Annealing process can be adapted to the incremental DW design problem.

4.1 Simulated Annealing

The Simulated Annealing algorithm \[16\] tries to simulate the annealing process of crystals. In this process the temperature of a fluid is slowly decreased until the system reaches a state of minimum energy. The slower the temperature reduction, the lower the energy of the final state. The cost function of a state plays the role of the energy in the annealing process of crystals. As in other optimization techniques, the Simulated Annealing algorithm always accepts downhill moves but also uphill moves with some probability that depends on a number of parameters.

Figure 3 illustrates the behavior of Simulated Annealing. Two nested loops can be seen in this algorithm. In the inner loop the temperature is kept constant. A downhill move is always allowed. An uphill move is allowed with some probability that depends on the temperature and the difference between the actual state’s cost and the new state’s cost. The inner loop is finished when an equilibrium condition is met. Then the temperature is reduced and the inner loop is started again. The outer loop is finished when a freezing condition is met.

A number of parameters need to be determined for applying the algorithm to the incremental DW design problem. States, moves and cost function are problem dependent parameters. The parameters: initial state, initial temperature, temperature reduction, equilibrium condition, and freezing condition depend on the implementation of the process.
Input: initial state, initial temperature;
Output: minstate;

begin
    minstate := initial state; cost := Cost(initial state); mincost := cost;
    temp := initial temperature;
    repeat
        repeat
            newstate := state after random move; newcost := Cost(newstate);
            if newcost ≤ cost then
                state := newstate; cost := newcost
            else with probability \( \frac{\exp(newcost - cost)}{\exp(temp)} \)
                state := newstate; cost := newcost
            end
            if cost < mincost then
                minstate := state; mincost := cost
            end
        until equilibrium not reached;
        reduce temperature
    until not frozen;
    return minstate
end

Fig. 3. Simulated Annealing Algorithm

4.2 Problem-Dependent Parameters

Consider a multiquery AO dag \( G \), for a set \( Q \) of new queries and a set \( V_0 \) of old views, which represents alternative evaluation plans for the queries in \( Q \) over the source relations.

States. A state is a multiquery AO dag \( G' \) for \( Q \) and \( V_0 \) such that (a) \( G' \) is a subdag of \( G \), and (b) all the marked view nodes in \( G' \) are sink nodes. Thus, the search space is a graph of multiquery AO dags.

Moves. There is a move (edge) from a state \( s \) to a state \( s' \) if \( s' \) can be obtained from \( s \) by applying any of the two transformation rules presented in the previous section. Each of these rules removes at least one edge from the multiquery AO dag to which it is applied. Thus, the search space defined this way is an acyclic directed graph. The Simulated Annealing process requires the search space to be a strongly connected graph i.e. for any two states \( s \) and \( s' \), there is path in the search space from \( s \) to \( s' \) and from \( s' \) to \( s \). In the implementation of the algorithm, when a random move leading to a state \( s \) is performed, the adjacent to \( s \) state is kept available. Therefore, the moves are reversible. This way the previous requirement is satisfied.

Cost function. Given a state \( G' \), the evaluation cost \( E(Q) \) of the queries in \( Q \) is the (possibly) weighted sum of the cost of the optimal evaluation plan of each query in \( Q \) among the plans represented in \( G' \). The weights in \( E(Q) \) reflect the frequency (or importance) of the corresponding queries. Let \( V \) be the set of new materialized views in \( G' \) (that is, the set of sink nodes that are not in \( V_0 \)).
The view maintenance cost $M(V)$ of the new views in $V$ is the weighted sum of propagating the changes of the source relations to the views that are affected by these changes. The weights in $M(V)$ reflect the frequencies of propagating the changes of the corresponding source relations. The cost of the state $G'$ is the combined sum $E(Q) + c \times M(V)$. The parameter $c$ indicates the importance of the query evaluation vs. the view maintenance cost and is set by the DW designer. A typical value of $c$ is 1. $c < 1$ privileges the query evaluation cost, while $c > 1$ privileges the view maintenance cost in the incremental design of the DW. If the query evaluation cost is more important, the DW designer has the choice to give $c$ a value much smaller than 1 in order to determine a view selection that has good query performance, and conversely. Low query evaluation cost can be obtained by materializing all the new queries (in general view nodes close to the root nodes of the graph). Low view maintenance cost can be obtained by materializing all the base relations that are not already materialized (non-marked sink nodes in the initial multiquery AO dag).

4.3 Implementation Dependent Parameters

Initial state. A theoretical analysis of the simulated annealing but also multiple experimental studies show that the effectiveness of the algorithm in finding the global minimum state is independent of the choice of the initial state \cite{14}. Therefore we select as an initial state the initial multiquery AO dag $G_0$.

Initial temperature. The initial temperature has to be sufficiently low to allow many uphill moves to be performed in the beginning. After a series of experiments we found that an initial temperature of twice the cost of the initial state shows a good performance. An increase of the multiplicative factor beyond 2 does not improve significantly the quality of the solution returned while importantly increasing the execution time of the algorithm.

Temperature reduction. Different previous works \cite{24,13} have successfully experimented with a temperature reduction process where the new temperature is a percentage $\alpha$ of the old temperature and this percentage remains constant during the whole process. A typical value for $\alpha$ is in the range 0.9 to 0.95. Our experimental results indicated that 0.9 shows a good trade off between quality of the solution returned and execution time.

Equilibrium condition. This condition determines the number of times the inner loop of the algorithm is executed. This number can be dependent on the current temperature. Here it is assumed to be constant throughout the annealing and is experimentally set to be equal to 6.

Freezing condition. This condition determines when the annealing process terminates. The temperature is so low that accepted moves (either uphill or downhill) are negligible. A typical condition that is also adopted here consists of two tests: whether the temperature is below 1 and whether the final state does not change for four consecutive iterations through the outer loop of the algorithm.

Finally, each possible move from a state has equal probability to be chosen.
5 Experimental Results

We have performed a number of experiments to evaluate the Simulated Annealing process for incrementally designing a DW. We have chosen an input multiquery AO dag where the source relations are the dimension tables and the fact table presented in Section 3. The multiquery AO dag comprises both unary (generalized projection) and binary (natural join) operation nodes. It is reasonably sized so that an exhaustive algorithm can also be executed on it. We have adopted a simple cost model for evaluating the queries and maintaining the views. We consider that each view is maintained separately, and the materialized views are maintained by recomputation. The weights in the cost formulas are equal to 1. We have measured the time needed to execute the Simulated Annealing algorithm, and the quality of the solution returned when different factors of the problem vary. The quality of the solution is expressed as a percentage of the cost of the solution returned by the Simulated Annealing approach divided by the cost of the solution returned by the exhaustive algorithm. The varying factors are the size of the multiquery AO dag, the number of new queries, the number of marked nodes, and the parameter $c$ in the cost function.

**Experiment 1:** The size of the Multiquery AO dag varies. This size is expressed as the number of view nodes in the Multiquery AO dag. Figures 4(a) and (b) plot the solution quality and the execution time against the number of view nodes in the multiquery AO dag. Each point in these and in the subsequent plots is averaged over four executions of the algorithm. The solution quality degrades as the number of view nodes increases but does not drop below 70%.

**Experiment 2:** The number of queries varies. Figures 4(c) and (d) plot the solution quality and the execution time against the number of query nodes in the multiquery AO dag. The solution quality increases and the execution time degrades as the number of query nodes increases. This is due to the fact that in contrast to the other view nodes, the query nodes are not removed from a multiquery AO dag by an application of the rules. Therefore, an increase in the number of the query nodes reduces the size of the search space.

**Experiment 3:** The number of marked nodes varies. Figures 4(e) and (f) plot the solution quality and the execution time against the number of marked nodes in the multiquery AO dag. The solution quality increases and the execution time degrades as the number of marked nodes increases. This is due to the facts that (a) the marked nodes are not removed from a multiquery AO dag by an application of the rules, and (b) their evaluation plans are removed from the multiquery AO dag. Therefore, as with the query nodes, an increase in the number of the marked nodes, reduces the size of the search space.

**Experiment 4:** The parameter $c$ varies. Figures 4(g) and (h) plot the solution quality and the execution time against parameter $c$ of the cost function. The solution quality increases and the execution time degrades as parameter $c$ increases. This is due to the fact that when $c > 1$, the cost of a state is determined primarily by the materialized view maintenance cost. Low view maintenance cost
Fig. 4. Quality and time vs. number of view nodes, number of queries, number of marked view nodes and parameter $c$. 
can be obtained by the states that are close to the initial state (that is, can be reached by few moves). In fact, if the cost of a state is determined uniquely by the view maintenance cost, the initial state has the minimal cost. The opposite happens when $c < 1$ where the cost of a state is determined primarily by the query evaluation cost.

6 Conclusion

Data Warehouses are dynamic entities that evolve over time. As the needs of the analysts grow new queries need to be satisfied. In general, new views need to be materialized either for satisfying the new queries or for performance reasons. Re-implementing the DW from scratch is complex and time consuming. A better solution is the incremental design of a DW where new views are materialized in order to minimize the combined evaluation cost of the new queries and the maintenance cost of the new views. A previous work on this problem provided theoretical foundations for a solution and an exhaustive algorithm. However, due to the size of the problem an exhaustive algorithm cannot be of practical interest in real cases.

We have presented a randomized approach based on the Simulated Annealing process for incrementally designing a DW. Simulated Annealing is an algorithm good for optimization problems with a large search space. The definition of the search space has been based on an AND/OR dag representation for multiple queries and views that is able to represent alternative evaluation plans of the queries from the materialized views and subexpression sharing among queries and between queries and views. Our approach has been implemented. The experimental results are encouraging and show the feasibility of the approach.

In this work we impose a constraint on a materialized view selection: the new views and the old views together must be able to answer all the new queries. An interesting extension of this work concerns the design of efficient approaches for the incremental design of a DW when additional constraints are imposed, as for instance, space or view maintenance cost constraints and integrity constraints.
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Abstract. In the context of object-oriented formalism, stereotypes are presented as a new means for user-defined extensions of the Unified Modeling Language (UML). Unfortunately, the stereotypes syntax and semantics vary depending on the proposed extensions and it is not easy to propose a complete formalization of this mechanism. This is the reason why this paper tries to identify and formalize a pertinent set of stereotypes called stereotypes for type specification. This category of stereotypes was intuitively or implicitly presented in several works and has been experimented in different modeling methods, especially in the field of Geographic Information System (GIS). This paper proposes a complete study of this class of stereotypes and discusses the interest of their applications. Numerous examples will be presented in the field of GIS.

1 Introduction

Stereotypes provide a mechanism for extending the vocabulary of the Unified Modeling Language (UML). Indeed, the main goal of stereotypes is to adapt UML to specific fields such as real-time system, Geographic Information System (GIS), etc [1,2][4]. Since the introduction of the concept by Rebecca Wirfs-Brock [16], stereotypes have been used in numerous ways. In UML class diagrams, stereotypes usually define a secondary classification for objects which is independent of the classification by classes. In other words, it is possible to think of a stereotype as a type associated to class. In its simplest representation, a stereotype is rendered as a textual string enclosed by quotation marks; but stereotypes often have an associated iconic representation.

For example in most of GIS modeling methods, the proposed stereotypes focus on the geometry of the real-world entities [3,4][5-8][11,12]. Both a class Building and a class Lake can be associated to a stereotype <<Polygon>> (figure 1.a) that can also be represented by an icon (figure 1.b). In practice, stereotypes are often used as an alternative representation of inheritance. For example, classes of figures 1.a and 1.b can be viewed as classes that inherit from an implicit class Polygon. In the majority of cases, a class having a stereotype <<Polygon>> can be also rewritten as a class having an attribute of type Polygon (see figure 1.c). In this case, the type of this special attribute (named stereotyped attribute) directly corresponds to the type (i.e. the
stereotype) of the class. This paper focuses on the category of stereotypes described in this example i.e. stereotypes that correspond to an implicit declaration of stereotyped attributes in class diagrams. These stereotypes are designed for class diagrams and will be called stereotypes for type specification.
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**Fig. 1.** Use of stereotypes for type specification: alternative representations

In several domain-specific modeling methods (for example in methods for GIS design), stereotypes can be combined in order to produce other stereotypes that correspond to complex types. For example, a class Waterway can be associated to a stereotype resulting from the combination of a stereotype `<<Polyline>>` and a stereotype `<<Polygon>>`. Indeed, the geometry of waterways is usually composed of a polyline (a river) and a polygon (a lake). Thus, this class implicitly contains a stereotyped attribute having a value domain constructed by the combination of polyline objects and polygon objects. Indeed, a value of the considered stereotyped attribute is a combination of objects having the type Polyline and objects having the type Polygon. The work of [4] introduces three combination operations for stereotypes: disjunction, conjunction, multiplicity operations. In the context of stereotyped attributes, these operations have the following semantics:

- disjunction operation between A and B; the value of the stereotyped attribute is either a value having the type A or a value having the type B (but not both).
- conjunction operation between A and B; the value of the stereotyped attribute is the combination of a value having the type A and a value having the type B.
- multiplicity operation between A and a multiplicity m; the value of the stereotyped attribute is composed of m values having the type A.
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**Fig. 2.** Iconic representation of combination operations

Figure 2 presents an example of iconic representation of these operations in the context of GIS modeling. These three combination operations have not been arbitrarily chosen. Indeed, they are especially interesting because they allow the specification of all stereotypes resulting from the aggregation operation. The aggregation is one of
the most important associations in object-oriented modeling [2]. For example, in class diagram of figure 3, an aggregation association is defined between a whole and its parts. In this example, a country (the whole) is composed of a frontier (a polygon), zero, one or many rivers (polylines), and a capital town (represented by either a point or a polygon but not both); according to the UML notation, a xor relation can link two aggregation associations. The type of the stereotyped attribute associated to the class Country (the whole class) is represented by a stereotype. This stereotype uses the new formalism presented in this paper, and corresponds to the aggregation of the types related to part stereotyped attributes. The multiplicity \([0..\infty]\) is also introduced in the polyline stereotype of the whole; it means that the whole contains from zero to \(+\infty\) polylines.

![UML Diagram](Fig. 3. Example of a class Country)

As illustrated in the field of GIS, stereotypes for type specification provide a powerful tool that helps designers to adapt UML to a specific domain. The main contribution of this paper is to define the syntax and semantics of stereotypes for type specification in order to know exactly what it is possible to express in using this mechanism. The theoretic foundation presented in this paper can have several applications concerning:
- the implementation of an algorithm checking if two stereotypes have exactly the same semantics;
- concerning the aggregation, a process that generates a stereotype associated to a whole class from stereotypes associated to part classes.

Definitions presented in this paper will be exemplified in the field of GIS modeling but they can be applied in numerous other domains. Also, the work presented in this paper is part of the industrial AIGLE project. AIGLE is a CASE-Tool that supports the OMEGA method (Object-oriented Modeling for End-User Applications) [8]. AIGLE is marketed by the French Company CIRIL SA [9,10], and OMEGA is a UML-based method for the design of centralized [7,8] or distributed GIS [11][14]. The final goal is to integrate the presented work into OMEGA and AIGLE.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes syntax and semantics of stereotypes for type specification independently of the textual or iconic representation defined for combination operations. Section 3 establishes the semantics
of stereotypes in the context of the aggregation, and presents the link existing between
the stereotype of a whole class and stereotypes of its parts. Section 4 deals with the
expressiveness of the stereotypes, and discusses the possibility to know if two stereo-
types have the same semantics. Section 5 concludes and draws some perspectives for
future work.

2 Syntax and Semantics of Stereotypes for Type Specification

2.1 Notation

The presented formalism uses two types of unordered collections: the set and the bag.
The set doesn’t contain duplicate elements; any element can be represented only
once. A set is denoted by \{element₁ , ⋯ , elementₙ\}. Let \( S \) be a set, \( \mathcal{P}(S) \) is the set of all
subsets of \( S \). The size of a set is its number of elements denoted by \( |S| \). A bag is similar
to a set, but it can contain duplicate elements; that is, the same element can occur
in a bag more than once. A bag is denoted by \( \text{Bag}\{element₁ , ⋯ , elementₙ\} \). The empty bag is \( \text{Bag}\{\} \). The combination of bags is allowed by using the union operator.
For example, \( \text{Bag}\{a,b\} ∪ \text{Bag}\{b,c\} ∪ \text{Bag}\{\} = \text{Bag}\{a,b,b,c\} \). The cross-product
denoted by \( × \) provides the capability for combining sets of bags. Let \( S₁ \) and \( S₂ \) be
two sets of bags, \( S₁ × S₂ = \{ Bagᵢ ∪ Bagⱼ \mid Bagᵢ ∈ S₁ \text{ and } Bagⱼ ∈ S₂ \} \). For example,
\( \{ \text{Bag}\{a,b\} , \text{Bag}\{c\} \} × \{ \text{Bag}\{c\} \} = \{ \text{Bag}\{a,b,c\} , \text{Bag}\{c,c\} \} \). The cross-product is
associative. Also, because the bag is an unordered collection, the cross-product on
sets of bags is commutative. \( Sⁿ \) is the cross-product of \( S \) with itself \( n \) times; if applied
to cross-product on a set of bags, \( S₀ = \{ \text{Bag}\{\} \} \); \( S₁ = S \); \( S² = S × S \); \( S³ = S × S × S \); ...
A multiplicity is denoted by \([\text{min}..\text{max}]\) with \( \text{min} \), \( \text{max} ∈ [0..+∞[ \) and \( \text{min}\leq\text{max} \). Also,
\( +∞ \) is denoted by \(*\).

2.2 Definition of Simple and Complex Stereotypes

In fact, stereotypes for type specification correspond to types of implicit stereotyped
attributes. Consequently, the semantics of stereotypes can be represented by the value
domains of these attributes. This subsection defines the concept of simple type. The
domain of values of a simple type \( τ \) is a set of bags that contain only one element. Let
\( \text{Dom}(τ) \) be the domain of values related to a type \( τ \). The value of a stereotyped at-
tribute having a type \( τ \) must match with one and only one bag in \( \text{Dom}(τ) \). For ex-
ample, in class diagrams of object-oriented methods for GIS, each class has one (and
only one) implicit stereotyped attribute and a stereotype that represents the geo-
graphic type of this attribute. The value of a stereotyped attribute is an unordered
collection (more precisely a bag) of geographic objects. In the following, geographic
types will be called geoTypes. The simple geoTypes considered in this paper are:
point, polyline, polygon, circle. Their domains of values are sets composed
of bags that contain respectively one object point, polyline, polygon, or circle. For example,
\( \text{Dom}(\text{circle}) \) is the infinite set of bags that contain one object circle,
\( \text{Dom}(\text{circle}) = \{ \text{Bag}\{\text{circle}\} , \text{circle}, \text{Bag}\{\text{circle}\} , \text{circle} \} \).
Stereotype syntax. Each simple type can be visually represented in class diagrams by a stereotype. For that, a function $ToType$ can be defined in order to associate a type $\tau$ to a visual representation. The function $ToType$ takes a visual representation as parameter and returns its associated simple type. The function that takes a type as parameter and returns its visual representation is called $ToVisu$. For example, figure 4 presents a correspondence between simple geoTypes and iconic stereotypes in using a specific definition of $ToType$ and $ToVisu$. As described in definition 1, the set of all stereotypes related to a set $T$ of simple types is $SType_{Simple}(T)$.

\begin{align*}
SType_{Simple}(T) &= \{ ToVisu(\tau) \mid \tau \in T \} \\

Let ToType be a function such as $\forall \tau \in T$, $ToType(ToVisu(\tau)) = \tau$
\end{align*}

Conjunction, disjunction and multiplicity operations can be introduced in order to specify complex types. A complex type is composed by conjunction and disjunction between simple types. Let /4 and 01 be respectively visual operators related to the conjunction operation and the disjunction operation. Let $\oplus$ be a visual operator that associates a stereotype to a multiplicity. For example, a definition of these visual operators for geoTypes was described in figure 2. The use of these visual operators on stereotypes returns new stereotypes related to complex types (see definition 2).

**DEFINITION 2.** Let $Mult$ be the infinite set of multiplicities. The infinite set called $SType_{Complex}$ of all complex stereotypes is constructed by the following two rules. $T$ is a set of simple types,

\begin{align*}
x, y \in SType_{Simple}(T) &\lor x, y \in SType_{Complex}(T) \rightarrow \\
(x /4 y) \in SType_{Complex}(T) &\land (x 01 y) \in SType_{Complex}(T) \\
(x \in SType_{Simple}(T) \lor x \in SType_{Complex}(T)) &\land m \in Mult \rightarrow (x \oplus m) \in SType_{Complex}(T)
\end{align*}

The infinite set of all stereotypes related to $T$ is $SType$,

$SType(T) = SType_{Simple}(T) \cup SType_{Complex}(T)$
Stereotype semantics. Another step is to define the function $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}$ that associates a value domain to an element of $\text{SType}(T)$.

**DEFINITION 3.** Let $\text{Dom}_{\text{Mult}}$ be a function that applies a multiplicity $[\text{min}..\text{max}]$ on a value domain $d$. The result is a value domain.

$$\text{Dom}_{\text{Mult}}(d, [\text{min}..\text{max}]) = d_{\text{min}} \cup \emptyset \cup d_{k} \cup \emptyset \cup d_{\text{max}} \quad \text{with min} \leq k \leq \text{max}$$

Let $T$ be a set of simple types. The definition of $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}$ is given by

1. $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x) = \text{Dom}(\text{ToType}(x))$ if $x \in \text{SType}_{\text{Simple}}(T)$
2. $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x /4 y) = \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x) \times \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(y)$
3. $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x \wedge y) = \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x) \cup \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(y)$
4. $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x \oplus m) = \text{Dom}_{\text{Mult}}(\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x), m)$

$\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}$ provides the exact semantics of stereotypes. Let $x, y \in \text{SType}(T)$; the stereotypes $x$ and $y$ have the same semantics iff $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x) = \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(y)$.

In fact, $\text{Dom}_{\text{Mult}}$ applies the multiplicity effect to a value domain. For example,

$$\text{Dom}_{\text{Mult}}(\text{Dom}(\text{circle}), [0..2]) = \text{Dom}(\text{circle})^{0} \cup \text{Dom}(\text{circle})^{1} \cup \text{Dom}(\text{circle})^{2}$$

Intuitively, the application of the multiplicity $[0..2]$ on $\text{Dom}(\text{circle})$ returns the value domain composed of bags that contain from 0 to 2 circles.

The function $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}$ decomposes the value domain of a stereotype into cross-products and unions of simple type domains. While the cross-product corresponds to a conjunction between value domains, the union is a disjunction between value domains. Remember that because a bag is an unordered collection, the cross-product on sets of bags is associative and commutative. Thus, all theoretic evaluations of $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}$ with a specific input provide the same result. Figure 5 exemplifies an evaluation of $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}$ with the visual operators defined in figure 2.

The next small examples briefly illustrate the fact that two distinct combinations of stereotypes can lead to the same semantics, even if combined stereotypes are syntactically different. Let $t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4$ be four distinct simple types having four distinct visual representations. Also, all simple types considered in this first example have distinct semantics.

$$\text{Dom}(t_1) = \{ \text{Bag}\{a\}, \text{Bag}\{b\} \} \quad \text{Dom}(t_2) = \{ \text{Bag}\{c\}, \text{Bag}\{d\} \}$$
$$\text{Dom}(t_3) = \{ \text{Bag}\{a\}, \text{Bag}\{c\} \} \quad \text{Dom}(t_4) = \{ \text{Bag}\{b\}, \text{Bag}\{d\} \}$$
Let $x, y$ be two stereotypes such as

$$x = ToVisu(t_1) \text{ 01  } ToVisu(t_2) \quad \text{and} \quad y = ToVisu(t_3) \text{ 01  } ToVisu(t_4)$$

In this case, $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x) = \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(y) = \{ \text{Bag}\{a\}, \text{Bag}\{b\}, \text{Bag}\{c\}, \text{Bag}\{d\} \}$. $x$ and $y$ are syntactically different but they have exactly the same semantics.

In the same way, let $t_1, t_2$ be other distinct simple types,

$$\text{Dom}(t_1) = \{ \text{Bag}\{a\} \} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{Dom}(t_2) = \{ \text{Bag}\{b\} \}$$

Let $x, y$ be two new stereotypes such as

$$x = ( ( \text{ToVisu}(t_1) \oplus [0..1] ) / 4 ( ( \text{ToVisu}(t_2) \text{ 01  } \text{ToVisu}(t_3) ) \oplus [0..1] ) \quad \text{and} \quad y = ( ( \text{ToVisu}(t_1) \oplus [0..1] ) / 4 ( \text{ToVisu}(t_2) \text{ 01  } \text{ToVisu}(t_3) ) \oplus [0..2] )$$

In this case, $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x) = \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(y) = \{ \text{Bag}\{\}, \text{Bag}\{a\}, \text{Bag}\{b\}, \text{Bag}\{a,a\}, \text{Bag}\{a,b\} \}$. Once again, $x$ and $y$ have exactly the same semantics.

### 3 Aggregation

In UML class diagrams, most of classes collaborate with others in a number of different ways. This collaboration can be formulated by associations (also called relationships). Aggregation is a special form of association between instances, where one of them (the whole) is assembled from others (the parts). In this section, a function will be defined in order to determine the domain related to the stereotype of the whole class from domains of stereotypes associated to the part classes. This definition gives the behavior of the stereotypes when aggregation is used.

**Formal structure.** The first step is to describe a formal structure for aggregation associations and xor relations existing between them.

**Definition 4.** Let $P(C') = \{ R_i(C_1, \text{min}_i, \text{max}_i), \bigcirc, R_n(C_n, \text{min}_n, \text{max}_n) \}$. $P(C')$ is the set of relationships aggregating a class $C'$. For each relationships $R_i$, the part class is $C_i$ and $\text{min}_i, \text{max}_i$ are the multiplicity implied in $R_i$.

Let $X(C') = \{ (R_i, R_j), \bigcirc, (R_n, R_v) \}$. $X(C')$ is the set of all binary relations xor between distinct elements of $P(C')$. 
Intuitively, the value of the stereotyped attribute associated to this stereotype is composed of either a point or a polygon, and a polygon, and from zero to two polylines.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fig. 5. Example of } \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}} \text{ evaluation}
\end{align*}
\]
Because binary xor relations are symmetric and irreflexive, elements of \( X(C') \) are sets having a size equal to 2. In the example of figure 3,

\[
P(Country) = \{ \, R_1(Capital\_Town\_Representation1, 1, 1), \\
R_2(Capital\_Town\_Representation2, 1, 1), \\
R_3(Frontier, 1, 1), \, R_4(River, 0, +\infty) \, \}
\]

\[
X(Country) = \{ \{ R_1, R_2 \} \}
\]

**DEFINITION 5.** Let \( \text{ToSType} \) be a function that takes as parameter an element \( R_i \) of \( P(C') \), and returns the stereotype of the class \( C_i \) associated to \( R_i \).

**DEFINITION 6.** Let \( \text{DomClass} = \text{ToSType} \circ \text{DomSType} \); the composition of \( \text{ToSType} \) followed by \( \text{DomSType} \).

For \( R_4 \in P(Country) \), \( \text{DomClass}(R_4) = \text{DomSType}(\text{ToSType}(R_4)) = \text{Dom}(polyline) \).

**Multiplicity effect.** The second step is to study the effect of the multiplicity on a domain of a type. This is given by the function \( \text{DomMultR} \).

**DEFINITION 7.** Let \( R(C, min, max) \) be an element of \( P(C') \),

\[
\text{DomMultR}(R) = \text{DomMult}(\text{DomClass}(R), [min..max])
\]

For \( R_4 \in P(Country) \),

\[
\text{DomMultR}(R_4) = \text{Dom}(polyline)^0 \cup \text{Dom}(polyline)^1 \cup \text{Dom}(polyline)^2 \cup \text{Dom}(polyline)^3 \cup \emptyset
\]

For example, the application of the multiplicity \([0..*]\) on \( \text{Dom}(polyline) \) (which is the part value domain) returns the infinite set of all bags that contain only polylines (which is the whole value domain).

**Link between the whole and its parts.** The last step is to precisely define the link between the value domain of the whole and the value domain of its parts.

**DEFINITION 8.** Let \( Q_{\neg\text{xor}}(C') \) and \( Q_{\text{xor}}(C') \) be two sets of sets. Each element of \( Q_{\neg\text{xor}}(C') \) is composed of an association not implied in a xor relation.

\[
Q_{\neg\text{xor}}(C') = \{ \{ R_i \} \mid R_i \in P(C') \text{ and } \forall S \in X(C'), R_i \notin S \}
\]

Each element of \( Q_{\text{xor}}(C') \) is composed of associations implied in a xor relation.

\[
Q_{\text{xor}}(C') \subseteq 2^{P(C')}.
\]

Let \( S \in 2^{P(C')} \), \( S \in Q_{\text{xor}}(C') \) if

\[
(\forall R_i, R_j \in S \text{ such as } R_i \neq R_j \text{, } \{R_i, R_j\} \in X(C')) \text{ and } (\forall R_i \in P(C') \text{ such as } R_i \notin S, \exists R_j \in S \text{ such as } \{R_i, R_j\} \notin X(C')) \text{ and } |S| \geq 2
\]

Let \( Q(C') = Q_{\neg\text{xor}}(C') \cup Q_{\text{xor}}(C') \).
Fig. 6. Finite representation for stereotypes: sets of numeric constraints
Fig. 7. Syntax simplification and sets of constraints

Fig. 8. Example using syntax simplification
Thus, $Q_{\text{xor}}(C')$ assembles binary $\text{xor}$ relations in order to compose sets of $n$-arity $\text{xor}$ relations. For example, if $X(C') = \{ \{R_a, R_b\}, \{R_a, R_c\}, \{R_b, R_c\}\}$ then $Q_{\text{xor}}(C') = \{\{R_a, R_b, R_c\}\}$. In the previous example, $Q_{\text{xor}}(\text{Country}) = \{\{R_2\}\}; Q_{\text{xor}}(\text{Country}) = \{\{R_1, R_2\}\}; Q(\text{Country}) = \{\{R_3\}, \{R_4\}, \{R_1, R_2\}\}$. Finally, the value domain of the stereotype associated to a whole class can be defined from its parts by the function $\text{Dom}_{\text{Whole}}$. This function is defined below and takes as parameter $Q(C')$.

**DEFINITION 9.** Let $Q(C') = \{\{R_1\}, \{\text{Ø}, R_{1m}\}, \{\text{Ø}, R_{ap}\}, \{\text{Ø}, R_{aq}\}\}$. $\text{Dom}_{\text{Whole}}(Q(C')) = (\text{Dom}_{\text{MultR}}(R_1) \cup \text{Ø} \cup \text{Dom}_{\text{MultR}}(R_{1m})) \times \text{Ø} \times (\text{Dom}_{\text{MultR}}(R_{ap}) \cup \text{Ø} \cup \text{Dom}_{\text{MultR}}(R_{aq}))$

More intuitively, $Q(C')$ can be viewed as a conjunctive normal form of associations. Indeed, conjunction operations link the elements of $Q(C')$ and disjunction operations link elements of each set that is included in $Q(C')$. In the previous example, the value related to the stereotyped attribute of a Country instance is composed of a polygon issued from $R_2$ and polylines issued from $R_4$ (exclusive) or a polygon issued from $R_2$). Also, the function $\text{Dom}_{\text{Whole}}$ applies the multiplicity on the value domain associated to the stereotype of each part class by using the function $\text{Dom}_{\text{MultR}}$. For example,

$$\text{Dom}_{\text{Whole}}(Q(\text{Country})) = \text{Dom}_{\text{MultR}}(R_3) \times \text{Dom}_{\text{MultR}}(R_4) \times (\text{Dom}_{\text{MultR}}(R_1) \cup \text{Dom}_{\text{MultR}}(R_2))$$

$$= \text{Dom}(\text{polygon}) \times \text{Dom}_{\text{MultR}}(R_4) \times (\text{Dom}(\text{point}) \cup \text{Dom}(\text{polygon}))$$

The result of $\text{Dom}_{\text{MultR}}(R_4)$ was previously presented. To summarise this subsection, $P(C')$ and $X(C')$ are the formal structures of an aggregation. $C'$ is the whole class. $\text{Dom}_{\text{Whole}}$ is a function that determines the value domain (i.e. the semantics) of the stereotype associated to $C'$. $\text{Dom}_{\text{Whole}}$ uses both the function $\text{Dom}_{\text{MultR}}$ and the set $Q(C')$ constructed from $P(C')$ and $X(C')$.

### 4 Computation of Stereotype Semantics

#### 4.1 Semantic Equivalence

It can be very interesting to know if two stereotypes have exactly the same semantics i.e. if they are associated with the same value domain. Unfortunately, it is often impossible or not reasonable to compute directly cross-products and unions of value domains in order to compare value domains of two stereotypes; in other words, it is often impossible or not reasonable to use $\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}$ and $\text{Dom}_{\text{Whole}}$ to determine if two stereotypes are equivalent. Thus, this subsection presents intuitively a finite form of value domains related to stereotypes. This finite form is suitable for the semantic equivalence checking. Indeed, as presented in figure 6, each stereotype can be represented by a set of numeric constraints. The constraints of a stereotype $x$ decorated by a multiplicity are related to the number of elements in bags included in the value domain associated to $x$. The first part of these constraints consists of inequalities that give absolute boundaries for each simple type. The general form of these inequalities
is \( \min \leq n(t) \leq \max \) where \( n(t) \) is number of elements having the simple type \( t \) in a bag of the considered value domain. \( \min \) and \( \max \) are the boundaries of \( n(t) \). For example, in numeric constraints of stereotype 1 presented in figure 6, the inequalities show that each bag of the considered value domain contains from 0 to 8 polylines, and from 0 to 8 circles. In the same way, the numeric constraints of stereotype 2 in figure 6 show that each bag of the considered value domain contains (2a) from 1 to 10 polylines and from 1 to 10 polygons, or (2b) only from 1 to 10 polygons.

The second part of numeric constraints is composed of equalities that underline the dependencies existing between element numbers of each bag. For example, a dependency exists between the number of polylines and the number of circles in each bag included in the value domain of the stereotype 1 (figure 6). This is due to the fact that a multiplicity is applied on a conjunction between a type Polyline and a type Circle. This leads to an equality between the number of polylines and the number of circles. In other words, the number of polylines and the number of circles are the same in each bag of the considered value domain.

The stereotype 3 in figure 6 corresponds to the conjunction of stereotypes 1 and 2 that are both decorated with a multiplicity. The constraints of the stereotype 3 consist of the union between the constraints of stereotype 1 and the constraints of stereotype 2. It becomes possible to know if two stereotypes have the same semantics by comparing their numeric constraints. It is important to notice that this method cannot be directly applied in the case of dependent simple types i.e. if it exists two distinct types which are dependent. Two simple types \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) are dependent iff \( \text{Dom}(t_1) \cap \text{Dom}(t_2) \neq \emptyset \).

### 4.2 Expressiveness Vs Simplicity

The UML-based method described in [4] use multiplicity operator only on simple stereotypes. This constraint simplifies the syntax of stereotypes and increases the readability of stereotypes in preventing complex combinations of multiplicities. This new syntax of complex stereotypes is presented in definition 10.

**DEFINITION 10.** Let \( \text{Mult} \) be the infinite set of multiplicities. The infinite set of all complex stereotypes is constructed by the following rules. \( T \) is a set of simple types,

\[
x, y \in S\text{Type}_{\text{Simple}}(T) \quad \lor \quad x, y \in S\text{Type}_{\text{Complex}}(T) \quad \rightarrow \\
(x / 4 y) \in S\text{Type}_{\text{Complex}}(T) \quad \land \quad (x \text{ 01 } y) \in S\text{Type}_{\text{Complex}}(T) \\
x \in S\text{Type}_{\text{Simple}}(T) \quad \land \quad m \in \text{Mult} \quad \rightarrow \quad (x \oplus m) \in S\text{Type}_{\text{Complex}}(T)
\]

The semantic definition of this new stereotype set is left unchanged. Each element of this new stereotype set can be represented by inequalities. Equalities representing dependencies existing between element numbers of each bag are unnecessary. Figure 7 exemplifies the representation of these stereotypes by constraints. The union of constraints associated to these stereotypes becomes trivial.

Unfortunately, this new set of stereotypes cannot represent all stereotypes issued from aggregations. For example, the figure 8.a describes an aggregation using the
stereotype definition 2. No stereotype issued from the definition 10 can have the semantics of the whole stereotype of this aggregation. Indeed, it is not possible to express the dependencies existing between the number of points and the number of polylines in using stereotypes presented in definition 10. As described in figure 8.b, the semantics can only be approximate. Let \( x \) be the whole stereotype of figure 8.a (issued from definition 2), and \( y \) be its approximation presented in figure 8.b (issued from definition 10), \( \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x) \subset \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(y) \). Thus, \( \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x) \neq \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(y) \).

Indeed,

\[
\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x) = (\text{Dom}(\text{polyline}) \times \text{Dom}(\text{point}))^0 \cup (\text{Dom}(\text{polyline}) \times \text{Dom}(\text{point}))^1 \cup (\text{Dom}(\text{polyline}) \times \text{Dom}(\text{point}))^2
\]

\[
\text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(y) = ((\text{Dom}(\text{polyline}))^0 \cup \text{Dom}(\text{polyline}))^1 \cup \text{Dom}(\text{polyline})^2) \times (\text{Dom}(\text{point}))^0 \cup \text{Dom}(\text{point})^1 \cup \text{Dom}(\text{point})^2
\]

Let \( B = \text{Bag}\{\text{polyline}_i, \text{polyline}_j, \text{point}_k\} : B \in \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(y) \) but \( B \notin \text{Dom}_{\text{SType}}(x) \).

Nevertheless, in the context of visual representation and in many other cases this approximation can be acceptable. The work of [13] presents an algorithm for semantic equivalence checking adapted to stereotypes using this syntactic simplification.

## 5 Perspectives

From a broad variety of common stereotype uses [1], this paper identifies a pertinent category of stereotypes (called stereotypes for type specification). This particular form of stereotypes has already proven its effectiveness in domain-specific applications design (for example in the field of GIS). This paper proposes theoretic syntax and semantics for this class of stereotypes (section 1-3), and studies its practical interest (section 4). The expressiveness of stereotypes introduced in [13] was also discussed in section 4.2. The presented formalism can be reused for other stereotype specifications. Also, as specified in introduction, the two major applications of the presented work concern:

- the definition of an algorithm for semantic equivalence checking (see section 4),
- the definition of an algorithm for automatic generation of stereotypes resulting from aggregations (see work presented in section 3 and [13]).

In the context of the AIGLE project, these two types of algorithms are being investigated [15]. At the conceptual level, it is very interesting for users of the CASE Tool AIGLE to exactly know the geographic type resulting from an aggregation and the corresponding stereotype. Indeed, this functionality can help designers to avoid conceptual errors in OMEGA class diagrams. In the same way, an algorithm for semantic equivalence checking can provide the capability to know if two versions of a class diagram are equivalent. AIGLE will support these new functionalities soon.
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Abstract. Conceptual models are formal descriptions of application domains that are used in early stages of system development to support requirements analysis. The Unified Modeling Language was formed by integrating several diagramming techniques for the purpose of software specification, design, construction and maintenance. It would be advantageous to use the same modeling method throughout the development process of an information system, namely, to extend the use of UML to conceptual modeling. This would require assigning well-defined, real-world meaning to UML constructs.

In order to model the real-world, we need to specify what might exist in the world, namely, an ontology. We suggest that by mapping UML constructs to well-defined ontological concepts, we can form clear semantics for UML diagrams. Furthermore, based on the mapping we can suggest ontologically-based intra- and inter-diagram integrity rules to guide the construction of conceptual models.

In this paper we describe the results we obtained by mapping UML constructs to a specific well-formalized ontological model. In particular, we discuss the ontological meaning of objects, classes, and of interactions.

1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with conceptual modeling: “Conceptual modeling is the activity of formally describing some aspects of the physical and social world around us for purposes of understanding and communication” (Mylopoulos, 1992). Understanding and describing the real world system is the first step in the information system analysis and design (ISAD) process. The result is the conceptual or enterprise model that is used as an input to the design phase dealing with the information system to be constructed.

In order to describe the real world system in a model, we must specify what exists in this world. Ontology is the branch of philosophy that deals with what exists, or is assumed to exist. An ontological model makes specific assumptions about what exists and how things behave.

The description of an information system that is developed in the design phase differs from the initial description of the real world in the analysis phase.
because the context is increasingly shaped by technical considerations as we progress along the development process.

The transition from analysis to design in the system development process introduces two problems for developers. First, the object of modeling changes (from a real world domain to the information system artifact). Second, the description language changes as well.

Clearly, using the same modeling language for analysis and design has the potential advantage of eliminating confusion and translation problems.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) (Bezivin and Muller, 1999; OMG, 1999) has become widely used as a way to describe elements of an information system during the design phase. There presently exist no generally-accepted guidelines how to use UML for modeling a real world system. In this work, we propose to examine the usability of UML as a language for describing the real world by mapping its constructs to a set of real-world concepts, that is, to an ontology. This mapping will provide real-world semantics to UML constructs originally intended to model software elements.

If the ontology chosen includes specific assumptions about concepts in the worlds, the ontological mapping can lead to modeling rules and guidelines on how to use UML to model real-world systems. Such rules and guidelines can serve to reduce semantic ambiguity in conceptual modeling (Wand et al., 1999), but might not be obvious or applicable when UML is used for design purposes only. It is important that such rules do not necessarily guide us how to perceive the world. Thus, we might suggest rules how to model things and classes, but not how to identify them. Furthermore, since various UML constructs might map into related ontological constructs, we can generate ontologically-based intra- and inter-diagram integrity rules to test the correctness and guide the construction of conceptual models.

Due to space limitations, we cannot examine all UML constructs here. Rather, the paper attempts to show the feasibility of the approach and present some useful results. Specifically, we focus here on the ontological meaning of objects and classes, of state dynamics and of interactions.

Method of This Study

This paper follows the notion of ontological expressiveness of modeling languages (Wand and Weber, 1993). The mapping from the constructs of a modeling language into ontological concepts is called interpretation mapping. Analysis of this mapping can identify language elements that have no ontological counterpart (construct excess) or have multiple ontological interpretations (construct

---

1 There have been other works on assigning semantics to UML constructs (Evans et al., 1999; Knapp, 1993; Lano and Bicarregui, 1999; Lilius and Palmori, 1999; Overgaard, 1999; Overgaard and Palmkvist, 1999). The OMG itself is also concerned with UML semantics (OMG, 2000). However, all of these works relate to internal consistency and the formalization of UML, not to its relationship to the real world.
overload). Use of a construct without ontological meaning may lead to an ontologically meaningless model. Construct overload may lead to ambiguous models which might cause false interpretations during the analysis and design process and result in a faulty information system.

The specific ontology we chose for our purposes is based on Bunge’s work (Bunge, 1977, 1979) as applied in a number of studies related to modeling in information systems analysis (Wand and Weber, 1989, 1990, 1993; Wand et al, 1999). We will refer to this ontology as the BWW-ontology. We chose Bunge’s ontology as the basis for our work for a number of reasons:

– It is well formalized in terms of set theory and has not been developed specifically for use in information systems analysis and design.
– It has been successfully adapted to information systems modeling and shown to provide a good benchmark for the evaluation of modeling languages and methods (Green and Rosemann, 2000; Opdahl and Sindre, 1993; Opdahl and Henderson-Sellers, 1993; Opdahl et al., 1999; Parsons and Wand, 1997; Wand and Weber, 1989, 1993; Wand et al., 1999).
– It has been used to suggest an ontological meaning to object concepts (Wand, 1989).
– It has been empirically shown to lead to useful outcomes by Bodart and Weber (1996); Gemino (1999); Weber and Zhang (1996).

The next section introduces the main concepts of the BWW ontology. Sec. 3 examines some UML constructs and diagrams from an ontological point of view. Sec. 4 provides an evaluation of the results and directions for future research.

2 Basic Concepts of the BWW-ontology

The world is made up of substantial things that posses properties. A property can be either intrinsic— possessed by the thing itself (e.g. color), or mutual— possessed jointly by two or more things (e.g. distance).

Things can combine to form a composite thing. There exist basic things that cannot be decomposed. Composite things possess emergent properties that are not possessed by any component. For example, a computer possesses processing power, not possessed by any individual component.

Things change by acquiring or losing properties. Things are not destroyed or created. Rather, they come into being (or disappear) through acquisition or loss of properties, or via composition or decomposition.

To avoid confusion between things in the ontological model and objects in UML, we will use generically the term entity for everything that exists in the world. When things or objects are mentioned, the context is assumed to be the ontology or UML respectively. When the intention might not be clear from the context, we will use prefixes, e.g. BWW-thing or UML-class. Similarly, we will generically refer to a property of an entity as a feature as the terms ‘property’ and ‘attribute’ have specific meanings in either or both UML and the ontology.
A law is a relationship between properties. In particular, a law can be specified in terms of *precedence of properties*: Property A *precedes* property B iff whenever a thing possesses B, it possesses A.

A BWW-*class* is the set of things that have one common property, a *kind* is the set of things that have two or more common properties and a *natural kind* is a kind where some of the properties are related by laws. Examples are respectively the set of red things, the set of red and heavy things and the set of things that are red and heavy whose color and weight are related by a law.

It is important to note that in our ontology, classes, kinds and natural kinds are defined over an existing set of things. In this sense, the things are the primary construct, not the class or natural kind. It follows that there can be no classes without members.

*Attributes* are representations of the properties of a thing as perceived by an observer. They can be thought of as functions of time (and other conditions of observation), e.g. specifying the color of thing x at time t. Such functions are called *state functions*. A set of attributes used to describe a set of things with common properties is called a *functional schema*. Depending on which aspects one is interested in, there can be different schemas describing the same thing. The *state* of a thing is a *complete* assignment of values to all state functions in the functional schema. A change of state is termed an *event*.

A thing is always in a *lawful state*, one that is allowed by the laws by which it abides. A state may be *stable* or *unstable*. If a thing is in an unstable state, it will spontaneously undergo a transition to another state until it reaches a stable state.

Two things are said to *interact* if the presence of one of them affects the states the other traverses. Interactions are manifested by mutual properties. For example, if one thing hits another, this will change the combined speed of the pair.

While the BWW-ontology appears oriented towards the physical world, it has sufficient descriptive power to give interpretation to what might be called ‘conceptual constructs’, i.e. constructs that do not refer to things that exist physically in the world. We demonstrate this with several examples. First, consider a customer’s order of a product from a supplier. The order is an indication that the customer and supplier have interacted, and both their states have changed. Thus, it reflects an event. Note, the details of the event might be recorded physically, on an order form (or in an order record). However, this would be a record of the actual order, not the order itself. Next, consider the notion of a job. It reflects interaction between a person and a company. This interaction might be manifested by mutual properties, but in itself will not be viewed as a thing. Finally, consider an address. It is a reflection of some properties of a physical location. This location might have a mutual property with a person.
3 UML from an Ontological Perspective

Our world consists of things, changes in things and interactions of things. In what follows, we begin our discussion with the things that exist in the world, described in UML-class diagrams. We proceed to look at changes and dynamics of single entities, described by state charts. We conclude with a look at the interaction between entities, described in UML-collaboration and sequence diagrams. Each section first describes briefly the relevant UML constructs. This is followed by a discussion of the proposed ontological interpretation which in turn serves as the basis for the derivation of modeling rules. The UML reference manual (OMG, 1999) served as the basis for our analysis.

3.1 Class Diagrams

Class diagrams describe the static building blocks of any real world system. These include Objects, Classes, Attributes and Associations. For brevity, we do not discuss here other class diagram constructs, in particular, methods.

Objects

Because every BWW-thing is an entity in the world, we propose that a BWW-thing be represented as a UML-object. Usually, not every UML-object is equivalent to a BWW-thing. For example, entities such as ”order”, ”location” and ”job” are not things in the ontological sense but are still often modeled by UML-objects for design purposes. To assign an unambiguous ontological semantic to a UML-object, we propose the following rule [1]:

**Rule 1** Only substantial entities in the world are modeled as objects.

If we use this rule, we must find an alternative description for conceptual entities such as ”Job”, ”Order”, etc. We return to this problem later in this section.

Object creation and destruction have no immediate equivalents in the BWW-ontology. Instead we relate these notions to Bunge’s principle of nominal invariance: A thing keeps its name until it changes its natural-kind (Bunge,1977). Such a change occurs through acquisition of properties. By analogy, object destruction occurs when an object loses a property which is necessary for membership in a certain class or kind.

We identify two common cases of property acquisition (loss):

1. Via interaction between things.
2. Via composition (decomposition) of things. The composite acquires (loses) emergent properties.

Consider the following examples: (1) A car might lose (e.g. due to an accident) some properties that make it able to move. It has now become something else (e.g. scrap metal). (2) A set of bricks combined into a house ’creates’ the new thing ’house’ with the emergent property of ’NumberOfBedrooms’. (3) Altering
the way the bricks are combined makes the house into an office building. It undergoes a qualitative change, losing the property 'NumberOfBedrooms' and acquiring the property 'NumberOfOffices'. (4) A broken machine is fixed so that its parts start interacting again. It then acquires the emergent properties that enables it to generate products.

Using the house example: Assume the 'house' but not the 'bricks' are part of our world view, then it would appear to us that a house had been created. Similarly, assume the 'house' but not 'office building' is part of our description, then it would appear as a 'house' had been destroyed.

The above discussion motivates the following rule:

**Rule 2** Object creation represents an event when an entity acquires a property so it becomes a member of a class that is part of the description of the real world domain being modeled. (Object destruction analogous)

For example, in the real world, a customer is not created, rather a person becomes a customer by acquiring the property of having bought an item. Note, this is reflected in the information system by creating a new customer record.

**Classes** Classes in UML serve as templates: objects cannot exist without classes. The reverse holds for our ontology: objects are primary and can exist without classes. Classes, kinds, and natural kinds play the role of descriptions and cannot exist without things possessing the relevant properties. A number of consequences follow.

UML-classes are defined as sets of attributes and methods and serve as templates for the objects that are their instances [OMG, 1999]. In contrast, BWW-natural kinds are defined based on their extensions, i.e. on sets of things. Hence we cannot map a UML-class to a BWW-natural kind. Instead we propose that a UML-class is equivalent to a functional schema is used for modeling entities that form the corresponding BWW-natural kind. Note, since UML-types specify only behavior, not attributes, we do not compare them to BWW-kinds.

Recall, in our ontology things cannot be created, only become members of a natural kind by changing properties, or by being assembled by composition. Hence, the second important aspect of UML-classes, of object creators, has no ontological equivalent. Furthermore, in ontology there are no empty classes. As well, all things have properties. Hence, we suggest the following two modeling rules:

**Rule 3** No class can be abstract.

**Rule 4** All classes must possess at least on attribute.

If we want to apply these rules to UML-classes, we face a difficulty because classes in UML can be abstract, namely, possess no instances, and potentially no defining properties. We demonstrate this using the example shown in Figure 1.
The UML-class 'Vehicle' is an abstract class, i.e. it contains no members, because no vehicle is assumed to be able to fly and drive on tracks at the same time.

![Diagram of generalization in UML]

Fig. 1. Generalization in UML

To see how this difficulty can be overcome, consider that in UML generalization describes a relationship between two classes where a subclass has all the features of a more general superclass and may possess additional features. This means additional attributes and/or specialized methods. In what follows, we limit our analysis to 'static' properties (attributes) only.

In the BWW-ontology, we distinguish two types of generalization:

- Through inheritance of properties. This is equivalent to the UML semantics of attribute inheritance.
- Through specialization of properties. That is, when a subclass possesses a property preceded by a property of the superclass. This has no equivalent in UML.

In the real world, what defines a vehicle is that it 'can move'. In ontology, we model this by indicating that both 'can fly' and 'can drive on tracks' are preceded by the more general property 'can move'. Thus, the class of vehicles is non-empty, and has (at least) one defining property. This specialization cannot be expressed with the inheritance semantics of UML diagrams. Had we modeled 'can move' as an attribute of class 'vehicle', these semantics would have caused it to be an attribute of both 'Aircraft' and 'Train', in addition to the specialized attributes 'can fly' and 'can drive on tracks'. It follows that we need to distinguish two types of inheritance when dealing with generalization, only one of which can be modeled graphically in UML. This motivates the following two rules:

**Rule 5** If class B is subclass of class A, the attributes shown for class B are either specialized attributes of class A or additional attributes of class B.
Rule 6  
**Attribute specialization must be stated explicitly to distinguish specialized from additional attributes.**

**Associations** We propose that associations be mapped to mutual properties of two objects. For example, the property "time required to completion" is mutual between a machine and a slab of metal to be formed on that machine. Note, since in ontology properties cannot possess properties, we proscribe modeling mutual properties as attributes of an association. Furthermore, the analysis above indicates that associations should represent properties, not classes. Hence rule 7:

Rule 7  
**If instances in two classes possess a property that cannot be possessed by instances of either alone, this mutual property must be modeled as an association. Associations should not be modeled as classes.**

**Attributes** We propose that attributes of a UML-class represent the functions that comprise the BWW-functional schema corresponding to the UML-class.

The BWW-ontology distinguishes clearly between BWW-properties and substantial BWW-things (see also [Wand et al., 1999]). For example, a thing of kind "person" can be "employed by" a thing of kind company. The specific person and the specific company have a mutual property, but the company itself is not a property of the person. We therefore propose the following modeling rule:

Rule 8  
**Attributes in a UML-description of the real world cannot refer to substantial entities.**

Recall also rule 1 stating that only substantial entities be modeled as objects. Hence:

Rule 9  
**Properties must be modeled as attributes or associations, depending on whether they represent intrinsic or mutual properties.**

Consider for example a person that has a language skill. Because a skill is a conceptual entity, i.e. it is not substantial, Rule 1 proscribes that it be modeled as an object. Hence, having a skill must be represented by an attribute of the person, not by an association. Note, in information system design, a skill is often modeled as an object or an entity. However, this is a design view, namely, a model of the IS, not of the real world.

UML also defines class attributes. A class attribute is an attribute of a UML-class, not of its instances. Ontologically, a class is not a substantial entity. Therefore, it should not possess properties. However, ontologically the composite made of the things comprising the extension of the class is a thing, and hence can possess properties. Thus, we suggest that for modeling the real-world, UML-class attributes such as "Number of Instances" be interpreted as properties of the composite thing made of the class extension. This interpretation would require that this composite be considered part of the model.
Rule 10  
Class attributes in UML can only represent (emergent) properties of the composite made of the instances of the class. This composite must be modeled explicitly (with its properties).

3.2 State Charts

UML employs states and the semantics of state machines to specify discrete dynamic behavior. Here we only refer to states of things, represented by objects (UML allows the association of a state machine and states with other classifiers such as use cases). A UML-state of an object is defined by an invariant condition i.e. a condition that holds while the object is in that state. State semantics are based on Harel state charts [Harel, 1988; Harel and Gery, 1996].

In the BWW-ontology, the state of a thing is the set of values of state (attribute) functions in a functional schema used for modeling the thing. There is no notion of state independent of attributes. In contrast, UML provides no mechanism with which to specify the connection between the notion of state and the values of attributes. To ensure inter-diagram consistency between class diagrams and state charts, we propose the following rule:

Rule 11 A UML-state represents a specific assignment of values to the attributes of the object for which the state is defined. A UML-transition must change the value of at least one of these attributes.

It is possible in UML to define a hierarchy of states. A composite state may be described by a state machine comprising (sub)states and transitions. A state may be described by one or more concurrently operating state machines. A substate is a partial assignment of values to a subset of state variables. Specifically, orthogonal subsets are partial assignments defined on disjoint subsets of state variables. These subsets do not need to conform to state descriptions of components [Harel and Gery, 1996].

An example of a UML state chart is provided in Fig. 2. It depicts a state in terms of an initial pseudostate and four substates (numbered 1-4). The pseudostate designates the substate the system is in when the superstate is entered. It is a purely syntactic construct. Hence we will not interpret it ontologically. The diagram implies that while the system (or object) under consideration can be in composite state \(s\), it can be in four different substates, of which two are concurrent.

Because states in the BWW-ontology are defined as complete assignments to state variables, we cannot define substates in the way UML does. From our discussion in Sect. 2 we know that a thing can be described by multiple, different models or functional schemata, depending on which properties are of interest. Using the example of Fig. 2 we will show how functional schemata can be used

---

3 Previous authors have noted the connection between attributes and states (Booch, 1994; Coad and Yourdon, 1990; Jacobson et al., 1992; Rumbaugh and Blaha, 1991). However, these authors do not provide explicit rules or constructs for specifying this connection and the UML description does not mention it.
to provide the same level of detail found in UML state charts. To do this, we
make two observations: (1) Whenever a thing changes from one state to another,
at least one state variable must change its value; and (2) a thing can be modeled
at the same time by different state vectors. Observation (2) enables us to model
concurrent states. For example, consider the functional schema of a person. The
person can be viewed as an employee by adding some state variables, and as a
customer by adding other state variables. These views can coexist.

Assume that state $s$ is described by assignment of values to the set of state
functions $F_s$ comprising of a vector of state variables $U$ and an additional state
variable $v$, $F_s := (U, v)$. The vector $U$ is assigned a (vector of) values, $a$, for
all substates of $s$. Substates 0 and 3 and the (unnamed) substate composed of
two concurrent states 1 and 2 differ in the value of state variable $v$ as follows:
Substate 0: $< U = a, v = b_0 >$; substate 3: $< U = a, v = b_1 >$; the state
composed of concurrent substates 1 and 2: $< U = a, v = b_2 >$. We still need to
distinguish between the concurrent substates 1 and 2 that are at the same level of
abstraction. We do this by adding to the schema two different state variables, to
obtain two new schemata. State 1 will be described by $< U = a, v = b_2, w = d >$;
state 2 will be described by $< U = a, v = b_2, y = e >$. In general, $v$, $w$, and $y$,
can be replaced by vectors.

We can generalize the example using the following three rules:

**Rule 12** For all immediate substates of a superstate, the values assigned to
attributes describing the superstate are invariant.
Rule 13  For every level of refinement of a state, there must be an additional set of attributes in the class description that change as the object transitions among the substates.

Rule 14  Concurrent substates require mutually disjunct sets of additional attributes in the class description.

In conclusion, we have shown that we can link the static structure description of a system to the dynamic concept of states without compromising the level of detail that UML state charts provide.

Action States  Action states are states during which the object undergoes a change. This is incompatible with the ontological idea that a state is an assignment of values to attributes at a specific instance in time. Using the idea of substates and the following rule allows us to express action states ontologically, using UML constructs:

Rule 15  Action states are superstates of a set of substates. The object transitions among these while in the action state. State charts must reflect this fact.

For example, an item that is in the action state of ”being shipped” undergoes state transitions while being in that state, e.g. from state ”on truck” to a new state ”on loading dock” etc.

Since action states often appear in activity diagrams, this rule can be used to ensure inter-diagram consistency between state charts and activity diagrams.

3.3 Collaboration and Sequence Diagrams

Sequence diagrams describe time-ordered communication among objects, and collaboration diagrams describes the communication among objects to achieve a goal. Both employ the same constructs. Communication is accomplished through stimuli. In UML, a message is a specification of a stimulus, i.e. a stimulus is the instance of a message.

In our discussion in Sect. 2 we have seen that interaction can be described in the BWW-ontology using mutual properties and their changes. Adding rule 7 indicating that mutual properties must be modeled as associations, we suggest rules 16 and 17:

Rule 16  The classes involved in an interaction must possess mutual attributes.

Rule 17  The classes involved in an interaction must have associations with one another.
4 Conclusions and Future Research

Our goal is to assign real-world semantics to UML diagrams so they can be used for conceptual modeling. We have done this by suggesting a mapping from UML constructs to a specific ontological model. Our ontological model describes a world consisting of things, changes in things and interactions of things. Hence, we have examined UML constructs beginning with the class diagram concepts of objects, classes and attributes. We then looked at changes and dynamics of single entities, described in state charts. We concluded with a brief analysis of interaction between entities, described in UML-collaboration and sequence diagrams.

Based on the ontologically derived semantics, we have identified rules that we suggest should be followed when applying UML to conceptual modeling of real world domains. These rules can guide the use of UML constructs in specific situations and can help ensure that UML models will have a meaningful ontological interpretation. Since often the same ontological concept can be represented by different UML constructs in different diagrams, the proposed modeling rules can help ensure that UML-based conceptual models will be consistent across diagrams or that at least inconsistencies can be identified. We have given examples of inter-diagram consistency rules that arise out of these semantics.

While we feel this first ontological analysis of UML is encouraging, we recognize this is an initial effort. Much research remains to be undertaken. In particular:

- A broader look at UML encompassing more of its constructs should attempt to provide a more complete view and identify additional rules for using UML in conceptual modeling. We are currently studying in more detail the semantics of associations and of static and dynamic aspects of composite objects.
- Given that in practice modeling situations can be complex, it is of interest to examine how the rules can be incorporated in a CASE tool to enforce inter-diagram consistency.
- The results we have obtained depend on the adoption of a specific ontological model. Whether this model is an appropriate one can only be determined empirically. The application of the rules will have to be tested by experiment in order to see if they provide useful results.
- Even if the rules seem useful in simple, experimental cases, their usefulness if practical situations will have to be tested. Such tests are quite difficult to conduct.

The last two points are important steps towards empirical validation of this work and the proposed rules. The final verdict on this research must be based on empirical observations.
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Abstract. The UML (Unified Modeling Language) has been widely accepted as a standard language for object-oriented analysis and design. Among the UML diagrams, one of the most difficult and time-consuming diagrams to develop is the object interaction diagram (OID), which is rendered as either a sequence diagram or a collaboration diagram. Our experience shows that developers have significant trouble in understanding and developing OIDs. In this paper, we present an effective ten-step heuristic for developing sequence diagrams and illustrate the technique with a case study. In this technique, we show a proper use of control objects and boundary objects when developing sequence diagrams. In our heuristic the relationships among multiple sequence diagrams in a single use case are elegantly represented using control objects. We found that developers effectively developed sequence diagrams using this heuristic method.

1 Introduction

The UML (Unified Modeling Language) claims to be a language rather than a method. The UML provides a set of notations and concepts that are necessary for developing object-oriented software or systems. The UML includes nine inter-related diagrams which are used to model different aspects of the system being modeled. The relationships among the diagrams are shown in Fig. 1. Among the UML diagrams, one of the most difficult and time-consuming diagrams to develop is the object interaction diagram (OID), which is rendered as either a sequence diagram or a collaboration diagram. OIDs model dynamic behavior by showing how system components interact to complete core tasks defined in use case design [2]. While many novice designers put emphasis upon static models, they often fail to emphasize the use of dynamic models, which are very important for properly allocating responsibility among objects [8]. The purpose of interaction diagrams is to [6, 2; 14; 5, 8; 19, 3, 10, 15]:

- Model interactions between objects,
- Assist in understanding how a system (a use case) actually works,
- Verify that a use case description can be supported by the existing object classes,
- Identify responsibilities/operations and assign them to classes,
- Model synchronous/asynchronous message passing in real-time systems
While seemingly intuitive, methods for constructing an OID have not been described much in literature. Our experience shows that novice developers have significant trouble in understanding and developing OIDs. Most UML books simply explain the notations and semantics of OIDs and present pre-built sequence diagrams. Some authors provide simple guidelines for developing sequence diagrams. We found that those simple guidelines are not sufficient for many novice developers. Based on the author’s several years of experience in teaching object-oriented analysis and design, we show an effective heuristic for developing interaction diagrams and illustrate the technique with a case study.

Fig. 1. Relationships among UML diagrams

Ideally, our heuristic assumes that the developer has already developed use case diagrams, use case descriptions and the class diagram. We develop interaction diagrams based on each primary use case. Our heuristic takes advantage of properties of stereotype objects—entity, boundary and control objects. We assume that an actor only directly communicates with a boundary object, but not with a control or an entity object. We create a control object for each primary, included or extended use case. This convention allows us to elegantly represent the relationships among multiple sequence diagrams in a single use case.

Since a sequence diagram can be easily converted into a collaboration diagram, our heuristic can be equally applied to developing collaboration diagrams.
For the rest of our paper, we use the terms *interaction diagram* and *sequence diagram* interchangeably.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the notation and concepts of sequence diagrams. Section 3 reviews research activities in the areas of sequence diagrams and its development methods suggested by various authors. Section 4 describes the use of stereotype objects and their relationships. Section 5 presents the heuristics, and Section 6 illustrates the heuristics with a case study in a video rental system. Section 7 concludes our paper.

## 2 Sequence Diagrams

In this section, we define terminology and notation used in the sequence diagram in UML.

The popularity of the sequence diagram, originally called an object interaction diagram, is attributed to Jacobson et al. [6]. A sequence diagram focuses on time sequencing or time ordering of messages or the order in which messages are sent. The emphasis in these diagrams is what happens first, second, and so on. They represent the passage of time graphically. The schematic structure and notation of a typical sequence diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. A structure and notation of the sequence diagram](image-url)
These diagrams have two axes: the horizontal axis displays the objects and the vertical axis shows time. In addition, sequence diagrams have two features not present in collaboration diagrams: an object's lifeline and the focus of control [2]. Object lifelines are used in the sequence diagram to represent the existence of the object during a scenario. While most objects will be in existence during the entire scenario, at times objects are created or deleted during the scenarios. For example, an order could be created and a reservation could be deleted.

The limitation of the sequence diagram is that it does not explicitly show the relationships or links between objects. These relationships are the primary emphasis of the collaboration diagram. One of the goals behind the development of the UML was to keep it as simple as possible while still being able to model the spectrum of systems that needed to be built [2]. However, it is more complicated than previously developed object-oriented methods, because it is intended to be more comprehensive. As a result, the UML diagrams are often difficult to develop. While developing the first draft of a sequence diagram, there are a lot of important design decisions to make. The sequence diagram may also be difficult to develop because the UML does not provide a process or specific steps that can be followed. It is up to the designer to choose or develop a method that will assist him or her in creating an effective diagram.

Booch et al [2] indicates that the sequence diagrams are a means to model some aspect of the dynamic behavior of the system and can be used in context of the whole system, a sub-system or they can be attached to a use case. Some indicate that a sequence diagram should be drawn, at least per use-case [6, 19, 5, 18]. When a sequence diagram is developed for a use case, the use case descriptions can be used to develop at least the initial draft of a sequence diagram. Throughout the design process the use case diagram can be revised based on the results of the sequence diagram, and vise versa, until both models are tuned appropriately [8, 10]. We identify operations from the use case description and represent them in sequence diagram (see Fig. 1).

Since a sequence diagram may be developed for each primary use case, included use case and extended use case, there will be a number of sequence diagrams developed. However, the UML does not define notations that connect these diagrams. Song et al proposes an idea for such a notation [17]. The suggestion is to insert a connector symbol on a sequence diagram that drills down to a subordinate sequence diagram or rolls up to a calling one. In this paper, we propose the use of control objects to connect multiple sequence diagrams.

3 Survey on the Sequence Diagram and Its Developments

In this section, we survey research activities on the sequence diagram and guidelines for developing the diagram suggested by various authors.

We found that most research activities on sequence diagrams have focused on real time systems [16, 9, 13, 4], simulation [7] or behavior-driven analysis and design [3].
Very few authors even mentioned possible methods, processes or steps that could be used to develop effective sequence diagrams.

Amber [1] outlines his suggestions for the steps for constructing a sequence diagram, as summarized in Table 1. His steps describe, in a very brief form, what needs to be done to put together the main parts of the diagram. However these steps do not give any type of detailed instruction on how.

Table 1. Ambler’s Steps for Constructing a Sequence Diagram [1, p.62]

1. Identify the class in which the use-case scenario starts.
2. Walk through the process logic of the scenario, identifying each message that needs to be sent and the object to which it is sent.
3. Once an object is identified, draw its lifeline.
4. Indicate the activity box on the object’s lifeline where it sends a message or is expecting a return.

Rosenberg [14] discusses the development of sequence diagrams using robustness analysis, which was introduced by Jacobson et al. [6]. However, Rosenberg, does not include step-by-step guidelines for a developer to follow.

Booch et al [2] outlines separate steps for constructing the sequence diagram (See Table 2), as well as the collaboration diagram. While some of the steps overlap, there are different steps that represent the differences in the two diagrams. These steps are more detailed than Ambler’s but still concentrate on what needs to be done rather than addressing how it can be done.

Booch et al [2] also outlines a number of characteristics for a well-structured interaction diagram (Table 3) and a number of tips for developing an interaction diagram (Table 4). While not specific, these are very helpful suggestions, especially for the novice and attention should be given to them.

Table 2. Steps for Constructing a Sequence diagram by Booch et al. [2, p. 251]

1. Set the Context of the Interaction Diagram (System, Sub-system, Use Case).
2. Identify the objects which play a role in the interaction and place the most important ones on the left.
3. Set the lifeline of each of the objects.
4. Starting with the message that initiates the interaction, layout each message from top to bottom between lifelines, showing each message’s properties.
5. Adorn to each lifeline the objects’ focus of control or activation period, if this visualization is necessary.
6. Adorn each message with time and space constraints, if needed.
7. Adorn each message with pre- and post-conditions, if needed.
Table 3. A well-structured Interaction Diagram by Booch et al. [2, p. 256]

1. Is focused on communicating one aspect of a system's dynamics.
2. Contains only those elements that are essential to understanding that aspect.
3. Provides detail consistent with its level of abstraction and should expose only those adornments that are essential to understanding.
4. Is not so minimalist that it misinforms the reader about semantics that are important.

Table 4. Tips for drawing an Interaction Diagram by Booch et al. [2, p. 256]

1. Give it a name that communicates its purpose.
2. Lay out its elements to minimize lines that cross.
3. Use notes and color as visual cues to draw attention to important features of your diagram.

Jacobson et al [6] categorizes sequence diagrams by structure. The fork or centralized sequence diagram contains one primary client operation that controls the flow of signals to multiple server operations. In contrast, the stair or decentralized sequence diagram uses delegation as the primary means for structuring communications among multiple objects. More specifically, Jacobson et al. describes a decentralized OID as one where each object only knows a few of the other objects and knows which objects can help with a specific behavior. Here we have no 'central' object.

Jacobson recommends the more encapsulated stair configuration for situations where the communicating objects are connected to each other in some hierarchical fashion. On the other hand, a centralized fork structure is recommended for times when operations can change a sequence of operations and when new operations can be inserted into the sequence diagram. See Fig. 8.15 in [6] for the two structures.

When developing sequence diagrams, we found that these guidelines were not sufficient for many novice developers. Our experience shows that novice developers have significant trouble in understanding and developing sequence diagrams. Based on the author's experience in teaching object-oriented analysis and design, we have developed an effective ten-step heuristic for developing sequence diagrams. We illustrate the technique with a case study in Section 5.

4 Boundary Objects and Control Objects

Since our heuristic uses the notions of boundary objects and control objects, we briefly present their definitions and properties.

It was Jacobson et al [6] who first introduced entity, control and boundary objects for developing a robust system architecture. The idea was to distribute the behaviors
specified in a use case description into those three object types. See Fig. 2 for the notations of the three object types. We adopt the definition and properties of these objects from [6, 19, 14].

**Entity** object classes represent real-life domain objects or concepts that are internal to the system. Examples are Customer, Rental and Video classes. External actors usually have no direct contact with entity objects. Instead they are accessed through boundary objects. **Boundary** object classes handle the communication with external actors, and they encapsulate environmental-dependent behavior, thereby protecting the integrity of the entity object. Examples are windows, screens and menus that are used for input and output. **Control** object classes are transaction classes that capture a sequence of operations. These objects capture business rules and policies. Jacobson et al [6] and Larman [8] use the control object to handle a use case. A control object is also frequently called a Handler or a Controller [8, 14].

As in [19, 14], the relationships among those three objects can be summarized as in Fig. 3. An actor communicates only with a boundary object. A control object bridges between a boundary object and an entity object. A boundary object is not recommended directly to communicate with an entity object. An entity object is not recommended to send a message directly to a boundary object as it increases coupling with specific interface of a system [8].

The UML refers to these categories as **stereotypes** [2]. We note that entity object classes are eventually become persistent whereas controls and boundary objects classes do not usually become persistent. Entity, boundary, and control stereotypes will play a major role in Section 5 when the heuristic is described.
5 The Ten-Step Heuristic for Developing Sequence Diagrams

In this section, we present our heuristic for developing sequence diagrams. Our methodology is based on the following ideas:

- An actor only directly communicates with a boundary object, but not with a control or entity object.
- We create a control object for each primary, included or extended use case.
- We create a boundary object for each pop-up screen in GUI.

For easy presentation of our paper, we have divided our method into two steps: pre-step and application step. The pre-step summarizes the necessary work that needs to be done to apply our heuristic. The application step shows the details of the heuristic.

Pre-Steps:

- Develop a problem statement.
- Develop a use case diagram.
- Develop use case descriptions for major primary use cases.
- Develop a class diagram for the problem.
- Develop pre-conditions and post-conditions for each primary use case.

We assume that post-conditions are developed in the form of contracts. We use Larman's categories to specify post-conditions as follows [8]:

- Instance creation and deletion.
- Attribute modification.
- Association formed and broken.

The ten-step heuristic for developing sequence diagrams is shown in Table 5. We note that association forming in Step 8.2 is done when an object is created. Thus, an association forming does not require a separate message passing. Steps 8.3.1-8.3.4 provide developers with tips for identifying various possible operations.

6 Case Study

In this section, we illustrate our ten-step heuristic. We apply the heuristics to a video rental system and develop sequence diagrams for the rent items use case.

6.1 The Problem Statement

This is about a small, local video rental store (VRS). The problem will be limited to rental, return, management of inventory (add/delete new tapes, change rental prices, etc.) and producing reports summarizing various business activities. The rental items of the store are limited to video tapes. Customer ID number (arbitrary number), phone...
Table 5. The Ten-Step Heuristic on Sequence Diagram Development

1. Select the initiating actor and initiating event from the use case description.

2. Identify the primary display screen needed for implementing the use case. Call it the *Primary boundary object*.

3. Create a *use-case controller (primary control object)* to handle communication between the primary boundary object and domain objects.

4. If the use case involves any included or extended use case, create one *secondary control object* for each of them.

5. Identify the number of major screens necessary to implement the use case. Create one *secondary boundary object* for each of the major screens and create one *secondary control object* for each of them.

6. From the class diagram, list all *domain* classes participating in the use case by reviewing the use case description. If any class identified from the use case description does not exist in the class diagram, add it to the class diagram.

7. Use those classes just identified as block labels (Column names) in the sequence diagram. List classes in the following order:
   - The primary boundary stereotype
   - The primary use case controller
   - Domain classes (list in the order of access)
   - Secondary control objects and secondary boundary objects in the order of access

8. Identify all problem-solving operations based on the following classifications:
   8.1 Instance creation and destruction
   8.2 Association forming
   8.3 Attribute modification:
      8.3.1 Calculation
      8.3.2 Change States
      8.3.3 Display or reporting requirements
      8.3.4 Interface with external objects or systems

   These problem-solving operations can be identified by:
   - Identify verbs from the use case description
   - Remove verbs used to describe the problem; select verbs used to solve the problem. We call these verbs *problem-solving verbs (PSVs)*.
   - From the problem-solving verbs, select verbs that represent an automatic operation. We call these PSVs *problem-solving operations (PSOs)* and use them in the sequence diagram.

9. Rearrange the sequence of messages among the object classes based on any pre-existing design patterns, when possible.

10. Name each message and supply it with optional parameters. This can be done at design stage as well.
number or the combination of first name and last name are entered to identify customer data and create an order. The bar code ID for each item is entered and video information from inventory is displayed. The video inventory file is decreased by one when an item is checked out. When all tape IDs are entered, the system computes the total rental fee, and payments are processed. The rental form is created, printed and stored. The customer signs the rental form, takes the tape(s) and leaves. A return is processed by reading the bar code of returned tapes. Any outstanding video rentals are displayed with the amount due on each tape and a total amount due. The past-due amount must be reduced to zero when new tapes are taken out. For new customers, the unique customer ID is generated and the customer information is entered into the system. Videos are stacked by their category such as Drama, Comedy, Action, etc. Any conflict between a customer and computer data is resolved by the store manager. Rental fees can be paid by either cash, check or a major credit card. Reporting requirements include viewing customer rental history, video rental history, titles by category, top ten rentals, items by status, overdue videos by customers and outstanding balances by customers.
6.2 Use Case Diagram

A system-level use case diagram for the above VRS is shown in Fig. 4. In this use case diagram, we have identified four actors and eight primary use cases and two included use cases. Among them, Customer is an indirect actor who does not use the system. Only actors Staff and Manager use the system. Actor Credit card system is a supporting actor that receives a message and responds to the message.

6.3 Class Diagram

A class diagram for the above VRS is shown in Fig. 5. Note that we assumed that one Item can be associated with zero or more RentalItems. This is because we wanted to keep all the rental data for six months before archival.

6.4 Application of the Heuristic and the System Sequence Diagram

A sequence diagram can easily become complicated as the complexity of the problem domain increases. In order to reduce the complexity of the sequence diagram, we use the idea of a system sequence diagram used by Larman [8]. A system sequence diagram shows all the system events between the system actor and the system as a black box. A system event is an input that is generated by an actor to the system. Using this approach, an entire sequence diagram for a use case is decomposed into a set of system events allowing us to develop one sequence diagram for one or more system events. Fig. 6 shows the system sequence diagram of VRS having four system events.
For lack of space, we only apply our heuristics for the second, third, and fourth system events: enterRentalData(), endRental() and enterPaymentData(). Note that customer data will be handled in the system event enterCustomer(), and payment object will be created and actual payment is processed in the included use case Payfee. Thus, they will not be shown in our sequence diagram below.

1. Actor  
   - **Staff**

2. **Primary boundary object.**  
   - Rental window

3. **Use-case controller**  
   - Rental handler

4. **Secondary control object**  
   - Payfee

5. **Secondary boundary object**  
   - None

6. **Participating domain classes**  
   - Rental, Rental item, Item, Title, Payment, LoanPolicy

7. **Block labels**  
   - Put Rental window object first, then Rental handler followed by domain classes

8. **Major operations**  
   8.1 Instance creation:  
      - Rental handler, Rental, RentalItem
   8.2 Associate forming:  
      - Connect RentalItem to Item  
      - Connect RentalItem to Rental  
      - Connect Rental to Customer

   8.3 Attribute forming:  
      8.3.1 Calculation:  
         - calculateDueDate(), calculateTax()  
         - calculateTotalRental(), updateItemStatus(), decreaseAvailableCopies(), setDueDate(), setRentaldate(),
8.3.3 Display/reporting requirements: getItem(), getTitle(), getRentalData(), getlDuration(), getFee(), getRentalFee(), displayTotalFee(),

8.3.4 Interface with external objects or systems: None

9. Rearrange the sequence: None in this case

10. Name each message properly with obvious parameters: can add later during design stage

Fig. 7. The sequence diagram for System Events enterRentalData(), endrental() and enterpaymentData()
Developing Sequence Diagrams in UML

PmtController. In this way, connections among multiple included/extended use cases within a primary use case can be elegantly represented by message-passings between control objects. The sequence diagram for an included use case will begin with a secondary control object. For example, the sequence diagram for Payfee will begin with the PmtController.

7 Conclusion

We notice that novice developers have significant trouble in understanding and developing sequence diagrams. Most UML books simply explain the notations and semantics of sequence diagrams and present pre-built sequence diagrams. Some authors provide simple guidelines for developing sequence diagrams. We found that those simple guidelines are not sufficient for many novice developers. In this paper, we have presented the ten-step heuristic for developing sequence diagrams. We do not claim that the ten-step heuristic presented in this paper always produces the best sequence diagram for all the situations. However, we believe that the technique is highly applicable regardless of problem domains. We also believe that the draft diagram produced by our heuristic can be easily customized and fine-tuned to the specific application. Our experience shows that students who used this method developed sequence diagrams easily and quickly. Even though we assumed that the developer had already developed use case modeling and descriptions, our heuristic can be easily applied without detailed use case modeling. We are currently developing fine-tuning techniques that can be applied after developing an initial sequence diagram using our heuristic.
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Abstract. The paper attempts theoretically to clarify the interrelation between various levels of descriptions used in the modelling and the programming of information systems. We suggest an analysis where we characterise the description levels with respect to how precisely they may handle information about given types of properties, and examine how descriptions on higher levels translate into descriptions on lower levels. Our example looks at temporal properties where the information is concerned with the existence in time. In a high level temporal model with information kept in a three-dimensional space the existences in time can be mapped precisely and consistently securing a consistent handling of the temporal properties. We translate the high level temporal model into an entity-relationship model, with the information in a two-dimensional graph, and finally we look at the translations into relational and other textual models. We also consider the aptness of models that include procedural mechanisms such as active and object databases.

1 Introduction

Using the properties of valid time, this paper discusses the problems that should be accounted for when specifying a system at different description levels. A desired quality of an information system is that the users can communicate with and reason about it using terms and concepts from their Universe of Discourses. To achieve this quality the developers use a number of different modelling and programming techniques. In order to implement the systems on computers the descriptions made by the various techniques are translated informally or formally from one description level into another ending up with binaries that can be executed on a particular computer with a particular brand of operation system and CPU. The theoretical differences between the levels of description are normally referred to as a question of abstraction mechanism whereby details on levels closer to the binary code are hidden. We take another approach. Our attention is on given property types in Universe of Discourses, how they are described using high level tools and how the descriptions translate from a high level to a lower level. By this way of analysis the focus will be on the complexity one should account for using lower level descriptions - and using lower lever descriptions, we argue, will normally be the case. When focusing on the...
abstraction mechanism one is tempted only to emphasise the virtue of the model in
question.

We characterise the level of a model as how precisely and consistently it is able to
describe given selected properties. If, for example, we focus only on the existence of
entities and their mutual relationship, we may use a graph as a high level model. Each
entity is modelled by one node only and every relationship is modelled by one edge
only. The syntax of graphs, requiring edges to connect nodes, implies a consistent
modelling of the property that relationships exist between entities. In a graph the
property of existences is therefore always mapped completely and consistently.

In data models we classify the occurrences in the extensions as belonging to given
types and describe the intentions of types in a schema. When any possible element in
the extension is of a given type and each type is described precisely in the schema
showing the possible properties of the elements, the schema with the intention is in
close concordance with the extension. If we classify the entities and the relationships
mapped in the graph, we can describe the corresponding types uniquely in the schema.
If we use a diagram we can define symbols and syntax that show the possible
relationship types the various types of entities may be involved in.

Having a precise and consistent mapping of properties in the Universe of Discourse
to the extension and a close concordance between the extension and the schema, the
symbols of the schema may immediately correspond to concepts applicable in the
Universe of Discourse and visa versa. Moreover, we can use the symbols of the
schema as variables for manipulating the extension generating derived information
corresponding to derived concepts that are also immediately applicable in the
Universe of Discourse.

Temporal data models are concerned with existence in time. This paper deals with
valid time. A high-level temporal data model can be defined by extending the two-
dimensional graph with a third continuous time dimension, and define symbols and
syntax for a corresponding schema. Having the temporal data model on a high level,
we can observe the requirement needed when translating it into a graphical data model
that only models the pure existence on a high level.

In characterising textual data models, such as the relational model, we have
difficulties recognising any properties from a Universe of Discourse that is modelled
at a high level. Textual models have descriptions composed by one-dimensional
sequence of symbols where you can apply meanings to a symbol, to the order in which
given symbols are stated, and to the order in which given groups of symbols are
stated. Thus, the most complex structures that map precisely and consistently into
textual descriptions are hierarchical or nested structures. To accomplish descriptions
of more complex structures one have to use recognisable marks at different places in
the sequence so that partial descriptions positioned at different places can be tied
together. Within the relational model, repeated use of attribute values serves this
purpose.

As an aside, we may notice that the property of existence is a prerequisite for any
ontology and thereby for the design of information systems [1]. The high level
descriptions of existence and concepts in graphs and diagrams respectively can
explain many of their intuitive usages for illustrations. We may also refer to the
relational model where the natural join operation of the algebra and the rules of the
normalization procedure indicate the importance of the existence in constructing proper models [2] and [3].

In the following we introduce a graph-oriented entity-relationship model in section two and a corresponding high level temporal model in section three based on the ideas outlined above. In section four a high level temporal model is translated into an entity-relationship model. Thereby the implication of modelling temporal properties on a lower level becomes clear. In section five discussing further translations into relational models and other textual models reinforces the implications. The models so far use declarative descriptions. In section six we touch upon dynamic updates of the information in a system and look at the correspondence between declarative and procedural styles of descriptions. Finally, section seven concludes the paper.

2 Symbols and Semantics of a Graph-Oriented ER-model

We refer to a version of the entity-relationship model called the Unified Entity-Relationship model [4] and [5]. It deviates in some respects from P. Chen's entity-relationship model from 1976 [6] and later versions, e.g. [7], [8] or [9]. We shall introduce only those aspects of the model that we need in the following.

The model can map the existence of entities and their mutual relationships precisely and consistently. Extensions are described in a binary graph. Corresponding to the property of existence, the derivation rules for the graph is defined as an equivalent class. In the schema, we only use two symbols: a “box” for entity types and a “craw foot” for what we call the basic relationship type which has a mandatory one-side and an optional many-side. All diagramming needs can be satisfied by these two symbols only. We will, however, introduce other symbols as convenient shorthand for some common special cases. For example, the well-known one-to-one relationship is a special case of the basic relationship type with a constraint specifying that the cardinality has a lower bound of one, and the upper bound is also one. The shorthand symbol for that is of course just a line without the craw foot.

The basic relationship type is the simplest possible. The argument is as follows: Assume that other more complex relationship types exist. Then replacing complex relationships with entities that are related to the entities of the relationships will eventually reach a symbol of a binary relationship with a mandatory one-side and an optional many-side.

The entities on the one-side are regular and the entities on the many-side are dependent on the existence of an entity on the one-side. We call the references along a basic relationship for a simple reference and a set reference respectively. Due to the derivation rules of the equivalent class, it is always possible to fit the concepts of the Universe of Discourse such that the concepts conform to the semantics of the symbols. I.e. complex relationships are conceptualised as entities.

Figure 1 a) shows a diagram with a basic relationship symbol and a sample of a corresponding graph of occurrences. Employees are always attached to one and only one department. Departments can have from zero to many employees. An entity also constitutes a relationship. At b) in the figure, jobs constitute conjunctions with one occurrence per relationship between an employee and a project. At c) departments
constitute disjunctions with each occurrence relating a set of employees to a set of projects.

![Diagram of relationships](image)

**Fig. 1. Modelling relationships**

We restrict the possible information captured in a model by constraining the sets of entities and interrelationships. At d) in the figure, the black marks indicate a composed key constraint. It restricts the set of jobs to at most one job per employee per project. The constraints add to the semantics of a model. At b) a job is any work executed by one employee on one project. At d) a job is the total work executed by one employee on one project.

A circle on the relationship symbol replacing the craw foot, shown at e), is used to indicate that a cardinality constraint is restricting the sets on the many-side to be zero or one. At e) we get an optional reference where an employee is attached to at most one department. Due to the implied one-to-one relationship the simple references from the attachment entities to employee entities constitute a non-composed key for the attachment entities. In the examples below, we show how more complex constraints are specified by first order logic statements, i.e. well formed formulas from the predicate calculus.

An attribute is a special case of an entity. Besides their existence, attributes have "visible values". We assume that for every attribute type all possible attribute values exist a priori and occur only once in the extension.

In figure 2 i) the attribute type, dep#, is diagrammed as an entity type referred to from Emp- and Proj-entities respectively. We have marked the attribute-entity type with a key-mark indicating that the values constitute the keys of the attributes. We also use the shorthand diagramming of attributes shown at ii). In any case, the diagramming of attributes corresponds to occurrences in the graph of the extensions as illustrated by the sample at iii).
The high level temporal model expands the graph of the entity relationship model with a continuous time dimension such that the existence in time can be mapped. We assume that the corresponding concepts are stable over time and applicable on the Universe of Discourse at any one point in time. Thus, we may use a schema with the same set of symbols and constraints that apply to a non-temporal ER model.

We define that an entity exists in an uninterrupted period and that a simple reference may vary between different entities during the life span of the corresponding dependent entity. To distinguish a temporal model from a non-temporal model we mark the entity and relationship symbols with a double stroke. Like restrictions on possible existences, we may put restriction on their expansions in time. If the entities exist from genesis to eternity, or simple references exist unchanged in the life span of the corresponding dependent entity then we remove the double stroke in the diagram. Attribute values exist a priori at all time.
Figure 3 at i) shows a non-temporal model and a sample of a graph with one employee and two departments. The following two models are temporal models illustrating the three-dimensional extensions. At ii) we have the unrestricted case. It illustrates the life span of one employee and two departments, where the employee is attached to one department at first, then to the other department and finally again to the first department. At iii) we constraint the simple references not to change during the life span of the jobs. The concept of a job is defined with respect to one project only.

![Diagram of Company Case](image)

**Fig. 4. Company case**

In figure 4 we show a temporal model for a company. From the concepts described by the schema we read: A company may have several departments. The departments have at any time a unique d# and a not necessarily unique dname, where both d# and dname may vary during the life spans of the departments. An employee is at any time attached to one department and can be moved from one department to another. Employees have in their life span an unchangeable unique e# as key. An employee is a person. We are not concerned with the life span of persons, but we have modelled that a person can appear as different employees at different periods.

Projects can also move from one department to another. Projects have a changeable p# which at any time should be unique within the department that the project currently belongs to. Projects have for all times an employee as manager, but not necessarily the same employee in the whole lifetime of the projects. An employee can manage one project only at a given time. Jobs are arbitrary work executed by one employee on one project. A job runs over a limited time span and accounts for a number of hours.

## 4 High-Level Temporal Models Translated into ER-models

When we cannot directly model the continuous expansion in time, we must introduce some extra constructs. For use in ER models we introduce an abstract data type, say T, to capture expansions in time. For T we assume some functions, conditions, and constants. Among these:
Start time: \( \text{BeginT (T)} \)
End time: \( \text{EndT (T)} \)
T1 and T2 coincide: \( T1 = T2 \)
T1 included in T2: \( T1 \ \text{IN} \ T2 \)
T1 and T2 overlap: \( T1 \ \text{OVERLAP} \ T2 \)
Constant: now and forward: \( \text{NowT} \)

The next two figures below show how different schema patterns of temporal models translate into the ER model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temporal model</th>
<th>Non-temporal ER model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Life span of entities and relationships from genesis to eternity:</td>
<td><img src="A" alt="Diagram" /> -&gt; <img src="B" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Limited life span for A and B. Fixed simple references of A:</td>
<td><img src="A" alt="Diagram" /> -&gt; <img src="B" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Time inclusion, A in B: ( \text{ALL A (A.T IN A.B.T)} );</td>
<td><img src="A" alt="Diagram" /> -&gt; <img src="B" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Limited life span for A or B. Fixed simple references of A are keys:</td>
<td><img src="A" alt="Diagram" /> -&gt; <img src="B" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Time inclusion, A in B: ( \text{ALL A (A.T IN A.B.T)} );</td>
<td><img src="A" alt="Diagram" /> -&gt; <img src="B" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 5.** Translation of patterns: Fixed simple references

Figure 5 shows patterns with non-varying simple references. At 1) the life spans of the entities are from genesis to eternity, and accordingly the relationships will have the same span of life. The translated model is equal to the non-translated model. At 2) the life spans of the entities are limited. In the translated model, we use the T-attribute to capture life spans. Further, we have to specify the time inclusion constraint (1) that guards that the life spans of the dependent A-entities are included in the life span of the entities referred to. Formally, we specify the constraint as a WFF of the predicate calculus and use path expressions to specify references via basic relationships. At 3) the simple reference from A to B is the key of A. At any time, only one A-entity should refer to a given B-entity. However, over time several A-entities could refer to the same B entity. In the translated model we get a non-restricted set reference from B to A and a key for A-entities composed of a simple reference to a B-entity and a T-attribute value. When a T-attribute is part in a key, comparison of two T-values should not overlap. Also here we need the time inclusion constraint (1).
Figure 6 shows translation of a pattern where simple references may vary in time. The varying references imply that an extra entity type is added to the translated schema. At 4) in figure 6 the simple reference from A to B may vary. At different times an A-entity may refer to different B-entities such that, disregarding life spans, there is a many-to-many relationship between A- and B-entities. In the translated model we insert the X-entity type to capture these relationships. Further, we have to add a set of constraints: the bar on the relationship symbol is a cardinality constraint indicating that every A-entity should at least relate to one X-entity, and thereby to a B-entity. The time inclusion constraint (1) says that the life span of X-entities should be included in the life span of the B-entities referred to. The time continuity constraint (2) guarantees that during the total life span of an A-entity, X-entities referring to the A-entity exist, and the key constraint of the X-entities guarantees that no two different X-entities refer to the same A-entity at the same time.

At 5) the temporal model has a simple reference referring from A to B as the key of A. The translation is the same as for the pattern 4) except that there should not be two X-entities, which at the same time relates a B-entity with more than one A-entity and
vice versa. This is secured by two candidate key constrains for the X-entity. One composed of T and the reference to A, and the other is T and the reference to B. In the figure we use different markings to distinguish between the two candidate keys.

At 6) we have a temporal model with a composed key for the A-entities where the corresponding simple references may vary in time. In the translated model, we should add the entity types, X and Y, for each of the simple references with corresponding constraints like in the pattern shown at 4). To guarantee the key property we specify the time key constraint (5). It says that for two different X-entities and for two different Y-entities when they all refer to the same A-entity, when the X-entities refer to the same B-entity, and when the Y-entities refer to the same C-entity, then the X-entities and the Y-entities should not both overlap in time.

Figure 7 shows the translation of the company case into a non-temporal ER model. We have stated the non-diagrammed constraints informally.

5 Translations into the Relational Model and Other Textual Models

An ER model translates into a relational model with one table per entity type. (We ignore that NULLs for attributes are allowed such that tables with the same primary key can be collapsed). Before the translation, a key must be defined for each entity type referred to by simple references. An added key could possibly be some kind of surrogate. The attributes of the tables are the attributes of the entities plus foreign key attributes. The foreign key attributes are inherited primary key attributes from the tables corresponding to entities referred to by simple references. If simple references are part of a key, a cascade of inheritances may occur.
Proper-modelled ER models normally translate into normalised relational models [5]. Primary key and foreign key integrity rules are in most cases maintained by the database management systems, where the former corresponds to the key constraint of the ER model, and the latter is needed to guard that relationships among tables correspond to simple references of the ER model. Other constraints of the ER model should also be accounted for, especially those that maintain the consistent handling of given properties, such as temporal properties.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 8. Translation into a relational model**

Figure 8 models a subset from the company case. At i) we show the temporal modelling. At ii) the translated ER model is shown. We have added a surrogate key-attribute, D-ID, to the Dep-entity type, since otherwise we cannot translate into a relational model. We have also renamed some of the T-attributes by an AS-clause partly because it is needed and partly for convenience in explanations. At iii) to the left is the set of tables translated from the ER model. We use a compact notation. The PK-clause specifies a primary key and the FK-REF-clause specifies a foreign key. To the right we use CHECK statements, available in some DBMS, to specify what corresponds to the time inclusion constraint (1) and the time continuity constraints (2) and (3) of the ER model.

We shall briefly refer to some proposed types of textual temporal models noticing their problems. A proposal for temporal normalisation results in sets of tables like the set we get by translations into the normalised relational model in figure 8 [10].
A crucial point normally not mentioned is the need for surrogate key attributes in cases where a component of a primary key may vary over time. However, in discussing a temporal model based on an entity-relationship model called the EER model, Navathe and Ahmed assume that each entity a priori has a non-visible surrogate key attribute [11]. In [12] Snodgrass considers time varying attributes modelled in SQL schemas. He recommends that time varying attributes are placed in their own table with foreign keys referring to the tables of the entity type in question, and that a table corresponding to an entity type with a time varying key is provided with a surrogate being a time-invariant key. This is like our translations via a non-temporal ER-model to a relational model, cf. figure 8.

Other types of textual models intend to map to a set of tables that correspond to a snapshot situation with normalized tables. Distinctions are made between models with 1NF tables and N1NF tables [13]. In the 1NF case the tables have a separate tuple for each variation in time of the attributes, e.g. [14]. This variant is also the base for TSQL2 [15]. In the N1NF case, the tuples have lists with time spans for each set of attributes that vary at the same time. In neither case, surrogate attributes are considered.

Figure 9 illustrates the implications of the two latter cases using the example shown by the temporal model i). Corresponding to a snapshot, we have two tables one for Dep and one for Emp. At ii) we show the 1NF tables. A department described in the Dep-table will have a new tuple for each time its d# changes. The time span attribute, T, delimits the life span in which a given d# is assigned to a given department. We have no means to distinguish whether two tuples with consecutive time span attributes correspond to the same department or to two different departments. Similarly, an employee described in the Emp-table will have a tuple for each time either a new department is referred to or the referenced department change its d#. The time span attribute, T, delimits the time when both the reference to a department and the d# of the referenced department are stable. When an e# for an employee, who has left the company, is reused afterwards by a new employee, we cannot distinguish between tuples corresponding to each employee.

At iii) we show the tables corresponding to a N1NF version of a temporal textual model. Each department and each employee has one tuple in the Dep and the Emp-
tables respectively with the T attributes showing their life spans. In a Dep-tuple we have a list of the varying d# attributes together with their life spans, Td. Since a department is identified by the varying d#, there can be several keys identifying the same tuple. In the Emp-table we have a time-varying list of foreign keys. There will be a new member in the list each time an employee moves to a new department and each time the referenced department changes its d#.

We may notice that in both the 1NF and the N1NF cases a change of the key attribute d# for the Dep-table has an impact on the Emp-table as a new tuple should be added, or an adding to a list in a tuple should be made.

6 Dynamics

In connection with updating of information we will point out the dualism that exists between declarative descriptions such as those used above and procedural descriptions.

From e.g. C. A. R. Hoare's proof theories [16] and from formal methods like VDM [17] or Z [18] we know that we can specify the outcome of an algorithm in a declarative manner by asserting pre- and post-conditions accounting for invariant properties. We may equip the algorithm with a heading such as procedure or function headings or as statements in a procedural language like e.g. Pascal. The algorithm themselves - the implementation - are specified by a sequence of calls of other procedures and functions or by a sequence of statements in possibly another language. The proof theories or formal methods advice methods whereby it can be verified that the pre-, post- and invariant-conditions that are valid for the steps of the algorithm combine into the pre-, post- and invariant-conditions valid for the heading of the algorithm. From a descriptive point of view, a declaratively stated heading with implied semantics represents a higher level of descriptions than the procedural descriptions of the implementations. From an updating point of view the pre- and post-conditions correspond to the state of information kept by the system before and after an update, and the invariance to the specified constraints.

If we operate on a declaratively specified system, we should think of updating as if we directly manipulated the elements of the extensions. When the specification is on a high level, we can only manipulate the elements in a consistent way. When the specification is on a lower level, we may possibly have to manipulate several elements and should account for the constraints. We may also think of manipulations made with respect to partially high-level descriptions and of a translation into lower level procedural descriptions that manipulates the necessary set of elements accounting for the constraints. For example: when we have specified our temporal database by 1NF relations as in figure 9 we could state that a given department is now given a new d#. The update should then activate a procedure that adds the relevant row to both the Dep and the Emp table. We acknowledge specification tools where specifications of constraints are replaced by procedural specifications that activate an update, such as active databases and object databases.
7 Conclusion

As our starting point for our analysis we recognised the importance of property types as they occur in the Universe of Discourse. Our temporal example started with a three-dimensional high-level description. In general, information systems may have to account for many different types of properties, not just valid time as in our case, and there may not be a description for all the properties on a high level.

We looked at the distinction between description levels, where a high level description of given property types describes the property precisely and consistently. With temporal properties we examined how the properties are described through three levels of descriptions using three sorts of descriptions: a description with a continuous dimension describing the extensions in time, a description using a graph, and three descriptions using variations of textual descriptions.

When you have to describe elements of the extensions at a lower level we showed: 1) to specify continuous properties we need to introduce extra constructs stated as attribute values. 2) descriptions of given properties may be spread over several elements. And 3) the use of elements and attribute values will be restricted by given sets of constraints. We also showed that the dualism between declarative and procedural descriptions allows specifications of constraints to be compensated by algorithms activated at the time of the update.

As an overall conclusion from our study, which has shown the complications one should account for when specifying on lower levels, we suggest that it is valuable if similar analyses are made not only with respect to temporal properties but also with respect to various other types or categories of types of properties that can occur in information systems.
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Abstract. The definition of a relationship type includes its participant entity types and the cardinality constraints. Relationship type refinement is the specification of additional constraints when some of the participant entities are also instances of other entity types. The best known types of refinements are refinement of participants and refinement of cardinality constraints.

These refinements have been studied, up to now, only for conceptual models with single classification. In this paper we extend previous work by dealing with conceptual models with multiple classification. We characterize the refinements in this context, provide a graphical and textual notation for their specification, and give their formal definition in logical terms. Moreover, we provide a set of necessary conditions to guarantee that a given set of refinements is valid.

1 Introduction

Two kinds of integrity constraints are almost always defined for relationship types: referential integrity and cardinality constraints. Relationship type refinement is the specification of additional constraints that must hold when some of the entities that participate in a relationship type are also instances of other entity types. In principle, there may be several types of refinements but, in practice, two of them appear more frequently than the others: refinement of participants and refinement of cardinality constraints.

A classical example [BS85, MO95] of cardinality constraint refinement is the following. Assume that we have a relationship type that relates messages and the persons to whom messages are sent (i.e. their recipients). We know that, in general, a message may have any number of recipients. We may define a cardinality constraint refinement to restrict that a certain kind of messages (e.g. private messages, a subtype of message) can have at most one recipient. We may also define a refinement of participants to state that an officer message (a subtype of message) may be received only by officers (a subtype of person).

The identification and analysis of relationship type refinements is important for the same reason as any other kind of integrity constraints:
(1) to ease their use in conceptual schemas. It is easier to define a refinement graphically than to give its equivalent in some general-purpose language (OCL, FOL, etc.).

(2) to allow the development of specialized procedures for reasoning about them.

(3) to develop efficient patterns of implementation for their enforcement.

Relationship type refinements were already defined in [MBW80, BS85] and, during the last decade, they have been studied and used by many different authors and languages [BO92, CLF93, CD94, MO95, RJB99]. All these studies focus only on the case of refinements for conceptual models with single classification. That is, models where an entity may be a direct instance of only one entity type.

In this paper we extend previous work by dealing with conceptual models with multiple classification, in which an entity may be direct instance of one or more entity types at the same time [RJB99]. We characterize relationship refinements in this context and give their formal definition in logical terms.

Many authors have argued about the advantages of considering conceptual models with multiple classification. For instance, [BG95] argues that although multiple classification can be represented in a model with multiple specialization, the solution required to do this may lead to a lot of artificial subclasses. [MM92] discusses about the expressiveness gained when considering multiple classification. More recently, UML [RJB99, p. 54] states also that there is no logical necessity that an object have a direct entity type only, since we typically look at real-world objects from many angles simultaneously.

There have been several proposals of graphical notations to express relationship type refinements in single classification, but none of them is neither sufficiently clear nor general to express them. This could perhaps be the reason why UML does not provide a convincing graphical notation either. In this paper we suggest a graphical and textual notation that may be used in both single and multiple classification models.

On the other hand, we also state a number of necessary conditions to guarantee that a given set of refinements is valid. Roughly, a set of refinements is valid if there may be a non-empty population of the information base satisfying the constraints implied by the refinements. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study in this respect.

This paper is structured as follows. Next section reviews basic concepts for relationship refinement. Section 3 characterizes the refinements in the context of multiple classification, provides a notation for their specification and gives their formal definition. Section 4 is devoted to the problem of validating a set of refinements. Finally, section 5 presents our conclusions.

2 Basic Concepts for Relationship Refinement

In this section, we describe the main concepts involved in the refinement of relationships in conceptual models with single classification, and we introduce some basic notation we need to define them.
2.1 Basic Concepts

We assume that entities and relationships are instances of their types at particular time points [Bub77], which are expressed in a common base time unit such as second or day. We make this assumption for the sake of generality, but our work is also applicable when a temporal view is not needed.

We represent by \( E(e,t) \) the fact entity \( e \) is instance of entity type \( E \) at time \( t \). For instance, \( \text{Employee}(Marta,D1) \) means that \( Marta \) is an instance of \( \text{Employee} \) at time \( D1 \) (day in this case). The population of \( E \) at \( t \) is defined as the set of entities that are instances of \( E \) at \( t \).

A relationship type has a name and a set of \( n \) participants, with \( n \geq 2 \). A participant is an entity type that plays a certain role in the relationship type. \( R(p_1:E_1,...,p_n:E_n) \) denotes a relationship type named \( R \) with entity type participants \( E_1,...,E_n \) playing the roles \( p_1,...,p_n \), respectively.

We say that \( R(p_1:E_1,...,p_n:E_n) \) is the schema of the relationship type and that \( p_1:E_1,\ldots,p_n:E_n \) are their participants. The order of the participants in the schema is irrelevant. Two different participants may be of the same entity type, but two different participants may not have the same role. When the role name is omitted, it is assumed to be the same as the corresponding entity type. In this paper we will only consider binary relationship types (i.e. with \( n = 2 \)).

We represent by \( R(e_1,\ldots,e_n,t) \) the fact that entities \( e_1,\ldots,e_n \) participate in an instance of \( R \) at time \( t \). The referential integrity constraints associated with \( R \) guarantee that \( e_1,\ldots,e_n \) are instance of their corresponding types \( E_1,\ldots,E_n \).

Given a binary relationship type \( R(p_1:E_1, p_2:E_2) \), the cardinality constraint between \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) in \( R \), that we denote by \( \text{Card}(p_1; p_2; R) \), is a pair \( \text{Card}(p_1; p_2; R) = (\min, \max) \) that indicates the minimum and maximum number of entities of type \( E_2 \) that may be related with any entity of type \( E_1 \) through \( R \), at any time point [LEW93]. \( \text{Card}(p_2; p_1; R) \) is defined in a similar way.

For instance, in the binary relationship type \( \text{Participates} (\text{Employee}, \text{Project}) \), we would indicate that an employee may participate in any number of projects by \( \text{Card(} \text{employee; project; Participates} = (0, \ast) \).

Specialization and generalization are fundamental operations in conceptual modeling. Specialization consists in defining that an entity type (subtype) is a refinement of another one (supertype). Generalization is the converse operation. and it defines that an entity type is more general than a set of other entity types.

A specialization implies an inclusion constraint between the populations of the subtype and the supertype. Additional constraints on populations are usually defined in the context of generalizations, mainly the well-known union, disjointness and covering constraints [Len87].

A specialization is a relationship between two entity types \( E_1 \) and \( E \), that we denote by \( E_1 \text{ IsA } E \). For instance, \( \text{JuniorEmp IsA Employee} \). \( E_1 \) is said to be a subtype of \( E \), and \( E \) a supertype of \( E_1 \). In terms of the population of \( E_1 \) and \( E \), this implies that all instances of \( E_1 \) at a certain time point are also instances of \( E \) at that time point. An entity type may be supertype of several entity types, and it may be a subtype of several entity types.

Generalization and specialization are two different viewpoints of the same IsA relationship, viewed from the supertype or from the subtype [RBP+91]. However, the
term specialization tends to be used to mean a particular instance of the IsA relationship, while generalization uses to mean a set of IsA relationships with the same supertype.

We adopt here this meaning, and we denote by $E_{Gens} E_1, \ldots, E_n$ the generalization of entity types $E_1, \ldots, E_n$ to $E$. Normally, the set of IsA included in a generalization are the result of some specialization criterion [SCG+95] or have the same classification principle [WJS95] or discriminator [RJB99].

A partition $E_{Part} E_1, \ldots, E_n$ is a generalization $E_{Gens} E_1, \ldots, E_n$ in which every instance of $E$ at $t$ is both instance of at least one $E_i$ at $t$ and instance of at most one $E_i$ at $t$. We write $Part$ as a shorthand for $Partitioned$ by. Every generalization can be transformed into a partition, through the use of auxiliary entity types and generalizations. The transformation is information preserving in the sense that the information content of the schema is not changed [BCN92]. Thus, without loss of generality, we will assume that all generalizations are partitions.

### 2.2 Relationship Type Refinements in Conceptual Models with Single Classification

Refinement of participants of a relationship type $R$ restricts the possible entity types that participate in $R$. For instance, consider the relationship type: Participates (Employee,Project) and suppose that we have:

- Employee Partd JuniorEmp, SeniorEmp
- Project Partd Critical, NonCritical.

In this situation, we have a refinement of participants if we state that junior employees can only participate in non-critical projects.

To the best of our knowledge, even if refinement of participants have a long tradition in conceptual modeling [MBW80], none of the graphical notations proposed to express relationship type refinements (even in conceptual models with single classification) is sufficiently clear nor general to express them. The notation we propose, inspired in the one proposed by Syntropy [CD94], is aimed to overcome the limitations of previous proposals. According to our notation, the previous refinement is represented as shown in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1](image-url)

Note that a graphical notation to represent refinements of participants must explicitly define the direction of the refinement. For instance, the previous figure restricts junior employees to participate only in non-critical projects. However, it does not restrict the kind of employees that may participate in a non-critical project. Existing graphical notations do not explicitly define the direction of the refinement.
and, thus, it is impossible to determine the role of the relationship type to which the restriction defined by the refinement applies.

Refinement of cardinality constraints of a relationship type restricts the minimum and maximum number of entities of a certain participant of the relationship type that may be related with another participant entity type when one or both of them belong to a subtype of their corresponding entity type.

For instance, consider again the relationship type Participates (Employee, Project)
and assume also that we have
Employee Partd JuniorEmp, SeniorEmp
In this situation, we have a refinement of cardinality constraints if employees may participate in any number of projects but junior employees can participate at most in five projects. This refinement is shown in the Figure 2.2.

![Figure 2.2](image)

We do not need to define the direction of the refinement since the restricted multiplicity is already set on the side of the role for which the restriction applies.

3 Relationship Type Refinements in Conceptual Models with Multiple Classification

In this section we characterize the refinements in the context of conceptual models with multiple classification, provide a notation for their specification and give their formal definition in logical terms. We deal with refinement of participants and of cardinality constraints in sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

3.1 Refinement of Participants

In the previous section, we have seen that refinement of participants constraint the possible entity types that participate in a relationship type R when some of the participant entities are instances of other entity types.

For the sake of simplicity, we will start by formalizing this type of refinement for a particular case. In this case, the restriction applies to entities that belong to a single subtype of the entity types participating in the relationship type.

Given a relationship type $R(p_1: E_1, p_2: E_2)$, a refinement of participants of $R$ is represented by:

$$P_{Ref} = R(p_1: \{E_{1,i}\} \rightarrow p_2: \{E_{2,j}\})$$
The first argument, \( p_1 : E_{1,i} \), is the antecedent of the refinement, while the second, \( p_2 : E_{2,j} \), is the consequent. It means that when the participants \( p_1 \) in \( R \) belong to entity type \( E_{1,i} \) then the participants \( p_2 \) must belong to \( E_{2,j} \). Formally,

\[
R(e_1, e_2, t) \land E_{1,i}(e_1, t) \rightarrow E_{2,j}(e_2, t)
\]

In a similar way, we could define another refinement of participants \( PRef = R(p_2: \{E_{2,j}\} \rightarrow p_1: \{E_{1,i}\}) \) in the opposite direction.

Using this notation, the refinement of Figure 2.1 would be defined as:

\[
\text{Participates (employee:}\{\text{JuniorEmp}\} \rightarrow \text{project:}\{\text{NonCritical}\}).
\]

Sometimes the designer will need to define a refinement of participants where either the antecedent, the consequent or both are sets of entity types. Intuitively, the meaning of such a refinement is that when the participants \( p_1 \) are instance of all the entity types of the antecedent, then the participants \( p_2 \) must be instances of some of the entity types of the consequent. For instance, given

- Participates (Employee, Project)
- Employee Partd JuniorEmp, SeniorEmp
- Employee Partd Temporary, Permanent
- Project Partd ShortTerm, MediumTerm, LongTerm

we may want to express the constraint that employees that are junior and have a temporary position can only participate in short or medium term projects.

Now, the graphical notation we introduced in section 2 to express the refinements must be extended to allow refinements to consider more than one entity type. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

**Definition 3.1: Refinement of Participants**

Given a relationship type \( R(p_1: E_1, p_2: E_2) \). A refinement of participants of \( R \) is defined as \( PRef = R(p_1: \{E_{1,1}, \ldots, E_{1,n}\} \rightarrow p_2: \{E_{2,1}, \ldots, E_{2,m}\}) \).

The meaning of \( PRef \) is that when participants \( p_1 \) are instances of all entity types \( E_{1,1}, \ldots, E_{1,n} \) then participants \( p_2 \) must be instance of some of the entity types \( E_{2,1}, \ldots, E_{2,m} \). Formally,

\[
R(e_1, e_2, t) \land E_{1,1}(e_1, t) \land \ldots \land E_{1,n}(e_1, t) \rightarrow E_{2,1}(e_2, t) \lor \ldots \lor E_{2,m}(e_2, t)
\]

Thus, the previous refinement would be defined as \( \text{Participates (employee:} \{\text{JuniorEmp, Temporary}\} \rightarrow \text{project:}\{\text{ShortTerm, MediumTerm}\}) \).

There are two particular cases of refinement of participants that are noteworthy. The first is when the antecedent is empty: \( R( \rightarrow p_2: \{E_{2,1}, \ldots, E_{2,m}\}) \). The meaning, obvious, is that participants \( p_2 \) must necessarily be instance of some of the entity types \( E_{2,1}, \ldots, E_{2,m} \), independently of the types of the other participants.
The second one is when the consequent is empty: \( R(p_1; \{E_{1,1}, \ldots, E_{1,n}\} \rightarrow ) \). The meaning now is that the entity types of the participants \( p_1 \) may not be instance of the entity types \( E_{1,1}, \ldots, E_{1,n} \) at the same time.

### 3.2 Refinement of Cardinality Constraints

Refinement of cardinality constraints consists in constraining the minimum and maximum number of entities of a certain participant of the relationship type that may be related with another participant. For instance, given

- Participates (Employee, Project)
- Employee Partd JuniorEmp, SeniorEmp
- Employee Partd Temporary, Permanent

Card(employee; project; Participates) = (0, *)

we may want to express a cardinality constraint refinement stating that employees that are junior and have a temporary position may participate at most in 3 projects, as shown in the following figure.

**Figure 3.2**

**Definition 3.2: Refinement of Cardinality Constraints**

Given a relationship type \( R(p_i; E_i, p_j; E_j) \), with \( i,j = 1..2 \). A refinement of cardinality constraints is specified as \( C_{\text{Ref}} = \text{Card}(p_i; \{E_{i,1}, \ldots, E_{i,n}\}; p_j; \{E_{j,1}\}; R) = (\text{min}, \text{max}) \).

Formally, \( \text{Card}(p_1; \{E_{1,1}, \ldots, E_{1,n}\}; p_2; \{E_{2,1}\}; R) = (\text{min}, \text{max}) \) if:

\[
E_1(e_1,t) \land E_1,1(e_1,t) \land \ldots \land E_{1,n}(e_1,t) \rightarrow \text{min} \leq |\{e_2 | R(e_1, e_2, t) \land E_{2,1}(e_2, t)\}| \geq \text{max}
\]

We omit the sets \( \{E_{1,1}, \ldots, E_{1,n}\} \) or \( \{E_{2,1}\} \) when they are just \( \{E_1\} \) or \( \{E_2\} \), resp.

The refinement of Figure 2.2 would be defined as \( \text{Card(employee; \{JuniorEmp\}; project; Participates)} = (0, 5) \), while that of Figure 3.2 would be defined as \( \text{Card(employee; \{JuniorEmp, Temporary\}; project; Participates)} = (0, 3) \).

To the best of our knowledge, cardinality refinements of the kind \( (p_1; \{E_{1,1}, \ldots, E_{1,n}\}; p_2; R) \) are the only ones that have been considered by previous research. However, our formalization allows also refinements of the kind \( (p_1; p_2; \{E_{2,1}\}; R) \) and \( (p_1; \{E_{1,1}, \ldots, E_{1,n}\}; p_2; \{E_{2,1}\}; R) \).

For instance, given

- Participates(Employee, Project)
- Project Partd ShortTerm, MediumTerm, LongTerm

Card(employee; project; Participates) = (0, *)
we may express that employees can participate at most in 3 long term projects by (see Figure 3.3):

\[
\text{Card}(\text{employee}; \text{project}; \{\text{LongTerm}\}; \text{Participates}) = (0,3)
\]

![Figure 3.3](image)

### 4 Relationship Type Refinement Validation

In the previous section, we have provided a characterization of relationship type refinements in conceptual models with multiple classification. The formalization we have presented is general enough to express all possible refinements of participants and of cardinality constraints. However, it may happen that a particular set of relationship refinements is not valid.

For instance, assume that we have:

- Participates (Employee, Project)
- Employee Partd JuniorEmp, SeniorEmp
- Employee Partd Temporary, Permanent

with cardinality constraint refinements:

- \[
\text{Card (employee}: \{\text{JuniorEmp}\}; \text{project}; \text{Participates}) = (0,3)
\]
- \[
\text{Card (employee}: \{\text{Permanent}\}; \text{project}; \text{Participates}) = (5, *)
\]

It is not difficult to see that these refinements are not valid if the domain we are modeling admits employees that are both junior and permanent.

Intuitively, we say that a set of refinements is valid if there may exist in the information base a set of entities satisfying them. In the rest of this section, we give a set of necessary conditions to guarantee that a given set of refinements is valid. We deal with refinements of participants and of cardinality constraints in sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

Our notion of validity uses the concept of valid type configuration \((VTC)\) [OCS99].

The type configuration of an entity is the set of entity types of which it is instance of at some time. A type configuration is valid if it satisfies all the constraints defined by specialization and generalization hierarchies.

A set of entity types \(VTC = \{E_1, ..., E_n\}\) is a valid type configuration if there may exist an entity \(e\) and a time \(t\) such that the type configuration of \(e\) at \(t\) is \(VTC\).

For instance, the previous example allows the following valid type configurations (assuming that Employee and Project are disjoint):

- \(VTC_1 = \{\text{Employee, JuniorEmp, Temporary}\}\)
- \(VTC_2 = \{\text{Employee, JuniorEmp, Permanent}\}\)
VTC_3 = \{Employee, SeniorEmp, Temporary\}
VTC_4 = \{Employee, SeniorEmp, Permanent\}
VTC_5 = \{Project\}

[OCS99] shows how to obtain the set of all valid type configurations for a given conceptual schema in which all generalizations are partitions.

### 4.1 Refinement of Participants Validation

To simplify the presentation, we will start by considering refinements that have a single antecedent and a single consequent and defining validity in this case.

Assume that we have the conceptual schema of Figure 4.1 with refinements:

\[
\begin{align*}
PRef_1 &= \text{Participates (employee: \{JuniorEmp\} \rightarrow project: \{ShortTerm\})} \\
PRef_2 &= \text{Participates (employee: \{Permanent\} \rightarrow project: \{LongTerm\})}.
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore, employees that are junior and permanent should work in projects that are both short and long term. However, this is not possible since \textit{Project Partd ShortTerm, MediumTerm, LongTerm}. Therefore, the set of refinements \{PRef_1, PRef_2\} is not valid.

A set of refinements of a relationship type \(R(p_1:E_1, p_2:E_2)\) is valid if, for each VTC that includes \(E_1\), there may exist a non-empty information base that contains an entity instance of the types in VTC and that satisfies those refinements.

Then, intuitively, to validate a set of refinements of participants, we have to consider the constraints that those refinements impose on each VTC (this is done by considering the refinements where the entity type of its antecedent belongs to VTC). Each such refinement, requires its consequent to belong to a certain entity type. Therefore, it must exist a VTC which includes all the entity types required by those refinements.

This example allows four VTC for employees. The information base admits a non-empty population that satisfies VTC_1 because the only constraint applicable to it is \(PRef_1\) which requires junior employees to participate in short term projects and there exists a VTC which includes \{Project, ShortTerm\}. In a similar way, VTC_3 and VTC_4 admit a non-empty population. However, this is not the case for VTC_2 since it does not exist any VTC including \{Project, ShortTerm, LongTerm\} (because of...
Project Partd ShortTerm, MediumTerm, LongTerm). Therefore, the previous set of refinements is not valid.

In this example, if we had:

\[ P_{Ref_2} = \text{Participates (employee:\{Permanent\} \rightarrow project:\{Critical\})} \]

instead of \( P_{Ref_2} \), then this new set of refinements would be valid since there exists a VTC\( \subseteq \{\text{Project, ShortTerm, Critical}\} \).

Formally, given a relationship type \( R(p_1:E_1, p_2:E_2) \), and \( n \) refinements of participants \( P_{Ref_k} = R(p_1:E_{1,k} \rightarrow p_2:E_{2,k}) \), for \( k=1..n \), we say that this set of refinements is valid with respect to a participant \( p_1 \) (and similarly for the other participant) if:

\[ \forall \text{VTC such that } E_1 \in \text{VTC} \]

Let \( P_{Ref_1}, ..., P_{Ref_s} \) be all refinements of the form \( P_{Ref_t} = R(p_1:E_{1,t} \rightarrow p_2:E_{2,t}) \) such that \( E_{1,t} \in \text{VTC} \), for \( t=1..s \).

Then \( \exists \text{VTC}_i \) such that \( \{E_2\} \cup \{E_{2,1}\} \cup ... \cup \{E_{2,s}\} \subseteq \text{VTC}' \)

Once we have seen the particular case, it will be easier to understand the general one where both the antecedent and the consequent of the refinement may be sets of entity types. As usual, we start with an example and we provide the formalization afterwards.

Assume that we have the conceptual schema of Figure 4.2 with refinements:

\[ P_{Ref_1} = \text{Participates (employee:\{JuniorEmp, Temporary\} \rightarrow project:\{ShortTerm, MediumTerm\})} \]

\[ P_{Ref_2} = \text{Participates (employee:\{Graduate\} \rightarrow project:\{LongTerm\})}. \]

Therefore, employees that are junior, temporary and graduate, should work in projects that are either both long and medium term or both long and short term. However, this is not possible since Project Partd ShortTerm, MediumTerm, LongTerm. Therefore, the previous refinements are not valid.

The intuitive idea of the validation is similar to the previous case. The main difference is that now each refinement applicable to a certain VTC\( _i \) requires its consequent to belong to one among several possible entity types. Therefore, it must exist a VTC\( _i \) that includes one of the entity types required by each refinement.
applicable to VTC\(_i\). Moreover, refinements applicable to VTC\(_i\) in this case are those refinements where all the entity types of its antecedent belong to VTC\(_i\).

In the general case, validity of a set of refinements of participants is defined as follows:

**Definition 4.1: validity of a set of refinement of participants**

Given a conceptual schema with a relationship type \(R(p_1: E_1, p_2: E_2)\), and \(n\) refinements of participants \(PRef_i = R(p_1: \{E_{1,1},..., E_{1,i}\} \rightarrow p_2: \{E_{2,1},..., E_{2,j}\})\), for \(k = 1...n\), we say that this set of refinements of participants is valid with respect to a participant \(p_1\) (and similarly for the other participant) if:

\[
\forall \text{VTC such that } E_1 \in \text{VTC}
\]

Let \(PRef_{i1}, ..., PRef_{is}\) be all refinements of the form \(PRef_i = R(p_1: \text{Ant}_i \rightarrow p_2: \text{Cons}_i)\) such that \(\text{Ant}_i \subseteq \text{VTC}\), for \(t=1..s, s \leq n\).

Then \(\exists \text{VTC}_i\) such that, for \(t=1..s\), there exists an \(E_{2,i}\) such that \(E_{2,i} \in \text{Cons}_i\) and \(E_{2,i} \in \text{VTC}_i\).

In the previous example, we know that there is a VTC = \{Employee, JuniorEmp, Temporary, Graduate\}. \(PRef_1\) is applicable to VTC and it requires projects to be either short or medium term. Moreover, \(PRef_2\) is applicable to the same VTC and it requires projects to be long term. However, it does not exists a VTC\(_i\) = \{Project, ShortTerm, LongTerm\} nor a VTC\(_i\) = \{Project, MediumTerm, LongTerm\} and, therefore, this set of refinements is not valid.

### 4.2 Refinement of Cardinality Constraints Validation

We start by considering a particular case for refinement of cardinality constraints, where all refinements have the form \(\text{Card}(p_1: \{E_{1,1},..., E_{1,n}\}; p_2: R) = (\text{min}, \text{max})\).

Assume that we have the conceptual schema of Figure 4.3 with refinements:

- \(\text{CRef} = \text{Card(employee: \{JuniorEmp\}; project; Participates)} = (0, 3)\)
- \(\text{CRefi} = \text{Card(employee: \{Permanent\}; project; Participates)} = (5, *)\)

![Figure 4.3](image)

Note that since an employee may be junior and permanent, the two refinements are not valid because (0,3) and (5,*) do not have a non-empty intersection.

Given a relationship type \(R(p_1: E_1, p_2: E_2)\), a cardinality constraint refinement \(\text{Card}(p_1: \text{Rest}; p_2: R)\), where \(\text{Rest} = \{E_{1,1},..., E_{1,n}\}\), constraints the minimum and
maximum number of entities of type $E_2$ that may be related to entities of type $E_1$ when these entities are also instance of $E_{1,1}, \ldots, E_{1,n}$. Then, to validate a set of $n$ cardinality constraint refinements $Card_i(p_1:Rest_i; p_2; R), i = 1, \ldots, n$, we have to check that, for each $VTC$ that contains $E_1$, the intersection of the intervals $(\min_i, \max_i)$ of the refinements such that $Rest_i \subseteq VTC$ is non-empty.

In the previous example, we have that $CRef$ constraints junior employees to participate in between 0 and 3 projects, while $CRef'$ constraints permanent employees to participate at least in 5 projects. Since there exists a $VTC = \{\text{Employee, JuniorEmp, Permanent}\}$, this set of refinements would be valid if there were a non-empty intersection of the intervals $(0,3)$ and $(5,\ast)$. However, this is not the case and we can conclude that the two previous cardinality constraint refinements are not valid.

**Definition 4.2:** Given a relationship type $R(p_1:E_1, p_2:E_2)$, and several cardinality constraint refinements $CRef_k = Card(p_1:Rest_k; p_2; R) = (\min_k, \max_k), k=1..n$, we say that this set of refinements is valid if:

$$\forall VTC \text{ such that } E_1 \in VTC$$

Let $CRef_{t_1}, \ldots, CRef_{t_s}$ be all refinements of the form $CRef_t = Card(p_1:Rest_t; p_2; R) = (\min_t, \max_t)$, for $t=1..s$, such that $Rest_t \subseteq VTC$

Then there exists a non-empty intersection of the intervals $(\min_t, \max_t)$, $t=1..s$.

A second particular case appears when cardinality constraint refinements have the form $Card(p_1; p_2: \{E_2,i\}; R) = (\min, \max)$.

Assume that we have the conceptual schema of Figure 4.4 with refinements:

$CRef = Card(\text{employee}; \text{project}; \{\text{Critical}\}; \text{Participates}) = (1,2)$

$CRef' = Card(\text{employee}; \text{project}; \{\text{NonCritical}\}; \text{Participates}) = (3,5)$.

![Figure 4.4](image-url)

Note that $Card(\text{employee}; \text{project}; \text{Participates}) = (10,20)$. Moreover, $CRef$ states that employees must participate at least in 1 and at most in 2 critical projects and $CRef'$ establishes that they must participate at least in 3 and at most in 5 non-critical projects. On the other hand, since a project is either critical or non-critical, the above refinements constraint an employee to participate at least in 4 and at most in 7 projects. Therefore, this set of refinements is not valid since satisfying them is not compatible with satisfying the cardinality defined at the relationship type level, i.e. there is no intersection between $(4,7)$ and $(10,20)$.

To define validity in this case, we need to define also the concept of entity type covering (ETC). Intuitively, an ETC of a certain entity type $E$, denoted by $ETC(E)$,
a set of disjoint entity types (which may be direct or indirect subtypes of E) such that the union of their populations is equal to the population of E.

**Definition 4.3: Entity Type Covering (ETC)**

Let E be an entity class. An entity type covering of E, ETC(E), is defined as:
- ETC(E) = {E}
- ETC(E) = {E<sub>1,1</sub>, ..., E<sub>n,1</sub>, ..., E<sub>n,1</sub>,...,E<sub>n,i</sub>, ..., E<sub>n,j</sub>}, such that E Partd E<sub>1</sub>, ..., E<sub>n</sub> and ETC(E<sub>1</sub>) = {E<sub>1,1</sub>,...,E<sub>1,i</sub>}, ..., ETC(E<sub>2</sub>)={ E<sub>2,1</sub>,...,E<sub>2,j</sub>}

In the example of Figure 4.4, we have two ETC for Project:
ETC<sub>1</sub> = {Project}
ETC<sub>2</sub> = {Critical, NonCritical}

The population of a certain ETC<sub>i</sub>(E) is equal to the population of E. Therefore, to validate a set of cardinality constraint refinements, we have to check that it is possible to populate the original relationship type, defined at the level of E, such that this population satisfies all the refinements defined at all different coverings of E. This is done by checking that there is a non-empty intersection among all the intervals required by the refinements applicable to all ETC<sub>i</sub>(E) and the cardinality of the original relationship type. Note that, if there is no cardinality constraint refinement defined for some of the entity types belonging to ETC<sub>i</sub>(E), then the maximum population allowed by this covering is ∞.

**Definition 4.4:** Given a relationship type R(p<sub>1</sub>; E<sub>1</sub>, p<sub>2</sub>; E<sub>2</sub>), given Card(p<sub>1</sub>; p<sub>2</sub>; R) = (min<sub>R</sub>, max<sub>R</sub>) and n cardinality constraint refinements Cref<sub>i</sub> = Card(p<sub>1</sub>; p<sub>2</sub>; E<sub>2,i</sub>; R) = (min<sub>i</sub>, max<sub>i</sub>), for i=1..n.

For each ETC<sub>k</sub>(E<sub>2</sub>) we define (min<sub>k</sub>, max<sub>k</sub>) as follows:
- Let CRef<sub>t</sub>, ..., CRef<sub>s</sub> be all refinements of the form CRef<sub>t</sub> = R(p<sub>1</sub>; p<sub>2</sub>; E<sub>2,t</sub>) = (min<sub>t</sub>, max<sub>t</sub>), for t=1..s, such that E<sub>2,t</sub> ∈ ETC<sub>k</sub>(E<sub>2</sub>)
- Let min<sub>k</sub> = ∑ min<sub>t</sub> for t=1..s if s > 0. Or, otherwise, min<sub>k</sub> = 0.
- Let max<sub>k</sub> = ∞ if ∃ E<sub>2,y</sub> ∈ ETC<sub>k</sub>(E<sub>2</sub>) such that E<sub>2,y</sub> ≠ E<sub>2,t</sub>, for t=1..s.
- Or, otherwise, max<sub>k</sub> = ∑ max<sub>t</sub> for t=1..s

We say that this set of refinements is valid if the k+1 intervals (min<sub>t</sub>, max<sub>t</sub>), Ū, (min<sub>k</sub>, max<sub>k</sub>), (min<sub>R</sub>, max<sub>R</sub>) have a non-empty intersection.

In the example of figure 4.4, we have that (min<sub>R</sub>, max<sub>R</sub>) = (10,20). Moreover, there is a covering of Project, ETC<sub>3</sub>(Project) = {Critical, NonCritical}, and we have that both cardinality constraint refinements apply to ETC<sub>3</sub>(Project). In this case we have that min<sub>2</sub> = 1+ 3 = 4 and that max<sub>2</sub> = 2 + 5 = 7 and, since there is no intersection between (4,7) and (10,20), the previous set of refinements is not valid.

Note that, although it could seem the contrary at first glance, the refinements defined in Figure 4.5 (just a slight modification of the previous ones) are valid since they restrict an employee to participate at least in 4 and at most in 12 projects. Therefore, there is an intersection between (4,12) and (10,20) which allows a non-empty population of the entity types restricted by those refinements.
Validation of cardinality constraint refinements in the general case is defined by considering both particular cases together.

## 5 Conclusions and Further Work

We have characterized relationship type refinement in conceptual models with multiple classification. In this respect, we have extended previous work, which concerned only models with single classification.

We have provided also a textual and a graphical notation to express those refinements. Our notation is general, can be used in conceptual models with single or multiple classification, and can be adapted to any conceptual modeling language.

We have formalized in logic the integrity constraints implied by the refinements. In this way, we have given a clear semantics to them.

Finally, we have defined a number of conditions a set of refinements has to satisfy to be valid. The conditions can be implemented by the verification procedures included in conceptual modeling environments. Again, these conditions can be used for models with single and multiple classification.

One possible extension to this work is its application to relationship types of degree higher than two, since here we have dealt with binary ones only. Another interesting (and practical) extension could be to study how our refinements and notation can be used in conceptual schemas written in UML.
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Abstract: The ontological analysis of parts and wholes gathers recently increasing interest, and develops into a specific research area called mereology. So far, most research has focused on directions motivated by engineering examples and by linguistic analysis. In contrast to these, the related archeological problem is characterized by missing pieces and information, which cannot easily be recovered, and by reasoning and experimentation with multiple hypotheses. This aspect of mereology has not yet been formally analyzed. In this paper, we continue previous work by addressing the formalization of some of the reasoning needed to identify other parts of the same whole through knowledge about some parts, or to narrow down the category of wholes a part may have belonged to. We define a hierarchical and an associative part-of relation with conservative assumptions about dependency and sharing, and proceed to develop a metamodel and a novel reasoning methodology from factual to categorical knowledge. The ontological commitment and utility of this theory is discussed on the base of practical examples. This work is intended as a first step towards a more comprehensive theory covering the problem of reasoning about partially lost items.

1 Introduction

The ontological analysis of parts and wholes gathers recently increasing interest [15], and develops into a specific research area called mereology [29] [2] [13]. Implemented models for part-of relationships in (oo)DBMS [17], or in knowledge bases [27] have appeared in the literature. So far, most research work has been carried out in directions motivated by engineering examples and by linguistic analysis [14],[30],[24]. In this paper, we continue work presented in [7], towards a formalization of qualitative reasoning as needed for the implementation of reasoning algorithms about missing parts and reconstruction of wholes. For this purpose, we employ a model that generalizes specific attributes presented in [7] like adjacent, element of or component of. Consider the following example:
A porcelain piece $x_1$ is piece of a porcelain stand $x_2$. In turn, $x_2$ is component of a table lamp $x_3$. Obviously, $x_1$ is a part-of $x_3$. This means that the implicit property
part-of, inherent in component of is transitive, even though piece of and component of do not imply each other (Fig. 1a).

Assume further that the lamp \( x_3 \) itself is lost, whereas \( x_2 \) exists, and that \( x_2 \) is characteristic enough to conclude, that it belongs to a table lamp. In our terms, \( x_2 \) is general component of "Table Lamp". Then, obviously, \( x_1 \) is a general part of "Table Lamp". This means that a path of type part-of - general part of can be replaced by an attribute of type general part of (Fig. 1b).

Fig. 1: Examples showing the inference based on associative knowledge about parts

Regard further two potsherds \( p_1, p_2 \), which by their edges and decoration prove that they are adjacent pieces of a damaged whole. If we know that \( p_2 \) is a part of a known whole \( W_3 \), then, obviously \( p_1 \) is part-of \( W_3 \) (Fig. 1c). This means that under certain conditions which we investigate in this paper, one can conclude part-hood from associative knowledge about parts and vice versa, due to the intrinsic redundancy. Such conclusions become non-trivial if the whole under investigation is incomplete or lost. Pazzi in [22] argues that knowledge of association between parts is different from hierarchical part–whole knowledge and equally useful, even though this knowledge is redundant under simultaneous use of part–whole assignment. In this paper we observe, that this redundancy actually is useful in the case of incomplete knowledge. The presented kind of reasoning is characteristic for detective work of archeologists and museum curators, but it can be applied anywhere reconstruction is needed (e.g., in building restoration). This aspect of mereology has not yet been investigated in detail. The contribution of this paper is not only an application of knowledge representation theory to archeology, but also the presentation of a general ontological problem that can be learned from archeology. In particular, we aim at providing the building blocks for a generalization over the different kinds of part-hood introduced by [14] and others in a top-down approach. We use the archeological example for didactic purposes, because it is rich in examples and scientific reflection. In this paper we formalize basic aspects of this kind of reasoning. For that purpose, we define a high-level model and a meta-model. We focus on the transition of reasoning between associative and hierarchical part-hood knowledge, and the transition from factual (token level) to categorical (class level) knowledge, an element so far hardly investigated, but very essential for the reasoning that narrows down search for candidate parts for reconstruction. The opposite type of inferencing, i.e., from attribute classes to instances, can be found in [1]. Such a mechanism is employed in sections 6.2 and 6.3. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
In section 2, we give a relatively narrow definition of wholes, sufficient for the museum case and the purpose of this paper, even though our reasoning may be applicable to more general applications. In section 3, we give a short account of our previous work related to this paper, and add a real archeological example for illustration in section 4. In section 5, we present the intuition for the basic model of this paper. In section 6 we describe the token-level and schema-level reasoning as well as their combination. The paper concludes in Section 7 with an outlook for further research.

2 What Is a Part

We propose here a definition of part and whole sufficient to support the world of archeological findings and our modeling objectives. As in [16] and [14], we consider only material parts and wholes with a definite mass. Parts are thought of as subsets of the physical extent of the whole. The latter need not be contiguous, as in the case of a set of chessmen. So what makes us regard an aggregate of molecules a whole? Motschnig [19] observes that certain part-hood dependency constraints must be defined diachronically. In this line of argument, we regard the relative physical stability or a common physical life cycle over a relevant time span as the decisive feature that makes up a material whole. The actual size of the time-span depends on the context (consider sand-images from Himalayan monks, in contrast to dinosaur bones). The stability may be either given by physical contiguity - as with a pebble tumbling in a river bed - or enforced by people for functional reasons - as with chessmen etc. If functionality is lost due to loss of matter, we can fairly assume that the whole has stopped to exist. Simple loss of matter may not be crucial, as with a piece of chalk running over the blackboard. Clouds or fireworks plumes however are no wholes in our sense. Consequently, when we talk about potential wholes of the past, we refer to one arbitrary small time-span, when the configuration under investigation existed. Furthermore, we admit that different unity criteria (functional, physical contiguity of different kinds) give rise to different notions of wholes [13] (e.g., mouse, keyboard, monitor are justified by physical contiguity, workstation by functional unity). In this paper, we consider all respective predicates with respect to one criterion only.

For simplicity, we ignore wholes sharing parts during the same time span, even though this can happen with buildings or accessories. In practice, one may often define the union of those wholes as the actual whole. Parts belonging to different wholes at different time-spans make up a case that does not interfere with the reasoning presented here.

---

1 In [12] and [25], a relational model with explicit temporal validity of part-hood relations for archaeology and museums is defined.
3 Previous Work

We have previously presented a model [7] motivated by problems of cultural heritage. This model was developed based on our experience and cooperation with cultural organizations [10], [4], [5], [6], [21] and closely related to the emerging standard of the CIDOC CRM [11], [9]. A basic feature of information in history, material cultural heritage preservation and study, is that information is incomplete and can in general not be completed. Therefore, reasoning concentrates on gathering evidence for missing parts and wholes, and drawing further conclusions from that knowledge. We regard part-hood as a relation. This is distinct from the fact, that many artificial objects are designed a priori to become parts, or that their current form is that of a part. In order to describe the different aspects of part-hood knowledge for museum objects [12], [8] and archeological findings, we based our model in [7] on groups of basic attribute categories and a set of basic classes. The attribute categories are:

- attributes for the part-hood role that one object can play with respect to another: "piece of", "component of", "element of", "adjacent"
- modifiers to denote the instantiation level of the referred entity: "specific" / "general". Attributes of type "specific" connect two particulars (tokens). Attributes of type "general" connect a particular with a universal (class) describing the potential referred-to particular.
- modifiers to denote the degree of evidence (rather than confidence!) for the reference: "possible"/ "real"

These three groups are combined into the actual 16 attributes. Each group might be refined or extended. These attributes are embedded into a complete logical structure of classes and metaclasses. This model has been related to the CIDOC CRM [9] as a specialization of the respective entities and has been implemented in the TELOS knowledge representation language [20]. Fig. 2 graphically depicts this model.

![Fig 2: Graphical representation of the attributes in [7]](image-url)

The attributes "part_of" and "from_the_same_whole_as" discussed in section 5 are regarded as generalizations (isA) of these more specific attributes. We shall leave the formalization of these isA relations to future work.
4 Application Example

This example has been published by the University of Leipzig [23], a story covering more than a hundred years: 58 potsherds of an ancient Greek vase, presumably parts from a single whole, were bought by the University of Leipzig in 1896 from Friedrich Hauser in Stuttgart (Fig. 3a). Careful drawings of this collection exist. The lost original was thought to be created by Phintias. In 1917, the famous Sir John Beazley recognized in them the style of Euphrinios, and declared them to be similar in form and decoration to *stamnoi* (a type of Greek vase) made by Smikros and kept in collections in Brussels, London and Paris. Some 20 years later, Beazley recognized, that a potsherd kept in Freiburg was adjacent to the Hauser collection. They were acquired in 1957 by the University of Leipzig. In 1942, another cluster of 4 pieces (Fig. 3a) from the same whole was bought from a collection in Munich.

![Fig. 3: Hauser's drawings, before 1897, after 1942, and in 1996](image)

From the initial collection, four pieces were lost over the years, and one piece was recognized to belong to another whole. Two reconstructions were made, one after 1942, and another in 1996, which implied the pieces from Freiburg. The new reconstruction took into account the characteristics of the stamnoi of Smikros. One piece was repositioned after its adjacency to a specific part had been recognized. For reconstruction, the archeologists took the curvature, thickness, finger traces on the rotating pot, decoration and the general type of vase into account. Pieces are arranged in adjacent clusters, and then complemented to a new whole. (Fig. 3b, 3c)

This example demonstrates a complex intellectual and technical process including factual and categorical knowledge. It implies the hypothetical whole of the destroyed original, two constructed wholes and parts with individual history, taking part in multiple wholes. It demonstrates most of the theory we present here.

5 Super and Meta-attributes

In the following sections we formalize attributes of *part-hood* and of *unity* at three different levels. These will give us the means to argue *from a part about its whole*. The fundamental question is, whether there had been any whole at all around

---

2 We shall address at another time the reasoning from an incomplete whole to missing parts
that part. Obviously, if we hold only a part in our hands, usually nothing guarantees that there has ever been a whole it belonged to. Only broken pieces may prove by the shape of their fracture surface, that there has been "more around them". But even in the other cases, we have good reasons to assume that there had been a whole for a part, if those items are usually used to become parts of wholes. This hypothesis will enable us to produce criteria that may lead to the verification of the existence of the whole and to its determination by new findings. Therefore, without loss of generality, the following reasoning always begins with the assumption, that there has been a whole of the usual kind for that part.

**Attribute metaclasses:** The attribute metaclass `part_type_of` is instantiated by attribute classes specific to the hierarchical part structure of some class of physical objects: e.g., Table Leg is_leg_of Table, Piano Key Cover is_cover_of Piano Key, Piano Key is_key_of Piano, where Table, Table Leg etc. are instances of `Physical_Object_Type`, the metaclass of all classes of physical objects. Such an attribute class expresses that parts of the specified type are parts of the specified type of part or whole. Similarly, a model presented by [18] defines part-hood as an attribute metaclass. For simplicity, we assume that those types of parts are exclusive to the type of whole (i.e., cannot be used for other kinds of wholes [19]). This does not constrain the exchange of parts!

**Attribute classes:** The attribute class `part_of` is instantiated by attributes specific to the hierarchical part structure of some particular physical object: e.g., TL305 <is_leg_of> T257, where TL305 is instance of Table Leg, T257 instance of Table and <is_leg_of> instance of is_leg_of from the example above. `Physical_Object` is the associated superclass of `Physical_Object_Type`, and `part_of` the associated superclass of `part_type_of`, i.e., `part_of` attribute class and all its subclasses are regarded as instances of `part_type_of`. Therefore TL305, T257 are instances of `Physical_object`, and <is_leg_of> instance of `part_of`. We do however not exclude the direct instantiation of `Physical_object` and `part_of`, in the case of absence of any more detailed knowledge. The attribute is intended as a generalization over the attributes specific_piece_of, specific_component_of, specific_element_of [7]. The attribute class from_the_same_whole_as is a generalization over any knowledge that may connect two parts of a whole. This implies notions such as the fitting of broken pieces, identical traces of treatment or exposure from chemical analysis, clusters being found mounted in situ or adjacent at the place of destruction etc. For example, two splinters of car varnish can be proven to be from the same whole by tracing penetrated detergents and waxes, without conclusion on the model and their position on the car. Note that in detective work this knowledge often precedes knowledge about part-hood, but it is not very informative if we hold the complete object in our hands! This causes a major difference to reasoning in engineering examples. The attribute is intended as a generalization over the attributes specific_adjacent_to, from_the_same_set_as [7].

**Attribute classes to the metalevel:** The attribute class `general_part_of` is instantiated by attributes specific to the hierarchical part role a particular physical object has to a kind of whole or part: e.g.: TLS307 <general_part_of> Table Lamp, where TLS307 is instance of Table Lamp Stand, and Table Lamp instance of `Physical_Object_Type`. It means, that there exists an instance x of Table Lamp, such that TLS307 <part_of> x.

---

3 Together with the existence assumption above, we may also say: If there is an x with TLS307 <part_of> x, then x must be instance of Table Lamp
In practice, knowledge about the above relations can be acquired fairly independently. Many criteria lead to categorical knowledge about a missing whole. Take for instance a heap of components from several guns of the same type. They can be combined in various ways to the same type of whole. We are therefore interested here in all possible deductions from partial knowledge for those relations leading from parts to wholes, in order to (1) narrow down the kind of wholes for better understanding, (2) possibly find fitting objects in a reduced set of candidates, and (3) possibly reconstruct a whole from disparate pieces. The attribute is intended as a generalization over the attributes general piece of, general component of, general element of [7].

6 Reasoning about Parts and Wholes

We establish a logic-based model that supports reasoning at the token, class and meta-class level and follows closely the model of Telos [20]. It employs a number of axioms establishing the structural principles, as well as, the properties of the part_of relationship. A number of rules are employed in order to deduce new relationships from existing ones, at the token or class levels. We argue that the model is minimal and complete in the sense that no subset of it is sufficient for deducing the derived relationships and that all possible relationships are captured.

Our model employs a many-sorted 2nd-order structure $S = (T, C, P, X)$, where: $T$ is a finite set of token-level objects, $C$ is a finite set of class objects, $P$ is a finite set of predicates and $X$ is an enumerable set of variables. The set $P$ includes the following predicates:

- $\text{instance\_of}(x, y)$ of sort $T \cup C \cup P \times C \cup P$
- $\text{Isa}(x, y)$ of sort $C \cup P \times C \cup P$
- $\text{part\_of}(x_1, x_2)$ of sort $T \times T$
- $\text{part\_type\_of}(c_1, c_2)$ of sort $C \times C$
- $\text{gpart\_of}(t_1, c_1)$ of sort $T \times T$
- $\text{whole\_of}(t_2, t_1)$ of sort $T \times T$
- $\text{fswa}(x_1, x_2)$ of sort $T \times T$
- $\text{whole\_type\_of}(c_2, c_1)$ of sort $C \times C$
- $\text{type\_conforming}(c_1)$ of sort $C$

These predicates establish relationships between objects in our model. Specifically, the following properties are stated as axioms in the model, and are expressed in a many-sorted language:

A) The Isa relationship forms a partial order on $C$

- $\text{Isa}$ is transitive: $\forall c_1, c_2, c_3 / C \text{Isa}(c_1, c_2) \land \text{Isa}(c_2, c_3) \Rightarrow \text{Isa}(c_1, c_3)$
- $\text{Isa}$ is reflexive: $\forall c / C \text{Isa}(c, c)$
- $\text{Isa}$ is antisymmetric: $\forall c_1, c_2 / C \text{Isa}(c_1, c_2) \Rightarrow \neg \text{Isa}(c_2, c_1)$

B) The composition of Isa and instance\_of permits the derivation of new instance\_of relationships

- $\forall t / T, \forall c_1, c_2 / C \text{instance\_of}(t, c_1) \land \text{Isa}(c_1, c_2) \Rightarrow \text{instance\_of}(t, c_2)$

4 $\text{fswa}$ denotes the link from\_the\_same\_whole\_as.\.
C) Classification constraint: any object is an instance of at least one class

- \( \forall t/T, \exists c/C \text{ instance_of}(t,c) \)

This constraint permits the computation of class extents, i.e., for each \( c \in C \), \([c] = \{ t \in T | \text{instance_of}(t,c) \}\). These axioms form the basis of our model and will be used in conjunction with the derivation rules.

### 6.1 Token Level

We first consider reasoning at the token level for complementing randomly missing knowledge about parts and the whole. The existing primary knowledge is either verifiable on the relict, or taken from the historical record.

We begin by axiomatizing the `part_of` and `fswa` relationships:

- `part_of` is transitive, reflexive and antisymmetric, hence a partial order
  - (A1) \( \forall t_1, t_2, t_3/T, \text{part_of}(t_1,t_2) \land \text{part_of}(t_2,t_3) \Rightarrow \text{part_of}(t_1,t_3) \)
  - (A2) \( \forall t/T, \text{part_of}(t,t) \)
  - (A3) \( \forall t_1, t_2/T, t_1 \neq t_2, \text{part_of}(t_1,t_2) \Rightarrow \neg \text{part_of}(t_2,t_1) \)

Let us define a special part-of relationship: the whole (`whole_of`) of some item:

- (D1) \( \forall t_1, t_2/T, \text{whole_of}(t_2,t_1) \Leftrightarrow \text{part_of}(t_1,t_2) \land \neg(\exists t_3/T, \text{part_of}(t_2,t_3) \land t_2 \neq t_3) \)

In other words, the whole contains this part and is not part of something else. This definition makes sense, as long as part-hood is seen under a specific unity criterion, (e.g., physical coherence). The complete Hauser Stamnos at its time of creation is such a whole. We do not adopt the abstract notion of wholes, where any set of items can be regarded to form a whole. Throughout the paper, and without loss of generality, we assume the existence of a whole for each part, i.e., we only refer to parts which belonged to a "normal" whole at the relevant historical time. For instance, it is reasonable to assume that the complete Hauser Stamnos had existed.

---

5 Where A# denotes an axiom, D# denotes a definition, C# denotes constraints, F#, PT#, G# denotes inferences
6 See intraclass exclusiveness in [19]
A part is non-shared, if it only has a single whole which it belongs to:

\[ \text{(D2)} \quad \forall \ t_1/T, \text{non shared} (t_1) \leftrightarrow (\forall t_2,t_3/T, \text{whole_of} (t_2,t_1) \land \text{whole_of} (t_3,t_1) \Rightarrow t_2 = t_3) \]

We define \( fswa \) as follows:

\[ \text{(D3)} \quad \forall t_1,t_2,T, \ fswa(t_1,t_2) \leftrightarrow \exists t_3/T, \text{part_of}(t_1,t_3) \land \text{part_of}(t_2,t_3) \]

Note, that the archeological knowledge of an \( fswa \) relation does not necessarily imply the knowledge about any other part, i.e., it can be primary, as with adjacent broken pieces. This makes the following reasoning useful: Beasley recognized around 1930, that the potsherd from Freiburg continues the decoration of a piece of the Hauser collection. Hence both were from the same whole. Obviously, \( fswa \) is reflexive and symmetric (from D3, A2):

\[ \text{(F1)} \quad \forall t/T, \ fswa (t,t) \]

\[ \text{(F2)} \quad \forall t_1, t_2/T, \ fswa (t_1,t_2) \Rightarrow fswa(t_2,t_1) \]

If parts are non-shared, as assumed here, \( i_{fswai} \) is also transitive (from D1, D2, D3, A1):

\[ \text{(F3)} \quad \forall t_1, t_2, t_3/T, \ fswa(t_1,t_2) \land fswa(t_2,t_3) \Rightarrow fswa(t_1,t_3) \]

For instance, the Freiburg potsherd fits to a cluster of Hauser potsherds, some of which fit to the Munich cluster. From that we conclude, that all these potsherds belong to one pot rather than to two overlapping pots. Actually sharing of parts under the relevant unity criteria seems to be a rare phenomenon for archeological objects.

The relationship \( i_{fswai} \) subsumes the relationship \( i_{part_ofi} \) (from D3, A1, A2):

\[ \text{(F4)} \quad \forall t_1, t_2/T \text{part_of}(t_1,t_2) \Rightarrow fswa(t_1,t_2) \]

We now turn to the derivation rules that characterize the composition of \( i_{part_ofi} \) and \( i_{from the same whole as} \) relationships for non-shared parts: The first rule permits the derivation of \( \text{whole_of} \) relationships:

\[ \text{(F5)} \quad \forall t_1,t_2,t_3/T \ fswa (t_1,t_2) \land \text{part_of} (t_1,t_3) \Rightarrow \exists t_4/T, \text{whole_of} (t_4,t_2) \land \text{whole_of} (t_4,t_3) \]

Note that \( t_2,t_1 \) are interchangeable. \( t_4 \) may be identical with \( t_3 \), in which case follows: \( \text{whole_of}(t_3,t_2) \). The next two rules permit the derivation of a \( i_{fswai} \) relationship:

\[ \text{(F6)} \quad \forall t_1,t_2,t_3/T \text{part_of}(t_1,t_2) \land fswa (t_1,t_3) \Rightarrow fswa (t_2,t_3) \]

\[ \text{(F7)} \quad \forall t_1,t_2,t_3/T \text{part_of}(t_1,t_2) \land fswa (t_2,t_3) \Rightarrow fswa (t_1,t_3) \]

An example of rule F7 consider the potsherds from Munich: let \( t_2 \) be the Munich cluster, \( t_1 \) be one piece of it, and \( t_3 \) be the Hauser collection. Obviously, any piece \( t_1 \) of the Munich cluster is from the same whole as the Hauser collection \( t_3 \).

6.2 Schema Level

The Schema level describes how parts used to be combined. The recursive relationship \( \text{part_of} \) is specialized into typically non-recursive relationships specific to some technical, artistic model, or even biological species. This allows for reasoning as at the token level. \( Isa \) relations and inheritance however make things less conclusive. Also, the assumption that a part is non-shared has a far weaker equivalent: screws, nails etc. are used in many different models. We now formalize the analogous meta-
relationships on the base of class-level relationships. We define \( \text{part\_type\_of} \) which means that:

\[
\text{(D4)} \quad \forall c_1,c_2/C \text{ part\_type\_of}(c_1,c_2) \Leftrightarrow \exists r/P, r(c_1,c_2) \land \text{IsA}(r, \text{part\_of})
\]

Furthermore, we introduce a meta-relationship \( \text{whole\_type\_of} \), the roots of \( \text{part\_of} \) relationships at schema level:

\[
\text{(D5)} \quad \forall c_1,c_2/C \text{ whole\_type\_of}(c_1,c_2) \Leftrightarrow \text{part\_type\_of}(c_2,c_1) \land \neg (\exists c_3/C, \text{part\_type\_of}(c_1,c_3) \land c_1 \neq c_3).
\]

![Fig. 5: Example of schema level inference](image)

Parts need not necessarily be embedded in the wholes that appear as roots of part-of relationships at schema level, either due to interrupted production or because the part-of relation is systematically optional. Such a behavior disrupts upwards reasoning. Therefore we regard a necessary part-of relationship:

Let \( D_c \subset C \) be the set of classes, for which the part-of relation is necessary:

\[
\text{(C1)} \quad \forall c_1/D_c, \forall t_1/T, \text{instance\_of}(t_1,c_1) \Rightarrow (\exists c_2/C, \text{part\_type\_of}(c_1,c_2) \Rightarrow \exists t_2/T, \text{instance\_of}(t_2,c_2))
\]

This constraint looks like the definition of dependent parts. We interpret it phenomenologically, during the historically relevant time interval, and not for the lifetime of the part. This excludes all sorts of unfinished production stages, but also potential systematic cases, where the same kind of object may alternatively be used as a whole and as a part. (C1) allows us to infer from the transitivity of the part-of relationship the transitivity of part-type-of:

If \( \text{part\_type\_of}(c_1,c_2) \) and \( \text{part\_type\_of}(c_2,c_3) \) hold, then all instances of \( c_1 \) are part of an instance of \( c_2 \), and those in turn are part of an instance of \( c_3 \). Hence, all instances of \( c_1 \) are necessarily part of an instance of \( c_3 \). From that, we infer a necessary relationship of type part-of between \( c_1 \) and \( c_3 \), which satisfies D4 (see Fig. 5). The necessary part-type-of meta-relationship is transitive, reflexive and antisymmetric, hence a partial order:

\[
\text{(PT1)} \quad \forall c_1,c_2,c_3/D_c, \text{part\_type\_of}(c_1,c_2) \land \text{part\_type\_of}(c_2,c_3) \Rightarrow \text{part\_type\_of}(c_1,c_3)
\]

\[
\text{(PT2)} \quad \forall c/C, \text{part\_type\_of}(c,c)
\]

\[
\text{(PT3)} \quad \forall c_1, c_2/C, \text{part\_type\_of}(c_1,c_2) \Rightarrow \neg\text{part\_of}(c_2,c_1)
\]
As an example of (PT1) consider the following: If we find on a battlefield a firing pin, there should have been a gunlock for it, and for that in turn a gun. Normally, the type of the pin would be even characteristic for the model of the gun. As in this example, we often make the hypothesis, that an object of which we hold a part in our hands had been conforming with the part_of structure of the schema (we don't expect stone axes to have been used as table legs). This assumption allows for narrowing the search space for lost items, which may or may not confirm the assumption.

We therefore define the attribute type_conforming for the classes of parts, which had been parts of the foreseen type of whole at the historically relevant time-interval:

\[(D6) \forall c1/C, \text{type_conforming}(c1) \iff (\forall t1/T, \text{instance_of}(t1,c1) \Rightarrow (\exists c2/C, t2/T, \text{whole_type_of}(c2,c1) \land \text{whole_of}(t2,t1) \land \text{instance_of}(t2,c2)))\]

Finally, we could not find cases, where associative knowledge exists on the schema level without part-of knowledge. We assume therefore, that the relationship from_the_same_whole_as has no independent equivalent on the schema level that contributes to identifying information about wholes.

### 6.3 Token – Schema Level

![Fig. 6: Example of token to schema level inference](image)

Let us now formalize the general_part_of relationship (gpart_of). It describes a situation, where evidence exists, that an object had been part_of something, but we only know a set of properties in order to determine the class it belongs to:

\[(D7) \forall t1/T, \forall c2/C, \text{gpart_of}(t1,c2) \iff \exists t2/T, \text{instance_of}(t2,c2) \land \text{part_of}(t1,t2)\]

general_part_of is a very powerful concept, comprising a large class of reasoning on specific properties that can be formulated as classes for the missing object. The interest is of course to identify the smallest possible set or the most specific classes in an IsA hierarchy. We postpone this aspect for future work. An example is Beasley’s recognition in 1917, that the Hauser collection are parts of a type of wholes like the stamnoi of Smirkos and parts of the set of stamnoi made by Euphrinius. In the sequence, we can infer the following rules for the basic transition from the token to the class level as indicated in Fig. 6a:
A Metamodel for Part–Whole Relationships

\[(G1) \forall t_1, t_2 / T, \forall c_2 / C, \text{part}_o_f(t_1, t_2) \land \text{instance}_o_f(t_2, c_2) \Rightarrow \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f(t_1, c_2)\]

\[(G2) \forall t_1 / T, \forall c_1, c_2 / Dc, \text{instance}_o_f(t_1, c_1) \land \text{part}_t_y_p_e_o_f(c_1, c_2) \Rightarrow \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f(t_1, c_2)\]

Note that G2 only holds for dependent parts or "complete" wholes. Finally, we analyze a kind of transitivity for \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f: any path from a token to a class following \text{part}_o_f, \text{part}_t_y_p_e_o_f relations and either one \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f or one \text{instance}_o_f relation can be reduced to a \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f relation (see Fig. 6b). As an example, consider those that imply one \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f relation:

\[(G3) \forall t_1, t_2 / T, \forall c_3 / Dc, \text{part}_o_f(t_1, t_2) \land \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f(t_2, c_3) \Rightarrow \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f(t_1, c_3)\]

\[(G4) \forall t_1 / T, \forall c_2, c_3 / Dc, \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f(t_1, c_2) \land \text{part}_t_y_p_e_o_f(c_2, c_3) \Rightarrow \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f(t_1, c_3)\]

The other paths follow trivially from G1, G2, P1, PT1.

For example, if we find on a battlefield a firing pin, there should have existed a gunlock and a gun of a model compatible with that pin. Finally, we describe the combination of associative information \text{fsw}_a with \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f.

\[(G5) \forall t_1, t_2 / T, \forall c_3 / C, \text{fsw}_a(t_1, t_2) \land \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f(t_2, c_3) \land \text{type}_c_o_n_f_o_r_m_i_n_g(c_3) \Rightarrow \exists c_4 / C, \text{whole}_t_y_p_e_o_f(c_4, c_3) \land \text{gp}_a_rt_o_f(t_1, c_4)\]

In other words, the whole type foreseen by the schema level for \(c_3\) is the type of whole of \(t_1\). If, in particular, \(c_3 = c_4\), the inference reads "\text{gp}_a_rt_o_f(t_1, c_3)". This inference is actually most interesting, as it describes the application of knowledge acquired about some part to an object associated to it.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented basic inferences from parts to potential wholes characteristic for archeology and other detective work, based on the notion of \text{part}_o_f and \text{from}_t_h_e_s_a_m_e_wh_e_l_e_a_s, at the token level, the class level, and from the token to the class level. This work is the first formalization of the work presented in [7] and generalizes over more specific relationships presented there. Specific to the archeological or detective reasoning is the fact that knowledge is incomplete. So, otherwise redundant relationships allow for recovering part of the missing information. This knowledge is either useful by itself, or enables directed search to detect new facts either from different data sources or field studies. Until verified by new findings, most of the presented inferences remain hypothetical. These hypotheses appear as requirements for the existence of wholes, existence of part-of relations and non-shared parts at the token and class levels. Normally, such assumptions are reasonable, and can be supported by other contextual factors. For instance, we would not expect to find half-finished products in a grave. This is not the case if we excavate a stone-axe workshop. In the latter case, we expect to find half-finished products and by-products, and hence would not assume, that all parts belonged to the proper wholes. Further work is needed in order to refine this theory to cover the problem range laid out in [7]. We intend to formally connect the relationships presented in the latter to the work presented here, and to employ modal logic to describe the validity and validation of working hypotheses. Additionally, we are currently investigating the axiomatization of the other more specialized attributes of this model presented, as well as, the specification of the rules required for drawing other possibly interesting
conclusions. A particular challenge seems to be the formalization of unity criteria, that allow for focusing reasoning on wholes within larger wholes, like carved blocks in buildings, metal fittings in wooden objects etc.
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Abstract. Many XML documents are being produced, but there are no agreed-upon standards formally defining what it means for complying XML documents to have “good” properties. In this paper we present a formal definition for a proposed canonical normal form for XML documents called XNF. XNF guarantees that complying XML documents have maximally compact connectivity while simultaneously guaranteeing that the data in complying XML documents cannot be redundant. Further, we present a conceptual-model-based methodology that automatically generates XNF-compliant DTDs and prove that the algorithms, which are part of the methodology, produce DTDs to ensure that all complying XML documents satisfy the properties of XNF.

1 Introduction

Many DTDs (Document Type Definitions) for XML documents are being produced (e.g. see [XML]), and soon many XML-Schema specifications [XML00] for XML documents will be produced. With the emergence of these documents, we should be asking the question, “What constitutes a good DTD?” Intuitively, this should ensure that complying XML documents are compactly connected in as few hierarchies as possible while simultaneously ensuring that no data value in any complying document can be removed without loss of information.

In this paper we formalize these ideas by defining XNF, a normal form for XML documents and we present a way to generate DTDs that are guaranteed to be in XNF. We assume that the DTDs produced are for XML documents representing some aspect of the real world—those for which conceptual modeling makes sense. Under this assumption, we argue that to produce a “good” DTD

¹ Since we do not address issues beyond hierarchical structure in this document, we discuss the issues in terms of DTDs rather than XML-Schemas.
² The idea of XNF is based on nested normal form as defined in [MEN96] and is also related to other similar nested normal forms such as those surveyed in [Mok].
³ The class of documents we are considering is certainly large, but also certainly not all-inclusive. We do not, for example, consider text documents where the order of textual elements is important.
for an application $A$, we should first produce a conceptual-model instance for $A$ and then apply a transformation guaranteed to produce an XNF-compliant DTD.

Although we can guarantee XNF compliance, we cannot guarantee uniqueness. In general, several “good” DTDs, correspond to any given conceptual-model instance. Selecting the best depends on usage requirements and viewpoints that are “in the eye of the beholder.” Sometimes these usage requirements or viewpoints should even cause the principles of XNF to be violated, but most of the time XNF-compliance should be compatible with usage requirements and viewpoints. Heuristic “rules of thumb” can go a long way toward resolving this problem of nonuniqueness and can often produce results that are highly satisfactory. We believe, however, that the ultimate resolution should be synergistic. Given heuristic rules and the principles of XNF, a system should work with a user to derive a suitable application DTD. The system can automatically derive reasonable XNF-compliant DTDs. The user may adjust, reject, or redo any of the generated suggestions. The system can check the revisions and report any violations of XNF so that the user is aware of the consequences of the revisions. Iterating until closure is reached, the user can further revise the DTD, and the system can evaluate and provide feedback.

We are aware of only one other research effort that closely parallels our work—namely \cite{BGH00}. \cite{BGH00} makes the same argument we make, namely (1) that graphical conceptual-modeling languages offer one of the best—if not the best—human-oriented way of describing an application, (2) that a model instance should be transformed automatically into an XML DTD (or XML schema), and (3) that the transformation should maximize connectivity among the XML components and should minimize the redundancy in complying XML documents. The authors of \cite{BGH00} use Object Role Modeling \cite{Hal99} as their conceptual model and give a set of twelve heuristics for generating the “best” XML schema. What is missing is the guarantee that their transformation achieves maximum connectivity and minimum redundancy. In this paper we use a more generic conceptual model and a simpler set of heuristics to achieve similar results, but the main contribution is the guarantee that complying XML documents satisfy the formal properties XNF.

We present our contribution as follows. Section \ref{sec:motivating} provides motivating examples and foundation definitions. Besides arguing that we can produce DTDs that yield only XNF-compliant XML documents, we also provide examples to show that even for simple applications, it is easy to produce (and thus nontrivial to avoid) DTDs that have redundancy and have more hierarchical clusters than necessary. In Section \ref{sec:algorithms} we present straightforward algorithms that guarantee the properties of XNF for a large number of practical cases. We then show in Section \ref{sec:evaluation}, however, that these straightforward algorithms depend on the given

---

\footnote{Others, such as \cite{BR00,CSF00}, discuss a UML-to-XML transformations, but they do not investigate properties of conceptual-model generated XML documents. Similarly, OMG’s XMI effort \cite{XMI} also provides a way to represent UML in XML, but the effort is devoid of XNF-like guarantees for XML documents.}
conceptual-model instance being in a particular canonical form. Although many practical model instances are naturally specified in the required canonical form, some are not. We therefore explain how to achieve this canonical form Section 4. We then prove that for a given conceptual-model instance in the canonical form, the algorithms in Section 3 yield XNF-compliant DTDs. In Sections 5 and 6 we generalize our approach and give algorithms for producing XNF-compliant DTDs for a more-inclusive set of conceptual-model instances. We conclude in Section 7 and present the status of our implementation.

2 Motivating Example

As a motivating example, consider the conceptual-model diagram in Figure 1(a). Although based on [EKW92], the conceptual modeling approach we present here is generic. Users model the real world by constraint-augmented hypergraphs, which we call CM hypergraphs (conceptual-model hypergraphs). Vertices of CM hypergraphs are object sets denoted graphically as named rectangles. The object set Hobby in Figure 1(a), for example, may denote the set \{Chess, Hiking, Sailing\}. In the general conceptual model, edges have two or more connections to object sets, but we restrict ourselves until Section 5 to edges with just two connections. Edges representing functional relationships have arrowheads on the range side. In Figure 1(a), a graduate student enrolls in only one program (e.g. PhD, MS) and has only one faculty-member advisor. A connection between an object set and a relationship set may be optional or mandatory, denoted respectively by an “O” on the edge near the connection or the absence of an “O.” A faculty member need not have hobbies and need not have advisees, but must be in a department. The inclusion constraints, which for Figure 1(a) are only simple referential integrity constraints, must all hold. For optional participation, the inclusion constraint allows a proper subset, but for mandatory participation, the subset can never be proper. Later in the paper, a triangle with its apex connected to a generalization object set and its base connected to one or more specialization object sets will denote an explicit inclusion constraint—the objects in any specialization object set must be a subset of the objects in the generalization object set.
An XML document has a hierarchical structure with a single root. The set of structures immediately below the single root constitutes a forest of hierarchical trees. It is this forest of trees we wish to derive from a conceptual-model instance.

We abstractly represent each tree in this forest as a scheme tree \[\text{[MEN96]}\].

**Example 1.** The two scheme trees in Figure 1(b) cover the model instance in Figure 1(a). Textually written, the scheme trees in Figure 1(b) are 

\[(\text{Grad Student, Program, Faculty Member, (Hobby)}^* )^* \] and 

\[(\text{Faculty Member, Department, (Hobby)}^* )^* \].

From a forest of scheme trees, we can derive a DTD for any model instance. There are several ways we can represent a scheme tree as a DTD (especially if we use XMI \[\text{[XMI]}\] or features such as ATTLIST, ID, and IDREF). We do not concern ourselves further with this issue, but rather concentrate on generating a forest of XNF-compliant scheme trees.

**Example 2.** As motivational examples, consider the following scheme-tree forests.

1. \((\text{Department, (Faculty Member, (Hobby)}^* , (\text{Grad Student, Program, (Hobby)}^* )^* )^* )^* \)
2. \((\text{Faculty Member, Department, (Hobby)}^* , (\text{Grad Student, Program, (Hobby)}^* )^* )^* \)
3. \((\text{Hobby, (Faculty Member)}^* , (\text{Grad Student)}^* \), (\text{Grad Student, Program, Faculty Member)}^* , (\text{Department, (Faculty Member)}^* )^* \)
4. \((\text{Hobby, (Faculty Member, Department)}^* , (\text{Grad Student, Program, Faculty Member)}^* )^* \)
5. \((\text{Faculty Member, Department, (Hobby, (Grad Student)}^* )^* \), (\text{Grad Student, Faculty Member, Program)}^* \)

We claim (and will shortly give the formal basis for showing) that the first two sample scheme-tree forests in Example 2, which each consist of a single tree, can never have a redundant data value in any complying XML document. The third scheme-tree forest, as well as the scheme-tree forest in Figure 1(b), also never allow redundancy, but both have more than one scheme tree and thus neither is as compact as the first two sample scheme trees. The fourth sample scheme-tree forest allows redundancy—since faculty members and grad students are listed repeatedly for each additional \text{Hobby} in which they participate, department values for faculty members and program values as well as faculty advisors for grad students can be redundant. The first tree of the fifth scheme-tree forest also allows redundancy—whenever faculty members have the same hobbies, all the graduate students that also share these hobbies are listed.

**Definition 1.** Let \(T\) be a scheme tree for a CM hypergraph \(M\), and let \(t\) be a scheme-tree instance over \(T\). A data value \(v\) in \(t\) is redundant with respect to a constraint \(C\) that holds for \(M\) if when \(v\) is replaced in \(t\) by some symbol, say \(\bot\), where \(\bot\) is not in \(t\), \(C\) implies \(\bot = v\).
Although many constraints are possible, we consider only functional constraints, multivalued constraints, and inclusion constraints. We further restrict this set to those that are conceptual-model compliant in the sense that they occur naturally within a conceptual-model instance as defined below. This set of constraints is a common standard set that is sufficient for many, if not most, practical cases.

Let $T$ be a scheme tree. A path of $T$ is a sequence of nodes from the root node of $T$ to a leaf node of $T$. Thus, if $T$ has $n$, $n \geq 1$, leaf nodes, $T$ has $n$ paths. A scheme tree $T$ is properly constructed for a CM hypergraph $M$ if every path of $T$ embeds a sequence of some connected edges in $M$.

**Definition 2.** Let $T$ be a properly constructed scheme tree for a CM hypergraph $M$, and let $t$ be a scheme-tree instance over $T$. Let $X \rightarrow Y$ be a functional edge in $M$ that is contained in a path of $T$, and let $s$ be a subtuple over $XY$ in $t$. Let $A$ be an attribute of $Y$ and let $a$ be the $A$ value in $s$. Then $t$ has redundancy with respect to the functional constraint $X \rightarrow Y$ if the $a$-value in $s$ appears more than once in $t$. If such a scheme-tree instance $t$ can exist, we say that $T$ has potential redundancy with respect to the functional constraint $X \rightarrow Y$. \(\square\)

**Example 3.** Scheme-tree four in Example 2 has potential redundancy with respect to the functional edge Faculty Member $\rightarrow$ Department because faculty members appear once for each hobby and may participate in several hobbies. Similarly, since grad students also appear once for each hobby and may participate in several hobbies, there is potential redundancy with respect to both the functional constraints Grad Student $\rightarrow$ Program and Grad Student $\rightarrow$ Faculty Member.

**Definition 3.** Let $T$ be a properly constructed scheme tree for a CM hypergraph $M$, and let $t$ be a scheme-tree instance over $T$. Let $X \rightarrow Y$ be an edge in $M$ that is contained in a path of $T$, and let $s$ be a subtuple over $XY$ in $t$. Let $y$ be the $Y$ subtuple in $s$. Then $t$ has redundancy with respect to the multivalued constraint $X \rightarrow Y$ if the $y$-subtuple in $s$ appears more than once in $t$. If such a scheme-tree instance $t$ can exist, we say that $T$ has potential redundancy with respect to the multivalued constraint $X \rightarrow Y$. \(\square\)

**Example 4.** The first scheme tree in the fifth scheme-tree forest in Example 2 has potential redundancy with respect to the edge Hobby $\rightarrow$ Grad Student. Whenever faculty members have the same hobby, hobby values appear more than once.

**Definition 4.** A scheme-tree forest $F$ corresponds to a conceptual-model instance $M$ if each tree of $F$ is a properly constructed scheme tree and the union of the edges in all the scheme trees of $F$ covers the edges in $M$. \(\square\)

---

5 $A$ is $Y$ for the binary case, but in general, $Y$ is a set of attributes.
6 For the binary case $y$ is a value, but in general, $y$ is a subtuple.
Definition 5. Let $F$ be a scheme-tree forest corresponding to a conceptual-model instance $M$. Let $T$ be a scheme tree in $F$ with only a root node and only one object set $G$ in the root node. If there exist object sets $S_1, ..., S_n$ within the nodes of $F$ such that the $S_i$’s ($1 \leq i \leq n$) are specializations of $G$ in $M$ and $G = \cup_{i=1}^{n} S_i$ for all scheme-tree-forest instances for $F$, the values in $G$ are redundant and $T$ has potential redundancy with respect to the inclusion constraint specifying that the $S_i$’s are union specializations of $G$. □

Example 5. To illustrate inclusion constraints and redundancy with respect to inclusion constraints, we present the CM hypergraphs in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) is the same as Figure 1(a) except that Hobby is optional for both Faculty and Grad Student. The diagram in Figure 2(a) allows all hobbies for both faculty and students to be listed, not just those shared jointly by at least one faculty member and grad student as is the case for the hobbies in the diagram in Figure 1(a). Using the application model instance in Figure 2(a), however, we cannot include all of the data values in scheme-tree instances for either the first or the second scheme tree in Example 2. This is because the model instance in Figure 2(a) allows hobbies to be listed that are neither faculty hobbies nor student hobbies; thus an “extra” scheme tree is necessary to accommodate these hobbies. If this is not what we want (it probably isn’t), we should model our microworld as in Figure 2(b) where the union constraint on the generalization/specialization ensures that Hobby contains only hobbies that are faculty hobbies (contained in Faculty Hobby) or student hobbies (contained in Grad Student Hobby). Since $Hobby = Faculty\ Hobby \cup Grad\ Student\ Hobby$, Hobby is redundant and we should eliminate it as Figure 2(c) shows. For Figure 2(c), the first and second scheme tree in Example 2 apply, except that the Hobby element associated with Faculty should be Faculty Hobby and the Hobby element associated with Grad Student should be Grad Student Hobby. With this solution, we eliminate redundancy with respect to inclusion constraints, and we also have better names for XML tags. □

Definition 6. Let $M$ be a CM hypergraph. Let $F$ be a scheme-tree forest corresponding to $M$. $F$ is in $XNF_C$ if each scheme tree in $F$ has no potential redundancy with respect to a specified set of constraints $C$ and $F$ has as few, or fewer, scheme trees as any other scheme-tree forest corresponding to $M$ in which each scheme tree has no potential redundancy with respect to $C$. When all constraints apply or when the specified set of constraints is clear from the context, we write $XNF_C$ simply as $XNF$. □

Example 6. We claim (and will later show) that only the first two scheme-tree forests in Example 2 are in XNF. □

---

7 A union symbol inside a generalization/specialization triangle denotes that the generalization object set is a union of the specialization object sets.
3 Binary Algorithm

In Figure 3, we present our first algorithm to generate scheme-tree forests. This algorithm requires the input to be a conceptual-model instance with only binary edges connecting vertices and no explicit generalization/specialization.

Example 7. Consider the model instance in Figure 1(a) as the input to Algorithm 1. If we select Department as the root node, we make Faculty Member a child of Department and designate it as a continuation attribute and then make Hobby a child of Faculty Member; further since Faculty Member is a continuation attribute, we make Grad Student another child of Faculty Member and designate it as a continuation attribute and then add Program in the node with Grad Student and finally make Hobby a child node of the node containing Grad Student. The result is the first scheme tree in Example 2. If we select Faculty Member as the starting node, we can generate the second scheme tree in Example 2. If we select Grad Student as the starting node, proceed as far as we can, and then select Faculty Member from the remaining unmarked nodes and proceed, we can generate the scheme-tree forest in Figure 1(b). Similarly, we can generate the third scheme-tree forest in Example 2 by starting with Hobby, then Grad Student, and then Department. We cannot, however, generate either the fourth or the fifth scheme-tree forest in Example 2.

Observe from our discussion of Examples 2, 3, 4, and 7 that Algorithm 1 disallows the sample scheme-tree forests that have potential redundancy. Indeed, we claim, and will prove in Section 4 that Algorithm 1 can be used to generate only scheme-tree forests that have no potential redundancy with respect to functional and multivalued constraints.
Input: a binary CM hypergraph $H$
(with no explicit generalization/specialization).
Output: a scheme-tree forest.

Until all vertices and edges have been marked
If one or more unmarked vertices remain
Let $V$ be a selected unmarked vertex in $H$;
Mark $V$ in $H$;
Else
Select an unmarked edge $E$;
Let $V$ be one of the two vertices of $E$;
Make $V$ the root node of a new scheme tree $T$;
Designate $V$ in $T$ as a continuation attribute;
While there is an unmarked edge $E = (A, B)$ in $H$
such that $A$ is a continuation attribute in $T$
Mark $E$ in $H$;
If the $B$-E connection is mandatory, Mark $B$ in $H$;
If $A \leftrightarrow B$
Add $B$ to $T$ in the node containing $A$;
If the $B$-E connection is mandatory
Designate $B$ in $T$ as a continuation attribute;
Elseif $A \rightarrow B$
Add $B$ to $T$ in the node containing $A$;
Elseif $B \rightarrow A$
Add $B$ to $T$ in a new child node of the node containing $A$;
If the $B$-E connection is mandatory
Designate $B$ in $T$ as a continuation attribute;
Else Add $B$ to $T$ in the node containing $A$;

Fig. 3. Algorithm 1—Binary Algorithm

Although Algorithm 1 can guarantee no potential redundancy, it does not guarantee that the scheme trees are as compact as possible. To get XNF (no potential redundancy and maximum compactness), we can add the following to Algorithm 1:

– Before the Until statement, add the following statements:
  Compute the functional closure of each vertex using only fully functional edges
  (i.e. using only functional edges whose domain side is not optional);
  Order the vertices first on the number of closures in which the vertex appears (descending)
  then on the closure size (descending), and finally alphabetical (ascending);
  Discard from the tail-end of the ordered list, those vertices included in only a single closure;
  Order the discarded vertices on the number of incident edges (descending) and then alphabetical (ascending);
  Append this list of ordered “discarded” vertices to the tail-end of the first ordered list;

– Change the If-Else that selects the root of a new scheme tree to:
  From the ordered list of vertices, select the first unmarked vertex $V$ in $H$ to be
  the root node of a new scheme tree $T$.
  If there is no unmarked vertex left in the list, then select the marked vertex $V$ such that $V$ is
  in an unmarked edge and $V$ comes before any other vertices in unmarked edges in the list.

We call Algorithm 1 with this modification Algorithm 1.1.

Example 8. For the CM hypergraph in Figure 1(a), fully functional closures are: $\text{Department}^+ = \{\text{Department}\}$, $\text{Faculty Member}^+ = \{\text{Faculty Member, Department}\}$, $\text{Grad Student}^+ = \{\text{Grad Student, Faculty Member, Department, Program}\}$, $\text{Program}^+ = \{\text{Program}\}$, $\text{Hobby}^+ = \{\text{Hobby}\}$. Thus, $\text{Department}$ is included in three closures, $\text{Faculty Member}$ is included in two, $\text{Grad Student, Program}$, and $\text{Hobby}$ are included in one with $\text{Grad Student}$ having the largest closure size. Since the last three vertices on the list are included in only a single closure, they are ordered according to their respective number of
incident edges: \textit{Grad Student} has 3, \textit{Hobby} has 2, and \textit{Program} has 1. Hence, the order is \textit{Department, Faculty Member, Grad Student, Hobby, Program}. Observe that for Algorithm 1.1, we produce the first scheme tree in Example 2.

An alternate way to select the starting node for a new scheme tree is:

Let $V$ be the selected vertex in Algorithm 1.1.
If $V$ has exactly one incident unmarked edge $E$ and $E$ is fully functional from $W$ to $V$, select $W$;
Else Select $V$;

We call Algorithm 1 with this modification \textit{Algorithm 1.2}.

\textit{Example 9}. Observe that Algorithm 1.2 produces the second scheme tree in Example 2.

As we shall prove in the next section, we can use Algorithm 1 to guarantee no potential redundancy for any starting vertex in Figure 1(a). Further, the algorithm can guarantee the fewest scheme trees if the starting vertices for scheme trees are chosen according to one of the two criteria presented. Thus, we can use Algorithm 1.1 or Algorithm 1.2 to produce scheme trees in XNF.

\section{Assumptions, Requirements, and Guarantees}

Unfortunately, Algorithms 1, 1.1, and 1.2 do not work for any CM hypergraph. Two conditions are required: (1) canonical and (2) binary. We discuss the canonical requirement in this section and show how to remove the binary requirement in the next section where we give a more general algorithm for producing scheme trees for XNF-compliant XML documents.

\textbf{Definition 7}. A binary CM hypergraph $H$ is canonical if (1) no edge of $H$ is redundant; (2) no vertex of $H$ is redundant; and (3) bidirectional edges represent bijections.

\textit{Example 10}. Figure 4(a) shows a noncanonical CM hypergraph; Figure 4(b) shows its canonical counterpart. To illustrate the edge-redundancy requirement, consider the edge between \textit{Grad Student} and \textit{Department}. If it means the department of the student’s faculty advisor, it is redundant. Its removal preserves both information and constraints—we can recompute it as a join-project over the advisor and faculty/department relationship sets, and the constraints of these same two relationship sets imply both its functional and its mandatory and optional participation constraints. Similarly, if the edge between \textit{Program} and \textit{Department} represents the department that administers the student’s program, it is redundant and can be removed. Assuming that the edge with optionals between \textit{Grad Student} and \textit{Program} represents a program a student has applied for, whereas the edge with no optionals represents the program in which the student is currently enrolled, neither edge is redundant. To illustrate the

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{A CM hypergraph with a redundant edge.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{A canonical CM hypergraph.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{A noncanonical CM hypergraph.}
\end{figure}

\section{Conclusion}

In this chapter, we have presented algorithms for producing scheme trees for CM hypergraphs and XNF-compliant XML documents. We have also introduced the concept of canonical CM hypergraphs and discussed the requirements for producing scheme trees in this context. Further work is needed to develop more general algorithms for producing scheme trees for CM hypergraphs and XNF-compliant XML documents.
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vertex-redundancy requirement, consider Hobby, which is a redundant object set as explained earlier in Example 5. To illustrate the bidirectional-edge requirement, consider the functional edges between Department and Abbreviation and between Department and Location. For the abbreviations, we have a bijection between departments and their abbreviations (e.g. Computer Science and CS), but for the locations we have a permutation—Department → Location gives the address of the department, whereas Location → Department gives the department for next mail drop for a mail carrier. Figure 4(b) shows a canonical CM hypergraph. No relationship set or object set is redundant, and the bidirectional edge $\leftrightarrow$ represents its only bijection. Since we have a permutation, we choose to model it as a permutation in a recursive relationship set Figure 4(b) shows.

Using the model instances in Figure 4(a), we can illustrate the redundancy problems that can arise from Algorithm 1 when a CM hypergraph is not canonical.

\[ A \leftrightarrow B \] is not the same as $A \rightarrow B$ and $A \leftarrow B$. The former indicates a bijection, whereas the latter simply means two functional relationships between $A$ and $B$.

This choice does not effect our XNF result, but it is a heuristic transformation that almost always produces a more pleasing result.
Example 11. Starting with Department in Figure 4(a), Algorithm 1 generates the scheme-tree forest with trees (Hobby)* and (Department, Abbreviation, (Abbreviation)*, Location, (Location)*, (Faculty Member, (Faculty Hobby)*, (Grad Student, (Grad Student Hobby)*, Program, Program)*), (Grad Student)*, (Program)*. First observe that (Hobby)* is redundant as explained in Example 5. Next observe that (Program)* is a list of programs for a department, but according to the model, these can all be computed by finding the programs of the grad students being advised by faculty members in the department. Similarly, (Grad Student)* is a list of grad students in a department, but these can all be computed by finding the grad students being advised by faculty members in the department. Finally, observe that the constructions Abbreviation, (Abbreviation)* and Location, (Location)* are strange. For the departmental abbreviations which are in a one-to-one correspondence with the departments, we should drop the second mention in (Abbreviation)* because it is redundant. For the locations, (Location)* represents the address of the department whereas Location represents the address of the department next on the list in a mail route; thus, they should both be left as they are. As we shall see in the next example, however, we can fix this awkward construction by a heuristic modification.

Example 12. By way of contrast to Example 11, starting with Department in Figure 4(b), Algorithm 1 generates the scheme tree forest (Department, Abbreviation, Location, Department of next mail drop-off, (Faculty Member, (Faculty Hobby)*, (Grad Student, (Grad Student Hobby)*, Program, Program applied for)*))*). Observe that the redundant lists of programs, grad students, and hobbies are not present and that the redundant abbreviations and awkward locations have disappeared.

We now state our theorem proving that Algorithm’s 1.1 and 1.2 generate XNF scheme trees.

Theorem 1. Let $H$ be a canonical CM hypergraph with no explicit generalization/specialization whose edges are all binary. If $F$ is a scheme-tree forest generated from $H$ by Algorithm 1.1 or 1.2, then each tree in $F$ is in XNF$\{FC, MC\}$.

5 N-ary Algorithm

In this section we generalize Algorithm 1 for CM hypergraphs with $n$-ary edges. Three new problems arise in the generalization: (1) $n$-ary edges may be com-

11 For clarity we make use of the names designating the meaning of some of the relationship sets. We suggest the use of clarifying information whenever there may be ambiguity, or even just whenever additional clarifying explanations are appropriate or desired.

12 Proofs for this and all other theorems can be found in a technical report at http://osm.cs.byu.edu/Papers.html.

13 In this notation, $FC$ denotes a functional constraint, $MC$ denotes a multivalued constraint, and $IC$ denotes an inclusion constraint.
positions of edges with lesser arity, (2) connecting sets of attributes between relationship sets may have different meanings, and (3) there are more degrees of freedom for scheme-tree configurations. We discuss each of these problems in turn.

**Edge Decomposition.** As one example of edge decomposition, consider the edge connecting Name, Address, Phone, and Major in Figure 5(a). If the phone for the person identified by the Name-Address pair is the home phone at the address of the person (i.e. is not the cell phone, for example), the 4-ary edge can be reduced by making the phone dependent only on the address as Figure 5(b) shows. As another example of edge decomposition, consider the 5-ary edge in Figure 5(a). Assuming that the schedule depends only on the course itself (the normal assumption unless the course is an individual-instruction course), we can decompose the edge as Figure 5(b) shows. Whether we can split the day from the time depends on the scheduling policy; our choice in Figure 5(b) assumes that courses can be scheduled at different times on different days.

![Fig. 5. N-ary Noncanonical and Canonical Model Instances](image)

There are multiple ways an edge can be decomposed, but these are all found in the relational database literature. Thus, we only mention them here without redeveloping them. Included are reductions to satisfy the requirements of 3NF (head and tail reductions in [Emb98]), reductions to satisfy the stronger requirements of BCNF (embedded FD reductions [Emb98]), and reductions to satisfy the even stronger requirements of 4NF and 5NF (non-FD edge reductions [Emb98]). The sample reduction for home phones above is a head reduction, and the sample reduction for course schedules is a non-FD edge reduction.

To accommodate these requirements, we now augment our definition of what it means for a CM hypergraph to be canonical.

**Definition 8.** A binary CM hypergraph $H$ is canonical if (1) no edge of $H$ is redundant; (2) no vertex of $H$ is redundant; (3) bidirectional edges represent bijections; and (4) every $n$-ary edge is fully reduced.

**Example 13.** The CM hypergraph in Figure 5(a) is noncanonical—neither the 4-ary nor the 5-ary edge is fully reduced. Assuming, as stated earlier, that the Course-Day-Time relationship set cannot be further reduced, the CM hypergraph in Figure 5(b) is canonical.

**Different Meanings.** Consider Name-Address pairs in Figure 5(b). Suppose there are two names $n_1$ and $n_2$ and two addresses $a_1$ and $a_2$. Further suppose
that in the relationship set with \textit{Major}, \( n_1 \) relates to \( a_1 \) and \( n_2 \) relates to \( a_2 \), but in the relationship set with \textit{Course}, \( n_1 \) relates to \( a_2 \) and \( n_2 \) relates to \( a_1 \). Under these assumptions, we cannot have the scheme tree \((\textit{Major}, (\textit{Name}, \textit{Address}, (\textit{Course})*)*)*)*, which we would expect should be permissible. We cannot have this scheme tree because under \textit{Major} our scheme-tree instance would have the subtuples \{\((\textit{Name}, n_1), (\textit{Address}, a_1)\)\} and \{\((\textit{Name}, n_2), (\textit{Address}, a_2)\)\}, but in order to nest courses under these tuples, we need \{\((\textit{Name}, n_1), (\textit{Address}, a_2)\)\} and \{\((\textit{Name}, n_2), (\textit{Address}, a_1)\)\}.

In general, to provide for nesting, the projections on the intersecting attribute sets between two edges must be identical for every valid interpretation. This condition holds when the projections on the intersection object sets between two edges have the “same meaning.” Indeed, for the CM hypergraph in Figure 5(b), \textit{Name}-\textit{Address} pairs have the same meaning in both the \textit{Major} relationship set and the \textit{Course} relationship set—in both, the pair identifies an individual student.

\textbf{Degrees of Freedom}. Consider the ternary is-taking-course relationship set in the CM hypergraph in Figure 5(b). The scheme trees we may create for this relationship set include, for example, (a) \((\textit{Course}, \textit{Name}, \textit{Address})*)*, (b) \((\textit{Address}, (\textit{Name}, \textit{Course})*)*)*, and (c) \((\textit{Name}, (\textit{Address}, (\textit{Course})*)*)*)*. Whereas there are only three possible scheme trees for a nonfunctional binary relationship set, there are thirteen possible scheme trees for a nonfunctional ternary relationship set such as the is-taking-course relationship set in Figure 5(b). For an \( n \)-ary edge in general, we may have any of the \( 2^n - 1 \) sets of vertices in the root node of its scheme tree, any of the \( 2^{n_1} - 1 \) sets of vertices of the remaining \( n_1 \) vertices not chosen for the root in its first sublevel node, any of the \( 2^{n_2} - 1 \) sets of vertices of the remaining \( n_2 \) vertices not chosen for the root or first sublevel node in its second sublevel node, and so forth.

The additional degrees of freedom make it more difficult to specify a scheme-tree generation algorithm, but the idea for the generalization of Algorithm 1 is straightforward—we are still searching for the largest hierarchical structures embedded within the CM hypergraph. Figure 6 shows Algorithm 2, which generalizes Algorithm 1 by allowing \( n \)-ary edges.

\textit{Example 14}. Consider the model instance in Figure 5(b) as the input to Algorithm 2. We choose the initial single-path scheme tree to be \textit{Major} as the root, with \textit{Name} and \textit{Address} together in a child node of the root. We mark all three attributes in the given hypergraph and designate all of them as continuation attributes in the scheme tree. Since the edge \{\textit{Name}, \textit{Address}, \textit{Course}\} satisfies the five conditions of the while-loop, we add \textit{Course} as a child of the node containing \textit{Name} and \textit{Address}. \textit{Course} is then marked and designated as a continuation attribute. However, we can attach neither the edge \{\textit{Course}, \textit{Day}, \textit{Time}\} nor the edge \textit{Address} \( \rightarrow \) \textit{Phone} to the scheme tree since we cannot find the node \( N \) in Algorithm 2 that satisfies the five conditions for these two edges. In particular, Condition 4 cannot be satisfied. We thus create a scheme tree for each of these two edges. The resulting scheme-tree forest is: \((\textit{Major}, (\textit{Name}, \textit{Address}, (\textit{Course})*)*)*)*, \((\textit{Course}, (\textit{Day}, \textit{Time})*)*)*, \((\textit{Address}, \textit{Phone})*)*\). □
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Input: a canonical CM hypergraph $H$ (with no explicit generalization/specialization).

Output: a scheme-tree forest.

Until all edges and vertices have been marked

If one or more unmarked edges remain

Select an unmarked edge $E$ in $H$;

Create a single-path scheme tree $T$ from $E$ such that

the set of nodes in $T$ is a partition of $E$, and

either each vertex in the root node of $T$ is mandatory for $E$, or

there is at most one vertex in the root node of $T$;

Mark $E$ in $H$

For each vertex $V$ in $E$

If the $V$-$E$ connection is mandatory or $V$ is the root node of $T$,

Mark $V$ in $H$ and designate $V$ in $T$ as a continuation attribute;

While there is an unmarked edge $E$ in $H$ such that

1. $P$ is a path in $T$,
2. $D$ is the maximal nonempty set of attributes in $E \cap P$ that has the “same meaning” in both $E$ and $P$,
3. each of the attributes in $D$ is designated as a continuation attribute in $P$,
4. there exists a node $N$ in $P$ such that $D \subseteq \text{Ancestor}(N)$ and $E \rightarrow \text{Ancestor}(N)$;
5. If there are more than one nodes that satisfy Condition 4, let $N$ be the lowest one.

Mark $E$ in $H$;

Create a single-path scheme tree $T^0$ from $E - D$ such that

the set of nodes in $T^0$ is a partition of $E - D$;

Make the root node of $T^0$ a child of $N$;

For each vertex $V$ in $E$

If the $V$-$E$ connection is mandatory,

Mark $V$ in $H$ and designate $V$ in $T$ as a continuation attribute;

Else

Select an unmarked vertex $U$;

Make $U$ the root node of a new scheme tree;

Mark $U$ in $H$;

**Fig. 6. Algorithm 2—N-ary Algorithm**

Although still an open question for future research, there appears to be no effective algorithm for guaranteeing the fewest possible scheme trees. The problem is that there are too many degrees of freedom—too many ways to add an $n$-ary edge to a scheme tree. Unfortunately, the choice makes a difference and the proper choice cannot always be determined until additional edges are added to a scheme tree. Thus, backtracking is required.

We can nevertheless apply variations to Algorithm 2 that are similar to the variations of Algorithm 1, as specified in Algorithm 1.1 and 1.2. For CM hypergraphs whose edges only intersect on single object sets or whose only multiple-object-set edge intersections follow a single path in the hypergraph, we can use variations similar to Algorithm 1.1 and 1.2 to guarantee minimality. Since real-world CM hypergraphs tend to have mostly binary edges or tend to satisfy these stricted constraints, there is usually an effective algorithm for generating XNF. Furthermore, when these conditions do not hold, the subgraphs over which non-deterministic backtracking must be applied is usually small enough to allow for an exhaustive search. We leave for future research precise characterizations of these claims.

In the meantime, for this paper, we let Algorithms 2.1 and 2.2 be similar in spirit to Algorithms 1.1 and 1.2\(^{14}\) and we let Algorithm 2.3 be Algorithm 2

\(^{14}\) We do not specify these exactly since we cannot prove that they lead to XNF scheme-tree forests.
altered (1) to generate nondeterministic threads for all possible node configurations when an edge is added to a scheme tree and (2) to select a final minimal scheme-tree forest from the ones nondeterministically generated as a final step in the algorithm.

**Theorem 2.** Let \( H \) be a canonical CM hypergraph with no explicit generalization/specialization. Let \( T \) be a scheme tree generated by Algorithm 2. \( T \) has neither redundancy with respect to a multivalued constraint nor redundancy with respect to a functional constraint. Further, if \( F \) is a scheme-tree forest generated from \( H \) by Algorithm 2.3, then each tree in \( F \) is in \( \text{XNF}_{\{\text{FC,MC}\}} \).

6 General Algorithm

In this section we further generalize our algorithms to allow CM hypergraphs with explicit generalization/specialization denoted by \( \text{ISA} \) triangles in CM hypergraphs. This generalization causes two new problems: (1) object sets may be redundant, and (2) ISA constructs must be considered in scheme-tree generation algorithms. We discussed and illustrated object-set redundancy in Section 2 whenever we can compute the contents of an isolated root generalization object set as explained in Example 5 we eliminate it. To handle all other ISA constructs, we collapse them into roles and thus eliminate them too. Once all ISA constructs have been eliminated, we are left with CM hypergraphs that can be processed by Algorithm 2, or by Algorithm 1 if all relationship sets happen to be binary. We call this Algorithm 3

**Theorem 3.** Let \( H \) be a canonical CM hypergraph. If \( F \) is a scheme-tree forest generated from \( H \) by Algorithm 3, then each tree in \( F \) is in \( \text{XNF}_{\{\text{FC,MC,IC}\}} \).

7 Concluding Remarks

We have proposed and formally defined XNF (XML Normal Form). XNF guarantees that complying XML documents have no redundant data values and have maximally compact connectivity. We have also developed conceptual-model-based algorithms (Algorithms 1.1, 1.2, 2.3, and 3) to generate DTDs to ensure that complying documents are in XNF, and we have proved that these algorithms are correct (Theorems 1–3).

We have implemented a tool to work synergistically with a user to develop XNF-compliant DTDs. Currently our tool allows users to specify CM diagrams, to convert diagrams to CM hypergraphs, to apply either Algorithms 1.1 or 1.2, or to select root nodes for scheme trees and then apply Algorithm 1. In another tool, we have implemented, users can synergistically convert CM hypergraphs into canonical hypergraphs.

As for current and future work, we need to integrate these two tools so that we can have the synergistic system we desire. We also need to implement

\[\text{See http://osm.cs.byu.edu/Papers.html for examples and further details.}\]
Algorithms 2 and 3 and their variations, and we need to formally characterize the restrictions to $n$-ary CM hypergraphs for which there exist effective scheme-tree generation algorithms. We also intend to investigate additional heuristic variations of scheme-tree generation algorithms and synergistic development of XNF-compliant DTDs.

Acknowledgements: This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under grant No. IIS-0083127. Kimball Hewett programmed the interface we used for our implementation, Eric Carter implemented the canonicalization procedures, and Troy Walker coded the implemented algorithms described in this paper.
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Abstract. Data for decision-making applications are based on dimensions, such as time, customer, and product. These dimensions are naturally related by hierarchies. Hierarchies are crucial to multidimensional modeling. Defining hierarchies using star or snowflake schemas can be misleading, since they are not explicitly well-modeled. However, deriving them from conceptual UML or ER schemas is a non-trivial task since they have no direct equivalent in conceptual models. This paper focuses on the definition of multidimensional hierarchies. We present and illustrate rules for defining multidimensional hierarchies from UML schemas, especially based on aggregation and generalization hierarchies. The definition of hierarchies is part of a data warehouse design method based on the three usual modeling levels: conceptual, logical, and physical. The conceptual schema is based on the UML notation. The logical schema is represented using a unified pivot multidimensional model. The physical schema depends on the target ROLAP or MOLAP tool.

1 Introduction

Characteristic features of MultiDimensional Data Base Systems (MDDBS) are fact and dimension. A fact consists of quantifying values stored in measures. Dimensions, called the axes of the data cube, represent different ways of analyzing the data. Typically, data in MDDBS have multiple dimensions such as product, region, customer, time, and vehicle. Each dimension is described by a set of attributes. Some attributes may be linked by a hierarchy. Dimension hierarchies are a distinctive feature of MDDBS. Multiple hierarchies can be defined on a single dimension. Most dimensions can have a complex structure that is generally hierarchical. Dimension hierarchies allow the designer to specify aggregation levels corresponding to different data granularities. In our view, dimensions determine the granularity for representing facts, whereas dimension hierarchies define the way to aggregate fact instances. Dimension hierarchies are usually classified into two types: a simple dimension hierarchy consisting of one linear aggregation path within a dimension, and a multiple dimension hierarchy containing two (or more) aggregation paths in a dimension.
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Despite their central role in MDDBS, dimension hierarchies are often inadequately understood and poorly modeled. The standard way to model dimension hierarchies is with the star and snowflake schemas [3,4]. However, the star schema is not well suited for the natural and explicit representation of dimension hierarchies. It does not explicitly provide support for dimension hierarchies.

Snowflake schemas provide a refinement of star schemas, allowing us to represent dimension hierarchies explicitly, by normalizing the dimension tables. Each level of aggregation has its own dimension table. In other words, each level of a dimension hierarchy is represented in a separate table.

On the basis of the weaknesses inherent to star/snowflake schemas, it is necessary to provide alternative modeling approaches in order to reach a better understanding of dimension hierarchies. Two main approaches are used to tackle the problem of dimension hierarchies. The first one represents these hierarchies explicitly [1,4,12,16,19,20,23]. The second one uses some means such as functional dependencies [2,6,10,15,17]. The issue of reaching a consensus on the modeling aspect of dimension hierarchies is still open. Each of these models has its specific strengths. But none of them satisfies our requirement of deriving them from an UML-based conceptual model. This article provides a comprehensive introduction to dimension hierarchy design from generalizations and aggregations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to a synthetic presentation of our approach for designing a multidimensional database. Section 3 details the two meta-models, and some mapping rules used to derive the dimension hierarchies. The derivation of dimension hierarchies is discussed and illustrated through several cases of aggregation and generalization abstraction mechanisms. Finally, section 4 concludes and presents further research.

2 The Design Method

Starting from user requirements, our method is based on the three usual abstraction levels: conceptual, logical and physical (Figure 1). It is therefore decomposed into four phases:

− In the conceptual phase, the designer represents the universe of discourse using the UML notation [18] along with the associated approach of development [11] (step 1); the UML schema is then enriched and transformed to take into account the specific features of multidimensional modeling (step 2).
− In the logical phase, the enriched and transformed UML schema is mapped into our unified multidimensional model, using mapping rules.
− The physical phase allows the designer to convert the multidimensional schema into a physical schema, depending on the target multidimensional tool. A specific set of mapping rules from the logical to the physical model is defined for each type of tool.
− The data confrontation phase consists in mapping the physical schema data elements with the data sources. It leads to the definition of queries for extracting the data corresponding to each component in the physical schema.

Following our previous discussion, we concentrate only on the first two phases.
2.1 Conceptual Design

OLAP systems are emerging as the dominant approach in data warehousing. OLAP allows designers to model data in a multidimensional way as hyper-cubes. ROLAP snowflakes and stars as well as MOLAP cubes do not offer a visualization of data structures independently from implementation issues. Therefore, they do not ensure a sound data warehouse conceptual design.

Our design method uses the Unified Modeling Language (UML) at the conceptual level. This choice can be justified along at least three considerations:

- UML is now a well-known language for software engineers.
- It provides simple basic constructs to describe at a high level of abstraction the important concepts of the application domain.
- It can be easily mapped to relational as well as to multidimensional logical models.

Due to these considerations, many authors use the UML notation at the first step of the transactional database design. To the best of our knowledge, it has not been used in ROLAP or MOLAP system design.
Our design method consists of a two-step conceptual design:

− The first step leads to a UML schema, more precisely to a class diagram without operations.
− The second step enriches and transforms this schema in order to facilitate its automatic mapping to the multidimensional model. Four types of operations are conducted: the determination of identifying attributes, the determination of attributes representing measures, the migration of association attributes and the suppression of generalizations.

a) Determination of Identifying Attributes

In contrast to the ER model or to the relational model, the notion of identifying attribute is not defined in the standard UML notation; this notion is replaced by the concept of object identity. However, we need to determine the identifying attributes of classes in order to define the dimensions of the multidimensional model at the logical level. An association class is identified by the n-uple of the participating classes identifiers. Therefore, the determination of identifiers is necessary only for the other classes (called ordinary classes). For each ordinary class of the UML schema, the user and the data warehouse designer have to decide which attribute or combination of attributes identify the class. If necessary, a specific attribute is created in order to identify the class. Identifying attributes are specified using the UML construct of tagged value: the suffix \{id\} is added to each identifying attribute. This process can be synthesized by the following rule:

- Rule R1: Each attribute of an ordinary class is either an identifying attribute or not.

b) Determination of Attributes Representing Measures

We differentiate between attributes representing measures, and attributes which can be defined as qualitative values. This distinction is not strictly based on data types, even if measures are generally represented as numerical data, whereas qualitative attributes are based on non-numerical data. Therefore this differentiation cannot be performed automatically. The user and the data warehouse designer have to decide which attribute or combination of attributes identify the class. If necessary, a specific attribute is created in order to identify the class. Identifying attributes are specified using the UML construct of tagged value: the suffix \{meas\} is added to each identifying attribute. This process can be synthesized by the following rule:

- Rule R2: Each attribute is either a measure or not.

c) Migration of Association Attributes

This step is concerned with 1-1 and 1-N associations having specific attributes (these associations are actually association classes, since an ordinary association cannot bear attributes in UML). Let us mention that this case is rarely encountered. If specific attributes are present in these associations, the designer has first to check the validity of this representation. Even if their presence cannot be questioned, they cannot be
mapped into multidimensional models by using hierarchies. The reason is that, in multidimensional models, these hierarchies do not contain information. Therefore, they must migrate from the association to the participating class on the N side. In case of 1-1 association, they can indifferently migrate into one of the two classes. After migrating the attributes of a 1-N or 1-1 association, the latter is transformed into an ordinary association unless it is connected to other associations or classes. The rules for migrating association attributes are expressed as follows:

- **Rule R3**: Each attribute belonging to a 1-1 association is transferred to one of the classes involved in the association.
- **Rule R4**: Each attribute belonging to a 1-N association is transferred to the N-class, i.e. the class involved several times in the association.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RULES</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>R5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribute</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1 association attribute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-N association attribute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying attribute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute - measure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute - not a measure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class attribute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-1 aggregation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2.** Transformation of the UML Schema

d) **Suppression of Generalizations**

The inheritance links of the UML notation cannot be mapped directly to hierarchies in the multidimensional model, since the semantics of hierarchies in object-oriented models and multidimensional model differ. However, we want to preserve the information contained in UML generalizations and transform these hierarchies to enable their correct mapping to multidimensional hierarchies in the logical phase. To this end, we transform the generalizations into aggregations and classes following the proposal of [17] for ER models. We have adapted this rule to UML and extended it to consider the different cases of partial specialization and/or overlapping specialization. The corresponding rule is informally described below:

- **Rule R5**: For each level i of specialization of a class C, a class named Type-C-i is created. The occurrences of these classes define all the specializations of C. An additional special value is created for each case of overlapping between two or
more sub-classes. In case of partial specialization, the special value others is added. A N-1 aggregation is created between the classes C and Type-C-i.

These rules are sketched in Figure 2. Thanks to these transformations, the resulting UML schema can then be automatically mapped into a logical multidimensional schema, as described in the following section.

2.2 Logical Design

In this section, we first describe our logical model, called Unified Multidimensional Model. Then we describe how a unified multidimensional schema can be generated from an enriched UML schema.

a) The Unified Multidimensional Model

In contrast with the relational model, there is no standard multidimensional database model. More precisely, there is no commonly accepted formal multidimensional data model. As a consequence, many multidimensional models have been proposed in the literature [1,3,4,5,7,8,9,13,16,19,23]. The concepts used vary depending on the authors and some concepts, e.g. the notion of 'fact', are employed with various meanings. Furthermore, there is no consensus concerning the level of the multidimensional model (physical, logical or conceptual). The star and snowflake models presented in [13] have often been considered to be at the physical level, since the choice between stars and snowflakes is based on performance considerations (trade-off between query performance and optimization of disk space). More recent publications have placed the multidimensional model at the logical level [22] or even at the conceptual level [7,10].

Our strong belief is that the multidimensional model belongs to the logical level. Even though there is no consensus on this model, it clearly exists independently of physical implementations. However, the multidimensional model should not be considered at the conceptual level since the concepts of this model (e.g. the concept of dimension) are not as close to reality as concepts like the concept of object (used in conceptual object models such as UML [18] for example). There is indeed a strong parallel between the relational model and the multidimensional model - e.g. the definitions or attempts to define an associated query language and a normalization theory. This is the reason why we argue that both models should be considered as belonging to the same level, i.e., the logical level.

In our unified multidimensional model, data are organized in (hyper)cubes and its semantics is based on the notions of measure, dimension, hierarchy and attribute. It is generic and can be easily mapped into the usual multidimensional models that can be found in the literature and/or in multidimensional tools. This model is used as a pivot model in our design method.
b) Mapping the Enriched UML Conceptual Schema to the Unified Multidimensional Model

To perform such a mapping allowing us to derive dimension hierarchies, we use two meta-models: a UML meta-model and a Multidimensional meta-model. In the meta-models, we concentrate on the dimension hierarchies aspects, since they are the major subject of this paper. They are described in the section below.

3 The Derivation of Dimension Hierarchies

Dimension hierarchies are derived from several abstraction mechanisms. More especially, dimension hierarchies can be generated both from generalization and aggregation mechanisms as defined in [21]. To the best of our knowledge, very few papers deal with the multidimensional translation of generalization/specialization hierarchies. Intuitively, a specialization of a class can be expressed naturally as a dimension hierarchy, as explained above (Rule R5). In order to facilitate the mapping from the UML conceptual schema to the multidimensional schema, we transform each generalization hierarchy into a UML aggregation. As an example, professors can be either assistant professors or full professors. This is materialized by an aggregation from Professor to Type-professor. Type-professor will have \{assistant, full\} as a set of values.

It is rather natural to map a 1-N aggregation into a dimension hierarchy. However, other associations may be mapped to dimension hierarchies. We present production rules to transform several types of aggregations into dimension hierarchies. The confrontation of these rules with others which transform associations into measures must be ensured by meta-rules or heuristics analyzing the properties of such associations. This is beyond the scope of this paper. We concentrate here on the relationship between conceptual aggregation hierarchies and logical dimension hierarchies.

In this section, we first describe the two meta-models, used to define in a structured way the mapping from the UML conceptual schema to the unified multidimensional logical schema. Then we describe and illustrate the main rules enabling this mapping, and dealing with the generalization and aggregation hierarchies.

3.1 The Meta-models

Two meta-models have been defined to capture the concepts used on the one hand at the conceptual level and on the other hand at the logical level. They are formalized using UML notation. The first meta-model is briefly sketched at Figure 5. It represents the main UML concepts, especially those which are supposed to be transformed into dimension hierarchies. It is enriched with several notions which are necessary to perform the mapping toward the multidimensional model.
The main concepts are the classes possibly linked by ordinary, binary or N-ary associations. Classes may be ordinary classes or association classes. Classes are composed of attributes. Each attribute is either a measure or not. Each attribute of ordinary class is either an identifying attribute or not. A coefficient measuring the participation of a class in an association is carried by an attribute of an association class. Compositions and aggregations are specific classes of binary associations. The role of classes inside associations is very important. It is described by a name, a minimum, and a maximum cardinality. More particularly, for aggregations, we need to distinguish between the role of aggregate and the role of aggregated. Classes may be linked by generalizations. There are different ways to define partitions of a class. Each partition is said to be a set of generalizations. The discriminator of a partition is an element allowing the designer to distinguish between the different specific classes of the partition. For each set of generalizations, we can define two generalization constraints representing the four generalization types:

- complete disjoint (mathematical partition),
- incomplete disjoint,
- complete overlapping,
- incomplete overlapping.
The multidimensional meta-model is represented at Figure 6. It describes the main concepts of our unified multi-dimensional model. Dimensions are composed of dimension attributes. Measures, either regular or dummy, are defined upon one or several dimensions. Dimensions are linked together to constitute dimension hierarchies. These dimension links may be partial or total. A dimension link is partial if all the instances of the dimension are not aggregated in the other dimension. Otherwise, it is total. The dimension link between Doctors and Research Laboratory is partial if at least one doctor is not a member of a laboratory. A dimension link is single if instances of the dimension can be aggregated only once in the other dimension. For example, if we define a dimension link between the dimension doctor and the dimension laboratory and if a doctor may belong to several laboratories, then the dimension link is said to be plural. The different links between a given doctor and each laboratory are characterized by a coefficient measuring the membership of this doctor to this laboratory. Finally, the link between a measure and a dimension is characterized by a set of aggregate functions. These aggregate functions are characterized by a restriction level as suggested by [10]. A sum aggregate function is less restrictive than a count aggregate function in the sense that it allows more analysis.

The two meta-models are used to express the mapping rules. They structure the definition of this mapping and allow us to derive new rules in a more systematic way.

3.2 The Mapping Rules between the Two Meta-models

We describe below two sets of mapping rules. The first set is concerned with the enrichment of the initial UML schema, thus enabling a mapping of concepts at the same conceptual level. This step facilitates the multidimensional derivation process. The second set of rules is concerned with the mapping from the conceptual to the logical level.
The first six rules refine the R5 rule, dealing with the different cases of generalization hierarchies. We describe them informally below and synthesize them into a decision table at Figure 7. The rules R6 to R9 deal with the different cases of generalization constraints:

- **Rule R6**: If a set of generalizations is characterized by both a disjunction and a completeness constraint, then it is transformed into an aggregation between the parent class C and a class named Type-C. The aggregate role is characterized by a minimum and a maximum cardinality equal to 1.

- **Rule R7**: If a set of generalizations is characterized by both an overlapping and an incompleteness constraints, then it is transformed into an aggregation between the parent class C and a class named Type-C. The aggregate role is characterized by a minimum cardinality equal to 0 and a maximum cardinality equal to N.

- **Rule R8**: If a set of generalizations is characterized by both an overlapping and a completeness constraints, then it is transformed into an aggregation between the parent class C and a class named Type-C. The aggregate role is characterized by a minimum cardinality equal to 1 and a maximum cardinality equal to N.

- **Rule R9**: If a set of generalizations is characterized by both a disjunction and an incompleteness constraints, then it is transformed into an aggregation between the parent class C and a class named Type-C. The aggregate role is characterized by a minimum cardinality equal to 0 and a maximum cardinality equal to 1.
The rule R10 tackles the multiple inheritance case:

- **Rule R10**: If a class C is a child of both G1 and G2 generalizations, and if the generic classes do not have an identical super-class, then this super-class is created. Thus, the multiple inheritance case will be managed like a multilevel generalization hierarchy, as performed by the rule R11.

The rule R11 deals with the problem of multilevel generalization hierarchies:

- **Rule R11**: If a class C is a child of a generalization G1 and parent of a generalization G2, a second aggregation level and a second class are created.

The rule R12 deals with the M-N aggregation case. This aggregation is specific to UML since, generally, aggregation is considered to be a 1-N link. UML allows aggregations describing situations like, for example, professors aggregated into departments but some professors may belong to several departments. To deal with such an aggregation, we propose to transform this aggregation into an association-class with an attribute called Coeff measuring the degree of participation of a class in the other, for example of a professor in one department.

The second set of rules is concerned with the mapping from the enriched UML schema to the logical multidimensional schema (Figure 8). The first four rules (R13 to R16) deal with the four cases of generalization constraints transformed into cardinality constraints in the previous phase. As an example, R13 maps an aggregation with both minimum and maximum cardinalities equal to 1 into a total single dimension link. R14 maps an aggregation with a minimum cardinality equal to 0 and a maximum cardinality equal to N into a partial plural dimension link. R15 maps an aggregation with a minimum cardinality equal to 1 and a maximum cardinality equal to N into a total plural dimension link. Finally, R16 maps an aggregation with a minimum cardinality equal to 0 and a maximum cardinality equal to 1 into a partial single link. In case of plural dimension link, the coefficient defined at the conceptual level is transferred as an attribute of this link.

The remaining rules are concerned with the other associations, namely associations which are aggregations according to [21] but which are represented as binary or N-ary associations with UML notation. More precisely, rules R17 to R19 map 1-1 binary associations into dimension hierarchies. Depending on the minimum cardinalities, we distinguish three cases. Rule R17 deals with different minimum cardinalities: one is equal to 0 and the other is equal to 1. In this case, we consider that the dimension whose role has a minimum cardinality equal to 0 (role R1) is the source of the dimension link. In the two other cases, when minimum cardinalities are identical (both equal to 0 in R18 or both equal to 1 in R19), the rules build the dimension links but the orientation of the link (definition of a source dimension and a target dimension) is conducted by heuristics or specified by the designer. Rule R20 transforms the M-N aggregations into a plural dimension link. Finally, rule R21 deals with the most classical case of aggregation, i.e. the 1-N aggregation transformed into a single dimension link between two dimensions.
These rules illustrate several ways to derive dimension hierarchies from generalization and aggregation hierarchies. The following cases were considered:

- a partial vs. a total specialization hierarchy,
- an overlapping vs. a disjoint specialization hierarchy,
- a multiple inheritance hierarchy,
- a multi-level generalization hierarchy,
- a 1-N aggregation,
- a 1-N aggregation path,
- a 1-1 aggregation,
- a M-N aggregation.

For each case, we proposed one or several possible mappings. Others can be added. Moreover, heuristics to choose between different mappings must be defined. Very specific sub-cases need still to be explored, such as a non-balanced multi-level generalization hierarchy for example. We have also to examine what can be deduced from an aggregation path containing several types of aggregations (association, aggregation, composition for example).

Figure 9 illustrates the successive application of our rules to map two UML generalizations into the multidimensional model. In the UML schema, the two generalizations are overlapping (a site may be both a factory and a warehouse) and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptual</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>R15</th>
<th>R16</th>
<th>R17</th>
<th>R18</th>
<th>R19</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coeff</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Min card=0</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Min card=1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Max card=1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Max card=N</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary association</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role R1 Max card = 1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role R2 Max card = 1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role R1 Min card = 0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role R2 Min card = 0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role R1 Min card = 1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role R2 Min card = 1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role R1 Max card = N</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role R2 Max card = N</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial dimension link</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total dimension link</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single dimension link</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural dimension link</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coeff</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension R1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension R2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension R1 source</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
incomplete (not all types of sites are specified); therefore, the generalizations are mapped in the enriched UML schema into an aggregation using rule R7. The attribute coeff in the aggregation is used to indicate what percentage of the surface of a given site is devoted to production and to warehousing respectively. The cardinalities for the role of the aggregate (i.e. Site) are deduced from the generalization constraints. Based on these cardinalities, the aggregation is mapped into a partial plural dimension link in the multidimensional model.

![Diagram](Fig. 9. Mapping Example)

## 4 Conclusion and Further Research

In this article, we have introduced the concept of dimension hierarchy in MDDBS, examining its actual usage and its varieties. We pointed out that there is no consensus on a single model of dimension hierarchies in MDDBS. In order to derive such dimension hierarchies, we proposed a design method based on an UML schema at the conceptual level and a unified multidimensional model at the logical level. The mapping between the two levels is performed using two associated meta-models and production rules. These mapping rules allow us to derive dimension hierarchies from generalizations and aggregations embedded in the UML schema. Several examples illustrate this mapping.

Several questions remain open and need more study:

− the issue of reaching a consensus on the modeling issues at the logical level,
− the relationship between dimension hierarchies and their equivalence at the conceptual level (aggregations and generalizations),
− an efficient implementation of our design method and some experimentation on some large real life problems,
− a fair number of mapping rules has been defined. However, we need to develop more rules in order to solve combined problems and heuristics for facilitating the choice between candidate mapping rules.
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Abstract
Designing and implementing modeling frontends for domains in which text is predominant (it may be informal, semi-formal or formal) can and should benefit from using the evolving standard mark-up languages (SMGML and XML), since standardization of interfaces, transmission and storage protocols as well as many valuable tools „come for free“.

But the idiosyncratics of the existing mark-up concepts neither provide a structure clean enough to serve as foundation for syntax and semantics of exact modeling frontends, nor do they offer an input format feasible for text-based data maintenance.

Direct Document Denotation (DDD) as presented in this paper tries to remedy these defects: (1) it abstracts from the rough edges of XML, (2) it realizes a practical frontend processor for denotation of structured documents with special considerations to disabled users and voice controlled input, – and (3) is described completely and mathematically precise as a small system of transformation relations.

The theoretical basics and practical issues of DDD are discussed and a case study is reported.

Keywords: Data Acquisition, Semi-Formal Data, Accessibility, inter language working, XML, Document Object Model, DOM, data binding, SCHEMA

1 Introduction and Related Work

In the field of design and implementation of modeling tools there are three rôles in which XML will become more and more important:

- As underlying data exchange medium:
  „Invisibly“ to the user XML will be a coding standard for interchanging structured information in a relocatable format between different tools and different locations.
- As input format:
  Using screen mask editors which are configured by DTD or SCHEMA, XML structured data can be directly acquired and maintained by domain experts or less qualified personal.
– As mark-up language:
For shorter texts (e.g. configuration files) XML frontend syntax can be typed directly.

But the last kind of application guarantees a maximum of inconvenience, even if supported by a syntax controlled editor. This is somehow amazing, since the original SGML is intended to be a mark-up language for authoring purposes. The downgrading derivation of XML but aimed solely at simplifying the computer’s task of parsing, not the human task of writing (see figure 1). While it was easily possible to write SGML-DTDs which were not parsable at all, XML takes the other extreme making the instances of all structure definitions parsable in LL(1), with the intention to enable the silliest browsers to display cool web pages with minimum knowledge of modern parsing techniques.

This requirement must lead to the opposite of an elaborated user-friendly textual input frontend.

The approach presented in this paper is called Direct Document Denotation (DDD) and tries to close this gap, thus realizing a fourth rôle of XML:

– XML is used as underlying Structure Definition generating a convenient textual input frontend automatically.

DDD is intended to be useful in at least two cases: (1) There exists legacy data which is semi-formally textually coded and shall now be lifted to an exact and computer processible format with minimum effort, and (2) a textual modeling frontend for a given domain problem has to be created from scratch, and the designers and developers want to concentrate on semantic issues and get an input frontend for free.

We estimate DDD to be superior to mask editors in those cases where (1) the kind of text data requires more flexibility, e.g. if recursive structure definitions are dominant, and (2) where the domain experts are strongly used to express themselves by authoring and are used to the comforts of „their“ text editing tool.
In both these cases a minimal mark-up syntax is beneficial, which follows the style of natural writing as established by the text gender or domain experts’ tradition as close as possible.

DDD comes with a small definition language which in parallel defines content models and input syntax. Thus being a further schema definition language – which would be among the things needed least at the moment, cf. [6] – the focus of its design and of this paper lies on the frontend generating aspect.

As an authoring tool the design of the DDD is inspired by the frontend behavior of TeX [5], m4 [1], curl [7] and Lout [3], [4], concerning the means of recognizing the structure of input, e.g. the borders between parameter values, with minimal typing efforts and minimal „visual noise“.

It is an interesting fact that the most flexible frontend feature of TeX which allows the free definition of LL(1) parsers for macro parameters is only used by very experienced „TeXhackers“ and hardly by „users“, even not by computer experts which do extensive programming on BTeX-level. So we decided to limit the degree of freedom for defining the input parsers, intending to make the definition of input patterns as well as their usage more transparent.

As a schema definition language DDD is restricted to a required minimum. It will be part of future work (see section 3 below) to correlate its expressiveness with other approaches. This should be done using a formal framework as in [8]. That paper of Makoto Murata et.al. is as far as we know the first approach applying formal methods (i.e. mathematics) to XML. Since it is mainly about validation of given XML structures it cannot be compared with our work, because the parser approach of DDD only deals with documents which are „correct by construction“. Nevertheless [8] is an important and inspiring paper in our context.

2 Description and Specification of DDD

2.1 DDD Principles

DDD is a meta-language for defining and performing transformations of a document given as sequence of characters into a tree-like „Document Object Model“ (= DOM).

DDD stands for Direct Document Denotation, as the user can directly describe the tree structure of the document with a minimal count of keystrokes. It closely follows some fundamental paradigms found in SGML/XML, so that the resulting DOM is processable by eg. XSLT or other tools built on these standards, but DDD tries to abstract from all idiosyncratic distinctions made there. The tree constructed by DDD consists of nodes, which (under certain conditions of usage, see [S]) can represent XML „ELEMENT“ as well as their character data contents as well as „ATTRIBUTE“ values.

1 The generated output of these tools are DVI, Postscript, HTML or pure ASCII text resp., therefore the backends are not comparable.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>property</th>
<th>EL</th>
<th>ATT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can contain structure.</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be permuted arbitrarily in frontend syntax</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be assigned attribute values</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are implicitly typed by their „name“; these types are totally unrelated</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be typed explicitly</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Must be typed explicitly</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can have a default value</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class names are unique w.r.t. a „module“</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Properties of ELEMENTs and ATTRIBUTEs in SGML/XML

A concrete DDD system is a collection of parametrized definition modules. A module primely defines node classes by declaring their structure (attribute list and content model) together with a convenient input representation. In addition a module can provide auxiliary objects like enumerations (used for ATTRIBUTEs of the appropriate type), macros, character sets etc. Each such definition is referred to by an identifier which is unique in the scope of the module.

A module can be defined by referring to other modules via import statements; node classes are defined by recurring to other (maybe imported) node definitions or to predefined parser types.

The basic operation of a DDD system is to apply the definition of one single „toplevel“ node to a text file. If the text file conforms to this definition, a Document Object Model is created, which can then be further processed, either by accessing it directly via an API or by writing it into a standard XML file.

2.2 Central Features of DDD

The basic principles of DDD seem to be rather trivial and aim solely at increasing the orthogonality of XML based object structures, trying to make exact reasoning and mathematical analysis feasible. But since the definitions try to cover all of the variants in XML usage, the consequences are not trivial at all.

These principles can be summarized:

- Unification of ELEMENT and ATTRIBUTE.
  We assume that the dichotomy ELEMENT and ATTRIBUTE come from an original intention to represent „object level“ text data and „meta level“ annotations. The design flaw is that belonging to the object- or the meta-level is decided when interpreting data structures, and should not happen on representation level: E.g. a table definition in – say – microsoft „ACCESS“ is „meta“ w.r.t. one window and at the same time „object“ in another window.

This dichotomy led to a somehow „random“ conjunction of properties which from the abstract point of view should be freely combinable, see table 1.

\[^\text{2}\] The current implementation does not yet support parametrization

\[^\text{3}\] In the current prototypical implementation a Xerces DOM is constructed, supporting the W3C DOM API.
The (unnecessarily) arising complexity is depicted nicely by figures 4 and 5 of [2], which still are simplified as in native XML „cardinality“ is not a property of an element type, but of the referring context.

– Inference of almost all closing tags.

The original SGML approach of declaring tags as ommittable has turned out to be unfeasible since the construction of parsers and the parsing itself can easily become NP-complete. The flaw was that „omissibility“ is a property of the context and can in general not be verified statically.

– Syntax directed automized tagging.

– Partial parsing of incomplete, intermediate text versions.

When constructing a text in the „flow of authoring“, i.e. writing from the beginning to the end, many people prefer to work with partially incomplete texts, which are completed in later iterations. The DDD semantics support this method. – text structures not conformant to their corresponding structure definition, but to a prefix thereof, are accepted and tagged accordingly, either im- or explicitly.

Basically the DDD approach realizes a two-staged transformation:

On top level, with coarse granularity, there is an explicit tagging. For the sake of accessibility by the handicapped user – as one of the authors is – this level (1) uses only one single escape character, which (2) can be redefined for sake of maximal convenience in typing, and (3) can easily be mapped to voice input. The character data between (or „below“) these top-level tags will mostly be copied opaquely into the contents of a leaf node of the node tree under construction.

Alternatively there can be a further, „finer“ processing by a simple user-defined, token-based parser, generating at the lower level an implicit, syntax directed tagging.

The parser definition facility is intentionally rather limited. Its purpose is to define the analysing of small syntactic phaenomena appearing in everyday applications, as calendar dates, personal names and addresses, bible citations, short formulae etc. If parsing is required in a larger scale a different approach as in [11] is appropriate.

This two-staged approach leads to the fact, that in practice much expressive power is reached by the cooperation of rather small structures from both levels. This yields several advantages:

– Implementation can be done straight-forward. Since the structures tend to be rather small, all non-determinism/backtracking is strictly localized, thus performance is not really an issue.

– All interpretation of user input is exactly localized; error diagnosis and recovery is much less difficult to automize.

– Research on compositionality, reusability, refinement and extendability becomes feasible in practice.

In the following we give (1) an operational description of the semantics of the tagging level and (2) a function based denotation of the semantics of both levels in DDD. The former is more suited to the user, the latter allowing reasoning and supporting correct implementation.
2.3 DDD Case Study

A first DDD case study was performed in 2000 \([12]\). Extracts from the sources are given in appendix \(\text{A}\) to illustrate the following descriptions. They construct an XML page as service for protestant sacral musicians, listing all sundays and observances of the year 2000 of the German Protestant Church (= EKD) together with the related bible texts, which again are related to cantatas and motets, which on their part have been set to notes by different composers, requiring different ensembles of choir and solo voices\(^4\). The reader is asked to refer to these examples when reading the following specifications. We assume these sources – while based on German terms – nevertheless to be self-explanatory.

The data type definition modules (last example in appendix \(\text{A}\)) had of course been created by the developers, together with one prototypical data file for each toplevel node.

But the completion and maintenance of all DDD data file sources had successfully been done by total laymen/laywomen in the field of programming or even data acquisition.

2.4 Operational Semantics of the Explicit Tagging Level

When explaining the semantics of DDD to such a layman, who is e.g. a typist used to construct textual documents „from left to right“, an operational model of semantics seems adequate, which analyzes the text in the same direction. In future such an interpreter could be implemented as integral part of a syntax driven editor.

Roughly spoken: Whenever this interpreter starts its basic evaluation cycle, the name of a (currently visible) node class must be found at its current input pointer\(^5\). Then a new node of the given class is constructed and inserted into the tree built so far at the lowest possible position (as seen from the point of the last preceding insertion). Only if no such position exists, an error is thrown and the input is rejected.

This implements the feature of „inference of closing tags“, which is central for supporting Natural Writing.

All currently growing nodes the contents of which are „complete“ w.r.t. their contents’ specication are closed implicitly, – all those with incomplete content are marked as such and closed as well, iff the interpreter runs in a mode permitting incomplete documents. Otherwise an error is thrown.

This behavior allows handling of temporarily incomplete documents, and is also of main importance for Natural Writing.

If the contents’ definition of the new node requests text data, then all input characters up to (but excluding) the next escape character are copied into the

---

\(^4\) These special pages have by now disappeared from the webside for business reasons, but all other informative pages there are instances of DDD as well.

\(^5\) Additionally there are a few built-in commands for controlling the interpreters behavior, which can also appear at these positions and can be considered as removed from the text after their successful execution.
Basic Types and Notations

Fig. 3. Extended Regular Expressions, generic for both Levels of Parsing

The contents of this node. This text is typed as normal plain text, as the person doing the acquisition is used to do. After discarding the escape character the basic cycle is entered again.

Furthermore explicit closing tags are supported, too, in which case the automized closing inference is carried out up to the lowest node of the class requested for closing. A variant of the closing tag called „break tag“ permits the user to mark a node’s content as incomplete explicitly.

The semantics of a mark-up language like DDD can be seen as a syntactic transformation. For this it is not too hard to give an exact specification, which can be found in figures 2 to 7. As notation we use a weak variant of a small subset of the Z notation, since the Z toolkit [10] provides exact definitions and handy conventions for a kind of "common sense" set based mathematics, which in most parts is readable without further explanation. Some notations special to Z are explained in appendix B.

Furthermore we use some self explaining slight extensions to the original Z notation, e.g. using mere juxtaposition of elements for building singleton lists and concatenations : 

\[ [ \ i \ \alpha \ x \ ] \] is an abbreviated notation for 

\[ [ \ \langle i \rangle \ \hat{\alpha} \ \langle x \rangle \ ] \] .

2.5 Denotational Semantics

The semantics of a mark-up language like DDD can be seen as a syntactic transformation. For this it is not too hard to give an exact specification, which can be found in figures 2 to 7. As notation we use a weak variant of a small subset of the Z notation, since the Z toolkit [10] provides exact definitions and handy conventions for a kind of "common sense" set based mathematics, which in most parts is readable without further explanation. Some notations special to Z are explained in appendix B.
The Document Object Model is defined as a Node, which is a free type either with an identifier as constructor and a sequence of Nodes as data, or with the special reserved identifier $text as constructor and a character sequence as data.

Basic paradigm is to define parsing functions of type seq CHAR \(\rightarrow\) Node. The semantic function \([[-]]^P\) assigns such a parsing function to the predefined primitive parsers as well as to the names of user defined parsers, \([[-]]^N+\) and \([[-]]^N−\) do the same on the upper level of node class names, the former forbidding, the latter allowing incomplete documents.

The semi-formal notation in figure 4 using \(\Rightarrow\) shows how a syntactic construct in a definition module defining a new node or parser induces the semantic function \([[-]]^P/N+/N−\) for the newly defined identifier by combining other parsing functions.

Aim of the game is to define a parsing function for the top-level node of the document, which is applied to the text as a whole as seen in figure 5. The reader who considers these definitions somewhat complicated may be assured that the given formulae completely describe the DDD transformation framework, and that they can easily be lifted to a fully formal specification.

Please compare this specification to the 200 pages of plain english description of XML.

2.6 Additional Information in Definition Modules

The grammar of DDD definition modules is (of course ;-)) a self-application and provides firstly the basic defining statements for node classes, the semantics of which are depicted in figure 4 and have been discussed above. Furthermore there are additional modifiers which can be applied to each single node class definition.

The most important of these is the modification attribute xmlrep, which determines the encoding when writing out the internal document tree to an external XML file or when masquerading as W3C DOM. Hairy context conditions are checked by the existing implementation to ensure feasibility: a node declared as ATTRIBUTE must not appear more than once in the language of the grammar of any node, a node used for plain prefix in a complex definition must be of flavour parser or plain text, and so must be each node with xmlrep equal to CDATA, etc.

To minimize the count of required constructs there is no special means for defining abstract grammars. Instead there is a „#like Ident“ construct which makes the pure grammar definition of a node class accessible, – speaking with it shortens a production in P to its corresponding content model, which is a production in P2.

\[\text{Function application is written as finding the only element (by using } \mu\text{) of a domain restriction.}\]

\[\text{The modifier grammar is meant as user-extendable. There are modifiers foreseen to support connection to a type system, to configure a syntax controlled editor etc.}\]
\[ \kappa \in \text{UPCDATA} \]

```python
def node \( i_0 \) as plain text .
def parser \( p \) ...
q = p \lor q = \langle \#like, p\rangle
```

```python
def node \( i \) as complex :
    plain prefix : \( i_0 \) ";"
    grammar : \( e_N \) ";"
    \[ [i] \|^N = \lambda(a,b) \bullet (i)^\kappa \langle \#\rangle \cdot \rightarrow a \rightarrow \text{Node}(i, \text{Node}(i_0, \kappa) \cdot \rightarrow b) \quad (\llbracket e_N \rrbracket \|^N) \]
```

```python
def node \( i \) as complex :
    plain prefix : \#content ";"
    grammar : \( e_N \) ";"
    \[ [i] \|^N = \lambda((a,b),(c,d)) \bullet (i)^\kappa \langle \#\rangle \cdot \rightarrow a \rightarrow c \rightarrow \text{Node}(i, \text{Node}(\text{Node}(\text{Node}(\text{Node}(i_0, \kappa) \cdot \rightarrow b) \cdot \rightarrow d) | i_0 | \ldots | i_k) \cdot \rightarrow X) \]
```

```python
def \( i \) as complex :
    \( \gamma \) ;
    \[ \beta_1 \]
    optional: \( b_1, \ldots, b_l \); =
    grammar : ( \( a_1 \ldots | a_k \ | b_1? \ldots | b_l? \) ) ! \( \gamma \) ;
    \[ \beta_2 \]
```

---

**Fig. 6.** Semantics of „Complex“ Node Definitions

### 2.7 Extendability and Refinement

The separation into two layers of transformation yields localization and thereby supports stepwise refinement of transformation definitions.

In a project where a new text format is defined from scratch, new node classes can be defined and alternatives can incrementally be added to some contents grammar, as soon as necessity arises (see future work below, \[ \Box \]).

In a project of tagging existing legacy semi-formal text data in a first approach only the explicit, coarse tagging can be defined and inserted into the text. As soon as a more structured access turns out to be necessary, parser definitions can be added, requiring re-editing only of these parts which do not yet confirm to the new grammar.

In our case study (appendix A) there was no parser provided for the „plain text header“ of "psalm", "lesung" etc., which was stored as plain text in a node...
\[ A_{i,\kappa} = \{ \alpha \mid \exists \kappa' \cdot [i]_N ((i)^{\sim} \kappa^{\sim} \kappa') = \alpha \} \]

\[ \text{pretrees}(\text{Node}(\$text, \kappa)) = \{ \text{Node}(\$text, \kappa) \} \]

\[ \text{pretrees}(\text{Node}(i, \alpha)) = \{ \text{Node}(i, \alpha) \} \cup \{ \text{Node}(i, \alpha') \mid l = \# \alpha' \land \forall k \in 1 \ldots (l-1) \cdot \alpha.k = \alpha'.k \land \alpha'.l \in \text{pretrees} \alpha.l \} \]

\[ \text{markinc} : \text{Nodes} \times \text{Ident} \to \text{Nodes} \]

\[ \text{markinc}(\text{Node}(i, \alpha^{\sim} (n)), j) = \text{Node}(i, \alpha^{\sim} (\text{markinc}(n, j))^{\sim} (\text{Node}(\$incomplete, j))) \]

\[ \alpha_{i,\kappa} = \mu ( \bigcap \text{pretrees}(A_{i,\kappa}) ) \]

\[ [ i ]_N^- = [ i ]_N^+ \cup \{ \forall \kappa | \kappa \not\in [ i ]_N \wedge A_{i,\kappa} \neq \{ \} \cdot <i>^{\sim} \kappa \mapsto \text{markinc}(\alpha_{i,\kappa}, i) \} \cup \{ \forall \kappa | A_{i,\kappa} \neq \{ \} \cdot <i>^{\sim} (^{\ldots///}, i) \mapsto \text{markinc}(\alpha_{i,\kappa}, i) \} \]

Fig. 7. Semantics of Incomplete Node Denotations

class element "quelle". To give finer control of correctness of the input we can add ...

def public enum books mos = 0, mosis = 0, gen = 1, genesis = 1, ex = 2, exodus = 2, lev = 3, lexicus = 3, .... apoc = 666.
def enum subverse a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h.
def public parser cites cite (";" cite) *.
def public parser cite #numeric ? #select from books pericope (""," pericope )*.
def parser pericope #numeric ? #numeric (#select from subverse)? ("-" #numeric (#select from subverse)? )?.

"cites" now accepts input like

2 mos 1 14- 16, 18, 2 1 ; apoc 1 12 - 14

which is linked to the existing definition by

def quelle like cites.

"cites" delivers all correctly parsed character substrings as a whole simply as plain text. If one wants a structured node representation the names of the subnodes have to be provided in brackets ":[ ]":

def public parser cite [booknumber numeric]? [book #select from books] pericope (""," pericope )*.
def parser pericope [chapter numeric] ? [firstverse numeric (#select from subverse)]? ("-" [lastverse numeric (#select from subverse)] )?.
3 Conclusion and Future Work

Direct Document Denotation, DDD, a modular system for generic definition of transformations from a slightly mark-uped text document into an XML conformant document object model has been presented. Its semantics are described formally, – with some weakening for sake of readability.

A prototypical implementation has been successfully applied to enable non-professionals doing data acquisition and maintenance of text oriented, semi-structured data.

While this seems a promising start (with much work still to do on the engineering side) there are still open questions on the research side: How can DDD parser definitions be converted into sensible XML schema definitions automatically? – How far can a DDD frontend definition be derived from an XML schema automatically? – How can a given XML document be converted into DDD format? – Of what practical use would it be to introduce „offside rule“ in the input format? – And how can this be formalized? –

The most interesting research concerns „evolving schemata“: Since, as explained above, DDD is intended for gradual refinement of tagging and parsing of legacy data „on demand“, the rules ensuring compositionality of definition modules have to be explored, thereby bringing together established and new results in parser theory and data base theory.
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A Examples Extracted from the Case Study Sources

---

Source Text 1

1...#d2d text using musicaSacra : annusLiturgicus_EKD ;
2...
3... tag Karfreitag #datum 21. April 2000 #
4...
5... wochenspruch Joh 3,16 #
6... Also hat Gott ## die Welt geliebt, #nl
7... daß er seinen eingeborenen Sohn gab, #nl
8... damit alle, die an ihn glauben, nicht verloren werden, #nl
9... sondern das ewige Leben haben.#
10..
11... werk Motette "Also hat Gott die Welt geliebt"#
12... vertonung Schütz #vox 5 #
13... vertonung Hufschmidt #vox Soli S+T + 4 #
14..
15... psalm LV I Phil 2, 8; LV II Phil 2, 10, 8b #
16... werk Motette "Ecce homo" #
17... vertonung Reda #vox 4
18... #bemerkung Frühes Werk, nicht einfach,
19... #spitzenton T = a’, #spitzenton S = a’’
20...
21... eof
Ende of Source

---

Source Text 2

1...<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
2...<celebrationdays>
3... <tag datum=" 21. April 2000 " name=" Karfreitag ">
4...  <wochenspruch quelle=" Joh 3,16"> Also hat Gott # die Welt
geliebt, <nl/> daß er seinen eingeborenen Sohn gab,<nl/>
damit alle, die an ihn glauben, nicht verloren werden,<nl/>
sondern das ewige Leben haben.

<werk> Motette "Also hat Gott die Welt geliebt"
<vertonung composer="Schütz" voices="5"
<werk> Motette "Hufschmidt" voices="SolI S+T+4"
</werk>
</wochenspruch>
<p> LV I Phil 2, 8; LV II Phil 2, 10, 8b;
<werk> Motette Ecce homo
<vertonung composer="Reda" voices="4"
<bemerkung> Früher Reda, nicht einfach,
<spitzenton voice="T" pitch="a'"/>
<spitzenton voice="S" pitch="a''"/>
</bemerkung>
</vertonung>
</werk></psalm></tag>
</celebrationdays>
Ende of Source

---

Source Text 3

#d2d module musicaSacra ; import richtext ;
def public node annusLiturgicus_EKD as list of tag+,

xmlrep = el celebrationDays .
def node tag as complex :

plain prefix : (def name; xmlrep att);
once : (def datum; xmlrep att),
wochenspruch ;
optional : psalm, graduale, lesung, epistel, halleluja,
evangelium, predigt .
def node wochenspruch as complex :
plain prefix : quelle ;
mixed with chars : #from richtext:rtf copy #all .
def node psalm as complex :
plain prefix : quelle ;
grammar : werk * .
use type of psalm for graduale, lesung, epistel, halleluja,
evangelium, predigt .
def node werk as complex : plain prefix : #content ;
grammar : vertonung + .
def node vertonung as complex :
plain prefix : (def composer ; xmlrep = att); 
once : (def vox ; xmlrep = att voices);
optional : (def bemerkung as mixed with chars :
#from richtext:rtf copy #all ,
spitzenton, (def schwer as empty)).
def node spitzenton as parser [voice #ident] "=" [pitch #ident] .
eof
Ende of Source
## Some Special Symbols and Constructs in Z

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R \bigcup A$</td>
<td>the set containing the results of applying relation $R$ to all elements of the set $A$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A \prec R$</td>
<td>&quot;domain restriction&quot; = the relation identical to $R$, but containing only those pairs the left element of which is in the set $A$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R \triangleright B$</td>
<td>&quot;range restriction&quot; = the relation identical to $R$, but containing only those pairs the right element of which is in the set $B$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu A$</td>
<td>the only element contained in the set $A$. If $A$ does not contain exactly one element, this expression is undefined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$# A$</td>
<td>the cardinality of any set $A$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a \mapsto b$</td>
<td>= just syntactic sugar for $(a, b)$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seq $A$</td>
<td>= the set of all sequences of elements of $A$. Each $S \in \text{seq}A$ is a finite mapping $\mathbb{N}^+ \rightarrow A$, where there are no &quot;holes&quot; in the domain, i.e. $S$ is defined for all $n$ with $1 &lt; n &lt; # S$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_1 \overset{S_2}{\rightarrow}$</td>
<td>= the concatenation of two sequences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S,k$</td>
<td>= the $k$th element of $S$. Only defined if $1 &lt; k &lt; #S$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squash $S$</td>
<td>= if $S$ is of type $\mathbb{N}^+ \rightarrow A$, then squash $A$ is the sequence made by &quot;compactifying&quot; $S$ by &quot;shifting left&quot; all elements right to a &quot;hole&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract. The increasing complexity of the Information Systems (IS) asks for new IS development methods constructed on the fly to be adapted to the specific situations of the projects at hand. Situational Method Engineering responds to this need by offering techniques to construct methods by assembling reusable method fragments stored in some method repository. For method engineering to be performed it is necessary to build method bases. In this paper we propose an approach supporting the reengineering of existing methods. The reengineering process leads to the representation of an existing method in a modular fashion i.e. as a set of reusable method chunks, easy to retrieve and to assemble one the others. Once the method chunks are stored in a method repository they can be assembled in different manners to construct new methods. The emphasis of this paper is on the guidance provided by the method reengineering process model. The approach is exemplified with the OOSE reengineering case study.

1. Introduction

More and more real world activities are supported by Information Systems (IS). Besides, the complexity of these IS increases whereas the development time reduces. As a consequence, the traditional rigid IS engineering methods are inadequate to provide the necessary support in new IS developments. New methods, more flexible and better adaptable to the situation of every IS development project, must be constructed.

To take this problem into account, Situational Method Engineering (SME) proposes to support on the fly construction of methods based on a reuse strategy. By assembling reusable method fragments originating from different methods, a new method can be tailored to the project situation at hand. Works performed in the SME area introduce the notions of method fragment [3], [16], [13] and method chunk [14], [10] as the basic blocks for constructing on the fly methods. Reusable method fragments/chunks are stored in some method repository [16], [4], [14], [10]. In addition there are a number of proposals for approaches to assemble these fragments/chunks [18], [2], [8], [9], [11]. New methods can thus be constructed by selecting the fragments/chunks that are the most appropriate to a given situation [2], [8] from the method repository. As it can be seen, SME favours the construction of
modular methods that can be modified and augmented to meet the requirements of a
given situation [3], [17].

Whether attention has been paid to the language for describing method chunks, the
question of how to support the method fragments/chunks retrieval and assembly
process is not well tackled in the literature. Besides, the prerequisite for modular
method construction is a method repository containing a large collection of method
chunks. This requires reengineering existing methods to produce the method chunks
that populate the method repository. **Method Reengineering** is our concern in this
paper.

This paper is organised as follows: section 2 provides an overview of our method
reengineering approach. In section 3, we sum up the notion of a method chunk
whereas in section 4 we describe the method reengineering process model. Section 5
illustrates the approach with an example demonstrating the reengineering process step
by step. Section 6 draws some conclusions and discussions around our future work.

## 2. Overview of the Approach

The work presented in this paper is a part of our assembly-based method engineering
approach summarised in Figure 1. As shown in this figure, the process starts with the
reconstruction of the existing IS engineering methods in a modular way. The result is
a collection of reusable method chunks, which are stored in the method base. Once
the method base is populated with a number of chunks, the construction of a new
method is possible through the retrieval of those chunks that match the characteristics
of the project situation at hand and their assembly to form the new method.

![Fig. 1. Assembly based method engineering](image)

In previous papers [14], [10] we presented a **modular method meta-model** allowing
to represent any method as an assembly of method chunks. We also proposed a
structure for a method chunks repository that we called a method base. Furthermore in
[12], we presented an *assembly process model* to guide the construction of new methods by selecting and assembling method chunks. In this paper we bridge the gap between existing methods and their modular representation. We complete our approach by defining a *method reengineering process model* providing guidelines to reengineer an existing IS development method into reusable method chunks. Figure 2 summarises our method reengineering approach.

As shown in this figure, the central element of our approach is the *method reengineering process model*, which guides the method engineer in the reconstruction of every method into an assembly of method chunks. While guided by this process model, the method engineer instantiates the method meta-model to describe the identified method chunks. In the next section we describe the method meta-model and in section 4 we present the reengineering process in detail.

3. The Notion of a Method Chunk

Situational method engineering proposes to assemble fragments of existing methods to construct a new method. Based on the observation that any method has two interrelated aspects, product and process, several authors propose two types of method fragments: process fragments and product fragments [4], [2]. In our approach we integrate these two aspects in the same fragment that we call a *method chunk*.

A method chunk ensures a tight coupling of some process part and its related product part. It is a coherent module and any method is viewed as a set of loosely coupled method chunks expressed at different levels of granularity [10]. Our modular view of methods favours their adaptation and extension. Moreover, this view permits to reuse chunks of a given method in the construction of new ones. Figure 3 shows the method meta-model (using UML notations [19]). According to this meta-model a method is also viewed as a method chunk of the highest level of granularity. The definition of the method chunk is *process-driven* in the sense that a chunk is based on the decomposition of the method process model into reusable *guidelines*. Thus,
core of a method chunk is its guideline to which are attached the associated product parts needed to perform the process encapsulated in this guideline.

A guideline is defined [7] as a set of indications on how to proceed to achieve an objective or perform an activity. For us, a guideline embodies method knowledge to guide the application engineer in achieving an intention in a given situation. Therefore, the guideline has an interface, which describes the conditions of its applicability (the situation) and a body providing guidance to achieve the intention, i.e. to proceed in the construction of the target product. The interface is a couple <situation, intention>, which characterises the situation that is the input of the chunk process and the intention (the goal) that the chunk achieves. The body of the guideline details how to apply the chunk to achieve the intention. The interface of the guideline is also the interface of the corresponding method chunk. Guidelines in different methods have different contents, formality, granularity, etc. In order to capture this variety, we identify three types of guidelines: simple, tactical and strategic.

A simple guideline may have an informal content advising on how to proceed to handle the situation in a narrative form. It can be more structured comprising an executable plan of actions leading to some transformation of the product under construction.

A tactical guideline is a complex guideline, which uses a tree structure to relate its sub-guidelines one with the others. This guideline follows the NATURE process modelling formalism [6], which proposes two different structures: the choice and the plan. Each of its sub-guidelines belongs to one these types of guideline.

A strategic guideline is a complex guideline called a map [15], [1], which uses a graph structure to relate its sub-guidelines. Each sub-guideline belongs to one of the three types of guidelines. A strategic guideline provides a strategic view of the development process telling which intention can be achieved following which strategy. Thus, a map is a labelled directed graph in which the nodes are the intentions and the edges between intentions are strategies. The map permits to represent a
process allowing several different ways to develop the product. A set of guidelines is associated to the map. They help the application engineer to progress in the map and to achieve the intentions following selected strategies. More exactly, a map is a composition of a set of sections where a section is a triplet <source intention, target intention, strategy>. An Intention Achievement Guideline (IAG) is associated to every section and defines how to realise the target intention from the source intention following the selected strategy. Two other types of guidelines, Intention Selection Guideline (ISG) and Strategy Selection Guideline (SSG), help to progress in the map i.e. to select the next intention and to select next section respectively.

A descriptor is associated to every method chunk. It extends the contextual view captured in the chunk interface to define the context in which the chunk can be reused. The two key elements of the descriptor are the reuse situation and the reuse intention. Every chunk can be applied in one or several system engineering domains and can support one or more activities in the system design process. The reuse situation captures this information in the Application domain and Design activity attributes. The reuse intention expresses the objective that the method chunk helps to satisfy in the corresponding design activity. The descriptor also contains a narrative description of the objective of the chunk and specifies its type (i.e. atomic or aggregate) and identifies the origin of the chunk (i.e. the originator method of the chunk). See [10], [11], [14] for more information on the method chunk structure.

4. The Reengineering Process

The process of method reengineering that we propose in this paper makes the assumption that it is worth representing the process model of every method as a map with its associated guidelines. Consequently, method reengineering in our approach consists in redefining the existing method process model in the form of a map and its associated guidelines. The required product parts and descriptors are associated to the each of these guidelines to define them as complete method chunks.

As shown in Figure 4, our method reengineering process model is an instance of the strategic process meta-model (a map) introduced in the previous section and consists in satisfying reengineering intentions using appropriated strategies. We comment the intentions of this map and their associated strategies in turn.

4.1 Map Intentions

As shown in Figure 4, the process model is based on the achievement of four main intentions: Define a section, Define a guideline, Identify a method chunk and Define a method chunk.

The first two intentions allow the method engineer to restructure the initial method process model (if existing) or to define it (if the method does not have any formalised process model) as a map. As mentioned in the previous section, a map is made of sections with associated guidelines. Thus, the intention Define a section aims at section identification whereas the intention Define a guideline refers to the definition of the guidelines associated to these sections.
The two next intentions correspond to the identification and definition of method chunks. This is based on sections and their grouping. Indeed, according to our method chunk concept, every section in the method map is candidate to be defined as a method chunk. The chunk is legitimate if the intention achievement guideline associated to the section identifies an autonomous and reusable methodological procedure. Some aggregations of sections can also form reusable chunks. This reengineering work is supported by the fulfilment of the intention Identify a method chunk in Figure 4. The intention Define a method chunk supports the definition of the identified method chunks. This includes the completion of the guidelines and the definition of their descriptors.

4.2 Map Strategies

The method reengineering process map presented in Figure 4 proposes a set of strategies to satisfy the four intentions of the map. For example, there are two strategies structural and functional to achieve the intention Identify a section. The structural strategy is recommended when the reengineered method does not provide the method engineer with a process model formally defined but rather simply with a description of the product to construct. This strategy uses a glossary of generic process intentions to support the discovery of method intentions. In the contrary, the functional strategy should be preferred if the method has a defined process model taking the form of some steps and recommended actions. This strategy helps to identify the method map sections from these actions, and steps.
When the section definition is completed, the method engineer can either define the guidelines associated to these sections (to progress to the intention Define a guideline) or to define new sections (to repeat the intention Define a section).

The definition of the section guidelines consists in describing the IAG associated to each section, the ISG associated to a set of sections having the same source intention and different target intentions and the SSG associated to every set of parallel sections. The definition of these guidelines is supported by two strategies: the template based strategy and the guided strategy. The former provides a template for every type of guideline and is advised to experts whereas the latter helps novices by providing more detailed recommendations.

The definition of new sections based on the existing ones may be achieved in four different manners: the decomposition discovery strategy helps decomposing an existing section in several ones, the aggregation discovery strategy advises how to combine a set of sections into a new one, the alternative discovery strategy helps to identify a new section having an alternative strategy or an alternative source or target intention to the existing one, and the progression discovery strategy helps to define a new section allowing to progress in the method map from the existing one.

Analysing the already defined guidelines may imply the definition of new sections or the modification of the existing ones. For example, if an intention achievement guideline needs to be decomposed into several sub-guidelines, the corresponding section must also be decomposed. In a similar manner, the modifications (decomposition, aggregation) realised on sections imply modifications on the associated guidelines. The modification strategy guides the method engineer to accomplish these transformations.

The identification of method chunks is supported by three strategies: the section based discovery strategy, the parallel sections discovery strategy and the consecutive sections discovery strategy. The first strategy is based on the assumption that every section in the method map may be considered as a method chunk. More exactly, the IAG associated to this section is a basis for a method chunk if it is reusable outside its originator method. According to our method meta-model, the aggregation of the IAG associated to the parallel map sections may be considered as an aggregate chunk too. The parallel section discovery strategy helps to identify the IAG associated to parallel sections and to aggregate them into a new guideline. In the same manner, the consecutive sections discovery strategy helps to identify the IAG associated to the consecutive map sections and to integrate them with the objective to obtain the guideline of a new aggregate chunk.

Finally, every guideline declared as a reusable one is defined as a method chunk. This is supported by the template based and the guided strategies that help the method engineer to attach the necessary product parts to the guideline and to define the chunk descriptor. The method reengineering process ends with the verification strategy. This strategy helps to verify if all guidelines associated to the map sections have been defined, if all possible combinations of the guidelines have been analysed to identify the method chunks and if all identified chunks have been described. Due to space limitation we cannot present all these guidelines. However some of them will be further explained when used in the case study presented in Section 5. See also [11] for more details.
5. Case Study

In this section we illustrate the method reengineering process model presented in the
previous section to reengineer the OOSE method as described in [5]. This method
proposes five different models: use case, analysis, design, implementation and test.
We restrict our case study to reengineering the use case model construction.

**Step 1: Starting the reengineering process.** The OOSE description is an informal text
describing the structure of the use case model and providing some heuristics to
construct this model. As a consequence, we select the structural strategy of Figure 4
to start the reengineering process.

**Step 2: Defining the OOSE map sections.** The selected strategy recommends first to
identify the method map interface, then to identify the intentions and the associated
strategies and finally to order them in the map.

The source document makes clear the method goal (the map interface intention) that is to construct the use case model of the system under construction starting with the initial description of the corresponding problem (the interface situation). The interface of the OOSE method map is therefore as follows:

\[
\text{<(Problem description), Construct the use case model following the OOSE strategy>}
\]

To identify the map intentions the guideline suggests to couple the key product parts of the method product model with some of the generic intentions provided in our method base glossary. The use case model includes the following product parts: actor, basic scenario, exception scenario and use case. The generic intentions selected from the glossary that seem suitable to those product parts are shown in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product part</th>
<th>Intention verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>Identify, Define</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic scenario</td>
<td>Write, Validate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception scenario</td>
<td>Write, Validate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use case</td>
<td>Identify, Discover, Conceptualise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combining intentions and product parts (verb + target) leads to candidate OOSE map intentions. Based on the OOSE documentation, the final choice of the relevant intentions is made. For example, as the structure of the concept actor is very simple (it contains only two attributes: name and informal description), the intention Define an actor can be merged with the intention Identify an actor. The OOSE process does not provide any mean to validate the basic scenario and the exception scenario. Thus, we eliminate the intentions Validate a basic scenario and Validate an exceptional scenario from the list of candidate OOSE map intentions. The intentions Identify a use case and Discover a use case are equivalent because the verbs identify and discover are synonyms in the method base glossary. Finally, we select the following list of intentions:

- Identify an actor
- Write a basic scenario
- Write an exemption scenario
- Discover a use case
- Conceptualise a use case
The next sub-step is to identify the potential strategies to realise these intentions. For this, we need to find the different manners to satisfy these intentions out of the OOSE description. Every identified manner may be considered as a strategy or a tactics. The following table summarises the strategies identification process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intention</th>
<th>Manner (extracted from the OOSE book)</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify an actor</td>
<td>Ask the questions:</td>
<td>Questions driven strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Which persons will use one or several functions of the system?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Which persons will handle and maintain the system?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Which external systems will interact with the system?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write a basic scenario</td>
<td>Write a scenario describing the best understood case of system use.</td>
<td>Normal case strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write an exception scenario</td>
<td>Write scenarios describing variations in the basic scenario that correspond to an exceptional system functioning.</td>
<td>Exception case strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discover a use case</td>
<td>Ask the questions:</td>
<td>Actor based discovery strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What are the main tasks of each actor?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Does the actor need to read, write or modify the information stored in the system?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Does the actor need to inform the system of external changes?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptualise a use case</td>
<td>Group the basic scenario with the exception scenarios concerning the same use case.</td>
<td>Integration strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extend the complete use case by other use cases with the objective to represent:</td>
<td>Extension strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• the optional parts of the use case,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• the complex and unusual scenarios,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• the possibility to introduce new use cases, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify and extract the descriptions, which are common to several use cases, and define them as abstract use cases.</td>
<td>Abstraction strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verify the completeness of the use case model.</td>
<td>Completeness strategy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the guideline suggests to identify the precedence links between the selected intentions. For every intention and one associated strategy we must identify the situation in which the intention may be applied following this strategy. That is, we need to identify the product part necessary to achieve this intention and then to identify the intention constructing this product part. For example, the product necessary to achieve the intention Identify an actor following the question driven strategy is the initial description of the problem. This product part exists when the analysis process starts; therefore the Identify an actor intention follows the Start intention. The achievement of the intention Write a basic scenario is possible only if the corresponding use case has been identified. Thus, the intention Write a basic scenario follows the intention Discover a use case. According to the source description, the basic scenario must always be written before the exception scenarios are produced. We also know that the use cases discovery is based on actors. Then, the intention Discover a use case follows the intention Identify an actor. Use case extension and abstraction is a mean to conceptualise new use cases from already conceptualised ones. This means that the extension and abstraction strategies are reflexive strategies. Figure 5(a) illustrates the result of the initial identification of the OOSE map sections.
Step3: Revising the defined sections. The current candidate OOSE map (Figure 5(a)) exhibits an entirely linear use case construction process that suggests some adjustments. Let us use the aggregation strategy (Figure 4) to help us combining sections. In the chain of intentions Start, Discover an actor, Discover a use case, only one strategy supports the achievement of every of these intentions. It can be noticed that even defined as a full step in the OOSE method, the identification of actors is not useful as such but only as a mean to identify use cases. For a better reusability of the OOSE approach it is worth transforming the actor identification as a strategy to identify use cases. Thus, we replace the sequence of these sections by the section <Start, Discover a use case, actor based discovery strategy> (Figure 5(b)).

In a similar manner we replace the chain of intentions Write a basic scenario, Write an exception scenario and Conceptualise a use case by the section <Discover a use case, Conceptualise a use case, normal case first strategy>. This is justified by the fact that only very basic guidelines are provided by the OOSE method for scenario writing, scenario variation discovery and scenario integration in a single use case. This leads us to Figure 5(b). The analysis of this map allows us to notice that abstract use cases are generated (following the abstraction strategy) but not used. The OOSE method advises to reuse them in the conceptualisation of new use cases but does not say when and how to do it. The alternative discovery strategy in the reengineering map (Figure 4) gives us the idea to introduce a reuse strategy as a means to achieve
the intention Conceptualise a use case. This new strategy guides the reuse of abstract use cases in the description of concrete use cases. Thus, by adding the section <Discover a use case, Conceptualise a use case, reuse strategy> we obtain the OOSE map shown in Figure 5(c).

**Step 4: Defining guidelines.** We can now move on in the reengineering map (Figure 4) to the definition of guidelines. We follow the guided strategy to associate an IAG to every section of the OOSE map. Let us consider the IAG associated to the section <Start, Discover a use case, actor based discovery strategy>. The definition of an IAG consists in defining its interface and its body. The interface situation refers to the product, which is the target of the source intention, the Start intention in our case. The product part is the i problem descriptioni and, the interface of the IAG is <(Problem description), Discover a use case with the actor based discovery strategy>. The definition of its body depends on its type (simple, tactical or strategic). We identify the IAG under construction as a tactical guideline, which can be represented by a plan including two steps: the definition of actors and the definition of use cases. These two steps are defined as sub-guidelines as shown in Figure 6.

![Fig. 6. The IAG associated to the section < Start, Discover a use case, actor based discovery strategy>](image)

Next, we need to define the precedence links between these sub-guidelines. According to the initial method description, the definition of the use cases always follows the identification of the actors. However, one can proceed in different manners, we can identify all the actors first and then define the corresponding use cases or define the corresponding use cases after the identification of every actor. These two ways of proceeding are integrated in the guideline definition through the arguments called i in width firsti and i in depth firsti in Figure 6. Moreover, the plan must help verifying if all actors have been identified, if all use cases have been defined for an actor and if all use cases have been defined for all actors. The different combinations of these arguments allow us to define choice criteria of every precedence link of the IAG plan presented in Figure 6. It shall be noticed that the chunk concept contributes to a substantial improvement of the method guideline initially provided by the OOSE description. Following similar approach the two sub-guidelines can be defined.
**Step 5: Identifying method chunks.** To illustrate the identification of the method chunks in the reengineering process, let us apply the *section based discovery strategy* of the reengineering map (Figure 4) to the OOSE map. This strategy draws the method engineer attention to the fact that a method chunk must satisfy some reusability criteria to be inserted in the method base. This leads to verify if every IAG may be reused as an independent method unit. For example, the IAG associated to the section `<Start, Discover a use case, actor based discovery strategy>` has been transformed enough from its initial version in the OOSE map to be applicable in many different but similar situations requiring to identify the services that an information system must provide to its users. Therefore, we confirm that a method chunk can be based on this IAG.

Let us consider another example to illustrate the *sequence discovery strategy* (Figure 4). Following this strategy we select two consecutive sections `<Start, Discover a use case, actor based discovery strategy>, <Discover a use case, Conceptualise a use case, normal case first strategy>` to construct a new guideline embedding the two IAG associated to these two sections of the OOSE map. This guideline is a tactical plan guideline introducing an ordering of the plan elements of the two initial IAG (see Figure 7).

| Step 6: Defining method chunks. | Finally, we illustrate the definition of a method chunk using the *guided strategy* of the reengineering map (Figure 4). We apply this strategy to the guideline defined in the previous step and presented in Figure 6. The strategy recommends to define first the product parts used by the guideline and then, to define the chunk descriptor. The product parts used in the use case discovery process are the two concepts: *actor* and *use case*. According to the method metamodel presented in Section 3, the definition of the chunk descriptor consists first in determining in which domain and for which design activity the chunk is applicable. This information may be explicitly stated in the method description or inferred from it or from the chunk descriptions. The method base includes a catalogue of predefined domains and design activities that can be selected to characterise a given chunk in the reengineering process. In the example at hand, the chunk may be applied in the following domains: *information systems*, *interactive systems* or *business process reengineering* to support the *discovering of system requirements*. Second, the descriptor intention shall be formulated. It specifies the objective of the chunk and the manner used to attain this objective. In our case, we propose the following: *Discover functional system requirements following a use case discovery strategy*. Third, in order to facilitate the retrieval of the method chunk from the method base it is recommended to complete this information by the informal description of the chunk objective. In our case, the chunk objective is to help the requirements engineer to identify the users of the system and the services that the system must provide. Finally it is recommended to provide the links to the aggregate chunks that include this one as |
well as the components of this chunk. The chunk of our example is an atomic one, but it is used in other aggregate chunks that we designate by their interfaces: `<(Problem description), Construct a use case model following the OOSE strategy>` (the whole use case model) and `<(Problem description), Conceptualise a use case>` (the chunk identified in Figure 7). Figure 8 shows the completed method chunk.

![Fig. 8. Example of a completed OOSE method chunk](image)

6. Conclusion

In this paper we look at situational method engineering from the reuse perspective. This method engineering discipline promotes the ‘on the fly’ method construction by reusing the existing method’s chunks. To enable such method construction we need to build repositories containing different reusable method chunks. Therefore, the existing methods are not presented in a modular way and are not ready to be stored in a method repository. As a solution we propose a process model supporting reengineering of the existing methods in a modular fashion. A method, reconstructed following our reengineering process, is represented by a set of reusable method chunks easy to store in a method repository, to retrieve and to assemble in different manners with the aim to construct new methods.

The reengineering process model is represented as a map with associated guidelines. This allows us to offer flexibility to the method engineer for carrying out the reengineering activity. Besides, guidelines provide a methodological support based on the method meta-model. This meta-model allows to represent any method as a collection of the chunks of different granularity levels where the highest level corresponds to the overall method represented by a strategic guideline i.e. a map with associated guidelines.

Our reengineering process has been evaluated on different methods. The obtained results are encouraging and the experience is positive. In this paper we illustrate the
application of this process on the OOSE method. A software environment to support our reengineering process and to improve its effectiveness is our current preoccupation.
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Abstract. Recently, MPV(multiple perspective video) has become popular because of recent advancement in digital video technologies. Actually, video surveillance is currently a big application of MPV. In the case of the usage of a lot of video cameras, human's keyword annotation is a tedious task, and automatic image recognition techniques takes an expensive cost to find what are taken in the MPV. Therefore, we need an effective way of capturing camera metadata and sharing annotation information among MPV data. In this paper, we propose a way of modeling and structuring MPV data based on several semantic relationships for browsing and retrieval.

1 Introduction

Multiple perspective video (abbreviated by MPV) data is a collection of mutually-synchronized video data taken by multiple cameras. There have been many applications of MPV databases, such as video surveillance systems and TV programs containing sport/music events. Furthermore, it is possible to integrate and construct a MPV database containing footage taken by the general public from several distinct events.

One of the major problems in searching and browsing MPV data is organizing lots of mutually-synchronized video data and retrieving and/or browsing the vast volume of data. For this purpose, we need an appropriate modeling framework which considers the characteristics of the MPV data. The important characteristics of MPV data are summarized as follows:

- **Continuous media**
  Video data is a continuous-media data. This leads to the fact that any portion of a video data can become a unit for indexing and retrieval.

- **Synchronized media**
  MPV data is a collection of multiple video data which takes the same target or place simultaneously. The number of video cameras vary depending on applications. For example, in TV programs containing sport/music events,
usually, 10 or more cameras are used. In video surveillance systems, more cameras have been used in building surveillance systems or highway surveillance systems. The increase of the number of cameras for MPV makes their indexing task more difficult.

- **Treatment of un-identified anonymous cameras**
  Recently, rapid progress has been made in digital video (DV) camera technology for the usage of the general public. Whenever an open event is held, many DV cameras are used by members of the general public. In this case, various individuals are unaware of what event is being captured by every camera. Therefore, if we wish to integrate those MPV data, we need to cope with the anonymous property.

In the present paper, we introduce a data model for MPV data. Our data model incorporates a camera’s physical metadata (such as focused object area, zoom, tilt information) as well as annotation information. Then, we define four kinds of semantic relationships (synchronized relationship, interval-inclusion relationship, FOA-inclusion relationship and better-capturedness relationship) to interrelate the MPV data with each other. Based on these semantic relationships, we propose a method to inherit annotation information from MPV data. Finally, based on the proposed data model, we describe a way of structuring MPV fragments for overviewing the entire data or for viewing query results in an effective manner.

## 2 Related Works

Because of the rapid progress in broadband Internet technology, there is now growing interest in querying the large resources of digital video data and delivering them in the high-speed Internet.

There have been several pioneering frameworks for modeling and structuring video data. Allen’s work on temporal intervals [1] laid the foundation for many researches concerned with time intervals [6] [5]. He showed that there are 13 distinct temporal relationships that can exist between two arbitrary time intervals. Some researches on video databases have thus been greatly influenced by Allen’s temporal model. In [5], temporal-interval-based models have been presented for time-dependent multimedia data such as video.

Over the past few years, researchers around the world have developed systems which are capable of providing database support to video data [7] [4] [11]. Object Video Database (OVID) [7], which was introduced by one of the authors’ of the present paper, is an instance-based video data model. In OVID, an arbitrary set of contiguous intervals can be defined as a meaningful entity, which they call a video object. Inheritable and non-inheritable attributes can be assigned to those video objects. Inheritable attributes are shared between objects on the basis of interval-inclusion relationship between them. The basic idea is to let video objects share inheritable attributes with their parent video object and relieve some burden of the manual annotation process. Our recent work, which will appear in [8][9][10] differs from OVID. We introduced glue operation
to dynamically synthesize all the video intervals that contain all the specified keywords from fragmentarily index video.

Algebraic video data model [11] is based on the stratification approach. Unlike simple stratification, however, in the algebraic video model, it is possible to define the hierarchical relationship between descriptions that are associated with the same video data. Parent nodes in the hierarchy represent the context of their child nodes. Therefore, by using this hierarchy, it is possible to attach multiple views with different context to the same video data.

VideoSTAR [3] is another video database project developed at Norwegian Institute of Technology. A generic model to support both the structural indexing and contents indexing has been proposed. Various interval-based and set-based operations have been defined as well. Three different kinds of descriptions — basic, primary and secondary — based on the context in which they appear can be associated with a video data. Video documents can be composed from various sources of video data and only those descriptions that are contextually related will be inherited by the newly composed documents. Their work also focussed more on building a perfect annotation model for indexing which makes the system even more complex.

Yeung et al [12] proposed a way of summarizing video by extracting story units from a video. They use a way to discover a story structure from the video and its metadata.

All of the above works do not focus on characteristics of MPV data. Recently, R. Jain [13] et al introduced a semiorder data model for MPV data. They especially focused on the temporal aspects of MPV data.

Recently, we introduced a new query formulation method, called Query by Camera for retrieving MPV data [2]. A cameraman takes video scenes with a video camera while looking for some focused objects through a finder, defining composition, focusing a camera, and pushing a record button. Such camera operations are very familiar with the general public. In our Query by Camera approach, each query for MPV data is formulated by focusing some object and push start and end buttons by a certain camera. Then, the system searches for video scenes from MPV data such that each scene takes the same object which is better than the original query camera. In this approach, we assume that each captured video data is associated with a time series of its focusing areas and fragmentarily-annotated keywords. In order to obtain video scenes with better-capturedness, our system compares a video’s focusing-area sequence with that of the query camera. The better-capturedness measurement is described in Section 4.

Suppose that we are watching a basketball game as an application example for querying MPV data by Query By Camera metaphor. (see Figure 1) After a user has finished taking video of the game, she/he requires video intervals taken by the other people. The query information is given by the video intervals.

---

1 In our prototype system, the distance of the focused object, camera position, and several camera information are automatically captured together with the taken video data.
taken by herself/himself. Video intervals containing the focused objects from various viewpoints are retrieved. She/he specifies how the objects are captured interactively and selects the preferable video scenes. On the other hand, she/he may require a reconstructed video containing the objects closest at each moment.

Fig. 1. Concept

3 Modeling MPV Data

3.1 Basic Model

The basic constructs of our MPV data model are video objects which convey video data and its metadata (focused area information and annotation information) and several semantic relationships among video objects. These are summarized as follows:

– **Video objects**
  - Video frame sequence
  - Focused area information (for short, FOA)
  - Annotation

– **Semantic Relationships**
  - Synchronized relationship
  - Interval-inclusion relationship
  - FOA-inclusion relationship
  - Better-Capturedness relationship

A video object is intuitively a video scene taken by a certain camera together with its metadata. The video object is a basic entity in our model. Formally, a video object $O_i$ is represented by a triple $O_i = (F_i, A_i, K_i)$ consisting of the followings:
- **A video frame sequence**
  \[ F_i = f_{i_1} f_{i_2} \ldots f_{i_p} \]
  Here, each \( f \) is a video frame taken by a certain camera. We assume the timecode function (denoted by \( \text{timecode}(f) \)) and the camera number function (denoted by \( \text{camera}(f) \)) are defined for each frame \( f \). For example, \( \text{timecode}(f) = '19:05:35' \) denotes that the frame \( f \) was taken at time '19:05:35'. Also, \( \text{camera}(f) = '3' \) denotes that the frame \( f \) was taken by the camera with camera number '3'.

- **Focused area information** (for short, FOA)
  \[ A_i = a_{i_1} a_{i_2} \ldots a_{i_p} \]
  Here, each \( a \) is a focused object area information of the corresponding frame \( f \). A focused object area information basically consists of the position coordinates of the target and the radius of the focused area (circle).

- **Annotation information** (a keyword set)
  \[ K_i = \{ k_{i_1}, k_{i_2}, \ldots, k_{i_q} \} \]
  Here, \( K_{i_r} \) denotes a keyword, and each keyword is assumed to describe the content of the whole scene \( S_i \).

Suppose that we have two video objects \( O_i \) and \( O_j \) as follows:

\[ O_i = (F_i, A_i, K_i) \quad \text{and} \quad O_j = (F_j, A_j, K_j) \]

Here,

\[ F_i = f_{i_1} f_{i_2} \ldots f_{i_p}, \quad A_i = a_{i_1} a_{i_2} \ldots a_{i_p}, \quad K_i = \{ k_{i_1}, k_{i_2}, \ldots, k_{i_q} \}, \quad \text{and} \quad F_j = f_{j_1} f_{j_2} \ldots f_{j_{p'}}, \quad A_j = a_{j_1} a_{j_2} \ldots a_{j_{p'}}, \quad K_j = \{ k_{j_1}, k_{j_2}, \ldots, k_{j_{q'}} \}. \]

**Synchronized relationship**

In the MPV environment, many cameras are used to take video simultaneously. So, some target objects or events may be captured by more than one camera at the same time. Intuitively, if two videos are taken during the same time period, then, we say these videos are synchronized. Formally, if \( p = p' \) and \( \text{timecode}(f_{i_r}) = \text{timecode}(f_{j_r}) \) holds for each \( r \in \{1, 2, \ldots, p\} \), then the two video objects are defined to be synchronized. That is, when the above condition holds, then the synchronized relationship, denoted by \( \text{synchronized}(O_i, O_j) \), is said to hold.

**Inclusion relationship**

If one video scene is completely included by the other video scene, then we intuitively say that one is included by the other one. We extend the notion of the inclusionship into MPV environment. Formally, if \( p > p' \) and \( F_j \) is a subsequence of \( F_i \), then \( F_j \) is said to be included by \( F_i \). That is, the scene \( F_j \) is a subscene of \( F_i \). We denote the inclusion relationship by \( \text{include}(O_i, O_j) \).

**FOA-inclusion relationship**

In the MPV environment, one camera captures a wider area than the other camera during a time period. Then, intuitively, we say the camera captures a spatially wider area than the other camera. This notion is formalized as follows. If \( \text{synchronized}(O_i, O_j) \) holds and \( a_{i_r} \supseteq a_{j_r} \) holds for each \( r \in \{1, 2, \ldots, p\} \), then we say the two video objects are defined to have an FOA-inclusion relationship, denoted by \( \text{FOA}−\text{include}(O_i, O_j) \).
Better-Capturedness relationship
In the MPV environment, the same target object or event may be taken by more than two cameras. One camera may have captured the target better than another camera during a certain time period. The relationship is formalized by the following. If \( \text{synchronized}(O_i, O_j) \) holds and the video object \( O_i \) is considered to capture better than the video object \( O_j \), then we say there is a better-capturedness relationship between \( O_i \) and \( O_j \), and it is denoted by \( \text{captureBetter}(O_i, O_j) \). The next section describes how to determine which video object has been captured better.

It should be noted that the definitions of several semantic relationships among video objects above are not always limited to a sequence of video frames from the same camera. One of the goals of our framework is to provide a conceptual model which can be applied to video scenes which are composed from more than one camera’s video scenes.

3.2 Annotation Inheritance

One of the major problems of MPV data is determining a way to annotate information for multiple video streams. In our previous work OVID\[^{[7]}\], we have introduced a mechanism to cope with this problem. We introduced an interval-inclusion inheritance mechanism which automatically inherits some annotation information from a video interval to its subinterval. However, in OVID we considered such a mechanism for sharing annotation information only within a single video stream data. By extending the idea of OVID and by using the above semantic relationships, we introduce a new inheritance mechanism for sharing annotation information among MPV data.

- Interval-inclusion inheritance
  When one video object includes another video object (\( \text{include}(O_i, O_j) \) holds), then annotation \( K_i \) can be inherited to \( K_j \). That is, the new \( K_j \) becomes \( K_j \cup K_i \). Indeed, this seems to be the interval-inclusion inheritance of OVID. However, it should be noted that the interval-inclusion inheritance is applied not only for a single video stream, but also to MPV data.

- FOA-inclusion inheritance
  The FOA-inclusion inheritance is a bottom-up inheritance for annotation. When two video objects \( O_i \) and \( O_j \) have the relationship \( \text{FOA} \rightarrow \text{include}(O_i, O_j) \) (\( O_i \) takes a wider area than \( O_j \)), then the annotation information \( K_j \) is inherited to \( K_i \). It should be noted that this occurs usually in MPV environments. In other words, some cameras capture a close-up while others capture a perspective view during the same time period.

- Inheritance through better-capturedness relationship
  This inheritance occurs among video objects which have the better-capturedness relationships. The inheritance is bi-directional. Since both video objects are considered to capture the same targets, the annotation information of the one camera can be inherited to the other and vice versa.
4 Computing Better-Capturedness

The MPV data is searched spatio-temporally by comparing the focused object areas of video objects. The comparison is based on a measure that indicates how well the focused object is captured in the video interval. Then, video intervals that capture the objects ”better” are retrieved. ”Better” indicates, for example, that the object is captured much closer than or from a reverse angle to a user’s viewpoint.

Suppose that we have two video objects $O_i = (F_i, A_i, K_i)$ and $O_j = (F_j, A_j, K_j)$ such that $O_i$ and $O_j$ are synchronized. Then, in order to compute the better-capturedness relationship, we introduce a measure called the capture condition measure.

The calculations of the capture condition measure implemented in our prototype consists of two steps.

First, a similarity degree between two sequences $A_i$ and $A_j$ of focused object areas is calculated. We compute the similarity by comparing focused object areas of two corresponding video frames for each time, $t$. In the current implementation, if the center of one’s focused object area is included in the other’s focused object area and/or the center of the one’s focused object area is included in the other’s focused object area, then two frames are considered to capture the same targets.

Next, the capture condition measure, which indicates how well a focused object is captured is calculated. There are three kinds of constructs in the capture condition measure.

- Capture size
  An object size on a video frame changes according to the position and the focus of a camera. A user may require a video scene capturing the object bigger or a video scene capturing a wider area.

- Capture direction
  A camera angle for the object changes according to the position and the direction of a camera. A user may require a video scene capturing the object from the opposite angle or a set of video scenes capturing the object from various angles.

- Capture duration
  A user may want to see a collection of short video intervals as highlight scenes or a video scene that continues to capture the object for a long time. A user specifies the above capture condition according to her/his preference when the query result is displayed. Video intervals with the higher capture condition measures are selected and replayed synchronously, or they are restructured and displayed as a single stream.

A capture condition measure at time $t$ is defined as follows.

1. Capture size
   The capture condition measure, $s$ for each kind of requirements about capture size are defined as follows.
- An object is taken bigger
  \[ s = \min(rr)/rr \text{ if } rr > 1, \text{ otherwise } 0 \]
- An object is taken as the same size
  \[ s = rr \text{ if } rr \leq 1, \text{ otherwise } 1/rr \]
- An object is taken smaller
  \[ s = 0 \text{ if } rr \leq 1, \text{ otherwise } rr/\max(rr) \]

Here, \( rr \) is a radius ratio between one camera’s focused object area to another focused object area. \( \min(rr) \) and \( \max(rr) \) are respectively the minimum and the maximum radius ratios among the video intervals that have been retrieved.

2. Capture direction

A capture condition measure, \( a \) for a required direction is as follows:

\[ a = |\cos(\theta - \theta_r)/2| \]

\( \theta \) is a camera angle and \( \theta_r \) is the requested camera angle as shown in Figure 2.

As the value of \( a \) approaches 1, the video frame is said to better satisfy the requested angle.

Next, the capture condition measures \( S \) and \( A \) for the video interval are calculated by averaging the capture condition measures \( s(t) \) and \( a(t) \) at time \( t \) over the video interval as follows:

\[ S = (\int s(t)dt)/tv, \quad A = (\int a(t)dt)/tv \]

Here, \( tv \) is the video object’s interval duration. Supposing some other video objects duration is \( tq \), the capture condition measure for captured duration \( T \) is defined as follows:

\[ T = tv/tq \]

Figure 3 shows a prototype that considers an offline application. In this figure, a user specifies a video interval as a query. The system then searches other synchronized video which captures better than the original query video.
5 Summarization and Serialization of MPV Data

In this section, we propose a way to summarize MPV data in order to browse MPV data effectively. We also propose a way to serialize video objects with consideration to both the better-capturedness relationship and camera switching.

**MPV Summarization**

As shown in Figure 4, a catalog is composed of video segments taken from MPV data and it shows a summary of the data. A desirable image displays all of the important contents from the entire MPV data of a certain video object. One way to achieve this is by making a single video object which contains all the keywords *somewhere* within the MPV data.

The general flow of the summarization is as follows:

1. A user specifies a set of keywords of interest to query an MPV database.
2. The system searches candidate sets of video objects such that *somewhere* within each set, all the specified keywords are contained. For example, consider the query \( \{k_1, k_2, k_3\} \). When the video object \( O_1 \)'s annotation contains keywords \( \{k_1, k_2\} \), and another video object \( O_2 \)'s annotation contains keywords \( \{k_2, k_3\} \), then the set \( \{O_1, O_2\} \) becomes a candidate answer for the query.
3. For each candidate set of video objects, the system sorts all the video objects by time-order for each camera. For example, let \( \{O_{11}, O_{12}\}, \{O_{21}, O_{25}\} \) be sorted video objects for Camera 1 and Camera 2, respectively. At this stage, it should be noted that some video objects may be temporally overlapped. For example, suppose that the time periods of \( O_{11}, O_{12}, O_{21}, O_{25} \) are \([10,300]\), \([500,800]\), \([200,400]\), and \([700,1000]\), respectively. Then, the time periods of \( O_{11} \) and \( O_{21} \) and the time periods of \( O_{12} \) and \( O_{25} \) overlap.
4. The system partitions a video object into smaller video objects such that whenever two objects overlap they remain synchronized. For example, the above video objects are partitioned into the following set of smaller video objects:
\( O_{111} : [10, 200], O_{112} : [200, 300], O_{211} : [200, 300], O_{212} : [300, 400], \\
O_{121} : [500, 700], O_{122} : [700, 800], O_{251} : [700, 800], O_{252} : [800, 1000] \)

Here, \( O_{112} \) and \( O_{211} \) are synchronized. \( O_{122} \) and \( O_{251} \) are also synchronized.

5. The system serializes some of the video objects in time-order. For example, one possible solution for the above is \( O_{111}O_{211}O_{212}O_{121}O_{122}O_{252} \). Another solution is \( O_{111}O_{112}O_{212}O_{121}O_{251}O_{252} \).

![Fig. 4. Video Catalog](image)

**Serializing retrieved video fragments**

When a retrieval request by keywords is issued to an MPV database, a set of video objects satisfying the specified keywords are returned from the MPV data. Since each video object is a fragment of a certain video stream, it is not easy for the user to see each resulting video object. We propose a way to serialize retrieval results and display it.

The general flow of the serialization is as follows:

1. A user specifies a set of keywords to query to an MPV database.
2. The system searches for video objects which contain annotation of all the specified keywords.
3. The system sorts all the video objects by time-order for each camera.
4. The system partitions video objects into smaller synchronized video objects such that every two overlapping objects are synchronized.
5. The system serializes some of the video objects in time-order.

As seen in the final steps of the summarization and serialization procedures, there may be more than one possible solution. In order to obtain a better solution, we need to consider the following two factors:

- Better-Capturedness Relationship
- Camera switching
As for the better-capturedness relationship, it seems to be feasible to select a better-captured video. In the above example, the video objects $O_{112}$ and $O_{211}$ are synchronized. If these two objects represent the same target, it would be preferrable to select the better-captured video object as a component of the final answer. However, if we use the better-capturedness relationship as the only criteria to select from a set of synchronized video objects, the final solution may become a video which is difficult for users to view. This is due to the frequent change of camera positions since the final answer is composed of video fragments taken by multiple cameras. Sudden changes which may occur when cameras are switched may make it visually unsuitable for viewing. For example, a video that shows a person’s feet when switched to a video that shows a person’s face will cause visual confusion. According to the grammar of movie, in order to avoid such visual confusion, the scene agreement rule must be followed. This rule avoids visual jumps by making use of the position and movement of the object onscreen and the viewer’s eye line. However, it is impossible to figure out the viewer’s eye line by only using the objects area information. Since, the user will have difficulty in viewing onscreen objects that change in size suddenly, we should take the object’s size into account too.

In order to cope with the switching problem mentioned above, we calculate the level of switching between cameras. The degree of switching shows appropriateness to change a camera and it consists of the position, movement, and size of the object. A degree of switching is calculated for every synchronized video object which is a candidate for the present video object.

- Agreement of position
  As shown in Figure 5, the videos before and after the cameras are switched are compared and the target with the closest onscreen position to the position of the onscreen target before the cameras are switched is considered to be proper. The angle between the target being captured and the cameras central axis is considered. The angle which is closest to the video before it is switched is considered to be proper.
  A degree of switching $p_{1,2}$ by the agreement of the position between camera 1 before switching and camera 2 after switching is represented by the following formula:

  $$ p_{1,2} = |\frac{\theta_2}{f_2} - \frac{\theta_1}{f_1}| $$

  $\theta_1, \theta_2$ represent the angle between the object being captured and the camera’s central axis before and after switching respectively. $f_1, f_2$ represent the field angle of the cameras before and after switching respectively.

- Agreement of movement
  As shown in Figure 6, the videos before and after the cameras are switched are compared and the target with the closest onscreen movement to the movement of the onscreen target before the cameras are switched is considered proper. The positions of the target before and after the cameras are switched are connected by a straight line. If the cameras are located on the same side of the line, the degree of switching becomes higher. If a target is
standing still, the degree of switching is the same for all cameras. The degree of switching \( d_{1,2} \) by the agreement of the movement between camera 1 before switching and camera 2 after switching is shown as follows:

\[
    d_{1,2} = \begin{cases} 
        0, & ax_2 + by_2 \leq k \\
        1, & ax_2 + by_2 > k 
    \end{cases}
\]

\[
    d_{1,2} = \begin{cases} 
        0, & ax_2 + by_2 \geq k \\
        1, & ax_2 + by_2 < k 
    \end{cases}
\]

Here \((x_1, y_1)\) is the position of camera 1, \((x_2, y_2)\) is the position of camera 2.

---

**Fig. 5.** Agreement of position

---

**Fig. 6.** Agreement of movement
Agreement of size
The actual onscreen size of the target being captured can be calculated using the distance between the target and the camera and the camera’s field angle. The ratio in size before and after the cameras are switched is compared. The cameras with the smaller ratio have a higher degree of switching. The degree of switching $s_{1,2}$ by the agreement of size between camera 1 before switching and camera 2 after switching is shown as follows:

$$s_{1,2} = \begin{cases} \frac{l_2 \cdot \tan(f_2)}{l_1 \cdot \tan(f_1)}, & l_2 \cdot \tan(f_2) \leq 0 \\ \frac{l_1 \cdot \tan(f_1)}{l_2 \cdot \tan(f_2)}, & l_2 \cdot \tan(f_2) > 0 \end{cases}$$

Finally, the degree of switching between camera 1 and camera 2 is calculated using the three parameters expressed by the following formula:

$$R_{1,2} = \alpha p_{1,2} + \beta d_{1,2} + \gamma s_{1,2}$$

$\alpha, \beta, \gamma$ are the weight coefficients for each parameter. The total sum of these weight coefficients is 1.

Figure 7 shows an implementation of the process mentioned above.

---

**Fig. 7.** Serialized Video

### 6 Conclusion

In the present paper, we introduced a data model for MPV data. Our data model incorporates camera’s physical metadata (such as focused object area, zoom, tilt information) as well as annotation information. We defined four kinds of semantic relationships (synchronized relationship, interval-inclusion relationship, FOA-inclusion relationship and better-capturedness relationship) to interrelate MPV data with each other. Based on the proposed semantic relationships, we proposed a method to inherit annotated information for MPV data. Finally, based on the proposed data model, we described a way of structuring MPV fragments to be overviewed the whole MPV data or to view query results in an effective manner.
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Abstract. In this work we propose a state-based approach to model video data so that the semantics of the video is specified by the properties (static and dynamic) of the objects present in the video. The object dynamics is captured by the states and state transitions. The video database is then segmented and indexed based on these information. Finally, examples have been given to show how state-based queries can be used to retrieve information from the video database.

1 Introduction

With the advances in multimedia technologies and its usage, video modeling, creation and measurement of video databases have received considerable attention. In video modeling different approaches have been advocated to capture semantics of video segments[1][2][3][4][5]. A detailed survey of existing works can be found in [2]. In this context, object oriented models often treat video segments as first class entities and support operations such as concatenation, segmentation (projection), etc. to create new segments. However, the existing models do not give adequate importance to the behaviour of objects present in the video. This is specially important when a video is used as a tool to analyze the dynamic behaviour of a system. For example, an echocardiogram video, which is a very important tool for diagnosis and monitoring of cardiac diseases, depicts the dynamics of the heart chambers and valves. The segments of an echocardiogram should therefore be more intimately related to the dynamics of the heart, such as systolic and diastolic phases of heart. Again, Colour Doppler echocardiogram images are also used to study the condition of the heart. In medical diagnosis, it will be immensely useful if parallel composition of ordinary echocardiogram video and Colour Doppler echocardiogram video are shown in different windows with proper synchronization. The semantics of synchronization should be guided by the behavioural semantics of the underlying objects. Thus, a cardiologist can look into the video segments corresponding to systolic or diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle of a patient as obtained from the ordinary echocardiogram and Colour Doppler echocardiogram recordings, in two different windows on the screen.

In this paper, we introduce a video data model where besides defining the algebra of video segments, the dynamics of the objects present in a video segment...
is used to define the semantics of the segment. With this in view, the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the concepts of objects, states, state transition. In section 3 we describe video and its components with relation to the objects and states. In section 4 the syntax and semantics of the algebra for the proposed model has been described. In section 5 several operators for video segments and temporal relationships are defined and illustrated with suitable examples. Finally in section 6 topics related to video indexing and retrieval have been discussed.

Fig. 1. State transition diagram of left ventricle

2 Objects, States, and State Transition

An object is a real-life or a conceptual entity. An object is described and identified by its properties, such as, its name, object-id, etc. If an object contains other objects then it is called a composite object. A video is assumed to depict the behaviour of a set of objects. The information about the objects present in a video is captured following object oriented (OO) paradigm. In the proposed scheme, the objects can be static or dynamic. The state-chart approach adopted in UML [6] is used to capture the dynamic behaviour of the objects. A schematic diagram of the state transition of left ventricle, a component object of the object heart, that appears in an echocardiogram video has been shown in Fig. 1. In the next subsection we define some of the terms and concepts of state-chart diagrams.

Following the UML paradigm, dynamic aspects of a system can be described by state machines which are visualized by state-chart diagrams. A state machine specifies the sequence of states of an object during its lifetime in response
to events. It also specifies the responses of the object to those events. A state is a situation within the lifetime of an object during which it satisfies some conditions, performs some activity, or waits for some event. An object remains in a state for a finite amount of time. A sub-state is a state that is nested inside another state. A state that has sub-states is called a composite state. A composite state may contain either concurrent (orthogonal) or sequential (disjoint) sub-states. An event is the specification of a significant occurrence that has a location in time and space. So, an event is an occurrence of a stimulus that can trigger a state transition. A transition is a relationship between two states indicating that an object in the first state performs certain actions and enters into a second state. A transition can be autonomous or can occur as a consequence of a specific event. The firing of a transition may also depend on the satisfiability of some conditions.

3 Video, Video Frame, and Video Segment

The term video frame is used to describe nothing but a picture captured by a camera snap and doesn’t carry any temporal information as such. The temporal aspect comes only in the context of a video which is a dense sequence of video frames. Each video frame depicts pictures of some objects. Similarly, each object appears in some or all of the video frames. Mathematically speaking, let $\mathcal{O}$ be the set of all objects present in the database. Let $\mathcal{V}$ be the set of all video frames. The set of objects associated with a frame $f \in \mathcal{V}$ is identified by a mapping

$$\alpha : \mathcal{V} \mapsto \wp(\mathcal{O}) \quad (1)$$

where $\wp(\mathcal{O})$ is the power set of $\mathcal{O}$ and hence, $\alpha(f) \in \wp(\mathcal{O})$. Similarly, the set of frames in which an object $O \in \mathcal{O}$ is present is determined by a mapping

$$\beta : \mathcal{O} \mapsto \wp(\mathcal{V}) \quad (2)$$

where $\beta(O) \in \wp(\mathcal{V})$ and $\wp(\mathcal{V})$ is the power set of $\mathcal{V}$

In the proposed model, the objects present in a video may have static or dynamic behaviour. The structural description of an object is specified by UML like class and object diagram. The behavioural description is specified by methods and state-chart diagrams. The object attributes may be intrinsic such as, name, type, object components, states, etc. The object behaviour is described by its methods and state transitions. In addition to that, the depiction of an object in a video frame is associated with some presentation attributes, such as,

- Visual properties: colour, texture, shape, size, etc.
- Perspective views: top-view, front-view, etc.
- Camera dependent properties: close-shot, long-shot, pan, zoom, etc.
- Positional and Topological properties - left-of, right-of, inside, occluded etc.
The intrinsic properties of objects are inherent properties and do not change throughout the video database. For example, an object heart has four chambers (its components)—left atrium, left ventricle, right atrium, right ventricle and two states—systole, diastole. On the other hand, presentation properties of an object may vary from video to video containing the same object. Some of these presentation properties are related to video segments and hence all the frames in those segments have same presentation property. That is, depending on the camera operations during recording a video, a set of objects may be seen in a segment through close-shot followed by another segment where the same objects are seen in through the long-shot of camera. Such situations are often observed in sports video. Even, these properties of an object may vary from frame to frame of a particular video containing the same object. For example, an object heart may be seen with all its four chambers in one view of echocardiogram and may also be seen with only two chambers in another view, depending upon the transducer location. Nevertheless, the heart is described by its intrinsic properties in both the views as its components and states remain same irrespective of the views.

With the ideas discussed above, we now formally define video as follows.

**Definition 1 (Video).** A video is a dense sequence of frames. The attributes of a video are as given below:

- **Attributes:**
  - **vid:** to identify the video uniquely, e.g. video1
  - **pid:** to identify the id of the parent video from which it has been created.
  - **name:** to describe briefly the type of the video, e.g. news video, soccer, movie, etc.
  - **duration:** to describe the length of the video in terms of number of frames present, where the first frame is defined by $\text{start}(\text{vid}) = 1$ and the last frame in the sequence of frames by $\text{end}(\text{vid})$

- **methods:**
  - $\text{start}(\text{vid})$: to retrieve the first frame number with respect to the parent video.
  - $\text{end}(\text{vid})$: to retrieve the last frame number with respect to the parent video.
  - $\text{select}(_{\text{frame}})(\text{int } i)$: to extract the $i$th frame of the video.

A video object is uniquely identified in the video database by its $\text{vid}$. A part of a video can also be extracted and can either be used temporarily (transient) or be stored in the database (persistent). A transient video object’s $\text{pid}$ is the $\text{vid}$ of the video from which it is derived. A persistent video object’s $\text{pid}$ is set to NULL to distinguish from a transient video object. The term “duration” or “video interval” is denoted by $I$ or $[i, j]$, $I = [i, j] \in \mathbb{N} \times \mathbb{N}$ where $\mathbb{N}$ is the set of natural numbers and $i \leq j$. Moreover, the term “dense sequence” means that $\forall k \in [i, j - 1]$, the consecutive frames $v.\text{select}(_{\text{frame}})(k)$ and $v.\text{select}(_{\text{frame}})(k + 1)$ are present in video $v$.

In many applications, videos recorded from multiple cameras are often shown simultaneously in different windows. This is necessary for better understanding
of the recorded event and also is required for video editing. For example, in the
recording of a cricket match several cameras are used: one camera may focus on
the batsman, one camera on the bowler, and one attached to the stamp (known
as stamp camera) may track closely the motion of the ball and the action taken
by the batsmen. Such concurrent depiction of videos necessitated the definition
of complex video object.

Definition 2 (Complex Video). A complex video object is a “synchronized”
collection of a set of existing video objects. The videos from which the complex
video is created are termed as component video objects.

Here, the term “synchronized” means that all the videos are captured at same
frame rate and synchronization may be done on any arbitrary frame numbers
(within the respective durations of the videos) of the component videos. Hence-
forth, we use the term video or simple video to mean a non-complex video. A
video frame of a complex video contains synchronized frames of its component
videos. In other words, a complex video is a logical representation for viewing
two or more synchronized video objects.

Definition 3 (Video Frame). A video frame is an atomic part of video data.
A video frame may be a simple video frame or a complex video frame. Number of
frames present in a video data describes the duration of a video. A video frame
is designated by its sequence number with respect to the beginning of the video.
Start frame number is, in general, taken as 1. The kth video frame of a video v
is expressed as \( v[k] \).

Definition 4 (Video Segment). A video segment \( v_s[i,j] \) of a video v is a
video which is a dense subsequence of the set of frames from the ith frame to the
jth frame of v.

In OO parlance, a video segment is a class derived from a video class and an
instance of it has \( pid \) equal to \( vid \) of the video from which it is extracted. Thus, the duration of the segment \( v_s[i,j] \) is \( j - i + 1 \) and its initial frame is
\( v_s.pid.select.frame(i) \) and its last frame \( v_s.pid.select.frame(j) \), where \( v_s.pid \) identifies video from which this segment is created. The start frame number
and the end frame number of a video segment can be retrieved by the methods
\( start(v_s.vid) \) and \( end(v_s.vid) \) respectively. The objects present in a video
segment \( v_s[i,j] \) are given by

\[
\alpha(v_s[i,j]) = \bigcup_{k=i}^{j} \alpha(v_s.select.frame(k))
\]

Again, for a set of objects \( O' \subseteq O \), the set of frames that contains these objects
can be written as

\[
\beta(O') = \bigcup_{k=1}^{n} \beta(O'_k)
\]
where $|O'| = n$, $k \in [1,n]$ and $O'_k$ is the $k$th element of the set $O' = \{O'_1, O'_2, \ldots, O'_k, \ldots, O'_n\}$.

In the discussion that follows, start and end frame of a video $v$ will be denoted by $v.start$ and $v.end$ respectively.

In order to capture the semantics of a video segment, we associate a first order predicate called *guard condition (predicate)* with it. The following section deals with the algebra of video segments and the associated guard predicates.

### 4 Video Algebra

The guard predicate for a video segment $v_s[i,j]$ is defined as follows:

1. Let $\Sigma$ be a set of constant symbols. This set is a union of five disjoint sets:
   - $\Sigma_1$: a set of atomic values; these values may be of types int, float, char, string, video interval (duration), etc. e.g. 1, 2, 3, 3.4, “systole”, [23, 87].
   - $\Sigma_2$: a set of object instances; these objects are the instances of the classes defined in the schema. e.g. $v, v', O, O_1, s_1, s_2$.
   - $\Sigma_3$: a set of video segments. e.g. $v_s', v''$.
   - $\Sigma_4$: a set of constant functions defined on the sets $\Sigma_1, \Sigma_2, \Sigma_3$, e.g. $\alpha, \beta$, select_frame, start, end etc.
2. A set $\hat{V}$ of variables;
3. Connectives: $\land$ (and), $\lor$ (or), $\neg$ (not)
4. Operators: $\leftarrow$ (assignment), $[\ ]$ (interval), $\Rightarrow$ (implication), $\equiv$ (equivalence)
5. Quantifiers: $\forall$ (universal quantifier), $\exists$ (existential quantifier)

We also use the following notations:

- Parenthesis: ( )
- Separator: ,
- Predicate Symbol: $\bar{p}, \bar{q}$ etc. are denoted by lowercase letter with bar over it.
- Function Symbol: $\tilde{f}, \tilde{g}$ etc. are denoted by lowercase letter with tilde over it.

In the following, the attribute $A$ of an object $X$ is denoted by $X.A$. Thus, for a video segment $v$, its’ attributes will be denoted by $v.x$. Also, the implication operator $X \Rightarrow Y$ means that $\neg X \lor Y$. Again, $X \equiv Y$ is equivalent to $(X \Rightarrow Y) \land (Y \Rightarrow X)$

**Definition 5 (Term).** Terms are defined inductively as follows:

1. Every variable or constant (elements of $\Sigma$) is a term
2. If $f$ is an $n$-ary function and $t_1, \ldots, t_n$ are terms, then $f(t_1 \ldots t_n)$ is a term.

**Definition 6 (Atomic Formula).** If $\bar{p}$ is an $n$-ary predicate and $t_1, \ldots, t_n$ are terms, then $\bar{p}(t_1 \ldots t_n)$ is an atomic formula.
Let $X, Y \in \hat{V}$ be object variables with attributes $A$ and $B$ having atomic values. Let $c \in \Sigma_1$ be a constant and let $\theta$ be a binary predicate. Then, $X.A \theta c$ and $X.A \theta Y.B$ are atomic formulae. Here, it is assumed that $X.A, Y.B$ and $c$ are of same data type ($\text{int, float, string}$, etc.) and the binary predicate $\theta$ is defined for that data type.

If $X.A$ and $Y.B$ represent attributes $A$ and $B$ (of same data type) of objects $X$ and $Y$ respectively and if the binary predicate $\theta$ (e.g., $=, \prec, \le, >, \ge, +, -$ etc.) is defined over such type, then $\theta(X.A, Y.B)$ (which may also be written as $X.A \theta Y.B$) is an atomic formula.

For a video frame $f$ and an object $X \in \Sigma_2$, $X \in \alpha(f)$ is an atomic formula. Again, for an interval $I = [i, j]$, $k \in I$ is an atomic formula.

Similarly, with videos $v_1$ and $v_2$ having an attribute $A$ and binary predicate $\theta$ defined over the domain of $A$. $v_1.A \theta v_2.A$ is an atomic formula, where $v_1, v_2 \in \Sigma_3 \cup \hat{V}$.

**Example:** With an echocardiogram video, let $X$ be the object $\text{left ventricle}$ and let $A$ be the attribute $\text{state}$ and let $\text{systole}$ be a constant symbol for state. Then, the statement $\text{left ventricle}.\text{state} = \text{"systole"}$ is an atom. Similarly, with two video segments $\text{left ventricle_Systole}$ and $\text{left ventricle_Diastole}$ created from an echocardiogram video, that the duration of these two segments are equal correspond to an atomic formula

$$\text{left ventricle_Systole}.\text{duration} = \text{left ventricle_Diastole}.\text{duration}$$

**Definition 7 (Formula).** A formula, also called well-formed formula (wff) is defined as follows.

1. An atomic formula is a formula.
2. If $F$ and $G$ are two formulae, then so are $(F \lor G), (F \land G)$ and $\neg F$.
3. If $F$ is a formula and $x$ is a variable, then $\forall xF$ and $\exists xF$ are formulae.

As mentioned earlier, we intend to capture the semantics of a video segment by associating a guard predicate with it. A guard predicate is a well-formed formula specified according to the Definition 7. A guard predicate may consist of following types of formulae.

**Relational:** Here, the guard condition is specified by a formula involving attributes of the video segment. For example,

$$p(v_s) : v_s.\text{duration} = 30 \land v_s.\text{name} = \text{"soccer"},$$

to mean that the segment $v_s$ corresponds to a soccer match and consists of 30 frames.

**Compositional:** The segment specification depends on the properties of the objects present in the frames. For example, the predicate

$$p(v_s) : \forall k \in [v_s.\text{start}, v_s.\text{end}] \exists O \in \alpha(v_s.\text{select_frame}(k)) \ (O.\text{player_name} = \text{"Pele"})$$
implies that each frame of the video segment $v_s$ contains the player “Pele” in it. **State-based**: A special type of compositional guard condition, which is of interest to us, involves states of the objects present in the video segment. The state-based guard predicates can be specified as follows.

$$\overline{p}(v_s) : \forall k \in [v_s.\text{start}, v_s.\text{end}] \; (\exists \, O \in \alpha(v_s.\text{select\_frame}(k))$$

$$\land \, O.\text{name} = \text{“} \text{left\_ventricle} \text{”} \land \, O.\text{state} = \text{“} \text{systole} \text{”}$$

to mean that there is an object $O$ (left ventricle) in the segment $v_s$ such that the state of the object $O$ is state $\text{systole}$.

## 5 Operations on Segments

In this section we describe the operations on video segments. Let $v_s$, $v'_s$ and $v''_s$ be video segments and let $i, j, k \ldots$ denote frame numbers of videos. Then operations on video segments are defined as follows.

**Definition 8 (Projection).** A projection operation of a segment $v_s$ on an interval $[i, j]$ is defined as $\text{Proj}(v_s, i, j) = v'_s$. For the projected segment $v'_s$, $v'_s.\text{pid} = v_s.\text{pid}$. Since, $end(v'_s) - start(v'_s) \leq end(v_s) - start(v_s)$, $\text{duration}(v'_s) \leq \text{duration}(v_s)$.

The projection operation defines an inheritance hierarchy among the video segments, where the projected segment inherits the frames of its parent segment. The parent-child relationship in this hierarchy is determined by the pid attribute. Since, frames of the projected video segment are identified with respect to the
parent video segment, a frame \( v'_s[k] \) of video segment \( v'_s \) corresponds to the \( v_s[i + k - 1] \)th frame of the segment \( v_s \) from which it has been projected. The projection operation is illustrated in Fig. 2.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 3. Operations on video segments: (a) \( v'_s \) contained-in \( v_s \), \( v_s \) contain \( v'_s \), and (a),(b),(c) \( v_s \) overlap \( v'_s \)

**Lemma 1.** Consider a video segment \( v_s \) with guard predicate \( \bar{p}(v_s) \). Let \( v'_s = \text{Proj}(v_s, i, j) \) be a projection of \( v_s \). Suppose that \( \bar{p}(v_s) \) involves an existentially quantified variable \( k \) over \([v_s\.start, v_s\.end]\) such that

\[
\bar{p}(v_s) \equiv \exists k \in [v_s\.start, v_s\.end] \bar{p}'(v_s, k) \land \bar{p}''(v_s)
\]

where \( \bar{p}''(v_s) \) does not contain any existentially quantified variable over \([v_s\.start, v_s\.end]\). Then the guard predicate \( \bar{p}(v'_s) \) is given by \( \bar{p}(v'_s) = \bar{p}''(v'_s) \), where \( \bar{p}''(v'_s) \) is obtained from \( \bar{p}''(v_s) \) by replacing all occurrences of \( v_s \) by \( v'_s \).

**Definition 9 (Concatenation).** Concatenation operation is a binary operation \( \oplus : \wp(\mathcal{V}) \times \wp(\mathcal{V}) \to \wp(\mathcal{V}) \) of two video segments \( v'_s \) and \( v''_s \). A video segment \( v_s \) is defined to be a concatenation of video segments \( v'_s \) and \( v''_s \), denoted by \( v_s = v'_s \oplus v''_s \), if

- \( v'_s \oplus v''_s \) is a dense sequence of video frames
- \( v'_s\.pid = v''_s\.pid = v_s\.pid \)
- \( v'_s\.end = v''_s\.start \)
- \( v_s\.start = v'_s\.start \) and \( v_s\.end = v''_s\.end \)
Note that, the concatenation operation is non-commutative, i.e., $v_s' \oplus v_s'' \neq v_s'' \oplus v_s'$. In other words, concatenation operation is a special case of sequential composition of video segments defined later.

**Definition 10 (Contained-in).** Contained-in is a binary predicate $\sqsubseteq : \wp(\mathcal{V}) \times \wp(\mathcal{V}) \to \{0, 1\}$ on video segments. A video segment $v_s$ is contained-in a video segment $v_s'$, denoted by $v_s \sqsubseteq v_s'$, if and only if

- $v_s.pid = v_s'.pid$
- $\text{start}(v_s') \leq \text{start}(v_s) \leq \text{end}(v_s) \leq \text{end}(v_s')$

Similarly, we define the **Contains** as the inverse operator of Contained-in and is denoted by $v_s \sqsupseteq v_s'$. The negation of contained-in and contains operation are denoted by, $v_s \not\sqsubseteq v_s'$ and $v_s \not\sqsupseteq v_s'$.

**Definition 11 (Overlap).** Overlap is a binary predicate $\sqsubseteq\sqsupseteq : \wp(\mathcal{V}) \times \wp(\mathcal{V}) \to \{0, 1\}$ over video segments. A video segment $v_s$ overlaps another video segment $v_s'$, denoted by $v_s \sqsubseteq\sqsupseteq v_s'$, if

- $v_s.pid = v_s'.pid$
- either $\text{start}(v_s) \leq \text{start}(v_s') \leq \text{end}(v_s) \leq \text{end}(v_s')$
- or, $\text{start}(v_s') \leq \text{start}(v_s) \leq \text{end}(v_s') \leq \text{end}(v_s)$
- or, $v_s \sqsubseteq v_s'$
- or, $v_s \sqsupseteq v_s'$

Two segments $v_s$ and $v_s'$ strictly overlap if $v_s \sqsubseteq\sqsupseteq v_s'$ and neither $v_s \sqsubseteq v_s'$, nor $v_s \sqsupseteq v_s'$. It is written as $v_s \sqsubseteq\sqsupseteq v_s'$. The containment and overlapping operations are illustrated in Fig. 3.

### 5.1 Temporal Relationships

**Definition 12 (Follow).** The relation follow between video segments is denoted by $\succ$ and is defined as follows. Then $v_s \succ v_s'$ if

- $v_s.pid = v_s'.pid$
- $\text{start}(v_s) \geq \text{end}(v_s')$

Likewise, we introduce the relation **Followed-by** as an inverse relation of Follow and denote it as $v_s \prec v_s'$.

**Definition 13 (Follows-immediate).** The relation follows-immediate between two video segments $v_s$ and $v_s'$, denoted by $v_s \succ \succ v_s'$, and is defined if

- $v_s \succ v_s'$
- $\text{start}(v_s) = \text{end}(v_s')$

Similarly, we can define the relation **Followed-by-immediate** between two video segments $v_s$ and $v_s'$, denoted by $v_s \prec \prec v_s'$, as the inverse relation of the relation Follows-immediate.
Lemma 2 (Reachability). Let the video segments $v_s$ and $v'_s$ have following state-based guard predicates $\bar{p}(v_s)$ and $\bar{p}'(v'_s)$ respectively as follows:

$$\bar{p}(v_s) : \forall k \in [v_s.\text{start}, v_s.\text{end}] \quad v_s[k].O.\text{state} = s_i$$

$$\bar{p}'(v'_s) : \forall k \in [v'_s.\text{start}, v'_s.\text{end}] \quad v'_s[k].O.\text{state} = s_j$$

Let $v_s \prec v'_s$. Then the state $s_i$ must be reachable from the state $s_j$ ($s_j \rightsquigarrow s_i$).

The formal definition of the term reachable is given in next section. Thus the guard predicates with state-based conditions can be linked to the state transition model of the underlying objects.

Definition 14 (Sequential Composition). A sequential composition of two video segments $v'_s$ and $v''_s$ is denoted by $v_s = v'_s \star v''_s$, and is defined as follows. If $v'_s.\text{pid} = v''_s.\text{pid}$ and $v''_s \gg v'_s$ then

- $v_s.\text{pid} = v'_s.\text{pid} = v''_s.\text{pid}$
- $v_s.\text{start} = v'_s.\text{start}$
- $v_s.\text{end} = v''_s.\text{end}$

Otherwise, a new video is formed by this operation with

- a new vid
- $v_s.\text{pid} = \text{NULL}$
- $v_s.\text{duration} = v'_s.\text{duration} + v''_s.\text{duration}$

Obviously, for a video segment created by sequential composition of two segments, the set of objects in the new segment contains all objects present in the component video segments. Thus we make the following observation.

Let $v'_s$ and $v''_s$ be two video segments and let the video segment $v_s = v'_s \star v''_s$ be the sequential composition of $v'_s$ and $v''_s$. Then

$$\alpha(v_s) = \alpha(v'_s) \cup \alpha(v''_s)$$

Theorem 1. Let $v'_s$ and $v''_s$ be two video segments with guard predicates $\bar{p}'(v'_s)$ and $\bar{p}''(v''_s)$ such that

$$\bar{p}'(v'_s) \equiv \exists k_1 \in [v'_s.\text{start}, v'_s.\text{end}] \ \phi_1(k_1)$$

$$\bar{p}''(v''_s) \equiv \exists k_2 \in [v''_s.\text{start}, v''_s.\text{end}] \ \phi_2(k_2)$$

where $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ are wff involving bound variables $k_1$ and $k_2$ respectively. Then the guard predicate $\bar{p}(v_s)$ for the video segment $v_s = v'_s \star v''_s$ is given by

$$\bar{p}(v_s) \equiv \exists k_1, k_2 \in [v_s.\text{start}, v_s.\text{end}] \ (\phi_1(k_1) \land \phi_2(k_2))$$

However, for component segments with guard predicates having universally quantifiable variables, the guard predicate for resulting segment can be obtained as follows.
Theorem 2. Let $v'_s$ and $v''_s$ be two video segments with guard predicates $\bar{p}'(v'_s)$ and $\bar{p}''(v''_s)$ such that

\[
\bar{p}'(v'_s) \equiv \forall k_1 \in [v'_s.start, v'_s.end] \phi_1(k_1)
\]

\[
\bar{p}''(v''_s) \equiv \forall k_2 \in [v''_s.start, v''_s.end] \phi_2(k_2)
\]

where $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ are wff involving bound variables $k_1$ and $k_2$ respectively. Then guard predicate $\bar{p}(v_s)$ of the video segment $v_s = v'_s \star v''_s$ is given by

\[
\bar{p}(v_s) \equiv \forall k \in [v_s.start, v_s.end] (\phi_1(k) \lor \phi_2(k))
\]

We now introduce the parallel composition operator of two video segments. The motivation behind this idea was that if required user can view two segments of two different videos on the same screen but in two different windows. However, to compose two videos parallelly we need to ensure the synchronization of the component video segments. This means, the component segments must have been captured at same frame rate (number of frames captured per unit time).

For example, the “diastole” state of heart can be seen in both the Color Doppler echocardiogram and the ordinary echocardiogram video. Now, to see the heart in that state from these two videos in two different windows, we first segment the videos on the basis of a guard predicate related to “diastole” state and then do the parallel composition of these segments. Note that, the fact that the heart is in “diastole” state can be expressed uniquely by a predicate irrespective of mode of capturing video. Hence, a state-based guard predicate $\bar{p}$ for “diastole” segment is true for such segments of ordinary echocardiogram as well as Color Doppler echocardiogram.

Definition 15 (Parallel Composition). Parallel composition of two video segments $v'_s$ and $v''_s$ is written as $v_s = v'_s \Pi v''_s$ and is defined as

- $v_s$ is a complex video with component videos $v'_s$ and $v''_s$
- $v'_s.duration = v''_s.duration = v_s.duration$
- $\alpha(v_s) = \alpha(v'_s) \cup \alpha(v''_s)$

The guard condition of a complex video segment created by parallel composition of two simple video segments is obtained as follows.

Theorem 3. Let $v'_s$ and $v''_s$ be two video segments with guard predicates $\bar{p}'(v'_s)$ and $\bar{p}''(v''_s)$ respectively. Let $v_s = v'_s \Pi v''_s$. Then

\[
\bar{p}(v_s) = \bar{p}'(v'_s) \wedge \bar{p}''(v''_s)
\]

6 State-Based Retrieval

In the above sections we have introduced the syntax and semantics of the algebra for video. In the proposed model we incorporate the temporal information of video in terms of the states and state transition of the objects. The states and
the state-transitions of the objects are defined by appropriate guard predicates. Thus the state-transition mapping can be considered as an extensional database (EDB) which enables us to capture the temporal relationships among objects. To proceed further, we define the relation reachable with respect to the states of objects.

Let \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) be two states of an object \( O \) such that there exists a transition from state \( s_1 \) to state \( s_2 \) as described in the corresponding state transition diagram. The EDB predicate \( \text{next-state}(O.s_1, O.s_2) \) corresponds to the state transition table of \( O \), where the state \( s_2 \) is reached as a consequence of a one-step transition from the state \( s_1 \). Thus,

**Definition 16 (Reachable).** The relation reachable, denoted by \( s_1 \sim s_2 \), is defined recursively as follows

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{reachable}(O.s_1, O.s_2) & \iff \text{next-state}(O.s_1, O.s_2) \\
\text{reachable}(O.s_1, O.s_2) & \iff \text{next-state}(O.s_1, O.s_3) \land \text{reachable}(O.s_3, O.s_2)
\end{align*}
\]

Consider the relation follow \( (\succ) \) between two video segments \( v'_s \) and \( v''_s \) with guard predicates \( \bar{p}(v'_s) \) and \( \bar{p}''(v''_s) \) respectively, where

\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{p}(v'_s) & \equiv \exists k \in [v'_s.\text{start}, v'_s.\text{end}](\exists O \in \alpha(v'_s.\text{select-frame}(k)) \land O.\text{state} = 's_1' \\
\bar{p}''(v''_s) & \equiv \exists k \in [v''_s.\text{start}, v''_s.\text{end}](\exists O \in \alpha(v''_s.\text{select-frame}(k)) \land O.\text{state} = 's_2')
\end{align*}
\]

The observation in lemma \( \text{2} \) of last section can now formally be expressed as given below.

\[
v'_s \succ v''_s \land \bar{p}(v'_s) \land \bar{p}''(v''_s) \Rightarrow \text{reachable}(O.s_1, O.s_2)
\]

Also,

\[
\bar{p}(v'_s) \land \bar{p}''(v''_s) \land \text{reachable}(O.s_1, O.s_2) \Rightarrow v'_s \succ v''_s
\]

Similar rules can be specified for other temporal relations such as precede, etc. These observations indicate that the proposed state-based video data model can be used to support associative retrieval of video segments depicting specific dynamic behaviour of the underlying objects. With this in view, we now briefly describe the echocardiogram video database.

The proposed echocardiogram video database (Vdb) contains following tables: (i) a Video table containing unique vids, name of video, duration, camera-view, etc. and any other information as required to the application domain; (ii) a State table containing unique state-id, vid (in which video it appears), start-frame, end-frame and object-contained; (iii) a set of Object tables containing object-id, object-pid (to describe the object containment) and a list of attributes, such as, size, colour, etc.; (iv) a Synchronization table containing vid-1, vid-2, frame-1 and frame-2 (the table keeps information about video objects that are synchronized and the respective frame numbers where the synchronization is valid). Depending on the application domain of video database there may be more than one object tables, e.g., Heart, Patient tables in echocardiogram video, Player table, Team table, etc. in a sports video database. Thus, to retrieve
state-based information, the video is first indexed on state-id and then on start-frame. Hence, all video segments related to a particular state can be extracted from the (start-frame, end-frame) pair of the State table. The associated object properties can be obtained by joining the State table and the Object table(s). For parallel composition, the Synchronization table is used.

Therefore, a query to retrieve the segments \( v \) of echocardiogram video where an object, say left_ventricle, is in state, say expanding is written as,

\[
\text{select } v \text{ from } Vdb \\
\text{where } \\
O \text{ in } v \text{ and } O.\text{name} = \text{`left_ventricle'} \text{ and } O.\text{state} = \text{`expanding'}
\]

Again, suppose we want to find the video segments \( v \) that precede a given video segment \( v' \) such that for an object \( O \) present in both the segments \( v \) and \( v' \), the state of \( O \) in \( v' \) is reachable from the state of \( O \) in \( v \). Such a query can be expressed as follows.

\[
\text{select } v \text{ from } Vdb \\
\text{where } \\
O \text{ in } v \text{ and } O.\text{state} = s_1 \\
\text{and} \\
O' \text{ in ( select } v' \text{ from } Vdb \\
\text{where } O'.\text{state} = s_2 \text{ and } O = O' \text{ and } \text{reachable}(O.s_1, O.s_2)\]

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a state-based approach to model video database. An algebra for the model has been introduced. The syntax and semantics of the video algebra have been discussed. Also, examples are given to illustrate how state-based queries can be formulated and appropriate information can be retrieved from the database. Further details in this direction will be discussed in our future works.
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Abstract: Workflow technology is currently being deployed in quite diverse domains. However, the element of change is present in some degree and form in almost all domains. A workflow implementation that does not support the process of change will not benefit the organization in the long run. Change can be manifested in different forms in workflow processes. In this paper, we first present a categorization of workflow change characteristics and divide workflow processes into dynamic, adaptive and flexible processes. We define flexibility as the ability of the workflow process to execute on the basis of a loosely, or partially specified model, where the full specification of the model is made at runtime, and may be unique to each instance. To provide a modeling framework that offers true flexibility, we need to consider the factors, which influence the paths of (unique) instances together with the process definition. We advocate an approach that aims at making the process of change part of the workflow process itself. We introduce the notion of an open instance that consists of a core process and several pockets of flexibility, and present a framework based on this notion, which makes use of special build activities that provide the functionality to integrate the process of defining a change, into the open workflow instance.

1 Introduction

Workflows have emerged as a powerful technology for automating the coordinative and collaborative aspects of business processes. Workflow technology is being applied in quite diverse areas. This diversity has had a strong impact on workflow research. We can find in the literature [11], several categories of workflow types, such as production, collaborative, ad-hoc etc. To determine suitability of workflow technology, process characteristics such as functional complexity, predictability and repetitiveness are often considered, especially in the general class of production workflow technology.
workflows. However, the predictability and repetitiveness of production workflows cannot be counted upon, in the dynamic business environments of today, where processes are being continually changed in response to advances in technology, new methods and practices, and changes in laws and policies. Furthermore, these processes are often confronted by exceptional cases, and need to deviate from prescribed procedures without losing control. These exceptional cases may or may not be foreseen. At the same time, proponents of CSCW [8] often speak of adhoc workflows, where the process cannot be completely defined prior to execution. Although we do not advocate ad-hocism in workflow processes to the extent of a complete relaxation of coordination constraints, it is obvious that ad-hocism is meant to promote flexibility of execution. There is sufficient evidence that process models that are too prescriptive introduce a rigidity that compromises the individualism and competitive edge of the underlying business procedures.

The necessity for the support of change in workflow systems is well recognized. Providing support for changing processes in workflow systems is, and has been for a few years, an active area of research [2], [3], [4], [15]. In the following sections, we will first provide a categorization of change characteristics in workflow processes, dividing them into dynamic, adaptive and flexible workflows.

This paper primarily deals with the last. In the subsequent sections, we will present a unique, generic and practical approach for the handling of flexible workflows. Our approach is based on the principle of recognizing change as an ongoing process, and integrating the process of change into the workflow process itself. The framework presented in this paper introduces the concept of a flexible workflow comprising of a core process and one or more pockets of flexibility within the core process. These pockets are concretized at runtime using special build activities. Building defines a template for a particular instance to follow and as such provides a means of flexible process definition, which as we shall demonstrate, would not be possible in a typical production-style workflow modeling framework.

2 Dimensions of Change in Workflows

We first introduce basic terminology for the sake of clarity. By a workflow Model we mean a definition of the tasks, ordering, data, resources, and other aspects of the process. Most, if not all, workflow models are represented as graphs which depict the flow of the process tasks, together with a description of other task properties. A workflow Instance is a particular occurrence of the process. An Instance Type is a set of instances that follow the same execution path within a given process model.

2.1 Dynamism

The first dimension represents dynamism - which is the ability of the workflow process to change when the business process evolves. This evolution may be slight as for process improvements, or drastic as for process innovation or process reengineering. In any case, the assumption is that the workflow processes have predefined models, and business process change, causes these models to be changed.
The biggest problem here is the handling of active workflow instances, which were initiated in the old model, but need to comply now with the new specification. The issue of compliance is rather a serious issue, since potentially thousands of active instances may be affected by a given process change. Achieving compliance for these affected instances may involve loss of work and therefore has to be carefully planned [18].

A typical example of dynamic workflows can be found in university admissions. Consider a scenario of a large tertiary institute that processes thousands of admission applications every year. The procedure for application, review and acceptance is generally well defined and understood. Suppose that the office of postgraduate studies revises the admission procedure for postgraduate students, requiring all applicants to submit a statement of purpose together with their application for admission. To implement this change, there can be two options available; one is to flush all existing applications, and apply the change to new applications only. Thus all existing applications will continue to be processed according to the old process model. This requires the underlying workflow system to at least provide some version management support [7]. The second option to implement the change is to migrate to the new process. It may be decided that all applicants, existing and new, will be affected by the change. Thus all admission applications, which were initiated under the old rules, now have to migrate to the new process. This migration may involve addition of some transition workflow activities as well as rollback activities. Defining the migration strategy is a complex problem and has been the target of extensive research in this area [5], [9], [10], [13].

2.2 Adaptability

The second dimension of change is adaptability - which is the ability of the workflow processes to react to exceptional circumstances. These exceptional circumstances may or may not be foreseen, and generally would effect one or a few instances. Of course the handling of exceptions, which cannot be anticipated, is more complex. However, a large majority of exceptions can be anticipated [6], [17], and by capturing these exceptions, the adaptability of the workflow is promoted. In fact, unless these exceptions are captured within the workflow model, their handling will continue to be done outside of the system, in the form of "system workarounds", the consequences of which may come in conflict with process goals. However the complete set of exceptions for a given process can never be captured, thus dealing with unanticipated (true) exceptions will always be an issue [12], [14].

Using the same example as before, we can consider dealing with an admission application for a student with a multi-disciplinary background. For example, a student with a background in microbiology may be applying for a degree in IT. The review of this application may require the services of an academic outside the offering department. This may be rare but, if captured within the process model, could be handled within the workflow system.

Another example, which represents a true (unanticipated) exception, can be found in the employment workflow. An employment instance may have reached a stage where even the letter of intent has been issued. If at that time the organization issues a spending freeze, the active instances of the employment workflow will have to be
dealt with, requiring rollback and/or compensation activities, even though the original employment workflow remains unchanged.

2.3 Flexibility

The third dimension is flexibility - which is the ability of the workflow process to execute on the basis of a loosely, or partially specified model, where the full specification of the model is made at runtime, and may be unique to each instance. Processes which depend on the presence of such flexibility for the satisfactory attainment of process goals can be found in many applications:

- A typical example of flexibility is healthcare, where patient admission procedures are predictable and repetitive, however, in-patient treatments are prescribed uniquely for each case, but none-the-less have to be coordinated and controlled.
- Another application is higher education, where students with diverse learning needs and styles are working towards a common goal (degree). Study paths taken by each student need to remain flexible to a large extent, at the same time providing study guidelines and enforcing course level constraints is necessary to ensure a certain quality of learning.
- Web content management is also characterized by flexible processes, where especially in large projects, every development suggests the need for an overall plan to provide the objectives, approvals, and strategy, as well as a flexible means of coordinating the combined efforts of the theme designers, graphic experts, programmers, and project planners.
- Effective Customer Relationship Management (CRM), a critical component in enterprise solutions, also signifies the need to provide a flexible means of composing call center activities according to the available resources and data, by integrating CRM systems with core organizational workflow processes and underlying applications.

The key issue in flexible workflows is the modeling of the loose or partial workflow. Thus rather than enforcing control through a rigid, or highly prescriptive model that attempts to capture every step and every option within the process, the model is defined in a more relaxed or "flexible" manner, that allows individual instances to determine their own (unique) processes. How to achieve such an approach to modeling is the main focus of this paper.

3 Framework for Flexible Workflows

Several workflow products and research prototypes exist. Most, if not all, provide process modeling tools that follow some variation of the workflow modeling language introduced by the workflow coalition [21]. In Figure 1, we briefly introduce the basic structures of a generic workflow modeling language [19], also based on the coalition standards to a large extent. This language will be used in later sections to illustrate various examples.
In terms of a prescriptive language as above, one can say that the degree of flexibility is indicated by the number of instance types that can be generated from the process model. Number of instance types have a direct correlation with the number of choice constructs found within the process model [20]. For example in the above figure, a choice-merge construct encapsulates two activities, E and F. In any given execution of this process, only one of E or F will be executed. Thus the process has two instance types. This is a straightforward and well-understood concept.

However, consider a scenario where a process generates a very large number of instance types, that is, demands a high degree of flexibility. Suppose that a large number, say $k$ number of paths are present within a choice-merge construct. Each of these paths potentially represents a complex sub-process. There can be several such constructs within the process model, which may include nesting also. One can see that a typical workflow language may not provide a very elegant means of representing such a process. In order to seek some alternative way of modeling, let us start first with some simple approaches.

- **Flexibility by Definition:** Flexibility may be built into the model through choice merge constructs. Limitations of this approach have already been discussed. This would result in a highly complex model, which in some cases may still be incomplete.

- **Flexibility by Granularity:** Flexibility may be achieved by encapsulating activity details within workflow tasks, and keeping sub-activities 'internal' (and flexible), or outside the direct control of the workflow [16]. This approach can be applied to a limited extent, but it cannot be used at a generic level without compromising the purpose of deploying workflow technology, namely to coordinate and control the flow of process activities.

- **Flexibility by Templates:** Flexibility may be achieved by providing separate templates for a given (set of) instance type. This slightly improves the readability and consequently maintainability of the model. However, choosing an instance type from a set of templates rather than one model with many choices will have advantages only if the number of templates can be restricted to a reasonably small number.

A common disadvantage of the above approaches is that they still rely on a prescriptive model. Thus, not only is it cumbersome to model all choices in flexible processes, there may be choices which cannot be anticipated. Flexibility as we defined it earlier, is the ability of the workflow process to execute on the basis of a partial model, where the full specification is made at runtime. To provide a modeling
framework that offers true flexibility, we need to consider the factors, which influence the paths of (unique) instances together with the process definition. In the following section, we present our approach to defining the flexible workflow, which aims at achieving the above.

3.1 Defining the Flexible Workflow

Almost all workflow enactment systems differentiate between the two aspects of workflow specification, namely, the workflow process and the workflow execution (control) data. Traditionally, the process model defines the process logic that provides the schema for particular instances. Workflow execution data on the other hand, consists of work items, where each work item relates to a particular execution of an activity. The work item thus stores all execution parameters of a particular activity such as client assigned, relevant data, and temporal values. In view of the specific requirements for modeling and enacting flexible workflows, we present a variant of the typical specification framework. Since flexible workflows need to consider the factors that dictate the individual instance paths, our approach aims at bridging these two aspects. The fundamental feature of our approach is:

− To introduce a layer between the definition and execution data. This represents an open copy of the workflow model, for a particular instance, and
− To have a workflow model which in itself constitutes only the partial definition.

Model Specification

The specification of the partial, which we now call the flexible workflow consists of:

− A defined core process containing
  − Identifiable (pre-defined) workflow activities
  − Pockets of flexibility within the process with an associated
    − Set of workflow fragments, where a workflow fragment may consist of a single activity, or a sub-process
    − Special workflow activity called the build activity that provides the rules for concretizing the pocket with a valid composition of workflow fragments.

The assumption is that the control flow between the fragments is not completely defined in the core process. The concept of pockets of flexibility aims at compensating for this inability to completely specify the process. The concept as such, is thus not limited to the workflow modeling language used to demonstrate the examples in this paper. As shown in figure 2, the pocket can simply be seen as a special BUILD activity within the workflow model, together with the set of workflow fragments from which the build activity will form a valid composition.

Current workflow products and projects have introduced an assortment of workflow modeling languages that support several variants of the typical (Sequence, Choice, Fork and Iteration) modeling constructs [1]. Introducing flexibility of specification by introducing more constructs within the modeling language has many drawbacks. There is often a semantic overlap in many of these constructs, making it
difficult to define and verify. Furthermore, their enactment introduces unnecessary complexity in the workflow engine, limiting its scope and interoperability. However, the pocket concept provides the means for flexible definition without compromising the genericity or simplicity of the modeling language. We shall demonstrate this further in subsequent sections.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig 2.** Specifying the Flexible Workflow

In figure 2, we give an example of a flexible workflow representing a typical diagnostic process for investigation of breast cancer. A new patient coming into the center will first be entered into the system, or the file of an old patient will be retrieved. All patients then consult with an attending physician, who will determine what tests need to be performed, on a case-by-case basis. This forms the pocket of flexibility for the process. After the tests, the patient is called again by the attending physician who explains the results of the tests and makes a diagnosis. The patient is then required to report to accounts to make the required payments before leaving the center.

**Instance Specification**

The instance specification initially consists of a copy of the core process. As a particular instance proceeds with execution, the build activities provide the means of customizing the core process for that particular instance. The instance specification prior to building, we call an *open instance*. The instance specification after building we call an *instance template*. Thus the instance template is a particular composition of the fragments within the flexible workflow. The instance templates in turn have a schema-instance relationship with the underlying execution data. In traditional terms, the instance template acts as the process model for a particular instance. Execution takes place with full enforcement of all coordination and temporal constraints, as in a typical production workflow. However, template building is progressive. The core process may contain several pockets of flexibility which will be concretized through the associated build activities as they are encountered. As such, the template remains *open* until the last built activity has completed.
In figure 3, we give example instance templates for the flexible workflow given in figure 4. Execution will commence with the initial activity of the core process, which establishes the creation of the instance and necessary data. After successful completion of the initial activity and subsequent activities, a pocket of flexibility is encountered, and the associated build activity is activated. The execution of the build activity replaces the open instance with the instance template, which in turn serves as a process model for that instance.

A critical question however is, why is the instance template in figure 4 a valid composition. Where, validity relates to the semantic correctness of the composition in relation to the process under consideration. Valid instance templates must be ensured through the build rules captured within the build activities. Building may be constrained by several factors, including at least the data relating to that instance, the stage of execution of the instance, temporal constraints, and the business rules of the particular application for which the template is being defined. For example, in education, it will be constrained by the progress of the student, such that at any given stage of the study process, the student can build the template from a specified set of study activities. A student, for example, cannot take up a study activity whose pre-requisites have not been met.

3.2 Building Instance Templates

The functionality of the build activity is fundamental to this approach. In this section we will discuss and identify the set of parameters that are essential to define a build activity at a generic level.

---

3 We ignore failure of workflow activities at this time
First of all there is no reason why the build activity should allow building from existing fragments only. There are several examples of processes, where entirely new (unprecedented and hence not pre-defined) activities have to be performed for a given instance, and perhaps subsequently used for other instances. By extending the functionality of the build activity, processes with such a high level of flexibility can also be catered for. We see the build activity providing one of the following:

- **Fully Automated Support**: The Build activity automatically builds the instance template from the given set of workflow fragments based on the instance data and given constraints.
- **Partially Automated Support**: The Build activity invokes an application program that allows a workflow client, to build the instance template from the given set of workflow fragments, but within given constraints.
- **Manual Control**: The Build activity allows a workflow client to define new fragments, and then build the instance template from the new as well as existing fragments.

Secondly, there will be constraints on the extent of building. For example, a student may be allowed to take not more than 4 subjects consecutively. Extents may also be defined on the basis of other factors such as temporal properties. For example, a doctor may prescribe tests to be performed in the next 3 days. Thus building will be restricted by both the pool of workflow activities (fragments) that are available for selection, as well as the extent of selection.

Lastly, there is the question of composing the selected fragments. From an engineering point of view, the workflow client may not (rather should not) be given an interface to compose the fragments using a complex workflow modeling language. Instead, we see the build activity as another application within the process, since making an assumption about the user's knowledge of process models and workflow languages is unrealistic. This is a strong justification of the argument that our approach integrates the process of change within the workflow process. Behind the build application, an instance template will be composed, and made available to the workflow engine. In the following sections, we will discuss the ways of composing selected workflow fragments, explaining how each of these compositions provide a means of capturing flexible specifications without compromising the simplicity of the modeling language.

**Sequence**

The build activity allows workflow fragments to be arranged in sequence. However, the choice of order remains flexible and is determined by the user during the build activity. Figure 4 gives an example composition using the sequence construct.

It is interesting to note that this flexibility of composition contradicts conventional sequential constraints, where iA is followed by B indicates a control flow dependency between A and B. This dependency cannot be established in the above scenario. However, such a flexible sequential composition is required to fulfill constraints such as i Do all of A, B and C, but one at a time.
Fork

The build activity introduces a fork coordinator and arranges selected workflow fragments in a fork structure. Flexibility of definition is especially required when the fork can be built from any number of fragments. A typical constraint for the above can be “Do any 3 of A, B, C or D”. Figure 5 shows the various templates that the build activity can compose using a fork construct.

Synchronize

Instance templates that contain the fork construct, will require the fragments constituting the fork to be synchronized at some point. Synchronization can be achieved in one of two ways:

1. Immediate Synchronization: A synchronizer is added as part of the build activity that introduces the fork. This is a simple option as illustrated in Figure 6 (a). Providing synchronization within the pocket preserves its boundary, and provides a clean connection to the core process.
2. Deferred Synchronization: Synchronizing may be premature at this stage for some applications, and may unnecessarily hold up the progress of the instance. For
example Figure 6(b) shows a template built against the constraint, “Do all of A, B and C, but do not wait for A to complete. In this case it has to be ensured that eventually all multiple branches will be synchronized, or at least completed before the core process completes.
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**a. Immediate Synchronization**  **b. Deferred Synchronization**

**Fig 6. Building Synchronizing Constructs**

### Choice and Merge

While choice and merge constructs may be present within workflow fragments, we propose that these constructs not be used to build the instance template. Since an instance template represents a particular occurrence of the workflow process, the choices should be made during the execution of the build activity. For example, the constraint “Do any one of A, B or C” will be built as either A or B or C, and not all within a choice-merge construct. The elimination of the choice-merge construct from the instance template, further has the advantage of simplifying the model, and removing the chance of deadlocks or lack of synchronization [19].

### Iteration

Iteration and/or multiple executions may take many forms [1]. The build activity can provide these constructs with significant convenience as compared to pre-defined models.

1. Arbitrary Cycles: A fragment may be encapsulated in a typical do-while/repeat-until construct, with a given condition for iteration.
2. Multiple Executions: The case of multiple executions is more interesting. A fragment may be required to be executed any $k$ number of times, for example to fulfill the constraint “Do A $k$ number of times” where $k$ is instance dependent. Figure 7 illustrates the possibilities for multiple execution of A, which can be (a) multiple executions in sequence, or (b) multiple executions in a fork.
The above discussion reveals the fact that the build activity is a fundamental object of constraint specification in this framework. These constraints represent the process logic of the application under consideration. The challenge is to identify a generic set of parameters, which would allow the customization of the build activity. We identify the following three factors, which at least need to be specified, in order to customize a build activity for a given application:

- Type: Whether the selection of the workflow fragments will be (fully/partially) automated or manually controlled. This determines the available pool of workflow fragments.
- Extent: How many fragments can be selected from the available pool.
- Structure: What modeling construct will be used to compose the selected fragments.

The design of an appropriate language which facilitates the specification of build rules and constraints is a whole new, interesting and challenging research issue. The functionality of the process definition tool must be extended with the ability to define the pockets of flexibility. Also, the build activities must have the ability to access and change open instances as they execute. There are several interesting architectural implications of this framework. Currently, we are working on extending the functionality of a process modeling and verification tool FlowMake [http://www.dstc.edu.au/praxis], to incorporate the concept of pockets of flexibility.

4 Conclusions

Difficulties in dealing with change in workflow systems has been one of the major factors limiting the deployment of workflow technology. At the same time, it is apparent that change is an inherent characteristic of today’s business processes. This paper provides a comprehensive categorization of change characteristics in workflow processes, based on which we present an approach that recognizes the presence of change, and attempts to integrate the process of defining a change into the workflow process itself. Our basic idea is to provide a powerful means of capturing the logic of
highly flexible processes without compromising the simplicity and genericity of the workflow specification language. This we accomplish through pockets of flexibility in workflow specifications, which allow workflow processes to be tailored to individual instances at runtime.
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Abstract. Business rules are statements that express (certain parts of) a business policy, defining business terms and defining or constraining the operations of an enterprise, in a declarative manner. Since these rules define and constrain the interaction among business agents in the course of business processes, they have to refer to the components of their mental state, such as the knowledge/information and the commitments of an organization. We propose an agent-oriented approach to business rules and show how to represent and visualize business rules and business processes in Agent-Object-Relationship modeling.

1 Introduction

Agent-Oriented is emerging as a new paradigm in software and information systems engineering. It offers a range of high-level abstractions that facilitate the conceptual and technical integration of communication and interaction with established information system technology. Agent-Oriented is highly significant for business information systems since business processes are driven by and directed towards agents (or actors), and hence have to comply with the physical and social dynamics of interacting individuals and institutions.

While today’s enterprise information system technology is largely based on the metaphors of data management and data flow, and is under pressure to adopt concepts and techniques from the highly successful object-oriented programming paradigm, Agent-Oriented emphasizes the fundamental role of actors/agents and their mental state, and of communication and interaction, for analyzing and designing organizations and organizational information systems. This turns out to be crucial for a proper understanding of business rules. Since these rules define and constrain the interactions among business agents, they have to refer to the components of their mental state, such as the knowledge/information and the commitments of an organization.

\(^1\) We use the terms ‘actor’ and ‘agent’ as synonyms.
We attempt to show that our agent-oriented approach, that is based on the Agent-Object-Relationship (AOR) metamodel proposed in [Wag01a, Wag01b], allows to capture more of the dynamic and deontic semantics of enterprise modeling than object-oriented modeling approaches, such as the UML, do. Taking into account that the main motivation for object-oriented modeling stems from software engineering and not from enterprise modeling, or cognitive modeling, this should not be surprising.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the relevant literature on business rules, and present our own definitions of business rules and business processes. In Section 3, we review the Agent-Object-Relationship (AOR) metamodel which we use as the basis of our agent-oriented business rule modeling. Finally, in Section 4, we discuss the formalization and visualization of business rules on the basis of the AOR metamodel.

2 Business Rules and Business Processes

According to Martin and Odell [MO98], business rules allow user experts to specify policies in small, stand-alone units using explicit statements. The term business rule can be understood both at the level of a business domain and at the operational level of an information system. The more fundamental concept are business rules at the level of a business domain. In certain cases, they can be automated by implementing them in an information system, preferably in the form of an executable specification. It should be the goal of advanced information system technology to provide more support for business rules in the form of high-level machine-executable declarative specifications, similar to the SQL concepts of assertions and triggers.

2.1 Business Rules at the Business Level

At the business level, a business rule is defined as

- a statement about how the business is done, i.e., about guidelines and restrictions with respect to states and processes in an organization [Her97];
- a law or custom that guides the behaviour or actions of the actors connected to the organization [Ass88];
- a declaration of policy or condition that must be satisfied [OMG, 1992].

Business rules can be enforced on the business from the outside environment by regulations or laws, or they can be defined within the business to achieve the goals of the business. A business rule is based on a business policy. An example of a business policy in a car rental company is "only cars in legal, roadworthy condition can be rented to customers" [HH00]. Business rules are declarative statements: they describe what has to be done or what has to hold, but not how.

Our definition of business rules is based on [HH00], [Ass88], [KK92], and [BBS]: Business rules are statements that express (certain parts of) a
business policy, such as defining business terms, defining deontic assignments (of powers, rights and duties), and defining or constraining the operations of an enterprise, in a declarative manner (not describing/prescribing every detail of their implementation).

According to [HH00] and [MDC99], business rules can be divided into ‘structural assertions’ (or ‘term rules’ and ‘fact rules’), ‘action rules’, and ‘derivation rules’. Similarly, Bubenko et al. [BBS] categorize business rules into ‘constraint rules’, ‘event-action rules’, and ‘derivation rules’, while Martin and Odell [MO98] group rules into two broad classes, ‘constraint rules’ and ‘derivation rules’ (remarkably, they subsume ‘stimulus response rules’ – which we call reaction rules – under ‘constraint rules’). [Her97] distinguishes between ‘integrity rules’ (that are further divided into static and dynamic integrity constraints) and ‘automation rules’.

In [HH00], a further class of business rules, authorizations, is proposed. Authorizations represent a particular type of deontic assignments. Synonyms for authorizations are rights and permissions. They define the privileges of an agent (type) with respect to certain (types of) actions. Complementary to rights, we also consider duties.

In summary, three basic types of business rules have been identified in the literature: integrity constraints (also called ‘constraint rules’ or ‘integrity rules’), derivation rules, and reaction rules (also called ‘stimulus response rules’, ‘action rules’, ‘event-action rules’, or ‘automation rules’). A fourth type, deontic assignments, has only been partially identified (in the proposal of considering ‘authorizations’ as business rules).

An integrity constraint is an assertion that must be satisfied in all evolving states and state transition histories of an enterprise viewed as a discrete dynamic system. There are state constraints and process constraints. State constraints must hold at any point in time. An example of a state constraint is: “a customer of the car rental company EU-Rent must be at least 25 years old”. Process constraints refer to the dynamic integrity of a system; they restrict the admissible transitions from one state of the system to another. A process constraint may, for example, declare that the admissible state changes of a RentalOrder object are defined by the following transition path: reserved → allocated → effective → dropped-off.

A derivation rule is a statement of knowledge that is derived from other knowledge by an inference or a mathematical calculation. Derivation rules capture terminological and heuristic domain knowledge that need not to be stored explicitly because it can be derived from existing or other derived information on demand. An example of a derivation rules is: “the rental rate of a rental is inferred from the rental rate of the group of the car assigned to the rental”.

2 ‘Structural assertions’ introduce the definitions of business entities and describe the connections between them. Since they can be captured by a conceptual model of the problem domain, e.g. by an Entity-Relationship (ER) or a UML class model, we do not consider them as business rules but rather as forming the business vocabulary (or ontology).
**Reaction rules** are concerned with the invocation of actions in response to events. They state the conditions under which actions must be taken; this includes triggering event conditions, pre-conditions, and post-conditions (effects). An example of a reaction rule from the domain of car rental is: “when receiving from a customer the request to reserve a car of some specified car group, the branch checks with the headquarter to make sure that the customer is not blacklisted”.

**Deontic assignments** of powers, rights and duties to (types of) internal agents define the deontic structure of an organization, guiding and constraining the actions of internal agents. An example of a deontic assignment statement is: “only the branch manager has the right to grant special discounts to customers”.

The triggering event conditions in the definitions of reaction rules in [HH00], [Her97], [BBS], and [MDC99] are either explicitly or implicitly bound to update events in databases. Depending on some condition on the database state, they may lead to an update action and to system-specific procedure calls. In contrast to this, we choose the more general concept of a reaction rule as proposed in [Wag98]. Reaction rules define the behaviour of an agent in response to environment events (perceived by the agent), and to communication events (created by communication acts of other agents).

### 2.2 Business Rules at the Level of an Information System

In certain cases, business rules expressed at the business level can be automated by mapping them to executable code at the information system level as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constraints</td>
<td>if-then statements in programming languages;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>DOMAIN</strong>, <strong>CHECK</strong> and <strong>CONSTRAINT</strong> clauses in SQL table definitions;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CREATE ASSERTION</strong> statements in SQL database schema definitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivation Rules</td>
<td>deductive database (or Prolog) rules; <strong>SQL CREATE VIEW</strong> statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction Rules</td>
<td>if-then statements in programming languages;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CREATE TRIGGER</strong> statements in SQL;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>production rules in ‘expert systems’;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Mapping of business rules from the business level to the information system level using currently available technology.

This mapping is, however, not one-to-one, since programming languages and database management systems offer only limited support for it. While general purpose programming languages do not support any of the three types of expressions (with the exception of the object-oriented language Eiffel that supports integrity constraints in the form of ‘invariants’ for object classes), SQL has some built-in support for constraints, derivation rules (views), and limited forms of reaction rules (triggers).
2.3 Business Processes

Business rules define and control business processes. A widely accepted definition of a business process is [Dav92]: ”A business process can be defined as a collection of activities that takes one or more kinds of input, and creates an output that is of value to the customer”. In [HC93] this definition is paraphrased by stating: ”A [business] process is simply a structured set of activities designed to produce a specified output for a particular customer or market”. A business process describes from start to finish the sequence of events required to produce the product or service [YWT+96]. A business process is assumed to consume input in terms of information and/or material and produce output of information and/or material [BBS]. Business processes typically involve several different functional organization units. Often business processes also cross organizational boundaries.

We prefer to adopt a more general perspective and consider a business process as a special kind of a social interaction process. Unlike physical or chemical processes, social interaction processes are based on communication acts that may create commitments and are governed by norms. We distinguish between an interaction process type and a concrete interaction process (instance), while in the literature the term ‘business process’ is ambiguously used both at the type and the instance level.

We thus refine and extend the definitions of [YWT+96], [HC93], and [Dav92]:

**A business process is a social interaction process for the purpose of doing business.** According to [Wag01b], a social interaction process is a temporally ordered, coherent set of events and actions, involving one or more communication acts, perceived and performed by agents, and following a set of rules, or protocol, that is governed by norms, and that specifies the type of the interaction process. Notice that we did not choose activities as the basic elements of a process. While an action happens at a time point (i.e., it is immediate), an activity is being performed during a time interval (i.e., it has duration), and consists of a set of actions.

We propose to model both business rules and business processes in the framework of the Agent-Object-Relationship metamodel reviewed in Section 3.

3 Principles of Agent-Object-Relationship Modeling

Agent-Object-Relationship (AOR) diagrams were proposed in [Wag01a,Wag01b] as an agent-oriented extension of Entity-Relationship diagrams, or UML-style class diagrams. In order to capture more semantics of the dynamic and deontic aspects of organizations and organizational information systems, such as the events and actions related to the ongoing business processes of an enterprise, it is proposed to make an ontological distinction between active and passive entities, that is, between agents and ordinary objects. AOR modeling suggests that the semantics of business transactions can be more adequately captured if the specific business agents associated with the involved events and actions are explicitly represented in organizational information systems in addition to passive business objects.
In AOR modeling, an entity is either an agent, an event, an action, a claim, a commitment, or an ordinary object. An organization is viewed as a complex institutional agent defining the rights and duties of its internal agents that act on behalf of it, and being involved in a number of interactions with external agents. Internal agents may be humans, artificial agents (such as software agents, agentified information systems, robots or agentified embedded systems), or institutional agents (such as organizational units).

As usual, entity types are visually represented by rectangles while relationship types are represented by connection lines (possibly with crows feet endings in order to indicate multiplicity). While an object type is visualized as an ordinary rectangle, an agent type is graphically rendered as a rectangle with rounded corners. An internal agent type is visualized by such a rectangle with a dashed line drawn within the institutional agent rectangle it belongs to (like Branch in Fig. 1). An instance of an agent type is distinguished from an agent type by underlining its name (like the EU-Rent in Fig. 1).

3.1 Actions and Events

In a business domain, there are various types of actions performed by agents, and there are various types of state changes, including the progression of time, that occur in the environment of the agents. For an external observer, both actions and environmental state changes constitute events. In the internal perspective of an agent that acts in the business domain, only the actions of other agents count as events.

Actions create events, but not all events are created by actions. Those events that are created by actions, such as delivering a product to a customer, are called action events. Examples of business events that are not created by actions are the fall of a particular stock value below a certain threshold, the sinking of a ship in a storm, or a timeout in an auction.

We make a distinction between communicative and non-communicative actions and events. Many typical business events, such as receiving a purchase order or a sales quotation, are communication events. Business communication may be viewed as asynchronous point-to-point message passing. The expressions receiving a message and sending a message may be considered to be synonyms of perceiving a communication event and performing a communication act.

As opposed to the low-level (and rather technical) concept of messages in object-oriented programming, AOR modeling assumes the high-level semantics of speech-act-based Agent Communication Language (ACL) messages (see [KQM, FIP]).

3.2 Commitments and Claims

Commitments are fundamental components of business interaction processes. This is acknowledged by the ebXML standardization initiative in the statement
"The business semantics of each commercial transaction are defined in terms of the Business Objects affected, and the commitment(s) formed or agreed.\(^3\)

Representing and processing commitments and claims in information systems explicitly helps to achieve coherent behavior in interaction processes. In [Sin99], the social dimension of coherent behavior is emphasized, and commitments are treated as ternary relationships between two agents and a ‘context group’ they both belong to. For simplicity, we treat commitments as binary relationships between two agents.

Commitments to perform certain actions, or to see to it that certain conditions hold, typically arise from certain communication acts. For instance, sending a sales quotation to a customer commits the vendor to reserve adequate stocks of the quoted item for some time. Likewise, acknowledging a sales order implies the creation of a commitment to deliver the ordered items on or before the specified delivery date.

Some of these modeling concepts are *indexical*, that is, they depend on the perspective chosen: in the perspective of a particular agent, *actions* of other agents are viewed as *events*, and *commitments* of other agents are viewed as *claims* against them.

In the internal perspective of an agent, a commitment refers to a specific action to be performed in due time, while a claim refers to a specific event that is created by an action of another agent, and has to occur in due time.

### 3.3 External AOR Models

In an external AOR model, we adopt the view of an external observer who is observing the (prototypical) agents and their interactions in the problem domain under consideration. Typically, an external AOR model will have a *focus*, that is an agent, or a group of agents, for which we would like to develop a state and behavior model. We do not consider internal AOR models (taking the internal/subjective perspective of a particular agent/system to be modeled) in this paper.

An *Agent Diagram* depicts the focus agent (or agents) and the agent types it is (or they are) interacting with. If another agent (type) is to be represented by a focus agent (type) with ‘proprietary’ attributes (that have only meaning for the representer), such as when *Customer* is to be represented by *Headquarter* with the proprietary Boolean attribute *isBlacklisted*, then a corresponding agent rectangle with a dot-dashed line is drawn as a representation of the ‘real’ agent (type) within the focus agent (type), as in Fig. [I] Such an explicit representational duplication of an entity type is only necessary if proprietary attributes are to be included in the agent diagram. Otherwise, it is tacitly assumed that the focus agent has a representation of all agents it deals with in terms of ‘standard’ attributes.

In the view of an external observer, actions are also events, and commitments are also claims, exactly like two sides of the same coin. Therefore, an external

\(^3\) From the *ebXML Technical Architecture Specification* v0.9.
Fig. 1. An Agent Diagram: The car rental company EU-Rent is the focus agent. It consists of an internal agent Headquarters and (instances of) the internal agent types Branch and AutomotiveServiceStation. The headquarters classifies customers by means of the proprietary attribute isBlacklisted. Similarly, banks classify customers by means of the proprietary attribute isCreditWorthy. In both cases, a rectangle with a dot-dashed line is used to graphically render the internal representation entity type Customer.

AOR model contains, besides the agent and object types of interest, the action event types and commitment/claim types that are needed to describe the interactions between the focus agent(s) and the other types of agents. They are visualized in an Interaction Frame Diagram.

In an external AOR model, a commitment of agent a₁ towards agent a₂ to perform an action of a certain type (such as a commitment to return a car) can also be viewed as a claim of a₂ against a₁ that an action of that kind will be performed. Commitments/claims are conceptually coupled with the type of action event they refer to (such as returnCar action events). This is graphically rendered by an arrow rectangle with a dotted line on top of the action event rectangle it refers to, as depicted in Fig. 2.

Action event types, and commitment/claim types are graphically rendered like in Fig. 2 which depicts the interaction frames between Customer and Branch, and between Branch and Headquarters. Notice that not for all action event types there is a corresponding commitment/claim type. For instance, there are no commitments of (or claims against) customers to pick up a car, whereas there are commitments and claims to return a car. An interaction frame between two agent types consists of those action event types and commitment/claim types that form the basis of the interaction processes in which these two agent types are involved. Unlike a UML sequence diagram, it does not model any sequential process but provides a static picture of the possible interactions including commitment/claim types.
Fig. 2. An Interaction Frame Diagram: The interaction frame between the agent types Customer and Branch consists of the communicative action event (or ACL message) types requestReservation and confirmReservation, the action event type pickupCar, and the commitment/claim types provideCar and returnCar coupled with the corresponding action event types. The interaction frame between the agent type Branch and the agent Headquarter consists of the ACL message types askIf(blacklisted(?Customer)) and replyIf(blacklisted(?Customer), ?Answer)).

An external AOR model should not include any software artifacts. It should rather represent a conceptual analysis view of the problem domain, similarly to the function of a UML use case model.

4 Business Rules as Reaction Rules

We propose to formalize business rules as integrity constraints, as derivation rules, as reaction rules, or as deontic assignments in the semantic framework of knowledge-perception-memory-commitment (KPMC) agents. The concept of KPMC agents is an extension of the knowledge- and perception-based (KP) agent model proposed in [Wag96, Wag98]. We can only sketch this logical framework here.

A KPMC agent consists of five components: a knowledge base KB, an event queue EQ (representing the perception state), a memory base MB (recording past events and actions), a commitment/claim base CB, and a set of reaction rules RR (encoding the behavior of the agent). The schema of a KPMC agent is composed by a knowledge system (in the sense of [Wag98]), an agent communication language (ACL), an action language, and an environment event language. Integrity constraints and derivation rules are expressible on the basis of a knowledge system (and the query and input language defined by it). For expressing reaction rules one needs, in addition to the query and input language of a knowledge system, languages for expressing events and actions.
In this paper, for space limitations, we restrict our considerations to reaction rules that are visualized in Interaction Pattern Diagrams. In [TW01], we discuss deontic assignments.

Business rules that define the interactive behavior of business agents are best formalized as reaction rules. Business interactions are influenced by commitments and claims. So, reaction rules are those business rules where an agent-oriented approach is most promising. At the same time, they seem to be the most important type of business rules.

![Fig. 3. An Interaction Pattern Diagram: Visualizing a process fragment defined by the reaction rules R1, R2 and R3.](image)

In Fig. 3, the business process type of rental reservation is modeled on the basis of three reaction rules, R1, R2 and R3. Variables in the parameter list of a message type or predicate are prefixed with a question mark.

**R1:** Upon receiving from a Customer the request to reserve a car of some ?CarGroup for a certain rental ?Period, if that car group has sufficient
capacity during the period requested – determined by evaluating the intensional predicate `hasCapacity(?Period)` of the corresponding instance of `CarGroup` – the `Branch` sends a query to the `Headquarter` to make sure that the customer is not blacklisted.

R2: Upon receiving from a `Branch` a query if some customer is blacklisted, the headquarter checks if the concerned customer is blacklisted, and if he is not, replies with ‘no’.

R3: Upon receiving from the `Headquarter` a reply telling that the `Customer` is not blacklisted, the `Branch` creates the corresponding rental reservation (i.e. an instance of `RentalOrder` with the status `isReserved`), commits towards the customer to provide a car, sends a request to the `Timer` software agent to remind about the allocation time of a car for the given rental order (a car is allocated for the rental reservation 12 hours before the pickup-time), and sends a confirmation to the customer.

A reaction rule is visualized as a circle with incoming and outgoing arrows. Each reaction rule has exactly one incoming arrow that is solid: it represents the triggering event condition which is also responsible for instantiating the reaction rule. In addition, there may be ordinary incoming arrows representing state conditions (referring to corresponding instances of other entity types). There are two kinds of outgoing arrows. An outgoing arrow of the form \(\rightarrow\) denotes a mental effect referring to a change of beliefs and/or commitments. An outgoing connector to an action type denotes the performance of an action of that type.

Reaction rules may also be represented in textual form. For instance, R1 could be expressed as

\[
\text{ON RECEIVE requestReservation(?CarGrp, ?Period) FROM ?Customer IF ?CarGrp.hasCapacity(?Period) THEN}
\]

\[
\text{SEND askIf( blacklisted(?Customer)) TO headquarter}
\]

and R3 could be expressed as

\[
\text{ON RECEIVE replyIf( blacklisted(?Customer), no) FROM headquarter THEN}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{COMPUTE } & ?\text{RentalNo} = \text{getNewRentalNo}(); \\
\text{CREATE BELIEF } & \text{RentalOrder(?RentalNo, ?Customer, isReserved, ...)} \\
\text{CREATE COMMITMENT TOWARDS } & \text{Customer TO provideCar(...)} \text{ BY ...} \\
\text{SEND } & \text{request( remind(?RentalNo, ...)) TO timer} \\
\text{SEND } & \text{confirmReservation(?RentalNo,...) TO ?Customer}
\end{align*}
\]

5 Related Work

We restrict our discussion of related work to those approaches in enterprise modeling where business rules play an essential role.
In object-oriented approaches, rules are frequently implemented within the methods of a business object class. In many cases, however, this binding of a business rule to a specific object class is not adequate. Typically, a rule refers to more than one type of business object. Therefore, business rules should be defined on top of the business object definitions (classes) in a separate module.

In [EP99], Eriksson and Penker propose an approach to business modeling with UML based on four primary concepts: resources, processes, goals, and rules. In this proposal, there is no specific treatment of agents. They are subsumed, together with “material, information, and products” under the concept of resources. This unfortunate subsumption of human agents under the traditional ‘resource’ metaphor prevents a proper treatment of many agent-related concepts such as commitments, deontic assignments, and communication/interaction.

Ross [Ros97] has proposed one of the most comprehensive methodologies for modeling business rules. The Ross Notation is, however, largely a database-oriented methodology, and does therefore not allow to model events and actions. Neither does it support to model business processes. E.g., [Hur98] remarks that the primary deficiency of the Ross Notation is its inability to model process aspects, due to its fundamental restriction of only considering persistent data as a basis for business rules.

The Enterprise Knowledge Development (EKD) approach described in [BBS] also addresses the modeling of business rules, business processes, and actors. The EKD approach does not, however, bring these notions straightforwardly to the operational level like we do in our approach. Also, visualization of business rules and processes in EKD is quite simplistic (by boxes).

Recently, in [OVDPB00], an agent-oriented extension of UML, called AUML, mainly concerning the expressivity of sequence diagrams and activity diagrams, has been proposed. However, AUML does not distinguish between agents and objects. In fact, UML class diagrams are not modified at all in AUML. Neither does it provide any support for (business) rules.

6 Conclusion

Business rules have traditionally been modeled and implemented in the narrow context of (active) databases. We have adopted a broader view, and a more cognitive stance, by proposing to model and implement business rules as the “rules of behaviour” of business agents. We have also shown how to visualize business rules in Agent-Object-Relationship models. We did not say anything about a suitable modeling process/method associated with the AOR modeling language. This is a topic for further research.

In addition to the case study of a car rental company, the methodology described in this paper has been used in designing an information system in support of inter-enterprise business processes of electronic advertising in newspapers, and in designing the scheduling information system for a ceramic factory, see [Tav01].
We are aware that, by introducing new concepts for enterprise modeling, we have also created new problems and research challenges. Some of the new questions that arise from our approach are:

- How can commitments/claims be used in real systems? What is their operational semantics?
- How can we relate our formalization of business rules with goals and goal-oriented behavior based on planning and plan execution?
- How can we handle exceptions to standard processes (for instance, when a customer does not appear to pick up a car as agreed, or when the automotive service station fails to return a car on time)? Possibly as violations of commitments?

These and many more questions will guide our future work.
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Abstract. There have been numerous attempts to provide semantic recovery workflow support in order to maintain atomicity and consistency. However, they concentrate on compensation activities for individual tasks. This paper propose a three-layer model to provide comprehensive recovery support in an advanced object-oriented workflow environment, which take cares many other properties and aspects of a workflow management system (WFMS). At the workflow layer, the workflow composition hierarchy, workflow semantics and workflow commitment determines recovery requirement and data objects affected. At the data object layer, object class properties, data dependencies determines data recovery requirement. At the recovery primitive layer, users can define different types of reusable primitives to address the above recovery requirements. Based on this model with respect to ADOME-WFMS, this paper illustrates how the problem of workflow recovery can be adequately addressed, especially from an exception-handling viewpoint. In particular, a novel web-based support for cooperative workflow semantic recovery is highlighted.

1 Introduction

Workflow is automation of a business process. A Workflow Management System (WFMS) is a system that assists in defining, managing and executing workflows. Since it is not possible to specify all possible outcomes and alternatives (especially with various special cases and unanticipated possibilities), exceptions can occur frequently during the execution of a business process. A comprehensive WFMS should be able to automate exception handling by supporting the users to reallocate resources (data / object update) or to amend workflow such as adding alternatives (workflow evolution). Further, frequent occurrences of similar exceptions have to be incorporated into workflows as expected exceptions. Such workflow evolutions can help avoid unnecessary exceptions by eliminating error-prone activities, adding alternatives or by enhancing the operation environment. This can lead to a WFMS that supports workflow adaptation through exceptions.

On the other hand, various advanced transaction models have been developed to cope with advanced applications. A detailed classification can be found in [20]. The concepts of transactions provide useful properties such as failure atomicity, concurrency control and recovery to workflow. Thus, some researchers view
workflow as an extension of advanced transaction models. However, because of the rich semantics and requirements of advanced workflow applications, semantic aspects should also be addressed adequately, in addition to transactional aspect for workflow and their exception handling.

When an exception occurs, a WFMS often needs to undo the effects of failed tasks and backtrack consistently, before re-executing the failed task or pursuing another path. As such, the workflow at a higher level can maintain progress on the whole, despite exceptions occurring in constituting tasks. This is referred as workflow semantic recovery. While most research in advanced transactional models and transaction workflow are at a low-level or with a strong theoretical basis, this paper concentrates on workflow recovery issues at semantic level (not on transactional aspects), which has not been addressed comprehensively by fellow researchers. In particular, this paper attempts to provide a high-level perspective on how workflow semantic recovery can be applied to WFMSs for exception handling.

The objectives and contributions of this paper include: (i) a high-level perspective on workflow exceptions, handlers and semantic recovery; (ii) a comprehensive three-layer model for workflow semantic recovery in an object-oriented workflow environment; (iii) demonstration of the feasibility of ADOME-WFMS for effective support of workflow semantic recovery; (iv) reuse issues for specification of workflow semantic recovery, and (v) a novel web-based support for cooperative workflow semantic recovery.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses an overview of workflow exception and recovery requirements. Section 3 presents a three-layer model for workflow semantic recovery in an object-oriented environment. Section 4 illustrates the architecture of ADOME-WFMS, with focus on the mechanism of the Recovery Manager. Section 5 compares related work. Finally, the paper concludes with our plans for further research in Section 6.

2 Workflow Exceptions and Recovery Requirement

This section gives an overview of the requirement of workflow semantic recovery to support exception handling in an advanced contemporary object-oriented WFMS (with respect to ADOME-WFMS). This motivates the design of the three-layer workflow semantic recovery model in this paper.

In this paper, we model a business process as a workflow executed by a set of problem solving agents. A Problem Solving Agent (PSA) is a hardware/software system or a human being, with an ability to execute a finite set of tasks in an application domain. Typically a workflow is recursively decomposed into sub-workflows and eventually down to the unit level called tasks. A task is usually handled by a single PSA. The WFMS schedules and selects the PSAs for executing the tasks. We match the tasks with PSAs by using a capability-based token/role approach, where the main criterion is that the set of capability tokens of a chosen PSA should be matched to the requirement of the task. A token embodies certain capabilities of a PSA to execute certain functions / procedures /tasks, e.g., programming, database-administration, Japanese-speaking, while a role represents a set of responsibilities, which usually
correspond to a job-function in an organization, e.g., project-leader, project-member, programmer, analyst, etc. Each PSA can play a set of PSA-roles and hold a set of extra capabilities. For example, John is a Japanese analyst-programmer who is leading a small project; thus he may play all the above-mentioned roles (project-leader, project-member, programmer, analyst, etc.), and in addition holds an extra capability (token) of Japanese-speaking.

Our overall objective of effective support of exception handling is to reduce, as much as possible, human intervention and increase reuse of workflow and exception definitions. We use an integrated, event-driven approach for execution, coordination, and exception handling in our WFMS. Events (such as database events / exceptions, or external inputs) trigger the WFMS Execution Manager to start a workflow. The WFMS Execution Manager uses events to trigger execution of tasks, while finished tasks will inform the Execution Manager with new events. Upon an exception, exception events will trigger the WFMS Exception Manager to take control of resolutions.

The workflow composition hierarchy specifies and records the activities and their constituting sub-workflows recursively down to the task level. Tasks are atomic activities with no sub-workflows. Sub-workflows are made up of tasks. The workflow composition hierarchy matches the nested transaction model. The nested transaction model is an important extension to the traditional transaction model where a multi-level structure is allowed. A nested transaction is a set of sub-transactions that may recursively contain other sub-transactions to form a transaction tree. A parent transaction may terminate only after all its children terminate. If a parent transaction is aborted, all its children are aborted. However, when a child fails, the parent may choose its own way of recovery, such as by executing a compensation transaction. This exactly corresponds to the composition hierarchy of a workflow. Starting a workflow corresponds to starting a nested transaction, with the sub-activities being sub-transactions. The process continues down to a task level, corresponding to a leaf transaction. However, transactional aspects apply to systems level but many other workflow-level semantics need to be addressed during recovery. This situation motivates the development of a comprehensive model for semantic workflow recovery.

When an exception occurs, it does not necessarily mean a failure if a suitable exception handler can remedy the situation and allow continuation of execution. An exception handler can be considered as a sub-workflow executing another sub-transaction. From a recovery point of view, exception handlers may have different levels of achievement:

- **Total remedy** - to fix the problem so that execution is resumed as normal and other transactions / tasks are not affected. For example, when a purchase is slightly out of budget, the WFMS automatically increase the budget (with notification to the management) and continue.

- **Sacrificing remedy** - to fix the problem with actions affecting other activities so that execution of the current workflow is resumed as normal. This may cause exceptions to other activities and aborting other transactions. For example, purchases for less important projects are canceled or put on hold so that there can be enough funding for purchases needed for a vital project.

- **Backtracking** - the effect of the current problematic sub-workflow is undone (say, in the form of compensating task) so that the WFMS can execute an alternate path or
re-execute the current sub-workflow in a consistent manner. (This issue is to be further elaborated and discussed in the following sections.)

*Failure determination* - unable to find other viable remedies or alternate execution paths, thus the current sub-workflow has to abort, which causes an exception to its parent workflow. The partial result of the failed task has to be undone.

## 3 A Three-Layer Semantic Workflow Recovery Model

![Diagram of Three-layer Semantic Workflow Recovery Model]

The previous section has presented the requirement of workflow semantic recovery in an advanced contemporary WFMS (with respect to ADOME-WFMS). However, there have only been scattered attempts in workflow recovery at a semantic level, while most other work contributes in the transaction level. Therefore, we develop a three-layer semantic workflow recovery model to address this problem, as depicted in Fig. 1. At the workflow layer, the workflow composition hierarchy, workflow commitment, and workflow semantics determine recovery requirement and data objects affected. At the data object layer, object class properties, data dependencies determines data recovery requirement. At the recovery primitive layer, users can define different types of reusable primitives to address the above recovery requirements.

### 3.1 Semantic Recovery at the Workflow Layer

At the workflow layer, the basic approach of semantic recovery is to associate each task/sub-workflow with a compensation sub-workflow for backtracking. In this model, with respect to ADOME-WFMS, association of compensation sub-workflows to target workflows is very flexible due to the workflow composition hierarchy, event-condition-action (ECA) rule mechanisms and meta-modeling. Moreover, workflow recovery performance and semantic expressiveness can be improved with the workflow semantic commit mechanism.
3.1.1 Flexible Association of Compensation Sub-workflows to Workflows

First, we generalize the notion of compensation task to compensation sub-workflow because the compensation process may be a complicated one involving many steps. For example, an airline reservation sub-workflow has to be undone by a corresponding cancellation sub-workflow. According to standard terminologies, the cancellation process is a task instead of a sub-workflow because it consists of a number of steps (or tasks), such as authorization from the supervisor, application to the travel agency, refund procedures, etc. However, in case that no compensation sub-workflow has been specified for a target sub-workflow, we need to undo individual component tasks/sub-workflows recursively down the composition hierarchy.

Second, in addition the association of compensation sub-workflow at task level, the workflow hierarchical composition provides a choice of granularity for compensation sub-workflows, depending on workflow semantics. For example, the airline reservation sub-workflow is undone by a corresponding cancellation sub-workflow as a whole, i.e., we can associate a compensation sub-workflow to a target sub-workflow instead of to individual tasks, which are to be undone. Similarly, we should cancel travel packages (hotel plus air-ticket) as a whole, rather than their components one by one. As such, the workflow recovery semantics is much better maintained than associating compensation tasks/sub-workflows with individual target tasks.

Third, in ADOME-WFMS, users may specify different compensation sub-workflows under the scope of different workflow classes, or under different situations (event plus condition), from the default one associated with the target sub-workflow for compensation. Moreover, ECA-rules can be used to specify compensation sub-workflows other than defaults, like specifying exception handlers. For example, the cancellation sub-workflow associated with the airline reservation sub-workflow is fine for most workflow classes in the organization, but the marketing department may want another process because they most likely want to change an air-ticket for another trip instead of canceling it. The ECA rule to specify this looks like: \( E: \text{airline\_reservation}(a).\text{compensation}, C:a.\text{dept}="\text{Marketing}", A: \text{change\_flight} (a) \). Similarly, if air-tickets from regional offices to the head office are reusable, we can specify similar ECA rules to override the default. More details about how to specify ECA rules with scoping can be found in [4,7].

Finally, because ADOME-WFMS employs a meta-modeling approach in specifying workflows [4], generic compensation sub-workflows can be defined (or generalized from specific ones) for maximized reuse. For example, service cancellation sub-workflow templates can be defined so that specific service cancellation (e.g., air-ticket, hotel) can be instantiated for execution. Note that human intervention (cooperative workflow semantic recovery) may also be specified as a compensation sub-workflow (cf. Section 4.4).
3.1.2 Task States and Workflow Semantic Commit

To improve recovery performance and to enhance semantic support, we introduce the mechanism of workflow semantic commit support. Fig. 2 illustrates the various states of a task, which are related to workflow recovery as follows:

![State Diagram for a Task](image)

1. **Start**: A task instance is created with a start state, where the WFMS carries out various house-keeping actions, such as preparing ECA-rules of event-driven execution and exception handling. This corresponds to the start of a workflow sub-transaction at database system transaction level.

2. **Ready**: The WFMS will then allocate resources and find a capable PSA for the task. If workflow exceptions occur, such as no resources, out of budget, no PSA, the Exception Manager takes over.

3. **Running**: If everything proceeds well and the PSA acknowledges the assignment, the task will then be in a running state. After working on the task, the PSA will report the result, either successful completion or exception.

4. **Exception Handling**: Should exceptions occur in the ready or running state, the Exception Manager takes over to execute exception resolution in the exception handling state.

5. **Recovery**: If the Exception Manager decides to backtrack, it invokes the Recovery Manager to perform semantic workflow recovery in the recovery state. After that, the task can then be ready again for re-execution.

6. **Abort**: Failure in any state may cause the task to abort. This propagates the exception to the parent workflow level.

7. **Completed**: A successful task will finish in a completed state.

8. **Commit Pending**: Before committing a task, all the objects and states referred by the task should be from committed tasks; otherwise waiting is required.

9. **Completed and Committed**: At certain checkpoints, the user may decide to commit the previous successfully completed tasks, so that the changes are permanent. This corresponds to the end of a workflow sub-transaction at database system transaction level.
Note that we distinguish between completed and committed states in order to allow the Exception Manager, or human intervention to backtrack a completed (but not committed) task subsequent inter-dependent tasks as needed. Committed task need not be undone and therefore recovery performance is improved.

### 3.2 Semantic Recovery at the Data Object Layer

In the absence of compensation sub-workflow for a target task, we may tackle the problem of semantic recovery with another approach, by considering the update log of the task, and try to undo the changes to the affected objects. In an object-oriented environment, different methods encapsulate richer semantics behind that traditional database updates. Since different methods have different semantics, they need different compensation methods or recovery primitives.

With semantic recovery support at data object layer, compensation sub-workflows at the workflow semantic layer can concentrate on specific items or situations that need special attention. After finishing the main logic, they may invoke the Recovery Manager to clean up other data objects modified and apply default semantic recovery at the data object layer, in order to maximize reuse and improve the ease of programming.

Moreover, should any other workflows depend on the data objects that are changed during semantic recovery, there is a potential problem of inconsistency. Therefore, the Recovery Manager will raise events (exceptions) to alert those dependent workflows, so that they can take proper actions. Thus, there is a possibility for cascaded backtracking and exceptions in general (cf. Section 4.5).

### 3.3 Recovery Primitives Layer

As explained above, different methods have different semantics, they need different compensation methods or recovery primitives. However, there are some general compensation methods, such as:

- **Simple rollback** - the previous value or state of the object is restored. This is typical for handling traditional database update in workflow when the item is locked.

- **Do nothing** — some information should simply be kept whatever happens afterwards. For example, application level logs should be kept instead of being destroyed. Time wasted cannot be recovered, and many resources or budget used up cannot be recovered in general. Partial work done, such as design and working documents, should be kept for reference, because they are probably helpful in decreasing the cost of subsequent work. On the other hand, unimportant effects (e.g., duplicated supplier acknowledgement) can just be ignored while beneficial information and effects should be kept (e.g., correct product information obtained).

- **Mark void** — useful documents, though now ineffective, should be kept, but marked void for records, such as invoice and purchase orders.

- **Human intervention** — unanticipated or critical situations may require human intervention to clear up. However, the user can define rules for subsequent backtrack action to automate handling of further occurrences of this situation.
Similar to the process of specifying compensation sub-workflows for target sub-workflow, we can use ECA-rules to associate different compensation methods/sub-workflows (which can be considered as a part of an exception handler) to undo object methods under different situations. Thus, complicated conditions and variations in compensation methods can be programmed with lots of opportunities for reuse. On the other hand, general compensation methods can be attached to objects and reused through the class hierarchy.

4 Implementation Issues

This section presents some implementation issues for the three-layer model for workflow semantic recovery, with reference to the ADOME-WFMS.

4.1 Architecture

Fig. 3. Architecture of ADOME Workflow Management System

The ADOME system was developed to enhance the knowledge-level modeling capabilities of OODBMS models [18], to allow them to more adequately deal with data and knowledge management requirements of advanced information management applications. The ADOME prototype has been built by integrating an OODBMS (ITASCA [13]) and production inference engine (CLIPS [8]), with support of advanced ECA-rules. Therefore, a WFMS can be implemented on top of it with relative ease. The architecture and functional aspects of the resultant ADOME-WFMS (as depicted in Fig. 3) are as follows: *ADOME active expert OODBMS* provides a unified enabling technology for the WFMS, viz., object and role database, event specification...
and execution, rule / constraint specification and processing. Workflow Editor facilitates the decomposition of activities into tasks. The user provides the knowledge and related data to decompose activities into tasks by a user interface. Organizational Database manages data objects for the organization, as well as PSA classes, instances and their capability token (role) specifications. Besides maintaining user-specified extensional tokens / roles systematically, intensional token/role derivation for a PSA is also supported. Workflow Executor coordinates execution by user-raised and database generated events. Recovery Manager keeps track of task workflow transactions, execution states, results and dependencies. Match Maker selects PSAs for executing tasks of a workflow according to some selection criteria. Exception Manager handles various exceptions by re-executing failed tasks or their alternatives (either resolved by the WFMS or determined by the user) while maintaining forward progress.

Recently, we have added an E-ADOME Agent Interface Layer to enable ADOME-WFMS to interact with agents through the Internet. It supports effective management of agents, cooperative exception handling, cooperative semantic recovery, user-driven computer supported resolution of unexpected exceptions / workflow evolution and inter-organization workflow in an E-commerce / E-service environment [6].

4.2 Features of ADOME-WFMS Facilitating Workflow Recovery

The workflow decomposition hierarchy of ADOME-WFMS [4] facilitates the application of a nested transaction model described in Section 2. ADOME-WFMS has rich features to avoid task failures during exception handling and therefore sub-transaction aborts. These include adaptive human resource management in PSA modeling, capability matching and reasoning, and extensive features in reuse of exception handlers.

Compensation sub-workflows are considered as part of the exception handling procedure and modeled as sub-workflows of the exception handlers. We allow the execution and definition of compensation sub-workflows as ECA rules, which corresponds to the integrated framework of event-driven workflow execution in ADOME-WFMS. This allows different compensation sub-workflows/methods to be executed according to the exception type and general conditions under execution. As such, our environment provides many opportunities for reuse, as explained in the previous section.

4.3 The ADOME-WFMS Recovery Manager

The function of the ADOME-WMFS Recovery Manager can mainly be divided into housekeeping functions and backtrack functions.

House-keeping functions of the ADOME-WFMS Recovery Manager includes the following: (i) upon starting of a task or sub-workflow, a sub-transaction starts; (ii) keep track of the sequence of executing tasks and sub-activities for backtracking; (iii) maintain the states of all executing tasks; (iv) for every task, keep track of all updates (methods) until it commits; (v) for uncommitted tasks, keep track of all references to uncommitted results, and (vi) make sure before committing a task, all the objects and states referred should be from committed tasks; otherwise waiting is required.
Method Workflow.Backtrack (t, restart_point: Workflow)
/* backtrack from t to restart_point of in a workflow transition graph */

FOREACH s IN Traceback(t, restore_point) DO /* trace back the execution path */
/* do workflow level compensation, if defined */
c = ECA_first_match(s, Workflow.Compensation);

IF exist(c)
c.Start; /* execute compensation workflow of the scope */
ELSEIF exist(s.Compensation)
s.Compensation.Start; /* Execute default compensation */
ELSEIF is_composite(s) /* s is composite sub-workflow */
Backtrack(s.End, s.Start); /* backtrack its components */
ELSE /* no workflow level compensation, do object layer compensations */
Object.Backtrack(s.method_log);
ENDIF
ENDDO
END

Method Object.Backtrack (s: Set of MethodLog)
FOREACH m IN REVERSE s DO /* execute different recovery primitives according to methods */
CASE m.Recovery_Primitive
  Simple_rollback: m.Database_simple_rollback;
  Mark_void: m.Void := TRUE;
  Do_nothing: {};
  Compensation: /* execute relevant ECA rule bounded to object */
    c = ECA_first_match(m, Method.Compensation);
    execute c;
  Human_intervention: Human_recover(t, restart_point, m);
ENDCASE
ENDDO
/* find out other tasks referring to rollback objects */
FOREACH m IN REVERSE s DO
  IF m.Recovery_Primitive IN {Simple_rollback, Mark_void}
    task_affected := task_affected UNION m.Object.Refer
  ENDIF
  IF m.Recovery_Primitive IN {Compensation, Human_intervention}
    AND o.Object.Old <> o.Object.New /* object really changed */
    task_affected := task_affected UNION m.Object.Refer
  ENDIF
ENDDO
/* these (sub)activities are inconsistent */
FOREACH a IN activities_affected DO
  Raise(a.Inconsistent_Refer)
ENDDO
END

---

**Fig. 4.** Main Algorithm of ADOME-WFMS Recovery Manager

With the above housekeeping functions, the three-layer model for workflow semantic recovery described in the previous section can be implemented. The algorithm is depicted in **Fig. 4**. In summary, the recovery logic includes the following. When the Exception Manager determines to re-execute a task or to execute an alternate task, backtrack (to one or more steps backward) is necessary to ensure that re-execution can be performed in a consistent manner. Then, the Recovery Manager will be invoked to undo the effect of tasks/sub-workflows backward along the execution path and down the workflow composition hierarchy if necessary. If there are no workflow compensation sub-activities defined for individual tasks, data object layer semantic recovery will be executed by tracing back the method execution log. For all objects that have been recovered successfully, the Recovery Manager will look for other tasks that are data-dependent on them. Since these tasks are not consistent any more, the Recovery Manager thus raises inconsistency exceptions to all of them. As such, cascaded exceptions and backtrack will happen. Note that the data object layer semantic recovery
method (entry point) is also serviceable to compensation sub-workflows, which can pass over a sub-log to recover some objects by default actions.

4.4 Cooperative Semantic Recovery

Recently, we have designed a web-based interface for cooperative semantic recovery in ADOME-WFMS, as illustrated by Fig. 3 in addition to other web-based cooperative features as detailed in [7]. For example, if a project is cancelled, should the requisition department cancel the related order from the supplier? This may depend on: (i) whether other customers or potential customers need this item, (ii) whether there is enough money to keep this stock, (iii) if the order is not cancelled, extra funding and space for storage are required, which may or may not be justified, (iv) time required for delivery, (v) the cost of canceling the order. This example also illustrates that both forward and backward semantic recovery should be supported in a unified manner, depending on business situations.

Under unanticipated, complicated, or critical situations, human intervention (or a cooperative mode) may be necessary for workflow recovery. When cooperative semantic recovery is required, the target user is alerted (by ICQ, and if not available, by email) with the URL of the page generated by the E-ADOME interface layer. After logging in, the web page presents a list of relevant objects for decision and a list of options. In addition, the user may browse the decision history for reference. Therefore, ADOME-WFMS supports automatic (ECA-rule based) and cooperative semantic recovery in both forward and backward direction.

![ADOME-WFMS Cooperative Recovery](image)

**Fig. 5.** Sample Screen of ADOME-WFMS Cooperative Semantic Recovery

4.5 Handling Cascaded Exceptions, Loops, and Backtrack

Since workflow transactions are long running, a higher degree of concurrency is desired. In order to employ an optimistic approach, results of completed (but not committed) tasks should normally be released for use by other activities. However, this
dependency must be tracked for consistency enforcement. Exceptions will occur to all
tasks depending on the items, which are changed or deleted upon backtrack and thus
cascaded exceptions and backtrack may occur. Thus, compensation actions may be
designed to keep the result of a failed sub-workflow if possible and justified. Sec-
ondly, compensation actions themselves are sub-workflows, and thus may cause ex-
ceptions, which in turn may cause cascaded exceptions and backtrack.

In order to handle cascaded exceptions effectively and avoid infinite generation of
cascaded exceptions, the following *safeness* measures are employed in ADOME-
WFMS: (i) Notification within the exception handling workflow to the human deci-
ding on the handler for an unexpected exception (e.g., to report even expected excep-
tions upon cascaded exceptions). (ii) If cascaded exceptions occur, the same PSA
should be notified for better management and decisions. (iii) Tighter constraints, such
as deadline and budget, can be introduced to avoid exception handling sub-activities
to run indefinitely, and let the control pass back for human decisions. (iv) When a
human decides a jump back to a certain point for re-execution (including simple retry
of the currently failed task), there may be a potential danger of looping and the human
will be provided with a warning. (v) The *Execution Manager* will keep track of the
sequence of executed tasks. If a task or sequence of tasks is repeatedly executed due
to occurrence of same exceptions, then a warning or an exception will be raised for
human intervention or alternate actions. (vi) Cooperative workflow recovery enables
the human expert to undo some of the decisions taken (if possible) and finalize on the
resolution once all different aspects of exception handling are taken care of.

5 Related Work

[20] presented a detailed survey in transactional workflow and recovery. WAMO [9]
uses Sagas and flexible transactions for workflow exception handling. ConTract [19]
focuses on workflow control and execution but not on organization modeling and
workflow specification. OPERA [12] incorporates primitives based on exception
handling concepts developed for programming languages coupled with ideas from
advanced transaction models. Similarly, other works like [11] focus on lower level
issues, such as transactional aspects. Recent efforts on semantic recoveries include:
CREW [14] supports opportunistic compensation and re-execution to reduce recovery
overhead; Flowback [16] provides backward recovery for Flowmark [1].

A classical paper on exception handling is [2], which focused on database aspects
of exception and handling techniques instead of workflow systems. TriGSflow [14] is
perhaps the closest system to ours in that it adopts an OO design, and utilizes rules
and roles, but it has little support for handling exceptions. [17] described a framework
of using roles, event-based execution model and exception handling rules in a WFMS.
However, they did not address a variety of exception conditions or support workflow
decomposition to facilitate workflow definition and execution. WIDE [3] used object
and rule modeling techniques and suggested some measures in handling exceptions.
They addressed reuse and management of exception handlers with implementation
details, but not adequately considered high level semantics, especially inter-
relationship among entities in a WFMS.
In summary, other WFMS either do not address problems in exception handling comprehensively or concentrate only on extended transaction models in relational paradigms. For current works in object-oriented WFMS, few particularly address the problem of workflow semantic recovery. Our previous work [4][7] focused on exceptions and handlers, modeling and meta-modeling issues for WFMS, but do not address the problem of workflow semantic recovery. Though we have some preliminary work [5], this paper is a major enhancement on workflow semantic recovery for handling exceptions because a proper model with new extensions has been developed.

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented a three-layer model for workflow semantic recovery high-level in a flexible WFMS (viz. ADOME-WFMS) based on an active OODBMS extended with role and rule facilities. At the workflow layer, association of compensation sub-workflows to target workflows is very flexible due to the workflow composition hierarchy, ECA-rule mechanisms and meta-modeling. Moreover, workflow recovery performance and semantic expressiveness can be improved with the workflow semantic commit mechanism. At the data object layer, semantic recovery is convenient and highly reusable. At the recovery primitive layer, general primitives have been identified to augment specific compensation methods, which may also be flexibly defined with ECA-rules. ADOME-WFMS supports a rich taxonomy of exception types and their handling approaches, and a novel augmented solution for exception handling based on workflow evolution. As such, workflow failures can be avoided. This paper has also described how workflow recovery is actually handled with the ADOME-WFMS Recovery Manager in a high-level manner, with a detailed algorithm. ADOME-WFMS is currently being built on top of the ADOME prototype system. Furthermore, a novel web-based cooperative workflow semantic recovery is supported. Further research issues include further measures to avoid cascaded exceptions, loops and rollback, full-range transactional workflow capabilities, and impact of workflow evolution on recovery. On the other hand, we are investigating workflow recovery in an inter-organization workflow E-commerce / E-service environment (E-ADOME [6]).
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Abstract. Automatically recognizing which Web documents are “of interest” for some specified application is non-trivial. As a step toward solving this problem, we propose a technique for recognizing which multiple-record Web documents apply to an ontologically specified application. Given the values and kinds of values recognized by an ontological specification in an unstructured Web document, we apply three heuristics: (1) a density heuristic that measures the percent of the document that appears to apply to an application ontology, (2) an expected-value heuristic that compares the number and kind of values found in a document to the number and kind expected by the application ontology, and (3) a grouping heuristic that considers whether the values of the document appear to be grouped as application-ontology records. Then, based on machine-learned rules over these heuristic measurements, we determine whether a Web document is applicable for a given ontology. Our experimental results show that we have been able to achieve over 90% for both recall and precision, with an F-measure of about 95%.

1 Introduction

The World Wide Web contains abundant repositories of information in Web documents—indeed, it contains so much, that locating information “of interest” for an application becomes a huge challenge. Even sorting through a tiny subset of Web documents is overwhelming. How can we automatically select just those documents that have the needed information for an application? When we construct automated processes to recognize which documents apply to a user’s information needs, we must be careful not to discard relevant documents and not to accept irrelevant documents. A process that discards too many relevant documents has poor recall—ratio of the number of relevant documents accepted to the total number of relevant documents. A process that accepts too many irrelevant documents has poor precision—ratio of the number of relevant documents accepted to the total number of documents accepted. The harmonic mean of the precision and recall, which is called the F-measure [BYRN99], is a standard way to combine precision and recall. We wish to have an automated recognition process that has a good F-measure so that it has both high recall and high precision.

\[ F = \frac{2}{\frac{1}{\text{recall}} + \frac{1}{\text{precision}}} \]
In this paper we propose an approach for recognizing whether a Web document is relevant for a chosen application of interest. We base our approach on application ontologies \cite{ECJ+99}, which are conceptual-model snippets of standard ontologies \cite{Bun77}, and we apply techniques from information retrieval \cite{BYRN99} and machine learning \cite{Qui93}.

Our work reported here is also partly motivated by our success in using application ontologies to extract information from unstructured multiple-record Web documents and structure the information so that it can be queried using a standard query language \cite{ECJ+99}. For several applications we have tried—automobile want-ads, obituaries, jobs, real estate, stocks, musical instruments, precious gems, games, personals, and computer monitors—we have achieved fact-extraction recall rates mostly around 90% and fact-extraction precision rates mostly better than 90%, and we have achieved robustness over a wide range of pages and pages that change in format, content, and style \cite{ECJ+99}. In these experiments, however, we have assumed (and have made sure by human inspection) that the Web pages were multiple-record documents appropriate for the application we were using. Thus, in the context of our larger project, the purpose of this work is to automate applicability checking. If we can locate documents applicable to an ontology, we can apply techniques we have already developed, to extract, structure, query, and archive in databases, information found in data-rich, application-specific Web documents. Hence, the contributions of this work have the potential to be more far-reaching than just the salient contribution of increasing recall and precision in recognizing targeted Web documents.

Our approach to document recognition is related to text classification \cite{BB63}—each application ontology can be a class—but our work fundamentally differs from other text-classification work. Text classification systems usually attempt to place articles such as newspaper articles in predefined classes according to the subject matter of the article, whereas our approach seeks to do “high-precision” text classification (with similarities to \cite{RL94}) in which we not only determine whether a listing of ads such as the classified ads in a newspaper contain ads of interest for a predefined application ontology, but we also determine whether particular elements of interest are also present in each ad. We further assume that a subsequent process can extract the information and create a database record for each ad.

Despite this basic differences, we nevertheless compare our work with the work in text classification (e.g. \cite{BM98}) in order to highlight some advantages and disadvantages of the approaches that have been taken. Most text classification systems are based on machine learning. In typical machine-learning approaches, each document is transformed into a feature vector. Usually, each element of a feature vector represents a word from a corpus. The feature values may be binary, indicating presence or absence of the word in the document, or they may be integers or real numbers indicating some measure of frequency of the word’s appearance in the text. This text representation is referred to as a “bag of words,” which is used in most text-classifiers. A major difficulty for this bag-of-words approach is the high dimensionality of the feature space. Thus, it is highly desirable to reduce dimensionality of the space without sac-
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rificing classification accuracy. Since our approach uses a predefined application ontology whose object sets constitute the features of interest, we immediately identify a space with comparatively small dimensionality and thus avoid this high-dimensionality problem. Further, our predefined application ontology also overcomes many of the limitations imposed by word-based techniques. There is no need to find object relevancy with respect to a corpus because the application ontology already defines the relationships among the conceptual objects. Moreover, our approach is sensitive to context and domain knowledge and can thus more effectively retrieve the relevant information from a document and use it to classify a document with respect to an application. For example, the basic idea of McCallum’s Naive Bayes classifier \[BM98\], which is one of the most successful systems used in text classification applications and which is implemented in Rainbow \[McC96\], is to use the joint probabilities of words and categories, which are computed based on labeled training documents, to estimate the probability of categories given a document. However, the naive part of the approach is the assumption of word independence, which makes the classifier less appropriate for “high-precision” classifiers like ours. In compensation for these disadvantages, typical machine-learning approaches may take less user effort to produce—the effort being mainly the work to provide and label a set of training documents. Our experience in teaching others to use our system suggests that an application ontology of the kind we use can be created in a few dozen person-hours, which is roughly comparable to the time and effort it may take to label a set of training documents. Furthermore, the application ontology produced can also serve as an information extractor (see \[ECJ+99\]); and hence, little, if any, additional work is required to also create a classifier.

Although our work differs fundamentally from most text classifiers, as just discussed, the work reported in \[RL94\] takes an approach similar to ours in that it also attempts to do “high-precision” classification for information extraction. Like most text classifiers, \[RL94\] uses machine learning, but to obtain the desired high precision, considerably more effort must be expended to establish the basis for machine learning. Not only must documents be marked as relevant and non-relevant, but each individual relevant element plus the context for each individual relevant element must also be marked. In addition, an application-domain-specific dictionary must be created. The basic trade-off in human effort between our approach and the approach in \[RL94\] is the effort to tag the elements in the document and create the domain-specific dictionary versus the effort to create the application ontology.

Some recent work has been reported that uses machine learning with less human effort for doing “high-precision” classification for domain-specific search engines \[MNR99\] and focused crawling \[CvBD99\]. By mostly using unsupervised learning, human effort can be greatly reduced. The challenge, however, is to reach high accuracy, and it may not be possible to achieve the accuracy that can be obtained with an ontology-based approach. Ultimately, some combination of the approaches may be best. In the meantime, we pursue our goal of high-precision binary classification based on ontological specifications.
We outline the rest of our paper as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the model we use for specifying application ontologies and provides an example to which we refer throughout the paper to illustrate our ideas. Given an application ontology and a set of Web documents, we automatically obtain statistics for three heuristics for each document: (1) a density heuristic, (2) an expected-values heuristic, and (3) a grouping heuristic. Section 3 describes these heuristics and the statistical measures we obtain for each, as well as the machine-learned decision-tree rules we obtain for judging document applicability. In Section 4 we discuss our experimental results—which, for the two applications we tried (car advertisements and obituaries), are in the 90% range for both recall and precision. In Section 5 we give concluding remarks.

2 Application Ontology

For our work in data extraction, we define an application ontology to be a conceptual-model instance that describes a real-world application in a narrow, data-rich domain of interest (e.g. car advertisements, obituaries, job advertisements) [ECJ+99]. Each of our application ontologies consists of two components: (1) an object/relationship-model instance that describes sets of objects, sets of relationships among objects, and constraints over object and relationship sets, and (2) for each object set, a data frame that defines the potential contents of the object set. A data frame for an object set defines the lexical appearance of constant objects for the object set and establishes appropriate keywords that are likely to appear in a document when objects in the object set are mentioned. Figure 1 shows part of our car-ads application ontology, including object and relationship sets and cardinality constraints (Lines 1-8) and a few lines of the data frames (Lines 9-18).

An object set in an application ontology represents a set of objects which may either be lexical or nonlexical. Data frames with declarations for constants that can potentially populate the object set represent lexical object sets, and data frames without constant declarations represent nonlexical object sets. *Year* (Line 9) and *Mileage* (Line 14) are lexical object sets whose character representations have a maximum length of 4 characters and 8 characters respectively. *Make*, *Model*, *Price*, *Feature*, and *PhoneNr* are the remaining lexical object sets in our car-ads application; *Car* is the only nonlexical object set.

We describe the constant lexical objects and the keywords for an object set by regular expressions using Perl syntax. When applied to a textual document, the extract clause (e.g. Line 10) in a data frame causes a string matching a regular expression to be extracted, but only if the context clause (e.g. Line 11) also matches the string and its surrounding characters. A substitute clause (e.g. Line 12) lets us alter the extracted string before we store it in an intermediate file.

---

2 The full ontology for car ads is about 600 lines in length. Our obituary ontology, which is the other application ontology we discuss in this paper is about 500 lines in length, but it references both a first-name lexicon and a last-name lexicon, which each contain several thousand names.
1. Car [-&gt; object];
2. Car [0:0.975:1] has Year [1:*];
3. Car [0:0.925:1] has Make [1:*];
4. Car [0:0.908:1] has Model [1:*];
5. Car [0:0.45:1] has Mileage [1:*];
6. Car [0:2.1:*] has Feature [1:*];
7. Car [0:0.8:1] has Price [1:*];
8. PhoneNr [1:*] is for Car [0:1.15:*];
10. constant {extract ”\d{2}”};
11. context “\b[4-9]\d\b”;
12. substitute “-“ &gt; “19”
13. ...
14. Mileage matches [8]
15. ...
16. keyword “\bmiles\b”, “\bmi\b”,
17. “\bmi\b”, “\bmileage\b”;
18. ...

Fig. 1. Car-Ads Application Ontology (Partial)

in which we also store the string’s position in the document and its associated object set name. One of the nonlexical object sets is designated as the object set of interest—Car for the car-ads ontology. The notation “[-&gt; object]” in Line 1 designates the object set of interest.

We denote a relationship set by a name that includes its object-set names (e.g. Car has Year in Line 2 and PhoneNr is for Car in Line 8). The min:max pairs and min:ave:max triples in the relationship-set name are participation constraints: min designates the minimum number of times an object in the object set can participate in the relationship set; ave designates the average number of times an object is expected to participate in the relationship set; and max designates the maximum number of times an object can participate, with * designating an unknown maximum number of times. The participation constraint on Car for Car has Feature in Line 6, for example, specifies that a car need not have any listed features, that a car has 2.1 features on the average, and that there is no specified maximum for the number of features listed for a car.

For our car-ads and obituary application ontologies, which we use for illustration in this paper, we obtained participation constraints as follows. To make our constraints broadly representative, we selected ten different regions covering the United States and found one car-ads page and one obituary page from each of these regions. From each of these pages we selected twelve individual car-ads/obituaries by taking every n/12-th car-ad/obituary, where n was the total number of car-ads/obituaries on the page. We then simply counted by hand and obtained minimum, average, and maximum values for each object set in each relationship set and normalized the values for a single car ad or obituary.

3 Recognition Heuristics

We are interested in determining whether a given document \(D\) is suitable for an application ontology \(O\). In our document-recognition approach, we consider three different heuristics: \((H_1)\) density, \((H_2)\) expected values, and \((H_3)\) grouping. \(H_1\) measures the density of constants and keywords defined in \(O\) that appear in \(D\). \(H_2\) uses the Vector Space Model (VSM) \cite{SM83}, a common information-retrieval measure of document relevance, to compare the number of constants expected
for each object set, as declared in $O$, to the number of constants found in $D$ for each object set. $H_3$ measures the occurrence of groups of lexical values found in $D$ with respect to expected groupings of lexical values implicitly specified in $O$.

The next three subsections define these three heuristics, explain the details about how we provide a measure for each heuristic, and give examples to show how they work. The fourth subsection explains how we use machine learning to combine these heuristics into a single document-recognition rule. When reading these subsections, bear in mind that in creating these heuristics, we favored simplicity. More sophisticated measures can be obtained. For example, for $H_1$ we could account for uncertainty in constant and keyword matches [EFKR99]. For $H_2$, we could more accurately match object sets with recognized values by using our more sophisticated downstream heuristics [EX00]. For $H_3$, we could first compute record boundaries [EJN99] and appropriately rearrange record values [EX00]. However, more sophisticated measures are more costly. We have chosen to experiment with less costly heuristics, and, as will be shown, our results bear out the seeming correctness of this choice.

3.1 $H_1$: Density Heuristic

A Web document $D$ that is relevant to a particular application ontology $A$ should include many constants and keywords defined in the ontology. Based on this observation, we define a density heuristics. We compute the density of $D$ with respect to $O$ as follows:

$$Density(D, O) = \frac{\text{total number of matched characters}}{\text{total number of characters}}$$

where \textit{total number of matched characters} is the number of characters of the constants and keywords recognized by $O$ in $D$, and \textit{total number of characters} is the total number of characters in $D$.

We must be careful, of course, not to count characters more than once. For example, in the phrase “asking only 18K” a car-ads application ontology might recognize “18K” as potentially both a price and a mileage. Nevertheless, we should only count the number of characters as three, not six. Document position information for recognized strings tells us which strings overlap.

Consider the Web document $D_a$ in Figure 2(a). Recall that the lexical object sets of the car-ads application ontology are Year, Make, Model, Mileage, Price, Feature, and PhoneNr. Some of the lexical values found in $D_a$ include 1989 (Year), $1900 (Price), 100K (Mileage), Auto (Feature), Cruise (Feature), (336)835-8579 (PhoneNr), Subaru (Make), and SW (Model). Only the keywords, “miles” and “mileage” appear in $D_a$. The total number of characters in $D_a$ is 2048, whereas the number of matched characters is 626. Hence, the density of $D_a$ is 0.3056 = 626/2048.

When we apply the density heuristic for the car-ads application ontology to the Web document $D_b$ in Figure 2(b), the density is much lower. Although no makes, models, or car features appear, there are years, prices, and phone numbers.
Last Updated
Monday, January 24, 2000 12:19pm Cars for Sale

DEPENDABLE CAR
1989 Subaru SW. Auto, AC, $1900 OBO. Call (336)835-8579.

FACTORY WARRANTY

1994 HONDA ACCORD EX
Auto, power everything, jade green w/gold package. Under 100K miles. Call (336)526-1081 after 7pm.

1999 GRAND AM
27,000 miles, silver, auto, still under warranty. $14,000 OBO. Call (336)366-4996 anytime.

'93 Chevy Bel Aire. All original, looks like new. Serious inquiries only. $8,500. Call (336)468-8924 after 4 pm.

TWO GREAT CARS
1973 MGB convertible. British racing green. Mags, new tires, 4-speed, 1 owner, excellent running condition. $4500.

1977 Olds Cutlass Supreme. New white paint job w/ 1/2 red Landau top, original mags & new tires. Auto., 1 owner, low mileage, loaded. Call (336)984-2843.

95 FORD COUNTRY
5-speed, great condition, one owner, $5300. Call (336)526-8853 & leave message if no answer.

SEIZED CARS FROM $500
Sports, luxury & economy cars, trucks, 4x4's utility and more. For current listings, call 1-800-311-5048 ext. 10012.

1996 VW JETTA GLI
26,000 miles, 4 door, 5-speed, AC, sunroof, 1 owner. $11,000. Call (336)874-7317 anytime.


96 Mercury Tracer. 4 door, 5 speed, 34K, $4995. Call S&J Motors at (336)874-3403.

88 Firebird, V8, 5.0, fuel injected, T-tops, 109,000 miles, red, runs great. $1800. Call (336)526-1164 anytime.

1990 CONVERSION VAN
350 motor, auto, new tires, TV, VCR, captain chairs, front & rear AC. $4,995. Call (336)320-2658 anytime.

COMMERCIAL WORK VAN
95 Chevy Astro, V6, w/ac & fully equipped utility shelves. $9400. Call (336)526-2675 & leave message.

 Last update: Wednesday, December 22, 1999
Select a category

Apartment For Rent For Sale or Rent Lost or Found
For Rent Help Wanted
For Sale House For Rent

Apartment For Rent
ONE EFFICIENCY, 2 & 3 bdrm, all utilities paid. Call 281-2051 -

For Rent
HOUSING SOLUTIONS - Free TV cable furn. $60/wk - $216/mo. 281-4060. -

For Sale
1998 JD 455 mower, 60' deck. Call for price. Also, homemade Go-Cart. Call after 2:30 pm 218-281-1128.

For Sale or Rent

Help Wanted
NOW HIRING full time and part time customer service representatives. advancement possible and weekly pay. Must be able to work weekends and holidays. Apply at Supercamerica, 411 N Main St., Crookston, MN 56716 -

PART-TIME AND weekend help working with developmentally disabled adults. Call Melissa or Karen at 281-3872. -

RIM-NORTHWEST Services, Inc. has a full time Program Coordinator/Coordinator position open in Crookston working with four developmentally disabled adults. Duties include hiring, staff supervision, scheduling, oversight of most areas of the home's operation. Applicant must be 18 years of age or older. Must have a high school diploma or equivalent. One year experience serving people with developmental disabilities preferred. Must have a valid driver's license and driving record that meets REM's insurability requirements. Insurance and benefits available. If interested call for application at 218-281-5113. B.O.E. -

RIM-NORTHWEST Services, Inc. has full and part time Coordinator positions available in Crookston, MN, working with citizens who are developmentally disabled. Excellent benefits are offered including health, dental, life, 401K and profit sharing for full and part time employees working 20 hours a week or more. Exceptional training is provided. Applicants must be 18, have a valid driver's license and high school diploma or GED. Apply by calling for application at 218-281-5113 or 1-800-332-7655. E.O.E. -

House For Rent
3 BD RM HOUSE $450/mo. 281-1970. 22 STEEL BUILDINGS, NEW, must sell. 40x60x14 was $17,500 new $10,971; 50x100x16 was $27,850 now $19,990; 80x135x16 was $79,850 now $42,990; 100x175x20 was $129,650 now $78,850. 1-800-406-5126. -

Lost or Found
POUND: Golden retriever about 4 months old. Found 7 miles south of Crookston. Call after 5:30 pm 281-1128. -


Fig. 2. A car advertisement Web document and a non-car advertisement Web document.
and the ontology (mistakenly) recognizes “10,000” (in “10,000 SQ. FT.”) and “401K” (the retirement plan) as potential mileages. Altogether 196 characters of 2671 are recognized by the car-ads ontology. Thus, the density is 0.0734.

### 3.2 $H_2$: Expected-Values Heuristic

We apply the VSM model to measure whether a multiple-record Web document $D$ has the number of values expected for each lexical object set of an application ontology $O$. Based on the lexical object sets and the participation constraints in $O$, we construct an ontology vector $OV$. Based on the same lexical object sets and the number of constants recognized for these object sets by $O$ in $D$, we construct a document vector $DV$. We measure the relevance of $D$ to $O$ with respect to our expected-values heuristic by observing the cosine of the angle between $DV$ and $OV$.

To construct the ontology vector $OV$, we (1) identify the lexical object-set names—these become the names of the coefficients of $OV$, and (2) determine the average participation (i.e. the expected frequency of occurrence) for each lexical object set with respect to the object set of interest specified in $O$—these become the values of the coefficients of $OV$. Since we do not in general know, indeed do not care, how many records we will find in documents given to us, we normalize these values for a single record. For example, the ontology vector for the car-ads application ontology is $<\text{Year}:0.975, \text{Make}:0.925, \text{Model}:0.908, \text{Mileage}:0.45, \text{Price}:0.8, \text{Feature}:2.1, \text{PhoneNr}:1.15>$, where these values are obtained as explained in Section 2. Thus, for a typical single car ad we would expect to almost always find a year, make, and model, but we only expect to find the mileage about 45% of the time, the price about 80% of the time. Further, we expect to see a list of features that on the average has a couple of items in it, and we expect to see a phone number and sometimes more than one phone number.

The names of the coefficients of $DV$ are the same as the names of the coefficients of $OV$. We obtain the value of each coefficient of $DV$ by automatically counting the number of appearances of constant values in $D$ that belong to each lexical object set. Table 1 shows the values of the coefficients of the document vector for the car-ads document in Figure 2(a) and Table 2 shows the values of the coefficients of the document vector for the non-car-ads document in Figure 2(b). Observe that for document vectors we use the actual number of constants found in a document. To get the average (normalized for a single record), we would have to divide by the number of records—a number we do not know with certainty. Therefore, we do not normalize, but instead merely

---

3 It is easy to see that the variance might be useful, as well, but we found that the expected numbers were sufficient to get good results for the examples we tried.

4 We can estimate the number of records by dividing the length of the document vector by the length of the ontology vector. Indeed, we use this information downstream, but here we are still trying to determine whether the given document applies to the ontology. If it does, the length-division estimate for the number of records makes sense; otherwise, the estimate may be nonsense.
Table 1. Lexical values found in the multiple-record car advertisements in Figure 2(a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Lexical Object Set</th>
<th>Corresponding Lexical Values Found in the Document</th>
<th>Number of Lexical Values Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Make</td>
<td>Subaru, HONDA, Chevy, Olds, FORD, VW, Buick, Mercury, ...</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>SW, Elantra, ACCORD, GRAND AM, Cutlass, CONTOUR, JETTA, ...</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mileage</td>
<td>100K, 27000, 26000, 45K, 34K, 109000</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$1900, $14,000, $8500, $4500, $5300, $11,000, $6995, $4995, $1880, ...</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Auto, Black, 4 door, pb, ps, cruise, am/fm, cassette, stereo, green, ...</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhoneNr</td>
<td>(336)835-8579, (336)526-5444, (336)526-1081, (336)366-4996, ...</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Lexical values found in the multiple-record Items for Sale document in Figure 2(b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Lexical Object Set</th>
<th>Corresponding Lexical Values Found in the Document</th>
<th>Number of Lexical Values Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1999, 1998, 60, 401K, 50, 80</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mileage</td>
<td>10,000, 401K</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$17,500, $10,971, $27,850, $19,990, $79,850, $42,990, $129,650, $78,850</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compare the cosine of the angles between the vectors to get a measure for our expected-values heuristic.

We have discussed the creation of a document vector as if correctly detecting and classifying the lexical values in a document is easy—but it is not easy. We identify potential lexical values for an object set as explained in Section 2; this can be error-prone, but we can adjust the regular expressions to improve this initial identification and achieve good results [ECJ+99]. After initial identification, we must decide which of these potential object-set/constant pairs to accept. In our downstream processes, we use sophisticated heuristic based on keyword proximity, application-ontology cardinalities, record boundaries, and missing-value defaults to best match object sets with potential constants. For upstream ontology/document matching we use techniques that are far less so-
phisticated and thus also far less costly. In our simple upstream procedures we consider only, two cases: (1) a recognized string has no overlap either partially or completely with any other recognized string, and (2) a recognized string does overlap in some way with at least one other recognized string. For Case 1, we accept the recognized string for an object set even if the sophisticated downstream processes would reject it. For Case 2, we resolve the overlap simplistically, as follows. There are three subcases: (1) exact match, (2) subsumption, and (3) partial overlap. (1) If a lexical value \( v \) is recognized as potentially belonging to more than one lexical object set, we use the closest keyword that appears before or after \( v \) to determine which object set to choose; if no applicable keyword is found, we choose one of the object sets arbitrarily. (2) If a lexical value \( v \) is a proper substring of lexical value \( w \), we retain \( w \) and discard \( v \). (3) If lexical value \( v \) and lexical value \( w \) appear in a Web document, such that a suffix of \( v \) is a prefix of \( w \), we retain \( v \) and discard \( w \).

As mentioned, we measure the similarity between an ontology vector \( OV \) and a document vector \( DV \) by measuring the cosine of the angle between them. In particular, use use the Similarity Cosine Function defined in [SM83], which calculates the acute angle \( \text{SIM}(D,O) \cos \theta = P/N \), where \( P \) is the inner product of the two vectors, and \( N \) is the product of the lengths of the two vectors. When the distribution of values among the object sets in \( DV \) closely matches the expected distribution specified in \( OV \), the angle \( \theta \) will be close to zero, and \( \cos \theta \) will be close to one.

Consider the car-ads application ontology \( O \) as shown in Figure 1 and the Web document \( D_a \) as shown in Figure 2(a). The coefficients of \( OV \) for \( O \) are 0.975, 0.925, 0.908, 0.45, 0.8, 2.1, and 1.15, which are the expected frequency values of lexical object sets \( \text{Year} \), \( \text{Make} \), \( \text{Model} \), \( \text{Mileage} \), \( \text{Price} \), \( \text{Feature} \), and \( \text{PhoneNr} \), respectively for a single ad in the car-ads application ontology. The coefficients of \( DV \) for \( D_a \) are 16, 10, 12, 6, 11, 29, and 15 (see the last column of Table 1), which are the actual number of appearances of the lexical values in \( D_a \). We thus compute \( \text{SIM}(D_a,O) \) to be 0.9956. Now consider the car-ads application ontology \( O \) again and the Web document \( D_b \) as shown in Figure 2(b). The coefficients of \( OV \) are always the same, but the coefficients of \( DV \) for \( D_b \) are 6, 0, 0, 2, 8, 0, and 11 (see the last column of Table 2). We thus compute \( \text{SIM}(D_b,O) \) to be 0.5669.

### 3.3 \( H_3 \): Grouping Heuristic

A document \( D \) may have a high density measure for an ontology \( O \), may also have a high expected-values measure for \( O \), and still not be considered as a multiple-record document for \( O \). This is because the values must also form groups that can be recognized as records for \( O \). As a simple heuristic to determine whether the recognized values are interleaved in a way that could be considered consistent with potential records of \( O \), we consider the sequence of values in \( D \) that should appear at most once in each record and measure how well they are grouped.

We refer to an object set whose values should appear at most once in a record as a \( 1\text{-max lexical object set} \). Maximum participation constraints in an
ontology constrain the values of the 1-max object sets to appear at most once in a record. For example, in the car-ads application ontology, the 1-maximum on Car in the relationship set Car \([0:0.975:1] \text{ has } Year \{1:*\}\) specifies that Year is a 1-max object set. Other 1-max lexical objects in the car-ads ontology are Make, Model, Mileage, and Price.

Instead of counting the number of 1-max lexical objects in an application ontology \(O\), a more adequate counting approach is to sum the average values expected for the 1-max objects in \(O\). Since the average values expected for Year, Make, Model, Mileage, and Price in the car-ads ontology are 0.975, 0.925, 0.908, 0.45, and 0.8, respectively, the anticipated number of lexical values from these object sets in a car advertisement is 4.058. We truncate the decimal value of the anticipated number to obtain the expected group size.

The expected group size \(n\) is an estimate of the number of 1-max object-set values we should encounter in a document within a single record. On the average, each record should have \(n\) 1-max object sets. Thus, if we list all recognized 1-max object-set values in the order they occur in a document \(D\) and divide this sequence into groups of \(n\), each group should have \(n\) values from \(n\) different object sets. The closer a document comes to this expectation, the better the grouping measure should be. For the multiple-record car-ads Web document in Figure 2(a), Figure 3(a) shows the first four groups of 1-max lexical object-set values extracted from the document, and Figure 3(b) shows the first four groups of 1-max lexical object-set values extracted from the document in Figure 2(b).
We measure how well the groups match the expectations with a grouping factor (denoted $G_{\text{factor}}$), which is calculated as follows:

$$G_{\text{factor}}(D, O) = \frac{\text{Sum of Distinct Lexical Values in Each Group}}{\text{Number of Groups} \times \text{Expected Number of Values in a Group}}$$

For example, the number of extracted groups from the Web document $D_a$ in Figure 2(a) is 13 (1 group of 2, 5 groups of 3, and 7 groups of 4). Since the number of anticipated lexical values in each group is four, $G_{\text{factor}}$ of $D_a$ is 0.8653. Comparatively, the number of extracted groups from the Web document $D_b$ in Figure 2(b) is 4 (1 group of 1, 2 groups of 2, and 1 group of 3). Since the number of anticipated lexical values in each group is four, $G_{\text{factor}}$ of $D_b$ is 0.5.

### 3.4 Combining Heuristics

The result we obtain when we run the heuristics on a Web document for an application ontology is a triple of heuristic measures: $(H_1, H_2, H_3)$. For example, when $O$ is the car-ads application ontology and the Web document is the one in Figure 2(a), the heuristic-measure triple, which we derived in the previous three subsections, is $(0.3056, 0.9956, 0.8653)$. For the Web document in Figure 2(b), the triple we derived is $(0.0734, 0.5669, 0.5)$.

Since we did not know exactly how these three heuristics should be combined to best match application ontologies with documents, we decided to use machine learning. We did not know, for example, whether we should use all the heuristics or just one or two of them, and we did not know what threshold values to apply. Since the popular machine-learning algorithm C4.5 [Qui93] answers these questions, we decided to use it to combine the three heuristics into a single decision rule. C4.5 is a rule post-pruning decision tree algorithm. The learning task is to judge the suitability of a Web document for a given application ontology (i.e. to do binary classification by returning “YES” when a document is suitable, and returning “NO” otherwise). The performance measure is the percent of documents correctly classified when using a generated rule (i.e. the accuracy). The bias favors the shortest rule, so that if several rules are equally accurate, a decision tree with the fewest branches is chosen. The training data is a set of Web documents classified by a human expert in the application domain.

We represent every instance of a Web-document/application-ontology pair in both training and test sets as a triple $(H_1, H_2, H_3)$ composed of the measures returned by the three heuristics. We trained C4.5 with 20 positive examples and 30 negative examples for each of our two application ontologies—car ads and obituaries. The positive examples included in the training sets came from 20 different sites, two each selected arbitrarily from 10 different geographical regions in the United States. To select 20 of the 30 negative examples, we first chose 20 document subjects and then found a Web page for each subject. Because we wanted to be able to make fine distinctions when recognizing documents, we chose most of the subjects based on a perceived similarity between the subject and either car-ads or obituaries. To make sure that gross distinctions were also recognized properly, we also chose a few documents “arbitrarily.” In addition to
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Fig. 4. Rules generated by machine-learning algorithm C4.5.

Based on the 50 training examples for our car-ads application ontology, C4.5 generated Rule 1. Thus, our document-recognition technique selects a document as a car ad if its expected-values measure is greater than 0.8767 (i.e. if the cosine between the car-ads ontology vector and the document vector is greater than 0.8767). C4.5 also generated Rule 2, which indicates that our technique selects a document as an obituaries document only if its expected-values measure is greater than 0.6793 and its density measure is greater than 0.2171. Searching for a potential universal rule over both ontologies, we combined the 50 training triples for car ads and the 50 training triples for obituaries, and applied the C4.5 algorithm to produce Rule 3. To use Rule 3 for an application ontology $A$ for a Web document $W$, we would obtain the heuristic triple $(H_1, H_2, H_3)$ for $W$ with respect to $A$ and apply Rule 3. Our document-recognition technique would classify $W$ as suitable for $A$ if the grouping measure $(H_3)$ is greater than 0.625 or if the grouping measure $(H_3)$ is less than 0.625, the density measure $(H_1)$ is greater than 0.369, and the expected-values measure $(H_2)$ is greater than 0.6263.

4 Results and Discussion

To test the machine-learned rules, we chose 30 test documents—10 positive documents for car ads, 10 positive documents for obituaries, and 10 negative examples. We chose the 10 positive examples for car ads and the 10 positive examples for obituaries from sites located in the ten US geographical regions we had previously designated for training sets. The test sites, of course, were different from the training sites even though they were located in the same geographical regions. For the negative test documents, we selected documents whose subjects were fairly close to either car ads or obituaries. Indeed, the page selected for antique cars turned out to be “too close” to car ads (even a human expert could
not tell the difference), and we later classified it as a positive example for car ads. We also used the 10 car-ads positive documents in the test set as 10 negative obituary documents and vice versa.

4.1 Experimental Results
Generated Rules 1 and 2 successfully recognized the test set for both the car-ads application ontology and the obituary application ontology with the same F-measure, 95.3%. The precision for the car-ads application ontology was 100%, and the recall was 91%. One document containing car ads was improperly labeled as a document not containing car ads. The precision for the obituary ontology application was 91%, and the recall was 100%. One document that did not contain obituaries was incorrectly labeled as a document that contained obituaries. We also applied Rule 3, the generated universal rule, to the test set. The F-measure for Rule 3 was 91.3%, the precision was 84%, and the recall was 100%.

4.2 Discussion
Incorrect Negative Response. The car-ads document for which Rule 1 gave an incorrect negative response was “quite different.” The last “ad” was not a single car ad; instead it was a dealer ad for several dozen cars. This, by itself, was not a problem, but there were three complications that did cause problems. (1) The “Year” and the “Price” were concatenated, with no space between them. Our Year data frame in Figure 1 did not anticipate this concatenation, and thus the years were not recognized. (2) These ads contained neither mileage information nor feature information about the cars. Missing mileage and feature information is generally not a problem, but since there were more cars mentioned in the “last” ad than in all the rest of the car ads together, missing mileage and feature information made more difference that it otherwise would have. (3) The phone number was factored out of each individual ad within the “last” ad because it is the same for all dealership cars. As a result of these three problems, most of the cars in these three documents have only a Make, Model, and Price. Even so, the 0.7958 measure for the expected-values heuristic is almost high enough to be acceptable (see Rule 1).

Incorrect Positive Response. One negative example, “Missing People,” was misjudged. The document consisted of a list of descriptions for missing persons. Each description typically contained several lexical objects that were defined in our obituary ontology—name, birth date, and age. Although other special lexical objects exist only in obituaries (e.g. interment, funeral, relative-name list), the precision for these lexical objects is much lower than the precision of the lexical objects such as date and age. Hence, “thinking” that it is working on an obituary, the obituaries application ontology extracts places and times in the missing-people document that it “thinks” are lexical objects for interment and funeral places and times, and it extracts names it “thinks” are relative names. Thus, all the heuristic measurements are artificially inflated and the document is judged incorrectly.
Universal Rule. Test results for Rule 3 show that the F-measure and recall of this “universal rule” remain high, above 90%, but that the precision drops to 84%. Since this rule spans application ontologies, it may be useful to apply Rule 3 for a new application ontology. However, since both the extraction precision and the three heuristic measures have some differences for different ontology applications, we suggest using application-dependent rules, such as Rule 1 for car ads and Rule 2 for obituaries, to recognize suitable documents.

5 Concluding Remarks

We presented an approach for recognizing which multiple-record Web documents apply to an ontology. Once an application ontology is created, we can train a machine-learning algorithm over a triple of heuristics (density, expected-values, grouping) to produce a decision tree that accurately recognizes multiple-record documents for the ontology. Results for the tests we conducted showed that the F-measures were above 95% with recall and precision above 90% for both of our applications.
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Abstract. The concept of media object is known as a view-centered approach to enable the development of maintainable web-based information systems. It allows tight linkages between databases, dialogues, processes and flexible representations at the user interface. The problem is to extend this approach by adequate query facilities.

In order to solve this problem a query algebra will be defined by operations induced from a type system that are complemented by a simple generalized join-operation. It is shown that such an algebra is able to capture basic operations as known from relational algebra, aggregate operations as known from SQL and restructuring operations such as nesting and unnesting. Furthermore, the creation of URLs is supported.

The focus of the paper is on the content of media objects. For the presentation of query results via web pages the metaphor of information container is exploited.
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1 Introduction

A database-backed information systems that is realized and distributed over the web user access via web browsers is a web information system. Information is made available via pages including a navigation structure between them and to sites outside the system. Furthermore, there should also be operations to retrieve data from the system or to update the underlying database(s).

Web information systems are all around. However, the web still appears to be a huge, unordered collection of pages. In many cases most of the effort for designing these pages has been spent on nice (or not so nice) presentations with the consequence that maintenance consumes a vast amount of time and money.

On the other hand, it is argued that the design of reasonable web applications should be based on the mature methods of conceptual modelling [3]. This implicitly implies a concentration on data-intensive web-applications. Various approaches to develop design methods for data-intensive web-sites have been proposed so far, e.g. ARANEUS [1], Embley [4], HDM [8], WebComposition [9], Gehrke [10], FLASH [11] and OOHDM [20]. The work in [12] considers active web-based system emphasizing dynamic changes.

We believe that conceptual modelling for web information system is indispensable. Our work is based on the central notion of media object which was
introduced in [7], further investigated in [16,17] and embedded in a complete methodology for conceptual web site modelling in [15]. Media objects are a decisive conceptual means for the description of content, operational functionality, navigational functionality, and usage of web pages. This exceeds work in [3,13] focussing primarily on the navigation aspect. Furthermore, the approach adapts known abstraction principles in order to support the conceptual design with media types.

In this paper we extend the concept of media types by an algebraic query language. The language will be defined in a generic way in order to allow it to be used for various underlying types of databases. This language completes the picture of a web information system.

In Section 2 we present the concepts of media object and media type in its current advanced form. Then in Section 3 we outline our algebraic approach to querying web information systems. In Section 4 we briefly sketch the problem of how to present the result of a query. We finish with a few conclusions in Section 5.

2 Media Objects Revisited

Let us look again at the media objects from [15]. They were introduced as a means to formalize descriptive means for web sites. The major intention was to abstract completely from presentational issues, but nevertheless to keep in mind the capability for presentation. Thus, according to the outline in the introduction media objects should combine descriptions of content, functionality and usage.

– As to the content media objects provide abstract structural descriptions based on type systems including navigation structures. They also support database connections via views. The data provided by a media object may include hidden data, e.g., links, as well as context and escort information. In addition, there are also specific media objects called session objects to support rhetoric figures / metaphors such as shopping cart, wishlists, notepads, etc. In order to support different presentations to end-users and various end-devices media objects allow different granularity and density of content.

– As to functionality this is achieved by adding functions. These can be internal functions such as database processes, internal search and navigation, or external connections such as general search, links to other sites, etc., or support functions such as marking, extraction in connection with the session objects.

– As to usage we introduce user dimensions with scales and user profiles. These can be taken as the basis to define user types.

Figure 1 illustrates the general idea underlying the concept of media object. On the lowest level we find main data and escort data stored in databases. In particular, the quality criteria for database design apply to this level. The next level is built by raw media objects. These are extracted from the database using views. In addition, the functions that are required to model active functionality
are added at this level. The third level is the one of the media objects that result from the raw media objects by tailoring their content (and hence also functionality) by various forms of controlled loss of information. Finally, we have to pay attention to the level of users. On one side the profiling of users determines the tailoring of the media objects. On the other side the information provided by the media objects is wrapped and presented to the users.

![Fig. 1. Media Objects: The General Picture](image)

### 2.1 Database Types

We assume that we have an underlying database. In principle, it is not important what kind of database we have as long as there exists a sufficiently powerful query mechanism that allows to define views. For the purpose of our presentation here, however, we focus on a conceptual description of such databases using a datamodel close to the higher-order Entity-Relationship model (HERM) [24].

Thus, we shall distinguish between data types as means for the conceptual description of values and database types for describing database objects. For both of these we obtain schemata, i.e. a type system (with set semantics), and a database schema with databases as instances.

Let the underlying type system be defined as $t = b \mid (a_1 : t_1, \ldots, a_n : t_n) \mid \{t\} \mid [t]$. Here $b$ represents an arbitrary collection of base types, e.g., $BOOL$ for boolean values $T$ and $F$, $OK$ for a single value $ok$, $TEXT$ for text, $PIC$ for images, $MPIC$ for video data, $CARD$ and $INT$ for numbers, $DATE$ for dates, $URL$ for URL-addresses, $MAIL$ for e-mail-addresses, etc. The constructors ($\cdot$), $\{\cdot\}$ and $[\cdot]$ are used for records, finite sets and finite lists.

**Definition 2.1.** A database type of level $k$ has a name $E$ and consists of a set $\text{comp}(E) = \{r_1 : E_1, \ldots, r_n : E_n\}$ of components with pairwise different role names $r_i$ and database types (or clusters) $E_i$ on levels lower than $k$ with at least one database type of level exactly $k - 1$, a set $\text{attr}(E) = \{a_1, \ldots, a_m\}$ of
attributes, each associated with a data type \( \text{dom}(a_i) \) as its domain, and a key \( \text{id}(E) \subseteq \text{comp}(E) \cup \text{attr}(E) \). We shall write \( E = (\text{comp}(E), \text{attr}(E), \text{id}(E)) \).

A cluster of level \( k \) has a name \( E \) and consists of a set \( \text{frag}(E) = \{ f_1 : E_1, \ldots, f_n : E_n \} \) of fragments with pairwise different fragment names \( r_i \) and database types (or clusters) \( E_i \) on levels at most \( k \) with at least one of the \( E_i \) of level exactly \( k \).

A database schema is a finite set \( S \) of database types and clusters such that for all \( E \in S \) and all \( (r_i : E_i) \in \text{comp}(E) \) or \( (f_i : E_i) \in \text{frag}(E) \), respectively, we also have \( E_i \in S \). □

Following [24] the definition of databases over a given database schema \( S \) is straightforward. Furthermore, we can easily define a graphical representation for a database schema.

![Graphical Representation of a Database Schema](image)

**Fig. 2.** Graphical Representation of a Database Schema

**Example 2.1.** We choose an e-commerce application as a running example. A bottleshop is going to deliver wines, champagnes, beers, juices, soft drinks and hard alcohols drinks (esp. Cognac, Grappa, Scotch and Irish Whiskey) via the internet. There shall be a catalogue containing the offered products as well as occasional special offers. Additional information about wines, grapes, vineyards (also for Cognac, Grappa, Calvados and Whiskey) shall be provided as well. There shall be information about the shop itself, historical and actual information about certain grapes, wine producers, etc. There shall be special information about best sellers, new products, etc.

Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of a database for this application. According to the common convention in Entity-Relationship diagrams we represented types on level 0 by rectangles and types on higher levels by diamonds. Attributes and role names have been omitted in the schema. Clusters are represented by the \( \oplus \) symbol, but we omitted cluster names as well as fragment names. □
2.2 Raw Media Types

The core of a raw media object is defined by a view, which, roughly speaking, is itself defined by a stored query. We leave details of suitable query languages to the next section.

Definition 2.2. A view $V$ on a database schema $S$ consists of a view schema $S_V$ and a defining query $q_V$, which transforms databases over $S$ into databases over $S_V$.

The defining query may be expressed in any suitable query language, e.g. query algebra, logic or an SQL-variant. We shall outline a general algebraic approach in the next section following the observation made in [18]. For our purposes, however, this is yet not sufficient, since in all these cases the query result will be a set of values. One key concept that is missing in the views is the one of link.

In order to introduce links, we must create URLs in the result of a query. This can be done by the following operations:

- `create_urls` transforms a set $\{v_1, \ldots, v_m\}$ of values into a set $\{(u_1, v_1), \ldots, (u_m, v_m)\}$ of pairs with new created URLs $u_i$ of type URL;
- `create_urls` also transforms a list $[v_1, \ldots, v_m]$ of values into a list $[(u_1, v_1), \ldots, (u_m, v_m)]$ of pairs with new created URLs $u_i$ of type URL;
- `create_url` transforms a value $v$ of any type into a pair $(u, v)$ with a new URL $u$.

We shall talk of query languages with create-facility. As a second extension we may want to provide also escort information, which can be realized by a super-typing mechanism. This leads to the definition of raw media type.

Definition 2.3. A raw media type has a name $M$ and consists of a content data type $\text{cont}(M)$ with the extension that the place of a base type may be occupied by a pair $\ell : M'$ with a label $\ell$ and the name $M'$ of a raw media type, a finite set $\text{sup}(M)$ of raw media type names $M_i$, each of which will be called a supertype of $M$, and a defining query $q_M$ with create-facility such that $(\{t_M\}, q_M)$ defines a view. Here $t_M$ is the type arising from $\text{cont}(M)$ by substitution of URL for all pairs $\ell : M'$.

Finite closed sets $C$ of raw media types define content schemata. Then a database $D$ over the underlying database schema $S$ and the defining queries determine finite sets $D(M)$ of pairs $(u, v)$ with URLs $u$ and values $v$ of type $t_M$ for each $M \in C$. We use the notion pre-site for the extension of $D$ to $C$.

Finally, we collect all raw media types $M_1, \ldots, M_k$ with $(u, v_i) \in D(M_i)$ for a given URL $u$. The pair $(u, (M_1 : v_1, \ldots, M_k : v_k))$ will be called a raw media object in the pre-site $D$.

Example 2.2. Let us extend the previous example. We want to have a view describing New Zealand red wines from 1995 on with at least 30% Cabernet Sauvignon on plus vineyards, regions, orders, offers, packages, average price per litre and year, and consumed litres. Then Figure describes the content type of such a raw media type.
The introduction of supertypes in raw media types allows repeated parts to be modelled. In particular, it is possible to associate general functionality or escort information with supertypes.

In order to model the required functionality we add operations to raw media types. This is completely analogous to the d-operations on dialogue types [14].

Definition 2.4. An operation on a raw media type $M$ consists of an operation signature, i.e., name, input-parameters and output-parameters, a selection type which is a supertype of $cont(M)$, and a body which is defined via operations accessing the underlying database.

The discussion in [3] listed several standard operations that are of particular interest in web information systems.

2.3 Media Types

Raw media objects are not yet sufficient for modelling web information systems. In order to allow the information content to be tailored to specific user needs and presentation restrictions, we must extend raw media types.

For many of the values we have to provide not only the type, but also the measure unit, e.g., Joule or kcal, PS or kW, cm, mm or m, etc. There exist fixed means for the calculation between the different units. Formally, each base type $b$ should come along with a set $unit(b)$ of possible measure units. Each occurrence of $b$ in the database or the raw media types has to accompanied by one element from $unit(b)$. This lead to an implicit extension of the defining queries $q_M$. We shall talk of a unit-extended raw media type.

Since the raw media types are used to model the content of the information service, order is important. Therefore, we claim that the set constructor should no longer appear in content expressions. Then we need an ordering-operator $ord_{\leq}$ which depends on a total order $\leq$ defined on a type $t$ and is applicable to values $v$ of type $\{t\}$. The result $ord_{\leq}(v)$ has the type $[t]$. We shall tacitly assume that ordering operators are used in the defining queries $q_M$. In this case we talk of an order-extended raw media type.

Adhesion introduces a controlled form of information loss. Formally, we define a partial order $\leq$ on content data types, which extends subtyping in a straightforward way such that references and superclasses are taken into consideration.

Definition 2.5. If $cont(M)$ is the content data type of a raw media type $M$ and $sup(cont(M))$ is the set of all content expressions $exp$ with $cont(M) \leq exp$, then...
a preorder \( \preceq_M \) on \( \text{sup}(\text{cont}(M)) \) extending the order \( \leq \) on content expressions is called an adhesion preorder. Clearly, \( \text{cont}(M) \) is minimal with respect to \( \preceq_M \).

Small elements in \( \text{sup}(\text{cont}(M)) \) with respect to \( \preceq_M \) define information to be kept together, if possible.

*Example 2.3.* In our bottleshop system we may consider name, year and grapes for a wine more ‘important’ than vineyard or region or additional information. Thus, we define an adhesion preorder in such a way that this information is kept together.

An alternative to adhesion preorders is to use proximity values.

**Definition 2.6.** Let \( \exp_1, \ldots, \exp_n \) be an antichain with respect to \( \leq \). A symmetric \( (n \times n) \)-matrix \( \{p_{ij}\}_{1 \leq i, j \leq n} \) with \( 0 \leq p_{ij} \leq 1 \) is called a set of proximity values.

The antichain in the definition represents a possible split of the information content. The higher the proximity value, the more do we wish to keep the components together.

*Example 2.4.* A proximity value of 0.2 for \( \text{consumption} \) to all the expressions in an antichain indicates that we are likely to separate this part.

Another possibility to tailor the information content of raw media types is to consider dimension hierarchies as in OLAP systems. Flattening of dimensions results in information growth, its converse in information loss. Such a hierarchy is already implicitly defined by the component or link structures, respectively.

Formally, flattening can be defined by operators \( \text{flat}_r \). If \( E' \) is a component of \( E \) corresponding to the role \( r \), we may replace \( E \) by \( \text{flat}_r(E) \) defined as by \( \text{comp}(\text{flat}_r(E)) = \text{comp}(E) - \{r : E'\} \cup \text{comp}(E') \) and \( \text{attr}(\text{flat}_r(E)) = \text{attr}(E) \cup \text{attr}(E') \). The new key is \( \text{id}(E) - \{r : E'\} \cup \text{id}(E') \) in the case \( (r : E') \in \text{id}(E) \); it is \( \text{id}(E) \) otherwise. We may extend this definition and flatten occurrences of links \( \ell : M' \) in content data types \( \text{cont}(M') \). We simply substitute \( \text{cont}(M') \) for \( \ell : M' \). The resulting raw media type will be denoted as \( \text{flat}_\ell(M) \).

The converse operator \( \text{raise}_P \) for \( P \subseteq \text{comp}(E) \cup \text{attr}(E) \) is defined analogously. Again, this may be generalized to \( \text{raise}_\exp(M) \) for a content expression occurring within \( \text{cont}(M) \). This will introduce a new link expression replacing \( \exp \).

For a raw media type \( M \) let \( \bar{H}(M) \) be the set of all raw media types arising from \( M \) by applying a sequence of flat-operations or their converses to raw media types or underlying database types. A set of hierarchical versions of \( M \) is a finite subset \( H(M) \) of \( \bar{H}(M) \) with \( M \in H(M) \). Each adhesion order \( \preceq_M \) on \( M \) induces an adhesion order \( \preceq_{M^2} \) on each element \( M' \in H(M) \).

**Definition 2.7.** A media type is a unit-extended, order-extended raw media type \( M \) together with an adhesion order \( \preceq_M \) (or a set of proximity values) and a set of hierarchical versions \( H(M) \).
A media schema is defined in the same way as a content schema replacing raw media types by media types. A database $D$ over the underlying database schema $S$ extends to a unique pre-site. Furthermore, we may extend $D$ to all hierarchical versions $M' \in H(M)$ and all $M'' \succ_M M'$ defined by the adhesion orders. This wide extension of $D$ will be called a site.

Finally, we collect all media types $M_1, \ldots, M_k$ together with their hierarchical versions and types defined by the adhesion order such that $(u, v_i) \in D(M_i)$ holds for a given URL $u$. The pair $(u, (M_1 : v_1, \ldots, M_k : v_k))$ will be called a media object in the site $D$.

3 Queries on Media Objects

As described in the introduction we want to extend the conceptual model of web information systems by querying facilities. As the core of the content description for media objects is defined via views over an underlying database, thus already depends on a query language, we simply have to make this query language explicit. We have to make sure that we can handle the creation of URLs and that this fits smoothly into the other operations of a query language. Furthermore, the approach to querying must be general enough to cope with all possible underlying databases, as we did not want to fix one particular underlying datamodel.

Therefore, we follow the algebraic approach described in [18]. There it has been shown that any query algebra can be defined by operations defined from the underlying type system plus one generalized join-operation. This extends to rational tree types, hence is suitable for our case, as we may expand the links defined via values of type URL to obtain rational trees. On the other hand, it can be shown that the create-facility which we assumed for our query language is equivalent to such a language working on rational trees.

Roughly speaking, a rational tree in our case would correspond to a page of infinite size which results from replacing all links by copies of the referenced page. As the navigation structure may contain cycles, the resulting page would be infinite.

3.1 The General Approach to Query Algebra

We claimed that for any query algebra a single “general join-operation” is enough: all other operations are induced by the underlying type system. For this we have to clarify what we mean by induction from the underlying type system and “general join-operation”.

Let us first look at the easiest example which is given by relational algebra. Abstracting from relational algebra gives the motivation for our claim.

The constants are just the relation names $R$ given by a schema $S$ and unary relations $\{(A : a)\}$ with a single tuple. The operations comprise projection, selection, renaming, (natural) join, union and difference, denoted by $\pi$, $\sigma$, $\delta$, $\bowtie$, $\cup$ and $-$, respectively.
Renaming only concerns syntax. Union and difference are standard set operations, i.e., they are defined by the set type constructor, which is implicitly around in the underlying type system. The same applies to selection, which always filters out a subset of those elements which meet the selection condition $\varphi$. This condition can be expressed by a boolean-valued function. Finally, projection is an operation inherent to tuple types. The projection operation in relational algebra, is an operation on sets of tuples; projection (on tuples) is applied to each element of the set.

In this sense all operations of relational algebra except $\bowtie$ are induced from the underlying type system. Now let us look at other types and type constructors that may occur in a type system.

In particular, we consider a trivial type denoted $\mathbb{I}$ and a boolean type $\text{BOOL}$. Values of these types are $1$ and $\mathbf{T}, \mathbf{F}$, respectively. There is no operation on $\mathbb{I}$, but for $\text{BOOL}$ we may consider the operations $\land : \text{BOOL} \times \text{BOOL} \to \text{BOOL}$ (conjunction), $\neg : \text{BOOL} \to \text{BOOL}$ (negation) and $\Rightarrow : \text{BOOL} \times \text{BOOL} \to \text{BOOL}$ (Implication). Furthermore, we consider two constants $\text{true} : \mathbb{I} \to \text{BOOL}$ and $\text{false} : \mathbb{I} \to \text{BOOL}$.

For tuple types we consider projection $\pi_i : t_1 \times \cdots \times t_n \to t_i$ and product $\pi_1 \times \cdots \times \pi_n : t \to t_1 \times \cdots \times t_n$ for given operations $\pi_i : t \to t_i$.

For set types we may consider $\cup$ (union), $-$ (difference), the constant $\text{empty} : \mathbb{I} \to \{t\}$ and the singleton operation $\text{single} : t \to \{t\}$ with well known semantics. In addition, we consider structural recursion, which will be discussed in detail in the next subsection. We dispense with a discussion of the similar situation for list and multiset types.

For function types we consider composition $\circ : (t_2 \to t_3) \times (t_1 \to t_2) \to (t_1 \to t_3)$, evaluation $\text{ev} : (t_1 \to t_2) \times t_1 \to t_2$, and abstraction $\text{abstr} : (t_1 \times t_2 \to t_3) \to (t_1 \to (t_2 \to t_3))$. All these operations are standard.

For completeness assume an equality predicate $= : t \times t \to \text{BOOL}$ for all types $t$ except function types and a membership predicate $\in : t \times \{t\} \to \text{BOOL}$. We shall also use a unique “forget”-operation $\text{triv} : t \to \mathbb{I}$ for each type $t$. Combining all the operations for all types of the type system gives all operations induced from the type system.

Let us now take a closer look at a powerful class of operations defined by the method of structural recursion [24]. Here, we will define and apply this method only for set types, but it works as well for lists, multisets, binary trees, etc.

For set types there are three natural constructors: the constant $\text{empty}$, the singleton operation and the union operation. In order to define an operation on a set type, say $\text{op} : \{t\} \to t'$ it is therefore sufficient to define it on the empty set, on singleton sets and on unions.

Formally, we define $\text{op} = \text{src}[e, g, \sqcup]$ with a value $e$ of type $t'$, a function $g : t \to t'$ and a function $\sqcup : t' \times t' \to t'$. Then $\text{src}[e, g, \sqcup]$ is defined by $\text{src}[e, g, \sqcup](\emptyset) = e$, $\text{src}[e, g, \sqcup](\{x\}) = g(x)$ and $\text{src}[e, g, \sqcup](X \cup Y) = \text{src}[e, g, \sqcup](X) \cup \text{src}[e, g, \sqcup](Y)$ for each $x$ of type $t$, and each $X, Y$ of type $\{t\}$. Sometimes it is necessary to consider only disjoint unions. In this case we use the notation $\text{srcd}[e, g, \sqcup]$. 
Let us illustrate structural recursion by some more or less standard examples. First consider a function \( f : t \to t' \) for arbitrary types \( t \) and \( t' \). We want to “raise” \( f \) to a function \( \text{map}(f) : \{t\} \to \{t'\} \) by applying \( f \) to each element of a set. Obviously, we have \( \text{map}(f) = \text{src}[\emptyset, \text{single} \circ f, \cup] \). Recall that projection in relational algebra can be defined by \( \text{map} \).

Next consider a function \( \varphi : t \to \text{BOOL} \). We want to define an operation \( \text{filter}(\varphi) : \{t\} \to \{t\} \), which associates with a given set the subset of all elements “satisfying the predicate” \( \varphi \), i.e. elements that are mapped to \( \text{T} \). Then we may write \( \text{filter}(\varphi) = \text{src}[\emptyset, \text{if} \circ (\varphi \times \text{single} \times (\text{empty} \circ \text{triv})), \cup] \) with the function \( \text{if} : \text{BOOL} \times t \times t \to t \) with \( (\text{T}, x, y) \mapsto x \) and \( (\text{F}, x, y) \mapsto y \).

As a third example assume that \( t \) is a “number type”, on which addition \( + : t \times t \to t \) is defined. Then \( \text{srcd}[0, \text{id}, +] \) with the identity function \( \text{id} \) on \( t \) defines the sum of the elements in a set. In this way all the known aggregate functions of SQL (and more) can be defined by structural recursion.

In [IS] it has been shown that the operations defined so far are sufficient to express operations such as \( \text{nest} \) and \( \text{unnest} \).

### 3.2 The Join Operation

Let us now look at the generalized join-operation, for which relational algebra again is the motivating example from which we abstract to the more general case.

Suppose we want to build the natural join of two relations \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \). According to our definition these are finite sets of values of type \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \), respectively. Of course, \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) are tuple types. The common components give rise to another tuple type \( t \) and we get natural projections \( \pi_i : t_i \to t \).

The tuple type used for \( R_1 \bowtie R_2 \) – we shall denote this type by \( t_1 \bowtie t_2 \) – now has the following nice properties:

- There are canonical projections \( \pi_{t_i} : t_1 \bowtie t_2 \to t_i \) such that \( \pi_{t_1} \circ \pi_{t_2} = \pi_{t_1} \circ \pi_{t_2} \)

- For any other tuple type \( t' \) with projections \( \pi'_{t_i} : t' \to t_i \) with \( \pi_{t_1} \circ \pi_{t_2} = \pi_{t_1} \circ \pi_{t_2} \) there is a unique projection \( \pi : t' \to t_1 \bowtie t_2 \) with \( \pi_{t_i} \circ \pi = \pi'_{t_i} \).

With this observation, the (natural) join is easily defined as \( R_1 \bowtie R_2 = \{ z : t_1 \bowtie t_2 | \exists z_1 \in R_1, \exists z_2 \in R_2, \pi_{t_1}(z) = z_1 \land \pi_{t_2}(z) = z_2 \} \).

This can be taken as the guideline for the generalization, provided we are able to obtain the type \( t_1 \bowtie t_2 \) and the corresponding functions \( \pi_{t_i} \) for the general case, too. The first natural idea is to exploit subtyping on the type system. This is a preorder \( \leq \) on the types defined in the standard way.

Then each subtype relation \( t \leq t' \) defines an associated subtype function \( \pi_{t_1} : t \to t' \). Note that the projections in relational algebra are just such subtype functions. Indeed, \( t \) is the least common supertype of \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \); \( t_1 \bowtie t_2 \) is a common subtype. The following theorem is central for the definition of the general join.
Theorem 3.1. Consider a type system with the trivial type 1 as one of its base types and with constructors among the tuple, set, list and multiset constructors. If t is a common supertype of t₁ and t₂ with associated subtype functions π₁: t₁ → t, then there exists a common subtype t₁ △◁₁ t₁ together with subtype functions π₁: t₁ △◁₁ t₂ → t₁ such that π₁ ⊙ π₁ = π₂ ⊙ π₂ holds. Furthermore, for any other common subtype t' with subtype functions π₄: t' → t₁ with π₁ ⊙ π₄ = π₂ ⊙ π₄ there is a unique subtype function π: t' → t₁ △◁₁ t₂ with π₄ ⊙ π = π₄. □

With the existence of the join types t₁ △◁₁ t₂ the join over t can be defined as in the relational case. For this let C₁ and C₂ be classes. We define C₁ △◁₁ C₂ = {z : \(T_{C₁} △◁₁ T_{C₂} | \exists z₁ ∈ C₁, \exists z₂ ∈ C₂. π₁(z₁) = z₁ \land π₂(z₂) = z₂\}.

Example 3.1. Consider t₁ = \{b₁ × \{b₂ × b₃\} × b₄\} and t₂ = \{b₁ × \{b₅ × b₃\} × b₆\} with the common supertype t = \{b₁ × \{b₃\}\}. Then we obtain the join type t₁ △◁₁ t₂ = \{b₁ × \{b₂ × b₅ × b₃\} × b₄ × b₆\}. □

3.3 Handling URLs

The structures allowed by the definition of databases in the previous section are all finite. In fact, values can be represented as finite trees. A slight generalization would be to allow infinite trees, but of course only such infinite trees that can be represented in a finite way. For this we introduce labels ℓ. We extend any given type system in such a way allowing types to be adorned with labels and labels themselves to be treated in the same way as base types. Thus, our type system extends to t = b | ℓ | t₁ × ... × tₙ | \{t\} | \{t\} | ℓ : t.

Furthermore, we have to restrict ourselves to well-defined types. For this we require that for each label ℓ occurring within a type t—in a place, where we could have a base type instead—some decorated type ℓ : t' must occur in t, too. Values of such types with labels can be written as an infinite tree. Figure 4 a) shows such a tree.

We call a tree rational iff the number of different subtrees is finite. Then only rational trees will be allowed as values of well-defined types with labels. This means to restrict to values of the form \((n₁, a₁, (n₂, a₂, (...,(nₖ, aₖ, (...)))\)), such that nᵢ = nⱼ and aᵢ = aⱼ holds for some i and j. In addition, we would like to add a constraint and require i = 1, j = 3, but this constraint must be added explicitly; it is not captured by the type system. Figure 4 b) illustrates such a rational tree.

Since we restrict ourselves to well-defined types with labels, which can be written as rational trees, and allow only rational trees as values, we shall talk of rational tree types.

One important feature of rational tree types is that the query algebra outlined in the previous subsection extends naturally to rational tree types. Furthermore, as the representation with URLs can be regarded as a means to finitely represent rational trees, it can also be shown that we can replace the rational trees by the URLs, iff the query language is extended by a create-facility.
Theorem 3.2. Let $S$ be a database schema, where the types of classes are rational tree types and let $S'$ be an equivalent schema that uses the type URL, but no rational tree types. Then the result of an algebra query on $S'$ with schema create-facily is the URL-based representation of the result of the same query applied to $S$ and vice versa. 

Fig. 4. Rational Tree

4 Presentation of Query Results

As media objects abstract completely from presentational issues, the remaining problem is to clarify how query results are to be presented. For this we exploit the container metaphor introduced in [5].

The underlying idea is as follows. Selected information will be wrapped, loaded into a (generic) container, shipped to the user and then unloaded with the help of a browser. So the goal is to provide predefined containers that are able to capture the expected results of queries.

Ideally, containers should be usable for different contents, but nevertheless the design of container is heavily influenced by the usage of media objects in the scenarios, the user profile and the technical constraint arising from size and presentation facilities of the supported presentation devices.

For instance, we may assume a scale for the size of the devices ranging from tiny (as for WAP handies) over small (for videotext screens) to normal, large and huge (for different kinds of screens). It might be the case that not all sizes are to be supported. Formally, such a scale is a totally ordered set analogous to the scales for user dimensions.

Other technical constraints may be the inability to present images or video/audio information or channel bandwidth (e.g., for mobile devices).

Basically, the possible content of a container can be described by a content data type same as for media types. Any actual content must fit into this type, i.e. it must give rise to a supertype. Furthermore, the content data type must be accompanied by some presentation layout matching the technical constraints. This layout may include constants such as recurring pictures, background, etc. It
may be realized by a parameterized HTML document. Formally, a container has a name $C$ and consists of a content $\text{cont}(C)$ and a presentation layout $\text{lay}(C)$.

Loadability of a media object $(u, (M_1 : v_1, \ldots, M_k : v_k))$ into a container $C$ holds, if the content data type $\text{cont}(M_i)$ is a supertype of $\text{cont}(C)$ for at least one $i$. Since $M_i$ arises from a media type including versions originating from adhesion or hierarchy, this implies that $v_i$ matches the content description of the container $C$.

The wrapping of the media object $(u, (M_1 : v_1, \ldots, M_k : v_k))$ into the container $C$ then means the identification of the suitable $M_i$ in order to load a maximum amount of information. Formally, this means to choose $\text{cont}(M_i)$ minimal, so that loadability can be guaranteed.

Finally, the loading of the container consists in the generation of the page replacing the parameters by the loaded information.

5 Conclusion

In recent work [6,7,16,17] the notion of media object has been introduced as a conceptual means to model web information systems. In this paper we extended this work by adding a reasonable query language to this concept. The query language is based on the generalized algebraic approach in [18] according to which a query algebra can always be defined by operations of an underlying type system plus a generalized join operation. This approach is powerful enough to handle the cycles in web site navigation structures. It is easy to extend such an algebra in a way that even fixpoint queries can be handled, but this issue has not been discussed in this paper.

With the approach at hand it is possible to design integrated web sites and to offer query facilities for them. As we assume database technology to be used in such web sites, the maintainance is much easier than in hand-knitted systems. The project in [23] with around 20,000 mainly generated web pages has realized the idea of media objects. In fact, the ideas realized in this project [2,19,21,22,23] have also contributed to the development of this concept, which may now be applied to other projects as well.
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Abstract. Internet-based learning environments have proliferated over the last years. Many institutions, both public and private, benefit from them and offer on-line courses and training programs. In most cases, educational resources or software-supported learning services cannot be reused among heterogeneous systems. Additionally, although they share many common features, most e-learning systems are developed from the scratch. In this situation, a need for a standardized conceptual model becomes apparent.

Institutions like the IEEE, the US Department of Defense or the Aviation Industry are currently specifying standards to support information models used in e-learning environments. From these works we present a framework for e-learning. Our proposal includes the application of an OO methodology to derive a reference architecture and design model from those conceptual entities identified by the learning technology standardization process. We have used UML, the Unified Software Development process, object-oriented methodologies for the model definition, and eventually, CORBA technology to provide a final implementation.

1 Introduction

Advances in Information and Communication technologies and specifically in Multimedia, Networking, and Software Engineering, promote the apparition of a new generation of computer-based training systems. Internet is today a ubiquitous supporting environment for virtual and distributed learning environments. As a consequence, many institutions, both public and private, take advantage of new technologies to offer training products and services at all levels using the World Wide Web.

The use of multimedia material including text, audio, video and simulations offers an attractive environment to learners. In addition, networked training systems have played an important role because of its economical advantages, both for trainees and instructors and for the institutions that are responsible for carrying out the training process. Internet/Intranet-based environments are a practical and suitable platform for delivering courses and other training material.
As a consequence, e-learning systems proliferate and a need for standardization becomes apparent: new systems are usually developed ad-hoc from the scratch to meet the requirements of a particular institution, with no interoperability mechanism with external systems. Therefore, courses developed for a particular system cannot be delivered by a different one, student records and profiles cannot be easily transferred and there is no predefined procedure to share learning services at runtime.

This paper addresses interoperability issues among large-scale distributed e-learning systems. We propose a standards-driven object-oriented framework to develop such systems. Underlying information models are based on current work on learning technology standardization (c.f. section 2) by institutions like the US Department of Defense, the IEEE or the Aviation Industry, which are important consumers of educational software. They propose standards that define specifications for learning metadata, content structure, trainee records and profiles, etc. Thus enabling easy training resources reuse and transfer among institutions or internal departments. We have used CORBA [1] to develop a learning application using the framework. CORBA, and its object-oriented distributed computing capabilities, allowed us to add software interoperability and a reduction of the time-to-market factor for new developed training systems.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces current works in the e-learning standardization area. Section 3 presents the methodology used to derive the framework. The process is explained through sections 4 (use case model), 5 (analysis model), 6 (reference model), 7 (reference architecture) and 8 (design model and IDL specifications). We end with some conclusions and proposals for the future.

2 E-learning Standardization

The learning technology standardization process is taking the lead role in the research efforts into distributed e-learning. Like in other standard-driven initiatives, standardization applied to learning technologies will enable reuse and interoperability among heterogeneous systems. Thus, institutional users of educational software are joining their efforts to achieve standards and recommendations to support the interoperability of heterogeneous learning systems. This is an active, continuously evolving process that will last for years to come, until a clear, precise and generally accepted set of standards for educational-related systems is developed. Organizations like the IEEE’s LTSC [2], IMS project [3], Aviation Industry’s AICC [4], US DoD’s ADL initiative [5], ARIADNE [6], GESTALT project [7], PROMETEUS [8], CEN/ISSS/LT [9], GEM project [10], and many others are contributing to this standardization process. The IEEE LTSC is the institution that is actually gathering recommendations from other standardization institutions and projects. ISO/IEC JTC1 created in November 1999 the Standards Committee for Learning Technologies SC36 [11], to develop ANSI or ISO standards. Next paragraphs introduce the main areas of concern.
A key aspect in networked educational systems is to define, as precisely as possible, the educational contents offered to potential users. The trend seems to describe this information using learning metadata. The most outstanding contribution so far is the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) specification, proposed by the IEEE LTSC, which is becoming a de-facto standard. LOM defines the attributes required to fully and adequately describe learning resources. The latest draft document dates from February 2001. IMS, ADL, ARIADNE, GESTALT, GEM and EdNA have their own metadata proposals, which are based on LOM.

Description of learner’s profiles and records has also been studied. They describe information that characterizes learners and their knowledge. This information is used to maintain records of learners. The IEEE LTSC Public and Private Information (PAPI) specification describes implementation independent learner records. Another important specification is the IMS Enterprise Data Model aimed at e-learning administration including group and enrolment management. Very recently, the IMS also delivered its first specification on learner profiles: IMS Learner Information Packaging Specification.

Other basic aspect subject to standardization is educational content organization, that is, data models to describe static and dynamic course structure. Static course structure defines the a priori relations among course contents (lessons, sections, exercises, etc.), whereas course dynamics determines the particular vision that users have depending on their attributes and previous interactions. In a similar way, learning environments need to understand the course structure to schedule the next student activity. The AICC guidelines for interoperability of Computer-Managed Instruction (CMI) systems, and the ADL’s SCORM, based on the AICC specification, deal with this problem. They propose a Web-based Runtime environment scheme based on the division between the learning contents and the Web-based management system. This allows different learning resources to be managed by heterogeneous systems.

Other standards address to content packaging to facilitate course transfer among institutions (IMS Content Packaging Specification), question and test interoperability (IMS QTI specification), student tracking, competency definitions, and many others that are still in their definition process.

The more mature results are centered on the definition of information models to exchange learning resources. In most cases, XML [12] is used to define supporting information models enabling easy interoperability in WWW settings. Neither open reference architecture nor service definitions have been proposed so far. The work we present in this paper is a proposal towards such open architecture. Over standardized information models, a set of services is offered to the domain community of distributed e-learning systems developers.

3 Methodology

The framework’s design process has been guided by the Unified Software Development Process [13] and modeled using the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
We combined the Unified Software Development Process with the recommendations by Bass et al. to derive our software architecture.

The Unified Process identifies a set of iterations in the software development process: requirements, analysis, design, implementation and test. Designers begin by capturing customer requirements as use cases in the use case model. Then, they analyze and design the system to meet the use cases, thus creating first an analysis model, then a design and deployment model; and they implement the system in an implementation model. Finally, the developers prepare a test model that enables them to verify that the system provides the functionality described in the use cases.

On the other hand, Bass states that a reference model and a reference architecture are previous steps toward an eventual software architecture. The reference model is a division of the functionality, together with the corresponding data flow between the identified components. Whereas a reference model divides the functionality, a reference architecture is the mapping of that functionality onto a system decomposition.

Through next sections we show how these methodologies are related with each other, and how they were applied to the design of a conceptual modeling framework for e-training.

4 Use Case Model

We took into account the whole functionality that a computer-based training system provides. No pedagogical methodology assumption was made. Use cases identified has been derived from the authors’ experience in the e-learning domain and the documentation provided by institutions involved in the learning technology standardization (specially the guidelines set by the IEEE’s Learning Technology System Architecture (LTSA)) [16].

Our use case model was derived using a refinement process. At the most abstract level, generic use cases let us derive the first components (c.f. UML diagram in Figure 1). Three actors are involved: the trainee, who looks for expertise; the manager, who looks for experts; and the supervisor, who is responsible for the correct operation of the whole system. From them, we may derive the existence of an Educational System.

As the use cases mature and are refined and specified in more detail, more of the functional requirements are discovered. This, in turn, leads to the maturation of more use cases and, even new actors may show up. Use cases are not selected in isolation, they drive the system architecture and the system architecture influences the selection of the use cases. Therefore, both the system architecture and the actual use cases mature together.

As an example of this process, we show in Figure 2 the refinement of the Get Expertise use case. In this step, we identify the need for possible extensions to the base use case (Get Expertise). We need to provide access to the competency definitions of an expertise area, and the location of the defined courses. From here, we derive the need for a learning Broker that helps trainees to find courses
provided by Educational Service Providers, which can belong to the trainee organization or to an external training company. These use cases were refined until the complete set of requirement was specified in the eventual use case model.

5 Analysis Model

Use cases are realized by class collaborations. The goal is to realize the use cases cost-effectively so that the system offers suitable performance and can evolve in the future. The analysis model grows incrementally as more and more use cases are analyzed. For each iteration we selected a set of use cases that we realize in the analysis model. The system is built as a structure of classifiers (analysis classes) and relationships between them. Collaborations describe realization of use cases.

We used three different stereotypes on classes: <<boundary>> (to model interaction between the system and its actors), <<control>> (to represent coordination, sequencing, transactions, etc.) and <<entity>> (to model information). For example, Figure 3 shows the analysis class diagram to realize those use cases related to training contents searching and location. There is a unique control class that implements the search logic. Searcher classes use entity classes that encapsulate training courses metadata, trainee preferences and course providers’ data. Clients access search services through a boundary class.

Use cases related to access to learning resources are realized by the classes depicted in Figure 4. Three entity classes model metadata, content structures and
educational resources. Underlying information models are directly derived from the standards presented in section 2. The Repository boundary class manages access to them. Repository capabilities can be enhanced by a IMS Packaging specification-compliant control class.

Learning runtime environments are responsible for content delivery and learner tracking. The corresponding analysis class diagram is shown in Figure 5. Course structure and learner’s traces format specifications are used respectively by a Navigation and Tracking Manager control classes.

6 The Reference Model

Like the analysis model, the reference model is derived from the use cases and the functional needs identified from them. A further insight into the analysis model may let us abstract higher level functional elements. Specially, for large-scale systems, architects should study the analysis model to abstract a reference model.
We identified three functional modules (c.f. Figure 6) for the reference model. Educational Content Providers (ECP) are responsible for developing educational contents and offering them, maybe under payment, to the Educational Service Providers (ESP). Authors, multimedia and pedagogical experts are the main actors who interact with the ECP. Standardized course structure formats and metadata to describe contents are used at the ECP.

Learners interact with ESP modules through their learning process, from course enrolment to graduation. These modules are responsible for providing: structured storage and management of learning objects; an on-line environment for the delivery of learning content; and administration facilities to handle the registering and course progress of educational sessions. Developers of ESP must use existing information models for course structures, learner records, tracking data, and ADL/AICC-like Runtime environments.

Brokers help learners and ESP to find suitable courses to achieve a specific skill. Brokers must maintain metadata information about courses offered by associated ESP. Brokers also help ESP to find contents offered by ECP. Course transfer should be done using existing course packaging mechanisms.

Finally, employers look for experts into the Profile Repository (PR), which maintain learner high-level performance data and student overall records. ESP feed PR as their students acquire new expertise.
7 The Reference Architecture

Mature domains are supposed to have reference architectures that guide software developers to build new systems. Analysis model classes should be grouped into subsystems, especially for large systems. A subsystem is a semantically useful grouping of classes or other subsystems. It should be possible to install a subsystem in a customer system only in its entirety. Subsystems are also used to model groups of classes that tend to change together. In our case, changes in information models from learning technology standards should affect the less number of subsystems as possible. Subsystems identified from the analysis model form the reference architecture (c.f. Figure 7), which is also implementation independent.

Fig. 7. Reference Architecture.

7.1 Broker Reference Architecture

The Broker architecture is composed of three different software subsystems: Search Engine (SE), Federation Manager (FM) and Profile Filter (PF). SE deals with the metadata repository to search for a learning object. No particular metadata scheme is imposed. In fact, the interface offered to external modules should be the same regardless of the underlying metadata model used to describe learning objects. At the same time, there must exist a mechanism to report supported metadata schemes to client modules. The design model should explicitly define this introspection procedure.

Search results may be filtered according to user preferences. Customers provide the brokerage subsystem with their preference profile (or a reference to it)
that is used to fit further searches to the predefined preferences. The PF is responsible for this. No particular learner information model is imposed. Reflective methods must offer information about the data models that are supported by the component implementation.

While at the reference model the Broker is a single module, at the reference architecture its functionality may have to be implemented by the collaboration of a group of federated brokers. The FM software subsystem manages federations according to the topology they are configured with. Searches sent through the Federation Manager are forwarded to external Search Engines and, possibly, to external Federation Managers.

To be compliant with this architecture, only the Search Engine component must be implemented. The Brokerage architecture defines several service levels. According to the level the Broker is compliant with, Profile Filters and/or Federation Managers have to be implemented. Table 1 shows the service levels defined for a Broker and the components needed for each of them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Single Search</th>
<th>Search Filtered using Preference Data</th>
<th>Search Forwarding to Federated Brokers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2a</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2b</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This architecture should be fully scalable, a single SE-broker might add PF or FM subsystems in the future. The standardized information model that each component deals with drove our design criteria. A change or update in the data model that defines learning metadata or user preference profile information would only affect the SE or PF component respectively. Thus, we keep information models changes in the scope of a local reference architecture subsystem.

7.2 ESP Reference Architecture

Educational Service Provider (ESP) reference architecture is composed of five software subsystems (c.f. Figure 7): Learning Environment (LE), Learner Admin (LA), Course Admin (CA), Packaging Manager (PM) and Course Catalogue Manager (CCM). The LE subsystem is responsible for student routing through a course, learning content delivery in a networked environment and student tracking. Learner Admin manages course enrolment, user authentication and student curricula records and profiles. Course Admin manages the actual learning resources courses are composed of. It delivers contents to the LE and receives new resources from content providers through the Packaging Manager. CCM
maintains up-to-date information about the actual courses being offered by the institution and publishing them through educational Brokers.

7.3 ECP Reference Architecture Educational

Content Provider (ECP) reference architecture is composed of five software subsystems (c.f. Figure 4): Educational Resources Generator (ERG), Course Structure Generator (CSG), Metadata Generator (MG), Packaging Manager (PM) and Educational Resource Cataloguer (ERC). The first three subsystems deal with the development, structure and cataloguing of new learning objects. ERC publicizes available resources through the Brokers in order to allow Educational Service Providers to find them. Eventually, courses are packaged by the PM and sent to an ESP, where ESP’s PM unpacks them.

8 The Design Model: CORBAlearn

CORBAlearn software architecture is modeled using the design model of the Unified Process. The design model of the Unified Process is created using the analysis model as the primary input, but it is adapted to the selected implementation environment, such as an object request broker, a GUI construction kit, or a database management system. Similarly to the analysis model, the design model also defines classes, relationships among them, and collaborations that materialize the use cases. However, the elements defined in the design model are the design counterparts of the more conceptual elements defined in the analysis model, in the sense that the former are adapted to the implementation environment, whereas the latter (analysis) elements are not. In other words, the design model is more physical in nature, whereas the analysis model is more conceptual.

The design process that leads to this software architecture is driven by the reference architecture and available standardized information models: Changes in these information models should imply only local changes affecting the less number of objects as possible. Inclusion of new components from the reference architecture should be straightforward and not affect objects already running in the system.

CORBAlearn covers all those aspects of a distributed e-learning system identified by the reference architecture. For the sake of brevity, we just present here part of the static and dynamic view of the architecture elements. We encourage the reader to request the whole set of specifications to the authors.

8.1 Broker Services

Three brokerage service levels have been defined (c.f. Figure 7 and Table 1): Level 1 addresses basic searching in the metadata repository maintained by the Search Engine. Level 2a considers predefined user preference data to filter search results. Level 2b includes search federation where requests are forwarded to other Brokers in a distributed federation network. Level 3 supports both user
preference filtering and federation. In any case, access to a broker component is done through a `BrokerComponent` object that maintains references to the available service interfaces.

Upgrading of the service level provided by a broker can be made at run time. New objects implementing a higher service look for the `BrokerComponent` in the Naming Service [17] to update its references to new available service interfaces. Further client accesses to the `BrokerComponent` allow them to navigate to the recently deployed services.

Level 1-compliant brokers must implement the `BrokerManager` interface, to feed the broker metadata repository and the Searcher interface, which defines search and browse services. This allows developers of educational brokers implement a push-like feeding policy: Educational Service/Content Provider subsystems introduce metadata description into the broker. CORBA learn specifications for these subsystems also define metadata access services. Therefore, a pull-like feeding policy is also possible: brokers subsystems get metadata descriptions from the providers.

Level 2a-compliant brokers need `ProfileSearcher` and `ProfileManager` interfaces. The former is used to deal with preference filtering and the latter to access or update those preferences. User preference data may be obtained directly from an ESP or PM, or a new preference profile can be created (i.e. data can be obtained by reference or value).

Level 2b compliance requires the implementation of the `FederatedSearch` interface. This interface defines as one of its attributes a reference to a `FederationManager` object that actually maintains the federation topology information. Finally, Level 3 requires the implementation of all the interfaces presented above.

`ResourceRepository` offers access to complete learning objects metadata descriptions. Finally, Provider Searcher and `ProviderManager` objects define services to locate the actual Educational Service Provider or Educational Content Provider where the learning object can be accessed. These three objects are used in the learning objects location phase [18].

**Federated Brokerage Example** Figure [8] exemplifies an interaction to perform a search through a federation network. Objects involved in that search may be distributed into four different computers, as shown in the deployment diagram shown in Figure [9]. In that case, we assumed that the federation topology is maintained in a different computer (situated on the left). However, it is also possible that the same component that implements the `FederatedSearch` implemented the `FederationManager` interface. Thus, the level 2b compliant Broker would keep topology information.

As introduced in the reference architecture description, scalability between different service levels is straightforward: new objects implementing level 2a or 2b would look for the `BrokerComponent` in the Naming Service and update its interface references. Support for communication among objects distributed in different computers over a WWW/Internet environment is provided by the CORBA IIOP protocol.
8.2 Learning Environment Services

CORBAlearn defines the UML class diagram depicted in Figure 5 to model the Learning Environment subsystem. Responsibilities are mainly divided into a TrackingManager object that follows student performance during a learning session, and a NavigationManager object that performs course routing according to a particular course structure format and student previous actions. These two objects work together to perform basic course routing and trading. Learning Server Factory creates a Learning Server object to manage each student that access a different course.

Example of Applicability Defined services include common functionality for Learning Runtime environments. Developers of particular Web-based learning systems benefit from the offered services and their reuse. Thus, time to market is reduced. As an example of applicability, we developed a Web-based courseware system that conforms to the US Department of Defense ADL runtime model [19]. This model is bound to be accepted by the learning technology standards community as the common way for launching and getting lesson information in a Web-based distance learning environment. For this, we just needed to develop a thin layer between the Web browser and the CORBAlearn server objects.
The API defined by the ADL model can be easily implemented using the CORBAlearn objects. 16 hours of a junior Java software developer were needed to implement the ADL-compliant Web-based learning objects deliverer using the services offered by CORBAlearn.

9 Conclusions

Web-based software development is one of the most growing areas in the software industry. Several application domains have benefited from the new means of access and visualization of information supported by the World Wide Web. As a consequence, multiple and heterogeneous Web-based applications proliferate. However, although domain applications follow common eventual objectives, they are developed from the scratch with few or no interoperability mechanisms among them. Conceptual modeling provides a suitable environment where it is possible to build frameworks for domain specific applications. These users are, at the same time, developers of their own domain software products. On the other hand, those applications developed from them rely on clearly identified services. These specifications are a step further toward the standardization of the domain allowing interoperability among different and heterogeneous applications.

In this paper, we have presented a proposal for a conceptual modeling framework for technology learning systems. In this field great efforts are being done towards its standardization. Service definition was based on recommendations from the institutions involved in this process and the authors experience in the e-learning area. A reference model and reference architecture were identified as previous steps towards the software architecture that supports the conceptual modeling framework.
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Abstract. MovieTool is a Description tool for multimedia content with XML oriented representation. MovieTool can generate a content description file in the format defined MPEG-7, which is known as the multimedia content description interface. We adopted XML-Schema dynamic mapping mechanisms for the multimedia content description schemes. As a result, MovieTool can provide the flexibility and general versatility for various meta-data standards not only MPEG-7 but also B-XML etc.

1 Introduction

The cumulation of multimedia data has created a strong demand for multimedia archiving systems. Content-based retrieval schemes are being standardized using several different approaches. Progress in storage technology and CPU power enable easy browsing of such multimedia content. However, only a few ways enable searching and selecting contents easily using user-friendly interfaces. Along with the progress in web- and XML-technology, several structure description languages have been proposed (e.g., SMIL, MPEG-7, BXML). MPEG-7 [1], a multimedia-content description interface, was starting to be standardized. We focus on contributing to the standardization process and started to develop the description tool.

2 MovieTool

We have started developing a multimedia-content description tool named MovieTool. MovieTool can read and write MPEG-7 formatted content-description files. First, this tool is used to either manually or automatically construct a structure. It can apply automatic segmentation methods using a content-based analysis. Then, a key frame is selected, content-based features are extracted, and a syntactic structure is generated. After that, attribute values can be input into each segment as well as into the overall content. MovieTool provides many attributes that are defined in MPEG-7 description schemes. It is one component of a multimedia content retrieval system we are developing. In this system, a content description value is registered to a database in an MPEG-7 file. In the easy web interface, attribute values are set as a condition, and
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then the required scenes or contents are displayed. They can be selected and played in specified order. To develop this system, we adopted XML-Schema dynamic mapping mechanisms for MovieTool.

![Fig. 1. MovieTool module structure](image)

In MPEG-7 description, the description content is conceptually classified into two parts: syntactic, which is generated automatically or semi-automatically using existing extraction and analysis methods, and semantic, which demands human thought processes. To develop the description tool, the latter must be considered sufficiently. Taking this into account, we strictly separated the functionality of the modules. Figure 1 is a perspective representation of the module structure of MovieTool.

### 2.1 The Structure Composer

This module builds an audiovisual structure. It can be used manually or automatically, and it can apply some automatic segmentation methods using content-based analysis. A key frame is selected, content-based features are extracted, and a syntactic structure is generated. All data are represented using the package-segment model (PS-Model) [2], [3]. The PS-Model is a data model that principally composed by package and segment nodes. A segment represents a cut, scene, or a logical duration in the content stream. A package plays a role in generalizing a segment set. The PS-Model structure resembles a tree structure. Each node can have an attribute node, which consists of some attributes of the parent node as well as user-defined supplemental information. This module also provides two plug-in interfaces: a content plug-in and an extraction-and-analysis plug-in. Therefore, the user can easily adapt various formatted media and develop a new extraction plug-in module. These functions enable a flexible application.

### 2.2 The Removable Connector

This module corresponds to meaning of XML-Schema. It provides bridging functions between the XML element and the PS-Model node. This module provides the dynamic mapping mechanism mentioned in the next paragraph for each XML-Schema definition.
2.3 The XML Editor

This module can input and edit body and attribute values in each segment as well as in the overall content. MovieTool provides all elements defined in MPEG-7 description schemes. This editor provides the basic functions for XML editing.

3 Dynamic Mapping

The removable-connector module plays a key role in the dynamic-mapping function. Here, we focus on the dynamic-mapping mechanism between the element defined by the XML-Schema and the node used in the structure-composer module. Figure 2 shows the mapping relations between the MPEG-7 and PS-Model spaces. The temporal decomposition element in MPEG-7 corresponds to the package node in the PS-model and the audio-visual segment corresponds to the segment node. Because these relations can be modularized as a removable connector, the tool can be easily adapted to various schemata.

4 Conclusion

The following window images are real-world tool interfaces. The left window shows the structure composer and the right one the XML editor. In reality, the removable connector is located between them, so the user can seamlessly change from applying automatic analysis to human annotation to describe the content. With the dynamic mapping mechanism, MovieTool provides flexibility and general versatility for use with various meta-data standards, not only in MPEG-7 but also in B-XML, and others. We plan to test these characteristics in the future.
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Abstract. Successful business marketing depends on how the information to be maintained, integrated, and extracted from the large scale of data systems. Though CRM, SCM, and ERP are the representative efforts to make relationship between marketing and data, they show low success rates. One of the main reasons is the impetuous processing without enough analysis on the data in order to show the result promptly. Korea Telecom has about 200 information systems that are constructed and maintained separately. Now these independent systems should be integrated as the basis of CRM, SCM, or ERP for the customer-oriented marketing. Constructing a data map that describes the metadata of all information systems and the relationship between systems is the first step of data integration project. We explain the details of the data map and related tool, and describe their effectiveness in this paper.

1. Introduction

Korea Telecom (KT), the leading telecommunication company of Korea, has about 200 information systems. But each system has been developed and maintained separately, so anyone doesn’t know exactly which data they have or which information is processed by the other departments. So, systems were integrated one by one whenever they have to be integrated and the integration process was very complex and difficult as well as they were constructed without considering common rules. As the goal of business is moving more into customers and the amount of data increases rapidly, KT needs to analyze systematically which data it owns, who manages them, their detail characteristics, the relationship with other systems, and so on. Without these kinds of detail and precise analysis, the high-level data integration projects like CRM, ERP, or SCM could not constructed successfully. For too many data systems that are very large, complex, and developed separately, we want to construct a data map that describes the relationship of information systems we own, and provide the detail, precise, and current information of data hidden in each information system for the continual integration process of information systems.
2. Enterprise Data Map (EDM) and Data Map Tool (DMT)

EDM is a kind of roadmap which describes the purpose, functions, architecture, the details of data, and relationships with other systems for each information system in the company. EDM shows information systems using hierarchical layer. At the top layer, EDM shows all the information systems KT has, and inter-relationship (or data flow) between systems using a specific diagramming notation. At the second layer, EDM refines the information provided at the top level both horizontally and vertically. The vertical refinement shows the detail metadata for each system, for example, the objectives, functionality, related staff and departments, description of HW or SW configuration, and so on. In the other hand, the horizontal refinement provides more detail data flow information between two systems. That is, horizontal refinement provides detail description of data that should be transferred, formats and method of transferred data, and a period of data transfer. With these kinds of information, user can analyze side effects of a schema evolution of a specific system. Finally, at the third level, EDM describes the detail schema of system including the type of fields, constraints, index, keys as well as the relationship between entities in a system. In fact, contents of the third layer are included in the logical database design specification that is generated during the system development. But, as we mentioned earlier, each system of KT has been developed by different departments and staff without considering standard, so documents that describes data schema don't provide the reader with common depth of explanation nor common interface. Even, some systems don't have any documentation about data at all. So, it's very important and useful to rearrange the logical database design specification for all the systems with common concept.

All things described above should be retrieved and updated in efficient way. So, we constructed a metadata repository using DMP(Data Map Tool) plays a role in the management of EDM by providing a web-based graphical interface. Any authorized user can view and retrieve any information on EDM from the top layer to the third layer as well as he/she can update the content of EDM whenever the target system is changed. Followings are the main functions of DMP.

- retrieve/update/insert/maintenance of metadata (metadata repository)
- represent/manipulate relationships between systems and entity relationships for each systems
- automatically populate schema related metadata from the schema dump file of source systems, export metadata to Enterprise Data Warehouse of KT
- generate report, provide statistic analysis, analyze side effects of a system component

3. Conclusion

We mentioned the EDM and DMT in this paper. The construction of EDM is very important for KT to promote data oriented business, and we're sure that EDM could be a necessary basis of CRM, ERP, and other projects that need data integration. Our next version of DMT would include version control mechanism.
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Abstract. Diversification of customer tastes has brought an end to Mass Marketing. In order to increase profits, corporations must urgently put into practice new techniques for CRM (Customer Relationship Management) that improve customer loyalty by strengthening customer relationships. This paper proposes a customer management Data Warehouse model design based on TimeCube and the application of Set Theory technology to develop a new technique for closed loop marketing (Hypotheses and Verification).

1 Customer Management Model in CRM

The goal of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is to establish an ongoing relationship between a corporation and its customers. In order to have a good relationship with its customers, a corporation must first understand its customers. This can be achieved by gathering customer data and storing it in a Data Warehouse. Generally data is stored in a customer attribute table and a purchase transaction table (2-dimensional tables) within a relational database and queries are made using SQL. The customer attribute table is usually updated to store the last value, while data is simply appended to the purchase transaction table.

In order to achieve real CRM and create long lasting relationships with customers, it is necessary for a company to observe and act according to how the customer’s attributes and buying habits are changing over time. Faux pas, such as sending a credit card upgrade offer to a customer who recently upgraded or sending discount coupons to a customer who recently paid full price, should not occur. It is critical that the customer’s attribute history and past purchase characteristics are analyzed in assessing his current status.

2 TimeCube Data Model

Within the TimeCube system, developed by Beacon IT, Japan, customer data is stored in 3-dimensional cubes. The 2-dimensional table from relational databases is augmented with a time axis to create a logical 3-dimensional model for storing data. For each unique customer, data is stored along the time axis for all attributes. Whenever there is a change to an attribute, a history record is created of the previous attribute value and so on all the way from the first value. Similarly customers purchase transaction data is also stored as records along a time axis. For each of these record types timestamps are very important.

In addition to storing data sequentially along the time axis, TimeCube also creates specialized indices. Consider customer attributes such as rank and preferred shopping...
location. These not only indicate a fact at a point of time but also a state of being that exists for a period of time. This type of data with continuous states is stored and indexed by the TimeCube system in a 3-dimensional Profile Cube. Now, queries like i Find all customers with rank A for more than 6 months? or i Find all customers that have changed address within the last two weeks? can be easily created and executed. Purchase transaction records, which reflect facts at a point of time, are stored by customer in a 3-Dimensional Transaction Cube. This functionality of storing transaction data is called i Cubed Transaction.

Each cube can store between several hundred thousand to ten million customers. Customer attribute data does not change frequently and usually has only an average of a dozen histories while customers' purchase behavior data such as click-through data on an e-commerce site can be more than thousands of records for each customer. Several million customer records are thus stored physically in two cubes, although users can access it as if from one cube using a combined view. While the i join method is applied to combine cubes using, say, Customer ID, a unique method named i connect is available to combine cubes using the timestamp and Customer ID.

### 3 CRM Closed Loop Marketing (Hypotheses and Verification) and Set Theory

A customer information Data Warehouse is built, as shown in Fig.2, to explain CRM using TimeCube. Firstly, it is necessary to clearly identify, i Who are the current good customers? i Who were the good customers in the past? i Who are the target for our newly released product? and so on. In the present day, where everything changes so rapidly, sales revenues do not increase by conducting only a single sales promotion and it does not lead to a deep relationship with customers at all. To develop an effective sales promotion plan, it is necessary to find customers who can be the target for the plan from the Data Warehouse, and make a hypothesis such as i These customers will purchase the product if we approach in a particular way. and
quickly take action. Once the action is taken, we verify the results of the action and establish a cycle of taking account of the verification results for our next hypothesis. Fig. 3 shows an example of this Closed Loop Marketing for a wine sales promotion.

For example, when we send an email to customers, we need to think about the timing, to whom, and the contents of the mail. These issues form the hypotheses in the closed loop marketing. It is possible to identify What kind of customers and the timing only if the attributes and purchase histories of customers are stored along the time axis. TimeCube uses Set Theory concepts to identifying customers and users can easily find their target customers with set operations. It also enables users to save the obtained customer groups as sets and use them for the results verification of the sales promotion activities to customers.

As compared to an SQL statement that returns only one result set for each search condition, the Set Operation shown here is much more suitable to One-to-One marketing. For example, when we create and display three sets, Age, City and Purchase Amount, we see eight sets from the overlapping Sets. Refer to Fig. 4. We obtain eight customer groups at one time and can realize One-to-One marketing by changing the approach to each customer group. With SQL, eight different statements would need to be written and executed.

4 Conclusion

In the customer management model using TimeCube system, data of customer attributes and purchase behaviors are stored respectively in different cubes. Queries related to time are executed at a very high speed due to the Time Index and adopting a new method, connect instead of join. Furthermore, concepts of Set Theory are employed; using which each customer is regarded as an element of a Set and Set operations are conducted to segment customers for One-to-One marketing. In comparison to relational databases, these are the benefits of TimeCube. However, the TimeCube system does not support SQL Extension or TSQL and is not a standard approach. A dozen corporations in Japan are using the TimeCube system. In Company A, salesmen make hypotheses utilizing Set Operations on their customer information, and use them for their sales activities in order to find target customers. In Company B, data on their customer corporations are managed as an ASP and they have started to provide an application to use this customer information via internet.
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Abstract. This paper presents an XML-based test report management system for end-to-end (E2E) integration testing. This system allows test engineers at different sites using different platforms to collaborate and exchange testing effort by using XML-based communication. The system also supports report creation, storage, search, version management, and project management.

1 Introduction

Testing especially integration testing has been a serious challenge for system development. To address this problem, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) recently proposed an End-to-End (E2E) testing process to test an integrated system [DoD 2001, Tsai 2001a, Tsai 2001b]. This E2E testing and addresses test specifications, test case generation, risk analysis, regression testing [Tsai 2001b], ripple effect analysis, test schedules, test planning, and test result analysis. We developed a web-based system to support the E2E testing [Bai 2001]. This paper focuses on test report management in the testing tool using XML. Test data include test specifications, design, results, and reports.

The class diagram of test assets in the E2E tool can be interchanged through XML. Using XML, engineers can share and exchange test assets independent of any machine platforms. Tools and repositories that need to exchange metadata do not need to implement a new API, which can be expensive, or to re-host to a new repository, which can be costly too. They need to provide only an XML export and import facility.

2 XML-based Reporting Subsystem

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the test report subsystem. On the client side, Report Format Customizer and Report Query Customizer accept users’ requests, and Report Specification Generator generates specifications of the requests. On the server side, Report Generator, in Application Server, accepts requests from clients, and generates reports based on data stored in the test asset database, Web Server publishes reports.
and enables users to remote access reports through web-browsers; Report Builder periodically generating reports to ensure that reports are current, Report Analyzer compares different reports and generates analysis reports.

![Diagram of Test Report Subsystem](image)

**Figure 1** Structure of Test Report Subsystem

The main issue in test report management is that report definitions are highly dynamic and change often. Users may define different report structures by selecting various combinations of assets and asset attributes. They may also define different report representations. Traditionally, each test report must be coded individually. In this way, one must repeat work such as designing database structures and storage. This is costly. Our test report subsystem avoids this problem. When one needs a new test report, the only thing to do is to describe the new report's model in DTDs and submit the DTDs into the subsystem. No additional programming is needed, and all the relevant design work such as creation, searching and storage management can be reused.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the multilayered object pattern technologies (BFOP) for sharing business objects among different organizations that were standardized by a consortium named “Consortium for Business Object Promotion (CBOP)” in Japan.

1 Introduction

CBOP (Consortium for Business Object Promotion) was formulated on December 1, 1997, by 27 companies, to standardize common bases for the sharing and exchanging of Business Objects. As a product of activities, a set of object patterns, named BFOP (Business Function Object Patterns), were standardized and provided to the development of object models in various business areas domains.

2 BFOP Pattern Principle

To improve the share-ability of domain-specific object models, there must be common bases, which consist of normative objects and patterns to be applied when it is necessary for some business semantics to be represented. Following are the design principles which were considered during the BFOP development.

- The model must be defined using predefined normative modeling constructs.
- Predefined modeling constructs should include common atomic objects, such as, Date, Currency, Country-code, which are needless to be discussed when they are used.
Common aggregated objects, such as Customer, Company, or Order, which represent business entities, also should be predefined as normative modeling constructs. They should be defined using the normative atomic objects.

Business concepts, such as Trade or Invoice, which are represented by relationships, should be defined as aggregations of common elementary objects and/or aggregated objects. They must be predefined as normative modeling constructs.

The aggregations could be defined as object patterns, which can be predefined using basic and elementary patterns as the base.

Patterns can represent business concepts with the aggregation of elementary patterns. Therefore, the aggregation mechanism of patterns must be provided.

Business rules should be represented as constraints to be encapsulated in patterns. Therefore, the mechanism for constraint inheritance among patterns must be provided.

3 Pattern Hierarchy in BFOP

The BFOP consists of more than three layers of object patterns. At the lowest layer, elementary patterns are specified to be used in materialization of upper layer patterns. The elementary patterns, such as iRolei provide a facility to keep consistency among modeling constructs by requiring that an object should be defined using pre-existing normative objects. This implies that nobody can ignore pre-existing objects. The multilayered patterns could bring the effectiveness in reusing constraints or rules to be applied to a composite object pattern. Elementary object patterns also provide means to examine the commonalities among composite patterns when they are compared.

4 BFOP and UML Tools

In representing an aggregation (synthesis) of object patterns, the parametric collaboration notation, which was proposed to UML1.4, was used. In August 1998, CBOP submitted a proposal on BFOP to OMG to cope with their RFP iUML profile for EDOCi. At the end of March 2001, a project in CBOP finished the development of a tool which enables the BFOP manipulation, such as integration and unfolding of patterns through the graphical interface. This tool is expected to improve share-ability of object models by the guiding use of BFOP and by the automated inheriting mechanism of business constraints embedded in patterns. CBOP is now preparing a common registry which enables the registering and exchanging of business domain models and domain specific object patterns to accumulate through the experiences of BFOP applications.
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Abstract. The explosive spread of the Internet in recent years has made it possible to access a huge number of information sources. These sources include web home pages, relational databases, image databases and so on. To enable these information sources to be utilized to the fullest extent, it is necessary to integrate these into identical data structures and user interfaces. This paper proposes the information integration system called MediPresto/M, which was designed based on a mediation architecture and universal relation model. Using some real applications, we demonstrate the advantages of this system.

1 Introduction

Various methods of integrating information sources have been tried to efficiently access sources in open network environments. Two typical methods of integrating information sources have been tried so far. One is the federated database architecture [1] based on an integrated schema (or global schema), and the other is the mediation architecture [2]. The former enables users to access many kinds of information sources through an identical schema, but making the integrated schema is extremely difficult.

As a means of enabling huge information sources in the Internet environment to be searched efficiently and usefully, we have developed an information source integration system based on the mediation architecture, which does not need integrated schema.

2 Proposed Method and System Outline

To integrate many kinds of information sources, it is necessary to resolve the schema and value differences between them. Typical differences are as follows.

(1) Differences in schema structures. In information sources, schema structures must be defined in terms of relation (RDB) or as a tree structure (XML, HTML).

(2) Differences in schema definition names. Information sources normally have structured items, and item names are different in each individual system.
(3) Data range differences. Information source data items may have different values even for items with identical meaning. For example, the price of an item may be given as "1000 yen", "59.48 F", or "$ 8.05"; all represent the same notional value.

As a means of addressing the problems created by differences among information sources, we have developed the mediation system called "MediPresto/M". The primary feature of our system is that it is designed around a mediator architecture [2] and has a universal relation as the user interface [3]. The universal relation can treat the structure of information sources as one relation that constructs a set of data items. Users can treat many different information sources having complicated structures as one relation. This enables them to obtain results through simple queries to the universal relation. This system can execute queries over heterogeneous information sources by making use of rules. The rules are mapped between each source, RDB, Web, XML, Image Database, and so on, and the universal relation. Even though the mapping rules are prepared by system designers in advance, they consist of just the definitions needed to retrieve data items relevant to the universal relation.

3 Application

We evaluated the efficacy of our system through the use of a prototype that integrated a number of databases. The original information sources consisted of five types of databases with a total of 25 tables and 627 items. We found that by using our system, the man hours needed to create integrated schemas were reduced to about 1/8 [3] of those needed when the system was not used. Our system was used for a number of actual integrated information retrieval services. For example, it was applied in one of the information retrieval services of the Integrated Multi-Archiving Service (IMAS) in the Waseda University Library [4]. In this application, users were able to execute retrieval across 10 integrated information sources on a network in real time (on the order of several seconds) [5]. In addition, our system is being used in a number of actual integrated information retrieval services such as hospital information services, public information services and so on.

In many cases, users wanted to use our mediator system to request updates via the universal relation interface. Regrettably we have not yet formulated a good approach to answering such requests, and a primary objective in future work will be to develop a suitable method for doing so through the use of the mediator architecture system.
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